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DEPARTMENTS OF VETERANS AFFAIRS AND
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND
INDEPENDENT AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994

THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 10:15 a.m., in room SD-138, Dirksen

Senate Office Building, Hon. Barbara A. Mikulski (chair) presiding.
Present: Senators Mikulski, Gramm, Bums, and Stevens.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF DR. WALTER E. MASSEY, DIRECTOR
ACCOMPANIED BY:

DR. FREDERICK M. BERNTHAL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR
JOSEPH KULL, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER AND DIRECTOR, OF-
FICE OF BUDGET, FINANCE AND AWARD MANAGEMENT

DR MELVYN CIMENT, EXECUTIVE OFFICER FOR COMPUTER AND
INFORMATION SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

DR. JOSEPH BORDOGNA, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR ENGINEER-
ING

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MIKULSKI

Senator Mikulski. Good morning, everybody. This subcommittee
will come to order.

Today we meet to review the budget of the National Science
Foundation for fiscal year 1994. The National Science Foundation
was created by Harry Trumsm in 1950 in response to the changing
nature of America's science and technology after World War II. But
it was also responding to a changing world after World War II.

During these last 43 years, the Foundation has led the way in

keeping America's scientific and technological prowess unsurpassed
in the modem world.
But just as Harry Truman responded to a new world, so must

the National Science Foundation. Now, with the end of the cold

war, many of the same questions are being asked about how the
United States of America continues to maintain its preeminence in

science, technology, and product development.
Many of the same questions raised which led to the NSF's cre-

ation four decades ago are now being asked. They are tough ques-
tions. They challenge our Nation's research community to reexam-

(1)



ine its fundamental role and mission in solving the problems at the
end of this century.
Under the leadership of NSF's current Director, Dr. Walter

Massey, the Foundation has begun to tackle these issues. He cre-

ated the Commission on the Future of the National Science Foun-
dation. Its findings are a road map on how the basic research com-
munity must respond to economic and technological opportunities
that we have at the brink of a new century.
We note that today will be the last hearing that Dr. Massey will

participate in. As of next week, he will take on a new position with
the University of California, the world's largest university system.

Dr. Massey, we think you have done an excellent job at the Na-
tional Science Foundation and we will always treasure our working
relationship based on cooperation, coUegiality, and candor. We be-
lieve vour work will serve as a legacy for the National Science
Foundation to build upon in the years to come.

Despite the fact that many knew that you were leaving for some
time, you clearly were no lame duck, given the size of the budget
request you persuaded 0MB to give you. The President is request-
ing an NSF budget of nearly $3.2 billion, a 16-percent increase over
the regular fiscal year 1993 appropriation.
We do not know the size of the VA-HUD Subcommittee's alloca-

tion at this early juncture. So we are unable to give an indication
of what we will be able to accommodate in this request. But we are

looking forward to your testimony, Dr. Massey, in which you will

present the National Science Foundation's budget and what will be
a navigational chart for the National Science Foundation as the na-
tional search begins for your replacement.
We look forward to working with you wherever you are. We look

forward to working with those who stay behind at the National
Science Foundation to continue the core mission of the agency es-

tablished by Congress with President Harry Truman and the navi-

gational charts you are about to present to us today.
Senator Stevens, do you have an opening statement?
Senator Stevens. No; I do not. But I would join you in thanking

Dr. Massey for his work and his great leadership. I am sure we will

all miss him, and I will remember fondly his trips to my State.
It is nice to be here with you this morning.
Thank you. Madam Chair.
Senator Mikulski. Senator Bums.
Senator Burns. I have no statement.
We hate to see you go. I look forward to hearing from you this

morning. I'm getting more like my colleague from Tennessee. It is

hard to listen your way out of a job. So I will sit and listen. Thank
you very much.

Senator MiKULSKl. What colleague from Tennessee are you talk-

ing about?
Senator Burns. Mr. Mathews.
Senator Mikulski. I didn't know if you meant Mr. Sasser, Mr.

Gore, or Mr. Mathews.
Thank you, Senator Bums. We know that this is really your first

participation at the appropriations hearings, so we really look for-

ward to your populist insights on this.

Dr. Massey.



Dr. Massey. Thank you very much, Madam Chair.

Senator Burns. Would you pull the microphone up closer, please.
Dr. Massey. Can you hear me now?
Senator Burns. You bet.

DR. MASSEY'S opening STATEMENT

Dr. Massey. Madam Chair, Senator Stevens, Senator Bums, I

am very pleased to be here today to discuss the National Science

Foundation's proposed budget for fiscal year 1994. I would like to

submit for the record my written testimony and to just make a few

brief, overview remarks at this time.

INTRODUCTION OF ASSOCIATES

I would like to introduce the rest of my colleagues who are with
me today. Dr. Frederick Bemthal is the Deputy Director of the Na-
tional Science Foundation; Mr. Joseph Kull is the Chief Financial
Officer. They are at the witness table.

The assistant directors for the major units are: Luther Williams
for Education and Human Resources; Joe Bordogna, Engineering;
Bob Corell, Greosciences; Bill Harris, Mathematical and Physical
Sciences; Cora Marett, Social and Behavioral Sciences; Mary Clut-

ter, Biosciences; and Dr. Mel Ciment is sitting in for Dr. Haberman
for Computer and Information Science and Engineering.
Madam Chair, I believe that NSF's proposed budget for 1994 pre-

sents an excellent opportunity to enhance the overall quality of the
Nation's science and engineering enterprise. The total increase for

the Foundation would be just over 8 percent above our current

level, which includes a supplemental appropriation. As you pointed
out, that would be 16 percent over the current year's 1993 alloca-

tion.

Given today's tight fiscal and budgetary environment, it is clear

that this budget speaks directly to President Clinton's desire to

give priority to those programs that invest in the Nation's long-
term economic growth and social progress.

THREE STRATEGIES

This budget is built around three strategies for investment.
These strategies were developed from our own internal strategic

planning process as well as the work of the National Commission
on the Future of the Foundation, which you mentioned.
The first is enhancing the Nation's fundamental science and en-

gineering capabilities. The second is investing in people. The third

is addressing strategic research priorities.
Our internal planning process and the work of the Commission

on the Future of the NSF are strongly reflected in the overall budg-
et proposal and in these three strategies.

I

ENHANCING FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CAPABILITIES

The first strategy, enhancing the Nation's overall capabilities in

science and engineering, is an over-arching priority for the entire

Foundation. It is directly related to our statutory responsibility, as



expressed in the NSF Act of 1950, that is, to strengthen the Na-
tion's science, overall potential in science and engineering.
The broad base of fundamental research activities supported by

NSF is a valuable asset for all society.

History is replete with examples of how what appear to be ob-
scure and irrelevant research has given rise to totally new tech-

nologies, new industries, and entirely new perspectives on old prob-
lems. We find evidence of this in practically all emerging growth
areas of our economy—biotechnology, robotics, advanced comput-
ing, and communications technology.

All too often, yesterdays laboratory and experiments in theoreti-
cal insights are creating today's high-wage jobs.

In this budget, we propose for research and related activities $2.2
billion, an increase of approximately 7 percent. We also request an
additional $55 million for the Academic Research and Facilities

Program, which will support investment in large-scale instruments
and the repair and renovation of facilities at our Nation's univer-
sities.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

The second strategy, investing in people, is a strategy that we
find permeated throughout the Foundation. It is difficult to find

any phrase that encompasses more of what NSF is and does than
investing in people. Nearly every dollar spent by the Foundation is

in some way an investment in education and advanced training of
members of our society.
Research grants provide supports for scientists, researchers,

post-doctoral researchers, technicians, graduate students, and also

undergraduate and high school students.
Under our EHR activity, we are requesting a 14-percent increase,

to nearly $560 million. Madam Chair.
NSF's efforts in education are carried out in conjunction with

other Federal agencies under the govemmentwide initiative in

mathematics and science education, coordinated by the FCCSET
process. Through the FCCSET process, we are also working on the
evaluation of Federal mathematics and science programs across the
Government. I know that this has been a concern of this commit-
tee. There is now a timetable in place for this evaluation which, in

fact, is described in detail in a report which was completed this

past February.
The FCCSET agencies have assigned the National Science Foun-

dation a leadership role and a capacity building role in this effort.

STRATEGIC RESEARCH PRIORITIES

Let me turn now to the third investment theme, addressing stra-

tegic research priorities.
Under the proposed budget for fiscal year 1994, NSF will provide

significant support for strategic research as well as interagency ini-

tiatives in high-performance computing and communications, man-
ufacturing, materials, global change, and biotechnology, as well as
the initiative in math and science education. In these initiatives,

our primary focus is on the fundamental research needed to further

progress in these areas.



One of the greatest underlying strengths of these initiatives and
of numerous other efforts within the Foundation is that they are
taken in close cooperation with other Federal agencies as well as
with private industry. These partnership-building activities hold

great potential benefits for the taxpayers, and I want to commend
this subcommittee and the leadership you have shown, Madam
Chair, and the encouragement you have provided to us as well as
to other agencies to form these kinds of partnerships.
Let me share with you very briefly a few of the efforts currently

underway at NSF that illustrate this direction.

I signed yesterday morning, along with the Director of NIST, a
memorandum of understanding between our two agencies. This
MOU calls for long-term cooperation between NSF and NIST over
a broad range of topics.
To aid in defense conversion, we have joined forces with four

other agencies
—^ARPA, NIST, NASA, and the Department of En-

ergy—^to form the Defense Technology Conversion Council, which
will oversee the allocation of funds in the Defense Conversion Act
of 1993 and will help plan interagency activities in the future for

these kinds of funds.
We continue to emphasize industrial participation in our engi-

neering research centers, in our science and technology centers, as
well as in other areas. Our intent here is to make industry an up-
front partner with the universities in both planning and perform-
ing research.

In manufacturing, we are finalizing plans cooperatively with
ARPA for an industry-led agile manufacturing institute, consistent
with the guidelines contained in our fiscal year 1993 appropriations
bill.

I would like to close my testimony by taking note of the out-

standing work done by the stafi" at the Foundation. In this regard,
I would impress upon the subcommittee the importance of our re-

quest for an increase in the "Salaries and expenses" account. This
request would not increase our staffing levels, although I think I

could make a strong case to do so. Rather, it provides us with re-

sources, such as computers, rent—an increased cost in rent—ad-
ministrative and contractual services, supplies, and travel funds
needed to keep up with the NSF's growing workload, a worldoad
that has doubled in the past decade.

In line with my earlier statement about the importance of human
resources, support for the human resources to conduct the business
of the foundation is also crucial for its continued success.
Madam Chair, as you mentioned, after tomorrow I will be leaving

the Science Foundation to become provost and senior vice president
of the University of California system. My experience with this
subcommittee has been uniformly positive during my tenure at the

Foundation, and I appreciate the attention, courtesy, and concern
for the national welfare that the members of this subcommittee
have demonstrated.
Thank you for this opportunity to appear today. I would be

happy to respond to your questions.
[The statement follows:]



Statement of Dr. Walter E. Massey

Madam Chair, Senator Gramm, members of the Subcommittee, I £im very pleased
to be here today to discuss the National Science Foundation's proposed budget for
fiscal year 1994. I would like to present a brief overview of the strategies and prior-
ities embodied in this budget, giving special attention to issues I know are of par-
ticular interest to this Subcommittee. This will be followed by a more detailed de-

scription of the budget.
Taken as a whole, I believe that this is an excellent, well-balanced budget pro-

posal that will greatly enhance the overall quality of the nation's science and engi-
neering enterprise. The overall increase for the Foundation woxild be just over eight
percent above our current level (which includes the supplemental appropriation con-
tained in the President's stimulus package). Given today's tight fiscal and budgetary
environment, it is clear that this budget speaks directly to President Clinton's desire
to give priority to those programs tihat invest in the nation's long-term economic
growth and social progress.
From an investment perspective, there is strong evidence that the types of activi-

ties NSF supports make an immense contribution to national well-being. Not only
does the continued advance of knowledge lead to new technologies and new sources
of jobs, but the education and treiining aspect of NSF's mission is also a key to fii-

ture prosperity. Many studies conducted over the years attest to this point. In fact,
the Congressional Budget Office, in a recent report on various public investment
programs, concluded that "economic measures suggest generally high rates of return
for basic research and academic research in science and engineering. . . ."

All indications are that the importance of science and technology in determining
national well-being will only increase in the years ahead. Many areas vital to the
nation's future—fi^om nurturing new industries with high-skill, high-wage jobs, to

developing advanced, environmentally-compatible manufacturing techniques, to cre-

ating faster, more efficient modes of transportation and information exchange—^re-

quire continued progress in fundamental research across a range of disciplines and
the adoption of innovative, forward-looking approaches to education and training.
At NSF, we recognize that these emerging challenges and increasing expectations

place new demands on us £is an agency. Because of this, we are seeking to focus
our efforts around new strategies that build on our historical success and at the
same time move us toward a new working relationship in science and technology
between government, academia, and the private sector.

In the development of this budget, we have given priority to three general strate-

gies for investment.
First is enhancing the nation's fundamental science and engineering capability;

the second is investing in people; and the third is addressing strategic research pri-
orities.

Our internal planning process and the work of the Commission on the Future of
NSF are strongly reflected in this overall budget proposal and in these three strate-

gies.
These strategies both describe what we do at NSF as well as provide guidance

on how the agency should structure its investment in the nation's scientific and
technological enterprise. Each one is by no means mutually exclusive of the others:

they are highly complementary and overlapping, and each spans a broad range of

programs and budgetary categories.
The first strategy, eiihsuicing the nation's overall capabilities in science and engi-

neering, is an overarching priority for the entire Foundation. It is directly related
to our statutory responsibility, as expressed in the NSF Act of 1950, to strengthen
the nation's overall potential in science and engineering.
The broad base of^fundamental research activities supported by NSF is a valuable

asset for all of society. These activities are very oft«n the source of the most valu-
able and unexpected advances and insights. History is replete with examples of how
what appeared to be obscvu*e and irrelevant research has given rise to new tech-

nologies, industrial processes, and entirely new perspectives on old problems. Evi-
dence of this can be found in practically all of the emerging growth areas of our
economy, such as biotechnology, robotics, and advanced computing and communica-
tions technologies. Yesterday's laboratory experiments and theoretical insights are

creating todays high wage jobs.
In this proposed budget, the Research and Related Activities appropriation in-

creases by roughly 7 percent to $2.2 billion. An additional $55 million is made avail-

able for the Academic Research and Facilities program, which supports investments
in Ifirge-scale instruments and the repair, renovation, and construction of facilities

at academic institutions.



In making these investments to enhance the nation's overall science and en^neer-
ing capabilities, NSF has structured its programs in ways that provide flexibility to

researchers and accommodate the emerging trends in how research is conducted.
Our modes of support range from small, short-term grants for exploratory work to
traditional individual investigator awards to grants for centers that involve re-

searchers from government, academia, and
industry. Additionally, the large-scale re-

search facilities and information processing capabilities supported by NSF—such as

observatories, supercomputer centers, and advanced communications networks like

the NSFNET—facilitate
cooperation among researchers and build strong links be-

tween scientific research and technology development.
In this regard, we are giving specif attention to how we can do more to encour-

age research that spans traditional
disciplinary

boundaries. Clearly, some of the
most promising and exciting research areas, like superconductivity, feill along the
boundaries of traditional disciplines. There is wide agreement on the importance of
these activities, for the Commission, our own internal planning process, and this

Committee, all made specific recommendations regarding interdisciplinary research.
An internal NSF task force is currently developing new arrangements and guiding
principles that can provide additional incentives for interdisciplinary resetirch. We
expect such arrangements will be in place before the beginning of fiscal year 1994.
The second strategy for investment embodied in this budget is "Investing in Peo-

Ele."

In fact, it would be difficult to find any phrase that encompasses more of what
rSF is and does than "Investing in People.
Nearly every dollar spent by the Foundation is in some way an investment in edu-

cation and advanced training of an individufd member of society. Plesearch ^ants
provide support for scientists and engineers, post doctoral researchers, technicians,
graduate students, and also undergraduate and high school students. In addition,
programs under NSF's Directorate for Education and Human Resources (EHR) sup-
port activities involving teachers and students at all grade and achievement levels
and in all regions of the country.

In terms of numbers, it is estimated that NSF's programs wUl reach upwards of
110,000 people, ranging from senior scientists working at major universities to
teachers participating in workshops to precoUege students attending science sum-
mer camps.
Under this budget, funding for EHR would increase by over 14 percent to nearly

$560 million. Some of the activities siipported by this fiinding include:—PrecoUege education, where the fiscal year 1994 budget will support the Stete-
wide Systemic Initiatives in up to 25 stetes and would allow NSF to expand
its Urban Systemic Initiatives program into an expected 8 major cities.—Reform of undergraduate and graduate education will be accomplished through
the establishment of projects to improve teaching in specific disciplines, up to
two new engineering education coalitions, and 9ie graduate traineeship pro-
gram that encourages industrial participation.—A new program. Model Institutions of Excellence, will provide support to pre-

dominantly minority institutions for model programs to improve the recruit-

ment, academic environment, and retention o* undergraduates in science, math-
ematics, and engineering.

NSF's efforts in education are carried out in conjunction with other Federal agen-
cies through the government-wide initiative in mathematics and science education
coordinated by the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Tech-
nology (FCCSET). In fiscal year 1994, NSF is expected to contribute 26 percent of
the total Federal funding for this national initiative.

Through the FCCSET process, we are also working with other agencies on the
evsduation of Federal mathematics and science education programs. I know that this
has long been a concern of this Subcommittee. There is now a timetable in place
for this evaluation, which is described in detail in a report completed this past Feb-
ruary. The FCCSET agencies have assigned NSF a leadership, coordinating, and ca-

pacity-building role in this entire effort.

I want to turn now to our third investment theme, addressing strategic research
priorities. Strategic resesu-ch on critical areas of national priority has become an in-

tegral part of the NSF portfolio. The progress of science has always been closely tied
to the application of new knowledge to the pressing concerns of society. Indeed, the
Commission on the Future of the NSF, in its report of last December, affirmed that
NSF should provide "a balanced allocation of resources in strategic research areas
in response to national needs."
Under the proposed budget for fiscal year 1994, NSF will provide significant sup-

port for strategic NSF and interagency initiatives in high performance computing
and communications, manufacturing, materials, global change, and biotechnology, as
well as the previously mentioned initiative in math and science education. In these
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initiatives, our primary focus is on the fundamental research needed to further

progress in these areas.

One of the greatest underlying strengths of these initiatives—^and of nxmierous
other efforts within the Foundation—is that they are undertaken in close coopera-
tion with other Federal agencies and with private industry. These partnership-
building activities hold great potential benefits for the taxpayer, and I want to com-
mend mis Subcommittee for the leadership and encouragement you have provided
to us and to other agencies as well.

Let me share with you a few of tJie efforts currently underway at NSF:—We are in the process of entering into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with the National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST). This MOU
calls for long-term cooperation between NSF and NIST over a broad range of

topics, beginning with manufacturing, materitils, chemical science and engineer-
ing, and high performance computing and communications.—To aid in defense conversion, we have joined forces with ARPA, NIST, NASA,
and the Department of Energy in accordance with the provisions of Title IV of
the Defense Conversion, Reinvestment, and Transition Assistance Act of 1992.
Oixr role in this endeavor includes helping to facilitate partnerships between the

private sector and academia, participating in the five agency proposal review
team, and overseeing the management of programs in manufacturing engineer-
ing education.—In advanced materisds, we continue to move in the direction of more cooperation
and collaboration. For example, we are currently exploring ways to establish

stronger ties with NASA's materials research and development program.—Cooperation with industry is also becoming a hallmark of NSF activities. We
continue to emphasize industrial participation in our Engineering Research
Centers, Science and Technology Centers, and in other areas, such as Environ-
mental Science and Technology. Our intent is to make industry an "up-front"
partner in both planning and performing research.—In manufacturing, we are finalizing plans cooperatively with ARPA for an in-

dustry-led agile manufacturing institute, consistent with the instructions con-
tained in our fiscal year 1993 appropriations bill. In this institute, industry/uni-
versity/govemment teams would renne and test the validity of advanced manu-
facturing concepts.

I would like to add that all of these efforts in strategic £ireas devote significant
resources to education and training, through such activities as curriculum develop-
ment, outreach, and specialized research experiences. In every instance, the people
participating in research receive valuable training that helps prepare them for ca-
reers in all sectors of society.

I would like to close my testimony by taking note of the outstanding work done
by the staff at NSF. In this regard, I would impress on the Subcomimittee the impor-
tance of our request for an increase in the Salaries and Expenses account. This re-

quest would not increase our staffing levels, although a strong case could be made
for additional personnel. Rather, it provides us with resources such as computers,
rent, administrative contractual services, supplies, and travel funds needed to keep
up with NSF's workload—a workload that has doubled in the past decade. In line

with my earlier statements about the importance of human resources, support for

the human resources to conduct the business of NSF are crucial for its continued
success.

Madam Chair, as you know, after tomorrow, I will be leaving the National Science
Foundation to become Provost and Senior Vice President of uie University of Cali-

fornia System. My experience with this Subcommittee has been uniformly positive

during my tenure at NSF and I appreciate the attention, courtesy, and concern for

the national welfare that the members of this Subcommittee have demonstrated.
Thank you for this opportunity to appear today. A detailed discussion of the fiscal

year 1994 budget proposal follows. I will be happy to answer any questions.

Acnvrry summaries

Research and related activities

The fiscal vear 1994 Request includes $2,204.80 million for Research and Related
Activities (R&RA), an increase of 7.2 percent over the fiscal year 1993 Revised Cur-
rent Plan. In fiscal year 1994, approximately 65 percent of R&RA will

support
fun-

damental and strategic research by individuals and groups in traditional fields as
well as in cross-disciplinary fields of national importance. Also included in R&RA
is a $58 million increase in support for unique national facilities such as telescopes,
research ships, and supercomputers, as well as an increase of $13 million for sup-



port for instrumentation and equipment, all of which enhance the research capabili-
ties of the nation's scientists and engineers.
An increase of approximatelv $40 million, or more than 15 percent, will support

activities associated with the FCCSET High Performance Computing and Commu-
nications initiative. Also included in the fiscal year 1994 Request are increases for
other strategic research initiatives, including Foundation efforts for research on the
environment, civil infrastructure and intelligent systems, as well as the Presidential
initiatives coordinated through the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, En^-
neering and Technology (FCCSET). These strategic initiatives are supported within
NSF and also by other Federal agencies.
Through its support for programs such as Engineering Research Centers, Science

and Technology Centers, and Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers, the
Foundation encourages the growth of partnerships among academia, industry and
government. NSF also supports a nvunber of innovative programs to support science
and engineering training at the undergraduate, graduate and post-doctoral levels.

A summary of plans for each Activity within R&RA follows.

The Biological Sciences (BIO) Activity increases by $20.46 million, or 7 percent,
over the fiscal year 1993 Revised Current Plan to a total of $311.92 million. The
request emphasizes NSF's support for several Federal initiatives. BIO support for
FCfCSET imtiatives and specific research areas includes:—$6.10 million increase in the Biotechnology initiative to total $119.30 million;—!!6.50 million increase for the environmental research initiative to a total of

$70.10 million, including a network of Long Term Ecological Resesirch Sites

(LTERS);—$3.50 million increase to a total of $12.50 million for the High Performance

Computing and Communications (HPCC) initiative;—$1-50 million increase to a total of $10.35 million for Global Change; and—$1.50 million increase for plant science initiative, including the enhancement of
the Arabidopsis genome project.

The Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) Activity increases

by $33.10 million, or 12.6 percent, over the fiscal year 1993 Revised Current Plan
to a total of $296.01 million. CISE will enhance support in the High Performance
Computing and Communications and Advanced Manufacturing initiatives, providing
support for new generations of enabling technology for high performance computer
systems and applications. Also, average award size will be increased to ftilly enable
and expedite research projects.
—$25.24 million increase for HPCC, to a total of $253.87 million;—$7.25 million increase to a total of $38.65 million for Manufacturing, to increase

research on high dependability computer controlled systems; and—$610,000 increase to a total of $20.11 million for the Advanced Materials and
Processing Program (AMPP), for research on modeling and simulation of elec-
tronics and optical materials and devices in optoelectronic computing.

The Engineering (ENG) Activity increases by $26.22 million, or 8.8 percent, over
the fiscal year 1993 Revised Current Plan to a total of $343.05 million. The ENG
request provides for participation in several broad interagency and NSF-wide
FCfCSET imtiatives in critical technology areas, with emphasis on the support of in-
dividual investigators and graduate students.

Highlights of funding increases and specific research areas include:—$7.50 million increase to a total of $80.90 million, to support the Manufacturing
initiative;

—$3.90 million increase to a total of $76.20 million for the AMPP initiative;—$3.21 million increase to a total of $6.31 million to support the NPCC initiative;
—An increase of $2.63 million to a total of $33.12 million to meet the mandated

level for the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program; and—$2.50 million increment to a total of $52.50 million for the Engineering Re-
search Centers, to increase the number of centers from 18 to 20. Some of the
first class centers may not be renewed. However, any fiinds not used for center
renewal will be used to fund new centers.

The Geosciences (GEO) Activity increases by $27.49 million, or 6.5 percent, over
the fiscal year 1993 Revised Current Plan to a total of $448.50 million. GEO's par-
ticipation in several broad interagency initiatives includes the following:—$4.58 million increase in U.S. Global Change Research Program activities to

total $124.50 million;—$2.07 million increase for the HPCC initiative; and
—$100,000 for the AMPP initiative.

Major facilities and instrumentation will increase by $14.72 million to provide
support in such areas as NCAR operating and management costs; Global Change;
and participation in HPCC Grand Challenge activities. Funds will provide for the
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conversion of a military C-130 aircraft into a research aircraft; acquisition and de-

ployment of digital seismographs and begin the procurement process of an Arctic re-

search vessel.

The Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS) Activity increases by $57.96 mil-

lion, or 8.8 percent, over the fiscal year 1993 Revised Current Plan to a total of

$718.39 million. The MPS request provides for enhanced participation in several
FCCSET initiatives and a commitment to individual investigators to increase aver-

age award size and duration. Funding highlights include:—$4.54 million increase for the AMPP initiative to a total of $206.44 million, for

research focused on sjmthesis and processing; theory, modeling and simulation;
and materials characterization;

—$5.80 million increase for HPCC to a total of $14.68 million;—$8.20 million increase for the Mathematics and Science Education initiative to

a total of $30.85 million;—$5.74 million increase for environmental research to a total of $14.54 million,
with an emphasis on environmental chemistry; and—$24.00 million increment to a total of $72.00 million for continued construction
of the NHMFL, GEMINI, and LIGO.

The Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences (SBE) Activity will increase by
$7.96 million, or 8.0 percent, over the fiscal year 1993 Revised Current Plan to a
total of $106.91 million. This provides increased support for the FCCSET initiatives

and for increased award size across all programs. Funding highlights include:—$1.10 million increase for the Manufacturing, HPCC, and the Math and Science
Education initiatives;

U.S. antarctic logistics activities

The fiscal year 1994 Request for U.S. Antarctic Logistics totals $65.10 million, an
increase of $1.74 million over the fiscal year 1993 Revised Current Plan. Because
of their extent and remote location, U.S. activities in Antarctica require major logis-
tic support. Of the funds provided under this activity, $59.10 million supports logis-
tics provided by the Department of Defense and $6.00 million are for the final year
of the Safety, Environment and Health (SEH) initiative. The Activity contributes to

an active and influential U.S. presence in Antarctica as well as addresses environ-
mental problems pre-dating NSF's management of U.S. antarctic logistics and oper-
ations.

Academic research facilities and instrumentation

The Request for Academic Research Facilities and Instrumentation (ARFI) for fis-

cal year 1994 is $55.0 million, a $300,000 increase, or 0.5 percent, over the fiscal

year 1993 Revised Current Plan. ARFI will continue to support the development
and acquisition of major research instrumentation and the modernization of re-

search facilities, fiscal year 1994 fiinds will be equally divided between facilities and
instnunentation needs.

Critical Technologies Institute

The Critical Technologies Institute, a federally-funded research and development
center, will provide anal3rtical support for technology assessment to the Executive
Branch. NSF serves as sponsor for the Institute as mandated by the Department
of Defense authorization Act for fiscal year 1992. The fiscal year 1994 Request for

the Critical Technologies Institute is $1.0 million, the same level as in fiscal year
1993.

Salaries and expenses

The fiscal year 1994 Request for Salaries and Expenses (S&E) is $125.80 million,
an increase of $10.1(1 million, or 8.7 percent, over the fiscal year 1993 Revised Cur-
rent Plan of $115.70 million. Salaries and Expenses provides funds for staff salaries

and other operating expenses necessary to manage and administer the Foundation's

program responsibilities, but excludes funds for the Office of Inspector General,
which are requested separately. In addition, S&E includes funds for general admin-
istrative costs, including information systems and fiscal year 1994 rent on the new
NSF headquarters building.
The Request includes funds for 1,203 full-time equivalent staff years who manage

and support the programmatic and administrative activity of the Foundation. The

Request reflects a reduction in FTEs fi-om the fiscal year 1993 Authorized level, con-

sistent with Administration policies on reducing the size and cost of the federal gov-
ernment.
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NSF headquarters relocation

The Request for the new NSF Relocation appropriation totals $5.20 million in fis-

cal year 1994. This appropriation will provide funds for the first of five reimburse-

ments to the General Services Administration, which provided the initial funding
for the NSF relocation in fiscal year 1992 and fiscal year 1993 and the fiscal year
1993 rental payments on the new building.

Office ofInspector General

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) was established by the 1988 amendments
to the Inspector General Act to promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in ad-

ministering Foundation program; to prevent and detect fraud, waste, abuse, and

mismanagement; and to prevent, detect, and handle cases of misconduct in science.

The fiscal year 1994 Request includes $4.10 million for OIG, an 11.1 percent in-

crease over the fiscal year 1993 Revised Current Plan.

Senator Mikulski. Dr. Massey, thank you for that crisp and com-

prehensive testimony.
I am going to turn now to the ranking minority Senator, Phil

Gramm.
Before I do so, though, I would like to share with my colleagues

that the Bond amendment is on the floor, which will strike all of

the EPA funding out of the stimulus package. As you know, that

is in this committee's portfolio. I would like to be able to join the

debate. So if we could contain our questions and move as quickly
as possible, the Chair would appreciate it.

Senator Gramm.
Senator Gramm. Madam Chairman, thank you.
Dr. Massey, I would like to thank you for your service at NSF.

While your tenure has been short, I think your service has been ex-

cellent. We appreciate the University of Chicago lending you to the

Nation.
I appreciate your willingness to serve.

FISCAL YEAR 1994 PROPOSED BUDGET

Madam Chair, I am very pleased with the President's budget
proposal for the National Science Foundation. His proposed funding
level of $3.2 billion is a 16-percent increase. It is only $100 million

less than proposed by President Bush. I think it is an excellent

budget proposal and I intend to vigorously support it.

I would simply make note of the fact that we are going to have
to be very diligent through the appropriations process to hold this

level of funding because, over the last 25 years, expenditures on
science and technology as a percentage of the budget have declined

from 5.1 to 1.9 percent, which tells me that investment in science

and technology may be an investment in the future generation of

Americans but it is not as appealing politically in many cases as

an investment in the next election through programs with big polit-

ical constituencies.

So I am delighted, Madam Chair, to strongly support the Presi-

dent's proposal. I think it is very important that it be adopted. I

look forward to working to see that we maintain the funding

growth needed at NSF to fund the science and technology to create

the jobs in the future in this country to keep us technologically the

No. 1 country in the world.

Senator MiKULSKl. Do you have any questions?
Senator Gramm. No; not at this time.
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commission's report

Senator MlKULSKi. Dr. Massey, I would like to go to the Commis-
sion's report which I think you really see also as guiding principles
for the future of the National Science Foundation. One of my ques-
tions is the Commission's call to give equal weight between strate-

gic research and curiosity-driven individual projects has provoked
a great deal of controversy in the research community.
Would you comment on why the scientific research community,

particularly in the physical sciences, is so reluctant to recognize
that the world has changed and that we have to have a balance in

this area?
Dr. Massey. I think there is a recognition that the way we

present our research activities to the Nation has to be better ex-

plained.
The fact that the Commission made those recommendations—

and it was a broad-based commission; it was widely representative
of the scientific community, both in universities and in industry—
I think the fact that they made that recommendation, Madam
Chair, is a sign that there is a recognition that research can con-

tribute in numerous ways and that the Foundation ought to have
a very broad portfolio to be able to respond to those unanticipated
ideas that come in so, as one might say, across the transom but
also to be able to harness the strengths of the Nation's research en-

terprise on broad strategic goals.
Senator MiKULSKl. Doctor, does the allocation of funds between

strategic research and individual subjects reflect the Commission's

thinking? Also, I know you want to get them out of writing grants
and doing research. That also was one of the Commission rec-

ommendations.
How will you make sure scientists get out of writing proposals

and back into the lab, which also is in the Commission's report?
Dr. Massey. Well, on the first, our budget is reflective of a bal-

ance between what we label the broad, strategic research areas, as

reflected primarily through the FCCSET initiatives and those ac-

tivities which come through in areas that lie outside of those initia-

tives.

Roughly, it will be about 50/50, in fact, if we track the funding.
I would like to make one comment, though. I would not charac-

terize it as strategic research versus individual investigators be-

cause individuals and groups and centers are the way we support
research both in the strategic areas as well as in the areas that we
have labeled as curiosity driven research.

INDUSTRIAL PATRICIPATION

Senator Mikulski. How does the 1994 budget request reflect a

desire to have more industrial participation in setting priorities at

the NSF? If you could, give us some examples of that.

Dr. Massey. We have made an effort in all of the strategic re-

search areas to involve the participation of industry in the begin-

ning, in designing the programs. That has been true certainly in

the new manufacturing initiative where, under the leadership of

Dr. Bordogna, we have convened workshops, advisory committees,

and the like, to help form the program.
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This is also true in the NSF initiative—it is not a FCCSET ini-

tiative—in civil infrastructure, which also came out of workshops
which included a broad representation across the industrial sector.

Although we are reducing the number of our advisory committees
in line with the President's directive, we are also changing the
structure of those committees to make sure we have more indus-
trial participation in those advisory committees.
Senator Mikulski. Did you say "industrial participation?"
Dr. Massey. Yes, yes; I did.

NSF AND ITS ROLE IN DEFENSE CONVERSION

Senator MiKULSKl. This then takes me to defense conversion.
What specific role will the National Science Foundation play in

the administration's defense conversion plan?
Dr. Massey. As I mentioned in my opening remarks, we have

formed, along with four other agencies, something we are calling
the Defense Technology Conversion Council. The leaders—myself
from the NSF, ARPA, NIST, DOE and NASA—will work together
to first design a program for these defense conversion funds. That
has been completed.

In fact, we have already issued a description of the program, and
meetings will be held around the country over the next month.
After those meetings, an RFP will be issued. That RFP will be

jointly overseen by those five agencies.

MANUFACTURING AND SCIENCE EDUCATION

Senator Mikulski. Dr. Massey, in last year's DOD appropria-
tions, when you had a $2.2 billion budget, $560 million was appro-
priated in DOD for manufacturing and science education. Could
you tell us how there will be participation between NSF and the

Department of Defense on how this money will be used?
Dr. Massey. I can give you a broad picture. If you would like

more detail, I can ask Dr. Bordogna to come up.
Joe, why don't you come and sit with me at the witness table.

Through this Defense Technology Conversion Council and in con-

junction with ARPA we have worked out two programs. One is the
broad program, for approximately $500 million, in which NSF will

participate, and another is a program of approximately $50 million,
in which NSF, in partnership with ARPA, will manage and design
a manufacturing education program.

Dr. Bordogna can give you some more details if you wish.
Senator Mikulski. Would you, Doctor? My question is, if you

could, give us examples of what they are actually going to be doing.
Or is this more research about math and science education? Or
does this actually put into place math and science education—^for

example, technical training at community colleges?
Dr. Bordogna. The $560 million has in it about 11 programs.

The first part of the effort, to make a team out of this, was to take
all 11 programs and integrate them. About $50 million of those

moneys was for manufacturing and engineering education, which
included $5 million specifically for manufacturing experts in the

classroom. This is being done jointly by the group.

W
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Within that, there are programs such as haviiig manufacturing
experts in the classroom as an attempt to bring the experts in in-

dustry into the classroom with the faculty so they jointly offer real

skills about what is going on in manufacturing.
Senator Mikulski. And when we say "into the classroom," what

kind of classroom is that—the engineering school classroom?
Dr. BORDOGNA. Engineering school classrooms. But there is also

integration of management in engineering classrooms. There is a
link there, too.

There is also a link with the States on their training programs.
Within the $50 million there are about six different efforts. One is

technical training, where the technical training in 2-year commu-
nity colleges is integrated with the training of engineers and with
the manufacturing experts in the classroom. The key here is to cou-

ple these things.
There is another program focused on a manufacturing curricu-

lum. We do not want to have manufacturing departments set up
which isolate the rest of the students from the manufacturing stu-

dents. So the idea here is to press the goal that all engineers must
learn how to make things and make products.
This cannot be done in a vacuum. It has to be done with the

technicians, who actually have hands-on productive ability and
with the people in the business schools, who actually help design
the business enterprise, without which nothing really gets out the
door.

Just in summary, those are some of the things that are going on.

The big key is to bring to bear all the agencies with all their skills,

to couple the production ideas with the education, and to make one

grand scheme out of this.

Senator Mikulski. How will the National Science Foundation

shape the outcome of the use of these funds? Is it through the

Council? How will they guarantee results or have mechanisms for

evaluating the results to be achieved?
Dr. BoRDOGNA. I think the key, again, is that NSF is a partner

with the other agencies involved and that NSF's skill is in the edu-

cation area, coupled with the research. For example, NIST deals

with extension centers, which have a lot of technician training in

them. We want to make sure that is coupled with whatever is

going on in the great universities in engineering education.

So our job will be jointly with them to do this but to be the over-

seer for the manufacturing education, to make sure it is done well,

but also coupled with the production activities going on with the

rest of the $560 million.

Senator MiKULSKl. What agency will be charged with the evalua-

tion of the outcome of this funding of the money?
Dr. BORDOGNA. All of us, the Council, the Defense Technology

Conversion Council.

Senator Mikulski. You know, I am a graduate of a Catholic

woman's college, and we had to minor in philosophy. One of the

things we learned from Thomas Aquinas was the question who
shall sweep the common floor. If the answer was everyone, then we
knew no one would do it.
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Dr. BORDOGNA. Well, it's not everyone. The idea is twofold. First,
the team effort is critical because we are coupled; second, NSF is

expected to exert leadership in the education area.

OVERSIGHT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND EVALUATION

Senator Mikulski. What are the mechanisms built in for over-

sight and also for accountability and evaluation? Is there, within
the Council, a designated area for doing this and is there a des-

ignated mechanism.
Dr. BoRDOGNA. There is a designated need to do this. Solicita-

tions are still being developed. Within the solicitation, evaluation
will be built in. The mechanism for doing this has definitely some-
thing to do necessarily with education, and NSF will be the over-
seer. It will be responsible, but it will do it with the others.

Dr. Massey. I think your point is well taken, Madam Chair. That
is certainly an important area.
Senator Mikulski. Yes; I think this is an incredible opportunity

and I think it is also rife for the way we throw money at things
and then we wonder what we have to show for it. I believe that
we will have a lot to show from what you have outlined. But I want
that to be gathered in an organized and systematic way.

I'm not so sure Pentagon-driven projects are evaluated the way
you evaluate your projects. So we will look forward to that. We
would hope that the National Science Foundation, who has experi-
ence in developing mechanisms for evaluating the outcomes, the
achievement of goals and outcomes, would take a lead in insisting
that it be done through the Council, and suggesting the mecha-
nisms for it to be done.

Dr. BORDOGNA. We are committed to that, and the rest of the
team looks to NSF to do it.

Senator MiKULSKl. Thank you. Doctor.
We are just going to go through a couple more questions. We are

having a quorum call, which means Senator Byrd will be on the
phone calling me in a minute or two.

I would like to have the Foundation write out some milestones
to evaluate the effectiveness of some of the research objectives.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATIONS

In high-performance computing, could you tell us—first let me go
over some facts.

Nearly $300 million in the Science Foundation budget will go to

high-performance computing. If this increase is approved, that di-

rectorate will grow by 40 percent. Today, we have appropriated
$600 million for this initiative. So could you tell us what we have
accomplished since its inception in 1991? What do you think will

be the total cost of the initiative? Because it is such a popular pro-
gram, it could end up being endlessly funded and never completed.
We like to have beginnings and endings.
One of the things we are going to do with our colleagues at

NASA is—we are talking about life cycle costs. What is it really

going to cost? What is it going to cost to maintain, so that we know
what we are getting into.
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Dr. Massey. I will ask Dr. Ciment, who is ;:,itting in for Dr.

Habermann, to give you a few details. But I should say that the

program, from my perspective, is one of the best planned and oper-
ated of the interagency activities. I have had the opportunity to

chair the FCCSET subcommittee that oversees the high-perform-
ance computing activity. There is a 5-year plan. It is continually

updated. The budgets of all the agencies are integrated. There are

milestones to be accomplished.
Our subcommittee is responsible on an annual basis for review-

ing the completion of progress toward those milestones.

So, Madam Chair, I have been very pleased at least at the proc-
ess for this activity. But I appreciate your concern that we should
look very carefully at the total costs of these kinds of projects.
But I will ask Mel Ciment to say a little more about this.

Dr. Ciment. Thank you.
Madam Chair, I would be happy to provide you more detail for

the record. But I would like to outline what I think is really a very
successful story in the high-performance computing program.

First of all, the centers that we have created, the supercomputer
centers, have serviced thousands of researchers every year, and
these researchers have made important discoveries in

computationally intensive research areas across the spectrum of ac-

tivities, like in air pollution, biology, chemistry, and so forth.

We have also created a National Science Foundation network
which services nearly 1,000 research institutions connecting maybe
a million computers and with a traffic load that has been growing
a thousandfold since the creation of the program.

But, in summary, I would say that the most important thing is

the research that has been supported throughout the whole pro-

gram has led to innovation, has led to
partnerships

with industry,
between university and industry, and has led to the creation of an

exciting field, so much so that we find that the chief executive offi-

cers of the leading telcos—^telecommunications companies, and the

chief executive officers of the major computer systems corporations
of America, have both endorsed this program not only for itself but

as a springboard for the future of what the President calls a na-

tional information infrastructure.

Dr. Massey. I might iust add one remark to that.

As I have said, we nave had the long-range plan and the pro-

gram only officially began in the 1993
appropriation.

But when we
reviewed the accomplishments, we found that the program has al-

ready achieved a number of the goals that were intended to be

achieved by 1994. So in many areas we are almost a year ahead
in progress.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Senator MiKULSKl. Would you give us examples in terms of tech-

nology transfer. Will technology transfer be an explicit proposal to

select proposals? Will technology transfer be an explicit criterion

»used to select proposals?
Dr. Ciment. I'm sorry, but I didn't hear the last part of the ques-

tion.

Senator Mikulski. The budget suggests that the NSF budget in

supercomputing will be used to make applications for break-
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throughs in health care, education, manufacturing, a cornucopia of

opportunity.
Could you give us one specific example in a couple of those areas.

Also, will technology transfer be an explicit criterion used to select

proposals?
Dr. CiMENT. Technology transfer usually is an explicit criteria in

many of our major programs—for example, in the supercomputer
centers and in the resolicitation of the NSFNET. It is embedded in
that.

A major example of what has been done in our program is that
the whole format of parallel computing that we see coming from
vendors, such as Intel and Thinking Machines, many of those ar-
chitectures were created in university laboratories under this and
preceding programs. The software that is being used on these ma-
chines now is being implemented with ideas that are being devel-

oped in this program through the research programs.
I can give you detailed software products. For example, last year

there were 90,000 software exchanges from our supercomputer cen-
ters to users, who took software products created at our
supercomputer centers and then downloaded to their computers to
use.

HEALTH CARE

Senator MiKULSKl. Could you give me an example of what has
been done because of high-performance computing that has im-
proved health care in this country or health care research?

Dr. CiMENT. In the health care area, this is a new part of the
stimulus package package. There we are developing the enabling
technologies for data bases and for user friendly interfaces to cre-
ate better, more efficient systems.
Senator Mikulski. To do what?
Dr. CiMENT. To make more effective use of information—^for ex-

ample, to be able to merge patient information with medical diag-
nosis information.
We have a project, for example, down at the North Carolina cen-

ter where, under our networking division—it is called VistaNet—
we are supporting high-speed transfers between supercomputers
and hospitals. So I'd say that in that sense, that is a very relevant

example.

WOMEN IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Senator MiKULSKl. We could ask many other questions on that,
however, I want to pick up on another element in the budget for
a computer science pilot program proposal to increase the role of
women in computer sciences.

Can you give us some details on this program and what kind of

proposals would you be seeking?
Dr. CiMENT. We are going to be holding a workshop, in fact in

about a couple of weeks, here in Washington, where we are inviting
young, undergraduate women to attend, to find out what kind of

opportunities there are in the field, to instruct them in terms of op-
portunities, to advance their careers.
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We also are going to be creating programs for undergraduate stu-

dents to advance in computer sciences.

What we have noticed, Madam Chair, is that over the years in

computer sciences the number of Ph.D.'s created, women Ph.D.'s,
has been at a fixed ratio. Although the field has grown by a factor

of 300 percent in terms of the number of Ph.D.'s in the last 10

years, women have maintained that percentage rate, but they have
not grown. It is about 12 to 13 percent.
We fully believe and are committed that we can increase that

rate to a proportional number relative to other disciplines, and we
are making concerted efforts there to first start at the grassroots
and also to enable follow-on activities in terms of graduate and
post-graduate students.

Senator MiKULSKl. Well, we will look forward to hearing about
that as well as the initiatives.

That sound was the call for me to go to the floor. I have other

questions in the area of education and particular activities related

to the Antarctica research. We will submit those for the record.

Before we wrap up, I would like to just follow up on one question
affecting women. I was very unhappy about the way the National
Science Foundation commemorated Women's History Month, bring-

ing in a fashion consultant from Casual Comer to discuss personal
image and how to organize your closet.

I wondered what happened after the Washington Post article

brought that to the attention of me and I'm sure to you. Dr.

Massey, because I know that does not reflect your values. You have
been a staunch supporter as we expand science to also expand the

profile of those who participate in science.

Could you tell us what happened as a result of that article and
if there has been a change at the National Science Foundation.

Also, as we reach out to universities, tell us about the number of

women in GS-14 and above positions and what NSF is doing to

promote the awareness of women in the workplace?
Dr. Massey. Thank you. Madam Chair. You are quite correct and

I appreciate your understanding of my position and advocacy to

have more women represented throughout the foundation in these

fields.

We have looked at this incident very carefully to see how it came
about. I must say on the part of the Director of our Office of Equal
Opportunity it was meant to achieve another goal and it was unfor-

tunate that it came out that way.
But what it has done is it has spurred a number of discussions

as to how these events should be organized. We have convened peo-

ple throughout the foundation to look at these kinds of programs
to see if they can be better utilized.

I think it is also just another example of making everyone aware
of how we have to be very sensitive, not only to the content and
the intent of activities but to their possible consequences.
Senator Mikulski. What specifically is being done to promote

awareness and sensitivity about women in the workplace? For ex-

ample, we had some problems at VA, and Secretary Brown has ini-

tiated workshops for all personnel on the issue of sexual harass-

ment.
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Dr. Massey. We have started a comprehensive program to look

at all the issues of equal opportunity, those facing minorities at the
Foundation as well as women. It will involve the kinds of work-

shops you have mentioned, and also in-house activities through the
line management. They will be held responsible for seeing that
staff participate in these activities.

As you may recall, when I came to the Foundation, the Office of

Equal Opportunity was in the Personnel Department, which I

thought was at much too low a level to reflect these kinds of con-

cerns. I raised that office to the level that it reported directly to

the Director and also staffed it at a greater level so that we would
have the capability of dealing with these issues.

Senator MiKULSKl. Thank you, Doctor. We will look forward to

hearing from Dr. Bemthal about how all of that progresses.
This Senator is working with the Kennedy Education Committee

on some initiatives from AAUW on bringing gender equality into

the classroom and also a greater sensitivity around these areas. We
hope, through what we do with the reauthorization of the Elemen-

tary-Secondary Education Act, combined with the National Service

Program, to really deal with those who have been left out or left

behind in science—^women, people of color, both men and women—
to reach out, particularly at that middle school level, about the
awareness of the developmental processes of boys and girls and
when they begin to drift into either out of science for girls, or for

boys into behavior that takes them down the wrong track.

We hope that through the National Service Program, through ex-

tracurricular activities, these high-technology kids at Goddard, who
can't go away for a year to work for Peace Corps, would actually
be working in those Prince Georges County school systems that

you've helped us with so much, getting our kids ready to think in

terms of science and technology, to either go into those Ph.D. pro-

grams you're talking about or to go to Prince Georges Community
College, where there is a space technology program, getting them
ready for the technical level.

So we look forward to whatever role you are going to play with

your consultation on this, really, as we expand the President's tech-

nology initiative, the robust funding in science, the opportunities to

participate, so we do not have a two-tiered society, one of a small

corps of the scientific elite and then a broad-based scientific illit-

erate corps. That is not our workforce need.
As we wrap up and I go to defend another portion of my commit-

tee's portfolio, I want to thank you again for the legacy that you
will leave behind. Under your leadership the budget has changed
and increased. I think that our focus has been more sharply drawn
to the critical areas facing our country, and I think you have

changed the attitudes within the culture of the scientific commu-
nity and worked very hard to do that, to bring it into a more con-

temporary post-cold war thinking. You should feel very proud of

what you have done.
I have been absolutely delighted to work with you. The Univer-

sity of California is lucky to get you.
Dr. Massey. Thank you.
Senator Mikulski. Senator D'Amato has a statement which will

be placed in the record, without objection.
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[The statement follows:]

Statement of Senator D'Amato

Madam Chair, I commend you for convening this hearing to review the FY 1994

budget request of the National Science Foundation.
In recent years, it has become increasingly clear that investments in science and

technology are critical to our nation's future economic well-being. I believe that the

NSF's budget request for FY 1994—which would provide an increase of 8 percent
over last year's appropriation

—
^is entirely reasonable in view of the agency's essen-

tial role in funding these investments.
I commend the agency for maintaining strong commitments to basic science and

engineering research and education, as well as to those strategic areas of research—
such as biotechnology and high performance computing—that address critical na-

tiontd research and technology priorities.
I look forward to a productive dialogue about the details of this budtet request.

I also welcome Dr. Massey, and in so doing I congratulate him for his effective stew-

ardship at the agency over the past two years, and I wish him the
very

best as he

prepares to assume his new position as Provost of the University of California Sys-
tem.
Thank you, Madam Chair.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Senator MiKULSKl. We will submit the balance of the questions
for response in the record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the Department for response subsequent to the hear-

ing:]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MIKULSKI

INSTRUMENTATION BACKLOG

QUESTION: The budget says that support for equipment and

instrumentation within the research account, will increase to $190 M--an increase

of 6%. What kind of Instrumentation needs are we facing today? What is the

estimated instrumentation backlog and how does NSF intend to address this issue,

independent of funds provided in the research facilities and instrumentation

account?

ANSWER: The most recent data we have for instrumentation needs was
collected in 1989. Researchers were not asked to specify needs, but rather to list

their top three priority items. In summation, those needs translated into a backlog
of about $1.52 billion in 1989. The most frequently mentioned items included:

workstations for synchrotron radiation beam lines; advanced materials fabrication

instrumentation; area detectors for x-ray crystallography; complex laser systems
and detectors; manufacturing equipment development; geo-environmental

engineering instrumentation; MHz spectroscopy development; and ion

microprobes.

Independent of the Academic Research Facilities and Instrumentation account, the

instrumentation funding is estimated to be $234 million for FY 1994. NSF
addresses the instrumentation backlog through special instrumentation grant

programs within the research directorates and requests by individual investigators

for instrumentation funds as a part of their research awards.

NEW RESEARCH CENTERS

QUESTION: The budget proposes to start a variety of new Centers -- in

biology you want to start a new ecology center, in engineering the budget talks

about starting 2 new engineering centers and some new Industry/University

Cooperative Research Centers, in the materials area we hear about starting several

new Materials Science and Technology Centers, and even in the education area,

you are proposing to establish Model Institutions of Excellence.

The proliferation of centers and large scale research facilities has been an ongoing
concern of this subcommittee. And, as you know, once you establish these

centers, they seem to go on and on -
creating out year mortgages that can reduce

the agency's ability to respond to unforeseen changes in the future budget
environments. How can you assure this subcommittee that you are not over-

committing the Foundation with the establishment of these new research and

education centers? Has the Foundation ever phased out or terminated support for

any of its centers?

ANSWER: About seven percent of the Foundation's Research and Related

Activities appropriation will be used to support centers in FY 1994. This percent

has been roughly level since at least FY 1990. During this time, the Foundation

has both started new centers and phased out older centers. We feel this is a

strong indication that the Foundation is committed to maintaining a balanced

portfolio of activities, as well as maintaining its flexibility to respond to changes in

the research environment.

The following summarizes the instances where NSF has terminated or phased out

support for centers:
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In Biological Sciences, the Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) program, a

center-like activity, has terminated three of 21 projects. Two Biological Research

Centers that were started in 1987 were phased out, and during FY 1993 an NSF-

supported plant science center that was part of a multi-agency initiative will

receive its last year of support.

In Engineering, the Foundation has established a total of 21 Engineering Research
'

Centers (ERCs). Three of these Centers were phased out after their third year

renewal review, based on the judgment that they had not made sufficient progress

towards the goals of the program. The ERC program does not support Centers

beyond their 1 1th year, unless they compete successfully in a competition against

new proposers. Accordingly, the 1985 class of ERCs will be phased out in 1996.

In addition, fifteen Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers have been

phased out.

In the Mathematical and Physical Sciences Directorate, five Materials Research

Laboratories have been phased out over the past 10 years.

ADMINISTRATIVE COST SAVINGS

QUESTION: Jn the research account, the baseline FY 94 budget includes

reductions of $59.5 million in government-wide savings and other efficiencies.

What specific items or activities are included in these reductions?

ANSWER: The savings estimate represents a reduction to the overall level

of Federally-sponsored research at colleges and universities.

QUESTION: In the Salaries and Expenses Baseline budget for FY 1994,

the justifications refer t6 reductions of $3.5 million for administrative efficiencies.

Please detail these administrative efficiencies.

ANSWER: The administrative efficiencies reflected in the Salaries and

Expenses appropriation are part of the Foundation's response to the

Administration's policy directives to reduce the size and cost of government. Of

the $3.5 million in administrative efficiencies indicated for this account, $3.0 are

attributable to reduced costs of personnel compensation and benefits associated

with NSF's reduction in its FY 1994 FTE request from 1,250 to 1,203 FTEs. In

addition, $0.5 million in administrative cost reductions will be realized from

reductions in equipment costs resulting from technological improvements.

ELIMINATION OF ADVISORY PANELS

QUESTION: I understand that, as a result of the President's Executive

Order, a number of divisional advisory committees are being eliminated. What will

be the impact on NSF's operations by eliminating these committees and panels?

ANSWER: We are taking steps to ensure that the elimination of divisional

advisory committees and standing proposal review panels will have no adverse

impact on NSF operations.

Divisions will still have a source of advice through directorate advisory

committees. Some divisions are using the required elimination of advisory

committees as an opportunity to change the way NSF interacts with the scientific

community and will be seeking alternate sources of advice, such as informal

contacts with the community. If advice is needed on a specific topic,

subcommittees of the directorate committee could be used.
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COMMISSION ON THE FUTURE OF NSF

QUESTION: Could you briefly summarize the Commission's findings for us
and give us

some concrete examples how the fiscal year 1 994 budget reflects those findings?
How does the 1 994 budget request reflect a desire to have more industrial

participation in setting priorities within the NSF's budget?

ANSWER: The Commission on the Future of NSF completed its report and

presented it to the National Science Board in Fall, 1992. While this was too late

to substantially affect the FY 1994 budget request, its recommendations are

serving as a guide for NSF planning activities and will continue to do so.

In brief, the Commission recommended:

A stronger national policy to help science and engineering contribute to

America's strength, with an active role for the National Science Board;

Support of first-rate investigator-initiated research and a balanced

allocation of resources in strategic research areas linked to national goals;

Encouragement of interdisciplinary research and the emergence of new
fields;

Closer linkages between technology developers and fundamental research-

ers;

Research grants bf sufficient size to do the work for which the grant is

awarded;

Flexible management structures to accommodate the dynamism of funda-

mental research; and

Increased dissemination of new scientific and engineering knowledge to

researchers, developers, students, and the general public, through such

systems as NSFNET.

The Commission did not propose specific budget initiatives. Still, the fact that

two-thirds of the requested increment for Research and Related Activities will be

used for the six Presidential initiatives shows that NSF seriously considers national

goals in its allocation of resources. Projects in these categories very often involve

researchers from many disciplines working together on common scientific and

engineering problems. NSF's efforts in high performance computing,

manufacturing and materials processing are broadly leveraged with industry

support. In addition, joint involvement of researchers and users accelerates

communication of new knowledge and research needs.

The Commission said that, "Since the private sector plays the major role in the

translation of knowledge into new products and services, and since the speed and

efficiency of this process is an important factor in a productive and growing
economy, it is appropriate that the NSB involve the private sector more fully than

heretofore in the decisions which affect the classes of research allocation as well

as some evaluation of the effectiveness of the expenditures."

QUESTION: About $1.2 billion of the $2.2 billion NSF's requested for

basic research, or 54% of its basic research budget, would go for the
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Administration's six strategic initiatives. Does this allocation of funds between

strategic research and individual subjects reflect the Commission's thinking?

ANSWER: The Commission made several points relevant to this question.

First, that NSF should have two goals in the allocation of its resources - "to

support first rate-research at many points on the frontiers of knowledge," and to

balance "the allocation of resources in strategic areas in response to meet t

scientific opportunities to meet national goals." These are not mutually exclusive

categories, especially in the context of the six strategic initiative areas. By design,

these areas are quite broad in their coverage. By defining these areas broadly,

there is a great deal of opportunity to elicit the best ideas from individuals without

undue intellectual confinement.

The second point raised by the Commission is its strong support for "initiation of

proposals by investigators and selection of those to be funded by merit review

carried out by experts." NSF is committed to selection of projects on the basis of

a strong merit review process.

A third point made by the Commission is that:

"society's support for NSF and for university research is based on the

confident expectation that the resultant generation of new knowledge and

education of trained personnel are necessary (though not sufficient)

investments to achieve our national goals... In accepting society's support,

the scientific community naturally assumes an obligation to be both

responsive to national needs voiced by society as well as the intellectual

priorities solely initiated by the scientists or engineer."

In other words, scjentists serve two masters, the American public and their

intellectual discipline.

While six strategic areas are identified in NSF's budget, they are defined with

sufficient breadth so as to encourage creativity while only modestly directing the

flow of resources directing scientists' thinking. The identification of NSF's

proposed activities with strategic themes is responsive to the obligation of

scientists to serve the society that supports their activities. And, the selection of

which projects to support, irrespective of what strategic or non-strategic area they

target, is based on a competitive, merit review process. Therefore, we believe

that the mix of activities proposed in this budget request is responsive to the

thinking of the Commission.

QUESTION: An additional Commission recommendation calls for

expanding the size of individual grant awards, so scientists spend more time doing

research and less time writing proposals. This isn't the first time this has been

proposed. How will you make sure it gets implemented this time? If resources

don't grow at the rate you'd like, are you prepared to cut back on the number of

grants in favor of a larger size per award?

ANSWER: The Commission's report recommended that the Foundation

examine the size of

research grants to be sure that they are sufficient to "enable" the investigator to

do the work for which a grant is awarded. We are currently undertaking a

systematic approach to address this issue. A task force has been charged to

analyze the issue of individual investigator award sizes in the context of the

"enablement" of science and engineering more generally. This means viewing

such award sizes in the context of the infrastructure and human resources

required for an individual to be productive in a particular field both now and in the
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future. We expect the task force to produce an action plan that involves

establishing norms for award size for each NSF program, and also guidelines for

justifying awards that differ significantly from the norm. We are also developing

"standards" for various classes of support, which will serve as models for program
officers and aid management tracking.

In the event that resources do not grow at the requested rate, we will not propose

simply to reduce the number of awards from the current level. The decision

regarding trade-offs between numbers and sizes of awards will have to be made

by managers on a case-by-case basis.

PATENTS PRODUCED BY NSF-SUPPORTED CENTERS

QUESTION: One measure of how effectively we move the "R" into "D" is

the number of patents generated. How many patents did NSF's 160+ centers

produce in 19927 How does that compare with what you expect in 1993?

[broken out by NSF directorate for both questions! Can you provide us with some

telling examples of what products these patents involved?

ANSWER: NSF currently supports about 140 centers and center-like

activities. The following table provides estimates of the number of patents, by

directorate, that NSF centers produced in FY 1 992 and also estimates patents for

FY 1993:

Directorate
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2. Temperature-sensitive gel (University of Minnesota, ERC for Interfacial

Engineering)

Work by an ERC researcher on a temperature-sensitive gel for application in

protein isolation led to a patent and to the technological base for Geltec, a new

company to market the gel.

3. Industrial partnership for all-dioital video (Columbia University, ERC for

Telecommunications Research)

A patent was issued in 1992 to an ERC researcher and a Bellcore researcher for

their joint research on a multichannel high-definition television system. The ERC
initiated an industrial partnership in 1991 to focus on all-digital video encoding,

networking, and transmission. So far, six companies participate.

4. Fire-retardant materials (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, STC
for High-Performance Polymeric Adhensives and Composites)
Research focused on the synthesis, preparation, and processing of high

performance thermoplastic and thermosetting polymeric composites and adhesives

has resulted in patents for thermally stable and fire-retardant polymeric materials.

5. Technologies involving superconducting materials (University of Illinois, STC for

Superconductivity)

Research focused on the growth, processing, and properties of the new

superconducting materials has resulted in patents including a superconducting

transmission line particle detector, a method for forming superconducting

materials, and a cathode sputtering gun to produce superconducting tape.

6. Icing Hazard Detector (National Center for Atmospheric Research).

The Center received a patent for an airborne system that uses dual-frequency

radar beams, transmitted into a cloud ahead of an aircraft to detect icing hazards.

The system provides advanced indication of an icing area, helping the pilot to

avoid it and thus reducing the risk of ice formation on the aircraft.

DEFENSE CONVERSION

QUESTION: Given NSF's interest in manufacturing and science education,

how will you try to influence the use of a portion of the $560 million appropriated

in last year's DOD budget for these two areas?

ANSWER: To help implement the defense conversion strategy outlined by

the Clinton Administration, a total of $472 million will be made available in fiscal

year 1993 for the Technology Reinvestment Project (TRP), which will be

administered by the newly formed Defense Technology Conversion Council

(DTCC). Chaired by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, DTCC includes the

Department of Energy, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science

Foundation. Linked by a Memorandum of Understanding, DTCC members will act

in concert to solicit, evaluate and select proposals.

NSF has helped coordinate and will participate in administering the eight programs
covered by TRP. The Foundation has provided substantial leadership in shaping the

programs dealing with manufacturing education and training, including:

• Manufacturing Engineering Education and Training Program ($43.6 million)

to support manufacturing engineering education and training at institutions

of higher education.
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• Manufacturing Experts in the Classroonn ($4.6 million) to support teaching,
curriculum development and other activities of manufacturing experts with

practical experience at institutions of higher education.

It is likely that NSF will be assigned a focused coordination and implementation
role in these programs, including execution of the award phase of the programs
and their management.

AGENCY REPORTS TO THE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE

QUESTION: We have pared back on the number of specific reports we've
asked for from the Foundation. Two of the five reports we've received since the

first of the year don't frankly answer the questions we asked. For example, we
asked NSF to work towards building formal collaboration between NSF's materials

research labs and NASA's materials research program. The report we got back

says only that NSF had a meeting with NASA. The second report deals with

Engineering Research Centers. Its response to our request is anecdotal. There's

no strategy, no focus, no timetables for outcomes, and no discussion of how
much money gets spent on the things we asked about. Can we get revised

reports that answer the issues set forth in last year's Committee Report, and if so,

when?

ANSWER: NSF's Division of Materials Research is working with NASA to

develop an MOU this fiscal year with an emphasis on the potential partnerships
between the two agencies. For example, NSF is currently reviewing the Materials

Research Labs (MRL) program in light of changing national priorities and is

proposing to establish a new program to support groups focused on Materials

Research. NSF sees this interaction between NASA and the MRL program as just

one component of the brpader potential interaction within the Advanced Materials

and Processing Program (AMPP). Once the new program is established, NSF will

move ahead to develop the MOU with NASA. We will provide an updated report

to the Subcommittee by July 1993.

The Engineering Directorate has prepared a follow-up report on Engineering
Research Centers. The report will be transmitted to the Committee in May. It

discusses NSF's strategy for industrial involvement in ERCs and provides examples
of technology advancement resulting from industry participation in ERCs.

Other highlights from the Report:

• Over the life of the ERC program, the ERCs have applied for and received

200 patents and licensed 483 patents and software products to industry.

• 434 engineers in residence from industry have spent time working at the

ERCs

• There have been 73 products that incorporate ERC research advances that

have been marketed in industry.

• Over 530 joint projects between industry and ERC teams have occurred in

the ERCs.

• To date, the ERCs have graduated 875 Ph.D students.
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BUDGET STRUCTURE

QUESTION: Both the Computer Science directorate and the Math and

Physical Sciences directorate are proposing major changes in their budget
structures for research grants. There is virtually no justification for these changes
in the budget justification. And there's no information on how the new structure

compares to the old one. We're left to guess on that subject. What's inferred is

that it's proposed simply for the convenience of the respective directorates. Why
wasn't the Committee consulted on the subject before this was proposed? Why
do we need this change -- what is the specific, quantifiable benefit from making
this change?

ANSWER: Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS) The MPS Activity

has been moving gradually to a simplified budget structure over several years.

The Astronomical Sciences Subactivity was the first to make the transition, with

the proposed Materials Research Subactivity simplification following in the FY

1990 justification. The Mathematical Sciences Subactivity was simplified in the

FY 1 993 Budget Request. Crosswalks between the old and new budget
structures were provided in the respective budget justifications.

The FY 1 994 Budget Request continues this evolution to a simplified MPS budget
structure that provides Congress a clear understanding of the trade-offs made by
the Subactivities across major categories of funding. The Astronomical and

Mathematical Sciences Subactivities made modest adjustments to the FY 1993

structure. The Chemistry and Physics Subactivities moved to the new structure in

the FY 1994 Request. Crosswalks between the old and new structures were

provided in the FY 1994 budget justifications.

The simplified structures' more clearly convey information regarding the priorities

of the Activity and the size and scope of the programs. They also reduce overlap

in the scientific content of previous program elements and permit efficiencies in

the management of the decision process.

Computer and Information Science and EnQineering (CISE) Simplification of the

CISE budget structure by consolidating closely-related program elements within

subactivities was driven by the:

• explosive rate of development of CISE fields, with the consequent blurring

of disciplinary area boundaries;

• need for more interdisciplinarity in CISE research; and

• responsibility for supporting strategic FCCSET initiatives while maintaining

essential disciplinary balance.

The new program structure focuses on larger intellectual elements, rather than on

small differences between closely related, frequently overlapping disciplinary

program elements. In doing so, review, oversight and management of the

research priorities and strategies and their relation and contributions to strategic

research initiatives are facilitated. This change, moreover, enhances NSF's ability

to capitalize on unexpected research opportunities and stimulate closer

cooperation and cross fertilization in the external community. The crosswalk

presented in the FY 1 994 Budget Request provides details on how the new
structure develops from the prior structure.
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RESEARCH FACILITIES

QUESTION: There is a tremendous backlog which remains to modernize
research facilities at American colleges and universities. The last figure we know
placed the modernization backlog at $4 billion alone. Despite this tremendous
need, and an authorized ceiling of $150 million, NSF is asking for just $55 million

for facilities and instrumentation modernization in its $3.2 billion budget.

What is the existing facilities modernization backlog, does it remain $4 billion?

ANSWER: Our most recent survey, completed in 1992, revealed that the

needed repair and renovation of existing research facilities was between $6.8 and
$8.1 billion. It must be stressed that these cost estimates include several non-

trivial uncertainties, including the ability to evaluate a university's "need" for

Renovation and Repair (R&R) versus a wish list of everything a university would
like to have repaired or renovated, the validity of the unit cost for R&R, and the

estimate of gross square footage to undergo R&R. In addition, these estimates of

R&R are being addressed by (and should be offset) by the roughly $1 billion spent

annually by universities for R&R.

QUESTION: How many proposals has the Foundation received in response
to the $50 million appropriated in 19937 What about from prior years?

ANSWER: In FY 1 993, the Academic Research Infrastructure Program has
received 188 proposals for facilities modernization activities, requesting $140
million. We anticipate making between 60 - 70 awards. In FY 1992, the program
received 113 proposals for facilities modernization, requesting nearly $86 million,

plus 37 combination proposals for both facilities modernization and

instrumentation, requesting $43 million. There were 34 awards made. In FY

1990, the first year of the facilities modernization program, we received 425
proposals, requesting approximately $320 million. FY 1990 and FY 1991 funds

were combined resulting in 78 awards for a total of $39 million.

QUESTION: NSF would get a nearly $500 million increase above its 1993

appropriation if the 1 994 budget request (and the President's stimulus package) is

approved. Why does facilities modernization get only about 1%, or $5 million, of

this increase-especially when the need is so large?

ANSWER: Academic Research Facilities is one of a number of important

programs that is competing for support within the NSF. NSF's goal is to balance

our portfolio of activities using our funds where we can have the largest possible

impact and serve the needs of the community. This request is consistent with

NSF's three strategies of enhancing the nation's fundamental science and

engineering capability, investing in people, and addressing critical research and

technology priorities.

The Academic Facilities program at the NSF can only serve as a catalyst. We
must work together creatively to utilize the facilities that we have available, on

university campuses, at national laboratories, and in the private sector.

QUESTION: Your budget request actually proposes to cut the amount
made available in the academic facilities and instrumentation account for facilities

by $10 million, and placing it in instrumentation. Do you believe that

instrumentation modernization, as opposed to facilities' modernization, is more
important?
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ANSWER: In FY 1992, universities and colleges had the opportunity to

submit either facilities modernization proposals or instrumentation modernization

proposals to the Academic Research Infrastructure Program. In that year, they

submitted 150 facilities modernization proposals requesting about $100 million

and 260 major instrumentation proposals requesting about $150 million. NSF
does not view one program more important than another but strives to be

responsive to the proposed needs of the scientific community and provide the

appropriate support.

NSF ROLE IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

QUESTION: NSF appears to be a rather small player in the federal

biotechnology program. NIH seems to dominate what all the other federal agencies

are doing-at least from a budget perspective. What is the NSF's role and tell us

what you believe the NSF brings to this interagency initiative that is unique and

essential?

ANSWER: Over the past few years, NIH has indeed provided the largest

share of Federal funds for research in biotechnology. This has certainly had

positive results, since it has put the U.S. in its current position of leadership in

biomedical science and health-directed biotechnology. On the other hand, this

funding pattern, with its focus on problems related to human health, has left many
other areas of biotechnology relatively unexplored. As a result, we are not yet in

a position to tap the resources represented by the products and processes found

in plants, marine and freshwater animals, insects and the rich microbial world.

Unprecedented opportunities exist today for the development of biotechnology in

areas other than biomedical sciences, including such fields as bioprocessing,

bioelectronics, agricultural biotechnology, environmental biotechnology, and

marine biotechnology. NSF provides crucial support for research in these

emerging areas of biotechnology not supported by mission agencies. For instance,

in FY 1993 NSF estimated that it would supply roughly one-third of Federal

support for research on bioprocessing and almost one-quarter of Federal support

for research on environmental biotechnology. NSF's flexibility and its ability to

encourage and support research across disciplinary boundaries can be a critical

and enabling factor in these developing and important fields.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

QUESTION: To what extent does NSF's environmental research initiative

emphasize the development of so-called "green technologies?" How is industry

involved in the development and management of this initiative?

ANSWER: Industry is involved in NSF's environmental research programs

in many ways. One major example is the program in Environmentally Benign

Chemical Synthesis and Processing, a part of the environmental science initiative.

Under the terms of this joint program between the Chemistry Division (K/IPS) and

the Division of Chemical and Thermal Systems (ENG), to ensure that the proposed

research projects are relevant and appropriate to significant manufacturing and

environmental problems, proposals must document the extent of intellectual

participation of an industrial partner. The Council for Chemical Research, a

consortium of chemistry-based industries and research universities, acts as a

broker to help arrange industry-university partnerships. Activities here will address

not only basic chemical knowledge, perhaps leading to new, improved processes

("green technologies"), but also advanced knowledge of behavior of chemicals in

the environment. The connection to industry in this program is a close one; each

project requires an industry scientist or engineer as an intellectual partner. By
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foroing strong collaborative bonds between the researcher and industrial partner,

relevance of the conducted research to current problems faced by industry, as

well as knowledge and technology transfer, is assured.

BRAIN MAPPING PROJECT

QUESTION: Provide for the record, an update of and the work plan for the

interagency brain mapping project. Include a discussion on the interagency

coordination that exists within this effort.

ANSWER: NSF had been an active partner in the design and

Implementation of the Federal Interagency Brain Mapping Project. Thirty

representatives from five NSF Directorates formed an NSF Brain Working Group to

participate in developing a joint program announcement which was released in

April, 1993. A Memorandum of Understanding and a management plan have been

signed by all ten agencies involved In the Brain Mapping Project. Representatives
of the participating agencies are meeting regularly to develop procedures for

proposal and review management.

A key contribution of the NSF Brain Working Group was the addition of

collaborative research Initiation grants to the program. These grants will fund

planning grants for computer scientists, engineers and mathematical scientists to

develop collaborations with neuroscientists aiming at solving challenging problems
In the storage, management, electronic transfer and visualization of biological

data. The Divisions of Integrative Biology and Neurosclence and Biological

Instrumentation and Resources have set aside $500,000 In fiscal year 1993 for

funding these collaborative research initiation grants.

The deadline for proposal submission this year is June 15. Agency representatives

will assign the proposals to the appropriate agencies for review by a Special

Review Committee. After review, the participating agencies will handle awards
and declines through their usual mechanisms. NSF regards this program as a

pioneering mechanism for bringing engineers, mathematical scientists and

computer scientists with technological expertise together with neuroscientists to

solve some of the most challenging problems In biology today.

PATENTS IN THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

QUESTION: How many patents, and In what specific areas, have

investigators funded through the biological sciences directorate produced in fiscal

year 19927 What's anticipated for 19937

ANSWER: The following Information was available on patents and other

Inventions developed from research supported by the Biological Sciences

Directorate at NSF.

In Environmental Biology, there were seven invention disclosures, two patent

applications, one patent and two research tools developed in FY 1992:

Invention Disclosures: (7)

1 . Use of Ozone for the Remediation of Soils and Aquifers Contaminated with

Toxic Chemicals

2. Electrolysis Cell for Hazardous Waste Treatment

3. Diffusion Gradient Chamber
4. N-Acetyiglutamate as an Agent for Promoting Root Hair Branching and

Nodule Initiation In the Rhizobium-Clover Symbiosis
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5. Use of Tandem Mass Spectrometric Techniques for the Detection and

Identification of Microorganisms
6. Microbial Degradation of MethI Ter-Butyl Ether (MTBE)
7. Biodetector for Aromatic Pollutants

Patent Applications : (21

1 . Increased PCE Dechlorination by Induction of Chlorobenzoate

Dechlorination Activity

2. A Plant Cryoprotective Protein

Patent : (1)

1 . Bioproduction of Cyclic Hydroxides

Research Tools : (2)

1 . Gradient Chamber
2. Laser Tweezer

In Integrative Biology and Neurosciences, there were seven invention disclosures,

two patents applications, and two patents:

Invention Disclosures (7)

1 . The Polypeptide Plant Hormone Systemin
2. A Bacterial Genetic Method for Studying Protein-Protein Interactions

3. An Antibody Against the Mammalian Sperm Receptor

4. An Inhibitof of Second Messenger Production and Specific Intracellular

Signal Transduction

5. Synergism of Methoprene, other Juvenoids and Juvenile Hormone.

6. Unique, Insecticidal Oils of Avocado
7. Thioredoxin Dependent Reduction of the Cyst(e)ine Rich Albumin

Proteins of Wheat Flour.

Patent Applications (2)

1. In Vivo Electrochemistry Computer System.
2. Circuit for Detecting Discontinuities in Light Intensity including Two

Independent Resistive Networks

Patents (2)

1 . Amino Acid Modified Food for Ictalurid Catfish and Fish with Similar

Feeding Behavior.

2. Baits Which Contain Amino Acids for Catching Ictalurid Catfish and Fish

with Simitar Feeding Behavior

Louisiana State University now has two patents for an amino acid cocktail that

causes catfish to search for food. One for its use as a feed enhancer for catfish

farmers and one for its uses as bait/lure for sportfishing. The scientific

information that led directly to this invention and the two patents were derived

from basic scientific studies on the physiology of olfaction and taste that was

supported by the National Science Foundation.
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In Molecular and Cellular Biosciences, there were four invention disclosures:

1 Recovery of Secondary Metabolites with Mininnal Loss of Cell Viability

2. Eukaryotic Microbial System for the Expression of Heterologous Ion

Channels

3. Salicylic Acid Binding Protein

4. Molecular Mechanism of Tolerance to Metal Toxicity in Plants

In Biological Instrumentation and Resources, there were thirteen invention

disclosures:

1. Reduced-scale superconducting probe and sample translation device for

NMR imaging
2. Electrochemical charge-induced identification of molecules

3. An ultracentrifuge and gel analyzer for the Whitney Lab
4. Spiny lobster cytochrome P450
5. Single molecule detection of fluorescent probes
6. High speed, high-throughput DNA sequencer using capillary array

electrophoresis and fluorescence detection

7. Single molecule detection of fluorescent probes
8. Multichromophore fluorescent probes using DNA intercalation complexes
9. Toward a practical assay for ion channel activity: Can a silicon device

support planar lipid bilayers?

10. Mass-produceable miniaturized reference electrode for use in miniaturized

electrochemical sensing system
11. A controlled-force atomic force microscope for operation in water
12. Flow cytometry: digital processing of molecular information

13. Digital signal processor for flow cytometry

From the Science and Technology Centers supported by the Biological Sciences

Directorate, there were eight invention disclosures, two patents, three patent

applications, seven pieces of software developed, and thirteen research tools.

For FY 1 993, BIO expects an equally productive year for invention disclosures,

patents, patent applications, software and research tools. The STCs, in particular,

could expect to become more productive as partnerships are developed and
centers get older. Four of the six STCs supported by BIO are just now three years
old and we expect a significant increase in productivity.

REGIONAL COMPUTER CENTERS

QUESTION: The budget in the CISE directorate requests $2 million for the

creation of new Regional supercomputer affiliates. What will these centers do for

supercomputing and how will they relate to the National Supercomputer Centers?

ANSWER: The Regional Supercomputer Affiliates activity will take

advantage of existing sites by supporting access to education, training, outreach,
and technology transfer on a regional/local basis. Affiliates would serve as local

gateways within the National Information Infrastructure (Nil) by complementing
the broader goals and functions of the NSF Supercomputer Centers.

Key aspects of the Regional Affiliates Program will be:

• Competitive selection.

• Criteria: strong experience in training, education, outreach and technology
transfer, and existence of advanced computing facilities serving a

local/regional community
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• Demonstrable ability and interest in acting as focal point to facilitate

access to the National Information Infrastructure for K-12, undergraduate
schools, and local/regional businesses.

• High leverage for federal funding required.

Target Audience:
• K-12 schools, e.g., provide workstations and national network connectivity
• Undergraduates - research activities on parallel equipment; education on

scalable parallel systems.
• Local/regional/state small businesses requiring greater computational

sophistication, and access.

FUTURE FOR EXISTING SUPERCOMPUTER CENTERS

QUESTION: I see that support for the advanced scientific computing
program - the supercomputer centers -- is slated to increase by over 10% over last

year's level. A large part of this increase is for the establishment of the NSF
Metacenter concept. Would you explain to the subcommittee what you mean by
Metacenter and how it will impact on the existing supercomputer centers such as

the San Diego center?

ANSWER: Conceptually, the Metacenter is an infrastructure entity which
will present the scientist/engineer user with a seamless image of the capabilities of

all the individual supercomputer centers, large databases and files, and
visualization capabilities made accessible through common software and high

speed links. The purpose is to enable widely distributed groups of users to

collaborate in solving extraordinarily complex problems. By bringing together

widely dispersed computational resources and expertise, the Metacenter reduces

unneeded hardware redundancy, accelerates software interchange, permits

specialization while encouraging cooperation, and increases availability of highly

specialized knowledge and tools to the general research community.

To achieve this model requires substantial development going welt beyond the

current scope of the individual Centers. The Metacenter will broaden high

performance computing and communications based research, since rapidly

changing advanced computing technologies require experimentation, testing, and

development beyond the capabilities of any single center. Many diverse platforms
will be represented within the Metacenter, and knowledge about these will be

exchanged so that the national user community can use the most appropriate

computing environment for particular algorithms and applications.

As with all other participants, the San Diego Supercomputer Center will benefit by

being able to take advantage of shared tools and new computing platforms that it

could not itself obtain. Scalable parallel computing is evolving rapidly, with new
sometimes incompatible processors, architectures, software being produced.
Neither San Diego nor any other single center has either the intellectual capability

or the financial resources to work on multiple systems simultaneously to evaluate

their strengths and specific limitations. In this sense, the Metacenter distributes

the efforts and minimizes the total costs of determining the optimal application

utility of different emerging systems.

NSFNET

QUESTION: Under the FY 94 budget request, NSFNET increases to $43.2
million. If approved - this would mean NSFNET support increased by 68% since FY
92. What have we gotten for this investment?
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ANSWER: Through NSF support for the NSFNET Backbone network, we
now have the world's highest-speed, highest capacity large-scale openly

accessible computer network available to the research and education community.
Since its inception, the NSFNET program has given rise to a robust system of

regional networks spanning the entire U.S. which interconnects thousands of

research and educational campuses and their students, staff, educators, and

researchers nationwide. Initially funded by NSF grants with substantial cost-
,

sharing from participants, many regional networks are now independent of federal

funds. Overall, leverage of the federal dollar is such that it represents, according

to, some sources only about 10% of the overall investment in the domestic

Internet.

Radical changes in research and education have been enabled by the availability of

widespread easily accessible networking, and its dramatic, almost startling growth
reflects its value to the research and education community. tVlultiple uses have

been found. Easy access to remote expensive specialized equipment has increased

the research capabilities of scientists at locations remote from expensive

equipment. An extensive set of discussion lists and bulletin boards has developed

allowing common interest groups to discuss important topics and gather

information rapidly. Collaboration between distant colleagues has been enabled by
the creation of software tools making it easy to transfer files back and forth

between desktop computers almost instantly.

Indication of the utility and demand is found in growth indicators, such as the

85% increase of number of academic institutions on the Internet between 1991

and 1992, the fact that Internet connects more than 1,000,000 host computers

through 10,000 networks, and that 35 billion packets were transmitted in March

of 1993.

By triggering demand for networking, the NSFNET program catalyzed the

emergence of a U.S. industry in network hardware and software whose products

dominate world markets in an emerging high technology world industry. CISCO

routers, for example, are the predominant choice in Europe, and the Simple

Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is used worldwide not only for managing
data networks, but also for applications as mission-critical as monitoring and

managing ballistic missile internal functions and as mundane as controlling home

appliances.

ROBOTICS PROGRAM

QUESTION: In describing the revised current plan for FY 93, under the

information and robotics program, the budget maintains emphasis on the FCCSET

initiatives, while decreasing support for other lower priority areas of research.

Please identify these lower priority areas of research and tell the subcommittee

why they are of lower priority.

ANSWER: Priority assessment and setting is a continuous process, requiring

monitoring and responding to changes in maturity and significance of research

fields. Such areas as low level image processing techniques typically used for

image enhancement or first generation OCR's have been developed from past

research and moved into commercial products and industrial use. These do not

require the intensive fundamental research attention of the past. As a result, they

will be given lower budget priority. On the other hand, new directions in computer

vision, such as those essential for tasks such as parts inspection and robotic

vision and control, will receive more attention with a focus on integrating domain

knowledge and fusing of other sensory data with imagery to permit higher level

understanding of pictorial information by the computer.
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IG REPORT ON NSFNET

QUESTION: I understand the Inspector General has just completed a review
of the NSFNET program. What were the key issues identified by the IG and how
does NSF management intend to respond to the issues raised by the IG?

ANSWER: The key findings of the IG were that:

the original award to Merit for the NSFNET Backbone was reasonable;
NSF's decision to upgrade the Backbone to T3 was reasonable, the price

was not unreasonable, and NSF was reasonable in not soliciting bids for the

upgrade;
the "infrastructure pool" created when ANS CO+RE was established was
consistent with the requirement that project income be used to further the

objectives of NSFNET;
it was within NSF's discretion to permit commercial traffic on the Backbone,
and that ANS CO + RE was accorded no advantage over other commercial

providers;

documentation of the reasoning behind the decision to permit commercial
traffic was deficient;

NSF should continue to maintain an Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) and that

the AUP should be formally promulgated as a regulation;

inclusion of the NSFNET under the Federal Demonstration Project was
inappropriate, but no apparent damage was caused; the creation of ANS and
its assumption of responsibility for Backbone services under subaward from

Merit was proper and not subject to Anachment O to 0MB Circular 1 10;

although the assignment of Merit's duties to ANS was evidently approved
by the relevant NSF offices, there is no record of the approval in the files;

NSF's support for creation of the Backbone directly, rather than giving

grants to users of 'the network in the hope that the availability of buyers
would inspire network providers to enter the market, was reasonable;

NSF's issuance of a draft solicitation for the next phase of the NSFNET was
an excellent idea, and the extension of the Cooperative Agreement with

Merit for eighteen months was reasonable; and

interagency coordination via the FNC/FCCSET process -
particularly with

respect to the NASA/DoE and NSF high-speed networking initiatives - should

be improved.

The NSF generally agrees with the report's recommendations for improved record-

keeping and for appropriate documented consultation with the General Counsel,

Division of Grants and Contracts, and National Science Board. NSF will develop

acceptable use policies for the various NSFNET components as they evolve and do
this in consultation with networking service providers and the user community.
NSF will consider a range of enforcement mechanisms including the use of award
terms and conditions and the possibility of regulations. NSF will, as lead agency
coordinating the interagency NREN program, work to improve the coordination of

agency networking activities.

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

QUESTION: Nearly $300 million of the NSF budget will go for its role in

high performance computing. If this increase is approved, NSF's computer
science directorate will grow by almost 40% between its 1993 appropriation and
its 1994 budget request. To date, we've appropriated almost $600 million for

NSF's role in this initiative.
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What has this initiative accomplished since it was begun in FY 1991 that justifies

such a large increase in the fiscal year 1 994 budget? What is the total amount
the initiative will cost the taxpayers when it is finished?

ANSWER: The High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC)
program has contributed to U.S. leadership in the development of advanced high ,

performance computing, in software and in hardware, and their application to the

solution of complex critical problems. HPCC has resulted in world leadership by
the U.S. in the creation of a research and education network and associated

infrastructure that, according to the CEO's of the leading computer systems and
telecommunications companies, is the basis on which to build the National

Information Infrastructure (Nil). It has played a major role in stimulating and

enabling research on grand challenge applications of national importance. HPCC
continues to build the human and intellectual base for future advances.

NSF is one of the primary agencies leading the development of HPCC scientific,

technological and human resources. Since the HPCC program is closely coupled
to fundamental research programs of NSF, HPCC funding simultaneously supports
disciplinary research goals in CISE and closely related disciplines, while

contributing to HPCC program goals. The following highlights give a sense of the
HPCC program's impact.

New Scalable Parallel Supercomputers
• In 1 990, the NSF supercomputer centers offered four vector

supercomputers as resources. At the end of 1993, approximately 10 state-

of-the-art scalable massively parallel systems and upgraded vector

supercomputers will increase the capability of U.S. scientists to attack

previously intractable industrial and scientific problems, thus helping extend

U.S. leadership in high performance computing and other major

technological areas.

New Software
• Major steps jn developing the software needed to exploit the capabilities of

supercomputers have come from HPCC support. For example, NSF
supercomputer centers developed communications and image processing
software which was distributed to nearly 100,000 researchers. Such
software takes on special significance with the growing importance of

access for multimedia databases through the INTERNET for distributed

design and manufacturing. The Center for Research in Parallel Computation
has, for example, taken the lead in coordinating

academic/industrial/governmental research on high performance Fortran for

distributed memory scalable parallel computers.

Technology Transfer
• The number of active industrial users of supercomputer centers rose from

about 600 in 1990 to over 900 in 1992. Many have taken advantage of

the opportunity to learn about and investigate the potential of applying

expensive, advanced computing to their particular commercial problems.
Involvement has been wide, with automotive, petrochemical,

pharmaceutical, engineering, aerospace, chemical and electronics firms, and

computer hardware and software companies involved.

Networking
• Scientific interaction is being revolutionized by networking. Use has grown

dramatically, from 460 academic institutions on NSFNET in FY 1991, to 850
in FY 1992. The INTERNET interconnects more than 1,000,000 host

computers through 10,000 addressable networks, of which about one third

are in 90 foreign countries; the 35 billion packets transmitted in March of

1993 are almost double that of July 1992.
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Individual Investigator/Group Research Awards
• During FY 1992 alone, more than 1,200 awards were funded, either totally

or In part under the HPCC program. These included fundamental research

on models, methods and algorithms, data structures, optical computing and

communications systems, application specific computer systems, intelligent

CAD systems and multi-media computing and visualization. Work has begun
on grand challenge applications, with seven awards totalling $20 million

over a five-year period. Among the problems being studied are large-scale

environmental modeling, imaging in biological research, and atomic

simulation for design of materials.

Human Infrastructure

• The HPCC mission is twofold: training current users in state-of-the art

computing, and building future strength keep the nation at the forefront of

scientific and technological innovation. In FY 1991 about 7,000 active

researchers were supported through the supercomputer centers, a number

expected to be nearly 9,000 by the end of FY 1 993, with most of the

growth occurring among young researchers; graduate, undergraduate, and

high school students; and teachers. In addition, more than 1,000 senior

scientists were supported through CISE research awards.

.APPLICATIONS OF SUPERCOMPUTING

QUESTION: The budget suggests that NSF's budget in supercomputing will

be used to make applications of high performance computing technology for

breakthroughs in health care, education and manufacturing, but gives no details.

Could you give us one specific example in each area? Will technology transfer be

an explicit criteria used to select proposals, and if not, why not?

ANSWER: NSF's high performance computing program role in applications

in health care, education and manufacturing is devoted to:

• enabling research leading to the development, and integration, of HPCC
technologies into prototype systems,

• making widely available scalable HPC infrastructure platforms on which to

address such applications, and
• stimulating industrial collaborations and partnerships which address these

application areas.

Three examples illustrate the present type of involvement.

• In health care, an NSF Grand Challenge Group is developing an automated

Interactive microscope at Carnegie-Mellon University to allow biomedical

researchers to observe, and interact with quickly changing events in living

cells and tissues.

• In design and manufacturing, cooperation between a Supercomputer Center

and GenCorp research is underway on design of a rapid production process
for compression-molding of reinforced plastic auto body panels.

• In education. Northwestern University, University of Michigan, the

Exploratorium, the National Center for Supercomputing Applications, TERC,
schools in Illinois and Michigan, Ameritech, Bellcore, and Science Kit

publishers are involved in a collaborative effort to study how students and

classroom teachers can work directly and interactively with scientists using
a local and wide-area networked learning environment
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NSF will continue to promote technology development through proven
mechanisms of collaboration with centers, groups and other initiative programs.
NSF will also continue to encourage industrial participation in a variety of ways.
Many programs, including the Supercomputer Centers, science and technology
centers and engineering research centers, will continue to emphasize and

incorporate industrial collaborations with the goal of enhancing the knowledge and

technology transfer between the performers of research and its users. Technology
transfer can and will be further stimulated through NSF's aggressive SBIR

program.

BLUE RIBBON PANEL ON HIGH PERFORf\/IANCE COMPUTING

QUESTION: The National Science Board asked NSF to create a blue ribbon

panel to advise it on the agency's future role in high performance conrfputing.

While the panel's work is not yet finished, do we have any preliminary results or

directions it might propose for NSF? How do they compare to the '94 budget
request emphasis?

ANSWER: The Blue Ribbon Panel, chaired by Professor Lewis Branscomb of

Harvard University, is analyzing information it has gathered from the community
and is working on the, first draft of a report to the National Science Board. As a

result, it is too early to determine what the recommendations will be.

To gain a broad view, the panel has requested formal comments from the external

community on several issues: the emerging high performance computing
environment; the market forces influencing it over the next five years; the possible

influence on how scientists and engineers conduct R&D, design and production

modeling; barriers to effective use of emergent technologies; and the proper role

of government and NSF,' in particular. To date, some forty-odd thoughtful

responses have been received which the panel is considering as it prepares its

report. The plan is to present Blue Ribbon Panel findings to the NSB at its meeting
In mid-June of this year. We shall provide a copy of the report to the Committee
as soon as it is available.

MANUFACTURING RESEARCH

QUESTION: You're requesting roughly SI 30 million for manufacturing

research, largely funded through NSF's Engineering Directorate. What is NSF's
role? How many federal agencies will be involved in manufacturing research in

1994, and what is NSF's unique role? How do we avoid overlapping activities

between NSF and those manufacturing programs at DOD?

ANSWER: The interagency Advanced Manufacturing Technology lAMT)
Initiative seeks to develop a coherent and synergistic interagency program in

advanced manufacturing technology R&D, by combining and integrating federal

efforts. The program will accelerate the development and application of new
manufacturing technologies to the domestic manufacturing base and to the

missions of the participating agencies. Eight federal agencies (DOC, DOD, DOE,
DOI, EPA, NASA, USDA and NSF) are contributing substantial support for the

initiative.

NSF's special role is to support: (1) the broad array of fundamental manufacturing
research which underpins the development of new manufacturing technologies; (2)

the development of enabling technologies, such as rapid protyping and integrated

design tools; (3) the high-performance computing and communications

infrastructure required to move the nation to 'agile manufacturing"; and (4)

manufacturing education, training and the development of human resources. NSF
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is playing a key role in the planning process now underway for the AMT initiative.

Dr. Joseph Bordogna, Assistant Director for Engineering at NSF, is chairing the

FCCSET Working Group, which has developed a manufacturing taxonomy, the

interagency cross-cut, and the FY 1994 program thrusts. Initially, R&D activities

will focus on the following three thrust areas, based on technological opportunities
and anticipated technical needs as identified by the manufacturing community:

• "Intelligent" manufacturing cells

• Integrated tools for product, process, and enterprise design

• Advanced manufacturing technology infrastructure

In order to avoid overlap, NSF coordinates with DOD on several levels: (1) through
the FCCSET Working Group, (2) through the Defense Technology Conversion

Council (DTCC); (3) through interagency Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs),
(4) through joint funding of research centers, facilities and programs, such as the

Strategic Manufacturing initiative (STRATMAN) and the Institute for Agile

Manufacturing, and (5) through the inforriial but highly effective relationships that

DOD and NSF program directors have with one another.

INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT IN MANUFACTURING RESEARCH

QUESTION: Last year we pushed you to have industry shape the thrust of

NSF's manufacturing research program before funds were awarded. Our interest

was triggered by a Science Board report on Industrial R&D which said as a country
we were falling behind in this area. Have you abided by that guidance, and how
specifically has industry^ shaped the manufacturing awards in 19937

ANSWER: Yes, we have abided by that guidance. Industry helps shape
NSF's manufacturing research programs in a number of ways. Some current

activities that promote industrial linkages in manufacturing education and research

are listed below.

Half the members of the Advisory Board for the Engineering Directorate's Division

for Design and Manufacturing Systems (DDM) are from industry. The Board

considers issues of scope and direction for the various programs within the

division. For example, last year the board was instrumental in restructuring the

Division program in Design and Computer Integrated Engineering.

Normally, 20%-40% of every proposal evaluation panel in DDM is made up of

individuals from industry. In addition, the following guidance is given to all

potential grantees: "To insure relevance and importance, to promote knowledge
transfer, and to leverage resources, university based researchers are encouraged
to seek active collaboration from industry and national laboratories on proposed

projects."

Regarding the NSF initiative on Environmentally Benign Chemical Syntheses and

Processing, the Council for Chemical Research (CCR) has been a partner in the

program by participating up front in defining the scope of the initiative and by

facilitating connections between academic and industrial researchers during

implementation. (The CCR is composed of the vice president/director of research

of the member firms and the chairs of chemical engineering and chemistry

departments of the member universities.) In each of the eight projects funded so

far, industry has made a substantial intellectual input to the research agenda.
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There are seven Engineering Research Centers (ERCs) focused on manufacturing

topics, and one or two will be added in FY 1994. Each center requires active

collaboration with industry in planning, research, and education with a view to the

transfer of knowledge and technology advances for use in industry.

Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers (l/UCRCs) are heavily supported

by industry and work in very close collaboration with industry on research relevant

to industrial needs, many in the areas of advanced manufacturing technology.

State Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers seek to enhance local

economic development and focus even more actively than the traditional l/UCRCs

do on technology transfer and knowledge deployment, especially to small firms

where many innovations arise and new jobs are created.

The planned industry-led institute for agile manufacturing will greatly facilitate

industry's impact on NSF's research agenda. In fact the program announcement

for the institute was influenced by substantial industry participation.

NSF LINKS WITH NIST

QUESTION: The Committee has asked NSF to pursue formal ties to the

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). What is the status of your
efforts in this matter, and how, specifically will any collaboration affect your

manufacturing research program?

ANSWER: NSF signed a Memorandum of Understanding |MOU) with NIST

on April 5, 1993. The MOU calls for initial collaboration between NSF and NIST in

the areas of Manufacturing, Chemical Science and Engineering, Materials

Research, and High Performance Computing and Communications. It is expected

that the linkage will affect NSF's manufacturing program in very positive ways.

Specifically:

• There will be enhanced technology transfer of generic manufacturing

research results to industry through interaction between NSF Program
Directors and NIST manufacturing specialists. The MOU will help move
academic research results to NIST's industrial clients.

• The MOU will provide a way of integrating the efforts of both agencies in

the Advanced Manufacturing Technology FCCSET initiative.

• Manufacturing research facilities at NIST will be available to NSF

manufacturing researchers.

• NSF and NIST are partners in the new ARPA-led Technology Reinvestment

Project.

CENTER FOR AGILE MANUFACTURING

QUESTION: What is the status of your work with ARPA to create a center

for the concept of agile manufacturing, and why has NSF been reluct9nt to

support this worthwhile undertaking?

ANSWER: NSF has not been reluctant to support this effort. It has taken

more time than initially anticipated to plan and coordinate the effort with ARPA.
We have taken aggressive steps to consult with industry prior to formulating the

plan for this initiative. The Agile Manufacturing Institute (AMI) solicitation will be

announced within a few weeks. The AMI will facilitate and support the formation
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of university, industry, and government (where appropriate) teams to refine and
test the validity of advanced agile manufacturing concepts in applications

prototypes and proof-of-concept testbeds.

CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS

QUESTION: I see that support for earthquake engineering has been

essentially level funded for the past two years at about $16.5 million while the

directorate's budget has increased by some $60 million since 1992. I also see

that you are proposing to start a new initiative in the civil infrastructure area.

Would you briefly describe what this new program is all about and whether or not

the earthquake engineering program fits into this effort?

ANSWER: The Civil Infrastructure Systems (CIS) Initiative is a very broadly

based research program involving many science and engineering disciplines. Civil

infrastructure involves all forms of facilities (buildings, transportation systems,

services, etc.). This infrastructure has been deteriorating due to excessive

demand, misuse and neglect. Research has been categorized into three general

areas: (1) deterioration science, (2) assessment technologies, and (3) renewal

engineering.

NSF support for earthquake engineering research over the past 10 years has

helped to build a knowledge base that serves as part of the foundation for the CIS

initiative. This research has focused on such areas as the dynamic method of

structural analysis. The resulting knowledge has contributed to the introduction of

improved design concepts and new materials in the components of infrastructure

systems.
I

Earthquake engineering research will continue to play an important role as the CIS

initiative evolves. Accordingly, the FY 1994 request for this program is $17.5

million, an increase of $920,000 (5.6%) over the FY 1993 revised current plan

and an indication of the intent to move ahead from the level funding in this

program during FY 1992 and FY 1993.

QUESTION: In what ways are other federal agencies -
plus state and local

transportation and public works departments participating in this civil

infrastructure initiative?

ANSWER: Both formal and informal mechanisms exist to coordinate

participation in the Civil Infrastructure Systems initiative (CIS). NSF recently

established a "roundtable" of federal agencies, the World Bank, and other

organizations to discuss common areas of interest in civil infrastructure systems.

Memoranda of Understanding have been signed with the Federal Highway
Administration, Corps of Engineers, National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST), and other agencies. The National Earthquake Hazards

Reduction Program (NEHRP) involves cooperation among NSF, Federai Emergency

Management Agency, U.S. Geological Survey and NIST. CIS research projects

have been jointly funded with Air Force Office of Scientific Research,

Environmental Protection Agency, etc. Activities of the Federal Construction

Council of the National Academy of Engineering Building Research Board are

funded by NSF, with support from many other agencies which meet on a regular

basis.
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EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

QUESTION: The earth sciences provides about half as much support for

earthquake research as the Engineering Directorate. Yet the earth sciences

program includes an increase for earthquake research of $1 .9 million. This is

twice as much as the FY 1994 increase in the earthquake engineering program.

Why is earthquake engineering such a low priority within the engineering
directorate?

ANSWER: The Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Program has been an

important activity at NSF since it became a part of the National Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Program, which was established in 1977. It still has high

priority within the Engineering Directorate and will play a major role in the NSF
Civil Infrastructure Systems Initiative, especially with regard to developing

approaches to increase the seismic safety of such infrastructure systems as

bridges, highways, and utilities. There was, however, a previously planned
reduction of $1 million in the budget for the National Center for Earthquake

Engineering Research for FY 1993. This reduction was approved by the National

Science Board in 1991 when the Center's renewal award was made to the State

University of New York at Buffalo.

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON STUDIES

QUESTION: The Special Studies and Assessments program focuses on

international technology assessments. Give the Subcommittee some sense of the

findings in the studies completed last year. How well -- or how poorly did the

U.S. fare and do the relevant industries use the information coming out of these

studies?

ANSWER: Since 1984 NSF's Engineering Directorate has supported the

Japanese Technology Evaluation Program (JTEC), which conducts in-depth

technical assessments of Japanese technologies. Although NSF is the lead Federal

agency, other support is provided by ARPA, DOD, NASA, DOE, DOC and several

other agencies.

Several studies have been completed during the past year, the findings of which
are summarized below:

Bioprocess Enpineering in Japan - study of status of bioprocess engineering
research and development.

1. U.S. is leading in molecular biology (product discovery and genetics) with a

trend to increase the lead.

2. Japan is leading in microbiology (screening, strain development, fermentation)

with a trend to increase the lead.

3. Japan is leading in biocatalysis (enzyme science, engineering and

implementation) with a trend for increasing the lead.

4. U.S. and Japan are on a par for upstream bioprocessing (e.g. recombinant

protein production) based on acquisitions and licensing from the U.S. Trends are

for Japanese to improve over U.S. in automation and control and for U.S. to gain

more of a lead in engineering science of the processes and in bioreactor scale-up.
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5. U.S. and Japan are also on a par for downstream bioprocessing (product
isolation and purification). Japan may obtain a lead in the future in

chromatographic media and methodology.

Display Technologies in Japan -- study of flat panel display technologies: liquid

crystal displays (both passive and active matrix) and to a lesser extent

electroluminescent displays and plasma displays.

1 . Japanese companies may be expected to dominate R&D and production of

high-information content flat panel displays for the next decade.

2. Although most of past contributions in research on display technologies have
come from the U.S. and Europe, Japanese electronics producers are now
competitive in research and gaining on U.S. business; are ahead in product

development and expanding their lead; and dominant in liquid crystal display

manufacturing.

3. The U.S. has a lead in the development and manufacture of electroluminescent

displays with a trend for expanding the lead.

Material Handling Technologies in Japan -- study of material handling processes
and technologies as applied to manufacturing, warehousing and distribution.

1 . Because of demographic, social, and business conditions, Japan has a greater

incentive to use advanced automated material handling systems. As a

consequence, Japan is far ahead of the U.S. in the actual applications of

automated material handling systems.

2. There is greater evidence of industry sponsorship of university research on

material handling in the US. compared to Japan.

3. Whether Japan is ahead or behind in its material handling technology depends
on the technology application being examined. Among twenty-two applications

topic areas, Japan was considered to be ahead in twelve, with the U.S. ahead in

seven areas and expected to maintain or increase its lead in all of them.

Separations Technology in Japan - study of gas separations, hydrometallugical,

filtration, extraction, and crystallization technologies for process industries.

1 . Among eleven technical areas, U.S. was found to lag Japan in basic research

only with respect to research on ultra-pure water, which is receiving great

emphasis to support the electronic chip manufacturing industry.

2. The U.S. was found to lag Japan in development and industrial implementation
in hydrometallurgical separations as well as in ultra-pure water.

3. Trends are neutral or favoring the U.S. in all the technical areas except

ultra-pure water and hydrometallurgical separation.

Satellite Telecommunications Technology in Europe. Russia, and Japan - study of

the technologies for civilian communications satellites and supporting ground
stations.

1 . The panel was surprised by the emergence of technological strength in Europe
and Japan. Current comparative trends are now negative for the U.S. in the

majority of areas. Russia was found to have strength in space deployable
antennas.
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2. U.S. has a technology lead in: high data rate communications satellites;

USATs and personal communications receivers; small satellites and low earth orbit

satellites; and space applications for high temperature superconductivity.

3. U.S. has a technology lag compared to Europe or Japan in: intersatellite

communication links; free space optical communications; advanced batteries, solar

array systems, and solid state power amplifiers; pointing and positioning systems;

large scale deployable antenna systems for space; and advanced systems design

concepts and long range plans.

4. U.S. lags in satellite development projects with only three, compared to seven

for Europe and five or six for Japan.

5. The matching of technical developments to new applications and markets

seems to be more systematically executed overseas than in the U.S., especially in

Japan.

6. Trends predict that U.S. will lose technological leadership in communications

satellite components in all areas except high data rate communications by the end

of the decade.

Industry input is obtained early on to define specific studies. For example, in an

assessment of electronics packaging underway, the JTEC panel met with

representatives from over a dozen companies to obtain input . The information for

each study is distributed to industry in three ways --
directly by participation on

the expert panels, at symposiums presented by the panelists, and through the final

reports. Among the studies that are discussed here, approximately 50 percent of

the total number of panelists have been from industry. Also about half of the

attendees at the symposiums have been from industry. The majority of the final

reports have gone to indGstry. User surveys have shown that workshop
participants and report recipients are very positive about the value of the

information to them. For example, the information may confirm that research

projects are on course (or not), may suggest areas that remain to be explored by

anyone, or may suggest opportunities for joint ventures in research and

development or manufacturing with foreign institutions or corporations.

HEALTH CARE INITIATIVE

QUESTION: The engineering budget calls for increasing support for new
approaches to increased productivity in the hospital environment, new
technologies for low cost diagnosis and therapy, and improved information and

communication systems for better health care access. It would seem that NIH or

the Public Health Service would be the more appropriate place for such an effort.

How much will NSF invest in this program and in what ways is it coordinated with

the other agencies concerned with health care and controlling rising costs?

ANSWER: The purpose of the initiative is to stimulate multidisciplinary

research for the development of new technologies that will help contain or reduce

health care costs by bringing about fundamental changes in various components
of the system, and at the same time maintain the quality of care and improve

accessibility to the health care system.

The initiative is based on the recommendations of a special workshop held in April,

1992, sponsored jointly by the National Science Foundation and the Whitaker

Foundation (a private foundation that supports research in biomedical engineering)

and on the work of an NSF Task Force. It is an outgrowth of ongoing NSF
research programs.
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The Whitaker Foundation has recently entered into a partnership with the NSF to

support this effort. NSF has allocated $1 million to start the program in calendar

1993. The Whitaker Foundation will match the NSF allocation to bring the total

awards to $2 million. Several interdisciplinary group grants to universities, ranging
between $100,000 and $250,000, are expected to be awarded in the 1993
calendar year. ,

The NSF Task Force that formulated the research thrust included representatives

from the NIH. Discussions are under way between NSF and NIH to form a

partnership and coordinate the support of this research program between the two
agencies. It is expected that as new technologies begin to evolve from the

research, NSF will initiate discussions with other agencies concerned with health

care delivery to coordinate the development, testing and dissemination of the

technologies.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

QUESTION: The Design and Manufacturing Systems Division has grown by
45% in the last two years - - - assuming this budget is approved. What has been

accomplished as a result of this growth?

ANSWER: This anticipated growth is needed for NSF to fulfill the vital role

it has been assigned in the interagency Advanced Manufacturing Technology
Initiative. Specifically, NSF's role is to support: (1) the broad array of fundamental

manufacturing research which underpins the development of new manufacturing

technologies; (2) the development of enabling technologies, such as rapid

protyping and integrated design tools; (3) the high-performance computing and

communications infrastructure required to move the nation to "agile

manufacturing"; and (4) manufacturing education, training and the development of

human resources.

The Design and Manufacturing Systems (DDM) division has been in operation for

over five years. We believe the division has significantly contributed to building

the knowledge base for manufacturing and developing new enabling technologies,

such as rapid prototyping and integrated design tools. There also is evidence that

DDM-supported research is being converted into industrial applications. For

example, a recent informal survey of current grantees asked if there had been any

knowledge transfer from their work to U.S. industry. Although many of the

grantees were in very early stages of their research, of the 66 responses received,

there were 37 grantees who already claimed actual application of their work in

industry. There were 1 1 grantees who had already applied for patents, some in

the process of licensing technology and/or starting spin-off companies. One of the

above applications (electronics manufacturing) resulted in the CEO of the company
admitting to savings on the order of $100 million per year. This same technology
is being implemented in four other US companies.

Because of its visibility to academe, DDM has also played a catalytic role in

helping design and manufacturing gain acceptance and "respectability" as fields of

study. There has been a tremendous growth in the number of faculty interested in

design and manufacturing, evidenced by growing numbers of researchers, centers,

endowed chairs, and new courses and degree programs. In addition, there are a

number of new professional journals devoted to manufacturing. With NSF

support, manufacturing research and education is now viewed in academe on a

par with other fields of study in engineering.
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INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTERS

QUESTION: Over the years, NSF has established about 50 industry-

university cooperative research centers. This program is built on the expectation

that NSF's initial support vv^ill ultimately be replaced with industry support and the

center, within five years, will become self-sustaining.

t

How well has that concept worked out? Are you in fact seeing these centers

successfully transition into industry supported research centers? What

characteristics are most important so that such a transition actually does occur?

ANSWER: The Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers Program is

very successful. About 65 Centers have been formed over the years. About 10

Centers are no longer in the program because each decided to stop operating as a

collaborative center and become an institute or a contractual type of center.

Another 5 centers simply ceased operations because the industry lost interest in

their research programs. In FY 1 992, the l/UCRC Program budget of

approximately $4 rriillion leveraged other funding sources at a minimum of 1 5 to

1.

The centers are successfully transitioning to industry supported research centers.

In fact, the six to one ratio of industry to NSF funds at the start of an l/UCRC

shows that there is only a small amount of dependence upon NSF from the very

beginning, and therefore the center is essentially self-sustaining at the start.

However, over the years we have found out that if NSF terminates any affiliation

with a center after five years, industry takes this as a signal that we are dropping

out and tends to drop out as well. To counter this tendency, NSF instituted a new

arrangement about three years ago, called self-sustaining partnerships, through

which NSF maintains a token financial presence with a $35,000 to $50,000
thousand level of annual support equivalent to an industrial membership. NSF's

presence and continued management oversight to assure strong

industry/university collaboration has proven valuable in maintaining industrial

support in the centers past five years.

Two characteristics assure the transition to an industry-supported research center.

The first is that the university conduct research that is industrially relevant and

responsive to the member companies' interest. The second is that NSF maintains

a presence in the center to support some basic research, continue to develop

university/industry interaction, and continue to provide a mechanism for

interagency cooperation in the center.

QUESTION: As a result of the stimulus package, under the revised FY 93

current plan, the budget for the Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers

will exceed the original request by 27% resulting in a funding level of $7.2M.

What explains this increase? And if these funds do not become available until

September, can they still be used effectively?

ANSWER; These funds can be used effectively regardless of the date

appropriated. $1 .0 million of the increase will be used to raise the level of support

to selected ongoing traditional l/UCRCs to focus on projects where testbeds can

be developed to prove research concepts important for critical technology

initiatives. $900,000 will be used in the State/l/UCRCs to initiate three new
centers. One proposal was highly ranked in the last competition but could not be

funded due to insufficient funds. The award will be for $300,000. The remaining

$600,000 will be used to fund FY 1993 continuing obligations to the ongoing

centers.
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ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTERS AND INDUSTRY

QUESTION: The NSF Engineering Research Centers program is supposed to

support fundamental engineering research that is crucial for next generation

technological advances.

While these centers might be very good at creating this new knowledge, what
efforts do they make to get this research into the hands of U.S. industry? To
what extent is industry involved in the research that goes on in these centers?

What successes have the ERCs had in developing technologies that have resulted

in products and services being brought to the marketplace? Last year we asked

you about patents and industrial participation at the ERCs. Can you update the

subcommittee on the progress made in these areas since last year?

ANSWER: ERCs use the following mechanisms to involve industry in their

research activities:

Strategic planning of the research agenda jointly with industry

Experimental testbeds built jointly with industry

Industry engineers working at the ERC

Industry consortia involving the ERC (sometimes along with Federal

agencies) to work on specialized problems
Technical advisory groups with industry members

Spinoff companies to market ERC advances

Joint projects with industry

Placement of ERC graduates in industry

Industry-led workshops at the ERC
Patents and licenses

Students: work with industry engineers in joint projects; industry mentors

and thesis committee members; summer jobs; industry visits and seminars

Research contracts to individual faculty from industry attracted by the ERC

The following are successful examples in which ERCs have developed technologies

resulting in products and services being brought to the marketplace:

1 .) Advanced systems research used in the design of new chemical process plant.

(University of Maryland and Harvard University, Institute for Systems Research

ERC).

Exxon Corporation asked the ERC to incorporate its state-of-the-art systems
research into the design and construction of a new chemical processing plant to

market a new family of products.

Working with Exxon, a team of ERC researchers and students developed new
software for reaction modeling and control in the new processing plant. Process

control engineers now use the software for process analysis, optimization, and the

elimination of bottlenecks in the plant. The ERCs work with Exxon enables the

new plant to provide safe and profitable operations while meeting strict product

quality specifications.

2.) Variable-temperature, mechanically stable scanning tunneling microscope.

(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, ERC for Compound Semiconductor

Microelectronics)

When the atomic resolution scanning tunneling microscope (STM) was invented in

1982, the properties of surfaces could be studied with three-dimensional atomic-

scale resolution. One of the ERCs researchers invented a new STM that is
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radically different from earlier STM designs. Thermal drift of the sample is several

orders of magnitude lower than that of other designs, and it is so mechanically
stable that atomic resolution images can be obtained with no need for vibration

isolation. Earlier STMs were large, typically 12 feet tall and four feet square. The
ERC's design fits in the palm of a hand. The design was patented and licensed to

three companies that are all now shipping units to customers. r

3.) Thermal process testfoed (Purdue University, ERC for Intelligent Manufacturing

Systems).

The ERC's thermal process testbed integrates several research projects serving

needs in quenching, temperature measurement, and residual stress experiments
and modeling. A dual-wavelength temperature sensing technology that the ERC
demonstrated with this testbed is now used in 18 galvanneal steel mills. Four

instrumentation companies have product development projects underway
incorporating results of the ERC's thermal process technology.

As for patents and industrial participation at ERCs. we can document 73 cases in

which industry products incorporating ERC advances are being marketed.

Moreover, between June 1991 and June 1992, 61 patent applications were

made, 45 patents granted, and 228 patents and software products were licensed

to industry.

ENGINEERING EDUCATION COALITIONS

QUESTION: The NSF engineering education coalition program was begun in

FY 1992 and is designejd to produce engineering graduates with sound technical

and problem solving-skills by revamping the engineering curricula at the

undergraduate level. Four such coalitions have been funded so far and this budget

proposed to start one or two more. What evidence do you have that shows this

program is accomplishing its objectives?

ANSWER: There are currently four coalitions-SYNTHESIS, ECSEL,

GATEWAY, and SUCCEED—each consisting of seven to ten engineering schools:
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1 SYNTHESIS COALITION:
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three institutions have been joined through the Coalition program. Lead graduate
research schools like Cornell, MIT, Stanford, Berkeley, Columbia, Georgia Tech

and the University of Pennsylvania are collaborating with predominantly

undergraduate schools whose focus is on education and teaching, infusing an

increased awareness for the importance of undergraduate education and teaching

into these research-oriented schools. Engineering schools in Coalitions which have

served predominantly male students from European and Asian backgrounds are

now actively focused on increasing the numbers of women and underrepresented
minorities in engineering and are now involved in experiments with schools that

serve these underrepresented groups.

• At ECSEL. the University of Washington is collaborating with all the member
schools to develop an engineering 'core" experience, 'Statistics, Strength of

Materials, and Fundamental of Materials Science'. Materials are in use at the

partner schools and it will be implemented at Howard in 1994.

• At ECSEL. Penn State's Sailplain large-scale design project involves students

from all four years, some of which are from two other Coalition schools. A group
at Morgan State has taken on the design of the cockpit/controls subsystems and a

group of seniors in a Mechanical Engineering design course at MIT designed the

landing gear.

• At SYNTHESIS, Berkeley and Southern University are collaborating on

course input to a new curriculum in mechatronics (automated mechanical systems)
and Berkeley faculty assisted Southern University Faculty in developing a

mechatronics laboratory.

• At SYNTHESIS. Sputhern University and Cornell have developed a long-term

collaboration through project SOCRATES, Study of Complementary Research and

Teaching in Engineering, which is being expanded through the Coalition to link the

students and faculty of the schools of the Coalition.

All the Coalitions are focusing on innovations in engineering curricula that will

provide students with earlier experience in their course of study with design,

processing, and manufacturing. They also focus on improving skills in problem
formulation and an integrative approach to engineering which teaches a student to

draw upon a range of knowledge to solve problems. Numerous courses are being

developed and experimented with, and will be integrated into comprehensive
curricula.

• At GATEWAY, Cooper Union has developed a 'portable* course package of

guidelines, problems, software, laboratory demonstrations, etc.; 'Integration of

Mathematics, Physics, Engineering Mechanics in the Lower Division.'

• At GATEWAY, the University of Pennsylvania is working on integrating

biological science into the engineering curricula through the development of a new
"Bioengineering" course and lab combining physical chemistry and molecular

biology, called 'Integration of Life Sciences in Engineering Curricula."

• At ECSEL, Morgan State's pilot Phenomena-Driven Engineering Curriculum is

the most ambitious ECSEL coalition reform effort. This new curriculum integrates

the subject mater of science, mathematics, engineering, and the social sciences

around phenomena essential to the function of engineering systems. All

phenomena-driven modules are design-oriented. This year's design activities

focused on the design and fabrication of an electric piano as an integral part of an

electrical networks course and on the design of the cockpit-controls subsystem of

the Penn State Sailplane.
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The Coalitions are also developing educational delivery systems, for example,

• At SYtVTHES/S, the Coalition has focused upon exploiting the new
computerized technology of multi-media to represent complex engineering

phenomena to students in an interactive mode, so they can pace their learning and
explore various subtopics. In addition, the Synthesis Coalition is developing

prototypes of the facilities required for multi-media educational modules

development and pioneering the project forms for creating effective multimedia

products.

• At SYNTHES/S, they are also developing a new access and distribution

system (NEEDS), which will provide for library network storage and distribution of

multimedia software modules for educational use across the country.

• At ECSEL, the Electronic Encyclopedia Exploratorium is being developed to

provide simulations, three-dimension animated graphics that the user can

manipulate, a facility for asking questions and receiving custom explanations, and

laboratory areas that allow a user to modify the device or experiment with related

artifacts. The first 'article" focuses on compression refrigeration, providing a rich

domain for exploring thermodynamics education.

Coalitions are also actively involved in a range of efforts designed to increase the

retention and diversity of engineering students, especially women,
underrepresented minorities, and persons with disabilities.

• Preliminary results show that a pre-ECSEL retention rate of 40% for

freshmen has, at some schools, been increased to more than 80%. They
attribute this to curricula^ and pedagogical innovations that introduce design and

team projects early in the curriculum. The new freshman design courses are

already showing significant enhancement of retention.

• At ECSEL. student involvement in team projects to design and make things

has put them on a new educational footing, empowering them to be more in

control of their own learning, giving them early and satisfying experiences in real

engineering; this puts new demands on the faculty to improve their teaching

styles, as well

• Berkeley, a member of the SYNTHEStS Coalition, has begun a long-term

study of freshmen engineering students to study issues in retention.

• GATEWAY is implementing an experimental curriculum, E4, in the lower

division and finding that it increases retention and students have a more creative

and positive view of engineering and their future role as engineers because they

have early experience 'making things".

The Coalitions also have programs which reach out to precollege institutions, such

as community colleges, high schools and middle schools, to develop course

materials and other activities which can serve to attract these students to

engineering.

ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND TOTAL OUALITY MANAGEMENT

QUESTION: Engineering Education and Total Quality Management. To
what extent are total quality management concepts and related practices being

incorporated into the new engineering curricula coming out of the engineering

education Coalitions?
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ANSWER: The primary focus of the SUCCEED, one of the four Engineering
Education Coalitions, is to develop an alternative curricula, CURRICULUM 21, that

includes total quality management (TQM) concepts. TQM in this context will

address continuous improvement of the process of engineering and engineering
education. SUCCEED initiated TQM projects and evaluation approaches during its

first year of operation. In the coming year, SUCCEED will further explore and
refine the TQM concept. NC State, the lead school in the Coalition, participated in

a national competition conducted by industry and was selected to participate in a

university challenge program on total quality management.

GATEWAY, another Coalition, is working on making the quality process part of the

norm for the member institutions in the development of their engineering curricula

and in interactions with their grades K to- 14 school constituencies. GATEWAY
plans to imbed TQM into the curriculum as a natural part of the design,

manufacturability, and process or process control courses. The idea is not to layer

the curriculum with disjointed parts but to bring the parts together into a cohesive

whole.

ENGINEERING SYSTEMS PROGRAM

QUESTION: The Engineering Systems program, under the revised FY 93
current plan, will exceed the original FY 93 request for this program by 12.5%.
What is the justification for this increase?

ANSWER: The Neuroengineering component of the Communications and

Computational Systems Program Element has been moved to the Engineering

Systems Program Element to better reflect the emphasis on Control Systems. As
the table below shows, the Revised Current Plan for Engineering Systems is 2.2

percent below the FY 19^3 Request as a result of adding the Neuroengineering

component to the Engineering Systems Program.

(Millions of Dollars)
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Level funding for the Environmental and Ocean Systems program should be
viewed in the context of NSF's overall coordinated effort in the environment. In
FY 1994 the Foundation will support a $141.8 million multidisciplinary research
effort in the environment, including commitments by five budget activities.

ENG's involvement in the initiative will focus on the problems of environmental
degradation such as waste stream minimization and improved process efficiency.

ARCTIC RESEARCH VESSEL

QUESTION: The S6.5 million requested for the arctic research vessel is the
single largest increase identified in the Geosciences budget request. These funds
are to be used for the procurement of this new vessel. Last year we discussed
the pros and cons of leasing versus the outright purchase of such a vessel.

• Can you give us a status report on how you intend to proceed with
the procurement of this new research vessel?

• Also, will this new vessel be built in a shipyard located in the United
States?

ANSWER: NSF has analyzed various cost-benefit options for procurement
of an Arctic research vessel. The studies recommend the Arctic research vessel
be operated by an academic institution or consortia of institutions to set the
mission of the vessel in response to the evolving needs of oceanography.
Operations must be efficient and flexible in meeting changing research and
educational requirements inherent in the conduct of science. Additionally many
institutions provide a degree of cost-sharing which fuaher reduces the cost of
vessel operations to the Federal Government.

All cost analyses for acquisition and operations of an Arctic research vessel for a
full 20-25 year life cycle of an academic research ship indicate direct purchase
with upfront Federal funds is the least cost option. This requires, however,
substantial Federal funds in the short term rather than over the "life cycle" of the
research vessel. Because key variables affecting the degree of cost savings may
change before acquisition is completed three options are being considered - direct
construction with institutional funding and amortization of costs, lease-purchase,
and lease charter.

NSF is not a ship operating agency. The U.S. academic research ships are

managed and operated by oceanographic institutions or university consortia, all of
which have active research and educational programs and provide community-
wide access to their facilities.

NSF will accept proposals from university-based groups to become the institutional

operator for the Arctic research vessel. The institutional operator will (i) acquire,
through competitive bids, a suitable vessel and (ii) provide marine operations,
logistical and technical support for the vessel. Significant factors for selecting an
operating institution are: (i) a procurement and operating plan that responds to

evolving needs of oceanography, (ii) a management strategy that takes advantage
of the evolution of new techniques and advanced technology, and (iii) a realistic

and practical financial plan that provides for cost effective operations and provides
institutional support for infrastructure requirements (docks, buildings, etc).

The institutional operator must conduct an open competition that meets the
scientific research priorities and fulfills the ship capabilities and performance
requirements. The bid package by the institutional operator must be responsive to

Congressional guidance to include both lease/purchase and charter lease options in

addition to any direct construction using institutional funds. The most
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advantageous financial and management proposal, consistent with available funds,

will be selected. NSF will ensure all Congressional guidance and Federal

competitive requirements are met in all phases of the procurement process.

RESEARCH AIRCRAFT FOR NCAR

QUESTION: Last year the budget proposed $2.5 million towards the

acquisition of a new research aircraft for the National Center for Atmospheric
Research. Unfortunately, due to a lack of resources, the subcommittee was
unable to support that request. This year you are requesting only $500,000
towards a research plane for NCAR. Apparently you intend to procure a surplus

military C-130 and convert it for research purposes. Could you bring us up to date

with respect to this project?

ANSWER: The acquisition and conversion of a military surplus C-130
aircraft is part of an effort to restructure the aging NSF research aviation fleet

operated by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The

rejuvenation of the fleet will allow the atmospheric science community to employ
more advanced technologies when making environmental observations. NCAR's
proposal for a restructured fleet was reviewed by an external panel of experts who
strongly encouraged NSF to pursue the acquisition of a C-130 aircraft.

The proposed plan for restructuring the research aircraft fleet is based on the

following assumptions: 1 ) the Electra will be available through FY 1 996; 2) the

Saberliner will be sold in FY 1993 for approximately $400,000; and 3) the King
Air will not be supported by NCAR base funds. The proposed plan requires the

conversion of the C-130 to take place over a period of time: in the summer of

1994 the C-130, in a stripped-down, basic platform configuration, would be

available for a major field program with all the basic development completed in FY

1995; in FY 1996, the C-130 would be a minimal, but adequate research platform
with the ability to accommodate most standard airborne instruments; and in FY

1997, the airborne doppler radar system (ELDORA) presently installed on the

Electra would be transferred to the C-130, retiring the Electra. The preparation of

the aircraft platform to accommodate more advanced instruments, such as

LIDARS and millimeter-Doppler radars, will require additional modifications, time,

and funding.

NCAR FUNDING

QUESTION: Last year you requested $64.7M for NCAR. In the current

plan, you cut NCAR back to $50.2M - a level below the FY 92 level of $51 .4M.

The stimulus package, if approved would take NCAR back up to $55.7M.

•

•

If these funds don't become available until late in the fiscal year, what could

possibly be accomplished by the end of the fiscal year?

The NCAR request for FY 94 is $5.5M below the original request for FY 93.

Why is NCAR a lower priority this year than last year?

ANSWER: An estimated $5.5 million from the supplemental appropriation
would be allocated to NCAR. As a national center, the supplement would benefit

university research nationwide as well as NCAR's resident research program. The

supplemental funds would allow NCAR to restore the U.S. Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP) to the FY 1993 request level.

Approximately 40 percent ($2.3 million) of the supplement would enable NCAR to

retain scientific, professional, and other skilled people who might otherwise lose
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their jobs; fill job vacancies that resulted from the budget reduction in FY 1 993;
and continue educational programs and additional appointments of graduate and

postdoctoral fellows that would otherwise be curtailed. NCAR estimates that the

stimulus package would save or create 49 jobs.

The remaining 60 percent ($3.2 million) of the supplement would be used

primarily for the purchase and development of equipment and instrumentation, and'

special maintenance of the scientific infrastructure. The spending and
commitment in this category would create fewer positions at NCAR but the

purchases would have a substantial, positive effect of stimulating the private

sector.

The requested funding level for FY 1 994 is not an indication that NCAR is a lower

priority this year than last year. In FY 1993, NCAR requested a 26 percent
increase to provide initial procurement of a mid-sized jet and to increment Global

Change research. In the FY 1993 plan, the aircraft was not funded and Global

Change research at NCAR was funded at a much lower level. The FY 1994

request provides for the acquisition of a C-130 for conversion. This strategic

change in the acquisition of NCAR aircraft reflects the lower costs required and

thereby the lower funding level requested.

SUPPORT FOR EDUCATION IN THE GEOSCIENCES

QUESTION: Explain why the Foundation has reduced undergraduate and

post-doc support by almost $2M within the Geosciences Directorate.

ANSWER: The Geosciences (GEO) Directorate supports undergraduate,

graduate and postdoctoral students through the Mathematics and Science

Education (M&SE) component of the FCCSET Committee for Education and Human
Resources and also through standard research grants. GEO has reduced the

amount of support in the M&SE initiative and transferred the support to graduate
and postdoctoral students through standard research grants. The FY 1994

request includes an increase of $1.3 million for graduate and postdoctoral

students.

ENVIRONMENTALLY BENIGN SYNTHESIS AND PROCESSING

QUESTION: Would you describe how the MPS directorate is working with

the Engineering program in supporting research into environmentally benign

synthesis and processing? How is industry involved in this program?

ANSWER: The NSF program in Environmentally Benign Chemical Synthesis
and Processing was jointly conceived and implemented by the Divisions of

Chemistry (MPS) and Chemical and Thermal Systems (ENG). Projects are

supported by both divisions — most singly and a few jointly. The goal of the

program is to minimize byproduct production and pollution at manufacturing
sources for chemicals and other chemistry-based products, including

pharmaceuticals, plastics and fibers, and electronic materials.

Industry is a key partner in this program. All projects must have full intellectual

partnership with industry to insure that solutions proposed are aimed at real-world

problems. The Council for Chemical Research, Inc. (CCR), a consortium of

chemistry-based industries and research universities) acts as a broker in this

program to help arrange industry-university partnerships. The Division of

Chemistry is working with the CCR to develop a list of widely used syntheses and

processes where major pollution reduction could be achieved with appropriate

redesign of synthetic or processing procedures. Academic researchers are of
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course free to forge their own partnerships with industrial researchers, and some
have done so. In addition to intellectual collaboration between industrial scientists

and engineers and academic researchers, industry will in some cases provide

instrumentation, access to facilities or financial support for the project.

One research project supported under this program is being carried out at the

University of Minnesota with partial support from Catalytica, Inc. A new catalytic
'

method that bypasses the use of toxic phosgene and the production of

hydrochloric acid in the production of polyurethanes is being explored.

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

QUESTION: NSF has often been criticized for an apparent reluctance or

inability to manage interdisciplinary research proposals. Yet today, it is quite

apparent that the boundaries between disciplines are blurred, and some say the

most interesting and important research challenges occur along the boundaries

between disciplines. Even the NSB Commission commented on the importance of

interdisciplinary research. How is the MPS directorate responding to this issue?

ANSWER: MPS agrees fully with the premise that some of the most

important research challenges occur at the boundaries between disciplines. This is

why MPS has been at the forefront in fostering interdisciplinary programs.

Examples include Chemistry of Life Processes (1985, joint program of Chemistry
and Divisions of the Biological Sciences Directorate); Materials Chemistry and
Chemical Processing (MCCP, 1 987, Chemistry, joint with the Division of Materials

Research and, later, with the Division of Chemical and Thermal Systems);
Collaborative Research In Geosciences, Geography and Mathematical Sciences

(1991, Mathematical Sciences with Atmospheric and Earth Sciences, Geography
and Regional Science, Oceanography, and Polar Science) and Environmentally

Benign Chemical Synthesis and Processing (1992, Divisions of Chemistry and

Chemical and Thermal Systems). The MPS divisions of Chemistry and

Mathematical Sciences have made themselves a focal point for formal and

informal interdisciplinary activity, and the Materials Research division is inherently

interdisciplinary.

NSF's Materials Synthesis and Processing Program, the FY 1992 forerunner of the

FCCSET Advanced Materials and Processes Program, was a direct outgrowth of

MPS's MCCP program. Materials Synthesis and Processing was a multi-

directorate interdisciplinary activity in which nine NSF divisions/disciplines jointly

reviewed over 700 interdisciplinary projects. The Divisions of Materials Research

and Chemistry were partners in over half of these. Most MPS divisions have some

activity in the AMPP initiative growing out of these prototype efforts.

MPS is also working directly with the community to encourage interdisciplinary

proposals of substance and to ensure that management protocols are in place to

accommodate interdisciplinary work. MPS is committed to making challenging

interdisciplinary research possible. MPS sent a "Dear Colleague" letter to the

community that speaks directly to the issue of and encourages proposals for

complex interdisciplinary projects. This grew out of the NSB Commission report

and our own assessment of needs and priorities.

MAJOR RESEARCH EQUIPMENT

QUESTION: Almost half of the entire growth requested for the Math and

Physical Sciences directorate is targeted for LIGO, the Gemini Telescope, and the

National Magnet Lab. Why are these facilities such a high priority for MPS
directorate?
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ANSWER: Many areas of science require instrumentation that is at the very
cutting edge of what technology can provide in order to make progress. Each of

these major research equipment items is in that category. When completed they
will be national facilities serving large user communities that would not be able to

carry out research at the same level of significance and impact without them.

The National High Magnetic Field Laboratory will serve a wide-ranging clientele
'

investigating the effects of high magnetic fields on materials, living tissues, etc.

The Gemini telescopes, through a unique international partnership, will provide
access to exceptionally sensitive instruments for observations in both the northern
and southern hemispheres. LIGO will try to detect and observe gravitational
radiation and will permit long term measurements of the radiation that will open
new areas of research - areas that we cannot now address using electro-magnetic
radiation. Ail three activities push the limits of technology while providing
resources necessary for the research of individual scientists.

NANOFABRICATION NETWORK

QUESTION: Last year the engineering budget proposed the establishment of

a national nanofabrication center. The FY 94 budget now proposes to establish a

network of nanofabrication centers. What has happened since last year so that

one national center is not longer sufficient and now we need to have a whole
network?

ANSWER: Researchers from diverse disciplines such as medicine,
mechanical engineering, and biology are increasingly using nanofabrication

technology to open new areas of research that will lead to new industries. In

response to the rapid developments in this field, a network of nanofabrication

centers is now being prbposed, rather than a single facility, to provide not only

greater capacity for nanofabrication services and expertise, but also

complementarity of technical capabilities and ease of user access.

The decision is based upon the recommendations of a workshop held in

Washington in September of 1991 . The workshop included a blue ribbon panel of

representatives from industry and academe as well as participants representing

engineering, science and technology departments of industrial research

laboratories and educational institutions from all parts of the United States. The

workshop concluded that this field is moving so rapidly and has such potential to

contribute to the economic well-being of the nation that it is imperative to act now
to begin to develop a network of such facilities.

ASTRONOMY CENTERS MAINTENANCE

QUESTION: Describe the funding and level of effort that will be expended
in this budget concerning maintenance and repair of the astronomy facilities at the

national astronomy centers. What will it take to address the maintenance and

repair backlog of telescopes and related equipment at the national centers?

ANSWER: Funding for maintenance and repair of the astronomy facilities at

the national astronomy centers is as follows:

National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center (NAIC) :

Budget: The NAIC will expend approximately $1.75 million for maintenance and

repair in FY 1994. Backlog: The NAIC's regular, on-going maintenance activity

has prevented a backlog.
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National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) :

Budget: The NOAO will expend approximately $3.50 million for maintenance and

repair in FY 1994.

Backlog: The present backlog of maintenance and repairs at the NOAO is $5.0
million. Approximately $1.0 million of the $3.5 million maintenance and repair

total will be spent on backlog items in FY 1994. About $1 .0 million per year for

the next 4 years will be required to eliminate the backlog.

National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) :

Budget: For repairs and maintenance of the Observatory physical plant, including
all the telescope facilities, NRAO plans to spend $2.5 million in FY 1994. This is a

continuing activity requiring approximately $2.0 million annually as long as the

facilities are operated.

Backlog: The backlog at the NRAO is primarily at the Very Large Array (VLA).

Major repair items include the replacement of electric power cables, repair of

waveguide access stations, and rebuilding rail intersections. Approximately $3.0
million are needed to eliminate the backlog. About $500,000 of the $2.5 million

maintenance and repair total will be spent on backlog items in FY 1 994.

Approximately $500,000 per year for the next 5 years will be needed to eliminate

the backlog.

GREEN BANK OBSERVATORY SUPPORT

QUESTION: How much support does this budget include for the Green Bank

Observatory and what level of staffing will be supported by this funding request?

ANSWER: Support and staffing levels requested for the National Radio

Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) Green Bank Observatory in FY 1994 are

approximately $3.85 million and 98 FTEs for both operations ($3.0 million; 76
FTEs) and construction ($850,000; 22 FTEs).

GEMINI 8-METER TELESCOPES PROJECT

QUESTION: Where are we on the Gemini Project? Does the Foundation still

support the Project? Could you tell us about the results of the special review

panel you established and any areas where NSF has disagreed with them.

ANSWER: The international project team has been established in Tucson;
sufficient design work has been done to verify the cost estimates; the

international partnership has been completed with the addition of Chile, Argentina,
and Brazil; and the definitive science requirements and baseline telescope design
have been approved by the Gemini Board of Directors. The Project is about to

begin construction.

The Foundation's strong continuing support for the Gemini 8-Meter Telescopes
Project is indicated in its request for FY 1994 funds of $17.0 million.

The Houck Committee was formed at the request of Congressional staff to review
some aspects of the Gemini 8-Meter Telescopes Project. The Committee:

• Gave strong endorsement to the Project and the international participation,

and verified that the performance requirements for the Mauna Kea telescope
met the recommendations of the NRC Decade Survey.
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• Recommended some management changes, in particular more scientific and
technical input on oversight committees and simplified reporting structures.

These changes are being implemented.

• Found that an infrared optimized telescope could not be built on Mauna Kea
for $88 million, but that the Gemini estimate of $176 million for two
telescopes was reasonable. The Gemini estimate for the Mauna Kea

telescope alone is $106.8 million. '

• Recommended that the primary mirror choice be changed from a meniscus
to a borosilicate honeycomb. The Committee did not find that the meniscus
would not work, but they felt that there was more risk in the meniscus

approach.

The Gemini Project is taking the Committee's concerns into account in a very
detailed Preliminary Design Review to be carried out this coming November.
Should the concerns of the Committee about the meniscus mirror be supported by
detailed engineering analysis and should the honeycomb blank be shown to be

superior, the Gemini Partners have agreed to change the primary mirror approach
for the Mauna Kea telescope. As Executive Agency for the partnership, NSF is

fully in accord with this approach.

QUESTION: Where is the NSF in securing the 50 percent international cost-

sharing requirement for this Project? Will you meet the May 15, 1993 deadline

set by the Committees to achieve this, more than a year after NSF promised us

they could originally achieve this cost-sharing goal?

ANSWER: The United Kingdom and Canada have been committed for some
time to participate at 25 percent and 15 percent, respectively. Chile has now
offered 5 percent participation, and Argentina and Brazil want to join at 2.5

percent each. We have obtained signatures on the international Memorandum of

Understanding from the South American partners and expect to have Gemini fully

subscribed in advance of the May 15, 1993, deadline. We are now awaiting State

Department clearance to sign the MOU addendum to add the new partners.

QUESTION: I understand that the British are resisting having their funds

placed in a consolidated account (managed by NSF) that guarantees that we get a

full 50 percent international cost share in cash , the same way the U.S. share is

being made. Can you explain what their problem is with this approach,

particularly since the same approach is used for other successful NSF-led science

projects, like the ocean drilling program?

ANSWER: If the contribution is placed in a consolidated account managed
by NSF, the Project is exposed to higher costs from exchange fees, and

substantial amounts of the work to be performed in the U.K. would be subject to

the 17-percent Value Added Tax (VAT). The VAT regulations are complex. While

the Project may be able to recoup VAT on items exported from the U.K., the

substantial amount of development and design work planned for U.K. institutions

would be liable to VAT. In addition, the requirement is a unilateral U.S. action

taken after the partnership was established, and thus is deemed detrimental to the

spirit of the partnership, further complicating its already complex workings.

Cash contributions may be satisfactory for the Ocean Drilling Program. However,
in that program essentially no work is performed in the U.K., and hence there is no

Value Added Tax impact. With a substantial amount of work planned in Gemini

for the U.K. (perhaps as much as $32 million), the two situations are not directly
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comparable. We believe an alternative option exists to overcome these problems,

while establishing the U.K. contribution to be fully as valid as those of the U.S.

NSF's concern is that Gemini receive full value from all the Gemini partner

contributions and that it be a model of effective international cooperation in

science and technology.

Two options can be considered for contributions from the GEMINI partners:

1 . All contributions would be in cash exchanged to U.S. dollars and deposited

in a U.S. account.

2. Foreign contributions would be in cash or, if advantageous to the Project

and at the discretion of NSF as the Executive Agency, as work packages. Each

work package would be a subsystem or part that the Gemini Project Office

requires and for which it specifies scope, performance, schedule, cash value, and

acceptance (quality) criteria. Payment for the work done on such a system in

(e.g.) the U.K. would then be authorized by NSF after certification by the Project

of sufficient progress or acceptable performance. Payments made in the U.K. by
the Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) on behalf of NSF would be

recorded, accounted for, and audited under established U.K. government-

expenditure rules. They will be reported to NSF in a timely manner and in such

detail as to assure NSF that the payments were properly made.

NSF believes that arrangements that would allow in-kind contributions from

partners at their discretion would be unacceptable.

Under the second option, the value is clearly defined, technical control remains

fully with the Project, and fiscal control rests with NSF. There is no danger that

partners can gain credit toward Gemini for on-going efforts. The SERC has

assured us that there is no VAT problem if funding is handled in this way.

LIGO

QUESTION: Can you tell us why the request for LIGO in the '94 request

budget is less than what the Foundation says it was to request when the FY '93

budget was submitted? Explain the difference in the two numbers.

ANSWER: In its FY 93 budget submission, the Foundation requested $48.0

million for LIGO construction in FY 93 and intended to request $50.0 million for

LIGO in FY 94. The Foundation's FY 93 appropriation was substantially less than

the request. Therefore, a new plan for LIGO was developed. Based on the new

plan, the Foundation is including in its FY 1993 Revised Current Plan $20.0 million

for LIGO and requesting $43.0 million for FY 1994.

QUESTION: NASA is planning a three spacecraft configuration attempt to

detect gravity waves. If this effort is successful, doesn't this diminish the need

for LIGO?

ANSWER: NASA is using three spacecraft to search, over a period of three

weeks, for gravitational radiation using the Doppler tracking technique. The

question is how this relates to NSF's plans to observe and use gravitational waves
in the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO).

The NASA experiment takes advantage of a unique, short-term opportunity and is

to be applauded. It does not, however, diminish the need for LIGO.

68-626 O - 93 - 3
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The principal differences between the NASA search and LIGO are type of

technology and duration of project. The technologies used by NASA and LIGO will

result in differences in the sensitivity to the signal and in the length of the waves
to be observed.

LIGO remains the likely detector to discover gravity waves. It is designed to be

far more flexible and sensitive than the NASA experiment and will be able to take

advantage of a longer time scale to ensure results. Moreover, it will be a tool for t

detection and observation, as well as providing needed measurements, of

gravitational radiation over the long term and a laboratory for the extended study

of the sources of gravitational radiation.

The Doppler tracking technique of the NASA experiment is sensitive to gravity

waves in a different frequency interval (millionths to tenths of Hz) than LIGO

(tens to thousands of Hz). If development of the Doppler tracking technique is

continued, it would be complementary to LIGO and could be sensitive to entirely

different astronomical sources. However, long-term-space-based facilities would

be necessary if the Doppler tracking technique were to match the capabilities for

extende.d study that LIGO will provide.

FORMER SOVIET UNION RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

QUESTION: Last year the Congress enacted legislation to establish a joint

research foundation between the U.S. and the former Soviet Union. NSF was

asked to be the agency to set up such a foundation and the DOD received

permission in its FY 92 appropriations act to allocate up to $25 million for this

joint research foundation. Can you give us a status report on what has happened

since the legislation was signed into law?

ANSWER: Since the Freedom Support Act was signed into law, no action

has been taken on allocating to NSF any money to fund this foundation from the

DOD appropriation.

In a letter dated March 17, 1993, from the Director of NSF to the Secretary of

Defense, the Director strongly supported this legislation and the NSF's role in the

proposed foundation to support civilian R&D cooperation between the U.S. and

the former Soviet Union (FSU).

As stated by the NSF Director in the letter to the Secretary of Defense:

"I believe this legislation gives the United States a historic opportunity to

make a major difference in the future course of science and technology in

the FSU. By strengthening the civilian research base in both basic and

applied research, we can offer attractive alternatives to highly talented

people hitherto engaged exclusively in military R&D, while at the same time

helping to preserve centers of scientific excellence in the FSU and seeding

new linkages that will contribute to a stronger economy and the

development of democratic institutions. These objectives respond strongly

to overall U.S. government foreign policy goals as well as to the defense

and science interests of our respective agencies. They are in our common
interest and they cost relatively little to achieve.

My staff is prepared to work closely with yours in exploring how to fund

and implement this important opportunity."

However, the NSF on its own has taken a number of actions to support scientific

interaction between the U.S. and the FSU.
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A. Supplements. On April 8, 1 992 the Director announced a special initiative

to issue supplements of up to $10,000 to NSF-funded U.S.-FSU cooperative
research projects for the purpose of providing infrastructure support for the FSU
participants in these activities. All support went to the U.S. principal

investigators, v\/ho purchased materials and arranged for them to be delivered

directly to their FSU colleagues. No funds were sent to the FSU. Purchases
included computers and modems, research instruments and supplies, and journal

subscriptions. Between April and September 1992, NSF identified 134 eligible

projects, received 102 proposals, and issued 95 awards totalling $1,038,484.

B. Preserving Special Scientific Materials . The "supplements" initiative was
also used to target special facilities for modest support, such as the Komarov
Botanical Institute and seismological stations in Central Asia. Major support for

such efforts is being provided largely through private foundations, e.g., MacArthur
and Soros. NSF specifically targets special collections and databases as being of

high interest in connection with proposals for U.S.-FSU collaborative projects.

C. Evaluation and Support of Outstanding FSU Scientists . Through special

grants to U.S. professional societies, NSF is supporting broader efforts in this

important area. For example, a $100,000 grant was made to the American
Physical Society to establish and maintain a peer review system through which
small, competitive "maintenance" grants are being made to FSU physicists by
virtue of a grant from the nongovernmental International Science Foundation for

the FSU. We have set aside additional funds in the FY 1 993 budget for such

grants to other societies and a number of proposals are currently under review.

SUPPLEMENTAL INCREASE FOR SOCIAL SCIENCES

QUESTION: The stimulus package supplementing FY 93 appropriations is

designed to help grow the U.S. economy and create U.S. jobs. If so why does
one third of the supplemental increase for the social sciences directorate go
towards international science and technology projects?

ANSWER: The Division of International Programs provides funds for

scientific and engineering collaborative research to U.S. institutions and, in some
cases, to individual U.S. scientists and engineers in the early stages of their

professional careers. As such, international programs are no different from most
other NSF programs.

International programs are designed to provide technical benefit to the United
States and to contribute, as all NSF programs do, to the health of U.S. science
and engineering. In a globally competitive intellectual and economic environment,
the involvement of U.S. scientists and engineers in international activities serves
to place U.S. researchers and educators at the cutting edge of science and
technology worldwide and to hone their competitive capabilities.

International programs serve to enhance the competitive capabilities of the United
States, thereby strengthening the U.S. economy. In supporting the U.S.-based

component of cooperative projects (including the use of mostly U.S.-manufactured
scientific equipment), NSF contributes positively to U.S. jobs and the U.S.

economy.

ANTARCTIC OPERATIONS AND SCIENCE SUPPORT

QUESTION: As you know, this subcommittee has consistently been
concerned that Antarctic operations not squeeze the Antarctic research program.
In this budget, Antarctic research will increase by 6.5%, while operations and
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science support increases by over 50%. Why does operations and

support need such a large increase?

science

Answer: The Operations and Science Support subactivity increase of

$36.26 million includes urgently required increases for science support, operations

and facilities and environmental protection. The increase for science support

includes: $4.0 million for the RA/ Palmer to provide it with year-round in-ice

operational capability, including helicopter and remote sensing capability for
'

efficient and effective ice operations, $7.0 million for interim science facilities at

the South Pole Station as well as design for a permanent replacement and

augmented field party support. In addition, there are mandatory facility upgrades

including the move of Williams Field, McMurdo's airfield on the Ross Ice Shelf.

Finally, as the result of the recently-ratified Antarctic Protocol, $8.50 million is

required for initial environmental protection and remediation activities.

ROLE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

QUESTION: Recently the National Science Board reviewed the Antarctic

program and adopted a resolution. Dr. Bernthal, since you chair the NSF Polar

Working Group, would you bring the subcommittee up to date on the policy issues

discussed with the Board resolution?

ANSWER: The following statement on the Antarctic Program and resolution

was adopted by the National Science Board on March 1 9, 1 993:

STATEMENT ON THE UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC PROGRAM
ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 113TH MEETING ON MARCH 19, 1993

The United States has maintained a strong presence in Antarctica and

commitment to scientific research on the continent for the past 37 years. In 1959

the President of the United States formally charged the National Science

Foundation (NSF) with responsibility for the United States scientific research effort

in Antarctica. In 1971 the Administration assigned overall responsibility for the

management of all activities in the Antarctic to the NSF. Over the past three

decades, successive administrations have reaffirmed the benefits of NSF's role as

the lead agency of the United States Antarctic Program.

Under the direction of NSF, the Department of Defense (DOD) has contributed

significantly to the United States Antarctic Program. DOD support is critical to

ensure that the United States continue to maintain an active and influential

presence in Antarctica. They have contributed to this by providing necessary

logistic capability and flexibility to support the scientific endeavor in Antarctica.

Antarctic science has made invaluable contributions to our understanding of the

history of the earth, the evolution of the universe, and global environmental

processes. The unique opportunities Antarctica offers for scientific research,

combined with the need to protect the Antarctic environment, led the international

Antarctic community to conclude the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the

Antarctic Treaty. The National Science Foundation supports the Protocol's goal of

pursuing scientific research while strengthening environmental practices in

Antarctica.

The increasing national and international importance of Antarctica provides an

ideal opportunity for the Board to reaffirm the Foundation's leading role, on behalf

of the U.S. Government, in the Antarctic. The National Science Board, therefore.
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RESOLVES, and strongly recommends that:

(a) Under the Foundation's continued leadership, the Department of Defense

continue its vital role of assisting with the logistical support necessary and

appropriate to maintain an active U.S. presence in the Antarctic; and

(b) the Foundation support the goal of the Madrid Protocol on Environmental

Protection to the Antarctic Treaty in pursuing scientific research while >

strengthening environmental practices.

FURTHER RESOLVES, and strongly recommends, that the Director pursue
efforts and activities consistent with the above principles.

The Board's resolution was based on the current status of DoD support in the

Antarctic. Options for continuing that support or looking for alternatives are being

explored with the relevant players in the Adminstration.

NAVY INVOLVEMENT IN U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM

QUESTION: I understand the Navy is seeking to substantially reduce its

involvement in the Antarctic program. What functions are they seeking to turn

over to the Foundation and how well prepared is the agency to accept these

additional responsibilities?

ANSWER: The Navy seeks to turn over all functions that require significant

numbers of naval personnel. They look to the phase out of the Naval Support
Force Antarctica (NSFA), the Antarctic Development Squadron {VXE-6) and the

Naval Antarctic Support Unit (NASU) at Christchurch, New Zealand.

Under the present national policy of contracting for services when it is more cost

effective, several functions have already been transferred from the Navy. These
include food services, cargo management, and most of Navy public works. We
agree with the Navy that there may be other functions that can be transferred as

well, e.g. certain additional public works activities and/or other base operations
functions performed by NSFA, and eventually hazardous waste handling and

disposal.

The responsibility for aircraft operations, currently provided by VXE-6 and

supported by the NASU in Christchurch, will be more difficult to civilianize. No
private contractor currently operates the LC-130 aircraft. The Foundation will

continue to explore the possibilities of continuing Navy support and also

alternatives in the private sector.

QUESTION: The Subcommittee understands the Justice Department has
declined to appeal a recent circuit court decision that held that the National

Environmental Policy Act applies to U.S. activities in the Antarctic. What effect

will this have on the operations and research activities of the program? What
additional costs will be incurred as a result of this decision?

ANSWER: In declining to seek rehearing in EDF v. Massev the

Administration decided not to challenge the court's ruling
-- namely that NEPA

applies to NSF's activities described in the opinion. NSF intends to fully comply
with the holding of the decision. The full impact of this decision can't be

anticipated. The Foundation is proposing increased funding of environmental

protection activities in connection with the recent Environmental Protocol to the

Antarctic Treaty. A level of $8.5 million in FY 1994 is proposed, which will

provide remediation and permitting activity to increase environmental protection.
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In addition the Foundation plans to devote increased staff to prepare

environmental documentation and to fulfill its Antarctic Conservation Act

enforcement responsibilities.

ENVIRONMENTAL CLEAN UP ACTIVITIES

QUESTION: This budget contains the fifth year installment in a five-year

environmental clean up program. What have you been able to accomplish over

the last few years with this $30 million investment?

ANSWER: Almost 90% of antarctic program personnel are located at

McMurdo Station and its vicinity. This is where most of the environmental clean

up spending has been directed, though attention has also been devoted to Palmer

Station, the station at South Pole, and the research vessels as well.

Some specific accomplishments follow:

• NSF has coupled clean up efforts, particularly at McMurdo Station, with on-

going systems analysis and development of a waste management plan that,

among other objectives, establishes an inventory of USAP inputs to and

outputs from Antarctica. USAP's refinement of the cradle-to-grave waste

management program will help minimize the environmental impacts

associated with USAP operations.

• The characterization of over 800 drums of previously unidentified liquids has

been completed and the drums properly disposed of in the United States.

• NSF stopped open burning and landfill operations at McMurdo's Fortress

Rocks in February 1991 . Waste removal and proper disposal in the United

States is now the major method of disposal of solid waste.

• The 1 991-1992 season removal of all ground surface debris at McMurdo

Station's Fortress Rocks area, and the subsequent evaluation of the

cleanup's effectiveness now allow re-use of this area for staging recyclable

materials and waste products that are to be removed from Antarctica.

• Major strides have been made in inventory management to reduce the

amount of hazardous materials in Antarctica.

• As part of a program to clean up former U.S. Antarctic bases, a joint

USAP/National Park Service effort was conducted at East Base in the

Antarctic Peninsula. That former station was cleaned up and established as

a protected historic site under the Antarctic Treaty.

• Old Palmer Station near the present Palmer Station has been removed and

the site cleared of structures and debris. Progress is being made to

complete an on-going clean up at Hallett Station 400 miles north of

McMurdo.

• The Antarctic Program has completed over 100 environmental. assessments

of USAP proposed actions and activities between 1988 and early 1993.

NSF has published procedures for environmental assessment of proposed

antarctic activities consistent with the requirements of the Protocol on

Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty.

• Major efforts to prevent and deal with fuel oil, and other chemical spills have

produced headquarters and site-specific spill contingency plans. Spill
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response equipment and supplies were procured and staged. Spill response
teams at the USAP stations have been created, and hands-on training with
the actual equipment was completed successfully at both Palmer and
McMurdo Stations.

• Miles of fuel line susceptible to rupture and leaks have been replaced with

state-of-the-art lines with "dry break" connections.

• NSF initiated environmental monitoring projects on seawater quality,

wastewater effluent quality, and ambient air quality to aid in its

environmental management decision process.

• Rubber fuel bladders have been replaced with double-walled steel tanks at

Williams Field and Marble Point.

• Containment berms are being constructed around the fuel storage tanks at

McMurdo.

• Major strides have been made on the return of waste products from inland

stations to McMurdo for processing and disposal. Over 300,000 pounds of

waste were returned from South Pole station during the 1992-1993 season.

• The USAP, in an effort to move toward its long-term goal of total waste

removal, has dramatically increased efforts in the area of waste retrograde.

The 1991-1992 retrograde effort was the largest in USAP history,

consisting of 2,759 tons of waste material, equipment and recyclables. The
size of the retrograde was a result, in part, of the major cleanup of the

Fortress Rocks area and the return of approximately 1,500 55-gallon drums
of contaminated fuel,< organic solvents, and acids and bases that had

accumulated over the years.

SCORING OF ANTARCTIC LOGISTICAL ACTIVITIES

QUESTION: Last year we appropriated $63.4 million for the U.S. Antarctic

Logistical activities for a new LC-130 aircraft and environmental clean up
activities. At that time, the Administration scored the logistics account as a

defense or 050 expenditure. This year the budget requests $65.1 million for this

account. What activities will be supported by this request and, even though the

walls have come down between defense and domestic spending - did you receive

any guidance from 0MB on their scoring of these funds?

ANSWER: The FY 1 994 Antarctic Logistical Activities budget request
includes $59.1 million for support to the Naval Support Force Antarctica (NSFA)
and the Antarctic Development Squadron Six (VXE-6). These two Navy units

support approximately 750 personnel, the largest cost component in Antarctic

Logistics, who provide both ship, air, and related logistical support to the United

States presence on Antarctica.

Funding in the amount of $6.0 million for the final year of the Safety, Environment
and Health initiative, which was supported by this account in FY 1 993, is also

included in the total request of $65.1 million for U.S. Antarctic Logistics.

It is our understanding that the Office of Management and Budget has scored this

account as defense spending in the FY 1 994 budget request.
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URBAN SYSTEMIC REFORM

QUESTION: The budget places a very high priority on expanding the newly
created Urban Systemic Reform program. What is the goal of this new program?
What specifically do you expect to accomplish with the new urban systemic
initiative? And how did you go about establishing the criteria to determine which

cities or urban areas would be eligible to participate?

ANSWER: The major goal of the Urban Systemic Initiative (US!) program is

to improve science, mathematics and technology education. The strategies most

likely to accomplish this are those that engage the entire system and address the

following critical factors:

• A vision of education that includes an appropriate and challenging

curriculum, instruction that engages students through inquiry-based activities and

real-world problem solving, assessment strategies designed to give teachers

information about students' progress, and appropriate public accountability.

• Collaboration across the system that results in the alignment of curriculum,

instruction, assessment, staff development, and teacher preparation. These

should also be consistent with state and national efforts to develop frameworks

and standards.

• Effective partnerships among the schools and outside groups, such as

parent groups, community organizations, institutions of higher education, local and

state government, museums and other informal science centers, business and

industry, teacher unions, professional associations, and foundations.

• Programs that assure; all children equitable access to high-quality instruction;

challenging curriculum; materials and equipment; counseling and other resources.

Large city school systems enroll a significant percentage of all kindergarten

through twelfth grade students. However, compared to the nation as a whole,

these students have lower achievement test results, take less demanding courses,

and generally are not well prepared for higher education, employment, or informed

citizenship in an increasingly technological world. The Foundation decided to limit

the first solicitation of this program to the 25 cities with the largest number of

children living in poverty, in order to achieve impact on the maximum number of

students as soon as possible.

QUESTION: Would you submit for the record a list of the cities that,

according to your criteria, are eligible to participate in this program?

ANSWER: The following are the 25 cities that are eligible: New York City;

Chicago; Los Angeles; Detroit; Houston; Philadelphia; San Antonio; Dallas; New
Orleans; Milwaukee; El Paso; Cleveland; Baltimore; Memphis; Phoenix; San Diego;

Indianapolis; Fresno; Atlanta; St. Louis; Columbus; Miami; Cincinnati; Boston;

Jacksonville.

QUESTION: We appropriated $5 million for an urban science education

reform program in 1993. What's the status of making the three awards for the

program we directed NSF to undertake? Why do the "planning" grants for this

measure run through July of 1 994 before a decision on implementation grants will

be made? Can't we shorten the lead time if the cities involved are ready to go?

ANSWER: A solicitation will be issued soon that will call for implementation

proposals during FY 1 993 and FY 1 994. Those cities which are ready will be able
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to submit implementation proposals for FY 1993. They will not be required to

wait until July of 1 994.

COMPUTER NETWORKING AND EDUCATION

QUESTION: The Education budget includes an increase of $4.7 million for

high performance computing and communications activities directed to the

establishment and enhancement of education networks. Please discuss how
NSF's education and computer science directorates are working together to make

the NSFNET and the forthcoming National Research and Education Network (the

so-called NREN) an effective tool in the precollege education process? How do you

envision networking and other advanced technologies being applied to improve the

education of today's young people?

ANSWER: The adoption of advanced computer and communication

technologies in science and mathematics education has been slow, due to such

factors as (1) limited knowledge of the balance between costs and benefits of

large scale implementation, and (2) lack of access to advanced technologies by

curriculum developers, education researchers and reformers. NSF supports a

number of prototypes to address these limitations and to develop strategies for

using NREN to address education.

EHR and the CISE Activity, under a joint effort, will expand existing collaborations

within NSF and among their respective communities. A staff task force, chaired

by a Program Officer with a joint appointment in EHR and CISE, is defining

research priorities, planning for expansion of prototypes, developing special

proposal solicitations, etc. A full range of options will be explored, including

teacher enhancement and curriculum activities, independent student research as

well as project-based research, technical assistance for networking, and additional

dissemination.

EPSCoR FUNDING

QUESTION: The Experimental Program for Competitive Research (EPSCoR)

is an imortant program that assists less competitive states improve and strengthen

their research and education capabilities. By all accounts, the EPSCoR program
has been very successful in most of the states that participate. If that is the case

why is this program frozen at last year's funding level while the rest of the

directorate will increase by some 14%?

ANSWER: The Foundation recognizes the many successes achieved by
EPSCoR in developing the academic research capability of less competitive states.

However, demands in many pressing areas of education and human resource

development required that priorities be set. In the FY 94 budget request, priority is

given to systemic educational reform, undergraduate education, advanced

technician education and efforts for underrepresented groups. EPSCoR is

sustained at its current level after a 35% increase ($6.4 million) in FY 1993.

STATEWIDE SYSTEMIC INITIATIVE

QUESTION: The Statewide Systemic program is beginning its third year --

and with this budget request you will be supporting about 25 states in their reform

efforts.

Of the states that have been in the program since its inception two years ago, are

there any quantifiable signs that we're doing a better job of teaching math and

science?
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ANSWER: SSI projects have been functioning for only one and one-half

years. Each state has its own evaluation geared to measure changes in the

teachers and students reached directly by the initiative. The reports for the end of

the second year of operation are due in May 1 993, and should provide some
preliminary information.

To study changes across the states, a set of indicators has been developed.
Some of the data will be collected from the states, and other data will be gathered '

from national efforts such as the National Assessment of Educational Progress,

indicators will include such areas as: changes in state policy and practices; the

numbers of teachers involved in professional development activities; student

participation in mathematics and science courses; and student achievement.

Although formal evaluation is only beginning, there are some positive directions

that are already apparent. SSI has stimulated the development of partnerships in

the states -- between K-12 and higher education; schools, scientists and

engineers, business and industry; between SSI and other comprehensive state

reform initiatives. The heightened awareness of mathematics and science

education reform has stimulated discussion about curriculum frameworks, teacher

certification and enhancement, and other facets of the educational infrastructure.

SSI projects have also been successful in leveraging funding, focussing resources

and integrating efforts for systemic change. The SSI projects as a group are

building a unique knowledge base on systemic reform.

QUESTION: One of the reasons we have supported the SSI program is that

it was to leverage other state funds received from the Department of Education,

particularly the Eisenhower teacher training grants. Last year we discovered that

the Eisenhower grant program does not have the flexibility to permit states to use

even half the funds in connection with this program.

c. What kind of specific leveraging has occurred with Eisenhower funds, for each

state in the SSI program?

ANSWER: States in Cohort 1 (the first ten awards) have reported that

between 7 and 95 percent of their Eisenhower funds were aligned with their SSI

objectives in their first year of operation (FY 1992). Of the 21 states funded in

Cohorts 1 and 2, all have committed a significant portion of their Eisenhower

funds to SSI objectives in FY 1993.

Each of the states has aligned its higher education portion of Eisenhower funds

with its SSI initiative. Since federal legislation provides that 75 percent of the

Eisenhower funds "flow through" to local districts, different policies influence the

distribution of these Eisenhower dollars. Those states whose education agencies

exert more leadership have greater control over how the funds are spent and,

therefore, can commit more funds to be aligned with the SSI effort.

The annual progress reports due from the 21 states in May will provide an updated

estimate of the proportions of Eisenhower funds aligned with SSI.

QUESTION: Will the Administration be proposing changes to the

Eisenhower grant law to guarantee more complete linkage with the SSI program?
If so, when? If not, why not?

ANSWER: It appears likely that the Administration will be proposing

changes to the Eisenhower Program, which will facilitate stronger linkages with

both the SSI and Urban Systemic Initiative Programs. This has been demonstrated

by letter to Chairman Mikulski from the Department of Education and by sharing
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with NSF officials early draft reauthorization legislation. In addition, we expect to

have the opportunity to comment formally on such draft legislation.

QUESTION: Do you expect to make any new SSI awards in FY 947 If not,

why?

ANSWER: It has always been the intention of the National Science

Foundation to fund about 25 Statewide Systemic Initiative projects to serve as

national models. The states are aware of this policy. This goal will be reached

when the third competition is completed in FY 1993, and there are no plans to

hold a competition in FY 1 994.

TEACHER ENHANCEMENT

QUESTION: Under elementary and secondary education, I see that teacher

enhancement activities is requested to increase by only 3% -- far below the 14%
increase for the whole directorate. I thought that teacher enhancement was

among the highest priorities for the interagency FCCSET program for math and

science education. If that is the case, how do you justify such a small increase

for this activity?

ANSWER: Teacher enhancement, especially at the elementary level, is a

high priority of the National Science Foundation as well as the FCCSET member

agencies. Funding for teacher enhancement has increased in the last few years,

not only through Teacher Enhancement activities but through Statewide Systemic
Initiatives as well. Teacher enhancement will also be an integral part of the Urban

Systemic Initiatives, for which a substantial increase is requested in FY 1994 ($14

million). These reform efforts play a major role in NSF's plan for helping to reach

FCCSET goals for teacher enhancement.

In addition, it is critical that comprehensive curricula in mathematics, science and

technology be widely implemented. The requested budget increase for curriculum

implementation ($8 million) also involves teacher enhancement.

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHER PREPARATION

QUESTION: In the Undergraduate area, teacher and faculty development is

slated to increase by 26%. Much of this increase is targeted for the Teacher

Collaborative Program. Please describe the purpose of this program and how
many awards will be made should the budget request be provided?

ANSWER: The purpose of the NSF Collaboratives for Excellence in Teacher

Preparation Program is to support coalitions of institutions of higher education in a

cooperative, multi-year effort to increase substantially the quality and number of

teachers well-prepared in science and mathematics, especially members of

underrepresented groups.

The project expects to fund 5-10 Collaboratives per year over a 5-year period,

with emphasis on diverse settings (e.g., regions of the U.S., urban and rural,

institutiori types), as well as alternative experimental approaches.

GRADUATE EDUCATION

QUESTION: Why does the Graduate Education and Research Development

program decline by almost $19M in FY 94 from the FY 93 level when the entire

EHR budget increases by almost $70M7
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ANSWER: The FY 93 funding for the Graduate Education and Research

Development includes $22.8 million carried over from the FY 92 appropriation for

Graduate Research Traineeships that could not be effectively expended before FY
93. Excluding this one-time carryover, the FY 94 Budget Request has an $8.56
million increase over the FY 1 993 Request, and a $4 million increase over the FY
93 Current Plan.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

QUESTION: It's unclear to me how much money you've allocated in '93,

and will allocate in '94, to implementing the Scientific and Advanced Technology
Act. For example, you've indicated to us that you're providing about $8 million in

1993 and $13 million in '94 to two-year colleges. What steps have you taken to

implement this legislation?

ANSWER: We have taken several steps:

• Initiated, with the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC), a

series of three workshops in different regions of the country to enable two-

year college administrators and faculty to become more aware of current

NSF programs and to ask for their input on the Community College Action

Plan being developed to address all components of the SATA Act.

• Supported a survey on Advanced Technician Education in Two-Year

Colleges to provide background information.

• Planned a workshop to be held in July 1993 on "Critical Issues in Science

and Engineering Technician Education." Invited the FCCSET agencies to

participate.

• Increased direct NSF support to two-year colleges.

• Made advanced technician education a priority in the FY 94 budget request.

QUESTION: And how much of the funds designated for two-year colleges

would go for the specific objectives and programs authorized by it?

ANSWER: All support for two-year colleges is designed to strengthen

science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education in those institutions

and will thus support the general goals of the Scientific and Technology Act. This

support has increased steadily, from about $3 million in FY 1991 to almost $13
million estimated in the FY 1 994 budget request.

The specific objectives and programs of the Act are targeted in the $4.6 million

request for advanced technician education ($3.1 million in undergraduate and $1.5

million precollege), which is focussed on associate degree-granting institutions.

QUESTION: The Act authorizes up to 10 centers of excellence and $35

million to implement its activities. The budget is proposing to create only two

centers and less than half the authorized amount of money. Why isn't this a

higher priority within the Foundation's undergraduate education activities?

ANSWER: The plan to initiate efforts for the advanced technical workforce

is a high priority, and represents a significant portion of the increase requested for

Undergraduate Education. Other increases ~ for curriculum and laboratory

development - will also contribute to the health of science and technology

education in two-year colleges since the emphasis is on freshman and sophomore
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courses. In addition, the total effort for advanced technician education in the EHR
Directorate is shared between Undergraduate Education and Elennentary,

Secondary, and Informal Education (ESIE). Funds are requested in ESIE as well as

in Undergraduate Education.

QUESTION: I helped start a "Space PIC" program between Prince Georges'

Community College and the NASA's Goddard Space Center. Now Prince Georges
has a series of Associate of Arts' degree programs that are designed to lead young ,

people in to math and science, with the hope of going to work either for NASA or

one of its contractors. What can NSF do to promote these kinds of partnerships,

either near federal labs or in areas with high concentrations of high tech

businesses?

ANSWER: In the proposed activities for advanced technician education the

principal emphasis will be on alliances and partnerships between and among NSF,
two- and four-year colleges and universities, K-12 educators, business and

industry,

and government laboratories. Within these partnerships, it is envisioned that

industry and government laboratories can provide apprenticeships and other

hands-on experience for students and development opportunities for faculty, while

the educational institutions can provide teaching opportunities for industry and

laboratory staff.

EVALUATION OF SCIENCE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

QUESTION: As you know, the Subcommittee has not been pleased with

the pace of NSF's evaluation of all federal science and math education programs.
We asked you to begin this in the fall of 1 990. As of last fall, not one single

program had been evaluated. What accounted for the delay? I note you've asked

an Expert Panel to begin to review these programs in response to the Committee's
concerns. Their report is due out at the beginning of May. What are they likely to

tell us?

ANSWER: EHR has been increasing its efforts in comprehensive science,

mathematics, engineering and technology education (SMETE) program evaluation,

both in concert with other agencies in FCCSET's Committee on Education and
Human Resources (CEHR) and with regard to its own programs. Each of the

Federal agencies is preparing evaluations of its SMETE education programs, with

NSF's assistance. Through CEHR, agencies are developing evaluation plans for all

of their programs and several are in the midst of carrying out evaluations during
FY 1993.

This year, CEHR also appointed an outside panel of experts to review all of the

FCCSET SMETE programs and to make recommendations as to how program
evaluation activities across the agencies can be enhanced. The draft report of the

expert panel is planned for review by all the member agencies in May 1 993, with

expected publication later in the summer. Expert panel discussions indicate that

the report will call for redirection of some Federal programming and will make
specific recommendations for coordinating and strengthening SMETE program
evaluation agency by agency.

For its own programs, EHR has implemented a comprehensive strategy that calls

for evaluating all of its programs over a four year cycle from FY 1991 to FY 1994.
This activity is on schedule. The following evaluations have now been completed:
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• Teacher Enhancement Program

The draft report is now undergoing internal review. Among the key

findings: evidence of increased teacher knowledge of science and

mathematics; subsequent use by teachers of new instructional materials;

more use of hands-on laboratory activities in daily instruction; greater use of

small group work; greater integration of science and mathematics

applications into instruction; less time lecturing to a whole class.

• Undergraduate Faculty Enhancement Program

The final report is undergoing an internal approval process and plans are to

publish the report in the near future. Among the key findings: NSF has

supported the continuing professional development of over 8,000 SMETE
faculty in 92 projects during 1 988-90. A large majority of participants

reported that on returning to their schools, they modified their teaching

methods and introduced new content into existing courses and laboratories;

about two-thirds developed new courses or laboratories and participated in

formal programs to develop new curriculum or improve undergraduate
SMETE instruction.

• Visiting Professorships for Women

The final report was recently completed and is undergoing internal review.

Since the program's inception in 1982, 280 women have been funded under

the program. Key findings show that the awardees evaluated the program
as having increased their self-esteem and relationships with research

colleagues. A majority thought the program improved their professional

development; enhanced their particular research program, scientific

reputations and scholarly careers in general. About two-thirds found the

program to be a catalyst for research and to have some positive impact on

receiving research funding.

In addition, a number of other evaluations are currently being conducted or

competed and a data base of impact information is being compiled.

MODEL INSTITUTIONS FOR EXCELLENCE

QUESTION: You're proposing $8.5 million for a new Model Institutions for

Excellence initiative. It's designed to increase the capacity of Historically Black

Colleges and Universities to produce graduates with bachelors degrees in science

and math. Can you explain how this program will work?

ANSWER: Activities will be supported by the MIE program in two phases:

(I) an initial planning grant; and (II) an implementation award. The purpose of the

planning grant award is to enable the thorough development of a Phase II

implementation award proposal.

The minority institutions eligible for MIE support, including HBCUs, are being

selected primarily on the basis of quantitative data on degrees awarded, indicating

institutional commitment to educating minorities in science, engineering and

mathematics (SEM). Each eligible institution may submit a proposal requesting up

to $75,000 for a 6-month, one-time award for planning and assessment. No more

than fifteen Phase I, planning grants are anticipated. Only planning grant recipients

will be eligible to submit implementation proposals.
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MIE implementation proposals may request Foundation support for an initial period

of 5-years at a level up to $2.5 million per year. Support may be extended for up
to six additional years in 3-year increments, for a maximum of 1 1 years.

Continued support will be contingent upon demonstrated achievement, potential

for continued development, and the availability of funds. Competitive merit review

will be used in making decisions for extended support. Three to six institutions will

receive MIE awards in FY 1994. Projects are expected to produce quality SEM
baccalaureate degree recipients.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR KERREY

INVESTMENT IN R&D

QUESTION: Yesterday's [March 29, 1 9931 Was/j/nf^fon Posf Business '

section contained a provocative article on corporate research and development

spending. The main point of the article, which was entitled "Rejecting the Idea

That More is Better with R&D," was that corporations have realized the amount of

money they spend on R&D is not as important as how well the money is spent

and how directly such spending contributes to the performance of the company.

Should the same type logic be applied to the National Science Foundation?

ANSWER: NSF has always worked on the principle that how well research

money is spent is more important than how much is spent. That is why NSF has

worked so hard, through merit review, to fund only the most excellent research,

even for the smallest grants.

But it would be a mistake to infer from the Post article that cutting back research

portfolios usually improves their productivity. In fact, given that the article

describes the elimination of basic research by many large corporations, it might be

inferred that this is a time for government support. The NSB Committee on

Industrial Support for R&D reached similar conclusions in its report. The Competi-

tive Strength of U.S. Industrial Science and Technology: Strategic Issues.

The reason for this inference is that companies' striving to focus on research from

which they can directly profit means they are probably abandoning areas of

research from which society as a whole, not a single company, can benefit.

These are areas that government can usefully fund and which are important to the

long-term health of the nation. As industrial research pulls out of long-term

research that pushes back the frontiers of science and often underlies new
industries, NSF and the rest of the government's research community should try

to ensure that important research areas do not fall out of the nation's research

portfolio.

QUESTION: How do you believe we can best judge or measure NSF's

investments in research? What benchmarks can we use to determine how we are

doing?

• .

ANSWER: The issue of how to best judge or measure NSF's investment in

research depends on the expected use of the assessment. That is because NSF's

programs have many goals and because investments in research yield several

kinds of products, such as new knowledge, educated scientists and engineers, and

advances in instrumentation and investigative technique. Each "product" matures

in different time scales. Moreover, NSF represents a small fraction of the federal

investment in R&D and a small portion of the overall infrastructure that supports

academic activity. So any judgement must be well tempered.

For example, one significant result of academic research is the training it provides

for students. The number of scientists and engineers graduating from the Nation's

universities can be measured. NSF supports a sizable fraction of them as graduate

students (on fellowships, traineeships or as assistants on research grants); this

fraction can be measured each year, but not unambiguously traced to NSF

support. The same is true for associating research support, research results, and

the uses made of it.
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Still, both qualitative and quantitative benchmarks have been used. One very

systematic, 'continuous' type of qualitative assessment, is the process of merit

review by active researchers. It tests prior performance of an investigator in a

broad sense. Less systematic but historically useful qualitative methods include

collecting examples of short-term results, or obtaining expert judgements by
independent groups, such as the National Academy of Sciences. These

techniques are resource intensive and are thus applied only for specific purposes
to a fraction of awards.

Quantitative procedures have also been used. One way of measuring outputs from

fundamental research projects is counting the number of published professional

journal articles or citations of supported research published by grantees. These

methods suffer from the assumption that each article and each citation are of

equal value, and are thus not typically more useful than qualitative methods.

The most definitive technique for measuring the translation of new knowledge into

technology is to track specific technological developments back to their research

origins. This technique is very time-consuming and too expensive for all but the

most focused purpose.

We have devoted significant effort to measure and evaluate NSF's investment and

have recently established an internal task force to implement what we hope will

be an effective ongoing system of assessing and evaluating NSF programs.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF NSF NETWORKING ACTIVITIES

QUESTION: In the near future NSF will be releasing a solicitation that is

designed to move the NSFNET to the next level in terms of service, as well as

research and education capabilities. Please give me some sense of the

accomplishments NSF has achieved since it got into the networking business --

volume of traffic, number of institutions with access, impact on the research

enterprise, etc.

ANSWER: NSFNET backbone services traffic continues to grow at about
1 1 % per month, or a factor of 3.5 per year, and the number of networks known
to the Backbone and number of attached computers are doubling every year. The
statistics indicate that increased traffic is a result of both increased numbers of

users per host and increased usage per user. Through collaborations with other

Federal agencies as well as with foreign countries, users of the NSFNET family can

now reach scientists and scientific assets in fifty countries worldwide, and can

exchange email with dozens more. Approximately one thousand U.S. institutions

of higher learning have connection to the NSFNET, as have about 1,000 K-12
schools. The Foundation's Connections Program continues to fund 100-200
institutions per year. In collaboration with the National Library of Medicine, the

NSFNET program is connecting medical campuses and health institutions. Two-

year colleges and county agricultural extensions are new communities of users

beginning to connect, and several hundred libraries have access to the NSFNET.

NETWORKING SOLICITATION

QUESTION: Could you briefly describe the process the Foundation went

through to develop the new networking solicitation that is about to be released.

How do you expect this to approach to improve the use of networking as an

indispensable research and education tool?

ANSWER: NSFNET program staff and their engineering consultants

developed a draft solicitation and released it in the Commerce Business Daily for
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public comment. In response, over two hundred pages of comments were
received and considered in preparing the final version. An announcement will

again be placed in the Commerce Business Daily, and the solicitation will be

available in hard copy and also electronic form on NSF's Science and Technology
Information System. To further assist interested parties, NSF plans to hold a

public meeting to answer questions from potential offerors after distribution of the

final solicitation. Written answers will be distributed.

t

The Foundation expects the new award under the solicitation to provide additional

opportunities for private offerors of Internet services to sell to the research and

education community, with the concomitant price benefits of vigorous

competition. The new award provides for networking technology to serve the

emerging needs of the high performance computing community for demanding
high speed application such as moving global change data and remote access to

advanced supercomputers.

REGIONAL NETWORKS

QUESTION: With the emphasis on the development of the NSFNET and the

forthcoming National Research and Education Network, what do you see as the

long term role for the regional networks? How much financial support does NSF
expect to provide to the regional networks in FY 947

ANSWER: The regional networks continue to play a vital role by offering

value-added services to their academic, government, and commercial/industrial

clients in addition to distributing NSFNET Backbone Services to them. While this

role - and the regional networks themselves - will evolve with time, no radical

changes are foreseen. One noticeable trend is the growing importance of state

networks, with their natural political and funding boundaries that in some cases

rival the cohesive forces that brought regional campuses together to form the

regional network initially.

During FY 94, NSF expects to spend about $14 million on the regional networks.

This includes inter-regional connectivity and some very high speed links.

ROLE OF REGIONAL NETWORKS

QUESTION: Do you expect the role of the regional networks to change as a

result of the new solicitation? Why or why not?

ANSWER: NSF does not expect the solicitation to alter the role of the

regional networks, even though the regionals will need to procure inter-regional

services on the open market. Under the solicitation, funds will be provided to

them by NSF for that purpose. NSF, using its normal procedures, will work with

campus, regional network, NAP providerls), and the vBNS operator, to provide

needed bandwidth over regional network facilities as qualifying high-bandwidth

network applications are developed on regional network client campuses.

Although initially more expensive than connecting the campus and the vBNS by a

simple point-to-point link, this method strengthens the regional network's

infrastructure rather than weakening it by introducing bypass connections. The

plan stabilizes the regional structure rather than fragmenting it, and ultimately

provides for high-speed access of other client campuses without significant

additional investment.
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REGIONAL SUPERCOMPUTER AFFILIATES

QUESTION: The budget contains a request for a new program to support

regional supercomputer affiliates. Describe the kinds of activities likely to be

supported out of this effort.

ANSWER: The Regional Supercomputer Affiliates activity will take

advantage of existing sites by supporting access to education, training, outreach,

and technology transfer on a regional/local basis. Affiliates would serve as local

gateways within the National Information Infrastructure (Nil) by complementing

the broader goals and functions of the NSF Supercomputer Centers.

Key aspects of the Regional Affiliates Program will be:

• Competitive selection.

• Criteria: strong experience in training, education, outreach and technology

transfer, and existence of advanced computing facilities serving a

local/regional community
• Demonstrable ability and interest in acting as focal point to facilitate access

to the National Information Infrastructure for K-12, undergraduate schools,

and local/regional businesses.
• High leverage for federal funding required.

Target Audience:
• K-12 schools, e.g., provide workstations and national network connectivity
• Undergraduates - research activities on parallel equipment; education on

scalable parallel systems.
• Local/regional/state small businesses requiring greater computational

sophistication and access
I

APPLICATIONS OF ADVANCED COMPUTING

QUESTION: The budget request includes $36 million, according to your

justification for developing applications which use advanced computers and

communications networks to solve problems in health care, education,

manufacturing, and access to libraries. How do you define "applications"?

ANSWER: By "applications" we mean the deployment of existing

technology for specific purposes. For instance, it is customary to call a word

processor package an application because it uses text manipulation software for

the purpose of producing a paper or report. Generalizing this, when existing

technology is to be applied to a specific purpose such as health care, three things

must be considered: how the application can make use of existing technology;

how the technology must be adapted or expanded to the application; and how the

application should be organized so as to make use of the technology. In the case

of the "health care application", a candidate technology might be information

retrieval from massive databases. NSF is well positioned to support research in

the first two aspects, while collaboration with experts in the application area itself

is required for the third.

Two examples illustrate the type of involvement. In health care, an NSF Grand

Challenge Group is developing an automated interactive microscope at Carnegie-

Mellon University to allow biomedical researchers to observe, and interact with

quickly changing events in living cells and tissues. In design and manufacturing,

cooperative research between a Supercomputer Center and GenCorp is underway
on design of a rapid production process for compression-molding of reinforced

plastic auto body panels.
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QUESTION: What types of proposals are you looking for?

ANSWER: NSF will be seeking proposals that build on and extend advanced

computing and communications technology in support of national priorities such as

those listed above. We anticipate that these will be multidisciplinary and generally

of larger scope than a typical disciplinary research effort.

QUESTION: Will there be new solicitations or will this come under the '

existing advanced technology program?

ANSWER: We expect to issue new program announcements that focus the

attention of the research community on specific applications, as discussed above.

In addition, NSF will continue to welcome relevant "technology" proposals under

its already existing programs.

QUESTION: How will these efforts differ from those undertaken by NTIA
and other agencies and departments?

ANSWER: Since NSF focuses on fundamental research, rather than on

technology development, there will be no explicit criterion concerning technology
transfer. Recognizing the important contributions that such research can make to

the national welt being, NSF will continue to encourage industrial participation in a

variety of ways. Technology transfer can and will be formally stimulated through
NSF's aggressive SBIR program. Many programs, including the Supercomputer

Centers, Science and Technology Centers, and Engineering Research Centers, will

continue to emphasize and incorporate industrial collaborations with the goal of

enhancing the knowledge and technology transfer between the performers of

research and its users.

APPLICATIONS OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES FOR EDUCATION

QUESTION: I understand that the Computer Science Directorate and the

Education Directorate are working together to maximize the educational

possibilities of the NSFNET. Would you describe some of the ways that

networking and other advanced technologies are being successfully used to

improve the quality of education we provide our young people? And what

particular strengths can NSF bring to this whole area of educational technologies?

ANSWER: NSF brings two unique strengths to the area of applications of

technology to help solve education problems:

• A working relationship between the research and education communities in

the science and engineering disciplines, which is important not only to

insure content validity and timeliness, but also to determine the best

computer, communications and information technologies for the educational

purpose at hand.

• its preeminent role in research, development and evaluation of innovative

model education programs in areas such as networking and advanced

technology applications, which is important because the research and

knowledge base required for effective educational use is in its early stages

of development.

The adoption of advanced computer and communication technologies in science

and mathematics education has been slow, due to such factors as (1) limited

knowledge of the balance between costs and benefits of large scale

implementation, and (2) lack of access to advanced technologies by curriculum
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developers, education researchers and reformers. NSF supports a number of

prototypes to address these limitations, and to develop strategies for using NREN
to address education.

One example is a joint project involving the Pittsburgh school district, the

University of Pittsburgh, and the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, along with

Sun Microsystems and DEC. The project will evaluate major changes in the

teaching environment of the public schools made possible by a novel electronic

data network and will carry out curriculum reform by introducing advanced

capabilities such as remote mentoring and supercomputer access.

NSF INVOLVEMENT IN K-12 CONNECTIONS TO INTERNET

QUESTION: Will NSF be involved in K-12 connections to INTERNET as

envisioned in Gore II or in the Title IV of S.47

ANSWER: NSF sees its K-12 connectivity role primarily as providing tools,

knowledge and methodology to the states and school districts that will contribute

funding for the connectivity described in Title VI of S.4. For example, NSF

provides connections to INTERNET for K-12 community through existing

educational projects whose goal is educational innovation. On an interagency

basis, NSF and the Department of Education have initiated work to have

INTERNET service providers help define and meet technical assistance needs of

education policy makers and educational technologists.

USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE FOR NSFNET

QUESTION: I continue to hear complaints about lack of interface, intelligent

querying difficulties and content on the INTERNET, especially where K-12 is

concerned. What is NSF doing to address this?

ANSWER: Network tools and procedures were initially developed for use by
the research community. As the network has grown and evolved its usefulness to

other less specialized users has become evident, the nature of the user community
has expanded, and the need for a more user friendly interface has been

recognized.

In cooperation with the INTERNET community, NSF issued a solicitation for

Network Information Services Managers to provide (a) Registration Services, (b)

Directory and Database Services, and (c) Information services for the NSFNET. As
a result of the competitive selection. Network Solutions, Inc. was selected for the

registration services, ATT for the directory and database services, and

GA/CERFnet for the information services.

The awardees, at NSF's request, developed a plan to provide a seamless interface

for users called the "InterNIC", and agreed to the structuring of their separate
awards as one collaborative project. Part of the project includes support for an

800 phone number to provide assistance. Along a different dimension, the NSF-

supported Clearinghouse of Networked Information - whose purpose is the

development and dissemination of software enabling easy searching of existing

materials ~ will offer its first workshop this summer.

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN INTERNET

QUESTION: While INTERNET is experiencing large-scale growth, some of

the traffic being carried could be handled by the commercial sector. What do you
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think government should do and what should the nnarket do in terms of

networking?

ANSWER: Within the U.S., all traffic is carried by the commercial sector.

Circuit-level service is offered by the nation's local and long-distance telephone
companies, and network-level service, by private firms such as GES, PSI, UUNET
Technologies, and ANS. The regional networks of the NSFNET family are private

providers of network-level service to their clients. Among federal networks, only '

DoE and NASA operate their own network-level service.

Government should support research on leading edge networking technologies and
their early deployment in support of government missions and goals. This is best

expressed by a recent policy statement issued by the CEO's of the nation's

leading local and long distance telecommunications companies. There they point

out the need for a government role to support "Experimental Networks" consisting

'of advanced testbeds (e.g., gigabit testbeds) and high performance national

testbeds (for example, interconnecting major supercomputing research sites) for

leading edge technology and applications requiring such technology". Government

supported experimental networks will be acquired from leading commercial

providers in collaboration with government, industry, academia and national

laboratories. By contrast, "Production networks" consisting of near term

commercially available communication networks will be built, managed and

operated by multiple providers from the private sector. Government support of

access to such production networks should typically be in the form of support for

end users and regional infrastructure providers.

DEFENSE CONVERSION

QUESTION: Recently the President announced the details of a defense

conversion effort. I understand that NSF is a member of the interagency defense

conversion council. What kind of role do you see the Foundation playing in this

defense conversion effort? Are there some particular areas that NSF is

concentrating on and how is the funding situation being handled? Does NSF

actually have control over some of these defense resources?

ANSWER: The defense conversion effort, called the Technology
Reinvestment Project (TRP) will be administered by the newly formed Defense

Technology Conversion Council (DTCC). Chaired by the Advanced Research

Projects Agency, the DTCC includes the Department of Energy, the National

Institute of Standards and Technology, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the National Science Foundation. Linked by a "Memorandum
of Understanding," DTCC members will act in concert to solicit, evaluate and

select all of the proposals to implement this $472 million effort. Because of its

experience and leadership in science, mathematics and engineering education, the

NSF was given the lead role in shaping the programs dealing with manufacturing

education and training. These are:

• Manufacturing Engineering Education and Training Program ($43.6 million)

to support manufacturing engineering education and training at institutions

of higher education.

• Manufacturing Experts in the Classroom ($4.6 million) to support teaching,

curriculum development and other activities of manufacturing experts with

practical experience at institutions of higher education.

Once the proposals are reviewed and selected by the interagency team, it is likely

that NSF will be assigned a special coordination and implementation role, including
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receiving a substantial portion of the funds from ARPA in order to execute the

awards.

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING INITIATIVE AND DEFENSE CONVERSION

QUESTION: One of the strategic initiatives in the budget request is focused
on advanced manufacturing research and education. Is this DOD program part of

the defense conversion program and how is the effort being coordinated with the

NSF manufacturing research program?

ANSWER: The interagency Advanced Manufacturing Technologies initiative

(AMT) does not officially begin until FY 1 994, while the defense conversion effort

is a FY 1 993 effort. Therefore, technically speaking, AMT is not a part of defense
conversion. However, the AMT initiative builds upon the FY 1993 defense

conversion effort. For example, within the AMT, NSF may provide follow on

funding for some of the manufacturing engineering education and training efforts

started with FY 1993 defense conversion funds.

NSF and DOD are coordinating their efforts at several levels through: (1) Federal

Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering and Technology (FCCSET); (2) the

Defense Technology Conversion Council (DTCC); (3) Memoranda of Understanding
(MOUs); (4) joint funding of projects at the program level; and (5) informal,

frequent interaction among program staff members.

EPSCoR

QUESTION: Despite the increase in NSF's budget, the request for EPSCoR -

- helps 1 9 states which have not traditionally been large recipients of research

funding ~ remains constant. Why?

ANSWER: The Foundation recognizes the many successes achieved by
EPSCoR in developing the academic research capability of less competitive states.

However, demands in many pressing areas of education and human resource

development required that priorities be set. In the FY 94 budget request, priority

is given to systemic educational reform, undergraduate education, advanced
technician education and efforts for underrepresented groups. EPSCoR is

sustained at its current level after a 35% increase ($6.4 million) in FY 93.

ALLOCATION OF FY 94 EPSCoR BUDGET REQUEST

QUESTION: How do you intend to allocate the $24 million requested for

EPSCoR in FY 94? What solicitations will you make?

ANSWER: The FY 1994 budget of $24.42 million will be allocated as

follows: over $23 million to provide continuing support for 1 5 current EPSCoR
awards plus at least one of the four states currently competing for an EPSCoR
award; about $1 million for small experimental awards based on a merit

competition among the 1 9 EPSCoR participants; and a small amount for

monitoring and assessment, technical assistance, and other activities (e.g.,

coordination of EPSCoR-like programs in other federal agencies, and merit review).
No new solicitations for large scale improvement awards are planned in FY 1 994.

NSF ASSISTANCE TO EPSCoR STATES

QUESTION: Beyond EPSCoR, is NSF doing anything to help these states

become more competitive in the research area?
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ANSWER: Yes, the NSF encourages the EPSCoR Project Directors,

Committees, and researchers to participate in other NSF programs such as

Engineering Education Coalitions, Statewide Systemic Initiatives, Small Business
Innovation Research, Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers, and
EPSCoR-like programs of other Federal Agencies. We recently provided a Program
Information Package for Defense Technology Conversion to EPSCoR Directors.

In addition, NSF research program officers are briefed on EPSCoR-state research »

efforts, select reviewers for the research components of EPSCoR projects, and

frequently serve on site visit teams. Other activities are useful in building

relationships between EPSCoR-state researchers and program officers throughout
the Foundation.

EPSCoR STATES' PARTICIPATION IN TRAINEESHIP PROGRAMS

QUESTION: To what extent are these states participating in the existing

traineeship program? Is there provision for them to participate in the FY 94

program?

ANSWER: In FY 1992-93, 27 traineeship awards were made to institutions

in nineteen states. One institution in an EPSCoR state (Alabama) received an
award for $555,000 for a total of five years. The Graduate Traineeship activity is

institution-based, not state-based. Institutions in all states are eligible to compete
in the FY 1994 competition.

EPSCoR AND SYSTEMIC REFORM

QUESTION: EPSCoR is now part of the systemic initiative, along with SSI

and the urban SSI. What is the rationale for this arrangement?

ANSWER: EPSCoR's primary mission is to stimulate systemic and
sustainable improvements in the capabilities of universities in the EPSCoR
jurisdictions to compete successfully for Federal R&D funds. EPSCoR was
grouped with the SSI and the Urban Systemic Initiative within the Office of

Systemic Reform because it is systemic in its design and implementation.

Systemic change within the context of EPSCoR relates to flow of new resources;

organizational structures; policies, programs, and practices in support of enhanced
research competitiveness that extend beyond the duration of the EPSCoR awards;
new modes of inter-university collaboration; and new working relationships

between and among universities, federal agencies, state government, and

stakeholder communities within a state.

EPSCoR INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COMMITTEE

QUESTION: Last year's conference report directed NSF to produce a plan to

integrate all EPSCoR programs at other government agencies into a single unified

effort to maximize investment in EPSCoR. What is the status of this effort? Does
NSF have the authority and resources to do this?

ANSWER: In addition to encouraging EPSCoR states to participate in other

agencies' programs, the National Science Foundation established the EPSCoR
Interagency Coordinating Committee (EICC) which has developed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) to be signed by participating agencies with EPSCoR and
EPSCoR-like programs. The MOU is scheduled to be signed this spring. The MOU
establishes the means to strengthen coordination, communication, and assistance

in the EPSCoR and EPSCoR-like programs.
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These accomplishments have been achieved by collegial interactions rather than

legal authority. In most instances, the responses from other agencies have been

exceedingly positive.

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMIC INITIATIVE

QUESTION: NSF has developed a new Experimental Systemic Initiative to

provide limited support for special initiatives in the EPSCoR states. Please

describe this program and explain how it can help participating states to improve
their science, engineering, and mathematics education and human resources.

ANSWER: To provide for experimentation and flexibility, EPSCoR offers

support for small experimental projects that provide for systemic linkages among
research, education and human resource development, and knowledge transfer to

the private sector. These awards, called Experimental Systemic Initiatives (ESI),

are one-year, nonrenewable grants in the $25-$ 150 thousand range, with a

maximum of $450,000 for ESI awards made to a single state in any one fiscal

year.

ESI grants are essentially innovation awards that will allow faculty and institutions

to initiate projects with the potential to stimulate: (1) significant improvements in

undergraduate or graduate science and engineering (S&E) education and human
resource development or in S&E knowledge transfer within the state; (2) increased

university/industry interaction among faculty and institutions in S&E areas critical

to technological development in the state; or (3) mainstreaming of junior-level

faculty who have not previously been Principal Investigators on NSF grants into

the regular research and educational programs of the Foundation.

ADDITIONAL STATES' PARTICIPATION IN EPSCoR

QUESTION: Several states were not successful in the most recent round of

the EPSCoR competition. What do you see as their future participation in the

efforts to foster research competitiveness that is fostered by the EPSCoR
program?

ANSWER: Two states did not receive EPSCoR awards, based on merit

review of their proposals submitted to the FY 1 992 competition. However, their

proposals possessed sufficient merit to allow the EPSCoR staff to request an
addendum to address reviewer and staff concerns. During the preparation of the

addenda, the EPSCoR staff worked closely with the states to reorganize their

programs, provided outside experts to give technical assistance, and traveled to

the states to meet with their governmental, academic, private sector leadership.
The addenda, submitted in January 1 993, have undergone merit review and three-

year EPSCoR Cooperative Agreements are currently being negotiated with the

states. New proposals from four additional states which also did not receive

awards in FY 1 992 were solicited in FY 1 993 and are currently undergoing merit

review for possible funding. Plans are to fund at least one more state.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EPSCoR PROGRAM

QUESTION: As the former governor of an EPSCoR state. President Clinton

has had experience with EPSCoR and supported the program. He has said that

programs like EPSCoR "can help ensure that top-flight university researchers

receive the research funding they deserve, no matter where they work." EPSCoR
is judged to be a successful model for increasing the participation in the research

system of states that have historically conducted relatively small amounts of
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federally-funded research. How will EPSCoR fare in the FY 94 budget and how do

you see this program developing over the next four years?

ANSWER: The FY 1994 request for EPSCoR is $24.42 million, which
sustains the FY 1 993 level of support. During the next four year period, we do
not expect the number of entities eligible for EPSCoR funding to change. One of

the priority activities for the near future is a full-scale evaluation of the EPSCoR
program. This will be planned in collaboration with the EPSCoR awardees.

Results of this evaluation will be used to consider program changes, where

necessary to ensure that activities in the EPSCoR states have maximum impact.

STATEWIDE SYSTEMIC INITIATIVE

QUESTION: You have funded 25 SSI states. Do you intend to end the

program at that number? Why or why not?

ANSWER: It has always been the intention of the National Science

Foundation to fund about 25 Statewide Systemic Initiative projects, to serve as

national models. The states are aware of this policy. This goal will be reached

when the third competition is completed in FY 93. There are no plans to hold a

competition in FY 94. During FY 94, the Foundation will study the SSI program as

currently designed, to determine what has been learned about implementation of

large-scale education reform. This study will form the basis for deciding the next

course of action.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES RELATED TO SSI

QUESTION: Does your budget request envision anything other than

continued funding of existing grants?

ANSWER: In addition to budget requests for SSI states to complete their

five year awards, the SSI program also envisions continued funding for monitoring
and technical assistance contracts. We will also continue to fund the reform

efforts of the Mathematical Sciences Education Board and the Coordinating

Council for Education of the National Academy of Sciences.

The evaluation contract will continue to be funded through EHR's Research,

Evaluation, and Dissemination Subactivity.

EVALUATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR SSI

QUESTION: Please explain the evaluation and technical assistance programs

you are using in connection with SSI. How much is being spent on these in FY

937 What is projected for FY 94?

ANSWER: The Office of Systemic Reform has a technical assistance

contract to help funded states on-site with issues such as strategic planning,
curriculum development, equity, staff development, assessment, and project

evaluation. The technical assistance contractor also created and maintains an

electronic network to facilitate communication among all states; manages SSI

biannual meetings; provided review of early drafts of proposals in states without

SSI awards; and provides opportunities for SSI state political and education

leaders to participate in programs designed to have a national impact on the

mathematics and science education infrastructure. We plan to spend

approximately $2.7 million in FY 93 and $2.3 million in FY 94.
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NSF also has an evaluation contract, monitored by the Research, Evaluation, and

Dissemination (RED) Subactivity, for a multi-year evaluation of the SSI Program to

determine how effectively funds were spent; the effectiveness of strategies for

change (using baseline mathematics and science indicators); the extent to which

significant policy changes occurred; and the levels of improvement for students,

teachers, and schools. This contract is funded for five years (beginning in FY 92)

for a total of approximately $3.2 million dollars. Expenditures will be $640,000
for each of the five years. In addition, RED has made an award to help the SSI

program develop systemic indicators. This will be funded at about $380,000 for

FY 93 and at the same amount for FY 94.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR GRAMM

ADMINISTRATIVE COST SAVINGS

QUESTION: The Pressldent's initial budget document "A Vision of Change
for America" claims a $1.2 billion "administrative savings" over the next four

years resulting from "placing an upper limit on university research overhead

changes." Indeed, the initial Administration budget documents indicated a $62

million savings in the NSF budget in FY 1994 from this proposal.

I know that such overhead charges are already regulated and audited by the

Federal Government, and there have been many debates over the years on

establishing a reasonable policy in this area. Please outline the policy currently

applicable to NSF grants, and how this new proposal will achieve the estimated

savings.

ANSWER: Current NSF policy provides full reimbursement for the indirect

costs associated with the direct costs supported by NSF grants with exceptions of

grants for equipment, fellowships and traineeships, and a variety of specialized

programs which identify indirect cost limitations in their program announcements

(e.g. Research Initiation Awards, NSF Young Investigator grants. Research

Experiences for Undergraduates supplements). Most NSF grants include

reimbursement at the indirect cost rates negotiated by cognizant federal audit

agencies. This policy is consistent with the provisions of 0MB Circular A-21,

"Cost Principles for Educational Institutions."

The Administration is not proposing any changes in indirect cost policy. The

savings estimate represents a reduction to the overall level of Federally-sponsored

research at colleges and universities.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR NICKLES

GRANTEES IN OKLAHOMA

QUESTION: Would you provide me with a list of fiscal year 1 993 National

Science Foundation grantees located in the state of Oklahoma?

ANSWER: The most recent complete information on NSF grantees located
in Oklahoma is for fiscal year 1992. The list follows:

EPSCoR

QUESTION: As you know, the NSF Experimental Program to Stimulate

Competitive Research (EPSCoR) is very important to the scientific efforts of

nineteen states including Oklahoma. NSF has previously set a target of $1 .5

million for each EPSCoR state. Is $1 .5 million still the level of funding NSF
estimates is necessary for each of the EPSCoR states?

ANSWER: Based upon past experience, the annual EPSCoR funding level of

up to $1 .5 million per year per state appears to be of a size that can be effectively

used by the state to improve its S&T enterprise.

QUESTION: What is the Administration's commitment to EPSCoR funding?
If the estimate has changed, what are the new funding levels and how were they
determined?

ANSWER: As the former governor of an EPSCoR state. President Clinton

has had first-hand experience with EPSCoR and supported the program. His

administration also supports the EPSCoR concept of state-federal partnerships for

increasing the participation in the research system of states that have historically

conducted relatively small amounts of federally-funded research.

The Foundation recognizes the many successes achieved by EPSCoR in developing
the academic research capability of less competitive states. However, demands in

many pressing areas of education and human resource development required that

priorities be set. In the FY 94 budget request, priority is given to systemic
educational reform, undergraduate education, advanced technician education and
efforts for underrepresented groups. EPSCoR is sustained at its current level after

a 35% increase ($6.4 million) in FY 93.
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MESOSCALE WEATHER RESEARCH

QUESTION: What is the estimate of fiscal year 1994 NSF funding that is

expected to be invested in the United States mesoscale weather research and

development? Please detail the funding requested into the program categories
established by the National Weather Service (Observational Research and

Development, Fundamental Research, Prediction, Application and Data

Management).

ANSWER: Total NSF expenditures in FY 1 994 related to mesoscale weather
research are anticipated to be $25.6 million.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BYRD

REPLACEMENT TELESCOPE, GREEN BANK, WEST VIRGINIA

QUESTION: Dr. Massey, Congress provided, at my request, $75 million, in

emergency appropriations, in the FY 1989 Dire Emergency Supplemental

Appropriation bill (Public Law 101-45) for the new state-of-the-art telescope to be

constructed at Green Bank, West Virginia, to replace the original telescope which

collapsed in November 1988. On December 19, 1990, the National Science

Foundation awarded a $55 million contract for design, construction, and testing of

the new 300-foot radio telescope.

This new radio telescope will be an asset to West Virginia and to the worldwide

scientific community as one of the most sensitive and sophisticated devices for

studying outer space. This telescope will contribute enormously to the

understanding of the universe, with application to astronomy research programs
on National and international levels. Its completion will keep West Virginia in the

forefront of radio astronomy.

On October 23, 1992 I wrote to you asking for a status report, including

significant milestone events, leading to full implementation of the Green Bank

Telescope. Your response on February 26, 1993 indicates that the 250 ft. derrick

used to construct the telescope was completed in January 1993. You also

indicated that the grouting of the track, which will be used to turn the telescope

has also been completed.

Please restate for the record the significant milestone events leading to completion

of the project. Thank you for keeping me advised of the status of this project.

May I have your assurances that the National Science Foundation will continue to

keep me fully advised? Thank you.

ANSWER: The following milestone events have already taken place or will

take place in Green Bank. These activities include the construction of the Green

Bank Telescope. We will, of course, continue to keep you fully advised.

January 1993 Construction of 250 ft. high derrick crane completed

Grouting of the track completed

Request for bids on construction of the Joint Operations
Center issued

April 1993 Bids received for JOC construction**

June 1993 Procure active surface control computer system

November 1 993 Final delivery of actuator assemblies

OVLBI - first test of system in the fall

April 1994 Complete erection of elevation wheel/box structure

August 1 994 Complete reflector trial erection

March 1 995 Complete erection of tipping structure

August 1 995 Complete reflector panel installation

Complete subreflector installation

October 1995 Final assembly, outfit; test
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April 1996 Complete test of active surface system operation

•• A contract has not yet been awarded. U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO)
construction projects, including the new VLBI antenna and the Joint Operations

Center are currently on hold, pending a decision from the USNO regarding funding.

USNO has informed NSF that a decision not to build the Ultra High Precision Time

Reference Station has been made.

SUBCOMMITTEE RECESS

Senator MiKULSKi. With that, this hearing stands in recess, but
this communication will not end.
Thank you verv much.
Dr. Massey. Thank you very much. Madam Chair.
Senator MiKULSKi. The subcommittee stands in recess until to-

morrow, when we will hear testimony from several independent
agencies.
[Whereupon, at 10:58 a.m., Thursday, April 1, the subcommittee

was recessed, to reconvene at 9 a.m., Friday, April 2.]
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U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 10:15 a.m., in room SD-138, Dirksen

Senate Office Building, Hon. Barbara A. Mikulshd (chair) presiding.
Present: Senators Mikulski, Kerrey, Feinstein, Bond, and Bums.

AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION
STATEMENT OF GEN. PAUL X. KELLEY, USMC (RET), CHAIRMAN
ACCOMPANIED BY:

COL. FREDERICK C. BADGER, EN, DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
AND MAINTENANCE

COL CLAYTON L MORAN, FA, DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL AND AD-
MINISTRATION

COL WILLIAM E. RYAN, JR^ AD, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS AND
FINANCE

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MIKULSKI

Senator MncuLSKl. Good morning, everybody. The subcommittee
will come to order.

Today, the subcommittee meets to take testimony from six agen-
cies within its jurisdiction. We are going to be moving at a crisp
and brisk pace. As everyone knows, the Senate is engaged in exten-
sive discussion on the stimulus package and a good bit of the stim-
ulus package is within this subcommittee's jurisdiction. The Senate
will go in at 12 noon and we hope that we will have been able to
review all six agencies as close to noon as possible.
We will start with the American Battle Monuments Commission,

chaired bv Gen, P.X. Kelley, a Marine hero.
But before I do. Senator Bums, did you want to say anything?
Senator Burns. I have no statement. Madam Chair, and I thank

you very much.
Senator MncuLSKl. Senator Feinstein?
Senator Feinstein. I have no statement. I look forward to the

testimony. Thank you, very much.
Senator Mikulski. Well, General Kelley, both Senator Bums and

Senator Feinstein are brand new members of this subcommittee
and as brand new members, they are coming to learn about all of

(93)
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the independent agencies, and I know that they are looking for-

ward to hearing vour testimony.
And to my colleagues, you are going to learn about some of the

most interesting agencies in the Federal Grovemment and some
that really pay tribute to America's heros, and this is one.

General Kelley?
General Kelley. Thank you, Madam Chair. In the interest of

moving along quickly, I will try to make this as short as possible.
Senator Burns. Could you pull that mike a little closer to you?
Senator MiKULSKi. Bark out those orders to us, General.
General Kjjlley. My wife tells me I talk to loudly, so I usually

try to muffle it a little bit.

Senator Burns. She is home today. I am hard of hearing.

[Laughter.]

SUMMARY STATEMENT

General Kelley. Madam Chair, members of the subcommittee,
we thank you very much for the opportunity to appear today in

support of the American Battle Monuments Commission's fiscal

1994 appropriation request. As you already have copies of my pre-

pared statement, with your permission I will briefly summarize its

contents.
Last summer, we completed the Guadalcanal Monument in the

Solomon Islands honoring those U.S. servicemen who fought in

that campaign. It was dedicated in August with hundreds of veter-

ans of the campaign attending. This memorial was a joint project
of ABMC and the Guadalcanal/Solomon Islands War Memorial
Foundation.
As you will remember, legislation was enacted in late 1986 au-

thorizing the American Battle Monuments Commission to establish

a Korean War Veterans Memorial here in the Nation's capitol. Sub-

sequently, approval of the Congress was obtained to locate the me-
morial in the mall area. A national design competition was held,

with the winning design receiving approval with reservations of the

Commission of Fine Arts and the National Capitol Planning Com-
mission.

After many changes and much discussion, approval of the design

concept without further reservations was received last year. We ex-

pect to receive the final design approval within the next few
months. Site stabilization and installation of utilities will begin
next month and the memorial should be completed in June 1995.

It is anticipated that our next commemorative project will be the

erection of a World War II memorial here in Washington.
This year's appropriation request is for $19,961,000, $143,000

more than the budget authority for the current year. Included in

the request is $1 million to offset currency fluctuation losses, which
have been running in excess of that amount for several years.
Madam Chair, during my tenure as Chairman of the American

Battle Monuments Commission, I have been amazed at the excep-
tional level of the care the Commission provides for our cemeteries

overseas. Hardly a day goes by that I do not receive letters from

both American citizens and foreign nationals commenting on the

beauty of these final resting places for our fallen sons and daugh-
ters of World War I and II.
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With that said, however, as was mentioned last year, insufficient

funding in prior years has now brought us to a critical point in our

backlog of maintenance and repair, a point where we are fast be-

coming unable to maintain some of these national treasures in an
acceptable manner. I will provide for the record a list of projects
which have been deferred due to a lack of funding. But the total

is now over $8 million, of which $2 million is considered critical for

fiscal year 1994.
In this regard, Congress, recognizing the urgency of this problem,

last year increased our fiscal year 1993 appropriation by $1 million.

We thank you particularly, Madam Chair, for your personal sup-
port. During 1994 and 1995, the United States will play a major
role in ceremonies around the world commemorating the 50th anni-

versary of World War II. Quite frankly, I can think of no greater
tribute to America's war dead than to wipe out our backlog of
maintenance and repairs during the next 4 years.

If we continue on the current path, we will have broken faith
with our fallen warriors, and that would be a very sad testimonial
to those who so gallantly gave us their tomorrows so that you and
I could have our todays.
That concludes my statement. Madam Chair. I would be very

happy to answer any questions.
[The statement follows:]

Statement of Gen. Paul X. Kelley

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity
to testify in support of the American Battle Monuments Commission's fiscal 1994

Appropriation Request.
Last summer, ABMC completed the Guadalcanal American Memorial which is lo-

cated on Skyline Drive overlooking Honiaria, Guadalcanal in tiie Solomon Islands.
It honors those servicemen who lost their lives during the Guadalcanal Campaign.
The memorial was a joint project of ABMC and the Guadalcanal/Solomon Islands
War Memorial Foundation. It consists of an inscribed four foot square pylon of red
calca granite rising twenty-four feet above its base and four raoiating directional
walls. Inscribed on these walls are descriptions of the major battles towards which
they point, Savo Island where four major naval battles took place, "Iron Bottom
Sound" named for the many ships that rest on its floor, Edson's ridge commonly
called "Bloody Ridge" for the fierce fighting in defense of Henderson Field that took
place there, and Mount Austen where infantry units engaged a heavily entrenched
enemy. The memorial was dedicated on August 7 of last year. Attending the dedica-
tion were two members of this Commission who fought in that campaign and a
member of the staff, approximately 300 veterans of the 1st Marine Division and the
Americal Division and other Marine Corps, Naval and Army veterans of the Cam-
paign. General Raymond G. Davis, USMC(Ret) represented the president at the
dedication.
On October 28, 1986, Public Law 99-572 was enacted authorizing ABMC to estab-

lish a Korean War Veterans Memorial in the Nation's Capital utilizing funds ob-
tained primarily through private contributions. Since then, legislation was sought
and enacted authorizing erection of the memorial on the mall: a superb site for it

was sought and obtained in Ash Woods directly across the reflecting pool from the
Vietnam Memorial; at the request of the Korean War Veterans Memorial Advisory
Board (KWVMAB), a national competition was held to obtain a design concept; and
the architecture/engineering firm of Cooper/Lecky was employed to assist in obtain-

ing approval
of the winning design concept by the Commission of Fine Arts, the Na-

tional Capital Planning Commission, and the Secretary of the Interior, as provided
for in the Commemorative Works Act, Public Law 99-652. Simultaneously, a fund
raising campaign was conducted to raise at least $15 million for the memorial, in
addition to the $1 million which was authorized to be appropriated by Public Law
99-572. With the assistance of the KWVMAB, $7,766,917.10 has been raised in pri-
vate contributions, $5,820,259 has been raised from the sale of the Korean War com-
memorative coin, and $2,123,972.48 has been raised by investing available funds in
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government securities, for a total of $15,711,648.58. Among its other provisions, the
Commemorative Works Act, provides 7 years from the date of enactment of a memo-
rial's authorizing legislation to obtain a building permit from the Secretary of the
Interior. That date wr the Korean War Veterans Memorial, October 28, 1993, is rap-
idly approaching. In order for ABMC to obtain a building permit, the following con-
ditions must be met: the site and design be acceptable to me approving authorities;

knowledgeable persons qualified in preservation and maintenance be consulted to

determine the structural soundness and durability of the commemorative work in
order to assure that it meets high professional standards; contracts for construction
and drawings of the commemorative work be submitted to the Secretary of the Inte-

rior; and sufficient fiinds be available to construct the memorial. As the Korean War
Veterans Memorial is being erected with fiinds obtained primarily through private
contributions, ten percent of the construction cost in addition to the construction
cost itself must be made available to the Secretary of the Interior to help defrav
future maintenance and repairs. It is anticipated that all of these conditions will

be met by October 28, 1993. Based on preliminary design approval, a contract was
let in February of this year for Phase 1 of construction, which is soil stabilization

and installation of underground utilities. The contractor will mobilize on site in

March and should complete his work in 6 to 9 months. The target date for dedica-
tion of the memorial is July 27, 1995, the 42d anniversary of the signing of the
cease fire.

Early this year, identical bills were introduced in the House and Senate authoriz-

ing ABMC to establish a World War II memorial in the District of Columbia or its

environs honoring members of the Armed Forces who served in World War II, and
to commemorate the participation of the United States in that war. The memorial
is to be funded by private contributions. Early passage of the legislation is antici-

pated. To help defray the cost of establishing the memorial, a World War II com-
memorative coin bill was enacted into law late in the last Congress. It requires the
U.S. Treasury to piint 3 coins, a $5 gold piece, a $1 silver piece and a $.50 clad

piece. There will be a surcharge of $35 on each gold piece, $iB on each silver piece
and $2 on each clad piece. After the minting costs are recovered, the first $3 million

in surcharges will go to the Normandy Foundation for a World War II memorial gar-
den in Caen, France and the next $7,000,000 to ABMC for the World War II Memo-
rial. After that, the surcharges will be split monthly between the two organizations
with 30% going to the Normandy Foundation and 70% to ABMC. If all of the coins

are sold, the total value of the surcharges will be $22.5 million of which $15.75 mil-

lion will go to the World War II Memorial F^d.
In the past several years, ABMC's currency exchange losses have been averaging

over $1 million a year. Losses last year were $1,170,000. ABMC's first quarter losses

in the current year were $369,000. If they continue at this rate, currency exchange
losses again will be well over $1 million.

This Commission's Appropriation Request for fiscal 1994 is $19,961,000, $143,000
more than the Budget Autiiority for the current year. $1 million is included in the

request to offset currency exchange losses.

This concludes my prepared statement. We will be pleased to respond to your
questions.

Senator MiKULSKi. Thank vou, General Kelley.

First, to my colleagues, the American Battle Monuments Com-
mission—^we have battle monuments to fallen heros all around the

world, and some in the United States of America. We are coming
up on the 50th anniversary of the commemoration of World War
II and the liberation of Europe and the world.

BACKLOG OF REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS

I truly believe that the maintenance backlog has been a contin-

ual problem, and last year, CJeneral, you told the committee that

you had a maintenance backlog of 273
projects, totaling $8.5 mil-

lion. We tried to help you with that ana I wonder where does the

backlog stand now? And are there any funds included in your
maintenance and repair activities in 1994 to address that backlog?
General Kelley. Let me ask, if I may. Madam Chair, for Colonel

Badger to answer that. I appreciate your comments, particularly
about the 50th anniversary. I would like to say for the record, I
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was very privileged to join Senator Feinstein for the 40th anniver-

sary of VJ Day in San Francisco Harbor when we commemorated
that wonderful event. And it is nice to see you here in Washington,
Senator.

Colonel Badger. Madam Chair, despite the fact that we received

$1 million to help reduce our backlog, the backlog has increased
some $226,000. The reason for the increase is the age of our facili-

ties, consequently they are subject to rapid deterioration. Also, we
learned of a new requirement, one of which we had been unaware.
We were informed last fall that our overseas cemetery
installations

Senator Mikulski. Colonel, would you pull the microphone for-

ward? We have high ceilings and low audio.
Colonel Badger. We were informed last fall that our overseas in-

stallations were subject to the Architectural Barriers Act. This
means any major modification to an ABMC facility must include

provisions to make the facility accessible to the handicapped.
Therefore, we expect that the backlog temporarily will continue to

grow. As we make improvements, we also must include provisions
for the handicapped.
Three of our projects this year facilitate handicapped accessibil-

ity. In addition to our previously scheduled projects for fiscal 1993,
we have a separate list of 24 projects dedicated to reducing the

backlog in the amount of $1 million.

Senator Mikulski. How many projects are there? Last year,
there were 273.

Colonel Badger. There are 266 projects on the current list, not

including the 24 projects scheduled to be accomplished this year
with the additional $1 million.

General Kelley. What we did, Madam Chair, was place the ad-
ditional $1 million that was so generously appropriated by the Con-
gress, into a separate account for control purposes. So to answer
your question, we have 266 line items in our backlog of mainte-
nance and repair projects, not including those which will be added
for handicapped accessibility.
Senator Mikulski. Well, now I think we have a clearer sense of

what we have to undertake. The total will be close to $8 to $10 mil-
lion to deal with this?

General Kelley. It is about $8.2 million.
Senator Mikulski. There should be an order of priority for the

Commission to undertake this backlog. We will be exploring how
we can help you deal with a substantial part of the backlog, and
I am sure that there are some, either because of safety or other

needs, or because of their significance on the 50th anniversary. We
would like to work with you to accomplish as many of these objec-
tives as we can.

As to the handicapped barrier issue, so many of the people who
will be visiting these monuments themselves now are getting older,
so this will only facilitate and enhance the ability of people of all

ages and physical conditions to be able to visit. And I think it will

work out.
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FLUCTUATING CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES

You wanted $1 million last year for the currency stabilization

fund, because you do these things around the world. And you need
another million.

Colonel Ryan. That is correct.

Senator MiKULSKl. Why?
Colonel Ryan. Our currency fluctuation requirements are based

upon a pegged rate for the French franc, Belgium and Luxembourg
franc, Italian lira, British pound, and for the Netherlands guilder.
In 1989, we determined the average exchange rates for that year
and made then the base rates for future budgeting purposes. Each
year, we budget at the base rates. Depending on the exchange rates
received during the year, we either have a surplus or a loss.

Unfortunately, during the past 2 years we have had a sizeable
loss. Last year we lost $1,170,000. This year so far we have lost

$487,000 over 5 months. If we extrapolate that sum for a full year,
it would be $1,169,000, which would be almost equivalent to what
we lost last year. Our appropriation requests are based on common
exchange rates so that each subsequent appropriation can be

equated to another.
Senator MiKULSKl. That answers my question.
Senator Bums, do you have any questions for the panel?

REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS VERSUS NEW MEMORIALS

Senator Burns. In your priority list, we run into problems like

when I was over on the Energy Committee and everybody wants
to establish a new park. And they always want to buy land and do
some other things. It sounds like to me, just in the conversation,
the short conversation this morning, that we have some problems
with our maintenance.

If you had your druthers, would you rather spend what limited

money we have or funds that we have on maintenance and upkeep
or the establishment of new monuments? We need some sort of a

priority list. I think the chair was right. We ought to start setting
some priorities.

Colonel Ryan. Unfortunately, right now we must personally raise

money from private sources in order to erect monuments. We do
not receive an appropriation to do so.

Greneral Kelley. What happens, Senator Bums, is the money
used against the line items in our maintenance for these ceme-
teries. We do not really have a choice. We must maintain the
shrines for which we are responsible. The funding for establishing
monuments is by separate legislation, and the trend now is to have
us go out and raise from the private sector the funds to build these

monuments.
Senator Burns. I knew you raised some.
General Kelley. Also, we have had coin bills. In fact, the Mint

is striking a coin as we sit here right now for the World War II

Memorial as we did for the Korean War Memorial.
Senator Burns. I have no further questions.
Senator Burns. Senator Feinstein?

Senator Feinstein. Thank you. Madam Chair.
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Greneral, just out of curiosity, as a newcomer, what are the easi-

est monuments to raise money for?

Greneral Kelley. They are all difficult when you are competing
with so many other fundraising activities. The easiest way we
found to raise money for the Korean War Memorial was to appeal
to those families and those veterans, the 5 million veterans who
had served in the Korean war, by having a coin struck. Its sur-

charge povided about one-third of the funds needed. That was the
fastest and easiest way to do it, and we hope that it will also be
a very, very lucrative way of helping to pay for the World War II

Memorial.
In other words, we have 16 million Americans who served their

country during World War II, almost 9 million of whom are still

alive.

MOST POPULAR MEMORIAL

Senator Feinstein. I would think, too, that the Vietnam Memo-
rial would be so popular because I see people at it all of the time,
in the rain, in the snow.
General Kelley. It is an extraordinarily popular memorial.
Senator Feinstein. If you had to rank the popularity of the

monuments for fundraising and other purposes, how would they
rank?

Greneral Kelley. That is awfully difficult to answer, because first

of all, the Vietnam Memorial gets a tremendous visitation because
of the fact that all names of those who died are listed on that me-
morial. So you have some 58,000 names that are engraved on the
memorial. It is a very emotional experience for visitors. So if I were
to say which is the most popular, not in a fundraising context but
more in a context of visitation, I would say that there are two: Cer-

tainly, the Vietnam Memorial would be in the first two, and also,
from what I have seen thus far, the U.S. Marine War Memorial,
commonly referred to as the Iwo Jima monument over in Arlington.

west coast memorial

Senator Feinstein. Madam Chair, one of the things I have no-

ticed, there is a monument in San Francisco in the Presidio, and
I have lived there all my life, and since World War II, you know,
the names are inscribed. Now, all of a sudden, flowers pop up
there. People begin to bring flowers. They did not for a long time.
I think it is rather interesting to see people's consciousness about
these things suddenly begin to develop.

Greneral Kelley. That happens to be our memorial I think you
are referring to. Senator Feinstein. What I have seen in the past,
oh, during the later part of my active duty and slightly into that

period after retiring, was that World War II veterans were mostly
retired. In other words, they had survived what was the most dif-

ficult war in the history of our country. They started new families,
took advantage of the GI bill, and then went on to work, leaving
their experiences in the war behind them.
Now, they want to leave a legacy to their children and their

grandchildren, which I think is a very important legacy: their serv-

ice to country. And so we had a tremendous number of personnel
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asking for their their World War II records, in order to leave them
as a legacy to their families and to their children and grand-
children.

I think it is a very warm thing to do. I think what you are seeing
now is a lot more attention being paid to these monuments, be-

cause of the 50th anniversary of World War II.

Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Feinstein, the ability to raise money
depends on the size of the population that participated in the war,
how of recent memory it is, and the passion surrounding it. That
is why the Vietnam Memorial right now is closed and it had the

passion of the country.
The Korean war veterans have often been forgotten because they

were between the great GI Joe generation. So it comes and goes.
But that is why our obligation must be a sustainable and reliable

one. That is why we are also interested, as Gteneral Kelley said, in

this 50th anniversary. There will be a tremendous flood, and men
and women will be coming with their children and their grand-
children and they will gather at these memorials. And they will

gather not only to pay their respect to what went on there but to

tell the stories to one another and to their children.

Senator Inouye just recently came back from the 50th anniver-

sary of that extraordinary regiment, the gung ho generation, and
it was all about the story telling of one generation to another. And
those stories need to be told.

Well, General, I think this wraps things up. I think you have

given us our marching orders and we are going to see what we are

able to do. As always, it is good to see you and the Colonels that

work so ably on this team.
Thank you.
General Kelley. Thank you, Madam Chair. Thank you. Senator

Feinstein, Senator Bums.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Senator MiKULSKl. We will submit the balance of the questions
for response in the record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the Commission for response subsequent to the hear-

ing:]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MIKULSKI

PAY FREEZE

Question. Does the proposed pay freeze on cost of living
allowances on federal workers apply to the 329 foreign nationals

you employ to maintain monuments and memorials around the world?

Answer. No Madam Chair. The proposed freeze on cost of

living allowances on federal workers would not apply to the
Commission's foreign national (FN) employees. Their salaries are
commensurate with those of the other citizens of the host
countries where ABMC shrines are located who perform similar
functions. By treaty agreement, the United States has agreed to

comply with cost of living increases decreed by the host countries
for their citizens.

7VDMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY

Question. What specific steps is the Commission taking to

implement the President's proposal to streeunline the Federal
Government?

Answer. The Commission (ABMC) is examining each of its
administrative positions to determine whether or not it can be
eliminated and/or combined with another. It is imperative that
this be done because AMBC has just been cut 15 FTE spaces.
Including these reductions, the Commission has lost a total of 69

spaces since 1968, for an overall reduction of 15.7% since that
time, despite the fact that it currently is responsible for more
cemeteries, monuments and memorials than it was in 1968. Should a
similar percentage reduction have been applied to the Department
of Veterans Affairs over that period, it would have lost about
30,000 spaces. Additionally, ABMC must also absorb two more
civilian spaces in order for it to comply with OMB directives, one
for its Executive Secretary, which was formerly a military space,
and one for a Chief Finance Officer. From our initial review of
administrative spaces, it is apparent that our losses will have to
be in field workers. As the result of previous reductions, we are

already making maximum practical use of computer technology and
labor saving equipment and devices.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR KOHL

CURRENCY EXCHANGE LOSSES

Question. During your testimony, you indicated that
the Commission has sustained currency exchange losses over the
last two years. This year the Commission is requesting $1 million
for FY94 anticipated currency exchange losses. This marks the
third consecutive year that the Commission has sustained currency
exchange losses. What steps will you take to reduce or eliminate
future losses.

Answer. In the spring of 1985, the U.S. Government embarked
on a program to lower the value of the U.S. dollar on foreign
markets in an effort to make U.S. goods competitive. Since that

time, the value of the dollar has steadily decreased in the

majority of the countries where ABMC's shrines are located. This
has had a profound impact on ABMC's purchasing power, as most of
its transactions are in foreign currencies. For example, the
Commission was receiving 10 francs per dollar in 1985. Now it is

receiving a little over 5 francs per dollar. The result is a loss
in purchasing power by the Commission in France where many of its
shrines are located of almost 50%. The lower exchange rates are
in effect a two-edged sword. These lower rates are great for our

Country, as once again United States goods are fairly competitive
worldwide. As a consequence, our exports have increased by
billions of dollars. On the other hand, ABMC suffers.

Unfortunately, there is nothing the Commission can do to counter
such losses except budget for them. Its losses are relatively
quite small compared to the billions gained by the United States
in becoming reasonably competitive once again on the world
markets.

CURRENT BACKLOG OF PROJECTS

Question. During Committee testimony, you indicated that the
Commission has a maintenance backlog consisting of more than 250

projects. Would you please list the projects in order of priority
and provide cost estimate for each project?

Answer. Yes sir. The information follows.
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AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION

DEFERRED PROJECTS BY PRIORITY

Prior Cemetery/Memorial

1 Aisne-Marne Cemetery

2 Cambridge Cemetery

3 Brittany Cemetery

4 Epinal Cemetery

5 Meuse Argonne Cemetery

6 Normandy Cemetery

7 Meuse Argonne Cemetery

8 Suresnes Cemetery

9 Brookwood Cemetery

10 Henri -Chapel le Cemetery

11 Brest Memorial

12 Sorrme Cemetery

13 Brookwood Cemetery

14 Honolulu Memorial

15 Oise-Aisne Cemetery

16 Luxembourg Cemetery

17 Rhone Cemetery

18 Flanders Field Cemetery

19 Ardennes Cemetery

20 Henri -Chapel I e Cemetery

21 Netherlands Cemetery

22 Ardennes Cemetery

23 Oise-Aisne Cemetery

24 Luxent>ourg Cemetery

25 Aisne-Marne Cemetery

26 Ardennes Cemetery

27 Meuse Argonne Cemetery

28 Normandy Cemetery

29 Epinal Cemetery

30 Oise-Aisne Cemetery

31 Ardennes Cemetery

32 Rhone Cemetery

33 Suresnes Cemetery

34 Cambridge Cemetery

35 Cambridge Cemetery

36 Lorraine Cemetery

37 Luxembourg Cemetery

38 Brittany Cemetery

39 Ardennes Cemetery

40 Luxembourg Cemetery

41 Normandy Cemetery

42 Brittany Cemetery

43 Lorraine Cemetery

44 Brookwood Cemetery

45 Ardennes Cemetery

46 Saint Mihiel Cemetery

47 Netherlands Cemetery

48 Montfaucon Memorial

49 Florence Cemetery

50 Normandy Cemetery

51 Montfaucon Memorial

52 Carnbridge Cemetery

Project

Enclose Lower Room, Chapel Terrace

Install Storm Windows Asst Supt's

Drill New Deep Well

Replace Punp Station Puips and Pipes

Rewire All Buildings

Repair Beach Paths

Install Sewer System, Visitors Building

Repair Memorial Wood, Ceiling

Relevel Paths and Curbs

Repair Colonnade Ceiling

Resurface Memorial Terrace

Replace Gutters, Visitors Bldg & Qtrs

Relevel Headstone Beams

Replace Deteriorated Panels, Honolulu

Replace Gutters, Service Garage

Rewire Chapel

Rewire Memorial

Rewire Quarters & Visitors Building

Rewire All Bui Idings

Rewire All Buildings

Rewire All Buildings

Install Alarm, Both Quarters

Restore Transformer Station

Rewire Both Quarters

Replace Gutter, Qtrs & Visitors Bldg

Replace Cracked Memorial Uindows

Replace Roof Tiles, All Buildings

Replace Rolling Doors, Mechanic Workshop

Replace Roof Tiles, All Buildings

Repair Service Building Roof Tiles

Repair Roofs, All Buildings

Repair Roofs, Quarters & Service Bldg

Repair Perimeter Fence, Phase I

Repair Leak in Reflecting Pool

Install Drainage around Cemetery Plots

Install Clorination System

Resurface Paths, Memorial Area

Replace Door, Asst Supt's Veranda

Relevel Lawns and Install Drainage

Replace Furnaces, Asst Supt Quarters

Install Water Softener System

Repair Visitors' Building Roof

Replace Kitchen Cabinets, Asst Quarters

Clean and Treat Visitors' Building

Replace Casing Deep Well #1

Rehabit itate Memorial Electrical System

Replace Fire Protection System

Repair Vestibule Marble Panel

Repave Asphalt Roads and Parking Lot

Repair Water Reservoirs

Install Protective Panels

Reconstruct Long Stairs Pavement

Amount
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DEFERRED PROJECTS BY PRIORITY Page 2

Prior Cemetery/Meworial

53 Lorraine Cemetery

54 Luxeinbourg Cemetery

55 Corozal Cemetery

56 Heuse Argonne Cemetery

07 Hontfaucon Memorial

58 Netherlands Cemetery

59 Rhone Cemetery

60 Rhone Cemetery

61 Rhone Cemetery

62 Brittany Cemetery

63 Netherlands Cemetery

64 Rhone Cemetery

65 Somme Cemetery

66 Florence Cemetery

67 Normandy Cemetery

68 North Africa Cemetery

69 Meuse Argonne Cemetery

70 Epinal Cemetery

71 Ardennes Cemetery

72 Nortnar>dy Cemetery

73 Suresnes Cemetery

74 Epinal Cemetery

75 Lorraine Cemetery

76 Luxembourg Cemetery

77 Lorraine Cemetery

78 Lorraine Cemetery

79 Netherlands Cemetery

80 Epinal Cemetery

81 Flanders Field Cemetery

82 Honolulu Memorial

83 Brittany Cemetery

84 Brittany Cemetery

85 Ardennes Cemetery

86 Brookwood Cemetery

87 Sicily-Rome Cemetery

88 Lorraine Cemetery

89 Manila Cemetery

90 Somme Cemetery

91 Cambridge Cemetery

92 Brookwood Cemetery

93 Oise-Aisne Cemetery

94 Ardennes Cemetery

95 Honolulu Memorial

96 Normandy Cemetery

97 Florence Cemetery

98 Suresnes Cemetery

99 Saint >1ihiel Cemetery

100 Cambridge Cemetery

101 Luxembourg Cemetery

102 Sonme Cemetery

103 Suresnes Cemetery

104 Sonne Cemetery

105 Brittany Cemetery

106 Sicily-Rome Cemetery

Project

Repair Memorial Window Bronze Frame

Replace Chapel Window Frames

Erect Marker to Honor Grenada Missing

Rewire Marble Repair Shop

Resurface Access Road

Clean and Treat Memorial

Repoint Wall of Hissing

Repair Retaining Wall and Fence

Install Ventilation in Wall of Mission

Repair Lower Exterior Walls, Both Qtrs

Rewire Both Quarters

Re-stucco Main Water Reservoir

Modify Storm Drain, Service Area

Clear River Banks of Undergrowth

Install Drainage, Cemetery Plots

Replace Broken Curbstones

Install Pool Water Treatment

Refiair Cemetery Pool 4

Repair East Service Road Ditch

Replace Chimneys, Both Quarters

Relocate Gasoline Pump

Install Heating System, Exterior Toilets

Insulate Toilet Building

Install Alarm, Visitors Building & Qtrs

Install Alarm, Visitors Building & Qtrs

Construct Additional Parking Lot

Repair Bronze Statue Base

Repair Flagpole Stone Base

Replace Visitors Building Windows

Install Vietnam Maps, Honolulu

Replace Insulation, Visitors Building

Install Storm Windows, Qtrs & Vis. Bldg

Install Storm Windows, Supt's Quarters

Install Storm Windows, Supt's Quarters

Replace Punping Station Pumps

Replace Shutters, Both Quarters

Repair Leaking Roof, Visitors Building

Install Visitors Building Shutters

Insulate Attics, Both Quarters

Enclose Passageway from Qtrs to Garage

Repoint Memorial Rear Joints

Install Pimp Room Ventilation

Reset Grand Stairs, Honolulu

Install Storm Windows, Both Quarters

Stabilize Hill Overlooking Cemetery

Install Memorial Ventilation

Replace Garage Doors

Rehabilitate Attic, Supt's Quarters

Replace Intercom System

Repair North East Chapel Wall

Retevel Headstone Beams

Repoint, Clean & Treat Memorial

Repair Terrace Stone Slabs

Upgrade Workers Facilities

Amount
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DEFERRED PROJECTS BY PRIORITY Page 3

Prior Cemeterv/Memor i a I

107 Brookwood Cemetery

Henri -Chapel le Cemetery

Lorraine Cemetery

Brittany Cemetery

Chateau-Thierry

Luxembourg Cemetery

Netherlands Cemetery

114 Manila Cemetery

115 Chateau Thierry

Chateau Thierry

Aisne-Harne Cemetery

Aisne-Harne Cemetery

Aisne-Marne Cemetery

Luxembourg Cemetery

Corozal Cemetery

Sonme Cemetery

Corozal Cemetery

Aisne-Marne Cemetery

Ardennes Cemetery

Ardennes Cemetery

North Africa Cemetery

Luxembourg Cemetery

Suresnes Cemetery

North Africa Cemetery

Mani la Cemetery

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

North Africa Cemetery

Honolulu Memorial

Utah Beach Memorial

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

Florence Cemetery

Lorraine Cemetery

Lorraine Cemetery

Flanders Field Cemetery

Suresnes Cemetery

Montsec Memorial

Suresnes Cemetery

Ponte du Hoc Memorial

Montfaucon Memorial

Utah Beach Memorial

Henri -Chapel le Cemetery

Cambridge Cemetery

Ardennes Cemetery

Normandy Cemetery

Normandy Cemetery

153 Meuse Argonne Cemetery

154 Netherlands Cemetery

155 Manila Cemetery

156 Normandy Cemetery

157 Luxembourg Cemetery

158 Epinal Cemetery

159 Oise-Aisne Cemetery

160 West Coast Memorial

108

109

110

111

112

113

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

Project

Rebuild Flagpole Stone Base

Gild Eagles on Pylons

Construct Ceiling in^ Garage

Construct Workshop in Garage

Install Electricity

Protect Battle Maps

Repair Memorial Flagstone Steps

Overlay Asphalt Roads

Install Telephone & Water

Replace Windows & Grills

Replace Steps to Chapel Terrace

Reconstruct Main Entrance Paths

Install Entrance Gate Curbs

Protect Memorial Door Panels

Improve Grass Phase IV

Rebronze Antique Green Features

Convert Chapel to Visitors Center

Resurface Service Road

Regi Id Altar Cross

Repolish Memorial Haps

Retile Base of Colunns at Memorial

Re-enamel Arrows on Battle Haps

Polish Memorial Interior Marble Walls

Replant Oases at Cemetery

Install Handicap Ramp to Chapel

Repair Curbstones, Chapel Road

Install Furnaces, Both Quarters

Replace Circulating Pump, Honolulu

Resurface Esplanade

Move Refectory Upstairs

Repair Flagpole Stone Base

Restore Memorial Fountain Automatic Jets

Repoint Memorial Steps

Repair East Cemetery Fence

Repair Flagpole Brick Terrace

Regi Id Main Entrance Gate

Resurface Memorial Lands

Repaint Flagpoles

Install Exterior Lights

Resurface Sidewalks

Install Six Stone Benches

Construct Visitors Room and New Office

Repair North Entrance Stone Work

Resurface Service Roads

Construct Top Soil Storage Shelter

Resurface Road to Old Compost Area

Extend Curbing, Nursery Road

Resurface Perimeter Road

Drill New Well

Rebuild Path to East Gate

Enclose Compost Shed

Enclose Section of Compost Shed

Resurface Service Area Washrack

Inscribe Tribute to USMM, West Coast Mem

Amount
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DEFERRED PROJECTS BY PRIORITY Page A

Prior Cemetery/HeiTiorial

161 Brookwood Cemetery

Henri -Chapel le Cemetery

Pointe du Hoc Memorial

Kennel Memorial

Cantigny Memorial

Sonmepy Memorial

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

Corozal Cemetery

Cambridge Cemetery

Henri -Chapel I e Cemetery

Sicily-Rome Cemetery

Brittany Cemetery

Normandy Cemetery

Lorraine Cemetery

Suresnes Cemetery

Henri -Chapel I e Cemetery

Brest Memorial

Rhone Cemetery

Normandy Cemetery

Cambridge Cemetery

Henri -Chapel I e Cemetery

Luxembourg Cemetery

Rhone Cemetery

Epinal Cemetery

Luxembourg Cemetery

Ardennes Cemetery

Sicily-Rome Cemetery

Cambridge Cemetery

Luxembourg Cemetery

Cambridge Cemetery

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

Henri -Chapel le Cemetery

Suresnes Cemetery

Normandy Cemetery

197 Normandy Cemetery

198 Normandy Cemetery

Luxembourg Cemetery

Luxembourg Cemetery

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

Utah Beach Memorial

Mani la Cemetery

Pointe du Hoc Memorial

Utah Beach Memorial

Meuse Argonne Cemetery

Cairbridge Cemetery

Epinal Cemetery

Epinal Cemetery

Epinal Cemetery

Sicily-Rome Cemetery

Florence Cemetery

Henri -Chapel I e Cemetery

Florence Cemetery

162

163

16A

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

ISO

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

199

200

201

202

2P3

204

205

206

207

206

209

210

211

212

213

214

Project Amount Cun Total

Enclose Compost Shed 5,000 3,740,500
Rehabilitate Public Toilets 18,000 3,758,500
Install Perimeter Fence 20,000 3,778,500

Repoint Memorial Terrace 9,000 3,787,500

Replace Perimeter Fence 9,000 3,796,500
Extend Parking Lot 5,000 3,801,500
Resurface Walks East and West Pylons 8,000 3,809,500

Replace Electric Service to Chapel 15,000 3,824,500
Insulate Exterior Toilets 9,000 3,833,500
Reconstruct Entrance Wall 15,00 3,848,500

Install Water Filter Sys. for Sprinklers 16,000 3,864,500
Resurface Service Area 15,000 3,879,500

Repair Memorial Maps 7,000 3,886,500

Resurface Service Area 9,000 3,895,500

Extend Service Area Platform 6,000 3,901,500

Construct Parking Lot and Access Road 15,000 3,916,500

Install Night Lighting 10,000 3,926,500

Enlarge Entrance Parking Area 7,000 3,933,500

Resurface Surface Area 7,000 3,940,500

Enclose Compost Shed 9,000 3,949,500

Replace Southeast Perimeter Fence 17,000 3,966,500

Install Grills, Entrance Gate 6,000 3,972,500

Resurface Parking Area 16,000 3,988,500

Renovate Bathroom, Assistant Supt's Qtrs 6,000 3,994,500

Renovate Bathrooms, Both Quarters 12,000 4,006,500

Improve Attics, Both Quarters 10,000 4,016,500

Install Air Conditioning, Both Quarters 10,000 4,026,500

Replace Floor Asst Supt's Quarters 5,000 4,031,500

Replace Carpeting, Both Quarters 8,000 4,039,500

Rehabilitate Superintendent's Attic 10,000 4,049,500

Construct Garage, Both Quarters 20,000 4,069,500

Renovate Bathroom Asst's Quarters - 10,000 4,079,500

Paint Exterior, Visitors Bldg & Quarters '20,000 4,099,500

Extend Refectory Building 15,000 4,114,500

Clean and Treat Visitors Building 10,000 4,124,500

Construct Garage, Both Quarters 18,000 4,142,500

Install Wire Fence, Both Quarters 20,000 4,162,500

Install Wire Fence around Visitors Bldg 7,000 4,169,500

Insulate Exterior of Both Quarters 20,000 4,189,500

Improve Attic, Assistant Supt's Quarters 9,000 4,198,500

Replace Telephone System 7,000 4,205,500

Install Sprinkler System 6,000 4,211,500

Install Handicap Ramps at Hemicycle 78,000 4,289,500

Pave Footpaths 20,000 4,309,500

Rehabilitate Blockhouse 15,000 4,324,500

Clean and Treat Memorial 60,000 4,384,500

Clean and Treat Memorial 80,000 4,464,500

Resurface Entrance Road 15,000 4,479,500

Repair Perimeter Wall Coping 33,000 4,512,500

Resurface Cemetery Paths 125,000 4,637,500

Replace Metallic Fence with Stone Wall 60,000 4,697,500

Install Furnace, Asst Supt's Quarters 12,000 4,709,500

Resurface Roads and Paths 60,000 4,769,500

Replace Rolling Doors, Garage 6,000 4,775,500
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DEFERRED PROJECTS BY PRIORITY Page 5

Prior Ccmetery/Hemorial

215 Luxembourg Cemetery

216 Normandy Cemetery

217 Lorraine Cemetery

218 Suresnes Cemetery

219 Rhone Cemetery

220 Netherlands Cemetery

221 Normandy Cemetery

222 Sicily-Rome Cemetery

223 Florence Cemetery

224 Florence Cemetery

225 Brest memorial

226 Brittany Cemetery

227 Netherlands Cemetery

228 Sonmepy Memorial

229 Somme Cemetery

230 Henri -Chapel I e Cemetery

231 Henri -Chapel le Cemetery

232 Corozal Cemetery

233 Normandy Cemetery

234 Luxembourg Cemetery

235 Manila Cemetery

236 Sonne Cemetery

237 Ardennes Cemetery

238 Oise-Aisne Cemetery

239 Suresnes Cemetery

240 Pointe du Hoc Memorial

241 Garches Office

242 Pointe du Hoc Memorial

243 Oise-Aisne Cemetery

244 Netherlands Cemetery

245 Suresnes Cemetery

246 Chateau-Thierry

247 Henri -Chapel le Cemetery

248 Netherlands Cemetery

249 Pointe du Hoc Memorial

250 Heuse Argonne Cemetery

251 Normandy Cemetery

252 Normandy Cemetery

253 Henri -Chapel le Cemetery

254 Mexico City Cemetery

255 Corozal Cemetery

256 Mexico City Cemetery

257 Manila Cemetery

258 Oise-Aisne Cemetery

259 Manila Cemetery

260 Ardennes Cemetery

261 Ardertnes Cemetery

262 Brookwood Cemetery

263 Brittany Cemetery

264 Luxembourg Cemetery

265 Normandy Cemetery

266 Saint Mihiel Cemetery

Project

Repair Memorial Terrace

Resurface Cemetery Paths

Resurface Memorial Area Paths

Resurface Cemetery Paths

Construct Wall in Front of Cemetery

Resurface Court of Honor

Install Access Road Curbing

Install Foundation Drains Supt's Quarters

Itnprove Hill Drainage Ditch

Replace Pumps in Pump Room

Install Automatic Sprinkler

Rehabilitate River Pumping Station

Install Automatic Sprinkler System

Install Automatic Sprinkler System

Install Automatic Sprinkler System

Construct Northeast Service Road

Install Automatic Sprinkler System

Reinforce Cyclone Fence

Repair Boundary Fence

Replace Perimeter Fence

Repaint Perimeter Fence

Repaint Boundary Fence

Extend Parking Area

Replace Boundary Fence

Resurface Superintendent's Driveway

Construct Toilets w/ Sewage

Construct Supply Warehouse

Reconstruct Parking Area

Replace Filled Building

Enlarge Visitors Building

Extend Superintendent's Office

Renovate Basement Rooms

Construct New Reception Building

Construct New Parking and Toilets

Construct Support Building

Rehabilitate Quarters No. 3

Install Video at Parking Lot

Rehabilitate Old Compost Hanger

Rebuild Storage Building Roof

Replace Palms in Cemetery

Reinforce Maintenance Building

Replace Garage Doors

Reline Water Treatment Tanks

Improve Service Area

Convert Temp Toilets into Office Space

Rehabilitate Bathrooms, Both Quarters

Install Automatic Sprinkler System

Rehabilitate Superintendent's Quarters

Install Automatic Sprinkler System

Install Automatic Sprinkler System

Rewire Workshop

Construct New Service Building

Amount





DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE—CIVIL

Army Cemeterial Expenses

statement of steven dola, deputy assistant secretary (man-
agement and budget), office of the assistant sec-
retary of the army (civil works)

accompanied by:
john c. metzler, jr., director, arlington national ceme-
TERY

RORY D. SMITH, BUDGET OFFICER, ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEME-
TERY

Senator Mikulski. We are now going to move to the budget for

Arlington Cemetery. And we call up—we welcome Steven Dola,
John Metzler, and Rory Smith,

SUMMARIZED STATEMENT

Mr. DoLA. Thank you very much, Madam Chair and members of

the subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before
the subcommittee in support of the fiscal year 1994 appropriation
request for cemeterial expenses, Department of the Army. The re-

quest is $12,738,000 and finances the operations at both Arlington
National Cemetery and the Soldiers' and Airmen's Home National

Cemetery. The request is $295,000 less than fiscal year 1993 ap-
propriation and reflects Government-wide deficit reductions. I

would like to summarize, Madam Chair, and proceed by, first,

highlighting two budgeted items that I regard as especially impor-
tant, and by, second, updating the subcommittee on matters of on-

going interest.

First, regarding the columbarium. Inurnment activities in the
columbarium continue to increase. We plan to begin design of the
next increment of the columbarium in fiscal year 1994, for an esti-

mated $520,000. I urge your support for that item.
And second, a new master plan for Arlington will take several

years to complete and cost an estimated $1 million. The fiscal year
1994 request includes $500,000 to complete the plan, which, thanks
to your cooperation, was initially funded in fiscal year 1993. The
new plan will address projected improvements for the next 30

years, including expansion of the capacity of Arlington National

Cemetery and development of outyear construction projects.

Updating the committee, Madam Chair, one, an ongoing item,
and two, items which have been brought to a conclusion during the

past year, in my opinion, deserve mention. First, following up on
a suggestion by our audit people, we plan to advertise a lease for

the paid parking facility at Arlington this summer to assure that
we have a lease that is fair to the operator, that provides a fair re-

turn to the Government, and provides quality service to the visiting

public.

(109)
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Second, we decided not to recognize the Arlington National Cem-
etery Historical Society as a private organization to operate on the

grounds of Arlington National Cemetery.
And, third, I am proud to report that, after 51 years, the remains

of Ignace Jan Paderewski have been returned to his native Poland.
This concludes my summary. We will be pleased to respond to

questions from the subcommittee.
[The statement follows:]

Statement of Steven Dola

Madam Chair and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to

appear before the subcommittee in support of the fiscal year 1994 appropriation re-

quest for Cemeterial Expenses, Department of the Army. With me today are Mr.
John C. Metzler, Jr., Superintendent of Arlington National Cemetery, and Mr. Rory
D. Smith, Budget Officer, also from Arlington National Cemetery. We are appearing
on behalf of the Secretary of the Army, who is responsible for the operation and
maintenance of Arlington and Soldiers' and Airmen's Home National Cemeteries.

Fiscal year 1994 budget overview

The request for fiscal year 1994 is $12,738,000. The funds requested are sufficient

to support the work force, to assure adequate maintenance of the buildings, to ac-

quire necessary supplies and equipment, and to provide maintenance standards ex-

pected at these national shrines. The funds requested will finance operations at both

cemeteries, provide for design of the next increment of the Columbarium, renovate
the service complex, continue development of a new Master Plan, and provide for

removal of underground fuel storage tanks. The requested funding is $295,000 less

than the fiscal year 1993 appropriation and reflects the implementation of Executive
Order 12837, "Deficit Control and Productivity Improvement in the Administration
of the Federal Government".

Funerals

In fiscal year 1992, there were 2,962 interments and 1,277 inumments; 3,500 in-

terments and 1,300 inumments are estimated in fiscal year 1993; and 3,500 inter-

ments and 1,300 inumments are estimated in fiscal year 1994.

Ceremonies

Arlington National Cemetery is this Nation's principal shrine to honor the men
and women who served in the Armed Forces. It is a visible reflection of America's

appreciation for those who have made the ultimate sacrifice to maintain our fi-ee-

dom. In addition to the thousands of funerals, with military honors, held there each

year, hundreds of other ceremonies are conducted to honor those who rest in the

cemetery. Thousands of visitors, both foreign and American, visit Arlington to par-

ticipate in these events. During fiscal year 1992, about 1,900 ceremonies were con-

ducted. On June 29 1992, the 51st anniversary of his death, the remains of Ignace
Paderewski were returned to Poland. A ceremony was conducted at Arlington in

conjunction with that repatriation.

During fiscal year 1992, Arlington National Cemetery accommodated over 4 mil-

lion visitors, making Arlington one of the most visited historic sites in the National

Capital Region.

Section 27
The area designated as section 27 at Arlington National Cemetery contains the

graves of former residents of Freedmans Village and members of the U.S. Colored

Troops, as well as other original burials at Arlington. This area of the cemetery is

no longer active for burials. During last year's testimony before this subcommittee
Section 27 was introduced as an important subject of discussion. Since that time
work to improve conditions in Section 27 has progressed. We have redoubled our
efforts to ensure that Section 27 receives the proper care all areas in the cemetery
should receive.

During fiscal year 1992 we have removed two large dead trees, raised branches
and removed the dead wood fit)m the remaining trees. We remove fallen branches
and leaves from the grounds weekly, mow and trim the grass weekly, core-aerate

the turf and spot hyc&oseed in the
spring, apply turf fertilizer and broadleaf weed

spray in the fedl and spring, and apply limestone in the fall. Also during fiscal year
1992 a crew was dispatched into the section to clean all of the up-right grave mark-
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ers with a power washer, identify all broken/damaged markers or markers that were
no longer legible. Replacement markers are starting to arrive.

During fiscal year 1993 we have begun to replace approximately 1,000 modem flat

grave markers with marble upright headstones that are inscribed appropriately.
This activity will proceed in stages and will require several years to complete. The
entire infi"astructure of the area will be reviewed as part of the Master Plan cur-

rently underway. An historic restoration of the original handwritten burial register
is planned for during fiscal year 1993. The area is now prominently mentioned in

Arlington National Cemetery's brochure and has been added to the walking map.
A commerciallv produced video which documents the history of Arlington and Sec-

tion 27 and of tne former residents of Freedmans Village is now available to the

public.

Columbarium
Inurnment activities in the Columbarium continue to increase. In 1980, the first

year of operation, we had 657 inumments. Because of the advanced age of World
War I and World War II Veterans, we are now averaging approximately 1,300
inumments per year. At this rate, all available space in the existing Columbarivun
will be exhausted in fiscal year 1998. We plan to begin design of the next increment
of the Columbarium in fiscal year 1994 for approximately $520,000.

Service complex
A project is being requested to renovate Arlington National Cemetery's service

complex. This facility is the staging area for the personnel who maintain the ceme-

tery and the field equipment. The facility is over 20 years old and has not been up-
graded. Electrical, heating and ventilating, air-conditioning and safety systems need
to be installed; and the complex requires painting and minor repsiirs. The estimated
cost of this project is $600,000.

Graveliners

Public Law 100-322 authorized the Secretary of the Army to provide graveliners
for use in Arlington National Cemetery. An evaluation of the specific conditions

which exist at ^lington National Cemetery has been performed to determine the
cost effectiveness of using graveliners. Based on the results of the evaluation, the
fiscal year 1994 request includes $190,000 to begin providing graveliners at Arling-
ton National Cemetery.

Master plan
A new Master Plan for Arlington will take several years to complete and cost an

estimated $1,000,000. The fiscal year 1994 request includes $500,000 to complete
the plan, which was initially fiinded in the amount of $500,000 in fiscal year 1993.
The new plan will address projected improvements for the next 30 years, including
expansion of the capacity of Arlington National Cemetery and development of out-

year construction projects. Selection of an Architect-Engineer and development of a
detailed scope of work is currently underway for the Master Plan. The original 1967
Master Plan consisted of 28 projects. Of the 28, 25 projects are completed. The West
Boundary wall project, which has been partially funded, is not completed. The two
unstarted projects are: one, replacement of the Custis Walk; and, two, the develop-
ment of 52 acres of land in the cemetery for burial purposes.

Removal of underground storage tanks

There are 14 known underground fuel storage tanks located throughout the ceme-

tery. All of these tanks need to be tested to determine if they are still serviceable.

Some of these tanks are no longer in use and need to be removed. During the re-

moval process any soil that is contaminated will have to be removed and the area
left clean. The fiscal year 1994 request provides $350,000 to continue the process
of evaluation and tank removal. Four tanks have been removed so far during fiscal

year 1993.

Facility maintenance complex
The new maintenance shops and warehouse requested in fiscal year 1991 are cur-

rently being designed and will replace buildings constructed in 1930. These were

originally constructed as horse stables and converted to a cemetery maintenance fa-

cility in the late 1940s. They were not designed to house or service modem cemetery
equipment; consequently, they are inadequate for those purposes. Moreover, the ex-

isting facility did not meet the current OSHA standards.

Recently, the concept design was reviewed preparatory to the initiation of final

design. It was found that the available funds would not be sufficient to construct

the required facility as presently designed. The concept design was therefore reex-
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amined to identify and eliminate features whose utility no longer could be justified
in light of their cost. The remaining features were prioritized, so as to enable us
to proceed within the funds available with construction of a fuUy usable facility. The
features not being proposed at this time would be deferred for later consideration,

constituting a second phase of the project.
Construction of the new maintenance facility is forecast to begin in August of

1993. The facility maintenance complex will consist of work and storage areas for

three divisions (Facility Maintenance, Horticulture, and Field Operations), in three

separate buildings. There will be another building for warehouse operations and a

bmlding for the administrative functions associated with all of these operations. In

addition, the project will include a vehicle storage area, as well as employee bre^
rooms, locker and shower rooms, and meeting rooms. It will meet current building
standards, and will be located so as to faciUtate the efQcient performance of the

daily operations of the cemetery.

Old administration building fire

In our written testimony of a year ago we informed you of an early morning fire

on November 13, 1991, which damaged the old administration building. The build-

ing was originally scheduled to be transferred to the National Park Service, in ex-

change for land provided by the Park Service to construct the new Visitors Center
in Arlington National Cemetery. We provided the Park Service with $200,000 so

they covud contract for needed repairs on our behalf under the Economy in Govern-
ment Act. This allowed the Army to fund the minimum repairs—reconstruction of
the roof, exterior walls and windows—^that are necessary to protect the structure
from further deterioration.

Memorial Amphitheater combined project

In fiscal year 1992, the President's Budget requested, and the Congress appro-
priated, $4.8 million to repair rainwater leaks at the Memorial Amphitheater. In fis-

cal year 1993 $4.5 million was appropriated for a Marble Restoration project to be
undertaken in conjunction with uie Rainwater Leaks Repair project. The combined
project is 60% design complete and contract award is forecast for September 1993.

Work is scheduled to be completed in August 1995.

Approval of the fiscal year 1994 request will permit the Department of the Army
to continue the high standards of maintenance Arlington National Cemetery de-

serves.

Madam Chair, this concludes my remarks. We will be pleased to respond to ques-
tions fi*om the subcommittee.

SERVICE COMPLEX

Senator MiKULSKi, Mr. Dola, you are requesting $600,000 to ren-

ovate something called the Arlington Cemetery service complex.
Could you give us justification of this project and when it will be

completed? That is a large sum you are requesting.
Mr. DOLA. OK. The justification is that there are facilities and

equipment and service items in the facility that need to be
Senator Mikulski. Why don't you tell us what the Arlington

Cemetery service complex is?

Mr. Dola. It is a complex, and I will ask Mr. Metzler to join in

in a second here, to maintain the vehicles and equipment that Ar-

lington uses to maintain the grounds and buildings of the ceme-

tery.
Would you care to answer?
Mr. Metzler. The complex composes four buildings, and they

face each other. The buildings were constructed over 20 years ago
and have not kept pace with modem technology, such as fire alarm

systems and upgraded electrical service. We need to upgrade these

buildings, not only in this regard but in their physical appearance.
They are starting to need some outward facelifting. So the money
would be used for those projects. We hope to start the work next

year and we would hope we would conclude it in about 18 months.
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Senator Mikulski. $600,000 is a lot of money for four buildings,

only 20 years old. I mean, they are old, and I understand that, but

$600,000 is a lot of money for sprinklers.
Mr. Metzler. Well, the buildings have no fire safety protection

systems on them right now at all. And the power that is at the

building is barely adequate to maintain what we currently have. It

has not kept pace with the changing technology that we have used
down there.

Senator Mikulski. When will this project be completed?
Mr. Metzler. We estimate about 2 years from this point. We

would start the project next year. It would take about 18 months.
Senator Mikulski. I think the committee would like to see a fur-

ther elaboration on this $600,000 item. We do not dispute the fact

that any of these facilities, people and equipment are needed to

maintain Arlington Cemetery, but does the cemetery need a service

complex? But, for $600,000 we would just like to see a better pic-
ture.

Mr. Metzler. We would be more than happy to provide you with
a detailed explanation.

columbarium

Senator Mikulski. Considering that we are really going to be
faced with tight budget constraints, this budget is very, very tight,
and you have many serious needs.
And could we then go for the $520,000 for the design of the next

columbarium.
Mr. DOLA. Increment of the columbarium?
Senator Mikulski. I have a hard time sajdng it, but it is really

the cremating mechanism. What do you anticipate to be the total

cost of this? Again, is this because there has been such increased
demand?
Mr. Metzler. Yes, ma'am.
Mr. DOLA, That is right, and we do not have a cost estimate yet.

As you know, we recently completed the second 10,000-niche incre-

ment of the columbarium. We have 20,000 niches available at this

time. But at the rate that these are being used, we project that we
will be out of space in 1999. So we need to take steps now to have
a design, to produce a cost estimate in time to make a responsible
request to this subcommittee.
Senator Mikulski. Could I, just further anticipate the needs at

Arlington, the fact that, Greneral Kelley talked about, the GI Joe

generation, these are now veterans of World War II who are in

their late sixties and their seventies, some into their eighties. Is

that the major source of your request? The aging and dying of the
GI Joe generation, they want to be buried at Arlington and are en-
titled to be buried at Arlington? Is that why you have an increase
in demand?
Mr. DoLA. Yes; in short. But I wish Mr. Metzler would elaborate.

Mr. Metzler. The columbarium provides an alternate way of

burying remains.
Senator Mikulski. And it is one way we can meet this need of

people wanting to be buried at Arlington.
Mr. Metzler. Yes, ma'am.
Senator Mikulski. And we do not have the room to do it?
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Mr. Metzler. Right. Approximately one-third of our annual in-

terment activity does take place at the columbarium, so it is a very
important structure within the cemetery and it provides eligibility
for a lot of veterans who are not eligible for ground burial.

Mr. DOLA. Those rates of interment and inurnment, respectively,
are 3,500 for interments and 1,300 per year for inumments.

MASTER PLAN

Senator MiKULSKl. You see, I truly believe demography is des-

tiny. If you look at a population, it tells you what is going to hap-
pen. This takes me to the master plan. You seem surprised that
there is such an increased demand, but when one looks at the de-

mography of the GI Joe generation, it is an anticipatory demand,
a demand we can predict. That takes me to the master plan.
When will this plan be completed and what are the major issues?

Is this one of the issues that you anticipate?
Mr. DoLA. Let me say that we are going to award a contract for

the master plan in July of this year. And it would probably be fin-

ished in about 3 years. So we are going to survey the infrastructure

of the cemetery and also we might even—and the Superintendent
can add to this—address the questions of alternatives that we
might have for expanding the capacity.
Senator MiKULSKl. I think you have got to move quicker than

that. My job is not to be a micromanager. The clock is ticking. The
clock is ticking on the GI Joe generation. We have an aging popu-
lation. Arlington is a special place. I would hope that it is not just
a master plan to evaluate capital improvement needs which should
have been going on all along, but really to anticipate what Arling-
ton is going to be and needs to be for the rest of this decade and
into at least the first 5 years of the next century.
Mr. DOLA. Madam Chair, we agree with you and we appreciate

your guidance in this matter, as in all previous matters. And in-

deed, one of the reasons why we have indicated perhaps as long as

3 years is because we wish to consult with this subcommittee, with
the subcommittee in the House, and with other individuals who
have a deep and abiding concern on the future of Arlington Ceme-
tery.
We do not want to run off and do this entirely on our own, but

we realize it is our responsibility. Those who have an interest and
have valuable guidance to impart, such as this subcommittee, we
want to avail ourselves of that guidance.

Senator MiKULSKl. Well, I think we have given guidance. We
want you to do it, and we want you to do it as quickly as you can,
and to anticipate what demography is going to determine.
Mr. DoLA. We understand, and we thank you.

INCREASE OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS

Senator MiKULSKl. You are requesting an increase of $770,000
for construction contracts; we would like a list of those, project by
project, for what this increase will be.

Mr. DOLA. We will submit that for the record.

[The information follows:]
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Contractual Construction Project Increases

The area for construction contracts under object class 2500 is forecast to increase

by $770,000 to $1,370,000 in fiscal year 1994 and are comprised of the following

projects:

Removal of underground fuel tanks $350,000
Master plan completion 500,000
Design of the next Columbarium 520,000

Total 1,370,000

Senator Mikulski. Senator Bums?
Senator Burns. No questions.

MEMORIAL AMPHITHEATER

Senator Mikulski. While we are waiting for Senator Feinstein,
could you tell us the status of the memorial amphitheater project?
Mr. DOLA. That project is on schedule, Madam Chair, and we ex-

pect an award for construction for the combined memorial amphi-
theater project, which includes both rainwater leaks and marble
restoration, in September 1993. And we do anticipate a construc-

tion period of almost 2 years, so that it could be completed in the
summer of 1995.
Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Feinstein, do you have any questions

for this witness?
Senator Feinstein. No.
Senator Mikulski. Well, we will look forward to having the list

of the projects which would account for the increases, and we really
would look forward to knowing when this master plan is going to

happen, and if this is going to take forever, at least the framework
of your thinking on the GI Joe generation and how we will accom-
modate their rightful requests.
Mr. DoLA. Thank you very much. Madam Chair.
Senator Mikulski. Thank you.

additional COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

We will submit the balance of the questions for response in the
record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the Department for response subsequent to the hear-

ing:]
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QUESTION SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MIKULSKI

AWIINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY

SENATOR Mikulski: Vfhat specific steps is Arlington Cemetery

taking to implement the President's proposal to streamline the

Federal Government? Could you identify the cost savings identified

with those actions?
ANSWER: Arlington Cemetery has reduced a total of six FTE's

between FY 1993 and FY 1995, deferred the anticipated FY 199'* pay
raise and deferred some maintenance to implement the President's

proposal to streamline the Federal Government. The Deficit Control

and Productivity Improvement in the Administration of the Federal

Government resulted in the following reductions and cost savings

related to Administrative efficiencies at Arlington: for FY 199'<,

a three percent reduction ($11»J,000); for FY 1995, a six percent

reduction ($235,000); for FY 1996, a nine percent reduction

($360,000); and for FY 1997, a fourteen percent reduction ($574,000).
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR KOHL

MASTER PLAN

SENATOR Kohl: Please provide a brief description of the

Arlington Cemetery Master Plan, including cost estimates.
ANSWER: The proposed master plan would be comprised of three ma-

jor study components; long range plan, short range plan, and capital
investment strategy. The long range component will build upon an

analysis of demographic forces which determine the future demand for

burials and will document this demand and provide out-year burial

projections. Based upon this demand and projections, the long range
plan would provide an analysis of long range needs and would include
a land use analysis, utilities assessment, environmental quality/
natural and cultural resource analysis, transportation assessment,
and installation design guide. The capital investment strategy would

identify the capital projects required to support the long range plan
and would include a requirements ainalysis, tabulation of existing and

required facilities, and future development site plan. The short

range component will more fully develop immediate requirements (5-

year planning horizon) for capital investment projects. Environmental

analysis and documentation required to support all three master plan
components would also be developed. Other products would include
aerial photography and automated site mapping, existing condition

mapping. Natural Resources Management Plan, Historic Preservation
Plan, Physical Security Plan, and Fire/Life Safety Plan. The master

plan will be a comprehensive blueprint for the long term management
and stewardship of Arlington National Cemetery, including identifica-
tion of alternatives for keeping the cemetery open for burials beyond
2025, which is now projected as the last year in which Arlington will
be available for burials; and the plan will provide baseline
documentation to satisfy a broad range of environmental and other

regulatory concerns. It will provide a list and schedule of projects
and include, for major projects, a reconnaissance-level scope and

preliminary cost estimate. The cost is estimated to be $1,000,000.

SERVICE COMPLEX

SENATOR Kohl: Please describe the items that comprise the
estimated $600,000 renovation of the Arlington Service Complex?

ANSWER: The Service Complex, which consists of four buildings
completed in 1970, will be renovated by doing the following: replace
ventilation systems; provide additional electrical service; replace
all plumbing fixtures; replace heating and air conditioning systems;
replace, two portions of exterior wall to provide emergency safety
exits; replace incandescent lights with metal halide throughout the

complex; install an intercom and fire alarm systems; replace and/or
install ceiling tiles in office areas; replace floor tile; paint
interior and exterior of all four buildings; replace interior and
exterior doors and frames; and seal concrete floors.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Senator Mikulski. We now turn to Senator Roger Jepsen, the
Chairman of the National Credit Union Administration, for a re-

port.
Senator Feinstein, this is a morning for heroes, as you can see.

We heard from Commandant Kelley, we have talked about how we
will meet the needs of the GI Joe generation, he made a heroic ef-

fort, and now we have Senator Roger Jepsen, a war hero, a POW,
a former Senator, who now chairs the National Credit Union Ad-
ministration Board, and as you know, credit unions are an impor-
tant source of economic empowerment, often for people who would
not have access to banks, and also lets local communities deter-

mine their own destiny, right up your old hat as a mayor.
So we welcome you, Senator Jepsen.

BUDGET REQUEST

Though the Credit Union Administration does not receive appro-
priated funds, it does require legislative approval each year for the

capital and lending activity and the capital and administrative ex-

penses for its Central Liquidity Facility. We understand you have

requested a cap of $600 million, the same as it has been for the
last 13 years, and your request for operating funds for the facility
is 945,000, about the same as in 1993. You run a tight ship.
We look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OVERVIEW

Mr. Jepsen. Thaink you. Madam Chair and members of the sub-
committee. I do thank you for the opportunity to appear before you
and present our request for the NCUA Central Liquidity Facility.

Appearing here with me today are Ron Lewandowski on my far

left, your right, President of the Central Liquidity Facility; Mr.
James J. Engel, to my immediate right, who is the Deputy Greneral

Counsel; D. Michael Riley, Director of the Office of Examination
and Insurance, to my immediate left; and William C. Poling, Budg-
et Officer, on the far right.
For the fiscal year, as you indicated, 1994, we are—^first of all.

Madam Chair, I would ask that my written remarks be entered

(119)
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into the record as if read, and I will abbreviate and try to move
this along.
Senator Mikulski. Certainly; without objection, so ordered.
Would you like to take a minute for a glass of water? I am

coughing myself.
Mr. Jepsen. Thank you. I will grab some here if I need some.
We are again requesting a $600 million limit on the new loans.

This has, as you indicated, remained constant for the last 13 years
and, I might add, has proven to be adequate. We expect it to con-
tinue to do so. It serves as, to coin a phrase, a security blanket,
a confidence leveler for the entire credit union movement as a loan-
er of last resort for emergencies. And over the years, we have not
had to use it a great deal. But it has been used somewhat every
year, depending on how the balance of the conversions.

IMPACT OF PRIVATE INSURANCE CONVERSIONS

There has been massive conversions from private insurance to

Federal insurance, as you know, initiated or prompted by the
Rhode Island tragedy we had a couple of years ago. And most of
the conversions, I am pleased and thankful to be able to say, have
been made, and they have been made without any incident. We
have not had runs on financial institutions and we have now the

majority of them converted.
The largest number that remains is down in Puerto Rico, and for

the first time they have a new commissioner in Puerto Rico who
has indicated some interest in looking into Federal insurance. That
will be a big job, and we are following that very closely.

CLF OPERATING EXPENSE REQUEST

Regarding the CLF's operating expenses, we have requested the
committee consider again this year a $945,250 limitation for the
second year in a row. That is less than the previous year. A de-
crease of $750 is not much, but it is a decrease.

I might point out and remind the distinguished subcommittee
here that not 1 cent of tax dollars is involved in any of these items.
The expenses come from the stock that is paid voluntarily by credit

unions into the CLF and the interest that is gained off of those in-

vestments that we make on the money they submit on the stock

pays for the expenses. Historically, as a matter of record, any of the
loans that have ever been exercised out of this $600 million window
or access that we have, have always been paid back, and they have
been paid back with interest.

STATUS OF CDCU REVOLVING FUND

So we respectfully request that you support our authorization in

order that we might respond quickly to the changes in the credit

union community, if need be. And since fiscal year 1990, the NCUA
administration board has continued to issue appropriate regula-
tions and provide directions for implementing the community de-

velopment revolving loan program for credit unions. The past 3

years have been very active. Applications have been and are being
accepted from credit unions wishing to participate. We now have 41
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credit unions that are participating and we have made total—we
have loaned out the fund totally.
When we received it several years ago it had been laying dor-

mant through several agencies and nothing had been done with it.

We now have it structured and organized so that we are appl3ning
it. Credit unions are participating in it. And the fund has paid—
they have paid back $1.3 million in principal, and there has been
collected a total of $239,000 in interest on this fund, which we take

and, in turn, apply it to technical assistance and establish a re-

serve against any losses. In other words, technical assistance to

help these low-income credit unions to become more viable and do
a better job of managing.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CU STUDY

The National Credit Union board has directed that a 1-year pilot

program to study how we might even do better with regard to the

operations of these credit unions and supervision make it more ef-

fective. The results of that study will be available this summer.
Madam Chair, there has been much increased, and favorable in-

terest I might add, this year in community development credit
unions and the revolving loan program, particularly from the
House Members and the Senate banking committees. We are

pleased at the attention, and the record of NCUA in administering
the program, I believe, speaks for itself.

Mr. Robert Sw£in, who is a colleague of mine on the board, testi-

fied on this subject before the House Subcommittee on Financial
Institutions of the House Banking Committee on February 23, and
I would commend Mr. Swan's testimony to you and ask permission
to insert it in the record.
Senator MiKULSKi. Without objection.
[The information follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT H. SWAN, BOARD MEMBER,
NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

Chairman Neal and distinguished members of the Subcommittee, it

is a pleasure to appear before you today to discuss NCUA's

experience and involvement with Community Development Credit

Unions (CDCUs) . NCUA supervises and insures 8,200 federal credit

unions and insures 4,750 state-chartered credit unions. Of that

total, 143 are designated as "community development" credit

unions, institutions that bring financial services to our

nation's economically disadvantaged.

While the discussion of community development banks is a

relatively new concept, CDCUs have been serving in distressed

communities for several decades, in some cases for 50 years or

longer. Facing difficult challenges, CDCUs have proven that it

is possible to bring financial services to poor rural and urban

communities with minimal governmental assistance.

NCUA is committed to fostering a favorable regulatory climate for

CDCUs to operate and we stand ready to work with leaders in

Congress amd the White House whenever necessary.

I. CDCU CHAJRACTERISTICS

For purposes of NCUA's Rules and Regulations, a credit union

serving a predominately low income field of membership is

eligible to receive a "low income" designation. By receiving the

"low income" designation, these credit unions, also known as

CDCUs, 1) are entitled to accept nonmember deposits, and 2) may

participate in the Community Development Revolving Loan Program

for Credit Unions (the Program) , which I will address in a

moment .
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It is important to note that aside from these two differences,

CDCUs operate exactly as other credit unions. CDCUs have no

other special authority or powers and they must pass the same

excunination requirements as do all credit unions. Depending on

their individual size and capabilities, CDCUs may offer any

product or service needed by their members; including consumer

loans, first and second mortgages, home equity lines of credit

and small business loans.

NCUA has been ahle to extract data from our information base

which allows for a direct comparison of CDCUs with other credit

unions who serve more affluent memberships. This information is

proving extremely useful in determining different needs and

challenges facing financial institutions operating in distressed

areas.

As of midyear 1992, there were 14 3 CDCUs holding aggregate asset

of $255.4 million. These institutions average $1.8 million in

assets compared to an industry average of $19.2 million.

Clearly, CDCUs face difficult challenges. Their cost of doing

business is relatively high due in large part to the communities

they serve. Delinquency rates (loans over 60 days past due) run

3.4 times higher than rates for all credit unions. However, from

year-end 1991 to midyear 1992, CDCUs experienced a 14 percent

decline in delinquencies, from 6.3 percent to 5 . 5 percent. Given

the overall economic climate, we find that decline to be both

surprising and pleasing.

At year-end 1991, CDCU chargeoffs were running twice as high as

all credit unions. While we find this somewhat disturbing, it is

important to note that relative to CDCUs' delinquency rates,

actual chargeoffs are proportionately lower. In our opinion this

is an indication of member loyalty, where under difficult
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economic circumstances individuals are still living up to their

financial obligations.

As might be expected, CDCU operating expenses tend to be higher

than for all credit unions. This can be explained in part

because typical members have low balance -high demand accounts

which often strains a CDCU's limited resources.

From an operational standpoint, CDCUs face many seemingly

insurmountable difficulties. Yet, CDCUs have been able to build

capital that is comparable to that of all credit unions. Midyear

1992 numbers show CDCUs' equity capital at 7.3 percent compared

to 7.7 percent for all credit unions. This is an indication that

for all the challenges CDCUs face, they are successfully serving

their communities. Appendix I and II detail a number of salient

characteristics of CDCUs.

ZI. NOMKEKBBR DEPOSITS

Credit unions serving economically distressed citizens often need

outside resources and capital to play a meaningful role in their

communities. NCUA recognizes the valuable contribution low cost

funds can make to a CDCU's operation. Consequently, our "limited

income" designation permits CDCUs to accept deposits from groups

outside their 'designated field of membership.

Specifically, up to 20% of a CDCU's total shares may be from

nonmember sources. CDCUs wishing additional nonmember deposits

beyond 20 percent of shares may obtain a waiver through our

regional offices.

At year- end 1992, approximately 10% of total CDCU shares were

from nonmember sources. Low member loan demand and depressed

interest rates have reduced the potential return from nonmember
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deposits but as the economy gains momentum, NCUA expects to see

more activity in this area.

The Agency has come under criticism from groups who feel that our

policy regarding nonmember deposits hampers CDCUs ability to

grow. They would prefer that few or no limitations be placed on

an institution's aibility to gather outside deposits. The Board

remains convinced that our nonmember deposit rule is an

appropriate safety and soundness measure, but we are nevertheless

committed to work with CDCUs to address their concerns.

III. RECENT IHITXATZVBS

NCUA has taken concrete steps to better assist CDCUs, recognizing

their unique characteristics and value, while maintaining our

focus on safety and soundness. The road has been difficult, but

things are beginning to improve. Between 1982 and 1990, an

average of 45 CDCUs a year either lost their "low income"

designation or were merged or liquidated.

Recognizing the need for more intense supervision, NCUA for the

past two years has placed a greater emphasis on CDCUs. I am

pleased to report that we are already witnessing improvement. In

1992, the number of CDCUs lost fell to only seven and it appears

that the number of CDCUs may actually increase this year.

A. Community Development Revolving Loan Progrcim (Program)

The Community Development Revolving Loan Program was established

by Congress with a $6 million appropriation in 1979 (PL 96-123).

The Community Services Administration (CSA) administered the

Program in cooperation with NCUA until 1983, when Congress

transferred authority to Health and Human Services (HHS) .
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Between 1983 and 1986, HHS failed to implement regulations and

the Program became dormant. Congress transferred the Program to

NCUA in 1986.

The Office of Management and Budget subsequently informed NCUA

that the Gramm-Rudman- Hoilings Act suspended the program.

Congress had limited federal assistance programs to the most

recent spending level. Since no funds had been previously

dispersed and there were no provisions in the Budget

Reconciliation Act to the contrary, 0MB concluded that no monies

could be expended. However, in late 1988, the Congressional

Appropriations Committee directed NCUA to begin making loans.

The Program is designed to assist CDCUs by making available to

them low interest loans for development activities in their local

communities. The interest received on the loans is then used to

provide technical assistance to the same participating credit

unions. NCUA assumes all operational expenses.

Since NCUA assumed exclusive responsibility for the program more

than $6.3 million in low interest loans have been revolved with

an additional $1 million to be loaned later this year. Technical

assistance is being fully funded and we are finding that demand

is beginning 'to outstretch available funds.

I am pleased to report that since NCUA began administering the

Program, not a single loan has fallen delinquent and no losses

have been incurred. Consequently, the fund balance has actually

begun to slowly increase and is now almost $6.7 million.

The success of the Progreun lies within its unique structure.

NCUA and participating credit unions have the ability to tailor

loans and technical assistance to meet the specific needs of each
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institution. The fact that the prograun ia revolving in nature

assures that funds will be made available in future years even

though demand and need may exceed the Prograun' s resources.

B. CDCU Pilot Program

After three years of operating the Revolving Loan Progreun, we

realized there were areas where our regulations were inadequate

or outdated. Consequently the Board last July approved a one-

year intensive pilot program (Appendix III) , that is charged with

reviewing the entire scope of our activities as they relate to

CDCUs. Select NCUA personnel were chosen to steer the program

and substantial progress has already been made. We are on

schedule to complete our work later this summer.

In brief, the accomplishments of the program will result in:

The development of an information data base which will
distill operational strengths and weaknesses of CDCUs;

A review of our examiner training prograun to ensure that
staff are sufficiently trained in areas of cultural
diversity to meet the unique challenges associated with
regulating CDCUs;

Development of a cadre of NCUA staff with specialized
knowledge and awareness of CDCUs;

A review of chartering procedures to speed up the
process;

Issudnce of new rules and regulations relating the
Revolving Loan Program, and other CDCU related sections.

As a part of the program, NCUA staff conducted four public

meetings with CDCU representatives in New York, Philadelphia,

Atlanta and Washington, DC. Those sessions were well attended and

characterized by valuaible and spirited exchanges. It is our hope

that these meetings conveyed to CDCUs and their supporters that

the NCUA Board and staff are prepared to listen and consider

issues which need to be addressed.
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C. Chartering

We have already reviewed chartering policies as they relate to

the establishment of CDCUs. Perhaps the most important news I

bring to the subcommittee today is that the NCUA is back in the

business of chartering new CDCUs. After a lapse of almost four

years, the NCUA Board approved last October two CDCU charters and

at our most recent board meeting chartered a third.

These institutions will serve communities in South Central Los

Angeles, Omaha and Central Brooklyn. The new CDCUs will operate

in areas of great need, areas where the most common financial

institution is a check- cashing outlet or a pawn broker.

As NCUA gains more experience in chartering and fostering the

growth of CDCUs, we will continue to streamline the chartering

process. The most recent charter was awarded approximately six

months after receipt of application. NCUA will continue to

focus, however, on the long-term viability of each new charter.

It is our strong feeling that the establishment of new charters

should not be tied to an artificial number within an artificial

time-fraune. Progress in this area, if it is to be real and

lasting, must proceed with careful consideration.

D. New Regulatory Proposals

Last fall, NCUA proposed regulations changing sections as they

relate to obtaining a "low income" designation and the operation

of the Revolving Loan Program. The comment period closed on

February 1, and we expect to implement final changes in April.

The proposed rule is attached as Appendix IV.
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If adopted, and I expect that they will, these changes will ease

the requirements for obtaining a "low income" designation, ease

documentary burdens, make all CDCUs eligible to participate in

the Revolving Loan Fund's technical assistance program and reduce

regulatory burdens.

CONCLUSION:

Mr. Chairman, long before the term "community development

banking" became a high profile topic of discussion in our

country, NCUA began in earnest to review its own policies

relating to CDCUs and to improve relations between the regulator

and the regulated. The NCUA Board understands and accepts the

vital role CDCUs play in their communities. We are committed to

playing a positive role in fostering CDCU development while

protecting the well-capitalized credit union share insurance

fund. This process remains dynaunic and ongoing.

It is our sincere belief that CDCUs have a vital role to play in

any initiative where community development is a goal. While the

Congress attempts to find solutions to the unmet financial needs

of distressed, communities, we would respectfully submit that

CDCUs can serve as models of successful self-help. NCUA stands

ready to provide assistance and guidance wherever needed.
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APPENDIX I

Limited Income Credit Unions
This research study was written by Lindsay L. Neunlist, Office of

Examination and Insurance.

"Limited income" is the designation the National

Credit Union Administration (NCUA) uses to

identify credit unjons that serve a predominantly
lower income field of membership. The term is

similar to but different from "community develop-

ment" credit unions. Community development
credit unions are self- selected, whereas limited

income credit unons meet specific criteria estab-

lished by the NCUA Board. Credit unions with this

designation are entitled to:

(1) take nonmcml)er deposits up to 20 percent

of shares, and

(2) obtain loans from the Revolving Loan Fund.

As of year end 1991, there were 156 federally

insured, active or merging credit unions with this

designaHon, with a total of $282,557,742 in assets.

Their assets average $1.8 million, compared to $1.6

million at year end 1990. As a group, they have

equity capital of 7.7 percent of assets, not including

allowance for loan losses. This capital level is the

same as for all federally insured credit unions.

Overall delinquency is 5J percent, more than three

times higher than the average for all credit unions.

The loan-to-asset ratio is 61.7 percent, a little higher

than for all credit unior«. The average CAMEL code

is 3. See Table 1 for a summary of the characteristics

of these credit unioru compared to all federally

insured credit uruoiu.

These credit unions are not distributed equally

among the regions. Regioij III has the largest share,

with 40 percent by count arul 30 percent of the

assets. Table 2 shows the numbers of these credit

unions and the amount of their assets by region.

Limited income credit unions duster in a few "type

of membership" codes. The most prevalent one is

religious, followed by rural community groups that

are not government-assisted. Next are government-
assisted urban groups ai\d "other" urban commu-

nity groups. The "government assistzmce" in these

category i\ames refers to Office of Economic Oppor-

tunity and Conunuiuty Development funds that

were given out in the 1960s and 19708. These funds

are gone now, so these codes probably mean "used

to be government-assisted". Table 3 lists the types

of membership of low income credit uniotxs.

TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF UMITED INCOME
CREDIT UNIONS COMPARED TO ALL

CREDIT UNIONS

Number
Assets

Average size

Equity capital ratio

Delinquency ratio

Loan-to-asset ratio

Average CAMEL

Linuted

Income

156

$282357,742

$1.8 million

7.70%

5.40%

61.70%

TABLE 2

All

CUs

12960

$225,157,080,894

$17.4 million

7.70%

160%
58.80%

DISTRIBUTION OF LOW INCOME CREDIT
UNIONS AND THEIR ASSETS BY REGION
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References to "all" credit unions or "other" credit

unions include all federally insured, active or

merging credit unions. The limited income numbers
are included in the totals because they are not large

enough to affect the results.

TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF LOW INCOME CREDIT
UNIONS BY TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP

Religious 35

Rural corrununity groups,
not goverrunent-assisted 32

Urban community groups,

goverrunent-assisted 22

Urban comm. groups,
not government-assisted 20

All other assodational groups 15

Fraternal, professional, and trade 5

Multiple groups, no predomiiumt type 4

Rural community groups,

government-assisted 3

Mult, groups, primarily occupational 3

Cooperatives 2

Labor union groups 2

Manufacturing, food and related

Cherrucals and allied products

Machinery except electrical

Other, manufacturing
Utilities

Services

Health

Services, other

Local government
Educational, colleges and universities

Educational, elementary and secondary

Note: "government aasistance' refers to Office of

Economic Opportunity and Commimity Develop-
ment funds.

The Income Level Associated with Lim-
ited Income Credit Unions

The NCUA Rules and Regulations which control the

implementation of the Federal Credit Uruon Act set

the income limit for low income credit unions at the

'lower level standard of living classification as

established by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
and as updated by the Employment and Training
Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor".

Appendix I gives complete citations of the Federal

Credit Union Act and the NCUA Rules and Regula-
tions regarding ail aspects of the Limited Income

program.

The BLS sets the lower level standard of living at 70

percent of the median household income, by house-
hold size. As of 1990, the overall median household
income in the U.S. was $29,943. Lets call it $30,000,

of which 70 percent is $21,000. The average house-
hold size these two incomes are associated with is

2.6 people.

To give perspective on this number, the Congres-
sional Budget Office reports that the bottom 20

percent of households (this size group is called a

"quintile") live on less than $14,000 per year, with

an average income of $8,200. The average income
of the second quintile from the bottom is $20,000,

with a range of $14,000 to $26,000. About 30 percent
of all households live on less than $21,000.

This group has had a decline in real (that is, after

inflation) pre-tax income since 1977, while all higher
income levels have had real gains. Thus the often

spoken conclusion that the poor are getting poorer.

In micro-economics, it is a basic principle that below
a certain level of income, households are

"dissavers," that is, they spend more than they brmg
in. They manage this feat either by dipping into

savings or by failing to pay back borrowings.

Moving up the income scale, no one knows at what
income households move from being dissavers to

savers, but the demarcation probably falls between

$15,000 and $20,000. The connection between

"dissaving" and low income has obvious implica-
tions for low income credit unions.

The Recent History of Limited Income
Credit Unions

Because of changes at NCUA in computer hardware
iind software, long-term information on low income
credit unions is limited. We have basic information

back to year end 1987, and a listing for mid-year
1982. Table 4 displays this information. Unfortu-

nately, the numbers in Table 4 are contaminated by
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some large credit unions in 1987 and 1988 that may
have been incorrectly coded. Most likely, since 1982

the number of low income credit unions has con-

tinuously declined. Table 5 gives counts of gairts

and losses since 1987.

TABLE 4

NaJMBERS AND ASSETS OF LOW INCOME
CREDIT UNIONS

1982 and 1987 through 1991
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credit unions. Overall, limited income credit unions

leport 12.4 percent as their income on loans, com-

pared to 11.4 percent for all credit uiuons. The

higher average yield is especially striking the heavy
emphasis on mortgage lending, which geiterally is

lower yielding.

Table 8 displays the interest rates reported on the

year-end 1991 Call Report for types of loans most

likely to be used by lower income borrowers. Note:

these are interest rates that would be charged to a

new borrower as of December 1991, not the yield of

the current portfolio.

The higher rates are made necessary by the some-
what higher credit risk associated with many lower-

income households. For better or for worse, lenders

cannot turn down a high risk applicant at the

"going" rate and offer him or her a higher rate

commensurate with her/his credit status. One
credit union solves this problem for car loarts by
stepping up interest rates as the age of the collateral

goes up: cars less than 5 years old get one rate, older

cars get a higher one.

Since credit unions can't explicitly set interest rates

appropriate to the particular credit risk, each

institution selects its risk level by setting its interest

rate. Better credit risks get better rates by borrowing
elsewhere. Worse risks get worse rates at fiiunce

comparues or rMighborhood lenders. Thus, the

limited income credit uruon becomes the "lender of

next-to-last resort."

TABLE 6

MORTGAGE AND NONMORTGAGE LENDING
BY PEER GROUP LIMITED INCC»1E CREDIT

UNIONS - YEAR END 1991

Total Dollar Amount of Loans

Peer Nonmortgage
Group Mortgages Loai\s

AU
Loans

1 $337,300

2 $5,079378
3 $25,429,948

4 $26,993,262

$6,038,511 $6,375,811

$24,076,241 $29,155,819

$35,381,697 $60,811,645

$51,020,282 $78,013344

Total $57,840,088 $116316,731 $174356.819

Average Dollar Amount of Loan*

Peer

Group
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TABLE 7 (cont)

Total DoUai Amount of Loans

Peer Nonmortgage
Group Mortgages Loans

AU
Loaru

$4721381 Si92.60t37S $296323,756

$102,294373 $2,073,713,983 $2,176,008356

$1,897362,796 $10,636323,939 $12333,886,735

$10,245,874,142 $23,747,120,434 $33,992,994376

$12,249,952,692 $36,749,760731 $48,999,713,423

Average Dollar Amount of Loans

Peer

Group

1

2

3

4

Total

Nonmortgage All

Mortgages Loans Loai\s

$6,031

$12,768

$19,032

$24,654

$23378

$1,959

$2357
$3,218

$3,041

$3,065

$1,978

$2,965

$3,681

$4,134

$3,916

Peer group 1: less than $500,000 in assets

Peer group 3: $2 million to $10 million

Peer group 2: $500,000 to $2,000,000

Peer group 4: over $10 million

TABLES

INTEREST RATES CHARGEDON SC«vIE LOAN
TYPES - YEAR END 1991

Type of Average interest

Loan rate charged by
limited income CUs

Uruecured 1432
Used auto U.40
Fixed-rate

first mortgage 10.61

Closed-end

fixed-rate second 1Z18

Average interest

rate charged by
all CUs

14,23

11.82

10.11

11.12

Delinquency

Limited income credit unions have a total delin-

quency rate of 5 5 percent, 3.4 times the 1.6 percent
rate experienced by all federally iiuured credit

unioiu. The rate of charge-offs, net of recoveries, is

1.6 percent of loans, only Z3 times the average rate

for all federally insured credit tinions. Therefore,

limited income credit unions are in better shape than

one might thiixk, based solely on the delinquency
rate.

Table 9 shows the comparisons between delin-

quency rates and net charge-off rates for limited

income and other credit unions.

TABLE 9

DELINQUENCY AND NET CHARGEOFF
RATES FOR LIMITED-INCOME AND

ALL CREDIT UNIONS
YEAR END 1991

Limited

ir«come

CUs

Delinquency
rate

Net charge offs

53
1.6

All CUs

1.6

0.7

Ratio of

Limited income

to all CUs

3.4 times

23 times

Deposits by Membeis

Limited income credit uiuons rely more heavily on

regular shares than do other credit imions: 54

percent of their deposits are in regular shares,

compared to 46 perceiU for others. Table 10 dis-

plays the percentage distribution by type of share

account for limited income credit unions compared
to all credit unions, as well as dividends currently

being offered.

It is encouraging to rw>te that limited iiKome credit

unioru have aggressively lowered their dividends

It appears that dtey have succeeded better in keep-

ing up with the market as rates declined than did

the mainstream credit uiuons.
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TABLE 10

DEPOSITS BY TYPE OF SHARE ACCOUNT
UMTTED INCOME CREDIT UNIONS COMPARED

TO ALL - YEAR END 1991

Percenf Distribution
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provision for loan loas category, where the limited

income group is much higher.

TABLE 11

OPERATING EXPENSE PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

All CUs Peer 2 Low Income

Employee Comp.
and Benefits 42.07% 39.57% 39.85%

Travel and
Conferences 1J4% 1.35% 1.91%

Office Occupancy 5.78% 3.47% 6.07%

Office Operations 19.10% 14.76% 17.60%

Educational and
Promotional 2.20% 0.93% 1.21%

Loan Servicing 2.82% 1.57% 1.76%

Professional, Outside

Services 6.50% 5.77% 6.29%

Provision for Loan
Losses 1239% 12.95% 17.28%

Provision for

Invstmnt. Losses 0.10% 0.09% 0.03%

Member Insurance 357% 1Z01% 3.17%

Operating Fees 0.94% 1.64% 1.15%

Misc. Operating

Expenses 3.01% 5.87% 3.69%

Total Operating

Expenses 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

The next table compares the amount of the provision
account to the net charge offs for limited income
credit unions and all others. It shows that even with

the relatively high level of this account, it is under-

funded compared to other credit unions, where the -

provision account exceeds net charge o££s.

TABLE 12

PROVISION FOR LOAN LOSSES COMPARED TO
NET CHARGE OFFS

Limited

Income All

Credit uruoiu Credit uruoiu

Charge-offs $3,212,133 $1,038,181,651

Recoveries $543,325 $171,291376
Net Charge-offa $2,668,808 $866^90,075

Provision account $2327,605 $990,289,283

Ratio: Provision

account to netCO4 94.71% 114.23%

Limited income credit unions spend larger shares of

their expenses on certain line itesns ai\d less on
others. However, overall, their expenses are larger

compared to either assets or iiKome than the ex-

penses for other credit unions. To get a feel for this

effect, the percent distribution given in Table 11 has

been expanded proportionately to reflect the percent
of assets that expetues represent for limited income
credit uruons aiul two other groups of credit unions.

Table 13 shows the results, which make clear that

limited income credit uiuons spend a high percent-

age of their assets on compensatior\. This is partly a

problem of scale: the Peer group 2 credit unions

spend almost as large a share of their assets. The

greater expenditures on compensation are worth-

while if they buy more expertise for dealing with the

special problems of limited income credit unions.

It is predictable that a limited iiKome credit union

would spend more on office operatioiu, because the

small account aiul loan sizes increase operating
costs. On the other harul, it is surprising to see

limited income credit unions spending more on

travel, office occupaiuy, and professioiud services.
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APPENDIX I

The Credit Union Act and Regulations
Regarding Limited Income Credit Unions

The Federal Credit Union Act mentions lower
income households three times.

First, in Section 101(5) (12 USC 1752(5)), in the

definition of "member account", provision is

made for non-member accounts in "credit

unions serving predominantly low-income
members (as defined by the Board)".

Second, in the Powers section (Section 107(6), or
12 use 1757 (6)), the Act references these credit

unions in giving the power "to receive from . . .

non-members . . . payments ..." in accordance
with other provisions.

Third, finaUy, Section 120(0 (12 USC 1766(f)),

authorizes the Board to "make investigations
and to conduct researches and studies of the

problems of persons of small means in obtaining
credit at reasoiuible rates of interest. . .

"
In this

Section, the Act further authorizes reporting on
such research and conducting experimental ,

developmental, and traiiung projects related to

promoting more effective operation of credit

unions serving the poor. Not since 1971 has

Congress appropriated any funds to carry out
these activities.

The Rules and Regulations (Section 701.32) give
regional directors the authority to give a credit
union "low income" status, so that non-member
deposits up to 20 percent of shares may be insured.
The regional director may grant the designation if a

simple majority of a credit union's members:

(1) have annual incomes below the "lower level

standard of living classification as established by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and as updated by
the Employment and Training Administration of
the U.S. Department of Labor". The lower level

standard of living is set at 70 percent of the
median household income by household size,

(2) live in public housing for which they qualify
on the basis of income,

(3) qualify as recipients in a community action

program, or

(4) are enrolled as full-time or part-time stu-

dents.

Part 705 of the Regulations specifies how the Re-

volving Loan Fund is to be used by credit unions
which serve "predomiiumtly low-income members

"
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APPENDIX II

Limited Income Credit Unions by Region

Reg f on Nams Ci ty State
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Regl on Nam* City State

3 IBERIA PARISH
3 PINEY GROVE COMMUNITY
3 SELMA-OALLAS COMMUNITY
3 UNION
3 CLEVELAND
3 FOURTH WARD
3 FRIENDSHIP COMMUNITY
3 FAB CHURCH
3 SHELBY
3 WHEAT STREET CHURCH
3 LESTER ALABAMA
3 AVENUE BAPTIST BROTHERHOOD
3 ST. JAMES A M E CHURCH
3 ST. JOHNS AME BIRMINGHAM
3 TULANE MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
3 LINCOLN COMMUNITY
3 TABERNALLE
3 ST. PAULS LAFAYETTE
3 MACEDONIA BAPTIST CHURCH
3 NEJA
3 north gulfport community
3 demopolis
3 inoianola community
3 ninth ward
3 CO
3 YORK CITIZENS
3 FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OAKLAND
3 NORTH EAST KY CAP
3 ZACHARY COMMUNITY
3 CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI
3 UNIFIED SINGERS
3 COLLEGE STATION COMMUNITY
3 STEWART COUNTY
3 ISSAQUENA COUNTY
3 CLARKE COMMUNITY
3 ST. JOHN SELF-HELP
3 PUTNAM COUNTY
3 WARE COUNTY
3 P. A.
3 GREENE COUNTY
3 STEPHENS COUNTY COMMUNITY
3 B.O.N.D. COMMUNITY
3 LAUDERDALE COUNTY
3 FOGCE
3 GRANT PARK-S.A.N.D.
3 CHOCTAW
3 POC
3 EAST CENTRAL
3* CENTRAL APPALACHIAN PEOPLES'
3 QUITMAN COUNTY
3 COMMUNITY TRUST
3 PR I CHARD
3 HOLY GHOST FAITH

NEW IBERIA
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Reg i on Name City State

3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

SOUTH
TRI-CO
ROWAN-
ST. LU
CHOWAN
SELF-H
ST . MA
PUERTO
BETHEL
ISRAEL
T U F

C T A

CAPITA
HVS
NORTH
NEAR E

AUSTIN
MAR ION
UNITED
KNIGHT
INTERL
SISSET
CHI CAN
COMMON
FIRST
SCICAP
UCB CR
PEOPLE
MISSIO
O.U.H .

I SLA V
MISSIO
AMERIC
DESERT
NORTHS
FAMILY
WATTS

OKEECHOBEE COMM ,

UNTV
IREDELL AREA
KE

ELP
RTIN OE PORRES
RICAN SOCIETY
BAPTIST
METHCOMM

DEVELOPMENT

PARISH

C

CITY

SIDE COMMUNITY
ASTSIDE COMMUNITY
/WEST GARFIELD
COUNTY
COUNTIES

S OF PYTHIAS /326
AKES COMMUNITY
ON-WAHPETON
OS POR LA CAUSA
GROUND COMMUNITY

AMERICAN

EDIT UNION
S INO CHURCH
N ARTS EMPLOYEES

ISTA COMMUNITY
N AREA
AN SAMOA GOVERNMENT EMPS,

VALLE
AST COMMUNITY

UNITED

.IS

BELLE GLADt
AHOSKIE
SALI SBURY
WINDSOR
EDENTON
DURHAM
CHICAGO
WAUKEGAN
DAYTON
CHICAGO
CHICAGO
CHICAGO
COLUMBUS
CHlLLlCOTHt
CHICAGO
INDIANAPOLJ
CHICAGO
JEFFERSON
TAYLOR
DALLAS
MAOI SON
AGENCY VILLAGE
PHOENIX
DALLAS
WINDOW ROCK
LEON
SALT LAKE
LOS ANGELE!
ASHLAND
EUGENE
ISLA VISTA
SAN FRANCI
PAGO PAGO
EL CENTRO
SAN franci:
WILMINGTON
LOS ANGELE!

CY
•S

SCO

SCO

FL
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
IL
IL
OH
IL
IL
IL
OH
OH
IL
IN
IL
TX
TX
TX
SO
SD
AZ
TX
AZ
lA
UT
CA
MT
OR
CA
CA
GU
CA
CA
CA
CA
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APPENDIX III

Credit Unions that gained the Limited

Income designation since 1987

Newly designated in 1988 Years since cliartered

First American
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APPENDIX IV

Credit Unions that lost the limited income

designation since 1987 that were

merged, liquidated, or taken over

(Purchased and Assumed)

Yean aince

Dropped in 1988 chartered

West Philadelphia Community M 8
Franldin Coffimunity L 20
St. Regis Mohawk L 9

Hartford Avenue Baptist Ch. L 10

Continental Assoc, of Resolute L 7

Wyckoff Heights Hosp. Emp. M 26
Mobile Home Owners M 5

Greater Covington M 19
Mid City Southeast San [Tiego L 4

Royal Orleans Emp. M 27
Southern CA Service Station Assoc. M 3
Baden Ormond M 36
Lackawarma Laundry EmpL M 50
St. Peter Claver L 24
Our Lady of Guadeloupe L 27
PAB M 4fl

Mingo L 20
Sonlite Christian L 3
Greater Mt. Olive Baptist L 21

Hopkins House Neighborhood L 20
Emanuel Institutiorutl L 23

Dropped in 1989

Hope-Coronado M 20
Southside L 11

Allegheny W. Commuiuty L 8
Central Illinois Chapter M 8
Citizens Coalition L 11

People's United L 16
St. Thomas Parish L 42
Nicholas County L 20
St. Augustine Parish M 56
Santone M 39
SWS M 24
Cherokee M 22
MABC M 6
Council for Human Services L 10
Chase aty L 35
Mt. Gilead I. 30
St. Johns of Dalworth "> L 31
Libertad L 15

Joint Community PA 21

John the Baptist L 24

Dropped in 1990

Paul Cuffe

Syracuse Neighborhood
Desire Area
National Amer. Indian

North Hartford

Delta VaUcy
Oidyapi
A<tS Employees
Brag
Telfair

Dropped in 1991

Northern Maine
Carteret County
Long Beach Community
NW Neighborhood
Second Baptist Church
Goodwill Employees
Lithonia

Pilgrim Baptist
St. John Bosco

Ensley Neighborhood
Guyton Commuiuty
Taborian
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APPENDIX V

Detailed infonnalion on types and sizes of share accounts at limited income credit unions

Number of Accounts

Type of
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APPENDIX II

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CREDIT UNIONS
PROGRESS REPORT
AS OF JWVE 30. 1992

As of June 30. 1992, NCUA identified 143 credit unions as community development credit unions

(CDCUs), not including student credit unions. These credit unions have a total of S255 4 million in

assets. 0. 1 percent of all federally insured credit union assets. CDCUs showed growth of S. 1 percent

since the 1991 year-end Call Report. All credit unions grew 7.9 percent during that period. The

average CDCU had SI .8 million in assets compared to an average of SI9.2 million for all credit

unions.'

Delinquency and Charge-oiTs Both Down

Delinquency has dropped by 14 percent, from 6.3 percent to 5.5 percent. The average for all credit

unions has also dropped. Given the recessionary economic climate of the first half of the year, both

declines are surprising, but that for CDCUs is more surprising.

The drop in delinquency has not been purchased at the expense of higher charge-offs: the net charge-

off account is also lower, down from 1 .7 percent to 1 .0 percent. Pan of this decline is seasonal,

because CDCUs. being smaller, are more likely to charge-off loans at the end of the year, when they

close their books.

Equity Capital: Same Dollars, Lower Ratio

In dollars. CDCUs held about the same amount of equity capital (regular reserves, other reserves, and

undivided earnings) at the end of the period as the beginning. Since assets grew, the equity capital

ratio declined slightly, from 7.5 percent to 7.3 percent. For all credit unions, the average equity ratio

is 7.7 percent. The ratios are so close because of the size distribution of CDCUs. This table compares

equity ratios by peer group.

EQUITY CAPITAL BY PEER GROUP
CDCUs VERSUS ALL CREDIT UNIONS

Peer Group CDCUs A|l CUs

Vess than $500,000 13 6 13.7

$500,000 to 2 mln 7.5 10.4

$2ni]nto 10 mln 6.5 8.8

$10 mJn to 20 mln 7.1 7.9

When comparisons are made by peer group, CDCUs are somewhat lower at each level. The peer

group from $10 million to $50 million is the largest that contains any CDCUs. While capital is lower

*

The growth comparisons given do not match up with Research Study No. 17 because the mid-year 1992

numbers are iniemally consislent. that is. (he 143 credit unions were compared with themselves six months earlier

to calculate growth. Any credit union that was a CDCU at year end 1991 but not at mid-year 1992 was

eliminated from the analysis.
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than the average credit union, it still is adequate. As a group, CDCUs need to focus on ensuring that

growth in capital matches growth in assets. This will stabilize trends and ensure that this subset of

credit unions remains strong.

Income and Expenses

Gross income is down from 10.9 percent of assets to 9.8 percent. This drop is comparable to the drop

experienced by all credit unions: 10. 1 percent to 8.8.

Operating expenses as a percent of average assets rose slightly, from 4.6 percent to 4.8 percent. The

same statistics for all credit unions are 3.3 percent at year-end and 3.2 percent for mid-year. CDCUs
will always have higher expenses than other credit unions, because average loan and account balances

are low, and the membership tends to need expensive, labor intensive services such as check cashing

and money orders. The higher level of delinquencies also makes for higher costs in the collection

department. Still, it is puzzling that operating expenses went up for CDCUs while declining slightly

for all credit unions.

An analysis of the number of workers and their pay sheds some light on the higher expenses

experienced by CDCUs. For this analysis, the CDCUs will be compared to Peer 2 credit unions, all

credit unions with assets between $500,000 and $2,000,000. The average CDCU has $1 .8 million in

assets, so it would be in the second peer group. The CDCUs report 205 full-time employees and 129

part-timers (25 hours per week or less). That works out to 1.4 full-time employees and 0.9 part timers

per credit union. For all Peer 2 credit unions, the average is 0.8 full-time employees and 1 .2 part-

timers per credit union. To correct for differences in the sizes of credit unions, the number of

employees per million dollars of assets was computed: it is 0.8 for CDCUs and 0.7 for all Peer 2

crMlit unions. Therefore, CDCUs have 14 percent more staff for their size than other credit unions.

Office of Examination and Insurance

November 30, 1992
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APPENDIX III

NATIONAL CREDfT UNION ^VDMINISTRATON
WASHirslGTON. O.C. aO^dSB

BOARD ACTION MEMORANDUM

TO: NCVA 3cari DATE: July 7, 19 9 2

FROM: Chairrnan, CzzrzcMT.Lzy Deveiopmer.c StJBJ: Pilor Prcgra.-. -

Revciving loan Prcgram for Ccr--unir "/"level c

Crediz Un.rr.s
"

tner.r Credir 'Jnic

ACTION REQUESTED: Prsvids for a piloc program for ccT-.ur.i:v
aevelcp.T.er.z crediz unior.s wirh che escablishmen- of a ccrr.T.ii-ee
review all aspects and operations, both incernaily and external
related to rcOTRun:.ty developxent credit unions.

DATE ACTION REQUESTED: July 28, 1992

OTHER OFFICES CONSULTED: Office of General Counsel, Office cf
Z;<a.T.inacicn and Insurance, Office of Inspector General,
a-.z All Regional Offices.

VIEWS OF OTHER OFFICES CONSULTED: Concur

BUDGET IMPACT, IF ANY: None

RESPONSIBLE STAFF MEMBER: Ron Lewandcwski

SUMMARY:

After looking closely ac Ccr.T.unity Developmenc Credit 'Jnion =

ClCl's. for three years under the Community Deveiopn'.ent Revcl/i:
lean Program for Credic Unions, it has become apparent that a

cc.Tprehensive review of CDC'J operations and NCUA's related
regulation and supervision program is in order. This proposal
e.-.visicns a one year pilot program which would review CIC'J rela:
regulations, supervision and chartering procedures, NCl'A staff
training, and Che possible develocr.ent of core staff feur.iliar v:

IIC'J operations. The pilot prograLT. would also develop a mere
detailed information base for use m analyzing key factors ar.cn;

ClCl's . The stated purpose of t.'ie pilot program is to enhance
NCl'A' s regulatory' and super'/isicn program as it relates to nil's
and to improve the safety and soundness of CDCUs i.n ser-/ing t.-.ei

eccnc.Tiically disadvantaged ccr-.unit les .

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Recomrend t.-.at tr.e NCUA 3oard approve s. z . .

program with the establishr-ent :: a committee, to be na.T.ed wit.-.

15 days, to review all aspects ;: tcrtnunity development credit
unicns within a one vear ti.-= :ri.-e. -—~ ,'^
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BACKGROnNS

The National Credit Union Administration is in its third active
year of administering the Community Development Revolving Loan
Program for Credit Unions (Part 705 of the NCUA Rules and
Regulations) . During this period, it has become apparent that it
is time to revisit some of the operational aspects of community
development credit unions. This would include both external and
internal reviews.

This will be accomplished with the establishment of a committee
that would oversee a pilot program covering a number of items
discussed in this Board Action Memorandum. It is also being
recommended that the duration of this pilot program be limited to
one year with all recommendations/changes being in place at the
end of that time.

Items that would come under the purview of that committee would
Include the following:

1 - An information base concerning the operational strengths and
weaknesses of community development credit unions will be

developed. It would be used by the credit union industry and by
the National Credit Union Administration in developing and

implementing policy and procedures in dealing with community
development credit unions .

2 - A review of the examiner training programs will be conducted
to determine if the examiner staff is provided with sufficient

diversity training to prepare them for the unique challenges they
face in supervising community development credit unions. This is

an issue that has been raised by the credit union industry and
needs to be addressed. The results of this investigation would c^

shared with the responsible staff personnel and changes, if

necessary, would be reconvnended .

3 - A review of existing NCUA Rules and Regulations that are

geared to commmity development credit unions will be conducte:j
This will Include, but is not limited to the following; limited
income (toaignation; nonmember deposits; participation in the

revolving loan program; and similar items. This process will
also call for connents from the credit union industry.

4 - A cadr^ of NCUA staff who have a greater knowledge and
understanding of conntunity development credit unions will be

developed. The first step in :!-.is process took place during -.-

last application period for the revolving loan program when

regional liaisons were appointed and met with community
development credit unions as part of the loan award process.
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5 - A review of NCUA chartering policies, as they relate to
community development credit unions, the excimination and
supervision of those credit unions, as well as the use of special
assistance to improve their survivability will be undertaken.
Community development credit unions hold that by their very nature
their operations are somewhat different than those of most natural
person- type credit unions. It is their belief that the regulator
needs a better understanding of CDCU operations and to provide
more flexibility in the examination process. One of the goals of
this pilot program will be to examine such claims as to validity
and to make recommendations for change if necessary and
appropriate.

It is intended that all review and any subsequent changes be fully
completed one year from the date of the NCUA Board approval.

APPENDIX IV

Appendix IV appeared in the Federal Register, vol. 57, No. 231,

Tuesday, December 1, 1992 / Proposed Rules.

CONDITION OF THE CU INDUSTRY

Mr. Jepsen. Finally, Madam Chair, although I realize this hear-

ing is on the central liquidity facility, I would like to take a mo-
ment to share with you the condition of the credit unions and their
Federal insurer.

The best year in history for all federally insured credit unions
was 1992. Their shares grew by 13.6 percent. Earnings increased
73 percent. Delinquencies are at an all-time record low in both the
number and the assets in problem credit unions declined dramati-

cally. Most importantly, for the 5th year in a row, under very ad-
verse circumstances I might add for all financial institutions, the
credit unions' capital continued to increase, and it stands now at
8.1 percent, an all-time historic high.
So I am pleased to be able to give you this good news, to share

it with you, and assure you that we will continue to do all we can
to maintain the safety and the soundness, as well as the service,
to the millions of credit union members in the credit union family
in this country.
Thank you.
[The statement and biographical sketches follow:]

Statement of Roger W. Jepsen

Madam Chair and members of the subcommittee, thank you for this opportunity
to appear before you and present our request for the NCUA Central Liquidity Facil-

ity. Appearing here with me today are Ron Lewandowski, President, Central Liquid-
ity Facility; tmmes J. Engel, Deputy General Counsel; D. Michael Riley, Director of
the Office of Examination and Insvu-ance; and William C. Poling, Budget Officer.

For fiscal year 1994, we are again requesting a 600 million dollar limit on new
loans. This requested limit has remained constant for the last 13 years and, I might
add, has proven to be adequate during these years. While I have every reason to

believe that this amount continues to be adequate, some recent developments within
the credit union community may dictate otherwise. What I am referring to is the

continued conversion of privately insured credit unions to coverage provided by the

national credit union share insurance fund. If membership confidence in privately
insured credit unions erodes, we may well find ourselves encountering a greater de-

mand for short-term hquidity from the Central Liquidity Facility by those credit

unions that are affected.

Regarding the CLF's operating expenses, we are requesting that the committee
consider a $945,250 limitation when approving ovu* portion of the HUD-Independent
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Agencies budget. Our request this year represents a decrease of $750 from last

year's approved limitation. This is the second consecutive year that there has been
a reduction in our request.

If a liquidity crisis should arise, the Central Liquidity Facility needs to be pre-

J)ared

to act, and we believe that the committee's authorization of a 600 million dol-

ar new loan limit should be adequate for fiscal year 1994, unless membership con-
fidence in the privately insured credit unions causes a liquidity problem as I men-
tioned previously.
Madam Chair, we respectfully ask that you support our authorization request in

order that we may respond quickly to changes in the credit union community. By
supplying a source of emergency funds, the Central Liquidity Facility bolsters public
connd.ence during periods of liquidity stress.

Since fiscal year 1990, the National Credit Union Administration Board has con-
tinued to issue appropriate regulations and provide direction to implement the com-
munity development revolving loan program for credit unions. For the past three
consecutive fiscal years and again in fiscal year 1993, applications have been and
are being accepted from credit unions wishing to participate in the program. During
this period, $6.5 million has been provided to 41 credit unions that are now partici-

pating in the program. These credit unions have repaid $1.3 million in principle as
of February 28, 1993, leaving an outstanding balance of $5.2 million. In addition,
interest has been collected totaling $239,000 which is used to provide technical as-

sistance and to establish a reserve against any losses which may occur.
The National Credit Union Administration Board has directed that a 1-year pilot

program be undertaken to study £dl aspects that relate to low-income credit unions
to determine what changes, if any, need to be made to make the operations of those
credit unions and the supervision of them more effective. The results of that pro-

gram will be provided late this summer. Based on anticipated recommendations, we
expect improvements in the operations of these credit unions, stresunlining the ad-
ministration of the revolving loan program, and most importantiy greater participa-
tion by credit unions.
Madam Chair, there has been much favorable interest this year in community de-

velopment credit unions and the revolving loan program, particularly from members
of the House and Senate Banking Committees. We are pleased at the attention and
the record of NCUA in administering the program. Mr. Robert Swan, my colleague
on the NCUA Board, testified on this subject before the Subcommittee on Financial
Institutions of the House Banking Committee on February 3. I would commend Mr.
Swan's testimony to you and ask permission

to insert it in the record.

Finally, Madam Chair, although I realize this hearing is on the Central Liquidity
Facility, I would like to take just a moment to report to you about the condition
of cre^t unions and their Federal insurer.

1992 was probably the best year ever for federally-insured credit unions. Shares

grew 13.6 percent, earnings increased 73 percent to $3.1 billion, delinquencies de-

clined to a record low, and both the number and the assets in problem credit unions
declined dramatically. Most importantiy, capital reached 8.1 percent, the fifth

straight year of growth in this vital ratio.

I am pleased to be able to give you this good news, and to assure you that we
will do all we can to maintain the safety and soundness of the credit union system.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today and present our re-

{^uests for the Central Liquidity Facility. We would be pleased to answer any ques-
tions that you may have.

Biographical Sketch of Ronald N. Lewandowski

Ronald N. Lewandowski is President of the National Credit Union Administration
Central Liquidity Facility.
As President, Lewandowski serves as the Operating Officer of the Central Liquid-

ity Facility by providing overall planning, supervision, and administration of the or-

ganization. He is responsible for establishing an maintaining controls within the
Central Liquidity Facility (CLF) to insure that the objectives of the CLF are exe-

cuted is a manner consistent with the law, regulation, and the policies of the CLF
Board. The NCUA Board serves as the CLF Board.
Lewandowski joined the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions, the predecessor of the

National Credit Union Administration in 1968 as an Examiner in Detroit, Michigan.
He progressed through the examiner ranks culminating with a promotion to Liq-
uidation Specialist in the Regional OflBce in Toledo, Ohio. He served in a number
of other regional office positions ending with his selection as Deputy Regional Direc-

tor in 1982. He served in that position in the Chicago Regional Office, the Boston
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Regional Office, and the Capital Regional Office in Washington, D.C. In 1988, he
was appointed Treasurer of the Central

Liquidity Facility and served as Acting
President since December, 1991. In August 1992, he was appointed to the position
of President.

Prior to becoming an examiner. Lewandowski served in the U.S. Army and was
employed by the U.S. Postal Service while attending college. He is a native of De-
troit, Michigan, and holds an accounting degree from the Detroit Institute of Tech-

nology.

Biographical Sketch of James J. Engel

James J. Engel is the Deputy General Counsel of the National Credit Union Ad-
ministration. Mr. Engel assists the General Counsel in directing the Agency's legal
staff in providing legal advisory services to the NCUA Board and other Offices of

NCUA, administering the Agency's rulemaking program and representing the Agen-
cy in all litigation and administrative proceedings.
Mr. Engel is a native of New Milford, New Jersey, and currently resides in Be-

thesda, Maryland. He received a B.A. in economics from St. Francis College, Loretto,

Pennsylvania, and a J.D. degree from the Columbus School of Law, Catholic Univer-

sity, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Engel began his Government service in 1969 in the General Counsel's Office

of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation before joining NCUA in
April

of 1973.
Prior to being named Deputy General Counsel in 1985, Mr. Engel served as NCUA's
Assistant General Counsel, Division of Litigation and Liquidation. Mr. Engel also
serves as NCUA's Ethics Official.

Biographical Sketch of Wiluam C. Poling

William Poling is the Budget Officer of the National Credit Union Administration.
As Budget Officer, Mr. Poling has overall responsibility for the Agency's budget,

which includes the Central Liquidity Facility, the NCUA Share Insurance Fund and
the Agency's Operating Fund.
Mr. Poling joined NCUA in December of 1980. From 1974 to 1980, he was a budg-

et analyst with the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
Prior to that, Mr. Poling worked in various corporate accounting and budget relat-

ed jobs in private industry.
Mr. Poling received his bachelor's degree in Business and Finance in 1971 from

the University of Maryland.

Biographical Sketch of D. Michael Riley

D. Michael Riley is Director, Office of Examination and Insurance for the National
Credit Union AdBiinistration.
As Director, Riley is responsible for the safe and sound operation of the National

'

Credit Union Share Insurance Fund, the federal fund which insures member sav-

ings at 13,000 credit unions across the country. Riley also monitors the examination
and supervision procediires at federal and federally insured credit unions. This in-

cludes management of the National Credit Union Administration's annual exam
progreun conducted by the Agenc/s examiners; collection and evaluation of financial

data credit unions suomit semiannually; maintenance of the CAMEL Rating System
and Financial Performance Report, which evaluates and compares their financial

condition.

Riley joined the National Credit Union Administration as an Examiner in Greens-

boro, North Carolina, in 1972. He progressed through the ranks and moved to

Washington in 1981 as the Chief of Examination and was later named Director of

the Department of Risk Management. He then served as Regional Director of the

Agencys San Francisco Regional Office. Returning to Washington in 1985, Riley
held the concurrent roles of Central Liquidity Facility President and Share Insur-

ance Fund Director. He was appointed Director of Examination and Insurance in

April 1985.
A native of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Riley holds an Accounting degree fh)m the Uni-

versity of Alabama.
Riley is a 1989 recipient of the President's Meritorious Rank Award, an award

for federal senior executives who demonstrate exemplary performance.
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HEALTH OF THE CU INDUSTRY

Senator Mikulski. Thank you very much, Senator. We always
use this opportunity to get a little sense of what is happening in

the credit union community, as well as the specific request that you
make. Can you give us a picture of the health of the credit union

industry? And how this compares, say, with a year ago? Has the

beginning of the recovery had a positive effect on the industry?
What is happening out there in America?
Mr. Jepsen. Fortunately and thankfully, I can report that 1992

was the best year that credit unions have ever had. They are at

a historic all-time best shape in every single area and benchmark
of measurement of financial institutions that they have ever been,
^d we continue to look rather optimistically ahead and feel that

they will continue to serve, today some 64 million members.

TTiey provide access to millions of people in this country, access
to credit that they would not otherwise nave. And to that end we
are committed to safely and soundly supervise these credit unions
and at the same time lead with our hearts so that we do both, lead
with our head and hearts, to provide access to credit to millions of

Americans who otherwise would not have it. That is our commit-
ment. And the record speaks for itself

ECONOMY AS IT RELATES TO CU'S

Senator Mikulski. We understand your commitment, but the
credit union community does not have control over the economy. So

my question was really, is the economy picking up and, therefore,
the issues around, say, defaults and so on—and I am not talking
about those who just advocate responsibility, the laid off, the unem-
ployed, the middle manager who suddenly was tuition poor, mort-

fage
poor, and then got laid off, I just wonder what is—have those

ind of problems begun to decrease? And also, based on what you
see, is there a recovery?
Mr. Jepsen. Well, there has been a general recovery, slow recov-

ery, but it would be my analysis
of the national economy there are

some areas of the country that are better than others. We share
the same problems of financial institutions that all of them experi-
ence when you have a flat economy or the bottom dropped out of

the real estate market as it did in New England a couple of years
ago.

But, generally, I think the success of the credit unions, more
than the increased slow improvement of the economy, has been due
to the improvement in management generally and the results of

our years of training and supervision.

CONDITION OF LOW-INCOME CU'S

Senator Mikulski. Your testimony indicates you have a study

underway of low-income credit unions and even a pilot project in

this area. Could you share with us why you initiated this review

and what problems exist that suggest we need changes in how they
are regulated or operated?
Mr. Jepsen. Well, the problems have been consistent over the

years in the low-income credit unions. First of all, taking first

things first, in the chartering area there is a great need for commu-
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nity organizations to work together to build the basis for a success-
ful chartering of a credit union. We have facilitated and we con-
tinue—part of the project is to study how we might even be greater
catalysts in this area to help initiate and bring to conclusion a suc-
cessful chartering of a community credit union.
Once that has been done, these credit unions then have by na-

ture command and demand much more attention. They take a lot

more man-hours and time because they are not necessarily adept
in the—many times because it is a volunteer basis—in the adminis-
tration and the management. We have had special training for our
examiners to assist these people, once their credit union is estab-

lished, to—^for lack of a better word—nurse it along, carefully su-

pervise, and work to help them attain and maintain a viable insti-

tution.

I indicated just a few minutes ago that in this area, quite under-

standably, over the years low-income credit unions and financial in-

stitutions that provide this access to credit to those of less afflu-

ence, there is a tendency to lead with their heart, only. We work
very hard to make sure that they work and lead with their head
as well as their heart so the institution stays in business.
To that end, we have been committed to improve and develop,

and that is the main thrust of this proiect and study, is to see how
we can even do a better job to give this guidance, which extends
more than just in money matters. It extends in helping develop
people in their money management, their feeling about themselves
to have their first home or small business, whatever it may be.

AGENCY COOPERATION WITH NRC

Senator MiKULSKl. We understand. I think that gives us good in-

sight. One of our suggestions is that within this cluster of inde-

pendent agencies we fund an agency called the Neighborhood Rein-
vestment Corporation. And I think they could be a resource of in-

sight to you. I would suggest you have a conversation—^this is not
a dictate from the Chair—^but the Neighborhood Reinvestment Cor-

poration is a small independent agency whose job is to develop
grassroots community organization support for self-help.

It is a capacity-building organization that has been primarily or-

ganized around housing. They have a tremendous amount of exper-
tise, particularly in the area of knowing how to help organize the

community and do capacity building. They have had to train people
to be board members and a variety of other things, when they have
done nonprofit corporations and housing.

I suggest that you might find, in conversations with them, in-

sights. Because they are like you. They are entrepreneurial, they
are locally based, they are oriented to capacity building, and that

is what you £ire talking about in the community. So we pass that

on to you.
Mr. Jepsen. Senator, in fact, we have continual liaison with

them, and we had a board member on their board. So we partici-

pate with them in every meeting.
Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Feinstein, do you have any questions.
Senator Feinstein. No; I have no questions.
Senator MiKULSKl. Well, we have specific questions for the record

on the conversion of private credit unions to Federal insurance, and
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also on the Central Liquidity Facility, which we will welcome your
testimony on. But I think this gives us a pretty good idea on the
status of credit unions and your testimony answered many of our

questions. So we thank you very much and look forward to working
with you.
Mr. Jepsen. Thank you, Madam Chair.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Senator MncuLSKi. We will submit the balance of the questions
for response in the record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the Administration for response subsequent to the

hearing:]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MIKULSKI

CU CONVERSIONS ACTIVITY

QUESTION: Conversion of private credit unions to federal insurance. You are

requesting a $600 million limit on new loans from the Central Liquidity Facility.

-- In your testimony, however, you indicate that rate of the conversion of private

credit unions to federal insurance may effect that

— Can you give us some details on the rate of conversions, what's driving the

intensity of this conversion rate, in what areas of the country, and when we'll

know if we have to adjust the $600 million loan limit upward ?

ANSWER: Since January I, 1991 (date of the closure of the private credit union

insurer in Rhode Island - RISDIC) through September 30, 1992, 660 credit

unions with insured shares of $6.7 billion have converted to federal insurance.

Another 86 have converted this fiscal year, and 776 remain uninsured Of the

uninsured 242 are in Puerto Rico, and seven are corporates Excluding these

credit unions, deposits of the remaining 527 are approximately $5 billion.

Most of the conversions have occurred in the New England area, and Texas,

Florida, and Georgia Most remaining uninsured credit unions are concentrated in

Ohio and Tennessee

We foresee less than 200 conversions this fiscal year, with the remaining

converting over the next several years. Unless their is a failure of one or more of

the several remaining private insures (which is not anticipated), there would be no

to increase the CLF loan limit.

CLF INCOME GROWTH

QUESTION: CLF Income. I note that you are projecting an increase of about

24% in the income of the Central Liquidity Facility in 1994. Yet the growth form

1992 to 1993 was only 4 percent. What accounts for this large jump in the CLF's

income ?

ANSWER: The anticipated increase of approximately 25 to 30 million in loans to

credit unions for fiscal year 1993 an 1994 will generate additional interest income

on the spread obtained from borrowing from the Federal Financing Bank versus

the rate charged to credit union's.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LEAHY

Question: Mr. Chairman, one of the central policies outlined by President-elect

Clinlon in his December economic summit wis to encourage the formation of

community development credit unions (CDCUs) and community development
banks. CDCUs can act as a major force of economic development in two areas of

our nation traditionally suffering from the lack of credit availability: inter-cities and

rural areas. What is the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) doing to

promote the formation of CDCUs to serve as credit resources for micro-businesses

and low income individuals in these areas?

Answer: Currently, NCUA recognizes approximately 140 "low-income" credit

unions, institutions serving predominately poor members. We estimate that an

additional 100 to 200 credit unions operating today serve predominately low-income

members even though the institutions have never asked to be so designated by
NCUA. Due to regulatory changes made by the Board last month which ease

documentary burdens, NCUA expects many of those existing institutions serving in

economically distressed areas to request a "low-income" designation and admittance

into the Community Development Revolving Loan Program for Credit Unions.

In addition, after a four-year period when no community development-type charters

were granted, NCUA recently approved federal charters (South Central Los

Angeles, North Omaha, central Brooklyn, Houston) or granted deposit (share)

insurance for state charters (Denver, Camden, NJ) enabling these financial

cooperatives to bring credit union services to distressed communities. It is possible
that by year's end, a total of 10 new charters might be approved.

The increase in chartering activity is related to steps taken by NCUA recently to

encourage faster internal processing of chartering requests. The two charters

approved last October took several years to process while charters acted on earlier

this year were completed in as little as six months. In most cases NCUA can

complete work on charter applications in one year or less.

It is the position of NCUA that the level of chartering activity should not be

artificially determined, but rather should proceed at levels determined by

community groups as they come forward with application requests. The process of

establishing new credit unions, especially those serving in economically distressed

communities, 'requires thorough planning and supervision by all groups involved,

and should proceed only when adequate planning has taken place. The Board

firmly believes that this process helps ensure a reasonable chance of viability once

an institution begins operation.

Question: Mr. Chairman, President Clinton's "A Vision of Change for America"

requested $354 million over the next four years for the establishment of community

development banks and credit unions. These funds would assist in the creation of a

network of lenders to provide credit for businesses, housing, and individuals

traditionally undeserved by lending institutions. How would you propose this $354

million best be used to promote the establishment of CDCUs and would you

support the use of these public funds to provide equity infusion for burgeoning
CDCUs?
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Answer: President Clinton's desire to assist the development of financial services in

our nation's economically distressed areas is a laudable goal and NCUA is

committed to assist in that effort to the fullest extent possible. The issue of equity
accumulation in low-income credit unions is an important consideration since it

directly impacts an institution's long term viability, lowers their cost of funds and

allows for increased levels of lending in their communities.

"Low-income" credit unions in aggregate hold equity at levels roughly comparable to

the credit union industry at large. While this level can be called "adequate," NCUA
would support greater accumulations of equity as an additional safeguard to the

higher delinquency and charge-off activity that generally take place in these

institutions.

The Board has not taken a position on the issue of direct equity infusions of

taxpayer funds into low-income credit unions as a means of increasing equity. In the

event that Congress concludes that such an option is appropriate, NCUA would

strongly suggest that Agency involvement in the distribution of funds be required to

help ensure that monies only go to viable institutions operating in a safe and sound

manner.

Question: Mr. Chairman, a CDCU in my state has brought to my attention that the

posture of the NCUA toward small and micro-business tending is restrictive. If this

is the case, how is the NCUA going about modifying its policies to promote, not

restrict, prudent small micro-business lending?

Answer: In September 1991, the NCUA Board finalized a member business loan

rule that became effective January 1, 1992. Consistent with the Board's fiduciary

responsibility to protect the interests of all federally insured credit unions and the

National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF), the final rule was adopted
in light of significant problems and excessive losses associated with this type of

lending by credit unions.

At the time, credit unions held approximately $1.9 billion in member business loans.

This translated to 1.4 percent of total loans or .8 percent of total assets for federally

insured credit unions. Some 1,300 credit unions or 10 percent of all federally

insured credit unions were engaged in this type of lending. In the ten years prior to

the 1991 rule, NCUSIF lost over $300 million due to poor business lending. This

represented over half the share insurance fund losses during the 1980s even though

only 1.4 percent of total assets were involved.

In examining call report data we found that problem or troubled credit unions had a

disproportionately higher level of member business loans than other credit unions.

We also found that poorly reserved credit unions held a larger amount of member
business loans in proportion to other, better reserved credit unions. Overall, the

data revealed that credit unions with the poorest general condition and poorest

ability to withstand losses tended to have the greatest involvement with member
business loans.
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Tliere are two points which seem to get lost in the shuffle by those CDCUs
dissatisfied by our rule or actions taken by the agency regarding member business

loans. The first is that the 1991 rule was not adopted in a vacuum. In January 1991,

the NCUA Board proposed major changes to the member business loan rule

adopted in 1987. The agency received 744 comment letters regarding the proposed
rule. It is an extremely rare occurrence that the agency would revise and again issue

a proposed rule for comment. However, because of the concerns raised by the

industry, NCUA proposed a revised rule in April 1991. We received 403 comment
letters on the revised proposed rule. In addition to thoroughly reviewing the

comment letters received, NCUA held numerous meetings and discussions with

various individuals and groups including CDCU representatives. The final rule

incorporated several accommodations as a result of comment letters received and
discussions held including specific concerns raised by CDCU representatives.

The second point is while the agency has received general complaints regarding the

member business rule, we need specifics. Last December we asked CDCU
representatives to outline where the specific problems were in our Regulation and
how they can be addressed. We have not yet received a response. We welcome
constructive dialog regarding this issue and the Board recognizes that loans for

business purposes are an integral part of some credit union's lending programs.

Notwithstanding the foregoing discussion, the NCUA Board recently issued for

comment a proposed change to the member business rule. Currently, member
business loans below $25,000 are excluded from restrictions in the rule. We have

asked for comments on raising this threshold to $50,000. It is precisely because the

1991 rule put in responsible safeguards and has had its intended effect -- reduction

in losses -- that we are able to consider changes at this time.

Question: Mr. Chairman, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board, and the Office
of Thrift Supervision put out a joint statement saying they would take action to

encourage more small business lending by reducing documentation for loans,

allowing more "character" lending, instituting a regulatory appeals process, and

changing appraisal guidelines. Will the NCUA follow the joint action being taken

by these four agencies? If not, what specific action will the NCUA take in this

regard?

Answer: NCUA's response (attached) to the President's initiative was announced
March 31, 1993.'
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR KOHL

CDCU TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

QUESTION: Please describe the National Credit Union Administration's pilot

program for providing technical and administrative assistance to low-income and

community development credit unions.

ANSWER: The National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) administers the

Community Development Revolving Loan Program for Credit Unions (Program).
In July of 1992, the NCUA Board directed that a pilot program be undertaken to

review all aspects that affect low-income credit unions. This included a review of

chartering policies, the definition of a low-income credit union, statistical data, the

examination and supervision of low-income credit unions, training of examiner staff,

a review of the administrative functions to reduce the amount of paper being

generated by the Program, and a review of the rules and regulations related to the

Program.

The technical assistance which is provided through the Program is endless. It is

provided by a third party with expertise in the area where assistance is needed. It

could involve the training of credit union staff and/or officials, marketing

programs, audits, computer systems, etc.. Any request that is submitted by a

credit union is viewed on its own merits. There is no laundry list from which they
can pick or chose. They must be creative in determining what their specific needs

are and that in turn is confirmed through the regional office responsible for the

examination and supervision of that credit union. The only limitation is the amount
of funds that are available to cover the costs of that assistance.

CDCU TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

QUESTION: Will the program be expanded to other areas of the country ?

ANSWER: As a result of a change to the regulation that the NCUA Board

approved on April 19, 1993, technical assistance will be available to any credit

union in the country that has the low-income designation. This is a change from

previous years where it was necessary that the credit union actually had to have

received Program money before they would be able to obtain technical assistance.

NCUA To Reduce Regulatory Burdens

Washington, D.C., March 31, 1993—^The federal agency responsible for regulating
and insuring credit unions today pledged to reduce regulatory burdens.
In response to President Clinton's initiatives, the NCUA Board pledged to begin

cutting regulatory burdens within 90 days. Initiatives include:—Reducing business loan documentation requirements,—Easing appraisal requirements,—
Streamlining complaints and appeals, and—
Minimizing duplicate work between state and federal examiners.

"NCUA has long been committed to balancing safety and soundness concerns with
the credit unions' need to compete in the marketplace," said Chairman Roger Jep-
sen. "Annually, NCUA reviews and revises examination procedures and relations
with this balance in mind. Today's initiative is primanly an acceleration of that
process."
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Within the last six months, NCUA has:—Instituted flexible examination procedures,—Revised the CAMEL rating system for more flexibility and consistency,—Created a Technical Development Group to further automate examination data

collection, and—Surveyed all credit unions for regulatory burden concerns.

The Board's policy statement released today was based on the "Interagency Policy
Statement on Credit Availability" created by banking and savings and loan regu-
lators. Although NCUA was not a member of the interagency working group, 9ie
credit union regulator supports and will incorporate many of their ideas to reduce

regulatory burdens.
The full text of the NCUA Board's policy statement is attached.

The National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) continually reviews examina-
tion policies and procedures in order to improve efBciency and reduce burdens on
credit unions. NCUA's goal is to strike a balance between safety and soundness con-

cerns and credit unions' need to compete in the marketplace. To this end NCUA re-

cently:—Instituted flexible examination procedures (October 1992) that give examiners
broad authority to structure the scope of examinations according to the credit

union's health. Based on a system of variable scope examinations the agency
has used since 1981, the new procedures allow examiners more leeway in reduc-

ing functions such as loan review when the credit union has a track record of

successful performance.—Revised the CAMEL Rating System to incorporate credit union and examiner
recommendations for more flexibility and consistency in rating credit union per-
formance. Effective date April 1,1993.—Created a Technical Development Group consisting of central office and regional
staff to work on using automation more effectively in the examination process.
The group's priority is to reduce examiner requests for data during the exam-
ination, leaving the examiner with more time to communicate on substantive
matters with credit union officials.—Surveyed all credit unions for regulatory burden, learning that NCUA regula-
tions are not the primary source of concern but could benefit from some
changes. HMDA requirements and IRS regulations generated the greatest num-
ber of comments. NCUA will redouble its efforts to help ease tiiose burdens
fi-om other regulatory agencies.

In addition to liiese initiatives, NCUA expects to act in the following areas, based
on the "Interagency Policy Statement on Credit Availability," within 90 days. Sec-

tions of that statement having no application for credit unions or NCUA are not ref-

erenced here.

1. Lending to small business owners

(a) Credit unions are primarily personal, consumer lenders, with less than one

percent of activity in business loans. NCUA recognizes, however, that loans to indi-

viduals operating small businesses are a legitimate and time-honored tradition for

some credit unions. NCUA will review the definition of member business loans, and
will ask for comment on the possibility of raising the threshold for following the

Member Business Loan regulation fii^m $25,000 to $50,000. These proposals reflect

NCUA's confidence that well-operated credit unions will continue to follow safe and
sound lending Practices.

(6) To help ensure that adequate credit is available to creditworthy borrowers,
NCUA will remind examiners that character-based lending is an important part of

the credit union tradition.

2. Reducing appraisal burden and improving the climate for real estate

(a) NCUA's current regulation allows additional collateral to be accepted without
an appraisal, assuming the real estate is taken as "an abundance of caution," thus

requiring no action from NCUA at this time.

(6) NCUA will ask for comment on the possibility of increasing the de minimus

appraisal requirement to $100,000 fi-om $50,000, in order to avoid confusion and to

be consistent with other regiilators. (Regardless of the de minimus level settled

upon, however, credit unions will remain obliged to produce a written estimate of

the collateral's market value when a certified appraisal is not required.)
(c) NCUA generally prefers that credit unions follow GAAP as the recognized ac-

counting standard, but will review the application of GAAP to in substance fore-

closure rules and other real estate owned to determine if rigid adherence to GAAP
places undue burden on credit unions.
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3. Enhancing and streamlining the complaint and appeals process

NCUA believes that complaints are resolved most effectively when the credit

union begins by discussing any concerns with the examiner. From there credit union
officials may discuss unresolved concerns with the siipervisory examiner, regional
office staff, regional director, Washington staff, and NCUA board members. In rare

instances, however, it may be more appropriate for a credit union to appeal directly
to Washington. In such cases NCUA will make a Quality Control Officer available

to help resolve complaints and appeals.

4. Improving the examination process and procedures

(a) NCUA will continue its efforts to minimize and, ideally, eliminate duplicate
work between state and federal examiners. Recent technological advances will en-

able NCUA to download examination data directly from the data source, saving time
for examiners and credit unions.

(6) NCUA will continue efforts to ensure that examinations are performed uni-

formly across the country while continuing to recognize the uniqueness of each cred-

it union. NCUA will also continue to fine-tune the core exam that serves state aiid

federal credit unions well.

(c) Within the next year NCUA expects to create a communications center to co-

ordinate all examination and supervision activities, with information available to ex-

aminers and credit unions through an electronic bulletin board or e-mail system.
(d) NCUA is updating and significantiy improving the Examiner's Gmde to pro-

vide examiners and credit unions with a clearer understanding of the exam Process.

An improved Guide will also reduce the number and extent of regional guides and
instructions. This ongoing project will run to October 1994.

5. Continuing further efforts and reducing burden

Every regulation at NCUA comes up for review every three years. This practice
will continue, along with renewed commitment to making the regulatory environ-
ment for credit unions a model of efficiency and common sense.

NCUA's goal is to remain a fair and responsive agency that adjusts course accord-

ing to changing circumstances. The turbiilent times of the recent past called for a
conservative regulatory position

to help ensure continued faith in the credit union

system. Today, the gooa health and high level of safety and soundness in credit

unions allows for a different strategy of flexibility and innovation. Well-run credit

unions have proven that they can manage risk well, and NCUA has been adjusting
examination and supervision programs accordingly. This flexibility will continue,

along with a new emphasis on innovation that technology makes possible.
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STATEMENT OVERVIEW

Senator Feinstein
[presiding].

Mr. Gambino, I would like to wel-

come you on behalf oi the committee. The Chair will return in a
moment. I would perhaps suggest that you begin your testimony.
Mr. Gambino. Madam Chair, I do have a written statement that

I would like to submit for the record.

Senator Feinstein. Thank you very much. That will be included
in the record.

Mr. Gambino. I also have a brief oral statement of about 4 min-
utes that I'd like to make.
Senator Feinstein. Please proceed.
Mr. Gambino. I am very pleased to appear once again before the

subcommittee. It is a pleasure to meet with Madam Chair and
other members of the committee and to discuss with you matters

concerning the Selective Service System.
I have served the agency for a little over 2 years now. I am

pleased to report that it continues to perform its important mission

successfully, while its employees remain good stewards of the tax-

payers' money. Almost every year, as a result of innovative initia-

tives by members of our staf^ we have managed to exact a finan-

cial savings. We have operated effectively and even assumed new
functions with budget increases limited to mandated additions for

salary and inflation. This is a tribute, not only to our professional

managers, but to a wide spectrum of employees across the agency.
I believe this record of financial responsibility is rarely matched
within the Federal establishment.
Because the cold war is over, some are sa5dng we do not need the

Selective Service anymore, but most Americans are not so short-

sighted. In fact, last year when an amendment came up on the
House floor to eliminate funding for the Selective Service System,
it was soundly rejected on a nonpartisan vote of 310 to 96. Well,

perhaps the world is safer today. Then again, more nations have,
or are acquiring, nuclear bomb capability and tensions still exist in

the Middle East and the Persian Gulf Plus, the very breakup of

the Soviet bloc which you also recently applauded is producing un-
certainties and conflict. Russia, itself, teeters on the brink of gov-
ernmental

paralysis
or worse.

As President Clinton said in his State of the Union message, and
I quote, "This is still a dangerous and uncertain time. We must be

prepared to lead the world, a world challenged by ethnic conflict

(163)
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and by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction," end

quote.
We, as Americans, tend to be very trusting and optimistic about

the future. But our memories must not become so short term that
we jeopardize our national security. Simply put. Selective Service
is a very inexpensive defense manpower insurance policy. This is

especially true at a time when we are downsizing both the Active
and Reserve forces at unprecedented rates.

Perhaps more than ever we need to have this inexpensive backup
system in case of a national emergency or other circumstances
which require an addition to our voluntary forces. And despite our

intelligence resources, history tells us that the plain truth is that
no one possesses a crystal ball, especially when it comes to human
nature and unstable governments.
The Selective Service System continues to perform its vital mis-

sion with an annual budget which is today smaller in real dollars

than it was 10 years ago. But we are well aware of the need for

even greater belt tightening and improved efficiency. And I believe

we are doing our part. Over the past few years, we have been im-

plementing a plan to streamline the agency even further.

Earlier, we made improvements in the agency's military reserve

structure, both Reserve and the National Guard, which were com-

pleted in late 1992, but we have not stopped there. Now, we are

engaged in an ambitious project to examine and realign all the full-

time civilian employee structure. We are currently in the final

stage of this plan and we want to do our share to help reduce the
Federal budget.
One tool we chose to employ in this evaluation process was to

contact an outside organization to conduct a manpower and struc-

ture survey. This report presented many constructive ideas. But
unfortunately, it contained some serious flaws in rationale and sev-

eral off-target recommendations. However, the survey team's report
contains many good suggestions and these are being integrated
within our overall structure and program. Those recommendations
that make sense and need no further evaluation have been imple-
mented or will be implemented as soon as possible.
But as we undergo this process, we remain mindful that we must

proceed deliberately and that many factors can affect our reshap-
ing. We cannot act in haste or base changes on unquestionable or

unproven suggestions. Nor can I overlook the potential impact of
imminent changes in agency leadership under the new administra-
tion. In fact, I am adhering to the transition team's guidance
against making major changes before the new leadership comes
aboard.
We are also mindful of potential changes in mission. This agency

has contributed to American's preparedness for over a half century.
We expect that this vital role will continue. But we are prepared
to make any necessary adjustments to structure in response to

change.
Another area in which the committee previously expressed inter-

est is the agency's ability to reach young men in the inner cities.

Given the Federal benefits linked to the registration requirement—
Federal student loans, job training, and Federal jobs

—
^reaching this

audience is essential. This year, we tried some new approaches to
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motivate this hard-to-reach audience. We have been conducting

Pilot

awareness programs in five Northeast cities: Washington,
hiladelphia, Baltimore, New York, and Boston.
To date, our effort has involved public service announcements

and messages on radio stations, postings on buses traveling
innercity routes, and billboards. I provide more detail about many
of the agency's programs in my written testimony, but one final

subject I would like to mention is one that has been receiving a

great deal of attention, and that is national service.

Members of the transition team have asked me about our agen-
cy's capabilities in this connection, and I advised them that I be-
lieve we possess expertise which may be helpful in the national
service planning process, and that we would be happy to make it

available at their request, if we could do so without disrupting our
mission readiness.
Madam Chair, this concludes my opening remarks. I would be

happy to answer any of the committee's questions.
[The statement follows:]

Statement of Robert W. Gambino

Thank you Madam Chair, I have now been with the Selective Service System for

two years and I am pleased to report that our full-time employees are professionally
performing an important mission with great dedication and a minimum of resources.
But first, I must admit that I feel somewhat embattled as I appear before you

today. A handful of House members have signed a letter to President Clinton in
which

they
ask him to terminate peacetime registration and consider abolishing our

Agency. Tnis is not a new initiative; we've seen it several times over the years, and
a similar effort by many of the same legislators brought an amendment to the
House floor last summer. It would have terminated funding for Selective Service.
Not surprisingly, it was soundly defeated by a non-partisan vote of 310 to 96. But
now, perhaps spurred by the fact that there is new leadership in the White House,
the same tired arguments are being voiced one more time.
At this point, some might say that I have little interest in anything that may af-

fect the Selective Service System. After all, as the kids say. 111 soon be "history"
because I am a holdover from the previous administration. But to the contrary, I

will
always be quick to defend the President's budget for what I think is one of the

greatest defense bargains in America today. Because from what I've observed during
my two years with this Agency, the taxpayers are getting more than their money^s
worth from this small agency. And believe me, in my years in federal government,
I've seen waste and I know what it looks like. The Selective Service is an efficient

organization performing a valuable service with an annual budget at a level that
couldn't even Duy one Harrier Jump Jet for the Marine Corps.

STILL AN IMPORTANT PART OF NATIONAL DEFENSE

Now, our detractors might say, "So what? We still don't need your Agency any-
more. It's a dinosaur. The Cold War is over."

To them I say this: Perhaps the world is safer today, but then again, more nations

have, or are acquiring, nuclear capability. And the very break-up of the Soviet Bloc
which we all so recently applauded has produced and continues to produce its own
particular brand of fall-out which may yet pose a threat. As President Clinton said
in his State of the Union message, "this is still a dangerous and uncertain time."
We must "be prepared to lead a world challenged by ethnic conflict, (and) by the

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction."

We, as Americans, tend to be trusting and optimistic about the future. But, our
memories must not become so short term that we jeopardize our national security.
Selective Service is a defense manpower "insurance policy." This is especially true
at a time when we are downsizing both our active and reserve forces at unprece-
dented rates. So I make the case to you today that now, perhaps more than ever,
we need to have this inexpensive back-up system, tried, true, and ready, which
would allow America to reconstitute forces at a moment's notice in a national emer-

gency. Emergencies simply cannot be perfectly forecast, no matter what the pundits
and experts say. I know of no national security disaster in the past which was wide-
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ly forecast. And despite our intelligence resources, history tells us that the pledn
truth is that no one possesses a crystal ball, especially when it comes to human na-

ture and unstable governments. If we maintain Selective Service capabilities and
never need them, we pay in dollars. But if we need those capabilities and don't have

them, we pay in lives.

NEED TO ECONOMIZE DRIVES AGENCY RESTRUCTURING

The Selective Service System continues to perform its vital mission with an an-

nual budget which is smaller today, in real dollars, than it was in 1983, ten years

ago. But we are well aware that these are times for more belt tightening and im-

proved efficiency. We are doing our part. Over the past few years, we have been im-

plementing a plan to streamline the Agency even further. We are now in the final

stages of this plan. These changes have included a realignment of the Agenc/s mili-

tary reserve personnel over a period of two years and was completed in 1992. The

adjustments in our Guard and Reserve positions not only reduced average military
rank to better meet mobilization requirements, but they also created a cost savings
in the process. Now we are engaged in an ambitious project to examine and realign
our full-time civilian employee structure.

Ordinarily, we would be content with the effectiveness and efficiencv of our Agen-
cy. The fact is, we remain mobilization ready, and we have been able to maintain

very high levels of registration compliance, exceeding 96 percent of all men ages 18

through 25. We know that we have a terrific track record and that we are good
stewards of the tax dollars entrusted to us. But in today's climate especially, we rec-

ognize the need to do even more and spend less.

With this in mind, in 1992 we began a systematic, critical self-examination of our

full-time civilian structure and operations. Like the Guard and Reserve alignments
that preceded it, our purpose is to bring the total Agency structure in line with to-

day's missions. Additionally, we are driven by the need to make better use of state-

of-the-art automation and to reduce operating costs. Selective Service wants to do
its share to help reduce the Federal deficit.

The principles of sound management are being applied to this endeavor which will

result m pivotal changes and significant cost savings. But the process of change is

evolutionary and time consuming, and the human factor, such as considering the

impact of change on our employees and our need to preserve the ability to accom-

plish missions, must be taken into account as well. In the end, our goal is to achieve

increased efficiencies and cut costs, and we recognize this will include eliminating
or restructuring underemployed full-time positions.

SURVEY CONDUCTED BY OUTSIDE TEAM

One tool we chose to employ in the evaluation process was to call in an outside

organization to conduct a manpower survey. It provided us with its analysis and
recommendations in the form of a detailed report which contains many suggestions
for consolidations and reductions. And, in many instances, the report also served as

a "reality check" for management, confirming the need for changes we were already

making. It presented many constructive ideas, but it also contained some serious

flaws in rationale and off-target recommendations.
In hindsight, we believe the contracted survey team had difficulty in understand-

ing the umque operational requirements associated with an independent Federal

agency with a limited budget. There is no parallel between the Selective Service

System and the types of organizations the team normally surveys.
In fact, the team

members stated that ours was the first independent entity they had surveyed.
Several of the changes they recommended might save dollars in the long run, but

short-term implementation is unaffordable. Lets take one of many examples. The

study team recommended the immediate purchase and use of computer assisted

software engineering (CASE) tools as a means of reducing programming personnel
and time. CASE tools were considered by our Information Management Directorate

(IM) several years ago and found to be too expensive.
MAGEC is the CASE tool software recommended by the contract survey team.

Product literature and the price schedule for MAGEC show a base price of $525,000,

plus several add-ons, and a 15 percent per annum maintenance charge. IM has re-

quested literature on competing products. The number of CASE tool products ex-

ceeds 100 and tJtie cost varies considerably. IM has not yet identified a CASE prod-
uct that interfaces with the data base management software. System 2000, that is

used on our mainframe computer.
Before CASE tools can be

appropriately
evaluated and selected, educating person-

nel in CASE tool methods ana technology transition would be reauired and a formal

process assessment of the SSS systems development life cycle and technical environ-
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ment must be conducted. This would involve many people and a substantial amount
of time. Added to this is the cost of a formal procurement.

That's one example of the many deficiencies and arguable recommendations in the

report, but there are positive attributes, and they are being integrated with our
overall restructuring program. Certainly, recommended changes that make sense
and need no further evaluation have been, and will continue to be, implemented as
soon as possible.

AGENCY STREAMLINING AND IMPROVEMENTS UNDERWAY

Our self-evaluations, along with confirming findings in the contract survey, are

allowing us to move ahead with specific improvements. We are expending a substan-
tial amount of effort to streamline our organizational processes. This has included

training senior management in the principles of Total Quality Management, and in-

troducing all Agencv employees to the precepts of TQM. We are still in tiie early

stages of TQM implementation at Selective Service, but our Agency has formed a

Quality Council and desi^ated an individual to serve as TQM Coordinator, and we
are in the process of training employees as "facilitators." We have also challenged
our employees to become more personally involved in the process of continuous mi-

provement, and they have produced a TQM campaign slogan which is displayed on
a banner at the entrance to our National Headquarters, Dare to Share Your Very
Best—^Total Quality Management."
With the focus on quality improvement, I can report that changes have already

been made or are underway. For example, we have relocated the Status Information

process
from National Headquarters to the Data Management Center where it has

Decome more automated. Through this process, we check our records for evidence
of any Selective Service communication with men bom after December 31, 1959,
who have not registered, and are now older than 26. These nonregistrants come to

our attention when they apply for government training programs, student loans, or

federal jobs. Under the law, they are ineligible for these programs, unless they can

prove that their failure to register was not willful. We help the government agencies

administering these programs and benefits determine the status of these men. We
also are testing a prototype system to improve the process of maintaining records

on board members. The Standardized Board Member Program simplifies and stand-
ardizes procedures for capturing and msdntaining data and by automatically gener-
ating forms and letters with easy-to-use software. The

prototype system is being
tested in two Regions and will be evaluated in late spring or eariy summer in order
to determine if the system is suitable for nationwide implementation.
Our Agency is also converting to a new accounting system, the Federal Financial

System (FFS) under a servicing agreement with the Department of the Interior.

When the conversion is completed, FFS will provide Selective Service with an ac-

counting system which meets General Accounting Office requirements and a system
which is capable of handling the additional workload during mobilization. Also, the

system will provide a better interface with payroll and personnel systems, which are

personally serviced by the Interior Department.
To reduce operating expenses by decreasing the volume of address verification

posteards we print and mail to registrants we have implemented a National Change
of Address program. A tepe file of young men in our prime age groups is sent to

a vendor licensed by the Postal Service. Addresses are then matehea against all

change of address forms filed in post offices throughout the nation in the prior 36
months. This new program has resulted in a cost avoidance in fiscal year 1992.

IMPROVEMENTS THROUGH MORE AUTOMATION

We continue seeking wavs to use new technologies. An example is our aggressive
search for a system capable of automating much of the data entry processes at the
Data Management Center. Sophisticated scanning technology, capable of reading
the information directly fi"om Selective Service forms, shows great promise. Scan-

ning in data, if accurately done, would eliminate much of the labor-intensive key-
board entry process. In 1992, a task group investigated and evaluated optical and
intelligent character recognition (OCR/ICR) technology. A test was conducted using
a private contractor in September 1992. Based upon the encouraging test results

and our own evaluation, we are pursuing this alternative method of rapid data

entry of large volumes of data. A requirements analysis was completed in January
1993 and forwarded to our procurement office in February for review and planning.
The plan is to first use ICR technology to read the registration reminder mail-back
card. It is estimated that once implemented, this technology may provide the oppor-
tunity to eliminate some of our full-time data entry positions. We will evaluate what
other forms could be read using ICR and implement the technology where practical.
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Automation is not only important at the Data Management Center, it is now a

part of nearly every Agency employee's daily routine as computer networking has
become commonplace t^oughout Selective Service. As of March 20, 1993, a local

area network was installed in each of the six Regions. This advanced technology

provides many opportunities for increased efficiency and effectiveness for work

groups. The microcomputer users now have the capability to share data fQes and
to utilize shared resources, such as printers and software, through the network and
its large storage capacity. The network also provides bulletin board and electronic

mail services. All six networks are connected to the headquarter's networks to form
a wide area network.

Several other automation projects that have contributed to efficiency and effected

cost savings include the Interactive Voice Response System which is providing an
automated method of handling routine public inquiries, and adoption of hardware
and software to perform image and text retrieval using computers and CD ROM
disks.

CONSOUDATING TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

We have recently made some decisions to consolidate and co-locate functions

which should result in some cost savings. For example, our National Headquarters
move, scheduled for this coming summer, will co-locate the Systems Development
Division, now housed in Alexandria, with the rest of the Headquarters staff. And
we have also decided to group together in one area the Inspector General, General

Counsel, congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Office, and the TQM Coordi-

nator, allowing them to share clerical support.
As this process of organizational improvement continues, we will pinpoint areas

of redundancy of function and surpluses which may be eliminated. In fact, some cuts

have already been made. We have decided not to fill the position of Executive Direc-

tor, and the secretarial position that supported it, except on an acting basis until

a Deputy Director comes on board. We have also abolished the position of Assistant

General Counsel, and three supervisory positions at the Data Management Center.

We have also instituted measures to reduce staff by attrition. New vacancies that

occur may be filled on an exception basis only, and only after reexamination of the

position to assure bonafide need.

In summary. Selective Service is committed to change and is actively pursuing it.

We are finding better ways to conduct official business. We are also cognizant that

there may be substantial downsizing demands throughout the Federal government.
But as we undergo this process, we remain mindful that we must proceed delib-

erately, and liiat many factors can affect our structural reshaping. We cannot act

in haste, or base changes on questionable, unproven, or contested advice. Nor can
we overlook the potential impact of imminent changes in Agency leadership under
the new Administration. In fact, I must adhere to the transition gmdance against

making major changes before new leadership comes aboard. We are also mindful of

potential changes in mission. This Agency has contributed to America's prepared-
ness for 53 years. We expect that this vital role will continue Obviously, the direc-

tion and resources we are given will affect greatly the structure we devise for our-

selves.

STATUS OF HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL DELIVERY SYSTEM

I have been pleased with the great progress we are making in several areas that

are of special interest to Congress. In 1988, Congress directed the Selective Service

System to come up with a blueprint for the possible drafting of health care profes-
sionals in an emergency scenario. All the elements required to implement this plan
are now in place: automated programs, standby draft legislation, a standby Presi-

dential Proclamation, standby relations, prototype forms, computer-generated doc-

uments and other materials. The plan includes details of a new occupational
deferment for health care personnel based on the needs of their community.
Within the past couple of months, the Agency has briefed the American Medical

Association, the American Nurses' Association, and others. Additionally, the concept
has recently been printed in the Federal Register to ensure widespread public notice

and the opportunity to comment. While we consider this emergency examination

and induction system complete, there is no doubt that suggestions and opportunities
will arise through this process and others to make it even better.

We are especially pleased to note for the subcommittee that this Congressionally-
mandated project was accomplished without using any additional resources.
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IMPROVING INNER CITY COMPLIANCE

Another area in which the subcommittee previously expressed interest is the

Agency's ability to improve the registration compliance of young men in the inner
cities. Given the nature and value to minority youth of Federal benefits linked to

the registration requirement—^Federal student loans, job training and Federal jobs—
reaching this audience is essential. Our Office of Public Affairs is now conducting
a series of new initiatives designed to reach and motivate the young, inner city male

population. They form a multiiaceted awareness program, founded on careful analy-
sis of a hard-to-reach target audience.

First, they reviewed available marketing studies to learn what other "advertisers"
have found out about motivating young Black, Hispanic, and Asian American men
in the inner cities. Next, they conducted 12 separate group discussions with young
inner city males and older people who influence them. Finally, they had 888 in-

depth interviews with minority men in eight cities on the East and West Coasts to

determine their level of knowledge about the Selective Service registration require-
ment and to learn how best to deliver registration reminder messages to them.
There were several significant findings to this research.—Low registration compliance is due to limited knowledge about the requirement.—^There is low appreciation of the importance of registration. Daily survival is

foremost on their minds.—The limited knowledge and low appreciation is due to lack of access. The men
are difficult to reach for any marketer. They are often on their own, not tied

to family, institution, or church. They "dropped out" and just "hang."—Outdoor and transit advertising reaches them, but cannot convey much informa-
tion.—^Advertisers must use both traditional (radio, TV, print) and non-traditional
means of getting the message out. Unique methods for this audience may be

providing materials through community centers, churches, and social service or-

ganizations.—Mothers play a more important role as influencers for minority men, more so
than in mainstream young male groups.—Most men feel they have a future and want their options kept open. They need
to learn how registration personally benefits them in some way.

Based on these factors a five-part test program was developed for fiscal year 93
to test market to this "niche audience" the message that yovmg men who turn 18
must register. Five cities in the northeast were selected: Boston, New York, Phila-

delphia, Baltimore, and Washington.
The test program consists of the following elements:—^A local radio personality in each city, with the highest rating with this age

group, will be asked to do a Public Service Announcement (PSA) about registra-
tion.—Reminder registration message color slides were placed in movie theaters in the
inner cities and nearby suburban malls.—Outdoor billboards carrjdng public service messages were posted in urban loca-

tions.—Public service messages were posted on busses with inner city routes.—^A special awareness kit, now being mailed to youth center directors, churches,
court facilities and community leaders. Each kit contains a letter of explanation
and encourages local support. There are also posters, question and answer
sheets, booklets in English and Spanish written in simplified language, mail-
back registration cards, and a business reply card to request more materials.

Community leaders are being contacted in selected inner city zip codes of the five

test cities and sent informational materials about Selective Service. Billboards and
bus transit cards have already appeared, and Selective Service officials are visiting
several radio talk shows, including WP(jrC in Washin^n, to explain the registra-
tion program. If the pilot campaigns prove successful in the test cities, we plan to

expand its elements to mtgor cities throughout the country.
We are also continuing our mainstream public awareness campaign to ensure

compliance statistics remain high, nationally. The on-going campaign consists of
several elements:—^An awareness kit is mailed to high school principals requesting they bring it

to the attention of the young men.—A TV PSA in English and Spanish is sent to TV stations, networks, and cable

operators.—Radio PSAs in English and Spanish are sent to more than 7,000 radio stations.—A theater slide program is shown in some 60 cities during periods of high movie
attendance, such as during the summer months and school holiday breaks.
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NEW TRAINING MATERIAL FOR BOARD MEMBERS

Technically, the Selective Service System continues to excel. Our grass roots team
of 11,000 volunteer Board Members receives annual training through a variety of

low-cost and yet technologically innovative ways. In 1992, for the first time, they
received an audio training tape, simulating important points in adjudicating reg-
istrant claims. This tape was made with the cooperation of the U.S. Air Force,
which provided the "fi*ee" use of its audio recording equipment at the Pentagon.

During fiscal year 1993, because of the many requests for video training tapes, Qiis,

too, will become a reality. With the Selective Service staff serving as the "produc-
ers," £md aspiring actors and actresses from local area high schools, and once again,
the logistical support of the Air Force, this project is being completed for essentially
the base cost of buying the blank video cassettes.

THE ROLE OF NATIONAL SERVICE

One last subject I would like to bring up before this subcommittee is one that has
been receiving a great deal of attention—National Service. This concept, which has
been mentioned periodically during the past few years, is now being launched by
the Administration. Members of the transition team have asked us how our Agency
expertise might play

a role in assisting the national service planning team.

Historically, of course, we are the agency that has run the alternative service pro-

gram for conscientious objectors during World Wars I and II, and the Korean and
Vietnam conflicts. We placed men in community service jobs as an alternative to

military service.

I told the transition team that we possess expertise which may be helpful during
the National Service planning process and, if called upon, we would be happy to as-

sist in this important new endeavor, provided it did not detract fi'om our basic na-

tional defense mission.
Madam Chair, this completes my written statement.

DOD STUDY ON PEACETIME REGISTRATION

Senator Mikulski [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Gambino. Your
entire testimony will be in the record.

The DOD study on draft registration is a question that I want
to raise with you. Last year, the defense authorization bill required
the Secretary of Defense, in consultation with the Director of the
Selective Service, to assess the need for continued draft registra-
tion. That report was supposed to be due May 31, 1992. I do not
think it has been done.
Mr. Gambino. Ma'am, I believe it is due May 31, 1993. We are

working with a group established by the DOD.
Senator Mikulski. Well, what is its status, and what do you ex-

pect it to say, and have you met with Secretary Aspin on it?

Mr. Gambino. Ma'am, I have not met with Secretary Aspin; but
members of my staff are meeting with the committee that was set

up by the DOD to work on this matter. The status now is that it

is still being debated. We have representations from both sides of

the issue and I think it will be completed in draft within the next
several weeks or so.

Senator Mikulski. So they will meet their May deadline? I am
sorry, we had a typo here. May 1993.
Mr. Brodsky. Madam Chair, if I may, there are two deadlines

involved. A report is due to the President from the Department of

Defense and Selective Service by April 30, 1993, and then the
President is obligated to consult with the Congress by May 31,
1993.
Senator Mikulski. We will be looking forward to getting that re-

port and seeing where it is, because it will determine a lot about
the future.
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MANPOWER AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY

I would like to go on to the outside consultants Selective Service

hired, the Army Force Integration Support Agency. Its job was to
do a manpower and organizational study of Selective Service. I

have their report here and I must say when I looked it over yester-
day evening I was very troubled by it.

They stated that the Selective Service is bloated, that we should
cut its personnel by one-third, that among their conclusions is an
indication of poor morale, overgrading of positions, and the failure
of the Selective Service to employ state-of-the-art automation. And,
in fact, according to the report, they say the Census Bureau could

perform most of the duties done by Selective Service's Data Man-
agement Center for about one-third the cost.

Now, in your testimony you raised the issue about how they did
not understand your complexity, your automation, and so on. And
of course, you hired them. Selective Service picked the consultant.
Can you tell the committee what your response is to their analysis
and why the 1994 budget is silent on virtually all of their rec-

ommendations?
Mr. Gambino. Yes, ma'am; let me tell you that the genesis of

that report was our own desire to take a look at the entire struc-
ture of the Selective Service System. It has not been reviewed since
1981. It was my desire to get an arm's-length opinion on how we
were doing. Therefore, we looked around for someone outside the

agency to do this study.
We chose the group that you mentioned because, based on what

we knew about them, they had the expertise to do it. It was an-
other Government agency and the funds would be transferred be-
tween agencies, therefore, not costing the taxpayer additional

money.
I regret that I did not brief this group to the extent that I think

they should have been briefed.

Senator Mikulski. When you say briefed this group, what group
are you talking about? The subcommittee?
Mr. Gambino. No, ma'am; USAFISA, the group that did the

study. It is an Army organization. They have a lot of experience,
but, to my understanding, all of their surveys have been done only
on Army components.
Senator Mikulski. Why did you pick them?
Mr. Gambino. Because they had a reputation for doing man-

power studies over a long period of time. We looked at the individ-
uals involved and they appeared to us to have the necessary exper-
tise and experience.
What they did not have, and what they needed in retrospect, is

additional knowledge of Selective Service, which is an independent
civilian agency. We do not have an echelon above us to establish

policy and help us do our work. When we create a policy, it is our
policy. We have to staff it from stem to stem. What they did not
recognize was that we have to do everything that any large Grov-
emment agency has to do, and we have to do it with ver>% very few
people. We do not get support, as I indicated, from another echelon
that they are used to seeing in the Army establishment.
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So I believe, ma'am, when you look at that report, and if you
know the details of our organization, I think you will see that al-

though they had some very good suggestions, many of them almost

pale into insignificance when you compare it to our organization.
For instance, in the study report there is a recommendation that

we use a software package called

AGENCY RESPONSE TO STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS

Senator MiKULSKl. Let me go directly to this. First of all, you
picked them. You picked them. You picked them.
Mr. Gambino. Yes, ma'am.
Senator MiKULSKl. You picked them and you knew what criteria

they needed, and now you are saying well, they did not have it,

which calls into question your management decision, quite frankly,
Mr. Gambino. Do you know how to pick an outside evaluator or do

you not know how to pick an outside evaluator?
And I must tell you, you do have a morale problem, because your

employees call my office. I am the Senator from Maryland, so I get
a lot of feedback about Government agencies in my own State. I am
not only the Senator from Maryland, but I am an out-and-about
Senator from Maryland. And also, I am a local phone call for an
enormous number of Federal employees. I know what is going on
in most Government agencies and I find that out by just going into

a supermarket or being out and people tell me things.
In addition, the calls that we have received from your shop in

support of this report are significant. And I want you to take this

report seriously, I want you to take your poor morale seriously, I

want you to take their organizational evaluation seriously, I want

you to take the overgrading seriously, I want you to take the issue

of the lack of communication seriously.
Mr. Gambino. I certainly will, Madam Chair. I only wish that the

people who called you had called me.
I would like to also indicate to you. Madam Chair, that being a

very small agency, opportunities for advancement are extremely
small. Promotions depend largely on whether or not someone re-

tires or leaves the organization. It is very, very difficult for some-
one to get raises in our agency. I recognize that as a problem of

morale.
But within the past year, we have done a number of things to

improve morale. I would just like to briefly mention one, and that

is the alternative work schedule. We fully embrace the alternative

work schedule, which has provided our employees an opportunity
to adjust their private schedules with their work schedules. I truly
believe this has raised morale significantly and has not deterio-

rated, one iota, our capability to do the job.
Senator Mikulski. What are you going to do to follow up on the

report? Alternative work schedules, I know, are very important,
particularly for the changing demography of the work force. But
that does not meet the problems of this report.
Mr. Gambino. I know we have problems.
Senator Mikulski. Are you saying you do overgrading because

people cannot get promoted because they have no place to go? I am
pretty hot about this report, and I am pretty hot about the lack of
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response to the report, and I am pretty hot that we had to arm
wrestle to get the report.
Mr. Gambino. Madam Chair, as I mentioned to you in my Feb-

ruary letter, I believed this report would mislead you rather than
educate you, and I think that is what has happened based on your
comments here this morning. The report standing alone is a piece
of a puzzle that has many, many facets to it. Without having those
other pieces, it is very nard to discern what, in fact, those rec-

ommendations mean.
Senator Mikulski. I think that is mumbo jumbo, Mr. Gambino.

And I do not want to get into a situation with you. This is not a

spring hazing hearing. I think you can sense the tone of the hear-

ing. Other members value the way good management is reflected.

Sometimes there is fine tuning that needs to occur, like the demog-
raphy, anticipatory demography, demographic realities for Arling-
ton.

We like our independent agencies and we have been a strong
supporter of the Selective Service System and you having adequate
resources. But this is very troubling and I do not want mumbo
jumbo. I really want outcomes. I am getting a lot of defensive com-

mentary here. And I look forward to hearing from you what you
are really going to do about these issues that have been raised that
I think have a significant basis in reality.
Senator Feinstein.

CONCERN OVER THE STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS

Senator Feinstein. Madam Chair, I am no newcomer in taking
a look at this kind of thing, because the civil service department
of the city was under my jurisdiction.
Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Feinstein, how large of a budget did

San Francisco have?
Senator Feinstein. Oh, when I left a couple of billion dollars.

Senator Mikulski. So you have a pretty good idea about manage-
ment of public agencies. Go ahead.
Senator Feinstein. Well, that is right. I think respectfully, Mr.

Gambino, that when the results of a study come in and are as
these are, the head of the agency cannot excuse the study on the
fact that, well, it was the wrong organization we hired. I think
there are a couple of very damning statements in it and I would
like to read them to you.
The overstafflng existed in all functional areas—secretarial, ad-

ministrative, operations, midlevel, and upper management. The
amount of idle time observed by the team was excessive. The ex-
tent of the overstafflng existed to the point that on several occa-
sions employees of the agency informed members of the study team
that they had no meaningful work to perform, their position was
not required, that they were bored and underutilized.

I will be very frank with you. When the appropriation comes up,
this is one Member that will move for substantial cuts, unless I see

something to indicate to the contrary.
I think this is a very serious study. I think it must be taken seri-

ously. And I think it is going to have very serious repercussions.
Senator Mikulski. I think that is it. We look forward to hearing

what you have to say. We will now move on.
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ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

We will submit the balance of the questions for response in the
record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the System for response subsequent to the hearing:]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MIKULSKI

HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL DELIVERY SYSTEM (HCPDS)

Question. Your justifications state that you plan to issue a revised
and expanded white paper for the Health Care Personnel Delivery
System in The Federal Register by the end of March, 1993.

What is the status of this system, is it 100% ready to go?

Answer. Yes, the HCPDS is 100% ready to go to make first deliveries
of health care registrants to the Department of Defense (DOD)

starting at M+42, under one-step examination and induction

processing, assuming (a) roughly the same Selective Service staff as

currently exists continues to exist, and (b) prompt enactment of

standby proposed legislation in a national emergency, without major
changes, authorizing HCPDS implementation. Although this system is

"ready to go," there will be subsequent fine-tuning enhancements.
Also, some complementary systems, described in the budget
justifications (such as a compliance program for health care

registrants), still must be established.

•— Did you meet your March 1993 deadline, and if so, what did
this revised paper say?

t

Answer. The revised and expanded HCPDS concept paper was not

published in The Federal Register until April 2, 1993, two days after
the self-imposed target date. A copy of that revised concept paper,
which appeared at 58 FR 17439-17462, accompanies this answer.

Briefly, the revised concept paper:

• Explains the statutory authority, and Selective Service System
responsibility, for the HCPDS.
• Establishes details on a National Health Care Advisory Committee,
state health care advisory committees, and an essentiality
occupational deferment.
• Provides historical background on certain deferments.
t Makes certain changes to the previously published concept.
• Provides certain sample prototypes.
• Explains that concerned Federal policy-making agencies have been
contacted by Selective Service regarding a DOD policy proposal that
a registrant enrolled in education and/or training leading to

qualification in a health care skill be deferred.
• Invites public comment.

— Hdw could this system that you've been creating be used, if

given the proper authorization from Congress, as part of the
National Disaster Medical System?

Answer. No use as part of the National Disaster Medical System
(NDMS) appears feasible. Congress emphasized, when directing
Selective Service to create this system, that it was to be a post-
mobilization system. For example. Congressional guidance on how the
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system was to be created, in House Report 100-58 at p. 213, stated,
"...The (Armed Services) committee emphasizes that this authority
neither encompasses a peacetime draft nor a peacetime registration
system...." Conscription under HCPDS was envisioned only as a third
line of defense in military national security emergencies, to be

implemented only after the Congress and President agreed that health
care personnel in the all-volunteer active and reserve forces, might
prove inadequate.

Accordingly, the Director, NDMS, and Selective Service System
officials subsequently agreed that HCPDS response time would be a

major problem if it were to be used for a post-disaster involuntary
medical registration and conscription system to respond to the most

likely catastrophe scenarios, such as a massive California

earthquake. In this type of scenario health care professionals are

generally needed within 8-12 hours of a disaster to be of any

practical aid. The NDMS has already recruited, screened and

credentialed volunteers, who today are on call for immediate

deployment to disaster sites. NDMS officials agree that, for a

variety of reasons, post-disaster activation of HCPDS to provide
sv;\pport to NDMS for domestic disaster operations would not be

practicable for any contingency currently envisioned.

NATIONAL SERVICE

Question. On page 9 of your testimony you suggest that Selective
Service could play some role in National Service. What is your
overview of the concept of "National Service" and what unique
expertise is it that you possess which could assist the White House
on this matter? Have you met with Eli Segal or anyone on his staff?

Answer. To date, there have been preliminary telephone contacts only
between the Selective Service System and staff employees in Mr. Eli

Segal's office. No meetings have been conducted or arranged yet.
The limited dialogue to date has been in response to questions asked

by Transition Team officials.

The subject of support to National Service surfaced several
times during meetings between the Director and transition officials

assigned to cover the Selective Service System. It is the Agency's
understanding that National Service will be developed into programs
of community service performed by young people, nationwide. In

return for contributing time and energy to American society in a wide

variety of assignments, they would receive pay, tuition credits,
federal loan forgiveness, or other forms of remuneration.

Because it was widely reported that "no new bureaucracy will
be formed" to administer National Service programs, it is logical
that any existing federal infrastructure which has expertise in

communicating with young people, might lend hand in the planning
process. Taken at face value, there are several aspects of Selective
Service work that might have application to a National Service

program. These include:
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• The computer expertise and automation equipment needed to register
and maintain data on nearly two million men a year for a future draft

might be adaptable to "register" and keep pace with huge numbers of
National Service "applicants." National Service registrations could
be accepted at any post office, paralleling the SSS draft

registration process.
t The Selective Service System has an Alternative Service Program
ADP system which matches jobs and employers, provides for monitoring
and tracking work, etc. This system was designed to administer a

program of alternative service for conscientious objectors who,

during a draft, might be required by law to perform community work
in the national interest in lieu of military service. But it may
very well have features of interest and use to those concerned with

implementing the President's envisioned program of voluntary national
service.
• The Agency has experience in direct mail campaigns designed to
reach young men about to turn 18. This successful "reminder mail
back card" program may be adaptable into National Service direct mail

campaigns targeted at young men and women. The mailings could
include a "mail back" response card if these youngsters want to be

"registered" as prospective National Service participants.
• Selective Service has an existing contract with an advertising
firm specializing in government public service messages. The

expertise in communicating with young men about the SSS registration
requirement, could be a basis for a much more comprehensive National
Service publicity campaign.
• The existing data-sharing arrangements between the Selective
Service System and the Department of Education for Pell Grant and
Guaranteed Student Loan registration verification could provide a

foundation for linking National Service work to loan forgiveness,
tuition credits, etc.
• Selective Service is proud to have more than 10,000 volunteer
local and appeal board members in virtually every American community.
These men and women are, almost universally, community-oriented
patriots who are recommended by each state's governor. The board
members may be of invaluable service to a National Service program
if their volunteer activities expand. Their new activities might
include: encouraging young people to participate; helping to resolve
local conflicts that may arise regarding the community program
between service workers and local beneficiaries; and advising program
participants and managers about local community needs.
• It was reported that National Service may need to conduct a

lottery if more young people apply than the program can absorb. The
Selective Service System is the only Agency of the federal government
that routinely practices (annually) a random sequence birth date

lottery. The lottery equipment the Agency owns is new, and is

scientifically proven to be equitable. The procedures used to
conduct 'the drawing and immediately use the data that results are
enhanced by state-of-the-art automation. The equipment and

procedures are endorsed by the National Institute for Standards and

Technology. The lottery could easily be adapted for National Service

participant selection purposes.
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As stated in the testimony, the Selective Service System would
be happy to contribute to the ongoing planning of National Service
as long as there is no adverse impact on the Agency's primary mission
of providing manpower for the Department of Defense in the event of

a draft.

ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY

QUESTION: What specific steps is the Selective Service taking to

implement the President's proposal to streamline the Federal
Government? Could you identify the cost savings identified with
those actions? v

ANSWER: Over recent years the Selective Service System has

implemented, and continues to explore, initiatives which are designed
to improve efficiency and save dollars. The savings realized over

the past several years have enabled the Agency to fully fund Reserve
Force Officers drill pay, meet the increased cost related to pay
raises, health benefits. Federal Employees' Retirement System, etc.

Some examples of the savings include:

• The Army National Guard and Reserve Force realignments reduced

military grades and authorized staffing: an estimated savings $1.3

million.
• Centralization of the Board Member Program is being piloted: an

estimated savings of $230,000 would be realized if the pilot is

successful and the program is implemented.
• Adoption of US Postal Services 's National Change of Address System
implemented to decrease the volume of address verification postcard
mailings: an. estimated savings of approximately $200,000.
• Implementing changes to Acknowledgement/Verification criteria: an

estimated savings of $180,000 in postal and printing charges.
t Elimination of toll free telephone service: an estimated savings
of $275,000.
• Implementation of alternative registration programs,
e.g. Reminder Cards, Pell Grant tape matching, volunteer registrars,
have reduced U.S. Postal Service reimbursement by more than 30

percent in the last five years.
• Implementation of a national computer network within the Agency
produces economies in response time, postage avoidance, optimum use

of software, etc.
• The Staffing and Organization Study recommendations which have

merit are being analyzed for appropriate implementation. Adoption
of these should result in further cost savings.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR KOHL

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT'S REPORT

Question; During Committee testimony, you attempted to minimize the
value of a management consultant's report that criticized the
Services 's management and personnel practices. Apparently , this

report — commissioned by the Service — indicates that the Service
is suffering from low employee morale, over-grading and overstaf f ing.
In order to review your assertions, I ask that you provide my office
with a copy of the management consultant's report.

Answer: The report was delivered to Senator Kohl's office on Monday
April 12, 1993.

ACTIONS TAKEN ON MANAGEMENT SURVEY

Question: In the section of your written statement entitled "Survey
Conducted by Outside Team," you state that "recommended changes that
make sense and need no further evaluation have been, and will
continue to be implemented as soon as possible." Please describe
completed and anticipated management reforms that meet the
aforementioned criteria.

Answer: The Team made several recommendations which confirmed
actions that management was already taking, especially with regard
to termination of i positions that are vacant and unfunded. Some
positions which have been affected, or will be shortly:

t We will not fill the position of Executive Director.
• The Executive Director's Secretary (Typist) position is vacant and
will be abolished.
• The vacated Deputy General Counsel position has been eliminated.
• The Secretary (Typing) position in the General Counsel's Office
is being combined into a centralized typing pool.
• The underutilized Secretary (Typist) in Congressional Affairs has
been detailed elsewhere in the Agency, pending review of that
position.
• The vacant Auditor position in the Inspector General's Office will
not be filled and will be eliminated.
• Three supervisory positions at the Data Management Center have
been eliminated.

In general, management is pinpointing areas of redundancy and
surplus, and will conserve or trim wherever possible. Many more
changes will be made after the detailed ongoing analysis of the
study ',s recommendations is complete.
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STATEMENT OP ANDREW C. HOVE, JR., ACTING CHAIRMAN
ACCOMPANIED BY:

LOUIS WRIGHT, VICE PRESIDENT, RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORA-
TION

STEVE SEEUG, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
RUSSELL CHERRY, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR BUDGET AND COR-
PORATE PLANNING

Senator MiKULSKl. We now welcome Mr. Andrew Hove, the Act-

ing Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. The
FDIC is requesting just over $1.3 billion for the FSLIC resolution
fund.
We look forward to your testimony. And I want to convey, for the

record, the sorrow of the subcommittee at the passing of our former
FDIC chairman, Mr. Bill Taylor. He was a man of great integrity
and a wonderful person to call upon. And Mr. Hove, you should
know we had an excellent relationship with Mr. Taylor, as we did
with Mr. Seidman. And we look forward to the same relationship
with you and welcome your testimony and ask you to proceed.
Mr. Hove. Thank you, Madam Chair. I appreciate your com-

ments regarding Chairman Taylor. We miss him and appreciate
your comments.
Madam Chair and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate

the opportunity to discuss with you our fiscal year 1994 appropria-
tion request.

I am accompanied here today by Steve Seelig at my immediate
right. Steve is the Director of the FDIC's Division of Finance and
our Chief Financial Officer. Russ Cherry, to the far right, is the Di-
vision's Associate Director for Budget and Corporate Planning. And
on my left is Lou Wright, the Vice President for FRF restructuring
transactions at the Resolution Trust Corporation.
We have prepared a detailed written statement on our appropria-

tions request.

HISTORY OF FSLIC RESOLUTION FUND

In the interest of time, I will submit that testimony for the
record and will focus my brief oral statement on a request for an
appropriation of $1,326 billion to meet the continuing obligations of
the former Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.
This request is made solely to ensure that these obligations of

the Federal Gk)vemment—obligations that are now several years
old—will be met as they come due.
You might ask, how did these obligations come about? As my

written testimony describes in detail, all the assets and liabilities

of the former FSLIC were transferred to the FSLIC resolution fund
in 1989.

(181)
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We were given the responsibility of managing the FSLIC resolu-

tion fund. Our appropriation request is necessary to cover obliga-
tions from the former FSLIC.

FRF PROGRESS

Since 1989, we have made considerable progress in liquidating
the assets and winding up the obligations that we have inherited.

How much progress?
In late 1989, the FSLIC resolution fund acquired roughly $14 bil-

lion in assets, resulting from failed savings and loans. We have liq-

uidated almost $9 billion of these assets and now hold about $5 bil-

lion.

Further, we inherited 202 assistance agreements entered into by
the former FSLIC, including those agreements known as the 1988
deals. The Resolution Trust Corporation was given the responsibil-

ity to renegotiate those deals that were entered into in 1988.

And thanks to previous appropriations, v/e are pleased to an-

nounce that the RTC has virtually completed this effort. In the re-

negotiation process, the RTC achieved present value savings for the

taxpayer that will range from roughly $1.4 billion to approximately
$3.1 billion, depending on the use of tax benefits associated with
these agreements.

In 1989, all of the assistance agreements covered $58 billion in

assets. We have reduced these covered assets to $8.3 billion. As a
result of our progress and as a reflection of it, our FSLIC resolution

fund appropriation request for fiscal 1994 is down considerably
from our 1992 and 1993 appropriation requests.

FUTURE FRF APPROPRIATIONS

In 1992 it was $15.9 billion; in 1993, $2.6 billion. And although
modest appropriation requests are likely to continue, the $1,326
billion that we are now requesting will bring us closer to finishing
the job of cleaning up the obligations created by the FSLIC.

Precisely how much closer is hard to say. It is tough to make pro-

jections. Revenues and reimbursements under the assistance agree-
ments can vary.
For example, we had hoped that by fiscal year 1994, the FSLIC

resolution fund would have been self-funding. Our projection was

premised on negotiating the prepayment of a particularly large
note.

As my written statement explains, this effort was unsuccessful.

Therefore, the obligation continues to require funds. Even so, we
are clearly nearing the end of this job.

BANK ENTERPRISE ACT AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Madam Chair, my written testimony also comments on the

FDIC's progress in implementing two programs authorized by the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act. One ad-

dresses affordable housing. The other addresses the Bank Enter-

prise Act. I welcome questions on either or both.

In closing, on behalf of the FDIC, I want to thank the sub-

committee for the previous appropriations that have enabled us to
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address our FSLIC obligations. Your support is very much appre-
ciated.

I know that you join us in looking forward to the day when the

cleanup is completed.
Thank you very much.
[The statement follows:]

Statement of Andrew C. Hove

Madam Chair and members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to have the oppor-

tunity to address the fiscal year 1994 appropriation request of $1,326 billion to meet
the continuing obligations of the former Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-

poration (FSLIC). In addition, I will briefly highlight the progress the Resolution

Trust Corporation has made toward realizing savings fi-om expenditure of prior

years' appropriations. I also will touch on aspects of tihe Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation Improvement Act that are subject to appropriation.

overview

In order to manage the savings and loan crisis, the Finemcial Institutions Reform,
Recovery, and Enforcement Act (FIRREA), among many things, established the Res-

olution Trust Corporation (RTC), the FSLIC Resolution Fund (FRF) and the Savings
Association Insurance Fxind (SAIF). All assets and liabilities of the former FSLIC
were transferred to the FSLIC Resolution Fimd. This includes all liabilities arising
under the financial assistance agreements and all FSLIC related litigation.
The government's ob^gation for future savings association failures was trans-

ferred to the RTC until September 30, 1993 and the RTC must terminate its oper-
ations on or before December 31, 1996. The SAIF was created to replace the FSLIC
and will be available to protect depositors in savings associations that fail after Sep-
tember 30, 1993.

The FSLIC Resolution Fund was established to cover the net liabilities of the old

FSLIC. The appropriations we request are made solely to ensure that the obliga-
tions of the Federal Government, obligations that are now several years old, are met
as they come due.

Operationally, the relationship of the FSLIC Resolution Fvmd to the Federal De-

posit Insurance Corporation is unusual and complex. Under the law, the FDIC has

responsibility for the fund but the Resolution Trust Corporation has the authority
for renegotiating assistance agreements and notes that have come to be known as

the "1988 deals.^

All assistance agreements were entered into by the former FSLIC under Section

406(f) of the National Housing Act and were approved by the former Federal Home
Loan Bank Board. Assistance transactions were done to facilitate the acquisition of

failed or failing thrifts. The impetus for the Bank Board's use of assisted trans-

actions was the lack of liquidity in the FSLIC insurance fund.
In sum, an assistance agreement is a contract between the FSLIC Resolution

Fund, as successor to the FSLIC, and an acquirer which specifies procedures and
actions the acquirer must take prior to incurring major expenses or losses that are

to be reimbursed by the FSLIC Resolution Fund. Typically, these agreements would
include some, but not all, of the following provisions:—Payment in cash, or with a note, to cover all or a negotiated amount of the neg-

ative net worth of the failed institution(s);—
Capital loss coverage which provides payment for the difference between book
value and net sales proceeds on "covered assets." The amount and nature of cov-

ered assets is identined in each agreement;—^Yield subsidies, which ensure a defined level of return on covered assets;—Indemnifications to the acquirer for legal expenses in connection with lawsuits

against the failed institution or other contingencies;—Loss-sharing arrangements in which the acquirer bears a percentage of loss

upon disposition of covered assets;—
Gain-sharing arrangements, in which a percentage of gain realized on the sale

of covered assets above some benchmark, are provided as an incentive to the

acquirer to obtain the maximum price for covered assets;—^Tax benefit sharing provisions that arise fi"om the acquirers' use of

preacquisition net operating losses (NOLs) as well as other tax features of the

agreements.—Buy out options under which the FDIC may elect to purchase covered assets;
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—^Warrants which entitle the FSLIC Resolution Fund to share in any increase in
value in the assisted thrift. In some instances, this also may include sharing
in earnings;—^Mark-to-market coverage which may reimburse the acquirer for the difference

between book and fair market value of remaining covered assets when the

agreement terminates or for goodwill established for assets that are not covered.
Under FIRREA, the physical assets acquired by FSLIC from the closvu-e of failed

thrifts were assigned to the FDIC for collection. In addition, the FDIC was assigned
responsibility for the administration of 202 assistance agreements with operating in-

stitutions. The responsibility for administering the agreements was delegated by the
FDIC to the Resolution Trust Corporation between January 1991 and October 1992
since the RTC was required by law to renegotiate many of these transactions. With
the virtual conclusion of the RTC's renegotiation efforts, the management of these
functions was reassigned to the FDIC Division of Resolutions.

Considerable progress has been made in winding up the obligations and liquidat-

ing the assets inherited from the FSLIC. When we acquired responsibility for these
assistance agreements in late 1989, there were 202 assistance agreements outstand-

ing with FSLIC notes totaling nearly $20 bUlion and covered assets totalling about
$58 billion. At fiscal year end 1992, 101 agreements remained with only 47 of these
considered active. Within the 47 active cases, only $9.3 billion of covered assets re-

mained as of September 30, 1992. Through December 31, 1992, another $1 billion

in covered assets have been disposed of bringing the balance down to $8.3 billion.

During calendar year 1993, another 21 active agreements will be terminating ac-

cording to their contractual terms. The remaining 54 inactive cases involve contrac-

tually required coverage of certain indemnifications (primarily litigation) provided
in the original agreements.

ASSETS IN LIQUIDATION

The FDIC acquired from FSLIC roughly $14 billion in assets resulting fi*om failed

savings and loans. The volume of FSLIC Resolution Fund assets held by the FDIC
has been reduced fi"om $14 billion to about $5.2 billion as of December 31, 1992.

We estimate that approximately $3 billion in cash generated by the sale of these
assets will serve to reduce the amount of future appropriations.

ASSISTANCE AGREEMENTS WITH OPERATING INSTITUTIONS

In prior yeeu^s testimony, the RTC outUned several steps that could be taken in
our efforts to lower the overall cost of the assistance agreements: (1) prepayment
of FSLIC promissory notes; (2) renegotiation of the largest agreements where pos-
sible; (3) repurchase of covered assets and the placement of these assets with other

managers where cost effective; (4) buyout of smaller agreements to save administra-
tive costs; and (5) further note prepayments and covered asset write-downs with any
remaining appropriated funds.

Through tiie appropriation of additional funds in fiscal years 1991 through 1993,
the RTC implemented the cost-savings plan. We are pleased to report that the RTC
has essentially completed its renegotiation efforts. During fiscal years 1991 and
1992 and through February 28 of fiscal year 1993, the RTC, on behalf of the FSLIC
Resolution Fund, took the following cost-saving steps: 1) prepaid notes aggregating
$18.4 billion; 2) continued to prepay the New West/American Savings Bank
intercompany note at the earliest contractual opportunity; and 3) directed Qie write
down of $5.1 billion in covered assets.

In addition, the RTC made significant progress in renegotiating the 96 separate
1988 FSLIC assistance agreements for which the FSLIC Resolution Fund had a con-

tinuing obligation. Renegotiations have been completed on all but one 1988 agree-
ment. Attached is a schedule which shows the outlays emended in these activities

through January 31, 1993 together with estimates of the present value savings
achieved to date. These savings range from roughly $1.4 billion to the government
as a whole before tax benefits, to $3.1 billion, assuming full use of tax benefits in

the period generated.
Current efforts to reduce the cost of these assistance agreements include: facilitat-

ing terminations, resolving disputes with assisted institutions, effecting the final

resolution of outstanding obligations of the inactive agreements, and continuing to

monitor and meet the obligations of the remaining agreements at a minimum cost

to the taxpayer. As the FRF obligations decline, so too does the cost associated with
the FDIC's administrative responsibilities as they relate to this fund. Therefore, we
anticipate reduced FRF administrative costs in the future.
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REMAINING FISCAL YEAR 1993 APPROPRIATION

For fiscal year 1993, the FSLIC Resolution Fund anticipates gross cash disburse-
ments of about $5 billion. This will consist of fiscal year 1993 appropriations of
$2,622 billion and the collection proceeds fi"om receivership assets and miscellaneous
receipts of approximately $966 billion, in addition to a carryover of about $1.4 bil-

lion in obligated appropriations from fiscal year 1992.

FISCAL YEAR 1994 APPROPRIATION

Appropriations for the FSLIC Resolution Fund, unlike most, are not composed of

specific line items subject to separate analysis and fiinding decisions. Rather, the
request calls for a single line item driven by economic estimates, and a pace of doing
business by, and with, holders of major assistance agreements. The required funding
is the difference between other FSLIC Resolution Fund funding sources, principally
collections fi-om the sale of the Fund's assets, and the obligations due for payment
dvuing the fiscal year.
Because the renegotiation process will be completed before fiscal 1994, the timing

of the remaining contractual obligations of FBF should not significantly change.
There are however, variables within assistance agreements that may cause future
payments to vary fi-om present estimates. The amount of payments may vary as the
result of interest rates changes, the loss on covered assets and other similar vari-
ables that impact the liability of the FRF. In addition, the outcome in 1993 of the
remaining renegotiation may impact the amount and timing of the payments on
FRF's present obligations.
Based on our current estimates, FRF will need fiscal year 1994 appropriations of

$1,326 billion. This is down considerably fi-om our 1992 and 1993 appropriation re-

quests of $15.9 and $2.6 billion respectively. We anticipate total cash needs of ap-
proximately $2.3 billion for fiscal year 1994. This will be covered by cash receipts
of approximately $776 million fi-om the liquidation of assets and other sources in
fiscal year 1994, our appropriation request $1,326 billion and the carry over of obli-

gations of about $300 million from fiscal 1993 appropriations.
In our fiscal year 1993

appropriation hearings, we indicated that FRF could be
close to self funding in fiscal year 1994. However, we also indicated that our analy-
sis depended on factors that «ire not totally within our control—such as the strength
of'the economy and the market value and liquidity of FSLIC Resolution Fund re-

ceivership assets. In addition, that premise was built on the basis of our appropria-
tion request of $15.9 billion for fiscal year 1992 and a request of $6.7 billion for fis-

cal year 1993. These requests were based on the expected timing of certain large
FRF obligations. In fiscal year 1992, we had hoped to be able to prepay the "New
West Note" and had requested $6.5 billion for that purpose. Negotiations were pro-
tracted and extended beyond fiscal year 1992. Instead of prepaying the New West
note, the RTC was able to pay off three smaller notes. These notes did not require
the fiill $6.5 billion that was planned and as a result $1.6 billion of our fiscal year
1992

appropriations lapsed.
The New West negotiations are continuing and were again planned for in fiscal

year 1993. At the time, eSter the maximum payments allowed under the note were
made, the anticipated fiinding necessary to prepay was about $4 billion. Negotia-
tions did not result in accelerated prepajrment rights subsequent to our testimony
last year and our actual 1993 appropriation was reduced to $2.6 billion. The New
West obligation must still be paid in subsequent years, giving rise to our modest
appropriations request for fiscal year 1994.

PROVISIONS OF THE FDIC IMPROVEMENT ACT

We will comment briefly on the FDIC's progress in implementing two programs
created by the House Banking Committee and authorized by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991. Both programs are subject to ap-
propriations.

FDIC AFFORDABLE HOUSING

As you are aware, the FDIC Improvement Act of 1991 required the Corporation
to implement an Afibrdable Housing Program upon appropriation of fiinds by Con-
gress. This legislation authorized appropriations of up to $30 million to reimburse
the FDIC for losses on properties with additional funds available for anv additional
administrative expenses associated with running the program. For fiscal year 1993,
$5 million was appropriated.
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In spite of limited funding, we have made a substantial effort to comply with the
letter and spirit of the law and accommodate low- and moderate-income purchasers
of our properties. Over the last year, we have succeeded in implementing a nation-
wide program and have worked effectively with state and federal agencies, non-prof-
its and financing sources such as banks. Notably, the FDIC worked with a consor-
tium of New England banks, coordinated by the Massachusetts Banking Associa-

tion, to conduct tnree affordable housing auctions. The consortium banks provided
financing on many FDIC sales.

The success of the program was, in large part, made possible by the Congress al-

lowing the FDIC to modify the statutory program to allow a more cost-effective ad-
ministration of the program. Without this discretion, the FDIC had projected admin-
istrative costs for tne program to run as high as $6.5 million. Under the current

progrtim, only $2 million is anticipated to be spent on administration of this nation-
wide program.

Prior to receiving the fiscal year 1993 appropriation, the FDIC voluntarily imple-
mented a limited program on March 31, 1992, restricting the sale of eligible single-

family and condominium property for 180 days to households with incomes less than
115 percent of the area's median income as adjusted for family size. Non-profits and
government agencies were also eligible to piu-chase these properties if they would
use the purchased properties as affordable housing. Since no funds were appro-
priated, the program was run on a cost neutral basis. In calendar year 1992, under
the voluntary program, the FDIC sold 705 housing units to qualified purchasers for

$20.8 million.

In October 1992, Congress appropriated $5 million for losses and administrative

e?cpenses associated with the program. Because the funding was less than originally

anticipated, the funding legislation allowed the FDIC to modify the program in a
manner which would best utilize the limited amount of funds. The modified program
is, in most respects, similar to the voluntery program implemented in March. The
primary difference in the appropriated program is that the FDIC provides rebates
or discounts in an amount of up to ten percent of the sales price as assistance to

qualified purchasers. This subsidy can be used in a number of ways: (1) two-to-one

matehing of down payment money (e.g., a buyer who can contribute $1,500 would
be eligible for an admtional $3,000 firom the FDIC to be applied to the down pay-
ment); (2) to cover necessary rehabilitation; (3) to buy down mortgage points and
to cover closing cost; (4) to cover costs for any required buyer counseling; or (5) for

direct discounti on purchases.
As of February 29, 1993, under the

appropriated program, the FDIC has sold an
additional 468 housing units to qualified purchasers consisting of 268 1-4 family
residences and 200 umts in a single room occupancy facility. $1.1 million in rebates
and discounts are committed for these sales. Given these results, we anticipate that
the FDIC can provide assistance on the sale of over 700 housing units, representing
sales of about $30 million, during fiscal year 1993.
The FDIC can effectively utilize any funds, up to the authorized $30 million, ap-

propriated for the upcoming 1994 fiscal year. Additional money could be used for

sales of multi-family properties which cannot be
supported

under current appropria-
tions levels. The discounts associated with a multi-family program could easilv meet
or exceed the $30 million authorized for the progrtim. Also, additional subsidies
could be used to provide more assistance to low- and moderate-income purchasers
of single family properties. Assuming that the FDIC can retain the flexibility to

modify the program, any level of funding up to the authorized amount could be used

effectively.

BANK ENTERPRISE ACT

Section 231 of the FDIC Improvement Act of 1991, termed the "Bank Enterprise
Act", is designed to encourage insured depository institutions to provide deposit and
loan services to economically disadvantaged borrowers and communities through re-

ductions in FDIC insurance premiums. The specific programs authorized are: (1) re-

duced assessment rates for insured depository institutions offering "lifeline" ac-

counts; and, (2) community enterprise assessment credits ("CEACs") towards deposit
insurance premiums for insured depository institutions making loans and taking de-

posits in distressed communities.
The FDIC does not have sufficient data to permit a precise estimate of the costs

of these programs because the cost would vary depending on the response by con-

sumers and depository institutions to these progrtims. To illustrate this, approxi-
mately $3.2 trillion is held in domestic deposits at FDIC-insured institutions, includ-

ing both commercial banks and thrift institutions. For each 1 percent of deposits at- ;

tnbuted to lifeline accounts, the assessments amount to $74 million per year, based]
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on a deposit insurance premium of 23 basis points. With a 50 percent assessment

credit, tiie cost of each one percent deposit share amounts to $37 million per year.
Consumer use of lifeline accounts will depend on how the accounts are defined and
whether the reduced assessment is sufficient to make offering such accounts cost ef-

fective.

Community Enterprise Assessment Credits are generated fi"om increases in loans
made to distressed communities. Furthermore, institutions with branches in dis-

tressed communities can earn credits for increases in any deposits taken, and any
loans or other investments made within distressed communities by those branches.
The amount of this credit varies depending on whether an institution meets the cri-

teria to qualify as a community development organization. Without such qutilifica-

tion, the assessment credit can be as high as 5 percent of the increase in loans made
plus the increase in deposits taken, except deposits that exceed the volume of loans
made are not counted. The credit can be as high as 15 percent for institutions that

qualify as community development organizations. The total credit for an institution

is subject to a cap of 20 percent of total assessments or 50 percent of total assess-

ments for a qualified community development organization.
For example, a bank that quahfied as a community development organization

could receive a $15,000 credit for each $100,000 increase in qualifying loans. If the
bank also increased qualifying deposits by the same amount it cotUd receive an ad-
ditional credit of another $15,000. The impact of these incentives could be substan-
tial with the limits imposed on total assessment credits being the binding con-

straint.

On October 6, 1992, Congress provided $1 million in appropriations to cover fiscal

year 1993 costs incurred by the FDIC suid other designated government agencies for

beginning preliminary study, design and development for programs authorized by
the Bank Enterprise Act (BEA).

Specifically, the fiinding was to cover estimated administrative expenses for issu-

ing minimum requirements and guidelines for the two BEA programs. The appro-
priation did not provide funding to offset assessment credits to depository institu-

tions offering lifeline accounts or increased lending to distressed communities. The
funds were provided to the FDIC only because the CEAC Board had not been orga-
nized and the FDIC along with the Federal Reserve Board are responsible for devel-

oping the lifeline account concept.
In the interim, the FDIC has established a billing system to capture BEA-related

costs inciirred by staff at the FDIC and other Federal agencies who are identifying
and studying relevant issues. Reimbursement will be limited to $1 million in fiscal

yeal" 1993. However, no funds have been disbursed yet.
The BEA established the CEAC Board and charged it with issuing guidelines that

would permit the prompt commencement of program operations should Congress
provide fiinding in fiiture years for reduced deposit insurance assessments and as-

sessment credits. The CEAC Board is to be comprised of the Secretary of the De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development and the Chairman of Hie FDIC, plus
two Presidential appointees representing community organizations, and chaired by
the Secretary of the Treasury. The FDIC has written to the Secretary of the Treas-

ury to request the expeditious organization of the CEIAC Board. However, the Presi-

dential appointments have not yet been made.
In the meantime, the FDIC established an interagency working group to discuss

and identify issues which could be affected by the legislation. The group met with

Congressional staff on several occasions to correct deficiencies in the original lan-

guage and discussed going ahead with working on related projects to the extent it

could without a CEAC Board. However, action on assessment credits for qualifying
activities relating to distressed commxinities cannot go forward until the CEAC
Board is established and functioning.
The definition, gviidelines and poUcies with regard to lifeline accounts are being

formulated now and should be ready for Federal Reserve System and FDIC Board
review by early May. A 60-day comment period is proposed before finalizing the re-

quirements.
Madam Chair, this concludes my prepared statement. I would be happy to re-

spond to any questions that you may have.
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MONTHLY ACTIVITY REPORT 1988-89 FSLIC ASSISTANCE AGREEMENTS—SUMMARY OF

CASH EXPENDED AND SAVINGS ACHIEVED

[In millions of dollars]

Monthly activity FY 91, 92 and YTD FY 93 activity

Action taken

Cash outlay

Present value estimated cost

savings- Cash outlay

Present value estimated cost

savings
—
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Mr. Hove. Madam Chair, I will have Lou Wright answer that.

Mr. Wright. Madam Chair, I would like to tellyou we are essen-

tially done. The only agreement that the RTCf is still actively
renegotiating is the New West agreement.
Senator MiKULSKl. Better pull that microphone up. Start that

sentence over. We
truly

did not hear.
Mr. Wright. I would like to tell you that the RTC has essentially

completed its task. The only assistance agreement from 1988 that
the kTC is still renegotiating is the New West/American Savings
Bank agreement.
That transaction was the largest transaction entered into by

FSLIC in 1988. It is different from all the other agreements. It es-

sentially set up a bad bank, which was the liquidating bank of the
bad assets and bad liabilities of the old Financial Corporation of
America. And it had a good bank, which kept the retail deposits
and the good assets.

In order to balance the bad bank with the good bank, the new
bank actually loaned the bad bank approximately $7.5 billion. That
is a call protected note. The Grovemment cannot accelerate it's as-

sistance to pay down that note.

It is a very favorable rate. It is a high-rate note. It has benefits
to the leverage requirements of the capital ratio requirements of
the American Savings Bank. And where we tried very diligently
and very long to accelerate our rights to prepay and save the tax-

payers money, we could not justify the premiums.
So, as a result, from last year's testimony to when the legislation

was finally enacted, the FDIC reduced its request and essentially
that is the reason why there is still an appropriation request for
the forthcoming fiscal year. It is essentially what we can prepay on
that note.

FUTURE FRF APPROPRIATIONS

Senator MiKULSKi. I think that really clarifies that question. I

would like to go to the future FRF appropriation.
Last year the FDIC said that fiscal year 1993 would be the last

year it would need an appropriation until one final pa5nnent, until
1998. Now you are asking for $1.4 billion for this fiscal year.
Will this be the last year you need a separate appropriation or

what could be anticipated in the future?
Mr. Hove. Well, let me comment first. Yes; we would hope that

this is the last one. But again, as I mentioned in my remarks,
there is a great deal of uncertainty in renegotiating contracts, in

getting some of these things settled.

We would look for the FSLIC resolution fund to be self-funding
after this year. However, I cannot say that with a great deal of cer-

tainty.
I might ask Mr. Seelig to comment further on that, if you would.
Mr. Seelig. Yes, Madam Chair; I think last year when the state-

ments were made, the hope was that the New West loan would
have been paid off and settled, and the ongoing obligations of the
resolution fund would have ceased.
To date, that has not occurred. Mr. Wright is obviously still pur-

suing that. The other uncertainty that comes into play is that the
income stream, aside from the appropriations, comes from the col-
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lections on assets that are in liquidation. And what the level of

those collections will be and their magnitude is partially dependent
upon economic conditions.

If we continue with a lower interest rate environment and the

economy continues to improve, that will yield us increased collec-

tions. If, however, we have adverse economic events, we may not

get the level of income that we are expecting.

IMPACT OF ECONOMIC RECOVERY

Senator MiKULSKl. So we could anticipate that, one, first of all,

that is why you need the fiscal 1994 payment appropriation, and

though your goal is that this would be the final payment, it is de-

termined by other factors.

Which then takes us on the effect of the economic recovery on the

FRF cost. Last summer, a GAO report on the FSLIC resolution

fund said that future assistance payments could be volatile, de-

pending on part on the health of the real estate market and lower

interest rates.

The economic recovery has begun and interest rates have gone
down since the election. Do you anticipate any benefits to lower

what is required for your appropriation because of this?

Mr. Hove. Yes; we do. But again, it is very uncertain, depending
on the condition of the economy in the areas where we have the

properties that we have for sale.

FRF renegotiation SAVINGS

Senator Mikulski. Thank you. I know my colleagues will have

other questions.
I have one final question. This goes to taxpayers' savings. From

the nearly $45 billion in appropriations to the FSLIC resolution

fund over the last 4 years, how much of these funds saved the tax-

payers from what it would have cost had the original FSLIC assist-

ant agreements been allowed to continue unchanged?
Do you have any idea on that?

Mr. Hove. I will ask Mr. Wright to answer that.

Mr. Wright. We estimate that it is approximately $1.6 to $3.1

billion. That is in present value, comparing what we pay on the

FSLIC obligations and if we borrow the money through direct

Treasury borrowings at the same rate, taking that spread dif-

ference and present valuing it to when the actual cash is outlayed.

The difference in the estimated savings is dealing with the tax

benefits. As you know, the FSLIC assistance is tax free. Many of

the acquirers of these institutions have a lot of tax benefits and you

really cannot time when the shelter will be used from the tax free

nature of the assistance.

Senator MiKULSKl. But I would say it is substantial and over $1

billion. That is quite heartening to hear.

Senator Feinstein? I note that Senator Bond has arrived. Sen-

ator, do you want to get caught up a little bit on the testimony and

I will go to Bob Kerrey for a minute?
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REABSORBING RTC EMPLOYEES

Senator Bond. Well, Madam Chair, if you will forgive me, and
I apologize to the witnesses, we have had a hearing in the Treasury
Postal Subcommittee on the ATF today. And if there has been one
thing that has taken FSLIC and the RTC off the front pages, it has
been that agency and the tragedies involved.

I am going to leave a number of questions for the RTC that I

would like to have answered for the record, because in my role on
the Banking Committee, I am an advocate of folding the RTC into
the FDIC as quickly as possible. It may be a small thing, but I

think it is the right thing to do.

I would submit these questions and with your permission and in-

dulgence to my friend from Nebraska, I would just like to ask our
witnesses what kinds of actions the FDIC is taking to facilitate the

potential merger with the RTC and how many of the employees
and activities do you expect to be able to assume?
Mr. Hove. Senator, we are now actively negotiating with the

RTC. We have committees established to integrate the RTC em-
ployees back to the FDIC as soon as the RTC winds down.
As a matter of fact, we have 2,400 full-time GG employees at the

RTC. We have taken back about 600 of those employees from the
RTC and integrated them back into the FDIC as their workload di-

minished at the RTC and as we could use them at the FDIC.
We are making plans to bring all of the RTC employees back into

the FDIC as we have a commitment to do, and will do that in an
orderly manner, as the RTC functions wind down.
Senator Bond. I thank our witness and Madam Chair, I thank

you. I will leave these questions and will try to catch up on the rest
of the record of the hearing later on. And I apologize to my col-

leagues on the committee.
Senator Mikulski. Senator Bond, without objection, first of all

your presence and the questions will be noted for the record and
we will pass those right on at the end of this conversation.

Senator Kerrey.

FDIC TREATMENT OF BORROWERS OF FAILED BANKS

Senator Kerrey. Thank you. Madam Chair.
Mr. Chairman, it is nice to see you. I have got a couple of ques-

tions having to do with the operation of the FDIC itself.

As you know, when a bank fails and is taken over, the borrowers
who have loans that are not accepted by the new bank then find
themselves having to deal with the FDIC. And what I am con-
cerned about is the time that is required for disposition of the as-
sets of that loan.

Again, as I assume you know, the loan continues to accumulate
interest, the asset very often depreciates in value and by the time
the offer is accepted, the terms have changed. And I am just curi-

ous as to whether or not we need a statutory change to quicken the

pace of these settlements or can it be done administratively.
A statutory change, I can assure you that it is likely to be the

sort of thing that would be enacted relatively quickly. Aiid I would
like to know your thoughts on that matter.
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Mr. Hove. Senator, as you know, I had a call from Grene Glock,
your assistant in Lincoln, and visited with him about the case that
I think you have specifically in mind.

I had hoped to have an answer for you this morning. But we are
still working on the answer. I assure you that we will get this

taken care of administratively. If you choose to have legislation,
that is fine. We will work with the legislation. But I think that we
can do this administratively.

I apologize for the delay that we have had in this particular in-

stance that you have in mind. And we will get this one worked out
and negotiated as quickly and as smoothly as we can.

Senator Kerrey. I took the example to be an example of some-

thing that—as I understand it, it might be going on inside of the
activities of the FDIC when these banks are taken over and the as-

sets are then returned to you. Is that not true? Is this an excep-
tional case that we are talking about or not one that applies to

Mr. Hove. Well, this is an exceptional case in that it has gone
as long as it has. Senator. This particular case was involved in

farmland, it was involved in equipment, it was involved in live-

stock. And as those
prj^erties

were sold, they were sold for less

money than was owed. The money was put into escrow as the nego-
tiations were made as to a settlement amount.
The interest amount continued to accrue. I think we will work

out a settlement that will lower the amount of interest that has ac-

crued on the loan during that period of time that will be satisfac-

tory to borrowers and to the FDIC.
Senator KERREY. If you could—^not this morning, but in a follow-

up, advise us to whether or not this sort of situation is showing in

other areas. And I understand that we had a specific case we are

working.
But my concern was that this was merely an example of some-

thing that might be occurring in hundreds of cases across the coun-

try. And as I hear you saying, this is unquestionably the exception,
not the rule?
Mr. Hove. I think this is the exception, not the rule. In fact, this

particular case that has come to our attention appears to be maybe
even a unique case. But I will find out and I will get back to you.

examination fees

Senator Kerrey. I would like your opinion on the administra-
tion's recommendation to assess banks that are chartered by States

an FDIC examination fee. These State banks are already paying
fees into the State for State examination as well as paying in for

FDIC insurance, for deposit insurance.
I would just like your assessment of the fairness of assessing an

additional examination fee for the FDIC?
Mr. Hove. Well, the proposal that you are talking about was in-

cluded in the President's budget as an amount that would come to

the FDIC. The FDIC would, in fact, charge examination fees that

would be equal to the fees that were charged by the Comptroller
of the Currency for national banks.
We would then credit whatever was paid to the State as a credit

against that. We have had the ability to do that. We have had the

ability to charge for examinations for some time. It was provided
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for in FDICIA. The FDIC Board has chosen not to do that up to
now.
As you know, the FDIC Board will have several new members

and maybe an entire new Board in the near future. That is a deci-
sion for that Board to make. And the request has not yet come
from 0MB or from the administration, other than as the line item
in the budget. There has not been a request for the FDIC to ad-
dress this issue. So the Board has not yet addressed the issue.

I cannot tell you what might happen with the new Board ad-

dressing that issue at the time that it is submitted by the adminis-
tration.

SECONDARY MARKET FOR SMALL BUSINESS LOANS

Senator Kerrey. Let me ask one additional question and I will
submit some others for the record. Madam Chair.

I hope the Board is not completely changed, I hope that you are
one that gets held over. But I go further, we hear a lot of applause
for the President's change in allowing for character loans,

I have still got some concern as to whether we are over regulat-
ing very heavily capitalized rural banks that appear to be in a posi-
tion to be able to be given even additional flexibility. That can be
taken up at a separate time.
One of the new questions that is arising is the possibility or the

suggestion of creating a secondary market for loans that are not se-

cured.

Allowing for the creation of a secondary market for loans that
are not secured would, for many banks, do what we have seen hap-
pen with secondary markets for housing or secondary markets for
other nonsecured loans. It greatly expands the bank's ability to be
able to make these kinds of loans.
Unsecured loans, as you know very well, are a very important

part of providing capitaJ to entrepreneurs. I am just curious as to
whether or not you, yourself, have given any thought or had any
discussions about this idea of an additional secondary market for
nonsecured loans.

Mr, Hove. Let me first say that we now have sent out our new
policies on the character loans. And those are in place, not only
from the FDIC, but the other Federal regulatory agencies.
So we think this will make some credit available. Now, the issue

of the secondary market for the small business loans is a tough
issue. In order to have a loan that is able to be sold in the second-

ary market, there have to be some standards created, and the
standards have to be conforming standards; and the standards for
a restaurant loan, for example, are different from the standards
that there might be for an automobile dealership loan. So, it is very
difficult to structure the standards so that they fit nicely into a sec-

ondary market structure. You can do that with houses, because a
house loan in this area is very similar to a house loan in Lincoln.

So, the standards are easily conformed. In small loans, they are not
so easily conformed. So, there is a lot of work that has to go into

this project before it is workable.
We are certainly interested in taking a look at it. If it is work-

able, if we can make some sort of standards that can fit different

types of loans, so that you do not have to only have one classifica-
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tion, or one type of loan, fit into this box so it can be sold in the

secondary market, we are certainly interested in it.

But there are a lot of problems with doing this, simply adminis-
trative problems in getting the program working.

COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT

Senator Kerrey. Do you have opinions as to whether or not we
are too stringent in requiring again, rural banks in particular, to

conform to community reinvestment requirements?
Mr. Hove. Well, you know, I would be a lot more interested in

looking at the performance of the institution, rather than the docu-
mentation. And I think we have been focusing, maybe too much,
on the documentation, rather than on the performance; because as
I look at smaller community banks in rural areas in particular,

they are doing the activities that are necessary for community rein-

vestment, or they are not going to survive.

They are participants in the community and they are doing the

outreach, and there really are not any depressed or high-income
areas in a lot of these communities. The communities are almost

homogenous communities, where the income level is very similar

throughout their entire area. So most of these banks are making
credit available throughout the community and, in fact, encourag-
ing credit.

I would be a lot more interested in looking at the performance
of those institutions than the documentation that they are going
through to make sure that they qualify.
Senator Kerrey, Are there ways to do that, in statute?

Mr. Hove. We are looking at that right now. That is one of the
initiatives that the President has proposed, and we are really look-

ing at that, to try to define: How do we look at performance in an
institution? Are they, in fact, making loans available in their com-

munity?
And one of the ways to perhaps look at that is to look at their

loan-to-deposit ratio in comparison to other banks of similar size;

and to see if, in fact, they are making loans available in their com-

munity in a fairly high loan-to-deposit ratio.

Senator Kerrey. I am sorry, I got a little bit distracted there.

Are you sa3dng the administration is examining the possibility of

legislation to do that?
Mr. Hove. We are examining what we can do administratively,

without legislation. We are examining what we can do to identify
CRA performance, as opposed to CRA documentation, to see if, in

fact, we can determine that CRA is being complied with. I do not
think anyone wants to do away with CRA. They do not want to

have banks that simply are ignoring their responsibility to reinvest

in their communities. What we are really trying to look at is to de-

termine some way to evaluate the performance of banks involved

in community reinvestment, as opposed to the way that they have
documented it, so that they do not have to spend as much time fill-

ing out the documentation forms.

But we can look at other things to make certain that they are,

in fact, investing in their community.
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COOPERATION BETWEEN FEDERAL AGENCIES

Senator Kerrey. Does FDIC ever take up the question of pos-
sible collaborative work between Farmers Home, Farm Credit, even
CDBG's, and SBA? We very often find ourselves—at least I find

myself—hearing of problems, again particularly in rural commu-
nities, even larger rural communities where the problem is again
one of ability to get equity capital for loans, as a consequence of
lower than normal personal income in the area, and so forth. And
it seems to me we have got lots of different agencies out there that
are working on this; and I mentioned several that, in the end, pro-
vide either direct equity, which is what CDBG does, or subsidized

loans, which is what Farmers Home and SBA do in certain cases,
or some sort of Grovemment-sanctioned effort, which is what the
Farm Credit system does.

It seems to me we have got lots of boxes out there that are at-

tempting to do that; and if, somehow, there could be managed a
collaborative effort, we might be able to get much more expedited
effort and might be able to solve what appears to be a constant

problem in the rural communities.
Mr. Hove. Our examiners are continually visiting with bankers

and encouraging them to use the facilities of SBA and Farmers
Home Administration, to provide credit for their customers. But we
cannot force banks to use them. All we can do is sort of encourage
them in the examination process, that they look at these things to

make credit available in their communities.
Senator Kerrey. What I was thinking of, Mr. Chairman, is the

situations where a bank says: Here is a loan that I would like to

make, but I am short equity; and, in order to meet the require-
ments of the examiners, I need some additional equity. I know that
there is an equity program at SBA or Farmers Home, or even in

CDBG, through the State or the city; but it is hard for the banker
to get their arms around an answer. And so the borrower is usually
in the position of having then to go over to one of these other boxes
and try to get an answer, and the answer is not there; and then

they go to another box and try to get an answer, and very often
the opportunity is missed as a consequence of not being able to get
what seems, given the amount of money we spend in Washington,
a very small amount of equity that typically is required.

It is not a question of appropriating new money or authorizing
new money; typically, it is there. We just cannot get an answer.
The person that is in a position of being able to assess the risk and
put the deal together, the banker, does not have access or authority
to be able to get that done. And I do not know if anybody has ever
examined the question, but it is one that I certainly ask enough
times, with very little satisfaction in return.
Mr. Hove. And I cannot give you a very good answer, because

we suggest that borrowers or bankers use these other agencies and
these other programs. But we do not interface directly with these
other programs. Our interface is really with the banker in the ex-

amination process.
Senator Kerrey. But you will be doing an examination of the

loans themselves, trying to determine whether the loan is satisfac-

torily secured; and you do, sometimes, get into positions where
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there is a requirement for an equity put, in order to satisfy the law.

So, you do get wrapped up into it. As far as the borrower is con-

cerned, they very often are being told that the bank is saying to

them: The examiners require some additional equity. And the bor-

rower is saying: "Now what do I do?" And they are being told: *Tou
have two choices. Either get the equity in, or we call the loan."

It does seem to me that we have got to find some way to get an-

swers, particularly since the taxpayers are putting the money out

for it anyway. We have got to find some way to get lenders with
a greater capacity to get an answer to that question. I do not know
how to do it, frankly, Mr. Chairman. I just sJert you to the frustra-

tion that I feel, when I know that there is capital there. It is just
down the street in another box, and I cannot get into it.

Mr. Hove. I would be glad to work with you, and put our staff

to work, and see if we cannot find a way that this can be worked
and facilitated.

Senator Kerrey. Thanks.
Senator Mikulski. Thank you very much for this testimony, and

your willingness to participate. We look forward to this level of co-

operation, and thank you very much.
Mr. Hove. Thanks, Madame Chair.
Senator Mikulski. We will get you Senator Bond's questions, be-

cause we need them for the record.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

We will submit the balance of the questions for response in the

record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the Corporation for response subsequent to the hear-

ing:]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MIKULSKI

FDIC - RTC Coordination

Question l; Last year, Mr. Taylor told us there were
some coordination problems between the FDIC and the RTC.
The reason the RTC is responsible for renegotiating
the agreements left over by FBLIC that are included in the
F8LIC Resolution Fund while the FDIC is supposed to
administer these agreements. Are there any remaining
coordination problems which continue today?

Answer: Any coordination problems between the FDIC
and the RTC that may have existed last year are no longer
a problem. Furthermore, we understand that the RTC's
efforts to renegotiate the 1988 FSLIC Assistance
Agreements are essentially completed.

Bank Enterprise Act

Question 2a: Last year we gave you $1 million to
cover the costs of developing guidelines and req[uirements
to implement the Bank Enterprise Act. This Act is
designed to encourage lending in economically distressed
communities.

One of the problems with implementing the Act is the
failure of the last Administration to appoint the Board
which is designed to oversee it.

Question: Have you spoken with HUD Secretary
Cisneros about getting action from the White House on the
appointment of this board? Will there be a budget request
for the program?

Answer: The FDIC has not communicated with HUD
Secretary Cisneros about getting action from the White
House on the appointment of the Community Enterprise
Assessment Credit (CEAC) Board because the Secretary of
the Treasury is designated by statute to chair the Board.
Department of the Treasury staff attended an October 1992
interagency working group meeting. At that time. Treasury
staff recognized their responsibility in this program and
indicated that they were going to begin organizing and
contacting the members of the Board, including HUD. At
this time we are not aware if Treasury staff has contacted
anyone at HUD. The FDIC has sent two letters, one to
former Secretary Brady in January 1993 and one to
Secretary Bentsen in February 1993, stating that we are
waiting for instructions on establishing and organizing
the CEAC Board. In the meantime, the FDIC staff is
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continuing to contact Treasury staff to stimulate interest
in the BEA activities.

The President's FY94 Budget does not contain a budget
request for the program. It is hoped that the CEAC Board
will be organized in time to use the funds appropriated in
FY93 for the necessary expenses of issuing minimum
requirements and guidelines and for estimating the costs
of allowing reduced assessment rates and assessment
credits pursuant to the Bank Enterprise Act. It is
important to note that the amount of funds necessary in
future years will depend on the guidelines which must be
established by the CEAC Board.

Question 2b: What has the FDIC done to get these
guidelines and requirements developed?

Answer; With regard to CEACs, the FDIC established
an interagency working group to identify and discuss
issues affected by the legislation. The group met with
Congressional staff on several occasions during 1992 to
correct deficiencies in the original language of the FDIC
Improvement Act. Many of these legislative changes were
incorporated into the Housing and Community Development
Act of 1992.

The group has also identified projects it can do
without the CEAC Board. Staff is presently working on
regulations to define the terms "nonprofit organization"
and "small business". However, action on assessment
credits for qualifying activities relating to distressed
communities cannot go forward until the CEAC Board is
organized.

The Federal Reserve System is formulating the
definitions, guidelines and policies with regard to
lifeline accounts. A document should be ready for Federal
Reserve Board and FDIC Board review by early May. A 60-
day comment period is proposed before finalizing the
requirements .

Also, until the CEAC Board is established, the FDIC
has created a billing system to capture BEA-related costs
incurred by staff at the FDIC and other Federal agencies
who are identifying and studying relevant issues.

Qu,estion 2c: How much money would be needed to
properly implement this Act to test it in enough areas so
as to see if it works or not for the purposes it was
created?

Answer: The FDIC does not have sufficient data to
permit an estimate of the costs of these programs. The
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cost would vary depending on the guidelines that are
established and the response by consumers and depository
institutions to these programs. Until the CEAC Board is
formed and establishes the par2uneters of the program, it
will be impossible to begin to make estimates.

FDIC Affordable Housing Program

Question 3a: We appropriated $5 million to begin this
program last year. Can you tell us, despite this modest
appropriation, how many additional homeowners you have
been able to create? How many families have been
assisted, or will be assisted with these funds?

Answer: At present, under the appropriated
Affordable Housing Program, the FDIC has sold 457 housing
units to qualified purchasers. As of April 1, 1993, $1.1
million is committed in rebates and discounts for these
sales. Given these results, we anticipate that the FDIC
can provide assistance on the sale of over 700 housing
units during fiscal year 1993.

Question 3b: Do you believe that this program would
be more effective if it were run as a multi-family housing
program rather than a single-family program?

Answer: Given the current $5 million appropriation,
the FDIC could not run a meaningful multi-family program.
The sale of just a few multi-family projects could absorb
a large amount of a $5 million appropriation. Assuming a
larger appropriation, a multi-family program would be an
effective means of housing more households because the
per-unit price is often less than for single family
properties.

Question 3c: This program is authorized at $30
million. Is this a viable level to expect this program to
work?

Answer: The FDIC will endeavor to effectively
utilize any funds appropriated for the upcoming 1994
fiscal year. Appropriations above the current funding
levels could be used to Implement a more complete multi-
family program. The discounts associated with a multi-
family program could easily meet or exceed the $30 million
anticipated for the program. Also, additional subsidies
could be used to provide more assistance to low- and
moderate- income purchasers of single family properties.
Assuming that the FDIC can retain the flexibility to
modify the program, any level of funding could be
accommodated and used effectively.

Question 3d: Will there be a budget request for the
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program?

Answer; The President's FY94 Budget requests
$5,260,000 for the program.

RTC Inspector General Hiring

Question 4: As you Icnow, the RTC is set to go out of
existence at the end of 1996. This fact has hindered the
RTC Inspector General's ability to recruit top quality
employees during the last two years.

One suggestion made to this Subcommittee to correct
this problem is to permit the RTC to hire people so they
will be guaranteed employment by the FDIC's IG upon the
termination of the RTC. I support this idea strongly.
What is the FDIC's position on it? If you are undecided,
when will make such a decision? Please explain your
answer in great detail.

Answer: In order for the RTC IG staff to be

"guaranteed" employment with the FDIC, they would all have
to be given permanent appointments. To permit this to

happen could, we believe, have serious personnel
management implications for the FDIC and is simply not
necessary in order to satisfy that office's staffing
needs.

All employees assigned to the RTC are, by law,
employees of the FDIC — including those assigned to the
IG's office. As provided for in P.L. 101-73, the FDIC is

obligated to reabsorb all permanent employees assigned to
RTC. This process has, in fact, already begun. Because
we anticipated significant difficulties in accommodating
the return of over 2400 permanent employees assigned to
RTC, especially in those FDIC offices which have
counterpart organizations and duplicate functions at RTC,
the FDIC and the RTC agreed that a freeze on roost

permanent hiring and promotions would be implemented
within both agencies. By filling positions on a temporary
rather than permanent basis, we keep our permanent
workforce from enlarging disproportionately to the
available work, thereby minimizing the possibility of
future reductions-in-force and involuntary separations of

employees when the RTC is reabsorbed. We also assure that
positions continue to be available for permanent RTC-
assighed employees once they are returned.

To dramatize the problem from the perspective of this
proposal, we looked at the current position allocations
for both the RTC and FDIC GIG functions; ceiling
allocations are based on workload predictions. For fiscal
year 1993, the RTC DIG has an authorized position ceiling
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of 315, of which 282 are currently filled (94 on some form
of temporary appointment) . Under this proposal, the
remaining 33 vacancies would be filled on a permanent
basis with the 94 temporary employees subject to
conversion to permanent appointment. Potentially, this
means that the FDIC would have to take back all 315

employees, virtually exclusively into our own IG office.
This does not take into account any growth in the
authorized ceiling for the RTC OIG over the next 3 years.

The FDIC IG office has an authorized ceiling for 1993
which is slightly more than half that of the RTC IG
office: 200 with 179 filled (38 on temporary
appointments) , leaving 21 — plus the 38 temporaries —
available for the ultimate reabsorption of permanent staff
from the RTC OIG. Even assuming a legitimate need for a
10% increase in the FDIC OIG ceiling for 1994 (20 new
positions) , a steady increase at that rate over the
following two years leading up to RTC's sunset at the end
of 1996, continuation of the hiring restrictions, and 10%
attrition in the permanent IG workforce annually, that
office would still not be able to absorb the 315 employees
who might constitute the permanent staff at the end of
1993. That essentially leaves us with one alternative:
a reduction-in-force to downsize the IG function
commensurate with its workload requirements. If, however,
the existing freeze remains in effect, the FDIC expects to
be able to accommodate the return of the current permanent
staff of the RTC OIG (188 employees) with minimal
difficulty.

If this proposal to exempt the RTC OIG from the
freeze were to be implemented, the FDIC OIG would likely
make an immediate appeal that it too be made exempt from
the freeze by administrative action of the Corporation so
as to equalize the two organizations in competing for job
applicants. This would certainly not be an unreasonable
request under the circumstances and yet would further
undermine the effectiveness of the hiring freeze in
restraining growth in the permanent FDIC workforce. It
would also pave the way for other FDIC and RTC divisions
and offices to make similar pleas for relief.

We must also take exception to the underlying
argument made by RTC's OIG that they have experienced
difficulty in meeting their staffing needs due to their
inability to offer permanent appointments. Due to the
continued soft labor market nationwide, our more extensive
use of temporary (up to 1 year) and term (more than 1 year
but not-to-exceed 4 years) appointments has been quite
successful across a variety of occupational categories.
For Auditor positions, our first experience (May 1992) in

advertising for GG-12 through 15 candidates to fill term
appointments produced over 1000 applications.
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with respect to the specific staff requirements of
the RTC IG's office, records of our own recruiting efforts
in their behalf indicate that they have not experienced
difficulty in attracting qualified candidates for their
positions even under the freeze restrictions. Since early
February 1992, when the limitations on permanent
appointments were implemented, the OIG has had 612

eligible candidates referred for term appointments to fill

multiple Auditor positions. For Criminal Investigator
positions, 85 term eligibles have been referred for

appointment consideration over the same time period with
11 selections made. Additionally, and again since the

beginning of 1992, the RTC OIG has made 47 appointments —
all of a temporary or term nature — in positions ranging
from 10 GG-5/6 Secretaries to 7. entry-level (GG-5/7/9)
Auditors, 19 roid-to-senior level Audit Specialists and 11
Criminal Investigators in grades GG-11 through GG-13.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR D'AMATO

FRF Litigation

Question, l: Your statement refers to 54 cases in the
F8LIC Resolution Fund that are "inactive", but technically
still open matters, due primarily to the existence of

pending litigation. Please provide a summary of the
causes of action in the litigation pending in these 54

cases.

Answer: The 54 inactive cases represent cases where
the assistance has expired according to its terms.

However, outstanding issues remain. Examples of

outstanding issues include completion of a final FDIC
Inspector General Compliance Audit, ongoing tax benefits
due to the FRF and litigation.

Of the 54 inactive cases, 34 have outstanding
litigation. Litigation cases are defensive and primarily
asset-related. For example, the overwhelming majority of
the litigation cases involve suits arising out of unfunded
loan commitments of failed financial institutions. These
lender liability suits are often filed by borrowers when
efforts are made to recover unpaid debts.

In addition to the lender liability cases, 14 of the
54 cases still require an Inspector General Audit. The

remaining six are included for miscellaneous reasons.
Seven cases included in the 54 require ongoing monitoring
for tax benefits, which survive beyond the termination.

Examination Practices

Question 2: Over the last several years banks have
been complaining about bank examiners and the unfairness
of the examination process. Many bankers say that the
conduct of examiners has made them hesitant or unwilling
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to lend. Do you believe that bank examiners have made
banks reluctant to lend?

Answer: We do not believe bank examiners have made
banks reluctant to lend. Recent experience has reinforced
our belief in this regard. The ratings assigned to
examined institutions originate at the field examiner
level and are largely predicated on the level of adversely
classified loans. In the past 15 months, (since year end
1991) , we have had a reduction in the number of problem
banks of about 350 institutions or 33% of the December
1991 level. In other words, our examiners have not
hesitated to recognize improvements in loans and
conditions, just as they recognized deteriorating
situations.

We recognize, however, that there may be isolated
instances in which examiners made unreasonable demands or
took unreasonable positions and consequently may have
caused some frustration and discouragement. We, of
course, want any such cases brought to our attention so
that the matter can be investigated and examiners
appropriately instructed to avoid such situations in the
future. By and large, however, we believe our examiners
have been and are exercising sound judgment and taking
eminently fair and reasonable positions in classifying
assets and otherwise pointing out possible problems for
bank management's attention.

We are also aware that bank management sometimes
overreacts to examiner criticism by going well beyond what
is reasonably expected in terms of strengthening loan
portfolios and correcting problems. At other times, bank
management may use examiner criticism or the prospect of
examiner criticism as an excuse to call or refuse a loan
the bank does not wish to make or hold in any event. In
still other cases, there may be a simple miscommunication
and misunderstanding of intentions which is why we stress
to our examiners the need to explain and justify the basis
for any asset classifications or criticism and to afford
bank management ample opportunity to present
countervailing information and argument before final
decisions are made. If bank management continues to
disagree with our examiner, there is further opportunity
to have contested classifications or findings reviewed at
the regional office level and even at the Washington
Office level if serious enough.

Bank Investments in Government Securities

Question 3: Bank investments in government
securities has reached historic levels. Do you believe
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that banks should be able to Invest more assets in

government securities than in loans? What limits, if any,
should be established on bank investments in government
securities? If these investments should be limited, what
would be a reasonable limitation?

Answer: We do not believe that any limits should be

placed on bank investment in government securities. Asset
composition and portfolio mix have traditionally been left
to management discretion and we believe this approach has
served the industry and our economy well. Limits per se .

moreover, would not necessarily guarantee more lending or

any particular type of lending.

We tend to regard the relatively high proportion of

government securities currently held by banks as a

temporary situation which should change as loan demand
from creditworthy borrowers picks up and the economy
improves. We note as well that bank holdings of

government securities perform a vital function in

permitting the government to finance its debt or otherwise
to provide secondary funding for housing, education and
other vital public services.

Credit Crunch Proposals

Question 4; On March 10, President Clinton announced
an agreement among the four federal regulators to address
the problem of credit availability to small and medium-
sized businesses, and this past Tuesday, the regulators
issued their policy statement regarding loan
documentation. These initiatives are being implemented
administratively; what can Congress do to alleviate the
credit crunch for small- and medium-sized businesses.

Answer: We have no recommendations for specific
legislative changes to alleviate the credit crunch for
small- and medium-sized businesses. It is our view that
laws passed by Congress are not directly responsible for
the credit crunch problem and so there is very little that
Congress can or should do to alleviate the problem apart
from passing laws that broadly demonstrate fiscal
responsibility and encourage economic activity.
Nonetheless, the agencies are developing a list of

possible legislative changes to reduce regulatory burden
and at least some of these changes, if enacted, should
have a positive impact on credit availability.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR KOHL

FDIC - RTC Merger

Question 1: What steps has the FDIC taken to prepare
for the merger with the Resolution Trust Corporation?

Answer: A number of measures have been initiated in
order to meet our legal obligations in as equitable,
orderly and nondisruptive a fashion as possible:

o a freeze on most permanent hiring and promotion
actions was implemented with both the RTC (effective
February 4, 1992) and the FDIC (effective March 4, 1992).
By containing growth in our permanent workforces through
the use of temporary appointments and promotions, we can
stabilize the size of the current career employee
population in the respective agencies and assure that
positions within the FDIC will be available for permanent
RTC-assigned staff as they are returned;

o a master data file containing the names of all
RTC-assigned employees declared excess has been created
and is updated as new returning employees are identified
by RTC. This data file contains basic descriptive
information profiling each employee including their
current grade level, occupation, geographic location,
preferences for geographic assignment, etc. FDIC
divisions and offices, in a cooperative effort with FDIC's
Office of Personnel Management, review and select
individuals from this inventory for positions which they
wish to fill. Every effort is being made to accommodate
each employee's expressed willingness to be assigned to
certain geographic locations around the country.
Individuals who are moved to other locations are being
giving 12.0-day relocation benefits;

o priority consideration in the filling of available
FDIC positions is being given to those career employees
assigned to RTC whose services are found to be no longer
necessary. Placement forecasts are shared with FDIC
divisions and offices so that they might be better able to

prepare for the return of RTC-assigned staff. Other
statistical data reflecting progress of the putback of

RTC-assigned employees is updated monthly; of the 2415

permanent employees assigned to RTC as of January 1992,
1814 remain as of March 29, 1993; and,

o a joint committee composed of senior management
officials of both the FDIC and RTC has been established to
develop a plan for the orderly transition of functions and

permanent employees from RTC headquarters back to the
FDIC. This Consolidation Coordinating Committee will, in
the months ahead, be working directly with the various
divisions and offices of FDIC to develop the necessary
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plans for accomplishing the reabsorption of appropriate
functions and/or permanent staff from the RTC. These
plans will describe strategies for the most effective and
efficient return of staff, taking into account the ongoing
work needs of both the FDIC and the RTC counterpart
organizations and any impediments or problems which might
interfere with the process.

Credit Crunch Proposals

Question 2: Will the Administration's *'credit
crunch" relief plan contain a legislative component?

Answer: The Administration's "credit crunch" relief
plan is being developed and coordinated by the Treasury
Department. The banking agencies at present are
developing a list of possible legislative changes designed
to reduce regulatory burden. At least some of these
changes, if enacted, should have a positive impact on
credit availability.

Small Business Secondary Market

Question 3: Describe the administrative and
technical problems related to establishing a secondary
market for small business loans.

Answer: To answer this question, it is informative
to describe some of the characteristics of instruments
that are widely traded on a secondary market. The most
important characteristic for any secondary market
instrument is homogeneity. The oldest secondary markets
were set up to trade grain, perhaps the most homogeneous
commodity. At the opposite end of the spectrum are the
heterogeneous debt or equity markets. The closest proxy
at this time for a small business loan market that takes
account of the heterogeneity of each loan is the junk bond
market. If the desire is to create a market that trades
a somewhat homogeneous commodity that is composed of
similar individual instruments, we may look to the
secondary mortgage market as an analogue.

No one can fully describe all the characteristics
that make the secondary mortgage market so successful, but
the similarity of the underlying collateral and the depth
of the secondary market for this collateral, the low
historic default rate, the high equity commitment by the
borrower, the large stock of mortgages (large amount of
residential housing) , low loan monitoring costs and the
ability to tailor the interest and principal streams of
derivative securities (CMO market) appear to contribute to
the success of this secondary market.
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Small business loans on the other hand lack most of
these characteristics. The underlying collateral, if any,
will tend to be specific to the type of enterprise. A
machine shop will have very different collateral from a
restaurant. Liquidating this collateral in the event of
default may be costly and require individuals with
specialized knowledge of the value of this collateral in
a particular market place. In addition, default rates on
small business loans depend to a large measure on the
monitoring of the loan by the originating bank. Bankers
not only lend money, but they often provide insight into
the effective management of the enterprise. In a

secondary market setting, the originating institution does
not have a vested interest in the viability of the loan
once the loan is made (unless recourse agreements force
them to take back the loan in the event of default) .

Hence, unless a large number of monitoring personnel with
significant knowledge in these business arenas were to be

employed by the underwriting agent (private or federal)
default rates are likely to rise for these types of loans
increasing the required return on the average loan.

In general then, small business loans appear to
require information tailored to each loan as opposed to a

pool of "small business loans". The cost of recording,
verifying and analyzing this data before a secondary
market participant will purchase the loan without an
explicit loan guarantee would require a significant
commitment of skilled credit underwriters for the firm
purchasing the loan or alternately for the agency
guaranteeing the loan and pricing the risk. It is unclear
whether these costs would be lower than the costs

currently incurred by banks presently serving this market.
If not, then any attempt to provide a federal "credit
enhancement" as a way of building confidence in the new
agency providing the credit underwriting will only
substitute for the increased costs of providing these
loans. If the goal of developing a secondary market for
small business loans is to increase the availability of
this type of financing, a subsidy may be necessary. In
the long run, that subsidy may be more efficiently
allocated by direct subsidy (loan buy-downs, interest rate
subsidies, etc.) within the current market framework. Of

course, while this analysis is skeptical about the
potential success of establishing a secondary market for
small business loans, the financial markets have proven
resourceful in innovating around obstacles if a niche
remains to be filled. The high yield debt market is the
most recent and pronounced example of this process.

Examination Fees

Question 4; As part of the Administration's economic
plan, FDIC insured state chartered banks will be required
to pay fees for FDIC examinations. The Administration
estimates that this vill raise $1.1 billion over the next
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four years. Has the FDIC estimated the amount of lending
that could be lost due to such increased fees? Has the
FDIC considered what effects, if any, these fees will have
on the continued viability of the dual banking system?

Answer: Although we have done no specific analysis,
we would expect that examination fees of the magnitude
indicated would not have a significant impact on lending
volume which is affected primarily by other factors. We
are concerned, however, about the impact such fees may
have on the dual banking system. The FDIC Improvement Act
already generally limits the activities and investments of
a state-chartered bank to those of a national bank. If
egualized fees are now mandated (whether paid federally or
to the states) , it would seem to raise questions about the
reasons to preserve the dual banking system.

This is especially true if the fees were charged
regardless of the cost of supervision. We understand that
one element of the current proposal is to permit state
banks to credit their state examination costs against the
federal examination fee. We speculate that many state
treasury operations might simply use this methodology to
increase state revenues while maintaining existing budget
restraints for their Banking Departments — in effect,
pocketing the difference which would create no new federal
revenues. In addition, assuming that supervisory costs
are a factor in banks electing a state or national
charter, any present efficiencies and economies of state
banking departments that result in lower costs and fees
for state chartered institutions would be eliminated.

Under the existing system, the FDIC's supervisory
efforts are driven predominantly by the perceived risk to
the insurance fund regardless of type of charter
(thrift/bank) or chartering authority (state/federal) .

They are influenced by potential losses, not revenues.
The experience of the financial institution failures in
the 1980 's clearly demonstrated that losses or charges to
the fund can outstrip accumulated revenues.
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FOR POUCY, PLANNING, AND RESOURCES

Senator Mikulski. The committee now wants to hear from the

inspector general of the RTC, Jack Adair.

Jack Adair and his crew of ace investigators, Uke Red Adair,
have found fires throughout the maze of RTC, and have gone about

putting them out through hard work, tough audits, and reports, in

the best spirit of what an inspector general should be.

Last year, the inspector genersd discovered a $4 billion error in

the FDIC's request for appropriations for the FSLIC resolution

fund. We subsequently deleted that $4 billion from the request, and
saved taxpayers $4 billion. We feel that the money that we put in

to enable you to staff up was, indeed, worthwhile. We remembered
you had significant requests for startup and we feel that our mod-
est expenditure has already reaped an incredible amount of tax-

payer savings.
We note that you are requesting a budget of $34,582,000.00. It

is an increase of over $1 million, and we look forward to hearing
what you need, why you need it, and examples of those savings
that you have found.

OVERVIEW OF RTC PROBLEMS

Mr. Adair. Thank you, Madame Chair. We do appreciate your
continued support; and I think, as you read the newspapers, you
are certainly aware that RTC continues to have problems with in-

ternal controls, contracting, its asset sales, and its systems. We
have been attempting to help the RTC achieve its goals as economi-

cally and efficiently as possible. There are a number of examples
included in my testimony, the most prominent, of course, is the
Price-Waterhouse/Homefed contract which was on the front page of

the Washington Post two consecutive Saturdays in February. RTC
was paying about 67 cents a page for labor for photocopying serv-

ices and overpaid about $6 or $7 million.

There are numerous examples of these kinds of problems. RTC,
of course, is very susceptible to fraud, waste, and abuse, because
so much of its work is done through contracting. They have issued

more than 100,000 contracts and about 25,000 of those are still ac-

tive.

In the area of asset management and sales, there are problems
accounting for receipts. For example, the Tampa office of RTC
could not account for about $12 million of income from the sale of

90 real estate properties. They had to go out and hire a contractor

to perform extensive research to find the money. All but about $2
million has now been accounted for. We are still looking for that.

(209)
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There are, again, numerous examples that I, in the interest of

saving time, will not go into. I would just say that continuing inter-

nal control problems have left the Corporation vulnerable to theft.

There is one other example I think is worthy of mention, involv-

ing two contractor employees at a receivership in Texas, who man-
aged to very simply divert $500,000 that was due to RTC from a
settlement, into their own accounts. They took nine checks that
came in the mail, put them in a drawer, let them sit for a month,
and found that nobody missed them. They put them in a bank ac-

count and still nobody missed the money. They went out and
bought gold Krugerrands with the money, and finally, through a
series of events, this theft was brought to our attention by the indi-

vidual who was selling the gold. And these two individuals are now
in jail.

This gives you a sense of how easy it is when you are dealing
with such large amounts of money as RTC is, to take money from
the RTC. So we are continually watchful of this type of activity.

STAFFING DIFFICULTIES

The systems have been a problem, we have reported, but I just
want to move ahead and say we have reached a level of about 300
staff. Originally, we had hoped to get to about the 350 level. We
have not been able to do that, in large part, because of the tem-

porary nature of the agency; it is due to go out of business no later

than 1996. And it is becoming more and more difficult to hire peo-
ple, particularly because the FDIC/RTC policy now is to hire on a
term appointment basis.

CONTRACTING SERVICES

So, partly to compensate for this, we are moving more into some
contracting ourselves; and we have asked for approximately $5 mil-

lion in this 1994 budget for contracting services. I think I can safe-

ly tell you that the CPA firms that we have hired to help us are
more than paying for themselves. For example, one firm found in

California that a loan servicer had about $18 million sitting in the
file cabinet, almost 800 checks that had been in there for as long
as since last June; they they simply had not gotten around to giv-

ing this money to the RTC. So these kinds of things that the CPA
firms are finding for us are paying great dividends and we think
that our contracting money is going to be well spent.

I could give you other examples, but in the interest of time, I will

not. I will simply say we do appreciate your past support of our of-

fice. We understand the tight funding situation and we hope you
can continue to support us.

[The statement follows:]

Statement of John J. Adair

Madam Chair and members of the subcommittee, thank you for your invitation

to be here today to discuss the fiscal year 1994 budget request for the Office of In-

spector General of the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC).

OVERVIEW OF RTC OPERATIONS

In preface to my remarks here today, let me assure you that my office appreciates
the enormous challenges the RTC has faced since its inception. RTC has been
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charged with resolving the unprecedented savings and loan crisis—perhaps the
worst financial crisis this country has encountered. Controlling and stabilizing more
than 700 financial institutions in such a short period has been difficult. RTC had
to quickly hire thousands of personnel, develop policies and procedures, and imple-
ment information systems. To its credit, RTC has protected almost 22 million de-

posit accounts, closed 650 insolvent savings and loans, taken possession of $438 bil-

lion in assets, and sold or collected on $337 billion of that amount. Still remaining
is the resolution of at least 100 additional thrifts and disposition of more than $100
billion of mostly hard-to-sell assets.

Notwithstanding these accomplishments, RTC has been besieged with costly mis-
takes and lapses in internal controls. Treasury Secretary Bentsen, who chairs the
Thrift Depositor Protection Oversight Board, is taking much needed steps to bring
about changes in RTC's operations. Changes being planned include:—Strengthening internal controls against fi-aud, waste, and abuse;—Correcting problems flagged by auditors;—Preparing a comprehensive business plan for selling remaining assets;—Expanding opportunities for minorities and women;—Improving the organization and staffing of the Professional Liability Section;—Improving msmagement information systems;—Strengthening contracting systems and oversight;—^Appointing a chief financial officer who does not have other operating respon-

sibilities; and—
^Establishing an audit committee.

Many of these measures specifically address problems identified by the Office of

Inspector General since our inception three years ago.

raCH RISK AREAS CONTDWE GETTING IG PRIORITY

The Office of Inspector General has always focused the majority of its resources
on those aspects of RTC operations that pose the highest risk of fraud, waste, and
mismanagement. The three areas that continuously have been at greatest risk have
been (1) contracting, (2) asset management and sales, and (3) information systems.
We have been reporting on these vulnerabilities from the outset through a program
of audits of RTC activities and investigations of alleged wrongdoing and irregular-
ities, briefings of RTC officials and the Oversight Board, semiannual reports to Con-

gress, and testimony before Congressional committees.

Contracting
Consistent with its originating legislation, RTC relies on contractors for many of

its activities. Over 100,000 contracts have been issued with fees reaching over $3
billion. In addition, RTC has spent hundreds of millions of dollars for outeide legal
services. Though necessary, the extensive use of the private sector exposes RTC to

excessive costs and abuse.

Recently, I testified about the costly Price Waterhouse/Homefed contract in which
the corporation paid almost $7 million, or 67 cents per page for labor only, for an
accounting firm to perform what are essentially photocopying services. Before that,
we reported on another contracting fiasco to have a firm reconcile accounts of insol-

vent institution assets. After 8 months of work and almost $24 million in contractor

costs, RTC still was not assured that an accurate accounting of institution assets
had been completed by the contractor. Moreover, as we learned through our review,
because RTC inadequately planned, awarded, and managed this contract, the cor-

poration paid between $3.8 million and $6 million more than was necessary to have
the accounting performed.
We are also engaged in a number of reviews of legal fees charged by outside coun-

sel. For example, we questioned $272,000 in claims for fees and expenses submitted

by a major firm representing RTC/FDIC in its case against Drexel Bumham Lam-
bert Group and Michael Milken.

Ovu" investigations have also revealed a substantial amount of criminal activity

by contractors or their personnel. For example, two contract employees were

charged with stealing over 6,500 money orders from an RTC controlled institution,

potentially worth more than $6 million. In another case, a contractor employee stole

Krugerrands, U.S. silver dollars, and U.S. coin proof sets from an RTC office be-

cause the contractor failed to secure this collateral.

Susceptibility to contractor fraud, waste, and mismanagement is unfortunately an

age-old story for the government, "nie risk is particularly high because of the neces-

sity of RTC relying on contractors to perform much of its mission. The Office of In-

spector General w5l remain vigilant against these abuses and strive to ensure that
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RTC implements and follows internal controls to prevent or detect as many prob-
lems as possible.

Asset management and sales

No private or government entity has ever been faced with the magnitude or com-

Slexity

of managing and selling a portfolio of assets as large and diverse as RTC's.
;TC cash management and cost controls are vitally important in this area. Unfortu-

nately,
we have seen a disturbing trend of problems. Some examples follow:—KTC's Tampa office could not account for approximately $12.4 million of income

from the Side of 90 real estate properties. RTC had to hire a contractor to per-
form extensive research just to find the money. All but about $2 million nas
now been accounted for.—^Until February 1993, a contractor had $101,000 in bank accounts for three RTC
properties even though RTC had sold tiie properties in September 1991, March
1992, and August 1992.—^Developers of another RTC owned property failed to remit over $2 million in

revenues.—RTC's Coastal Office has paid or will have to pay about $1.8 miUion in disposi-
tion fees to asset managers for assets that they didn't even sell.

These examples from our audits in the past year illustrate the continuing internal

control problems and systemic weaknesses that leave the corporation vulnerable to

fraud, waste, and abuse. Recent criminal investigations have found instances of:—Individuals offering bribes to RTC officials, one involving an offer of $1 million

to purchase an asset and another involving pa3rment of cash to reduce a debt.—Strawbuyers purchasing RTC affordable housing.—Property managers submitting false bills and withholding receipts due to RTC.—^Two contractor employees at a receivership diverting $500,000 due to RTC from
a bankruptcy settlement to their own accounts.

We plan to maintain our oversight of the asset management and sales programs.
In particular, we want to ensure mat RTC fulfills its legislative mandate to dispose
of assets in a manner that maximizes net present value. While completing the proc-
ess of cleaning up the savings and loan debacle as quickly as possible is desirable,
it should not come at tiie expense of receiving lower prices for assets or of pajdng
higher than necessary costs to manage and sell them.

Information systems
RTC has spent about $500 million on system related initiatives, but it still does

not have the reliable systems it needs to support its basic mission of managing and

selling assets. No one questions RTC's need for information systems. However, RTC
has had to develop ite systems hastily. Other factors complicate RTC's efforts to de-

velop reliable systems, including massive workloads, diverse systems maintained by
savings and loans, and poor records at the insolvent institutions. Together, these

factors impose great risks tiiat drive up the costs and curtail the usefulness of RTC
systems tiiat have been developed.
Our audits have reported numerous problems. For example, our review of the

Real Estate Owned Management System (REOMS) found that the system was pro-
cured before specific rec[uirements were developed. Consequently, user requirements
could not be met, certain internal controls were lacking, date was inaccurate, and
a substential cleanup effort was needed. We have also reported to the corporation
that it needed to renegotiate its contracts for systems development. As a result of

a newly signed contract with more favorable terms, the corporation is saving several

million doUars.
We plan to continue our scrutiny of RTC information systems. They are important

for RTC managers to have accurate data from which to manage, and for the Over-

sight Board and Congress to get information to evaluate the adequacy by which
RTC carries out its mandates.

FISCAL YEARS 1992 AND 1993 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During fiscal year 1992, the Office of Inspector General nearly doubled its staff

size from 150 to 287. Altiiough this was a substential increase, we fell far short of

hiring the 356 total steff planned. This was due in large part to our temporary ex-

istence and a change in the corporation's hiring policies to limited term
appoint-

ments, which were less attractive to experienced auditors and investigators. The dif-

ficulties in attracting experienced staff have continued into fiscal year 1993. We
have managed to build our steff to almost 300.

As a consequence of our hiring difficulties, we have conducted fewer audits than

planned and increased our backlog of pending investigations. One measure that we
have taken to alleviate our staffing problem is using public accounting firms to con-
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duct certain audits under contract to our office. We anticipate using more of these
firms dvuing the remainder of this year and in fiscal year 1994.

I am pleased to report that the Office of Inspector General has had a substantial

impact on RTC operations, resulting in significant savings as well as detection of
fraud, waste, and abuse. TTie Office of Audits issued 56 audit reports during fiscal

year 1992 and through the first half of fiscal year 1993. These reports contained 242
recommendations to unprove RTC operations and have estimated monetary benefits

totaling over $4.3 billion. Much of these savings are attributable to our audit of the
fiscal year 1993 FSLIC Resolution Fund appropriation estimates that we performed
at your request Madam Chair. Additional benefits should result from the 116 audits

currently in process, of which 76 are underway by our staff and the remaining 40
are being handled by outside accounting firms.
The Office of Investigation's caseload continues to increase. As of March 15, 1993,

there were 306 cases pending. Our investigations in fiscal year 1992 and the first

half of fiscal year 1993 have led to criminal charges against more than 70 individ-
uals and businesses. Of these charges, 58 resulted in convictions and 12 are await-

ing court action. One individual was acquitted and another six have entered the pre-
trial diversion program. Court-ordered fines and restitution for the period amount
to $196,000 and $1.52 million, respectively. In addition, investigations have recov-
ered $1.44 million, identified $3.46 million in cost efficiencies, and seized $420,000
in assets. As a result of our investigations of job-related misconduct in the period,
nine RTC employees have been suspended or fired, 18 others resigned while under
or following investigation, and 14 have received letters of caution or reprimand. Ac-
tions against 17 contractors have been taken to date for improper or illegal activities
disclosed during our investigations.

I also established an Office of Inspections during fiscal year 1992 to supplement
and complement our audit and investigation activities. This office is responsible for

quick evaluations of selected RTC operations in order to detect inefficiencies and
abuse or to recommend solutions to operational problems. The inspections that are
initiated are determined largely by requests fi-om RTC management and Members
of Congress; information received through our hotline; and issues identified through
audits and investigations.

During fiscal year 1992 and the first half of fiscal year 1993, the Office of Over-
sight and Quality Assurance conducted a comprehensive program of oversight of au-
dits and reviews performed by public accounting firms under contract to RTC. This
office provided technical advice and assistance to RTC management regarding audit
guidelines to be included in contracts with public accountants. In ad£tion, this of-

fice completed desk reviews of the quality of 50 audit reports and completed com-
prehensive on-site quality reviews of 13 reports. Also, they issued 16 oversight re-

ports presenting the results of comprehensive on-site quality reviews and observa-
tions on improving the management of contracts for au^ts.
Our nationwide toll-fi:«e hotline, which was established in November 1990 for

RTC employees, contractors, and the public to report fraud, waste, and mismanage-
ment, has received over 375 allegations of wrongdoing or mismanagement to date.

Approximately half of these allegations were referrea for OIG audits, inspections,
or investigations with the remainder sent to RTC management for a response. The
hotline has become an integral part of our operation with about 25 percent of the
closed cases substantiated thus far. One noteworthy case was an anon3Tnous letter
to our hotline staff last July that alleged waste and overcharges for the work per-
formed by Price Waterhouse at HomeFed. The hotline has recently received a surge
of calls as a result of President Clinton's announcement of an Initiative to Stream-
line Government. This initiative included the release of major Inspector General
hotline numbers to the national news media. In the first five days following the an-
nouncement, the hotline received over ten times the normal volume of calls. Many
of the callers expressed general concerns about RTC operations rather than specific
allegations. We have passed these results on to the White House.
One other activity that I want to mention is our review of proposed RTC direc-

tives, regulations, and legislative proposals. In the past 18 months, we have re-
viewed about 250 of these proposals in order to ^ve RTC management early in-

sights on the adequacy of its internal controls. This effort has allowed us to assist
RTC management to build integrity, efficiency, and economy into RTC programs
whenever possible.

FISCAL YEAR 1994 REQUEST

The Office of Inspector General is requesting a total of $34,582,000 and 307 full-

time equivalent positions. This request reflects an increase of $1,072,000. The re-

quest has been prepared in accordance with the 0MB passback and President Clin-
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ton's budget proposals. It reflects inflationary adjustments to the fiscal year 1993

base less offsetting savings for stafiQng reductions, the pay freeze, and an across-

the-board overhead reduction.

Our request also includes $4.8 million for contracting services. Primarily, this

money will be used to contract with public accounting firms to assist in our audits

of RTC contractors, loan servicers, asset managers, and receiverships. These firms

provide our office with the flexibility to perform more work. As I pointed out, hiring
staff" has become increasingly difficult in view of RTC's temporary existence and per-
sonnel policies requiring hiring of employees on term appointments.
Madam Chair, this budget will permit my office to sustain its current level of

oversight of RTC operations for another year. RTC has made substantial progress
in resolving the savings and loan crisis, and fortunatelv, we can see light at the end
of the tunnel. However, RTC remains highly susceptible to fraud, waste, abuse, and

mismanagement. Many factors make RTC inherently susceptible to problems, in-

cluding the large sums of money involved in transactions, the rush to complete its

mission, an absence of adequate internal controls, and extensive use of outside con-

tractors and law firms.

I believe that we have demonstrated the soundness of your past investment in

this office. Additional details supporting our budget request are in documents that

we have provided to your staff for inclusion in the hearing record.

CONTRACTOR OVERSIGHT

Senator Mikulski. Thank you very much for that outstanding
testimony and the outstanding effort that your agency and your
300 staff have done. I would like to go over some items related to

the request, and also contractors, and then some about the actual

results of your work.
This goes to the 1994 budget request. You state in your testi-

mony that your 1994 request contains $4.8 million, to contract with

those public accounting firms for certain audits. What percentage
of your audits are done by contractors and does your reliance on
contractors open your office up to the same criticisms that have
been made of RTC, that too much is being designated to the private

sector, and accountability and oversight slips away?
Mr. Adair. Well, I can guarantee you, in response to the second

part of that question, that we will keep very close watch over the

CPA firms who are carrying out operations under our control and
direction. The percentage is difficult to quantify. I believe we, at

the present time, have 80 audits ongoing on our own, and about
40 being conducted by the CPA firms. But theirs are necessarily
smaller audits and more specifically directed at a particular area
than the larger audits that our individuals are conducting. They
are doing specific audits. They are looking at, for example, the bil-

lings submitted by law firms. They do a simple, straightforward re-

view of the bills, to make sure we are not being overcharged by law

firms, as was mentioned in one of the examples in my testimony.
There is $250,000 that we found, that had been overpaid to

Cravath, Swain & Moore, on the Drexel Bumham, Michael Milken
work. We expect there would be a considerable amount of that

found among other law firms and the payback is going to exceed

the cost of the CPA firms.

TERM APPOINTMENTS

Senator Mikulski. Thank you. I think that covers our question
there. Last year, we discussed the problem you face in recruiting

employees because the RTC is supposed to go out of business in

1996. Are you still required to hire only on the basis of short-term
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appointments, or can you hire on the basis of a more permanent
position? And has that had an effect on, say, recruiting or retaining
those quality employees? Because experience is probably one of the

single most important tools of really being a good inspector general
employee, because you want judgment. You develop a nose, a kind
of a street sense, of where to look.

Mr. Adair. We are still required, under the FDIC/RTC rules, to

hire on a term basis; and it has significantly affected us, particu-

larly in the area of hiring investigators. We are able, to some ex-

tent, to hire auditors directly out of college and they have been

helpful; but on the investigative side, it would take years to train
recent college graduates, and we would be out of business before

they were up to speed. And experienced investigators simply are
not willing to make the transition to our office, with the uncer-

tainty of how quickly we are going out of business. At one point,
it was thought that RTC would close this year, under Al Case/s
scenario of transferring about 60 billion dollars' worth of assets
back to FDIC. That, apparently, is not going to happen. In terms
of Secretary Bentsen's testimony requesting funding for RTC, the

procedure now will be to move ahead at a reduced speed, paying
more attention to internal controls, and contracting and systems,
and to selling the assets at the highest possible price.
And there is now no artificial deadline for the expiration of the

RTC, other than, of course, the legislative deadline of 1996. So that

may help us a little in our recruiting the fact that we are not going
out of business this year. But it certainly has been detrimental to

our hiring, Madame Chair.
Senator MiKULSKi. What could be done about it?

Mr. Adair. As I say, one thing we have done is to try and aug-
ment our audit staff through contracting with CPA firms. There is

not really anything equivalent on the investigative side. I do not
know of anybody that contracts out for investigations. So we have

simply ended up doing fewer of the investigations. The backlog of
our investigative cases grows and there is not much we can do
about that.

Senator Mikulski. Because of the sunset situation here, is this

requirement a statutory one? Could you refresh my memory?
Mr. Adair. The 1996 deadline, sunset, is statutory; yes.
Senator Mikulski. But the focus of hiring short-term or tem-

porary employees?
Mr. Adair. That is not statutory. That is simply the policy of the

FDIC and RTC; and the reason they have done this, of course, is

that there is a merger coming up down the road. And they are try-

ing to avoid major reductions in force by having both the FDIC and
the RTC hire on a term basis. So we are not being singled out, we
are simply being included with everyone else in that term-hiring
situation.

Senator Mikulski. We are going to direct a question, for the

record, to the FDIC, to see if they have looked at the impact of this

on your ability to do their job; and ask them to look at the impact,
and to evaluate that situation.

Mr. Adair. It might be very helpful.
Senator Mikulski. Because it is one thing to do short term, but

everyone knows the sunset. Anybody who is going to be an inves-
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tigator for an inspector general is going to know what the deal is.

But I think it would help you considerably, would it not?

Mr. Adair. It certainly would.

FSLIC RESOLUTION FUND BUDGET REQUEST

Senator Mikulski. Now, this goes to the FSLIC resolution fund

budget request, speaking of them. Have you had a chance to review

their request for $1.3 billion this year? And, if so, could you tell us

whether you believe it is accurate?

Mr. Adair. Madame Chair, we have not, to my knowledge, had
a chance to look at that request; and, of course, we have looked at

it in the past 2 years, at your request, and found substantial oppor-
tunities for savings. We would be pleased to do that again this

year.
Senator Mikulski. I was going to ask you to do it; yes, if you

would do that.

Mr. Adair. We would be happy to do that.

Senator Mikulski. So that we could, like gallbladder surgery,
have a second opinion. It is good for hospital cost containment and
it is good for FSLIC cost containment.

NEW cooperative SPIRIT

I sense, with the appointment of Senator Bentsen as the Sec-

retary of Treasury, the management at FSLIC, the Acting Director

at RTC, that there is a new spirit of cooperation and communica-

tion, and problem solving. Is that your observation?

Mr. Adair. That is exactly my observation. In fact, yesterday I

sat down with Roger Altman, who is acting CEO of the RTC, and
members of his staff; and present at the meeting also were Peter

Monroe, the president of the oversight board, and members of the

RTC upper echelon management; all working together to see how
controls could be improved and revenues could be increased on the

sale of assets. I think there is a much greater cooperative spirit.

Certainly, Secretary Bentsen's nine reforms that he has proposed,
and that the Senate has put into its version of legislation during
its markup of the $45 billion request, those are all things that we
endorse. They involve improving contracting systems and paying
attention to audit findings, and creating an audit committee, cer-

tainly things that are near and dear to our hearts. And we think

that the reforms will help quite a bit.

REFORM REPORTS

Senator Mikulski. Well, you had a pretty substantial list of re-

forms that needed to occur, reforms and controls in the area of

management.
Have you then turned that over to Roger Altman?
Mr. Adair. Yes; we have sent a number of reports to Mr. Altman

since he has taken over as CEO, and he said yesterday he was

reading each one of them and would react to them. We think we
have a very good working relationship going at this time, and we
are hoping that the new CEO will continue in this spirit, whoever

that would be.
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WESTERN STORM

Senator MiKULSKl. Which takes me to the savings that have oc-

curred. I want to raise something called the Western Storm project.
Can you explain to us what you discovered in the Western Storm
project, where RTC supposedly lost or misplaced $7 billion—that is

"b" like in "ballistic"—$7 billion dollars, and then paid a single con-
tractor $24 million in fees to find it.

Mr. Adair. Yes; that was a result of a hurry-up effort to close

down about 150 savings and loans; and that was achieved, but at
the cost of coming up with an out-of-balance situation between the

general ledger and the subsidiary ledgers of the various thrifts.

There was, as you say, $7 billion out of balance. RTC needed to rec-

tify that, to get, these accounts back in balance because, quite
frankly, you cannot sell assets if you don't know whether you have
them or not. They had assets shown on one set of books but not
on another, and they had to get this reconciled. Unfortunately, they
chose to simply go out noncompetitively and award a contract,
which ended up being in the $24 million range, to a company called
Financial Management Task Force. And they did it by splitting up
the award into 92 pieces, so that each piece would be within the

delegated authority of the awarding officer. They could have done
this a lot less expensively, because they had other nationally
known firms on a basic ordering agreement that they could have
hired for $3 to $6 million less. It is as simple as that.

STIMULUS PACKAGE

Senator Mikulski. It is quite a mess. Well, your work is so inter-

esting to me, I could ask you questions for the next IV2 hours.
I note the presence of Senator Kohl's staff. He is actively in-

volved in discussions on the stimulus package. I know he wanted
to be here, and I note for the record that Senator Kohl will have
questions for the record.
We thank you for your ongoing work, and we look forward to

working with you to resolve many of these issues. We think you
have done a great job, whether it is the xeroxing fees or finding
where they stashed money, and all those other examples. Thank
you very much. We look forward to working with you.

additional COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

We will submit the balance of the questions for response in the
record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the Corporation for response subsequent to the hear-

ing:]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR D'AMATO

Question I. What powers does the RTC currently possess to compel renegotiation of

contracts with vendors that result in wasteful spending, like the HomeFed situation? Please

comment on the propriety of, or need for, legislation establishing a contract renegotiation

process within the RTC, that would provide a mechanism for prospective renegotiation of

such vendor contracts that result in excessive fees.

Answer 1. Under existing regulations, policies, procedures, and contract terms, RTC does not

have authority to compel the renegotiation of contracts. Our audit of RTC's HomeFed contract

with Price Waterhouse concluded that key elements of RTC's prescribed contracting policies and

procedures were not followed by RTC management. Had RTC adhered to policy requirements,

many of the problems with this contract could have been avoided, including the excessively

marked-up costs paid to Price Waterhouse.

With regard to your inquiry about the feasibility of establishing a Contract Renegotiation Appeals

Board, we do not believe that this approach would be the most effective course of action at this

time for the following reasons:

(1) The potential adverse impact on RTC's ability to contract out as required by

FIRREA. In our estimation, many contractors would be reluctant to contract with RTC if they

thought that the contracts would later be renegotiated to their financial detriment.

(2) The late timing of this procedural change in view of the impending sunset date for

RTC operations. RTC would probably have already ceased operations before many contracts

could be determined to require renegotiation. Furthermore, a major portion of RTC's

contracting has already been undertaken. By the time a new board is selected, convened, and

operationsil, it may be too late to effect significant economies.

(3) The absence of any existing renegotiation boards to serve as models for expediting

the establishment of an RTC renegotiations process. At one time, the Department of Defense

used a renegotiation board, but in the wake of the Truth In Negotiations Act (Public Law 87-

653), the board was discontinued several years ago.

A more effective approach to preclude contractors from charging excessive costs is for RTC to

ensure that sound contracting practices are followed. RTC management must continually

emphasize the need for ail contracting officials to adhere to the RTC Contract Policies and

Procedures Manual and other pertinent contracting procedures.

Question 2. There have been allegations that the RTC has not audited the overwhelming

m^ority of the institutions that it has taken into receivership (perhaps as few as 12 of the

approximately 600 institutions placed into receivership). Please address these claims. In

your office's opinion, what is the cause of any such delay? If these claims are true, what

needs to be done to remedy this problem?

Answer 2. As of April 16, 1993, the RTC Office of Inspector General (OIG) had completed

eight audits classified under the heading of Receivership Operations. Of this number, four audits

covered individual receiverships and four addressed RTC management activities. There are 1 1

Receivership Operations audits in progress.

On four of the audits in progress, the OIG budgeted 3,500 staff days in Fiscal Year 1993 to

review the operations of receiverships that have been consolidated into RTC offices located in

Atlanta, Dallas, Denver, and Kansas City. These audits have been programmed to determine

the accuracy, promptness, and completeness of income received from real esUte sales, loan

sales, and loan servicers and brokers, relative to all consolidated receivership activities. There

are also audit steps to examine the appropriateness and accuracy of receivership expenditures.
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the adequacy of controls over collateral, and the proper use of suspense accounts. Through the

judicious use of sampling techniques, audit coverage will include transactions from

approximately 195 of the 302 receiverships managed by the four offices being audited. In

addition to these audits of consolidated receiverships, OIG audits are covering income from the

sale of loans through both the securitization program and whole loan sales. Transactions are

being reviewed from all receiverships, nationwide, that participated in these loan sale programs
during the period under review.

The OIG is also in the process of competitively awarding contracts to independent public
accountants (IPAs) to audit receiverships. The IPA audits will cover both individual and
consolidated receiverships. A consolidation occurs when a receivership is reduced in size to the

extent that all accounting and asset records are transferred to the responsible RTC office. In the

consolidation process, the financial institution is closed, employees are relieved of their duties,
and furniture and fixtures are sold or removed. Before consolidation, the bulk of the assets,

typically real estate and loan portfolios, are transferred to Asset Management Contractors

(AMCs). To help in the management of consolidated receiverships, RTC uses Resolution

Assistance Contractors (RACs). A RAC manages assets that were not transferred to AMCs,
provides accounting and reconciliation services, prepares governmental and financial reports, and

provides other services as specified in the Resolution Assistance Agreement. By using IPAs to

audit RACs, the OIG will achieve a greater degree of audit efficiency. For example, the IPA
audit of the RTC Atlanta Office will cover seven RACs that have responsibility for managing
100 consolidated receiverships. The OIG has developed a comprehensive RAC audit guide to

help expedite the IPA audits.

It should be pointed out that only considering audits categorized as Receivership Operations does
not present a complete picture of the audit and oversight activity associated with RTC's

management of failed savings institutions. For example, Standard Asset Management and

Disposition Agreement (SAMOA) contractors, property managers, law firms, and others provide
RTC with a myriad of services related to all facets of the Corporation's operations, including

receiverships. SAMDAs manage and dispose of receivership assets. Similarly, property

managers and attorneys are engaged by both RTC directly and SAMDAs to handle specific

receivership needs.

The OIG's comprehensive audit plan encompasses all significant areas of RTC operations. As
of April 16, 1993, the OIG had 113 audits underway. In addition to the 11 audits classified

under the Receivership Operations designation, there were 94 audits in progress on asset

management and contracting. In accordance with the intent of the FIRREA legislation, IPAs
have thus far been engaged to perform 41 of the on-going audits. Most of these audits are

ultimately related to the Corporation's management of failed thrifts in receivership. The OIG's

goal is to provide as much effective audit coverage of major areas of receivership operations as

possible with th^ resources available.

Besides the OIG, other RTC components are involved in overseeing receivership operations.
The Department of Contracts, Oversight, and Evaluation (DCOE), for example, has completed
five internal control reviews of individual receiverships. Within DCOE, the Office of

Contractor Oversight and Surveillance (OCOS) has also formulated a plan to review all SAMDA
contractors each year.

Aside from the oversight provided by OIG audits and DCOE/OCOS reviews, RTC has detailed

procedures in place that are designed to safeguard Corporation interests during the settlenent

and closing phases of the resolution of every receivership. A settlement specialist ensures that

all RTC requirements are met with regard to owned and leased property, vendor contracts,

subsidiary operations, insurance coverage, data processing equipment, and credit card accounts.

The RTC Settlement Manual prescribes in detail all of the settlement procedures to be followed

for each receivership. Likewise, the RTC Closing Manual sets forth the step-by-step procedures
for closing institutions in receivership at resolution. A closing manager oversees the entire

process and facilitates full coordination among asset managers, field site managers, accounting

managers, and other specialists to ensure that the proper documentation has been generated and

that both RTC and the acquirer of the failed institution have complied with all applicable

requirements.
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SUBCOMMITTEE RECESS

Senator MiKULSKl. This concludes this morning's hearing. The

subcommittee will stand in recess until Thursday, April 22, when

we will take testimony from the EPA Administrator.

[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., Friday, April 2, the subcommittee

was recessed, to reconvene at 2 p.m., Thursday, April 22.]
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HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND
INDEPENDENT AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS
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THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 2:18 p.m., in room SD-126, Dirksen

Senate Office Building, Hon. Barbara A. Mikulski (chair) presiding.
Present: Senators Mikulski, Leahy, Lautenberg, Kerrey, Fein-

stein, Stevens, Bond, and Bums.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
statement of hon. carol m. browner, administrator

opening statement of senator mikulski

Senator Mikulski. The subcommittee will come to order. Today
we welcome Administrator Carol Browner and the members of the
President's EPA team.
Ms. Browner, we know that this is your first appearance before

this subcommittee and we welcome you. It is very fitting that you
appear before us today on Earth Day, a day when we reflect on
what we are doing to clean up and protect our environment.
We also anticipate that, as you are giving your testimony, legisla-

tion will be moved on the Senate floor to make the Environmental
Protection Agency, a Cabinet agency, which we think is the status
it deserves. And we hope we accomplish that objective.
Earth Day is a good day to examine our country's environmental

strategy and whether we are headed in the right direction.
In the past, we have been concerned that EPA has not developed

a strategic plan that is based on human health and the environ-
ment, that lays out specific goals and objectives in a coordinated
framework, and suggests how those goals and objectives are
matched.
A recent series in the New York Times echoed my concerns that

there seems to have been, in the past, no rational environmental
strategy in this country, but more a response to popular panics, not
real risks based on scientific analysis.
For example, the Superfund has focused on making dirt clean

enough to eat, and that is where much of our money goes. And we
end up eating dirt, because the Environmental Protection Agency

(221)
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is viewed as a tool for stifling jobs, rather than a tool for generat-

ing jobs or helping clean up our environment.
We would hope that, under your leadership, the American people

would come to believe that a good environment is good for the econ-

omy; and we look forward to hearing your ideas on that.

The EPA is increasing its budget. We understand they are doing
certain key, important issues, whether it is focusing on an increase

for lead, and some others.

I am a big supporter of Cabinet status for EPA and I look for-

ward to casting my vote on the floor of the Senate for it. Cabinet
status also brings with it additional responsibilities. I hope that we
can develop a rational, specific, risk-based strategic plan to serve

as the Agency's navigational chart.

Your budget request of $6.4 billion is, indeed, lean. It represents
a decrease of 7 percent from the current budget, primarily due to

the decreases in Superfund and wastewater treatment funds. For
the operating programs, totaling $2.7 billion, your budget looks a

lot like last year, a kind of stay-the-course status quo.
We note also that there are new initiatives in the budget and

they are focused on environmental technology, a new clean water
fund and a new drinking water infrastructure fund.

I am keenly interested in the proposed technology initiative, be-

cause it does deal with that imperative that the United States get
a foothold in the expanding world market for environmental tech-

nology.
As you know, I introduced a bill which would create a national

environmental technology agency, and I hope we can work to make
sure that the United States of America becomes the Jolly Green
Giant of the 21st century.
Ms. Browner, you have a big job before you, from reauthorizing

clean water, Superfund, resource recovery, to implementing the

Clean Air Act, and cleaning up EPA's contract management. But
we are confident that your new leadership will guide your Agency
in the right direction.

Let me say, in closing, that this subcommittee is your one-stop

shop in both the House and the Senate. While you have about 80

different authorizing subcommittees, this is the only place in the

Congress where the Agency is overseen in its entirety.
We look forward to worMng with you, and listening to your open-

ing statement, and developing that strategic plan.

[The statement follows:]

Statement of Senator Mikulski

The subcommittee will come to order. Today we welcome EPA Administrator

Carol Browner and members of President Clinton's EPA team.

Ms. Browner, this is your first appearance before this subcommittee, and we wel-

come you. It is very fitting that you appear before us today since it is "Earth Day"—
when we reflect on what we're doing to clean up and protect our environment.

Earth Day is also a good day to examine our country's environmental strategy,

and whether we're headed in the right direction.

I must say, I am very troubled that EPA, in the past, has not developed an envi-

ronmental strategy that's based on real risks to human health and the environment.

One that lays out specific goals and objectives in a coordinated framework, and sug-

gests how tnose goals and objectives are matched through the agency's budget.
A recent series in the New York Times echoed my concern that there is no ration-

al environmental strategy in this country. The 'Times pointed out that environ-
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mental policy has evolved over the last 15 years largely in response to "popular pan-
ics"—not real risks based on scientific analysis.
For example, the Superfund program has focused on making dirt clean enough to

eat and that's where much of our money goes. Yet children from across the nation,
and from every socioeconomic background, are getting poisoned with lead, leaving
them intellectually impaired for the rest of their lives.

And while EPA is increasing the budget for lead in fiscal year 1994 to $35 mil-

lion—^this amount is dwarfed by the $1.5 billion to be spent on the Superfund pro-

gram.
In addition, irrational environmental policy has resulted in thousands of unfunded

mandates wWch are strangling local government and leaving them incapable of put-

ting their own resources mto the areas which they believe merit highest priority.
Local officials in the City of Anchorage, Alaska, are forced by EPA to monitor

their stormwater—even though the only significant "pollutants" in stormwater in

Anchorage are soapsuds from residential car washing!
Let me say that I am a big supporter of cabinet status for EPA—and I look for-

ward to casting my vote on ine floor of the Senate for it. But Cabinet status brings
with it additional responsibilities. And I believe developing a rational, specific, risk-

based strategic plan to serve as the agency's navigational chart shoiild be the first

order of business for the new department.
Your budget request of $6.4 billion is lean. It represents a decrease of 7 percent

from the current budget—primarily due to the decreases in Superfund and
wastewater treatment fiinds. For the operating programs, totalling $2.7 billion, your
budget looks much like last year.
New initiatives in the budget include a new environmental technology program,

a new clean water fund, and a new drinking water infrastructure fiind.

I am very interested in this proposed technology initiative. I believe it is impera-
tive that the U.S. get a foothold in the burgeoning world market for environmental

technologies. Here is one area where the U.S. could really be competitive.
As you know, I introduced a bill which would create a National Environmental

Technology Agency. I'm keenly interested in seeing that the U.S.—^rather than

Japan—becomes the Jolly Green Giant of the 21st century.
But I am concerned there is no overriding strategy for environmental technology

that lays out specific goals and objectives. And I don't want this country to miss
the boat on a real opportunity because it didn't come up with a strategy.
Ms. Browner, you have a big job before you—^from reauthorizing Clean Water,

Superfund, and RCRA, to implementing the Clean Air Act and cleaning up EPA's
contracts management. But we are coimdent that your new leadership will guide
the agency in the right direction.

Let me say in closing that this subcommittee is your "one-stop-shop" in both the
House and Senate. While you have about 80 authorizing subcommittees, this is the

only place in tiie Congress where the agency is overseen in its entirety.
Ms. Browner, we look forward to your opening statement, and then we will turn

to questions.

OPENING REMARKS OF SENATOR BOND

Senator Mikulski. Senator Bond.
Senator Bond. Thank you very much, Madam Chair.

It is a pleasure to be with you today and be able to be a ranking
member tor a day, or at least for a few minutes, and to welcome
Administrator Browner with us today. The Chair said many of

things that I was going to say, but I would like to add my 2 cents'

worth.
You have a very challenging task ahead of you. You and your

Agency face some of the most complex and difficult issues that we
have in our society today. I am sure that you are up to it, and obvi-

ously we wish you well.

I, too, have faced some difficult and complex environmental is-

sues. I had the high honor and great privilege of being Grovemor
of Missouri during the Times Beach ordeal, where we spent hun-
dreds of millions of dollars cleaning up dioxin in parts per billion,

and I do not think I need to say any more about my interest in en-

vironmental matters.
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I believe the greatest environmental challenge facing our country
is how to allocate our scarce resources to the hazards which pose
the greatest threat to human health and to the environment. The
1990's will be a lot different from previous decades, because we
simply do not have the money to do everj^hing, to throw at the lat-

est popular fad or latest popular scare.

Due to the Federal deficit, as you well know, we have to reexam-
ine every issue, determine whether it is or is not truly a priority.
While it is difficult to choose among the many competing needs, we
simply must do it; and we must do it as wisely as we can. On this

theme, I, too, have long been concerned about the lack of sound
science and appropriate risk assessment in addressing environ-
mental problems. For some time, there were just a few voices who
were expressing concern over the lack of a scientific basis for envi-

ronmental action. Now, like that childhood story, The "Velveteen
Rabbit"—^which became real—since the issue was displayed on the
front pages of the New York Times, we can assume that this, too,

is now a real issue.

You have had experience at the State level. You have had to deal
with the fear and emotions often driving environmental policy; and
you know, as I do, that at the same time we have neglected the
real and perhaps greater threats to health and the environment,
because they just were not on the top of the evening news. I hope
we are in agreement on this approach to environmental regulation.

I look forward to hearing your philosophy and to discussing it

with you, and to working with you.
Thank you. Madam Chair.
Senator Mikulski. Thank you.
Quoting the "Velveteen Rabbit"? Next thing you know, we will be

on to "The Little Prince." And I will be quoting "Heidi."

Senator Bond. Listen, I have got a 6th grader at home, and I

have a reservoir of those stories all built up.
Senator MiKULSKl. With that, we will turn to Senator Leahy.

COMMENTS OF SENATOR LEAHY

Senator Leahy. I have got my Antoine de Ssiint Exupery over

here, and we could really get going. [Laughter.]
Madame Chair, thank you very much. I am glad you are having

these hearings. You mentioned this is the first time the Adminis-
trator of EPA has testified before our committee and, as ranking
majority member, I am glad. And I am pretty sure this is the last

time the Administrator of EPA will testify before us. Next time, we
will have the Secretary of EPA testify. [Laughter.]
This hearing is unique; if I read the Senate calendar correctly,

it will be the first and last time you testify before this committee
as Administrator. And each member of the committee will look for-

ward to seeing you back here as Secretary.

SUPERFUND

I would like to speak briefly about the Superfund program and
follow up later with a number of questions. The Superfund pro-

gram does have some problems—problems that may be rooted in

misguided congressional action, or problems associated with the
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Department's growing reliance on outside consultants; and prob-
lems, of course, that are inherent with cleaning up with some of
the most wretched and poisonous sites in the United. States.

BURLINGTON BARGE CANAL

But if I might direct your attention for the moment to the State
of Vermont. Burlington, VT, our largest city, is in Chittenden

County, our largest county. I am a resident of that county. Like all

residents of Chittenden County, we have watched closely as EPA
attempts to apply the Superfund law to the coal tar site at the Bur-

lington Barge Canal.
Thanks to the efforts of the local press and public forums, public

awareness of the EPA plan to clean up the barge canal is very
high. And I find myself asking the same questions as my fellow
Vermonters. I wonder if the drama over the site has become a
farce.

Someone once described the Reagan administration's policy to-

ward El Salvador as redoubling your efforts after you have forgot-
ten your objectives.

Well, as I learn more about the EPA's $50 million cleanup plan
for the Burlington Barge Canal, I feel the Federal Grovemment is

proposing to redouble its efforts but it has forgotten the primary
objective.
Administrator Browner, I know all of this predated your involve-

ment with the Agency, but I want you to know my concern that,
after the EPA has spent millions of dollars on numerous studies of
the health and the environmental risk at the barge canal, we still

do not have answers to fundamental questions about threats to hu-
mans and the environment.
Like so many other Vermonters, I feeir what happens if you

dredge up 600,000 cubic yards of noxious coal tar. In doing so, you
may pose a greater health risk to the surrounding community than
there would be by simply monitoring the site. In fact, the cure
could be far worse than the cold.

The environmental protection record of the State of Vermont is

second to none. We are not a State that treats environmental is-

sues lightly. Everyone here knows that Vermont has been in the

vanguard of the movement for the better part of two decades.

But, despite Vermont's strong environmental record, many Ver-

monters, including myself, believe there are better ways to spend
$50 million. We can think of far better ways of spending $50 mil-
lion to improve the health of Vermonters, than moving this sludge
from this canal, from one place to another place.
You are the new Administrator. You will soon be the new Cabi-

net Secretary. I urge you to take a fresh look at what is an old

problem. Momentum is not reason enough for action. I hope EPA
will be guided by what makes sense for Vermont. I will provide you
and your staff a five-part series about the barge canal, that ap-
peared in the Burlington Free Press in February. Nancy Basochuk
did exhaustive research into the barge canal and I think did a very
good job. The series lays the problem out far better than my few
words could here.

I think the goal for the barge canal has been lost. It is time to

go back to the original goal, which is the health of people. If the
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proposed solution does not improve public health and, perhaps,
even enhances the dangers, then we should save our money for

something else.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Senator Mikulski. Senator Conrad?
Senator Burns. Bums?
Senator Mikulski. I apologize. I am going to call everybody by

their first name.
Senator Burns. I think we ought to do that.

COMMENTS OF SENATOR BURNS

Thank you. Madam Chair.

And thank you for holding this hearing; and the Administrator
for coming in. It is good to see you again. I will probably save some
of my statement for as we go into some questions and things we
want to deal with.

I am pretty familiar with Superfund sites, being as we have the

largest one in the world, and how we should address that. And I

have some concerns because, if that area were not the headwaters
of one of the major streams and major waterways of America, I

would not be as concerned. I went into this office 4 years ago pledg-

ing to do something about that, and I have been sort of stymied.
We got some egos in the way, but I think we are making—and I

applaud the President, and I applaud you for taking some of the

right steps in the area of, let us quit giving money to lawyers and
let us start seeing some dust.

Because we are either going to make dust, or we are going to eat

it. And I am afraid that we might be getting behind the curve, but
I appreciate you coming here today. We will talk about the Berkley
Pit, and in those areas, and then I have some other concerns; but
I will address those in my questions, and I am looking forward to

your statement.
Thank you very much. Madam Chair.
Senator Mikulski. Senator Lautenberg?

COMMENTS OF SENATOR LAUTENBERG

Senator Lautenberg. Thank you very much. Madam Chair.

Welcome, Administrator Browner. We will continue meeting like

this because you have under your jurisdiction an extremely impor-
tant Department of government. And though we can debate some
of the decisions that have been made, one thing we cannot debate
is that mismanagement in the past helped almost sink the environ-

mental ship.
And I believe that now, finally, after several years of experience

with Superfund, different levels of funding that we are going to get
on with some of the projects that Superfund has on the books, and

expand even more the record of recovery from polluters
—something

over $7 billion worth. So, as we examine and criticize Superfund,
the last thing that we want to do is throw the baby out with the

bathwater, as we often say.
I believe that the President has set appropriate priorities within

his environmental agenda; and, while I have a few questions, I

think the basic themes of the EPA budget are sound.
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POLLUTER PAYS PRINCIPLE

First, I am pleased that the President's budget places great em-
phasis, as I just noted, on getting polluters to pay for Superfund
cleanups, in order to maintain the pace of cleanups despite pro-
posed cuts in the Superfund budget.
We all know that some Responsible Parties would love to destroy

the polluter pays principle, and I am pleased the President has
sent a very clear signal with his budget that he wants the polluter
to bear more of the burden and the taxpayers less. I welcome this

policy. And I am eager to hear today from you on what you expect
will be the pace of toxic waste cleanups in States like mine, New
Jersey, and in every other State.

Second, as you know I have expressed strong concerns about the
previous administration's handling of waste, fraud, and abuse asso-
ciated with the Agency's contract management. There have been
problems with Superfund contractors, as well as contractors in vir-

tually every other program of the Agency. And I am interested in

hearing today about the resources that you plan to devote to ad-

dressing this pervasive legacy of mismanagement that threatens
the credibility of every EPA program.
And third, I believe that the theme of promoting environmental

protection and economic development is a critical one that should
be reflected in the way EPA aligns its resources. A bipartisan ma-
jority of the Environment and Public Works Committee, on which
I sit, has recently joined me in introducing the Voluntary Environ-
mental Cleanup and Economic Redevelopment Act of 1993. This
bill is modeled after laws in States like New Jersey.

It has been called the win-win by the American Bankers Associa-
tion, and has the support of businesses. States, municipalities, and
environmentalists alike. This bill can expedite cleanup of low-prior-
ity contaminated sites and free up those properties for much need-
ed economic development.

I am hopeful that this legislation will get swift consideration and
approval and that EPA will have relatively modest resources that
are required in the next fiscal year to implement this program.
We also need to use the expertise we have developed in pollution

prevention and control technologies and services to expand our ex-

port capability. Therein lies excellent opportunity. Again, a win-win
situation, where U.S. companies increase their sales while environ-
mental impacts around the world are reduced by the technology de-

veloped.
I am going to be introducing legislation to require EPA to expand

its efforts to increase environmental exports. And I am pleased that
the administration's budget includes funding for this effort.

And finally, we also need to expand our technological capabilities
to address environmental problems. The Administrator and I have
discussed the problems surrounding disposal of sediments dredged
from the Ports of New York and New Jersey Harbor and through-
out the Nation. Last year, with Senator Mikulski's assistance, I

fought to provide EPA with nearly $3 million to initiate a sediment
decontamination program to address this problem. And although
the budget proposes to end this program, I am hoping, Ms.
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Browner, that you will review this proposal in light of the problem
ports face in disposing of dredged materials.

Successful development of the technology would result in cleaner

environment, more efficient port development, and additional jobs.

So, while we have a difficult budget environment, we also have

many opportunities to promote job growth and a cleaner environ-

ment. Ajid I look forward to hearing from you and discussing these
issues with you, as we work in the period ahead.
Thank you very much, Madam Chair.

Senator MiKULSKl. Thank you.

STATEMENT OVERVIEW

Ms. Browner, why don't you proceed and tell us what your vision

is for EPA and how much money you need to accomplish it?

Ms. Browner. Thank you. Madam Chair and members of the
committee.

It is indeed a great honor to be here on Earth Day and to present
the President's fiscal year 1994 budget for the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency. I look forward to working with this subcommittee,
as the chairman so aptly said, it is our one-stop shopping. We do
not get a lot of that, but here we actually do; and we appreciate
that it all finally comes together here. We look forward to working
with the subcommittee chair, the members, and the staff on the

various issues that we will deal with over the next 4 years.
I would ask that my statement be inserted in the record in its

entirety, and I would just make a few brief comments so that we
can move to the questions.
Senator Mikulski. Without objection, it is so ordered. Proceed.

Ms. Browner. Thank you.
What we are committed to doing in this administration is moving

environmental concerns from the margins. I think for far too long
—

and a number of you have cited examples in your opening testi-

mony—environmental issues have been on the margins. Policy is

developed and then the question is asked: What is the environ-

mental impact? Is it good, is it bad? We need to consider that up
front. It needs to be part of the dialog.
The President's commitment, in calling for elevation of the EPA

to a department of environment, is to assure that in future Cabi-

nets, the EPA will be at the table. The fact that the EPA now par-

ticipates in the National Economic Council is another indication of

this administration's commitment to having environmental issues

considered in the way that they really need to be if we are going
to provide our children, and our children's children, with the qual-

ity of life, the clean air, and the clean water that they deserve.

TWO SIGNIFICANT PRIORITIES

I want to mention two significant priorities for the Agency that

we sought to address in the budget process. It is a difficult process,

particularly in the time of a transition. A great deal of the work
is done before the transition occurs. I did take the opportunity,

upon assuming my responsibilities, to immediately involve myself
in the budget process at the Agency and with OMB. We believe
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that the budget does reflect a number of significant priorities for

this administration.

POLLUTION PREVENTION

First and foremost is pollution prevention. This is actually pre-
venting pollution from occurring in the first place. The Chair spoke
to environmental technologies. That is an opportunity for this coun-

try, and one that we are very excited about participating in. The
$36 million in the budget for environmental technologies, while
modest compared to some of the other agencies, is significant for
the Environmental Protection Agency. It brings us to the table as
a full partner with the Department of Energy, Department of De-
fense, and the Department of Commerce, as we seek to develop
these technologies, not just for application in the United States, but
also for their export potential. We believe there are a number of

jobs that can be created in the process of developing these tech-

nologies, and this is a very sound investment represented in the
President's budget.
The second issue I want to mention briefly is that of the eco-

system, or natural systems protection. It is extremely important, as
we do the work at the Environmental Protection ^ency, that we
be guided by the systems we seek to protect.
What I mean is we need to be mindful that the environment real-

ly knows no boundaries. Air, water, and land all interact and cre-

ate a system. As we develop solutions and regulatory proposals, we
need to remember that. We work with specific industries in the

way they do their business to develop these regulations. We focus
on geographic initiatives such as the Great Lakes water quality ini-

tiative and others, to make sure we are making decisions, when ap-
plied, that are rational, give us the protection we need, and respect
the economy in a particular location. We no longer need to engage
in a jobs versus the environment dialog.
A clean environment and creation of jobs are absolutely inter-

twined. We believe that this budget represents our commitment to
both a healthy environment and a stable economy. I look forward
to answering any questions.

[The statement follows:]

Statement of Carol M. BR0w>fER

Madam Chair and members of the Committee: I want to thank you for the oppor-
tunity to present the President's fiscal year 1994 request for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. As you know, today is Earth Dav. Twenty-three years ago on this

date, the first Earth Day was held for people to d.emonstrate their concerns about
air and water pollution. Since then, over two hundred million people have continued
to show their dedication to a cleaner environment through their participation in
Earth Dav activities. Today, we face the challenge of both safeguarding the environ-
ment and fostering a healthy economy. The Environmental I^otection Agency has
examined its own choices and is committed to strategies that can meet that chal-

lenge.& the new Administrator of EPA, I look forward to working with the President,
other Agencies, the Congress and the public to shape our Nation's environmental
poUcies for the next four years. Most important, I am looking forward to change.
The American people voted for change last November, and we ^ready have initiated
substantial changes at EPA. This Administration is going to move the environment
from the margins of national poUcy to center stege. The Cabinet stetus bill and
EPA's full

participation on the new National Economic Council are just two indica-
tors of the importance of the environment to the Chnton Administration.
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At a time when the American people are demanding better government, more re-

sults for their tax dollars, and a smaller Federal budget deficit, President Clinton
is proposing to address these issues with a new environmental agenda, better man-

agement of environmental programs, and increased Federal investments to protect

public health and natural ecosystems.

OUR FISCAL YEAR 1994 REQUEST PROMOTES A NEW ENVIRONMENTAL AGENDA

EPA's budget guest for fiscal year 1994 totals $6.4 billion. This includes $2.0 bil-

lion in the investment portion of the Administration's request. Viewed in the context

of the Administration's overall fiscal year 1994 budget—a budget notable for its hon-

esty, realism, and emphasis on deficit reduction—this fiscal year 1994 budget for

EPA is an important measure of the President's commitment to the environment.
This budget wll allow us to begin making real changes and real progress in 1994

and beyond.
This proposed budget is only the first step in an ongoing reevaluation of EPA's

priorities. I am initiating a comprehensive review of all EPA spending. This review
will help us compare resource emenditures with national environmental priorities,

as a basis for future budgeting e^rts.
The proposed 1994 budget for EPA was shaped in large part by four broad goals:

1) increased assistance to state and local governments; 2) expansion of pollution pre-
vention programs and several other key initiatives; 3) emphasis on ecosystemwide
protection; and 4) better management of public resources in all programs. EPA's

proposed investments in these areas are a good indication of how this Administra-

tion intends to implement an agenda of change at EPA.

ASSISTANCE TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

This Administration believes very strongly that state and local governments are

the fi-ont line of environmental protection. As the former head of Florida's Depart-
ment of Environmentsd Regulation, I understand how state and local governments
touch American lives. I also understand how environmental costs are stretching
state and local budgets. Consequently, EPA's proposed fiscal year 1994 budget in-

cludes several new initiatives, and increased levels of investment, that respond to

state and local needs.
For example, to help protect the nation's drinking water, this budget proposes to

invest $599 million in 1994 (and $1 billion annually fi-om 1995-97) to establish a

Drinking Water State Revolving Fund. This fiind would provide low-interest loans

for the repair and improvement of existing drinking water systems. Many such sys-
tems across the country cannot afibrd the costs associated with the upgrading need-

ed to meet national dnnking water standards. The Administration will be submit-

ting authorizing language for this new Drinking Water State Revolving Fund to the

Congress in the near future.

In addition, EPA's fiscal year 1994 budget proposes a new authorization for cap-

italizing Clean Water State Revolving Funds, for which EPA is requesting $1.2 bil-

hon in 1994 (and $2 billion annually fi-om 1995-97). This fund will provide low-in-

terest financing for projects, including traditional wastewater treatment projects as

well as stormwater, combined sewer overflow projects, nonpoint source projects, and
national estuaries protection. The Administration vvill be submitting authorizing

language for this new Clean Water State Revolving Fund to the Congress shortly.

Besides proposing establishment of the Clean Water and Drinking Water State

Revolving Funds, this proposed budget requests $80 million for grants to reduce

non-point source pollution in our Nation's water. This budget also proposes fiirther

investments in United States-Mexican border projects that not only protect the envi-

ronment and public healtii along the border, but also demonstrate U.S. commitment
to the North American Free Trade Agreement. For these activities we are request-

ing a total of $150 million, including $70 million for the International Wastewater
Treatment Plant in Tijuana, $60 million for the Texas and New Mexico colonias,

and $20 million for the design and planning of wastewater treatment plants for

Nogales, AZ, Calexico, CA, and other places along the border.

POLLUTION PREVENTION AND OTHER KEY INITIATIVES

We live in an enormously complex global ecosystem where "solving^'
one environ-

mental problem through the use of end-of-pipe controls can, in many instances, cre-

ate new ones. To complement tough enforcement policies, this Administration is

committed to pollution prevention as the preferred alternative for environmental

protection. This commitment is demonstrated by a number of programs including
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the proposed expansion of EPA's voluntary "Green Programs," which promote en-

ergy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Moreover, EPA will integrate pollution prevention into all Agency programs and
activities, both regulatory and non-regulatory, thus meeting the mandates of the
1990 Pollution Prevention Act. In 1994 EPA will target a number of high-risk prob-
lems using both voluntary and regulatory approaches, including pollution preven-
tion. I also am committed to fostering more widespread use of market forces to pre-
vent or reduce environmental risk and encourage innovative technologies.

In 1994 the Agency will expand its pollution prevention efforts by: incorporating
pollution prevention into the Agency's regulatory and permitting framework; in-

creasing support for state and local government use of pollution prevention; expand-
ing collaborative programs with industry in areas such as toxic releases, energy con-

servation, and water conservation; creating government/industry partnerships in the

development of pollution prevention technologies; and promoting pollution preven-
tion in the activities of other Federal agencies.

Besides broadening EPA's pollution prevention efforts, this Administration in-
tends to undertake several other key initiatives. For example, in order to fulfill

mandates of the Residential Lead Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992, the

Agency is expanding its lead hazard abatement program in conjunction with other
Federal agencies, to provide technical support to state and local officials and lead
abatement contractors. In addition, in fiscal year 1994 we will strengthen our sci-

entific capabilities by improving our health and ecological risk research, replacing
obsolete laboratory equipment, and upgrading some of our most outdated facilities.

Finally, EPA will use $36 million identified in the Administration's investment
package to identify high-priority environmental technology needs and then harness
the creativity of people in Federal agencies, universities, and the private sector to
meet them.

ECOSYSTEMWTOE PROTECTION

One fundamental change at EPA must be an increased focus on ecosystem-wide
protection of bioresources. Because this country must compete within an inter-
national economic market, our long-term economic well-being is dependent on man-
aging our bioresources within ecological systems that are sustainable over the long
term.
EPA's approach to ecosystem protection will include four basic elements: (1) trans-

forming Agency culture to emphasize ecosystems; (2) assisting state and local lead-
ers to protect specific ecosystems throughout the country; (3) improving the sci-

entific tools needed to protect ecosystems; and (4) initiating new geographically-de-
fined programs that emphasize pollution prevention, multi-media enforcement, re-

search, and education.
We cannot protect the health and long-term productivity of any species, including

humans, unless we protect the entire ecosystem on which they are dependent. In
addition to traditional rural and agricultural activities, our ecosystem approach in-
cludes many urban/suburban programs, such as controlling wet weather runoff

through stormwater control, combined sewer overflow, and restoration of riparian
habitat along creeks and streams in urban areas. Currently underway in Seattle,
Atlanta and Baltimore are urban comparative risk projects designed to identify
credible and realistic environmental action plans. Similar projects are expected for

Jackson, MS and Cleveland.
Some of the proposed fiscal year 1994 investments I've already discussed will help

us protect ecosystems. Financial assistance to state governments for wastewater
treatment plants, and stormwater, nonpoint source and Combined Sewer Overflow
controls will help protect the watersheds where they are applied. Pollution preven-
tion can be a powerful tool when targeted at specific ecosystems.
EPA will also look at ways of developing and implementing an ecosystem protec-

tion strategy that links all relevant Agency programs. The great water bodies are
a prime example of this tjrpe of approach. The Great Lakes represents on our most
intensive effort to institute a multi-media, ecosystem approach to environmental
protection. In our five-year strategy for the Great Lakes, we are incorporating pollu-
tion prevention measures as well as pollution control measures to improve overall
habitat quality. In the Chesapeake Bay, we are continuing our efforts to reduce nu-
trient and toxic loadings from all sources and to target Federal facilities and signifi-
cant noncompliers for multi-media enforcement investigations. The ecosystem pro-
tection strategy also will entail better coordination with state and local pollution
control authorities, non-government organizations, and private citizens.
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BETTER MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC RESOURCES

Of all the changes that this fiscal year 1994 budget proposes, the most significant

may be the changes proposed in the way the Agency manages its daily business.

My goal is very clear. EPA must operate as a model in terms of its overall manage-
ment and, in particular, its basic fiscal practices. Financial integrity, sound contract

management, and streamlined administrative procedures all go hand in hand, and
all are critical to fulfilling our environmental mission while using the taxpayers' re-

sources wisely. Significant steps have been taken in recent years, but much remains
to be done.
Some of the benefits of better management can be seen in EPA's Superfund pro-

fram.
The proposed fiscal year 1994 Dudget for Superfund, totaling $1.5 bilfion,

emonstrates tne Administration's strong commitment to protecting human health

and the environment through site clean-ups. At the same tmae, this level of funding

represents a decrease of $89 million in budget authority fi-om 1993. At current rates

of private party fiinding, we do not anticipate a decrease in the pace of site clean-

ups. In addition, administrative improvements and streamlining will help us maxi-
mize site clean-ups while minimizing overhead and transaction costs. In short, I be-

lieve this Admimstration's goals of environmental protection and deficit reduction

can be achieved simultaneously, and EPA's proposed Superfund budget for fiscal

year 1994 is a good example.
Resource management problems are among the most critical issues I will face at

EPA over the next four years.
I will work to ensure optimum management of all

extramural activities, and I will develop a rigorous system of management account-

ability. I am hopeful that EPA soon will be able to announce important system im-

provements in tnis area, such as in the Integrated Contracts Management System.
In formulating this proposed fiscal year 1994 budget, EPA recognized environ-

mental needs as well as the Administration's efforts to trim the budget deficit. To
this end, we have proposed significant savings through workforce reductions, elimi-

nation of the Federal pay raise in 1994, program streamlining and reduced adminis-

trative costs.

CONCLUSION

This is an exciting time in the field of environmental protection. However, this

is also a time of difficult choices. It is critical that this new Administration move
ahead to improve the health of our people and our natural ecosystems. We wUl con-

tinue to support new environmental initiatives in a variety of areas.

We are committed to the idea that a strong economy and enhanced environmental

protection are not contrary goals. To attain these goals, we must shatter the false

choices between environmental protection and economic growth by creating market-

based environmental protection strategies that reward conservation and "green"
business practices while penalizing polluters. We also must use our presence as an
international political and economic leader to advance our national interests in a

healthier global environment.
The new Clinton Administration has a great deal of work to do in the environ-

mental arena. I look forward to working with the President, his Cabinet, Congress,

my dedicated workforce at EPA, state and local governments, and all the American

people in solving our environmental problems. We must rethink our national envi-

ronmental policies in the context of change—the change articulated by President

Clinton and Vice President Gore, the change demanded by the American people. The
EPA budget proposed for fiscal year 1994 is a good first step.

RISK-BASED PLANS AND MANDATES

Senator MiKULSKi. Thank you.
Ms. Browner, my first questions will relate to the whole idea that

I raised in my opening statement about a risk-based plan, and also

the mandates. Any overall plan that EPA must have, and also in

its relationship with Congress and, I believe, with local govern-

ment, must deal with the mandate issue.

Everywhere I go in my own State, I hear, 'Tou give us the man-

dates, but you do not give us the money, and you do not come to

closure. The EPA does not come to closure on how to comply with

the mandates. When is good, good enough? The timeliness of re-

sponding to permits," and so on.
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Could you share with us how you intend to deal with the issue
of unfunded mandates, as part of that strategic plan for EPA? And
then also how to deal, if they are not funded, at least to help, in

a timely way, resolve some of the issues confronting State and local

governments, or businesses, seeking permits?
Ms. Browner. Madam Chair, you are exactly right. We must

provide clear, concise, and timely answers, whether it be in the

rulemaking process or in the permitting process.
I think what frustrates those people who deal with the Agency,

in most instances, more than the actual standards we seek to

apply, is the fact that we cannot give a timely and clear answer.
We are committed in every way to doing that, to being as forthright
as possible, to explaining the system to people, and to moving peo-
ple through the system quickly.

NEW FUNDS PROPOSED

In terms of the issue of unfunded mandates, I would note that
in the budget before the subcommittee, we have asked for the cre-

ation of a new clean water State revolving fund. This is a recogni-
tion of the tremendous burdens that have been placed on local gov-
ernments and municipalities in terms of the clean water require-
ments. The budget request for this is $1.2 billion.

In addition to that, the President has called for the creation of
a new drinking water State revolving fund. I think all of us are

aware, particularly all of you as you travel through your States, of
the tremendous cost for local and rural communities in terms of the

drinking water requirements. This is why we are asking for fund-

ing to establish such a fund, so that we can provide money to the
States and they can provide much needed funds to local govern-
ments.
We would also hope that in the authorizing legislation for both

of those funds that there be adequate flexibility so we can address
the concerns of all the communities in this country; not just the
urban communities, but also the rural communities. We want to

provide flexibility in terms of allowing systems to come together,
deal with wet weather issues, and look at the breadth of issues. We
want to give States the flexibility to manage the fund to address
those concerns most pressing in their State.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION—^PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACTS

Senator MiKULSKl. Well, we look forward to working with you on
that.

In a recent visit to one of my poorest of rural counties, Somer-
set—which has an unemployment rate equal to that of some parts
of Baltimore City—^they need a new landfill. And with all the re-

quirements, the cost could come to $10 million. It would cost every
man, woman, and child in Somerset County $4,000 to build this

landfill. They tell me that as they go to the bond market to then
do the landfill, that means no new school construction, libraries,
and so on.

And not only is this a problem, they are also waiting for a per-
mit. They are waiting to hear from EPA so they can start their
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work. When is good, good enough? So these are the types of issues

I think we all face as we visit our communities.
The other is the fact about really meeting environmental prob-

lems that are the most crucial. And, as we said at a luncheon we
had earlier, our concern is that both EPA and the Congress itself

not respond to media-generated popular panics.
An example of that would be Alar. In 1989, EPA gave in, re-

sponded to public pressure resulting from a "60-Minutes" report,
which reported that the pesticide, AJar, was very dangerous. Yet,
I have been given information that says that studies showed that

a person would have to eat 28,000 pounds of apples every year,

every day for 70 years, to have a negative impact from Alar. Now
I do not know if that is true; but even if it is 1 percent true, that

is the type of thing we are talking about, as compared to a risk-

based strategy.
I live in a community, Baltimore, which you are very familiar

with, Ms. Browner. We have one of the highest lung disease rates

in the United States of America. It deals with our industrial pollu-

tion, the configurations, and so on. For us, good environment is

good public health. Clean air is a public health necessity, which we
must balance with economic concerns. That is the kind of risk-

based strategy we are looking at putting resources into.

Could you tell us what your plan is for EPA, or are you in the

process of developing that, where we really then focus on what has
a public health impact on our own American communities?
Ms. Browner. Madam Chair, you are exactly right.
The complexity of the issues we deal with, and the impacts on

particular populations or the population at large, can vary radically
from issue to issue.

RESOURCE BASE REVIEW

One of the things that I have already initiated in the Agency, in

an effort to look at how we allocate our resources, is a thorough
resource base review. The Agency, as a whole, has not undertaken
a base review of its budget in more than 10 years. Individual of-

fices have done base reviews recently, but as a whole we have not

looked across the Agency to measure exactly what we do and how
we do it. We would then compare that to what we understand to

be the goals placed on us by the legislation we operate under and
the expectations of the American people.

It is time for us to develop a strategic plan, one that recognizes
the risks, one that recognizes the obligations that we have, and one
that recognizes the resources that we can bring to do the job. This
will take some time. We believe that the first portion of it will be
instrumental and helpful to us in preparation of our fiscal year
1995 budget.
But it is a process that we would hope would involve more than

just the EPA. We would look to work with other agencies. We
would look to work with State and local governments and with the

private sector people. So we can come back a year from now, 2

years from now, with a budget that clearly allocates our resources

based on not just the risks of today, but the risks that are antici-

pated 5, 10, 15 years from now.
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We can assure you that we are using every single dollar to meet
those challenges in the most cost-effective manner.

STATE BLOCK GRANTS

Senator Mikulski. Let me ask just two questions to follow up on
that.

When do you think, approximately, you will have that done? And
second, do you think that maybe the way we fund EPA, funding to

State and local government, should be changed? And that there be
a single block grant to meet the risks in individual communities?
Because certainly the needs of Western States are different from
the problems of Maryland, which are both the Chesapeake Bay as
well as the smog problems in the Baltimore area. What do you
think? When do you think you will have one? And you might want
to consider that as an idea.

Ms. Browner. I think you make a very good suggestion.
I feel lucky to have served for 2 years in a State agency. So I

am going to slip into my State hat and think what it would have
been like to have a block grant coming to a State agency. There are

certainly ways in which block grants would have provided flexibil-

ity to the individual States in performing their job. I think it is

something definitely worth considering.
There is a significant amount of money that moves through the

Environmental Protection Agency to the individual States. This

budget does call for, as I said, a new drinking water SRF, which
would be an additional source of revenues to State and local gov-
ernments. It may well be time to look at all of the dollars available
for environmental and health protection, and see if there is another

way to distribute it to the States which works better.

In terms of the base review, we have begun examining that proc-
ess and expect to begin seeing the results in the nejct couple of
months. We look forward to briefing your staff on this to make sure
we are addressing any questions or concerns you may have about
our base review.

However, I do think it is important to realize that this will have
to be an ongoing effort within the Agency. The level at which we
want to ask questions and determine whether or not there are

greater efficiencies which can occur, is at a very small level. That
will take us some time.

Senator Mikulski. I understand. We are not asking you to dash
to it, but to get to it.

Ms. Browner. Absolutely.
Senator MiKULSKl. Ms. Browner, I have other questions but I

want my colleagues to have enough time. I now turn to Senator

Bond, and then we will rotate back and forth, following the 10-

minute rule for the first round.
Senator Bond. Thank you. Madam Chair.

SCIENCE AND RISK ASSESSMENT

Following up on the chair's second question, it does seem to me
that the lack of sound science and rational risk assessment in eval-

uating environmental hazards has become a real problem, and I

have mentioned Times Beach.
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It seems to me that we in Congress—and this is not the EPA's
fault—^but we in Congress have often approved well-intentioned but
misdirected environmental laws, which have focused on alleviating

hysteria rather than solving real health and environmental prob-
lems.
And I believe it was your Acting Assistant Administrator for Pol-

icy Planning and Evaluation, Mr. Morgenstem, who was quoted in

the New York Times as saying, "Our society is very reactive, and
when concerns are raised, people want action. The problem in a

Democracy is you can't easily sit idly by and tell people it would
be better to learn more." In that context it has become, I think,
even more crucial—as I said in my opening statement—that we set

priorities.
How are you going to make science a priority at EPA and inte-

grate it into the decisionmaking authorities? What would be the
role of the Science Advisory Board in policy development? And, if

the Science Advisory Board said that a particular concern was not
a significant one, would you be willing to stand up to one of the
weekend or hourly network news shows and say, "It ain't a prob-
lem"?
Ms. Browner. Absolutely; you are exactly right. We have got to

base our work on the absolute best quality science.

Science plays several roles at the Environmental Protection

Agency, both in terms of shaping policy at one end, and at the
other end in terms of making sure that the permits we issue meet
the standards. The technology, in fact, will achieve what the permit
dictates. There is a broad range of science. It is important that we
appropriately allocate the resources we have available in terms of
our science—^whether it be in our Office of Research and Develop-
ment or the individual program areas like air, water, and waste-
so we can give the public the assurances they need.
We can also look at the broader issues, several of which you have

raised. It is important when we do the policy analysis, we use all

of the tools available in terms of peer review. We have got to go
beyond the Agency and solicit input, advice, and, in some in-

stances, actually work out a contractual relationship with scientists

outside the Agency, with universities and other entities.

The Science Advisory Board is an institutional forum within the

Agency, consisting of people not working in the Agency, but avail-

able for peer review. They comment not just in terms of the final

report that the Agency might develop in a particular area, but also

to comment on processes and scientific techniques in the develop-
ment of such an analysis.

Science is, as we all know, always changing. Our understanding
of how things function in nature and how things function in the
human body, are constantly changing. I am fully prepared to say
so when changes become known to us and as scientific evidence

clearly shows that something we once thought was a risk and then
find is not. I think the public deserves that; I think the public un-
derstands that. We need to involve them in the work that we do.

We need to give them the information that we have, so that they
can be an informed participant in protecting their own health and
their own environment.
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GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE

Senator Bond. Following up on that, Ms. Browner, I was a little

bit surprised and confused by the President's statement yesterday
on global climate change, in which he apparently committed the
Nation to reducing emissions of greenhouse gasses to 1990 levels

by the year 2000.
As you are aware, the United States signed the Global Climate

Treaty last year, which was subsequently ratified by the Senate,
which specifically did not set targets and timetables. And Congress,
after carefully considering the issue, included specific provisions in

NEPA, the National Environmental Policy Act, last fall, which
called for innovative, cost-effective measures to reduce greenhouse
emissions, and it said the act calls for several studies and analyses
to evaluate options for further reductions in greenhouse gas emis-
sions; and reports on the analyses are due back to Congress 18 to
24 months after the passage of the act.

Given the recent actions and commitments, I am a little bit con-
fused as to why the administration suddenly preempts the Con-
gress' action and goes beyond the treaty's requirement, and seems
to be embarking us on a unilateral course to reduce greenhouse
gasses, gas emissions, to 1990 levels by the year 2000?
Ms. Browner. Senator Bond, as I understand the President's

statement yesterday, he reaffirmed this country's commitment, as
he understood it, to be a participant in reducing greenhouse gasses.
He has put in place a process whereby the responsible Federal
agencies will develop a plan for public review in August in terms
of how we would actually reach a target of reductions to the 1990
level by the year 2000.
This is a commitment that I think he believes he had made pre-

viously, and he sought to reaffirm that commitment yesterday. I do
not think anyone would suggest that this does not need discussion,
nor that serious consideration does not need to be given to how we
will actually undertake the President's commitment. We also be-
lieve that the commitment is achievable. There are numerous ac-
tivities already underway, in terms of energy efficiencies and other

things, that will allow us to meet a reduction to the 1990 levels by
the year 2000.

GREENHOUSE GASSES

Senator Bond. Well, I think we all recognize that this is an
international issue; and I understand that the contributions of
emissions from the United States and other developed countries to
the world greenhouse gas emissions is decreasing, as emissions
from developing nations increase, and that this trend is going to
become even more pronounced in the future.
And if we are embarking on a unilateral action which would be

extremely costly to the United States' economy, could worsen our
competitive position in the world market, would seem to require
additional environmental expenditures of EPA funds—^where they
may be better applied to some of the specific environmental prob-
lems that are arising—where is the science that says we need to

get back to the 1990 levels? And who is involved in planning that?
Ms. Browner. In terms of how it will be achieved?
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Senator Bond. Have we jumped to the conclusion that we have

got to get back to the 1990 levels? Have we made that commit-
ment? Or not?
Ms. Browner. Well, I think the President did make that commit-

ment yesterday. Yes; it is important that the United States by the

year 2000 reduce all greenhouse gasses to 1990 levels.

I think the point you make about how we work with other coun-
tries is an important point. It is probably something we should con-

sider, in terms of joint implementation. But other countries have
made a similar commitment and they have begun the process of ac-

tually seeking to reduce their greenhouse gasses.
Senator Bond. My question is, this could be a very, very expen-

sive commitment. Arid what scientific basis is there to say that, for

the dollars that we have available through EPA, through the Gov-

ernment, through the private sector mandates that may have to be

included, that this is the highest and best use of our resources to

improve the environment?
Ms. Browner. The President, in directing the Federal agencies

to come together and develop a plan by August, not only addressed
a plan in terms of how to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but
also he addressed a plan that is cost effective. This is something
that is going to have to be taken into account in the development
of the plan.

I think there are many who have looked at this issue for a long
time and believe this is achievable. That is, you can have a plan
that reduces greenhouse gas emissions, allows for a healthy econ-

omy, and allows for future economic development.
Senator Bond. But if it is not the best expenditure, if good

science says it is not the best way to spend the resources available

for the environment, have we made an ironclad commitment or a
conditionsd commitment?
Ms. Browner. As I understand, the President is committed to re-

ducing U.S. greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year
2000. I think that in terms of the opportunities that will be avail-

able to us in how we achieve reduction in greenhouse gasses, there

is a good lesson to be learned with respect to chlorofluorocarbons.

When chlorofluorocarbons were first discussed somewhere
around 5 to 7 years ago, nobody believed that an alternative would
be developed and we would be capable of ultimately phasing out

chlorofluorocarbons by the year 2005. Yet the largest producer of

chlorofluorocarbons in the United States has announced that they
will cease production this year because alternatives have been
found.

I have no doubt that through the leadership of the President and
American innovation and technological advances, we are going to

be able to achieve these goals.
Senator BOND. Thank you, Ms. Browner.
Thank you, Madam Chair. I will save my questions and apologize

for taking up the time.

Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Leahy.

BURLINGTON BARGE CANAL—COAL TAR SITES

Senator Leahy. Thank you, Madam Chair. I will submit some

questions for the record, but I would like to go back to the question
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of the Burlington Barge Canal. EPA has spent $5 million for 12

years of studies on the Burlington Barge Canal. Unfortunately, I

think there are still some very valid questions about the basic in-

formation on the stability of the toxins at the site.

EPA claims they pose no threat either to public health or to Lake
Champlain. But data is incomplete enough such that it is difficult

to draw these same conclusions. I want to know, Ms. Browner, will

you assign an outside technical advisory group to objectively review
the scope and methodology of the EPA on the barge canal?
Ms. Browner. I would certainly be happy to consider that. I rec-

ognize that this is a difficult issue. It has been a difficult issue in

your State and town, the city of Burlington. I think the Agency in

developing its cleanup plan sought to address ecological risk, but
a review may very well be appropriate. I would be more than
happy to discuss that with you.
Senator Leahy. I might suggest one idea. I listened with interest

to what you said about the Science Review Board in another mat-
ter you discussed with Senator Bond. Perhaps you could look at the

possibility of a science review board for the barge canal.
I know your staff and you have already indicated that you are

willing to work with me on this issue. There are over 1,400 coal
tar sites around the country, including this one in Burlington.

I would also ask you to consider the possibility of using the barge
canal site as a long-term bioremediation research area. That might
be one option to resolve this whole issue.

You do not have 1,400 Senators who live next to barge canals,
but you are going to find a lot of people who do, and bioremediation
is one other possibility for you to consider.
Ms. Browner. I appreciate the suggestion. Bioremediation has

offered some real opportunities for some sites where we have con-
taminated soils from petroleum products. I am not aware if we
have actually tried bioremediation at a site of this nature or if the

technology would be appropriate, but it is certainly something we
can explore.
We are committed to developing models to expedite cleanups. As

you so accurately point out, there are many sites similar to the site

in your State. Coming up with a workable solution at those sites
would be quite exciting and should be very cost effective. We appre-
ciate your offer to allow us to experiment a little bit on your site

and see if we cannot find a better, quicker, and easier way to un-
dertake the cleanup of these types of sites.

superfund

Senator Leahy. Well, I want you to know I am perfectly willing
to devote as much of my time as necessary to resolve the barge
canal controversy.
Each week when I fly back to Vermont I can almost guarantee

that somebody's going to come up and mention the barge canal to
me. Whether it is when I am stopping to pick up groceries for the

weekend, or just walking down the street to pick up the mail some-

body is going to mention the barge canal. So, I am perfectly willing
to spend whatever amount of time is necessary to work on this
issue.
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I also think that we all need to reexamint the Superfund law.

I do not
yield

to anybody in my commitment to the environment,
and you have a tremendous reputation yourself on that. So does
the State of Vermont.
But I think somewhere the whole idea of the Superfund law has

gone off course. I think local communities should have more control

over what course of action the Federal Government selects for their

contaminated sites. If we do not, we are going to see a greater ero-

sion in what faith Americans might have in the Government. Some
Superfund proposals like the barge canal appear to be disconnected
from reality. When that happens, it just plays into the hands of

those who insist government does not work any more.
Those of us in Government have a responsibility to make it work.

I think you will find that is something Republicans and Democrats
alike will join with you on.

I do not suggest the best way to revamp the Superfund law

today, but I think that it is something that has to be considered.

Ms. Browner. Thank you. Obviously, we agree. We think that
it is quite appropriate that environmental laws are regularly reau-

thorized. It gives us an opportunity to bring the knowledge that
has been gained about the pluses and minuses of the programs
with new science that is available, to reconsider how we go about

doing these very difficult tasks. I would hope that in the reauthor-

ization of Superfund we can have a full, frank, and open discussion

about the problems and the successes. However, we also believe

there have been successes in the Superfund program.
Senator Leahy. There have. I do not question that a bit, but now

that we have had the experience of a few years there are a number
of issues perhaps not anticipated or not fully understood before the

Superfund law was written.

Ms. Browner. Exactly.

LAKE CHAMPLADSr

Senator Leahy. Burlington is on the shores of Lake Champlain,
which, if you will allow a sense of parochial pride, is truly a natu-
ral jewel, situated between Vermont and New York.

I authored the Lake Champlain Special Designation Act which
authorized the EPA to establish and fund the Lake Champlain
Management Conference. The EPA fiscal year 1994 budget request
includes $13 million for the Gulf of Mexico, which I support, $34
million for the Chesapeake Bay, which I support—I know our chair

does—and $190 million for the Great Lakes, all very worthy pro-

grams. No funds were included, however, for Lake Champlain, not-

withstanding the special designation act. Would you consider pro-

viding the level of funding necessary, $2 million, for Lake Cham-
plain?
Ms. Browner. We would be more than happy to discuss that

with you. The budget reflects a number of very difficult choices,

and obviously things that we think are extremely important. We
would like to work with you to see if there is a way to address your
concern.

Senator Leahy. I understand much of this budget was drawn up,
as in the normal course of business, by the outgoing administra-

tion, but let us take a look at this one.
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Ms. Browner. Certainly.

REFORMING PESTICIDE LAWS

Senator Leahy. Last month I gave a speech at the Public Voice

Conference, and we sent a copy down to your staff, where I stated
that pesticide laws are not working adequately for consumers or
farmers.

It takes years for the EPA to take a pesticide off the market. As
chairman of the Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry Committee,
the committee that has jurisdiction over FIFRA and other pesticide
reform legislation, I hate to even think about the number of hear-

ings I have held on this.

I would urge you and your staff to work with us in reforming our

pesticide laws. These laws are behind the curve. They do not reflect

what we should do. I know how hard you worked for my good
friend, Al Gore. He was chief cosponsor of my circle of poison legis-

lation, and I would hope that EPA would be supportive of circle of

poison as part of a possible food safety program.
Ms. Browner. We share your concern about these laws and the

need to revisit them. Some of them are 35 years old. We would like

to work with your committee on addressing those issues and move
beyond the situation we now find ourselves in.

Senator Leahy. Well, the Delaney clause, for example, is some-
thing that we have got to look at again.
Ms. Browner. We agree.
Senator Leahy. Much as I hate to get back into pesticide legisla-

tion, we are going to have to, so we will probably see you over at

Agriculture.
Ms. Browner. We look forward to that. Thank you.

prepared statement

Senator Leahy, Madam Chair, there are other Senators waiting
and I will submit my prepared statement and the rest of my ques-
tions for the record.

[The statement follows:]

Statement of Senator Leahy

The Superfiind program has some problems—problems that may be rooted in mis-

guided Congressional action, problems associated with the department's growing re-

fiance on outside consultants, and problems that are inherent with cleaning up some
of the most wretched and poisoned sites in the United States.

Residents of Chittenden County have watched closely as the EPA attempts to

apply the Superfund law to the coal tar site at the Burlington Barge Canal. Thanks
to the efforts of the local press, public forums and concerns expressed by local offi-

cials, public awareness of the EPA plan is very high. And I find myself asking the
same questions as my fellow Vermonters—wondering if this drama is becoming a
farce.

Someone once described the Reagan administration's
policy

toward El Salvador as

"redoubling efforts when you have forgotten your objectives. As I learn more about
the EPA's $50 million clean-up plan for Burlington's Barge Canal, I fear the federal

government is proposing to redouble its efforts, but has forgotten its objectives.
I am concerned that after EPA spent millions of dollars on numerous studies of

the health and environmental risks posed by the Barge Canal, we still do not have
answers to fundamental questions about health threats to humans and the environ-
ment. I share the fear oi many Vermonters that dredging up 600,000 cubic yards
of noxious coal tar may pose a greater health risk to the surrounding community
than simply monitoring the site.
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The environmental protection record of the State of Vermont is second to none.

Everyone here knows that we have been in the vanguard of this movement for the
better part of two decades. But despite our strong environmental record, many of
us believe there are far better ways to spend $50 million to improve the health of
Vermonters than by moving this sludge from one place to another.
This is a new administration. Ms. Browner, you are a new administrator—and

soon will be a Cabinet secretary. I urge you to take a fresh look at an old problem.
Momentum is not reason enough for action. Let us be guided by what makes sense
for Vermont.
You should take the time to read a recent five part series about the Barge Canal

that appeared in The Burlington Free Press, February 7-11, 1993. Ms. Nancy
Bailchuk's exhaustive research into the problems inherent with this site has raised

community awareness and concern that EPA's plan may only make a tragic cir-

cumstance worse.

Senator Mikulski. Thank you, Senator Leahy. Senator Lauten-

berg also had to leave for another hearing, and he wanted me to

note that he will be submitting his questions for the record.

Senator Burns,

STAFFING LEVEL

Senator Burns. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Madam Director, how many people have you got working in the

EPA; do you know?
Ms. Browner. 17,472, 1 think. Excuse me, 17,469. I apologize for

those extra three people. That is the number of positions funded in

the fiscal year 1994 budget. We will fully fund all of our work
years. That is our FTE ceiling after we take our portion of the re-

ductions committed to by the President.
Senator Burns. I noted on all the folks that you have listed here

that they are only on acting status. When do you know, or do you
have any idea when these names will be sent up for confirmation,
or have they been? What is the status?
Ms. Browner. Senator Bums, the Environmental Protection

Agency has 13 Presidential appointees for Senate confirmation, my-
self being one. We have three people whose hearings have now
been scheduled, and others in the process.

It is a somewhat lengthy process. When there is a transition
from one administration to another, the FBI checks can back up a
little bit. However, we anticipate that for those three appointees
whose hearings have been scheduled, they will be confirmed in the
not-too-distant future with the will of the Senate.

SUPERFUND—^EPA BUREAUCRACY

Senator Burns. Well, I say that, and I raise that question be-

cause I know with £dl departments and all cabinets they are very
slow this time for some reason or another. We are just not getting
anybody in place and these are the people who carry out the poli-
cies of the administration, and it seems like we are sort of drifting
in some areas.

I want to bring up just a little thing that is very costly, I guess,
and causes concern whenever we talk about agencies and depart-
ments. I was talking to my good friend down in Wyoming and I am
going to refer to a five-page letter that was sent to the citizens of

Torrington, WY, on a situation there. I think it was mailed, it says
here, on July 17, 1992.
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Now, this has nothing to do with you, but I think is characteris-

tic of what is going on in our country today whenever we start talk-

ing about our agencies and some of the enforcement rules and this

type thing, because I had a situation pop up in Montana 3 weeks
ago unrelated to your agency, but it is indicative, I think, of the
attitude that Government is starting to take, and it started under

my choice for President, I sadly report to you.
It was a five-page letter written to the citizens of—and by the

way, it is all certified mail—to those folks and not using a name,
and it just says, president, Land Construction Co., Torrington, WY.

It does not have a name in there, and it says. Dear sir or
madam—now, they go through here, and they have got a problem,
an EPA problem up there in disposal, but they write this letter to

these people, and then they send a seven-page document, an enclo-

sure behind that identif3dng the terms. In other words, the defini-

tion of the terms they used in the letter.

Now, this is for real, folks.

Senator Mikulski. Do you really have those definitions?

Senator BURNS. I have got them.
Senator Mikulski. We want them, too. They mailed it to the

wrong person.
Senator Burns, I know, but you know, I am the only guy—all my

mail comes, boxholder, I am so well-known. I could probably run

unopposed and get beat. [Laughter.]
But this just drives people crazy, and you wonder why they get

the idea that Government is not working. I just came back from
out there, and you hold your town meetings, and I tell you, these
folks are cranky. They are unhappy so they strike out, and some
of their best strike out at you, because all at once you are the guy
that is causing all this. But I just want to bring it to this commit-
tee's attention.

The reason I ask about this, we ought to be talking about what
it is going to cost you to run this Department, instead of fiddling
around here talking about policy. Policy comes out of everything
else. We ought to be talking dollars and cents.

But anyway, the terms—item No. 10. These are definitions. Item
No. 10, the terms "document" and "documents" shall mean any ob-

ject that records, stores, or presents information, includes writings
of any kind, formal or informal, whether or not wholly or partially
in handwriting, including, by the way of illustration and not by the

way of limitation, any invoice, manifest, bill of lading, receipt, en-

dorsement, check, bank draft, canceled check, deposit slip, with-
drawal slip, order, correspondence, record book, minutes, memoran-
dum of telephone and other conversation, including meetings,
agreements and the like, diary, calendar, desk pad, scrapbook,
notebook, bulletin, circular, form, pamphlet, statement, journal,

postcard, letter, telegram, telex, report, notice, message, analysis,

comparison, graph, chart, interoffice—I am only half done—inter-

office communications, photostat, or other copy of any documents,
microfilm or other film record, any photograph, any recording or

any type of device, any punchcard, disk, or disk
pack, any tape or

other type of memory generally associated with computers and

dataprocessing memory generally associated with computers and

dataprocessing together with the programming instructions and
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other written material necessary to use the punchcard, disk, or

disk pack, and tape and other type of memory together with the

printouts of such punchcard, disk, disk pack, tape, or other type of

memory.
OK, that is one-half of it.

Ms. Browner. I think you have lost the court reporter.
Senator Burns. I know I have lost it—and it says every copy of

each document which is not an exact duplicate of a document
which is produced, every copy or has any writing figure, notation,
annotation and the like on it, drafts, attachments, or the enclosures

to any document, and every document referred to in any other doc-

ument.

Now, if I am sitting at home and I have never even sold a bat-

tery to this outfit and I get this letter, because I also go back here

and it tells me—wait a minute, now, I have to go to another page.
It tells me—no, I thought I had it. Here we go.

In the main body of the letter, if I do not do this—now, you have

got to remember, this came to me in certified mail:

Due to the serious legal ramifications should you fail to respond properly, EPA
strongly encourages you to give this matter your immediate attention and to re-

spond to this information request within the time period specified above.

If you have any legal or technical question relating to this information request,

you may consvdt with the EPA prior to the time specified above.

And it says all this, you fall under this, you can direct them to

Jim Eppers, attorney. Office of Legal Counsel, or Maureen O'Riley,
also available to discuss this.

In other words, there are legal ramifications if you do not fill this

out, and they also give you a form so you can get it all notarized.

Now, come on, folks, this is make-work because the little old out-

fit in Torrington, WY, I have given is dealing in used batteries and

everybody thinks there might be a violation, and then they wonder
where your $6 billion goes, and I cannot clean up a creek that is

going to dump hard metals into the Blackfoot River and take care

of some environmental problems that we should be addressing and
we are fiddling around with something like this that does not

mean—^well, cow traders have a different vernacular and different

vocabulary to understand it, but I am saying we have got to do

something about this.

Ms. Browner. I would agree.
Senator Burns. Subject to all the below.

Ms. Browner. I would say two things. I imagine, based on how

you have described the letter

Senator Burns. You are not responsible for this.

Ms. Browner. No doubt those letters are still going out, so I will

assume responsibility. I imagine that letter is going to a small, po-

tentially responsible party under the Superfund Act.

Under the law, we look for responsible parties to collect the costs

associated with the cleanup from those responsible parties, and
that probably is what that letter is about. The individual and the

company are being informed that they may be what is called a po-

tentially responsible party.
We are doing something in the Agency right now. We are devel-

oping a de minimis party procedure which is a mechanism for deal-
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ing with the small parties in a more direct and expeditious man-
ner.

We have signed 80 such agreements thus far, and we look for-

ward to signing more. A lot of those letters do go to these small
parties. That is in part the way the program has developed. But
there are opportunities, administrative opportunities, for us to try
and remedy that. We will certainly look very seriously at the situa-
tion.

In the Superfund law, it is important to note that fairness is ex-

tremely important in terms of responsible parties. Therefore we do
have an obligation to be fair to all parties. Not only to seek out the

large parties but to seek out all of the responsible parties.
That is the structure of the program and law. It is something

that others have also raised, and yet I understand can be frustrat-

ing for particularly small parties. But as I said, we are moving for-

ward in terms of de minimis parties to see if we can provide some
easier manner of dealing with them in the process.
The other thing that I would say is the administration has com-

mitted a great deal of effort and energy over the next several
months to a national performance review to look at ways to
reinvent Government. We at EPA will be looking at opportunities
for streamlining the process and for streamlining the paper and
how we actually, on a one-to-one basis, interact with the public. So
I appreciate you calling this particular example to my attention.
Senator Burns. My time is up, but I will also bring forth some

other situations we have in Montana, and most of them dealing
with posttreating. They just wrecked a good friend of mine. They
just tore him up and walked off and left him with the problem.
They broke the poor man, they wrecked him, and then they just
walked off and said, "Have a nice day."
So what I am sajdng, I think maybe we might be able to get by

with 14,460 folks, you know, that if we go to bring up these sites.

I do not mind trying to get something done and move in a construc-
tive way, but whenever I run into this thing where some people
think they are above the Constitution, and they really figure that
the Peter principle really works, I am going to be very cranky
about that and take a look at it.

But I appreciate it. It was not done on your watch and I am not
in any way making you responsible. I am saying, though, that the

potential is there, and I thank the chairman. I will have some more
questions, and they will be sort of simple, but I thank you for the
answer.
Ms. Browner. Thank you very much.
Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Kerrey?
Senator Kerrey. Thank you, Madam Chair. I have got a number

of questions that I would like to submit for the record and just a
couple with the administrator.
Senator Mikulski. Without objection.

agency's new direction—POLLUTION PREVENTION

Senator Kerrey. First of all, I must say I am very pleased with
your new direction with the Agency. I believe you are absolutely
right. We do have to focus upon prevention and we have got to

move upstream and try to prevent pollution. That very often is
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going to involve a great deal of public education. I am pleased to
see that you are going to use your own experience in Florida to in-

volve people, sucn as retired engineers and others, to help busi-
nesses avert the cost of cleanup by avoiding the pollution in the
first place.

I am very excited about the consideration of ecosystems. The
agreements that were reached by Secretary Babbitt as well as the
Great Lakes agreement that you worked on, should be used as
models. They tend to give all parties the opportunity to make their
case and reach agreement. There may be some people unhappy
with it, but at least they have had their day in court,

GROUND WATER PROTECTION

I think you are absolutely right that State and local governments
have a tremendous amount of resources that can be used. I believe.

Secretary Babbitt, when he was the Governor of Arizona and I was
the Grovemor of Nebraska, chaired an effort to examine what we
should be doing with ground water. I know from Florida's stand-

point, you understand that one-half of our drinking water comes
from that unprotected area. Grovemor Babbitt concluded, I believe

correctly, that the best model is to set a tough Federal standard
and then look for a local mechanism to carry out the regulation.
Our State has a local mechanism that actually has allowed us,

with agriculture, to develop very
detailed individual management

plans for each site. It is impossible for EPA to carry out that kind
of regulatory effort, but it is possible with that kind of local ap-
proach.

I am not an advocate for removing people from the responsibility
of protecting the ground water. I am just an advocate of trsdng to

discover a way to actually carry out the regulations such as those
illustrated by Senator Bums earlier. His example could be ex-

panded by almost any member up here.
One thing I am conscious of today is that we are losing the per-

mission to regulate for environmental purposes as a consequence of

just administrative breakdowns. We had a terrible problem trjdng
to develop a four-party manual on wetlands and people were very
frustrated. There was no trust that they could take the agreement
to the bank and get a mortgage on the property.

I applaud your willingness to use science as the determinant. I

think we have to do all we can to use the best science in combina-
tion with some kind of a process that people trust and, as I said

earlier, have been given their day in court.

You indicated that you have identified 20 specific industries that

you are going to work with on an interregulatory package. Is Agri-
culture on that list?

Ms. Browner. We could provide for the record a list of each of
the specific industries that we are focusing on.

[The information follows:]

Regulatory Review of Specific Industries

Section 4(b) of the Pollution Prevention Act (PPA) of 1990 requires EPA to "review

regulations of the Agency prior and subsequent to their proposal to determine their

effect on source reduction. As one response to this charge, EPA has established the
Source Reduction Review F*roject (SRKP) to focus this review on a key list of regula-
tions mandated by statute or court order under the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act,
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or Resource Conservation and Recovery Act during their earliest stages of their de-

velopment.
For the short-term, the SRRP aims to ensure source reduction measures and

multi-media issues are considered during the development of air, water, and hazard-
ous waste standards affecting 17 industrial categories. For the long-term, this effort

is designed to test different approaches that may provide a model for the regulatory
development process throughout EPA.
The project builds on EPA's existing regulatory development process but empha-

sizes (1) intensive analysis of source reduction measures in addition to traditional

end-of-pipe controls, and (2) consideration of cross-media impacts when developing
industritd standards. EPA's analysis will be consistent with its statutory respon-
sibilities, and will take into account other environmental management options (e.g.,

recycling, treatment, disposal) as expressed in the hierarchy of PPA environmental

practices. Here are tiie three main steps for project implementation:
1) Conduct source reduction analysis—EPA identifies and evaluates source reduc-

tion measures through industry process studies and additional data collection activi-

ties. Source reduction measures are compared to end-of-pipe control measures while

considering statutory performance in all media, costs, and energy and raw material

requirements.
2) Develop the regulation—^Where consistent with its statutory duties, EPA uses

this analysis to encourage source reduction when developing regulations affecting
the 16 identified industry/process categories. The analysis can help support stand-

ards, as well as development of (1) regulatory incentives for source reduction meas-
ures as an alternative means of compliance; and (2) guidance materials that accom-

pany the final regulation.
3) Implementing the regulation—^EPA gives permit writers, where needed, train-

ing and assistance to expedite review and approval of source reduction measures as
a means of compliance. EPA targets assistance, where feasible, to help industry
identify and implement those source reduction measures that offer the most cost ef-

fective means of complying with the priority regulations.
By having the flexibility to invest in source reduction measures as a means of

compliance, industry can make cost-effective environmental decisions that will help
improve efficiency and competitiveness. If source reduction measures are chosen as
the primary means of achieving compliance, then the environment will benefit in
at least two significant ways: (1) the transfer of pollutants from one mediiun to an-
other will be prevented; and (2) energy and raw materials use as well as other waste
streams may be reduced.
EPA based its list on those industrial categories facing new air, water, and haz-

ardous waste standards over the next decade. Sixteen industrial/process categories
were chosen based on one or more of the following: (1) environmental releases to
more than one media; (2) potential for pollution reduction; (3) known opportunity
for source reduction; (4) forthcoming regulatory requirements under multiple stat-

utes.

The key industrial categories involved in the Source Reduction Review Project are
listed below:

KEY INDUSTRIAL CATEGORIES

Pesticide Formulating
Pulp and Paper Production
Pharmaceuticals Production

Paints, Coatings, and Adhesives Manufacturing
Printing/Publishing
Integrated Iron and Steel Manufacturing
Plywood/Particle Board Manufacturing
Paint Stripper Users
Rubber Chemicals Manufacturing
Paper and Other Webs Coating
Acrylic Fibers/Modacrylic Fibers

Degreasing Operations
Polystyrene Production

Styrene Butadiene Latex and Rubber Production
Reinforced Plastic Composites Production
Metal Products and Machinery
Wood Furniture Manufacturing
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PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE FARMING INDUSTRY

Senator KERREY. Do you know if production agriculture farming
specifically is on the list?

Ms. Browner. The staff reminds me that the focus, in terms of

agriculture, is pesticides in the rural package. But I think you
raised a very valid point and it is probably something that we need
to take a look at.

Senator Kerrey. I think it is possible to do. It looks difficult at

the start, because, for example in Nebraska, we have 60,000 indi-

vidual farms that are essentially small manufacturing businesses

producing approximately $9 billion worth of products. It looks like

it would be difficult to include them on your list because they are

small business with a large number of units, and it would be dif-

ficult to enter into some kind of negotiation.
But I believe it is possible to enter into that kind of negotiation.

I think it would be very valuable as we reauthorize clean water
and RCRA and the other legislations that will be considered in the
next couple of years, again with the objective of trying to maintain

permission to work particularly on ground water, which is a con-

cern of mine.

Apparently, Ag is not on the list of 20 identified as a business,
but I would like to talk with you about including it.

Ms. Browner. We would appreciate that opportunity as the Con-

gress considers reauthorization of the Clean Water Act. Obviously,
the nonpoint source issues are going to be very important.
There is tremendous information and experience in the States

that we can really use in those conversations and then in develop-

ing Federal policy. We look forward to that.

ETHANOL ruling—SOUND SCIENCE

Senator Kerrey. Can I talk to you a little bit about the ethanol

ruling that is going to come down in about 30 or 45 days.
I Imow that ruling is going to come down. Let me just observe

that there are a number of people who say, no, this thing was nego-
tiated in the regneg effort after Clean Air and we are not even

going to talk to you.
I would urge you to say, that cannot be the case. The regneg was

the first time we had done it. I think it was a very good process.
But I have heard people say, we agreed to that and you are break-

ing an agreement. I just think that is a bad approach to take. I

want science to guide the decision.

And I am concerned that in this particular case we do not have
a very good mechanism to allow science to say here is the way that

we are going to use ethanol. I recognize there are certain areas

where it will add volatile organic compounds, that it will increase

smog, and that there are certain times of the year it should not be
used at all.

But there are certain areas of the country, in fact, that it can be

used. It is not a danger or threat and we ought to be trying to

make a decision in a way that people trust. They should have their

day in court. They may not like the decision, but at least they trust

that science has been used and that they have had the opportunity.
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I am just not comfortable, I must say, under the current mecha-
nism that people are going to look at the ethanol issue and feel

that they have been given a fair shake on either side of the issue.

Ms. Browner. Well, as you know, we did move the proposed rule
forward so that we could broaden the number of participants in the

commenting process. I do not believe the comment period has ex-

pired yet.
We just had a hearing last week, so no final decisions have been

made. We are still in that period of comment on the proposed rule.

ETHANOL RULE—HEARING PROCESS

Senator Kerrey. It is this hearing process that I am questioning.
It is the procedure under which we are making a decision about

something that will have hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of

impact on the economy.
There are comparable mechanisms, it seems to me, that we could

select such as the agreements that Secretary Babbitt has reached
and you have reached in Great Lakes. It seems to me that Sec-

retary Babbitt's and your approach are more appropriate models to

use, rather than just having a hearing internal to EPA and having
people feel like, well
Ms. Browner. It was a public hearing.
Senator Kerrey. I understand it was a public hearing. But we

would not have been able to reach an agreement on—I do not re-

member the exact name of the species
—the woodpecker or the

great
Ms. Browner. The great cicada.
Senator Kerrey. We would have not been able to reach an agree-

ment on the great cicada by just having a hearing internal to the

Department of the Interior or EPA in making a decision like that.
I am respectfully suggesting that the process that we have set in

place for ethanol, if announced favorable to com interests. We are

apt to get complaints from either environmental interests or from
natural gas interests. And we may find ourselves, on the other

side, having the decision go against ethanol.
I am concerned that the procedure does not allow people to look

at EPA and say that we got a fair shake. There are hundreds of
millions of dollars, as well as the quality of our air, hanging in the
balance with this decision.

And I would respectfully suggest that some kind of opportunity
to openly negotiate an agreement might be a better way to ap-
proach it.

Ms. Browner. I appreciate that and hopefully, in the process
now, people who felt like they were not heard in the prior process
will come forward so that we can get their advice and their input.

ETHANOL RULE DECISION—SCIENTIFIC PROCESS

Senator Kerrey. Well, again, what I am looking for is a possibil-

ity
—I would like to have some discussions with you after this hear-

ing as possibly looking at developing a mechanism with this etha-
nol decision.

I understand if science says we should use ETBE instead of etha-

nol, if science says the decision goes against ethanol and it's done
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in an open fashion where people feel like they have gotten their

fair shake, I am not going to object to that.

I may disagree with it, but 1 am not going to object to it. What
concerns me is that we are heading in a direction where parties on
either side of the issue are going to say that, in fact, that did not

happen.
Ms. Browner. Well, I would appreciate the opportunity to talk

with you. We are required to follow certain processes in developing
our regulatory packages, and they are not always conducive to the

best decision being made. They frequently can be extremely adver-

sarial.

As you so aptly portrayed, we get sued regardless of what we de-

cide. Our decisions generally make someone unhappy. Any mecha-
nisms that we can develop to get around that would be of extreme
interest to us. If there are some suggestions you would like to

make, I would very much appreciate hearing them.
Senator Kerrey. I do think that the two Interior agreements and

your Great Lakes agreement is a much more appropriate model for

this kind of decision.

Ms. Browner. Thank you.
Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Kerrey, is that your time?
Senator Kerrey. It says my time is up. Thank you.
Senator Mikulski. Senator Feinstein?
Senator Feinstein. Thank you very much. Madam Chair.

Congratulations, Ms. Browner.
Ms. Browner. Thank you.

WATER QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE

Senator Feinstein. I wish you well. I would like to ask essen-

tially two questions and then quickly make two statements.

The first is, of the $2.4 billion in your budget request to improve
water quality infrastructure, it is my understanding that $892 mil-

lion of it was to be provided by the economic stimulus package,
which now is effectively dead.
How do you intend to make up for the fact that these funds will

not be there?
Ms. Browner. You are quite right. The jobs package did include

$845.3 million for the clean water SRF. Those funds would have

completed the commitment made by the Congress for the author-

ization of $18 billion. That would have been the final installment

in the $18 billion that had been committed to the States.

We are obviously extremely disappointed. We believed that we
could move the money very expeditiously into areas of high need
and that jobs would have been immediately created. In fact, that

money had a significant leveraging component to it, in that as.

wastewater treatment capacity is expended, further development
can occur. So it's not just jobs in the short term, but jobs in the

long term.

Right now, the administration is looking at this specific issue.

We are very aware of the tremendous needs that exist across the

country, both in terms of waste water and drinking water.

The budget that the subcommittee has before it now, the fiscal

year 1994 budget, includes $1.8 billion. A total of $1.2 billion would
be for a new clean water SRF and $599 million for a drinking
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water SRF. But obviously, we were disappointed in the loss of

those immediate funds. We had already made contact with a num-
ber of municipalities, State governments, and local governments.
They were quite eager and they had the ready-to-go plans.
Senator Feinstein. Is the answer then that you cut your budget?
Ms. Browner. We cannot absorb that kind of a cut in our base

programs budget.
Senator Feinstein. But then, what are you going to do for

the
Ms. Browner. This is an issue that the administration is going

to have to work on with the Congress. It is a very, very tough issue
and one that I know the White House is beginning to focus on.

I do not know what the solution is at this time, except that I do
know in all of the discussions that took place with this body in

terms of the jobs package, this particular portion of the money was
always included in its entirety because of the very significant need.
It is a need that exists in every single State.

Senator Feinstein. But at present then, there is an $850 million

gap in your budget?
Ms. Browner. At present, the $845.3 million that would have

come to us is not there. That is correct.

NAFTA—environmental IMPACTS

Senator Feinstein. The second thing is that I am very concerned
about the environmentsd impacts of NAFTA. I have had occasion
to go to the New River in El Centro. I have had occasion to see the
chemical plants on the other side of the border spew untreated
waste into the river. I have flown over the river in a small plane.
I have seen where it has leached into 3,000 acres of prime agricul-
tural land. And I have flown directly over the Salton Sea where it

exudes all this, which I would say probably one-fourth of which, the

largest inland salt water body today, is getting polluted every year
by it.

My concern is first, what can you at EPA do to see to it that the
United States is not going to be compromised by the NAFTA agree-
ment; second, what specifically have you recommended with re-

spect to any site agreement in this area?
Ms. Browner. The EPA, under the leadership of the U.S. Trade

Representative, is participating in the negotiations on the environ-
mental side agreement. I think the President has made it very
clear that these side agreements on labor and environmental issues
are extremely important.
Two series of negotiations have taken place thus far. One ended

just last week, focusing on environmental issues from the enforce-
ment to natural resource. As you well know, we share a number
of very important and beautiful natural resources with our friends,
our neighbors to the south and also Canada.
There has been discussion of the formation of a commission that

would involve the three environmental departments from the three
countries. It would be a forum for discussion, cooperation, and, per-

haps, resolution of the more difficult issues.

The budget before the subcommittee includes $160 million for

Mexico border-NAFTA related activities. A total of $150 million is
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for construction grants of wastewater and drinking water projects

along the border areas.

As you are absolutely aware, the waters in that part of the world
flow north. So your State and several States do experience the im-

pacts in a very personal way. These moneys would be used for the
construction of facilities to treat the wastewater and to prevent fur-

ther degradation of the surface waters.

IRON MOUNTAIN MINE SITE, READING, CA

Senator Feinstein. Well, I am very interested in this. I am at

present a no vote on NAFTA. This is one of the reasons that I am
a no vote. So I am very eager to know what specifically the EPA
is going to do, if anybody values my vote. And perhaps they do not.

But I want to be very up front about it. This is a major issue from

my perspective in California.

A second major issue that I want to just quickly bring up, it has
to do with Superfund. I would like to request that you take a look

at the Iron Mountain mine site outside of Reading in California.

This is an old copper mine, owned by a major chemical company,
which has a number of holes in it, some equal to a 30-story apart-
ment building.
When it rains, the heavy metals combine with water and air to

form sulfuric acid. It goes into the river and I think has very seri-

ous environmental implications in the msgor rivers in northern
California.

The costs are very high, therefore nothing has been done with it.

I am told the two suggestions are to either cap the whole moun-
tain—and I forget right now what the second one is.

But I would very much appreciate it if you would take a look at

it and I would appreciate being privy to your thoughts on how to

deal with it.

Ms. Browner. Certainly.

BAY delta—^FRESH WATER FLOW STANDARDS

Senator Feinstein. And the third item I wanted to mention to

you and say that I must commend your agency for taking a very
forthright position with respect to water flow, fresh water flow

standards in the bay delta of California.

As you know, two-thirds of the people of the State gain their

drinking water from the delta. That is almost 20 million people. So
this is a big item.

And the fresh water flow into the delta has been a matter of con-

tention. I want you to know that its resolution is a very high prior-

ity for me. And so I would very much appreciate it if your Depart-
ment could keep me advised as you develop these standards.

It is also very great, not only to the environmental community
and to everybody who drinks water, but to the agricultural commu-
nity in the State.

Ms. Browner. Yes; we will certainly keep you advised.

Senator Feinstein. So thank you very, very much.
Ms. Browner. Thank you.
Senator Feinstein. Thank you, Madam Chair.
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Senator MiKULSKl. Thank you, Senator Feinstein, for that excel-

lent set of questions.
Now we turn to our colleague and friend, the Senator from Alas-

ka, Senator Stevens.
Senator Stevens. I thank the chair.

Senator Mikulski. Do you need a break?
Ms. Browner. I participated in the Earth Day activities. EPA

employees rode their bikes to work, and apparently I have done

something to my leg. So if I can stand up for one second, that
would be very useful.

Senator Stevens. Take a seventh inning stretch.

Senator Mikulski. Would you like us to take a momentary re-

cess?

Ms. Browner. That is fine. I must be getting old.

Senator Mikulski. Yes; I know what you mean. [Laughter.]
I was working out the other day and said that to myself. [Laugh-

ter.]

Ms. Browner. These things did not use to happen.
Senator Mikulski. Or is it that we were getting worked up. I al-

ways get that confused.
Senator Stevens.
Senator Stevens. Well, I feel strange. I think I could add to-

gether both of your ages
Senator Mikulski. And come up with an earmark. [Laughter.]
Senator Stevens. And would still have money left.

Senator Mikulski. He was adding and did not know.

wastewater problems in ALASKAN VILLAGES

Senator Stevens. I welcome you too. And I have come today to

just do a little run through now at this subcommittee of the subject
I raised in the full committee earlier. At that time I had some
small photographs that some of the members did not like too well,
so I have had them blown up so that you may see them.

I recall so well that in 1969 when I first—I actually came in

1968, but the first trip I took back to my home with other Senators
was with Senator Kennedy when we took a trip through Alaska's

villages. And we came up with a partial solution which was the
Safe Water Facilities Act.

Now as we are 24 years later, I can report to you that of 210
Alaskan native villages, 132 of them are totally without running
water or flushing toilets. And in the balance, the majority of those
that are there are there for Government employees. There are no
general facilities for wastewater treatment or disposal of waste in

these villages.

Typically, they are about 300 residents each and in winter the

temperatures drop to 60 below. It is very hard to deal with disposal
of waste during that period, and when the summer temperatures
come up to almost 100 degrees and the water starts flowing, much
of the waste disposal for the village upstream becomes the problem
of villages downstream.
We just had a recent outbreak of hepatitis A over—well, the esti-

mates range from 150 to 450 people involved in this last breakout.
There were 4 deaths, at least 150 children I am told. And we have
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got an Alaska sanitation task force that has met to try and deal

with this subject once again.
Let me show you the conditions. Why do you not step down there

and put them up on the table.

Senator MiKULSKl. How about right over there so that both the

future Secretary can see it and so could we.
Senator Stevens. That is good.
This is typical of the sewage bunkers. What they do is they have

sewage bags and honey buckets, and each village will have a place
to dump them in. But obviously as the year goes on, particularly
in winter they become frozen. And then in the spring they try to

move them around.
This is a village where we built some nice new homes for the na-

tive people, and they have got a honey bucket system but the sys-
tems overflow. Dwa5nie, show them the one where the children

have access. Well they are right there. You see, the children have
access to that and play in these little lagoons that have human
waste disposal.
This is typical of another village in the Yukon Kuskokwim delta,

and flip through just some of the others in a hurry. This is what

happens when breakup comes and the ice starts moving waste from
a village upstream and moves it downstream. That is the typical

outhouse, but the sewage overflow is seen right there in front,

again because of the percolation of the soil in the summertime as

opposed to wintertime.
This is a woman taking the bags from her honey bucket across

the whole village. And, of course, if there is any problem, it just
ends up being drained out throughout the whole area of the village.

Now, our sanitation task force has come up with a plan that I

have written to you about. It is that we would like to see the State

and the Federal Grovemment take on a joint project to deal with
this. It is something we know is partially a State responsibility, al-

though we are talking about 90-plus percent Federal eligibles
under the Indian system in these villages.

HEPATITIS A BREAKOUT/INDIAN FUNDING PRIORITY

But we think it is one of the largest causes of illness, one of the

largest causes of otitis media in children. It certainly was related,

according to what I understand, to the recent hepatitis A problem.
We had hepatitis B go around just a few years ago and had a mas-
sive immunization program. Now we are back to A; it is another
strain. My friend back there in uniform can tell you more about
that than I know.
But I am here to urge that you help us address this problem.

And I really do not think I am talking about an increase in funding |

as much as I am prioritizing the use of some funds that are avail-

able. We had in the past an over $1 billion system in the south-

western part of our country for Indians; none of that came to Alas-

ka.

And our Safe Water Facilities Act, I mentioned when I first

began, became a national program and now we just get an infini-

tesimal portion of the funding for a program that Senator Kennedy
and I started to solve this problem back in 1969.
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I know that you have served up here and you know our problems
in dealing with a large State. We are one-fifth the size of the Unit-
ed States with about 600,000 people. But there is 170,000 of them
in these villages and we do need some help from you and your
Agency. And I am hopeful that we can find a way to work together
and get some task force from your agency to work with our Alaska
sanitation task force to give us some sort of a solution or make leg-
islation. I would be pleased to pursue and help you work it.

But I think the State ought to commit itself to a long-term solu-
tion. If the State and the Federal Government each put up $10 mil-
lion for 10 years, we would have a sum of money that would at
least make a dent in this. I do not think it would solve it all, but
at least make a dent and keep some of our commitments to these
native people.

It has been a monolog. I did not really come to ask questions. I

would like to urge you to come again, as I did at your confirmation

hearing, to Alaska, and bring a team and learn about some of these

problems firsthand.
I could mention a lot of things—our new region and a few other

things. I await your decision on that. I think we are better off for

you to use your administrative money the way you want to use it,

and help us use the money that is for programs in the best way
possible to solve some of the problems like those photographs show,
Ms. Browner. Well, the photographs are quite compelling. It is,

I think, far too easy for us to forget that there are still people
across this country who do not even have access to basic health and
human hygiene. I understand the problem in those communities is

not just wastewater, but also drinking water.
EPA has recently convened a task force of the various Federal

agencies that we think could bring resources and know-how to solv-

ing the problem. We are working with the Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation in an effort to try and address these

very pressing concerns. I look forward to working with you and the
other members of the Alaska delegation to develop whatever it

takes to solve this problem.
Senator Stevens. Thank you very much. I look forward to work-

ing with you and I appreciate your time.
Ms. Browner. Thank you.
Senator Stevens. Thank you. Madam Chairman.
Senator Mikulski. Do you have any other questions?
Senator Feinstein. No.
Senator Mikulski. Senator Bond, do you have any other ques-

tions?

Senator Bond. Thank you. Madam Chair.

CFC'S AND ozone DEPLETION

Ms. Browner, when we were last talking you mentioned CFC's
and ozone depletion. And I was going to bring that up, so I thought
I would come back and just mention that question again. Because
this may be an area where we have gotten lucky and, without sig-
nificant cost in global terms, may have accomplished good.
But I was struck by the articles April 15 in the Washington Post.

Contrary to popular notion, ozone is a renewable resource and the
lead story has some things like this. It says, "In fact, researchers
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say the problem appears to be heading toward solution before they
can find any solid evidence that serious harm was or is being
done."

And at the right-hand part of that column it says, "If there has
been any increase in UV, researchers say, it is too small to meas-
ure against a background of normal ultraviolet levels that rise and
fall by large amounts for entirely natural reasons on time scales

from hours to decades."
So I think once again that reemphasizes the point that you, the

chair, and I were agreeing on earlier, that we ought to make these
decisions based on science.

BIODIVERSITY TREATY

I would like to turn now to a concern that was raised when
President Clinton indicated he would sign the Biodiversity Treaty.
There have been objections, according to CRS, over whether that

treaty would offer adequate protection of intellectual property
rights for U.S. biotechnology development. About 25 percent of pre-

scription drugs are plant based, and some of those are from plants
discovered in tropical rain forests.

Will there be some means of protecting intellectual property
rights, or are the pharmaceutical companies which have developed
these now going to be subjected to some kinds of pa5rments or other
limitations on the drugs that they have developed as a result of
their work in the rain forest? What do you intend to see happen
in this area?
Ms. Browner. Senator, the President, I think, sought to make

clear yesterday that the very concerns that you raise were concerns
of his. There has been work going on within the White House to

ensure that in the signing of the Biodiversity Convention, that the
intellectual properties issue is resolved and that those companies
are allowed to continue to do the very important work that they do.

During the campaign, the President raised his concern with this

issue and did indicate that he would not be willing to move forward
until those issues had been addressed. If I understand correctly, we
are now in the process of coming to a common understanding with
other countries to make sure that the intellectual properties are

protected.
Senator Bond. Senator Stevens invited you to come to Alaska to

look at what obviously are some very serious concerns. Were you
to come to my State of Missouri and travel around the State in ag-
ricultural areas, I would tell you that the No. 1 concern of farmers,
people who earn their living from the land, is the whole area of

wetlands. And they want, I believe, some sound science again,
some reasonable way of getting an answer to questions about wet-
lands.

And there is a great concern that the policy changes have been—
or policy has been made by administering agencies without either

congressional directive or public notice and comment. In 1989, four

agencies issued a delineation manual without congressional action,
without any public notice or opportunity to comment. And as you
probably are well aware, it is extremely controversial.
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Are you going to continue the policy? Do you expect to release a
new delineation manual? And if you do, will there be opportunity
for public comment and what about congressional approval?
Ms. Browner. Senator, I have worked and actually grown up in

a State that also has a tremendous number of wetlands. I think
Florida has done a fairly good job of striking the appropriate bal-
ance and I want to tell you that I am committed to working on this
issue and doing everything I can to resolve the controversy that
has arisen.

One of the last acts of my predecessor. Administrator Reilly, was
to make sure that all of the Federal agencies will now use the same
delineation manual. Prior to that, we had the Army Corps of Engi-
neers using one manual and the EPA using another manual. By his

action, we are now using the same manual as the Army Corps of

Engineers, the 1987 manual.
We are also awaiting a report from the National Academy of

Sciences which, unfortunately, has been somewhat delayed. I do
not think we anticipate the final report being available for about
12 months, but hopefully that will provide a point of discussion and
ultimately a resolution of this issue. I believe that the initial step
of at least getting the two major Federal agencies using the same
manual, working from the same document, was an important first

step.

WETLANDS LEGISLATIVE ACTION

Senator Bond. I have another suggestion I will be pursuing on
the floor with respect to giving a single voice for resolving those
conflicts to farmers. I am disappointed to hear that it will be an-
other year before the NAS study comes out. With the clean water
measure going forward this year, do you intend to push for wet-
lands legislative action when you have that NAS study?
Ms. Browner. We had hoped, as you may know, that the report

would have been available this summer, and were also dis-

appointed to find out that the completion date would be delayed.
It would be our preference to await that report. It is a very detailed

report involving some resources. As we have all discussed the need
for good science, I think it will provide us with good science that
will be helpful in shaping policy. Ultimately, it would be appro-
priate for us to come back to this body with that report, and then
fashion the appropriate legislation.

If the Clean Water Act moves prior to the completion of the NAS
report, it would be our preference that those issues be held out. We
really have a great deal of confidence that it will be a good report.

404 PERMITTING PROGRAM

Senator Bond. With your background in an agricultural State,
you have probably heard from your constituents there, as I have
heard from mine, about the concerns that the 404 permitting pro-
gram is reducing the value of their property. In the last couple of

years, courts have found a taking requiring compensation in four
cases involving the denial of a requested 404 permit.
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What do you see as the future for the 404 program in substan-

tially restricting the use of some private property? Do you see that

there is any room for providing compensation?
One of the things that we did through the Agriculture Committee

and agricultural appropriations was to set up the Wetlands Re-

serve Program, which I think is a very sound program. I hope it

will be pursued to give an easement to the Government where it

is determined that wetlands deserve to be preserved and where

they are in private property hands. Do you have any feelings about
how we should pursue that area?
Ms. Browner. The area you raise in terms of agriculture is one

that I had to deal with a great deal in Florida. Florida, just briefly,

has one of the oldest wetlands permitting programs in the country.
It is 10 years old. To the best of my knowledge, at least until I left,

it had never been sued on a takings claim. I think it is a tribute

to the fact that there is a way to provide protection to those sys-
tems deserving protection and allow economic development to

occur.
The issue that the farmers in my State raised, and I think this

is true nationally, is that of prior converted wetlands, the ones that

have been previously impacted. Prior converted wetlands are, in

fact, exempted from the 404 program, which should provide some
comfort to agricultural interests.

This is a difficult issue. There are numerous opportunities avail-

able to us to do things a little bit differently. One example is miti-

gation banking, which looks at opportunities to use mitigation asso-

ciated with wetland permitting. Its purpose is to restore and en-

hance previously impacted systems, rather than creating systems
and connecting those mitigation activities to other activities; for in-

stance, national parks and State parks. It looks at a system on a
more comprehensive basis.

I know that one of the complaints we hear is that people do not

think mitigation is particularly rational or coherent. The banks

offer, I think, a real opportunitv for doing something that has last-

ing ecological value. That should be the goal of the mitigation. We
do not want people doing things that are not going to mnction in

a significant way in 5, 10, or 15 years from now. Rather, we hope
to be doing something that will provide habitat and other water

quality protection.

MITIGATION COSTS

Senator Bond. Three quick points. No. 1, thank heavens prior
converted wetlands are exempt, because I assume that would take

a significant
—

^might take a significant part of your State, and it

would take the southeastern part of Missouri if that were imple-
mented.
But No. 2, there are some costs with regard to mitigation. I think

that we have in the Agriculture bill of 1990, implemented some of

those. But there are costs and I think that we have to look care-

fully at the magnitude of those costs as we pursue them. It is good
to have wetlands protected, but the issues have arisen with newly

designated wetlands, I think, and that is a problem.
And the final point: I would hope that you could encourage the

NAS to get on with it on the wetlands study, because there is a
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lot of science out there and I am sure they are doing a very thor-

ough job. But it would certainly be helpful if we had that informa-
tion available in time to incorporate it in the Clean Water Act,
which would seem the logical place to consider it. So if you have
any opportunity to encourage them to move more quickly, I would
hope that you would use that and spur them to greater efforts to

be faster.

Ms. Browner. We will certainly do what we can to expedite the
review.
Senator Bond. Thank you.

CHESAPEAKE BAY ISSUE

Senator Mikulski. Thank you, Senator Bond. Those wetland
questions, of course, are very serious questions for Maryland and
Chesapeake Bay. Your points were well taken. They are the issues
that I would have raised.

Ms. Browner, that was very excellent testimony and I think I

speak for the subcommittee members. We found your testimony in-

formative. We look forward to working with you.
I am going to particularly thank you for your continued focus on

the Chesapeake Bay. I would like to talk with you more about the

bay and some lessons learned and, really, the need to, I think, get
a more sharper focus and a clearer delineation of outcomes that we
expect from the bay program.
And also, we would like your thoughts on moving any of the

things in your bill that are not authorized. There seems to have
been, as we look at—^there seems to be a lot of prickly feelings on
both sides of the Congress when appropriations have moved or

things have not been authorized because of gridlock, and we won-
der what is going to be the overall theme of the President.
Ms. Browner. We are certainly working on draft authorizing leg-

islation in terms of the clean water SRF and the drinking water
SRF that we are requesting in the President's budget. We hope to
have those drafts available to this subcommittee and the authoriz-

ing committees by mid-May. We are hopeful that we will be able
to use the system that is in place regarding how the money actu-

ally flows to the States.

AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION

Senator MiKULSKl. Well, we look forward to that because as we
have moved our legislation, we particularly note that some of the
House authorizing personalities were particularly cranky about
some of the things we did. We acted in good faith because of the
gridlock and compelling national interest. But, quite frankly, this
chair is tired of doing the work, then having it devalued, and then
having to fight over it.

And I really want to know what the administration's policy is on
those things that are not authorized. And if we are to go ahead,
that the President communicate that to the authorizing committees
so that we are not involved in these other issues, but we focus on
a must-do list for the Environmental Protection Agency.
Ms. Browner. Thank you.
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PREPARED STATEMENT

Senator Mikulski. I have received a statement from Senator
D'Amato and, without objection, it will be placed in the hearing at

this point.
[The statement follows:]

Statement of Senator D'Amato

Madam Chair, I would like to welcome Ms. Carol Browner, Administrator of the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency before this subcommittee this afternoon. I

have reviewed her written statement and I look forward to further consideration of

her testimony.
The fiscal year 1994 request submitted by the EPA totals approximately $6.4 bil-

lion in budget authority. This request includes $2.7 billion for operating programs,
$1.5 billion for the Superfund program, $1.2 billion for the Clean Water State Re-

volving Fund (SRF) and $600 nullion for a new drinking water SRF.
Maoam Chair, as we know, a lot of important, and in some instances, new, pro-

grams are funded under the EPA budget and I am anxious to hear Administrator
Browner explore the impact that this Ending proposal will have on the EPA's abil-

ity to carry-out its environmental responsibilities.
I look forward to working with the distinguished Chairwoman, Senator Mikulski,

and the members of this subcommittee to make sure that the EPA receives the

budget consideration it deserves.
Thank you. Madam Chair.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Senator MiKULSKl. We will submit the balance of the questions
for response in the record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the Department for response subsequent to the hear-

ing:]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MIKULSKI

RISK-BASED STRATEGIC PLANNING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What are you doing to develop a

specific, risk-based strategic plan -- with quantifiable goals,
objectives, and milestones? When will you be able to submit such
a plan?

ANSWER; EPA is in the process of drafting quantifiable
environmental goals for the environmental problems that are

primarily under our jurisdiction, and for environmental problems
with which we share lead responsibility with other federal

agencies. We expect the draft goals to be ready for

Congressional and public review by the end of this calendar year.
Where data are available to support such an analysis, the draft

goal statements will include environmental status and trend
information and interim milestones to serve as targets for near-
term planning and resource allocation. Where data are not

adequate to set quantifiable objectives at this time, trend

goals, such as "achieving significant decreases in overall
emissions of this type of pollutant(s)

"
,
will be used as interim

goal statements, and commitments will be made to obtain the data
needed to set quantified target levels in the future.

Once the measurable environmental goals have been drafted,
they will provide an organizing structure for EPA's risk based

strategic planning. The EPA strategic plan will be a family of

strategies designed to address each of the environmental

problems mentioned above and move the Country and EPA programs
towards the set, measurable goals. Current strategies exist for

many of the problems but will be reviewed and revised in light
of the measurable goals that are set. The degree of risk
associated with each environmental problem will be taken into
account in determining what levels of risk reduction should be
our objectives for various environmental problems over specified
time periods. Strategies must also take into account technical

feasibility, legislative authority, and the availability of
resources if they are to truly guide EPA activities. The

strategies will be updated this fall in the context of the goals
setting process and will be used as a tool for the formulation of
the Agency's FY 1996 budget.

REVIEW OF EPA MAflDATES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Do you plan to undertake a comprehensive
review of all EPA mandates to determine whether they make sense
in terms of risk?

ANSWER: There is currently not a plan in place to assess
all of the statutes that we must implement in the context of the
environmental risks they are addressing. As the Agency sets
measurable environmental goals, we will be looking at the
statutes as tools for achieving those goals, and those statutes
that are not effective for that purpose will be looked at closely
and brought to the attention of the Congress for revision or
elimination.
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MANDATES COST AND RISK

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will you propose repealing mandates which
do not make sense in terms of the relative cost and risk?

ANSWER: Yes, in the context of expanding environmental

problems, we must look at the utility of the current mandates in

terms of cost for implementation and the degree to which they
reduce risk. Those that are no longer effective tools for

achieving environment results should be referred to the Congress
for their consideration and possible repeal.

ASBESTOS PROGRAM FUNDING DECISION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Was your decision not to fund the

asbestos program based on risk, and if so, will you propose to

repeal the asbestos law?
ANSWER: The decision not to fund the asbestos program is

based on the fact that applications requesting funding for

Priority One projects have steadily decreased since 1989.

Priority One projects are representative of the most serious
hazards from asbestos. In 1989 the total number of qualified
projects for which ASHAA funding was applied for was 2,093. Of

this number, 401 Priority One projects were funded, leaving 1,692

Priority One and Priority Two projects unfunded. Since 1989 the

number of qualified projects for which applications have been
received has been steadily declining. In 1993 we received

applications for a total of 685 qualified projects. Of these

projects, only 66 were ranked Priority One for risk compared to

401 priority One projects funded in 1989. Given the limited

resources that we have and the dramatic reduction in Priority One
and total applications, we believe it is more appropriate to

focus on activities with higher risk reduction potential.

FY94 BUDGET RISK BASED PLANNING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How else does your FY94 budget request
reflect risk-based planning?

ANSWER: There are a few significant changes in the FY 1994

budget that support a greater focus on ecosystem risks and a

moderate shift from low risk waste investments to higher risk

ecosystem and air risks. In addition, there is a major attempt
to focus on the geographic distribution of environmental risk

across the Country. Each EPA Region has complete a comparative
risk assessment of the environmental problems their Region is

addressing. Specific strategies have been developed to address

the most significant risks and funds have been set aside in the

FY 1994 budget to implement these strategies. By targeting
environmental problems in this fashion, more effective use of

resources can be made in addressing the most significant
environmental problems.

RISK-BASED STRATEGIC PLANNING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Ms. Browner, you have said you plan to

take an "ecosystem" approach to environmental protection, which
entails looking at a whole system rather than approaching
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environmental protection on a facility-by- facility basis. Will
this ecosystem approach include examining synergistic effects of

pollutants? What are your plans to address synergistic effects
of pollutants?

ANSWER: It is correct that EPA is now emphasizing the use
of an "ecosystem approach" to identify and solve environmental

problems. EPA will focus on assessing the environmental status
of entire ecosystems rather than on the effects of individual
sources of pollution or effects on individual species. This
holistic perspective of the environment will enable us to examine
the synergistic effects of pollutants. This approach is also
less costly than measuring every individual pollutant or
stressor. The new emphasis is reflected primarily in our

ecological systems program.
Our ecological research efforts will include the study of

the synergistic effects of multiple pollutants in the following
research areas: coastal and marine, large lakes and rivers,
contaminated sediments, aquatic ecocriteria, nonpoint sources,

ecological risk assessment methods, habitat/biodiversity,
biotechnology and the Environmental Monitoring and Assessment

Program (EMAP) .

For example, EMAP is designed to address the ecological
effects, including synergistic effects, of pollutants by
assigning values to environmental resources and then selecting
indicators of ecological condition. EMAP will monitor those
selected indicators of the environment that integrate the
cumulative ecological effects of multiple natural and

anthropogenic stresses upon the nation's various ecological
resources.

Our effort to begin to monitor the cumulative impact of
stressors on large ecological systems is an important step. We
do not, however anticipate being able to accurately forecast

synergistic impacts of pollutants in the near future.

EPA EFFICIENCY INDICATORS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Traditionally, EPA has measured its
success in terms of enforcement actions or permits issued, rather
than real improvements in the quality of the air, water, and so
forth. What is the status of the agency's efforts to develop
indicators to measure the effectiveness of its activities on the
environment? What specific goals have been set with respect to

developing indicators?

ANSWER: The Agency is actively engaged in the process of

looking at new ways to measure Agency progress in terms of

activity and environmental indicators. In May of 1992, the

Agency produced a draft report that outlined current strategies,
goals, and environmental indicators. A cross -Agency workgroup has
been established to develop measures of efficiency and
effectiveness. Some of the initial results will be integrated
into the management system for FY 1994 with full implementation
in FY 1996. Issues related to traditional activity measures will
be linked to costs and eventually to environmental results on a

regional basis. Comparison across regions can then be made to

identify which strategies have been successful in addressing
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environmental problems, and efficient approaches to program
implementation. A process of setting measurable environmental

goals is also underway. Once the goals are established (initial
draft in the Fall 1993, and a draft for public comment by the end
of the calendar year) , specific environmental indicators will be
identified to track environmental progress. Annual environmental
status reports will be prepared and strategies assessed based on

progress made towards goals. This process is underway.

UNFUNDED MANDATES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Local officials see a compelling need
to draw the line, .. to differentiate between environmental
necessities and environmental luxuries . and to address the more
serious priorities first. .. [They] expect common sense in the

policy arena, and they expect a balance between the needs of

people and needs of the physical environment. What are your
plans to address the concerns of local government about unfunded
mandates and how will you provide flexibility to local

governments to deal with environmental problems according to
their own greatest risks? Will you propose legislation to

provide flexibility?
ANSWER: We have also felt the need to move beyond the

current statutory process that "one size fits all". State and
local officials are all pressed to address an expanding list of
environmental requirements that do not reflect their real
environmental priorities and force them to spend resources for

compliance in areas that yield minimal environmental results. We
are discussing ways for communities to assess their environmental

priorities and address the most significant risks first. This

may mean that statutes that focus on low priority issues may not
be as actively addressed. With Congress' understanding of the

issue, and an analytical assessment of a community's
environmental risks as a basis for setting priorities, a strategy
can be developed and implemented at the local level that
addresses the environmental necessities first.

In addition to looking at flexibility based on risk, the

Agency has also been concerned with the economic impact on small
businesses and small comiBunities . In April of 1992, the Agency
adopted a new regulatory flexibility policy. Under this policy,
if a rulemaking will have any impact on any small business or
small communities, we will consider regulatory alternatives which
minimize adverse economic impacts to the extent consistent with

statutory mandates. This policy also commits us to making
special efforts to involve small businesses and small communities
in any rulemaking which may affect them.

SINGLE ENVIRONMENTAL STATE GRANTS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is your opinion on whether EPA
should provide a single environmental grant -- rather than

separate media grants for air, water, hazardous waste,

pesticides, etc. -- for states and local governments to spend
according to their own risk-based plan?
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ANSWER: In the past, I would not have supported this

approach. With the development of the Agency's comparative risk
assessment process, we now feel we have data to target a single
multi-media grant towards specific priority environmental
problems. This approach would focus limited resources on the
most significant environmental risks. While no decision has
been made, it could be the time to try this on a "pilot" basis
with states that have completed their comparative risk
assessments and are ready for implementation. However, we would
need to work with Congress to get authorization to proceed in
this direction and work out criteria to assess the effectiveness
of this approach.

STATE'S RISK BASED PLAN

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA is providing grants to several states
for "comparative risk projects." States will gather information
on the range of environmental problems facing them, develop
methods to rank risks, and use these rankings to assess the
state's environmental agenda. To what extent will states be able
to implement their own risk-based strategic plans, or do EPA
mandates preclude them from really ordering their priorities as

they believe makes the most sense? How can EPA learn from the
states' experience in developing its own strategic plan?

ANSWER: Strict adherence to EPA mandates in many cases is
counter to the implementation of strategies designed to address
the most significant environmental risks. In a few cases, where
the states have had the flexibility to use their own funds for

implementing their risk based strategies, the states have been
able to do so. In most cases, the requirement to match federal
funds for lower risk activities has limited the states' capacity
to address their most significant risks. As statutes are
reauthorized, or annual appropriations bills passed, we need to
focus on the issue of addressing the most significant
environmental risks if we are to target limited resources and
maximize environmental results.

In the area of risk based planning, eleven states have
completed or are in the process of doing comparative risk
assessments for the environmental problems that their states
face. Five more are in the final planning stages in preparation
to start a project. The initial results of the work the states
have done show that risk based priorities can be set across
environmental problems as well as geographically within a state.
The State of Washington has worked with it's legislature to

adjust some state statutes and pass new ones based on the risks
identified. Other states are using the information to develop
state-wide "Green Plans" by identifying goals based on the risks
that need to be addressed and setting priorities for the limited
resources that are available.

EPA can learn from their experience in setting risk based
priorities and moving these priorities to drive the development
of long-term strategies and related budget formulations. The
process by which we begin to incorporate the experience of the
states into EPA planning processes and still carry out the

statutory responsibilities the Congress has given to EPA must be
part of an ongoing discussion with the Congress. The Agency is
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currently in the process of setting measurable environmental

goals and will adjust current strategies where needed to address

those goals. Budget formulation and program implementation can

be guided by data available on risk and we will be using this

information in the formulation for upcoming budget cycles.

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGY - REGULATORY MORATORIUM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA is planning to issue 73 new

regulations in FY94. Should there be a moratorium on new

environmental regulations until a national environmental strategy
is produced?

ANSWER: There should be no delay in the development and

issuing of regulations. Many of these regulations are directly
connected to new legislation and have been selected due to the

risks that they will be addressing. A national environmental

strategy needs to be developed. If it is to be a truly 'National

Strategy', it must start with an agreement on the national

problems to be addressed, the setting of national environmental

goals, and the development of strategies to reach them. In many
cases, it will also require the active participation of other

federal agencies if the established goals are to be reached.

This will be a multi-year process and will require Congressional

understanding and support. Once this process is completed,

priorities for regulatory development and reauthorization of

statutes should be set.

REAUTHORIZING STATUTES AND RISK

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Several major statutes are slated for

reauthorization -- Clean Water, Superfund, RCRA, Safe Drinking
Water. What is your strategy to ensure that legislation doesn't

get enacted that is "business as usual" -- more unfunded

mandates? Wouldn't this be a good opportunity to propose

comprehensive legislation dealing with all of these issues

according to risk? What are the agency's priorities with respect
to reauthorizing these statutes? Does the administration have

any plans to introduce comprehensive legislation?
ANSWER: At present, the Administration does not have

specific plans to introduce comprehensive environmental

legislation. The proposals for reauthorization will not be just
a renewal of the current statutes, but will begin to focus on

issues related to risk based priorities, geographic variability
and local flexibility in terms of targeting the most significant
risks first. A multi-media approach will need to be considered

in the future to replace statutes that may have been effective in

the past but are no longer needed in their current form. The

process for making these changes in the context of risk based

priorities is currently currently undergoing review by the

Administration.

PRIORITIES IN EPA OPERATING PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Ms. Browner, you have only been in your

job for a few months, and your budget request for the operating

programs is, for the most part, a continuation of the current

plan. For example, the budget request includes the same amount
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for oil spills ($21 million) and groundwater ($71 million) as the
FY 1993 budget, yet the Science Advisory Board has called these

relatively low risk problems. Are you confident that your budget
request makes sense and that the funds are adequately distributed
to the most pressing problems?

ANSWER: I came into the development of the 1994 Budget
fairly late in the process. Before I was sworn in, the Agency
put a great deal of time and effort into making this a sound and
well integrated budget. In making the final decisions on the
1994 Budget, I made a concerted effort to focus our actual
investments where they will produce the greatest environmental
results. These areas include pollution prevention, ecosystem
protection, lead abatement, and science and technology and
increased assistance to State and local governments. I believe
that these investments do focus on some of the Nation's most

pressing problems.

BASE BUDGET REVIEW

SENATOR MIKULSKI : What are your plans to undertake a review
of the "base" budget and what are the criteria you will be

considering to determine whether activities in the "base" make
sense?

ANSWER: The first step in the review will be to lay out
the Agency's FTEs and extramural resources by statute and
function. This will be the first time that this has been done
for the Agency. We will be looking at our "core programs", and
those that are driven by statutory and court-ordered deadlines.
We will also examine the resources we devote to managing the

Agency. I am committed to assuring EPA's financial integrity.
In addition, we will assess the Agency's FY 1994 budget in terms
of the environmental problems it is addressing, ranking each

problem and it's respective resources based on risk and program
effectiveness. Criteria such as risk and risk reduction

potential will be considered in the development of resource

proposals for
FY 1995.

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is EPA's environmental technology
strategy -- including goals and objectives, and what specific
outcomes do you seek in FY 94? Which specific technologies are

you targeting?
ANSWER: EPA's strategy is to promote the development and

use of innovative technologies as solutions to environmental
problems, nationally and internationally. Because existing
technologies cannot solve some of today's critical environmental
problems or because current technologies are too costly to

purchase and use, innovative technology is critical to achieving
our environmental goals in a cost-effective manner.

Our goals are to provide EPA leadership, build partnerships
with other federal agencies and private sector firms, and

leverage public and private resources for innovative

technologies. Our primary objective is to foster development,
commercialization, and use of environmentally conscious and
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innovative technologies by private and public institutions. The

program will focus on stimulating private sector development and

use of innovative technology.
Initial priorities for the Environmental Technology

Initiative (ETI) proposed in the President's FY 94 budget request
are: 1) bring the benefits of pollution prevention to small

businesses, 2) develop critical Innovative technologies to fill

crucial gaps in our technology arsenal, and 3) promote U.S.

environmental technologies to address international environmental

problems .

The specific technologies that ETI will develop,
demonstrate and promote will depend on discussions with private
sector partners, the DOE national laboratories, NIST, AID, and

other Federal organizations that will support EPA in these

endeavors. EPA's Innovative Technology Council (ITC) will

develop and
coordinate the program based on an in-depth analysis and the

development of a list of needs and opportunities, by priority, in

the area of environmental technologies.

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY - RESEARCH

SENATOR Mikulski: Will EPA devote more resources to

developing new technologies or commercializing existing ones?

ANSWER: Much Innovative technology research and

development in the environmental field is performed by individual

Inventors and small companies. The initial stages of development
are proof -of-concept (bench scale) and small pilot scale. The

middle stages include large pilot and prototype scale up. The

final stage Is building and demonstrating a commercial prototype.
Venture capital generally Is available only In the later stages
of development, when cost effectiveness and regulatory compliance
are assured. The next step In the process is commercialization

of the technology.
The intent of the Environmental Technology Initiative (ETI)

is to spur private sector development and use of new

technologies. ETI is designed to assist the private sector in

overcoming Impediments to the development of technology
innovation. The Agency has been supporting Innovative technology

development and commercialization for a number of years.

EPA'S RELATIONSHIP WITH INDUSTRY

SENATOR Mikulski: Historically, EPA's relationship with

industry has been adversarial. How will EPA be able to

successfully work with the regulated community to pinpoint

technologies needed for environmental compliance?
ANSWER: Although EPA's relationship with industry often

has been adversarial, EPA also has established Itself as a

credible and objective organization in evaluating and promoting
the use of innovative technologies to solve environmental

problems .

EPA has been working with the regulated community for a

number of years through trade and manufacturing organizations,
and through State and local governments. The Agency has

successfully conducted assessments, evaluated technology.
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assisted in scale-up development efforts, and provided technical
assistance. Based on that experience, EPA will continue to

pinpoint technologies needed for environmental compliance. The
Agency has developed several programs designed to encourage
private sector development of innovative technologies by
assisting industry and small businesses to overcome a number of
impediments. For example, the Superfund Innovative Technology
Evaluation (SITE) program is designed to provide credibility to

privately developed remediation technologies by providing a first
use opportunity and reliable cost-effectiveness information for
future use .

EPA also has instituted clearinghouses such as the
Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse (PPIC) and the
Control Technology Clearinghouse (CTC) to facilitate the
provision of cost, performance and other information on
technologies between developers and users. In establishing the
Bioremediation Action Committee (BAG), comprised of industry,
academia, EPA, the Department of Energy, and the Department of
Defense, EPA has been successful as a convener of stakeholders in
a technology area to work toward bringing bioremediation to its
full potential as soon as possible.

Furthermore, in our pollution prevention program we have
successfully worked with seven cooperating state and county
governments in evaluating and demonstrating the engineering and
economic feasibility of selected waste reducing technologies in
various manufacturing facilities. Research efforts under the
Waste Reduction Innovative Technology Evaluation Program focused
on source reduction and the recycling/reuse of waste materials.
Numerous technology evaluations have been completed under this
program including: printed circuit board plating, paint
mixing/stripping, plating solution recovery, acetone recovery,
CFC replacement/recovery and others. Cost savings in labor,
waste treatment, and waste disposal were generally found to be
the major parameters in acceptance and utilization of these
various technologies. Favorable net annual operating savings and
payback periods were generally found with many of these systems.
Based on the successful application and use of these systems
within specific industrial settings we are now publicizing the
results of our evaluations for use by other plant operations.

In addition, the Design for the Environment program has
been successful in engaging the participation and support of
small businesses in the printing and dry cleaning industries to
work in partnership to assess the comparative risks of
alternative products, processes and technologies. Initiatives
are underway to work with

companies in the computer, textile and aerospace industries.

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

SENATOR Mikulski: Several EPA offices would be involved in
the technology initiative -- including the research office, the
international office, superfund, and others. In addition, EPA
currently has several offices involved in promoting environmental
technologies -- including the Office of Cooperative Environmental
Management, the Center for Environmental Research Information,
the Technology Innovation Office within OSWER. Why is the effort
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so splintered? Who will be in charge of environmental technology
at EPA to ensure a coordinated program and where is your "one-

stop -shop" for environmental technologies?
ANSWER: EPA's Environmental Technology Initiative (ETI) is

a complex program which requires the coordination and cooperation
of many Agency offices. Innovative technologies offer possible
solutions to environmental problems which fall under the

responsibilities of a number of EPA offices, such as the Office
of Research and Development (ORD) ,

the Office of Solid Waste and

Emergency Response (OSWER) ,
the Office of Water (OW) ,

the Office
of Air and Radiation (OAR) ,

and the Office of Federal Facilities
Enforcement.

Ten months ago EPA created the Innovative Technology
Council (ITC) to coordinate innovative technology activities.
This cross agency group, co-chaired by the Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response (OSWER) and the Office of Research and

Development (ORD), includes all media program, regional, and
staff offices in the Agency that are involved in technology
related issues. The co-chairs provide an integrating function
for the Agency. Each EPA office has a technology advocate who is

the point of contact for technology related issues in that

office. The ITC reports to the Assistant Administrator for

Program Planning and Evaluation (OPPE) ,
the lead official at EPA

for all matters related to promotion of technology development
and commercialization.

Due to the complex nature of the ETI, there is no single
office in EPA for "one -stop- shopping" . In order to facilitate
the access of those interested in ETI, the ITC is developing
guides that will help private sector developers target their

work, and gain appropriate advice and assistance from EPA.

INDUSTRY INCENTIVES FOR INNOVATION

SENATOR Mikulski: What are EPA's plans to remove the

barriers and disincentives to technology innovation that exist in

EPA regulations and how is this part of an overall strategy?
Does your environmental technology strategy include incentives to

industry to use innovative environmental technologies?
ANSWER: The regulatory disincentives to technology

innovation primarily are inherent in the Best Available

Technology (BAT) basis of most environmental regulatory programs.
The BAT approach, which has many other positive attributes,
inhibits technology innovation by focusing on a standard that is

directed to the end-of-pipe, not on prevention. This focus is

inherent in the enabling legislation and cannot readily be

changed.
The Source Reduction Review Project (SRRP) is one program

that has been created within the Agency to address the use of

pollution prevention information in re-designing the regulatory
development process. Within the SRRP, the twenty- four

forthcoming air, water, and hazardous waste standards affecting
seventeen industrial categories will be closely scrutinized to

ensure that source reduction options are considered in setting
the standards.

Under the auspices of the Agency's Innovative Technology
Council (ITC), EPA is moving to identify how regulations can be
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modified to remove inadvertent barriers to development and

encourage the use of innovative technologies. The strategy under

development by the ITC also will address these issues.
There are, however, a number of other impediments that may

be even more important in inhibiting development and use of
innovative technologies by the small companies, which is where
most Innovation originates. These impediments include, but are
not limited to lack of technical capability, and inefficient

technology transfer. A major thrust of EPA's Environmental

Technology Initiative (ETI) program is to help the private sector
overcome these inhibitions. The U.S. Technology for
International Environmental Solutions (U.S. TIES) and Pollution
Prevention for Small Business programs directly address these

impediments.
The environmental technology market is created and shaped

by EPA's (and State) regulatory and enforcement programs. The

Agency has been exploring numerous options that use economic
incentives for environmental protection instead of command- and-
control regulations and enforcement. Some of these alternatives
are spelled out in the 1991 report "Economic Incentives: Options
for Environmental Protection". For example, marketable emissions
credits or similar economic instruments can be a major incentive
to encourage use of innovative technologies.

PREVENTION IN ENVIRONMENTAL INDUSTRIES

SENATOR Mikulski: The structure of the environmental

industry is still oriented towards control and remediation rather
than pollution prevention. What are you doing to develop an

industry oriented toward prevention approaches and how is this

part of your environmental technology initiative?
ANSWER: Some environmental industries are fundamentally

different. The equipment developer/vendor industry, which deals
with control and remediation technologies, is made up mostly of
small companies that sell new technology for application at end-

of-pipe in a manufacturing or process industry. Pollution

prevention technology innovation is mostly done by the

manufacturing and process industry itself. Only the producing
companies have the in-depth knowledge of their processes and

products to be able to change them. The producing companies may
call in an equipment supplier, outside engineer, or researcher to

help, but the industrial plant must take the lead regarding
changes. Large industries are financially able to make changes,
but small industries lack the technical and financial resources
to conduct their own Pollution Prevention (P^) programs and
research.

EPA's Environmental Technology Initiative (ETI), designed
to work with the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) ,

the Small Business Administration (SBA) ,
and states, will

provide technical support to small business on how to undertake
a P program that will reduce wastes and emissions, and save

money. The ETI also will enter partnerships with small
businesses and consortia to develop and demonstrate new processes
or raw material modifications. In another dimension of the

program, the ETI will work in conjunction with EPA's Design for
the Environment (DfE) Program to help disseminate the results of

joint studies on pollution prevention. The DfE program is
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working through the industry participants to establish an

outreach effort to thousands of small businesses which is

expected to create a demand for environmentally conscious

technology.

TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE TO DOE

SENATOR Mikulski: EPA plans to provide about two- thirds of

the $36 million technology initiative to other agencies, such as

the DOE labs. Won't this lead to a splintered effort? What is

the rationale for passing these funds through to other agencies?
Please provide e complete breakdown of the requested $36 million

budget, detailing which agencies would be the recipients of funds

under the administration's plan.
ANSWER: With few exceptions ,

other agencies
' environmental

technology programs are focused on developing technology related

to their own missions- -e.g. , remediation technology for hazardous

waste cleanup at DOD and DOE or pollution prevention through

energy efficiency at DOE. While some of these efforts will be

applicable to the private sector, encouraging private sector

development and use is not the focus of most of these programs.
In addition, evaluating the multi-media comparative risks of

alternative options is not within the mission of other agencies.
It is incumbent upon EPA to provide guidance in this area.

On the other hand, there is substantial financial and

technical expertise and laboratory and industrial facilities in

these other agencies that can be brought to bear. The ETI will

provide resources to EPA that can be used to work with other

agencies on programs designed to facilitate and encourage private
sector development and use. Without resources, EPA may not be

viewed as a serious partner by other better endowed agencies.
EPA does not believe this will splinter the program. EPA

will provide leadership by planning and directing the programs

(with input from others). The roles of the other agencies will

be in implementing the programs. These will be collaborative

efforts to implement specified programs. There will be thorough
coordination and accountability of EPA resources provided to

other agencies.
Other agencies that are expected to receive resources from

ETI for collaboration with EPA are:

(1) Department of Energy- -National Labs

L problem specific pollution prevention

technology development and public/private

partnerships with small business

L technology evaluations of private technologies

(2) Department of E n e r gy - - f f i c e of
Industrial Technologies
L extend industry specific manufacturing process

design program to industries comprised of

small businesses

(3) Department of Commerce- -Dissemination overseas of

U.S. technology information

(4) National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST--

DOC) --Disseminate pollution prevention technology
information through Manufacturing Technology Center
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(5)Department of Defense- -Conduct on-site collaborative
evaluation of the cleanup technologies at DOD bases. It is

premature to speculate on just how much of the resources go to

each Agency. Discussions are currently at the preliminary
stages and the financial allocations from all parties would be

part of Interagency Agreements scheduled.

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY IN EXISTING PROGRAMS

SENATOR Mikulski: How does the new environmental

technology initiative relate to existing environmental technology
activities EPA is currently engaged in- -such as the SITE program-
-and how will you use the funds requested to capitalize upon

existing technology activities in EPA?

ANSWER: The Strategy for spending the $36 million for the

Environmental Technology Initative (ETI) is being planned and
coordinated across the Agency through the Agency's Innovative

Technology Council (ITC) , which is co-chaired by the Office of

Research and Development and the Technology Innovation Office of

the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, and includes

representation from all EPA offices. The ITC is developing a

broad Agency strategy for innovative technology, and the ETI is

being planned within the context of that broader strategy. This

process assures a full integration of the ETI with other Agency
activities in innovative technology development.

The SITE program is one of the major existing Agency
programs in the innovative technology area. Although the ETI

will be funded from both the R&D and AC&C accounts, it will be

complemented by the SITE program which is funded through
Superfund. These technologies, so identified, could also become

strong candidates for demonstration in other countries.

Technology profiles currently being produced for site remediation

technologies are likely to provide a model for similar profiles
on other types of environmental technologies. In essence, some of

the activities conducted under our SITE and remediation programs
will be expanded to other media through U.S. TIES.

In the "Critical Technologies" component of the ETI,
remediation technologies such as those demonstrated under SITE
will be addressed as part of the program. For example,

preliminary plans have identified several projects as candidates
for funding, such as technology demonstrations at Federal

facility sites through industry- government partnerships, research
on reducing emissions from combustion technologies, and

development of improved site characterization technologies.

ETI AND SMALL BUSINESS

SENATOR Mikulski: How will the Environmental Technology
Initiative relate to the Small Business Innovation Research

program which provides funding to small entrepreneurs for

development and potential commercialization of innovative
environmental control technologies?

ANSWER: SBIR is a limited grant program to provide
financing to small business to develop technology related ideas
at early stages. It has limited scope and does not operate in

the later development (scaleup, prototype) and commercialization
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stages. ETI is not primarily a program to provide financing to
the private sector. Rather, it is a series of focused programs
designed to help private sector developers overcome certain

impediments to development using Federal sector expertise,
testing and convening capabilities, and, in some cases, financial
resources .

FCCSET INITIATIVES AND ETI

SENATOR Mikulski: EPA's budget includes $76 million for
FCCSET initiatives, including biotechnology, advanced

manufacturing, and high performance computing. This is an
increase of $9 million (13%) over FY 93. Yet the $36 million for
ETI is not part of this budget. Why not?

ANSWER: FCCSET is a set of subcommittees designed to

facilitate coordination and collaboration across agencies and to

collegially develop some guidance and direction.

There has recently been established an Environmental

Technology Subcommittee of the FCCSET Committee on Earth and
Environmental Sciences (CEES) . Presumably, ETI would fall under
the scope of that subcommittee along with a lot of other

technology related activities at EPA and other Agencies.
Existing FCCSET crosscuts are:

Advanced Manufacturing Technology
Advanced Materials and Processing
Biotechnology Research

High performance Computing and Communications
Math and Science Education

In addition there is the U.S. Global Change Research Program,
formerly a crosscut, now a National Research Program.

The $9 million FCCSET increase is intended to fund research

projects already proposed for inclusion under various existing
crosscuts. The $36 million investment is intended to allow EPA,
in conjunction with other agencies, to develop a new initiative
focused specifically on environmental technology. As this

program matures, it may be deemed appropriate to include some or
all of these resources in funding totals for existing or future
FCCSET crosscuts.

IMPROVED RESEARCH PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA's budget includes $536 million and

approximately 1,900 staff for research activities. Research is

the foundation of credible environmental decision-making. Yet,
EPA research program has been heavily criticized in the past for

inadequate peer review, a lack of focus, and no science agenda.
What is your strategy to improve EPA science, implement
recommendations made by the Science Advisory Board in their
recent "Credible Science" report and develop a comprehensive
Research agenda?

ANSWER: A number of steps have been taken to implement the

report of the Expert Panel on the Role of Science at EPA.

Significant activities and accomplishments include:
L Full implementation of ORD's new issued-based

planning process .

L Appointment of program and regional office science

I
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advisors who serve on the Agency's Council of Science

Advisors, a forum for addressing cross-cutting scientific
and technical issues .

L Analysis of the Agency's regulation development
process, including how and when science is used in the

development of regulations. In addition, case studies are

being developed that document when, where, and how
scientific information impacted regulatory development.
L Coordinated effort to address human resource issues

affecting Agency scientific and technical employees.
L Development of Agency-wide consensus on a

comprehensive EPA peer review policy.
L Continued progress on long-term research programs,
the Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program and the

National Human Exposure Assessment Survey, that evaluate
the environmental effect of the Agency's major regulations.

RISK BASED SCIENCE AGENDA

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA is currently drafting a risk-based
science agenda. What is the agency doing to get the scientific

community's advice and feedback in this process, in addition to

that provided by EPA's own Science Advisory Board? What opinions
have been expressed by members of the scientific community on
EPA's risk-based research plan?

ANSWER: ORD has developed a strategic plan that outlines
seven goals for its research program and developed a new issue-
based planning process to implement that plan. The initial phase
of the planning process produced ORD's research agenda which
includes strategies for all the areas of ORD's program. The
research agenda, which will be published soon, has been reviewed

by EPA's Science Advisory Board.
There have been extensive discussions with the external

science community on a number of major individual research issues
that make up the strategic plan. For example, the Environmental

Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP) has been developed with

significant involvement of experts in the relevant fields, thus

strengthening research agenda is ready for review, ORD plans to

broadly circulate the EPA research agenda for comments from the
outside scientific community.

RESEARCH BUDGET AND HIGH RISK

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Explain how your research budget
reflects high risk areas, and why you are decreasing research in
areas which have been identified as high-risk (for example, your
request decreases research in 2 high risk areas -- indoor air

goes down by $1 million (-13%) and air toxics decreases by $2
million (-15%).

ANSWER: ORD strives to reach a balance among important,
but sometimes competing interests, in order to support Agency
programmatic needs and to accomplish the strategic goals set for
the research program. In addition, ORD's strategic plan
includes issues that have previously been identified as high risk
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areas. Funding for high risk areas remains relatively stable.

Resource levels in Indoor Air and Air Toxics were reduced as a

result of an Agency decision not to carry forward FY93

appropriation earmarks.

CONTRACT INTEGRITY AND RESEARCH CONTRACTS/GRANTS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The Inspector General recently found

major problems with the management of contracts and grants at

EPA's 12 R&D labs, including favoritism in the award of contracts

and grants and improper use of funds. EPA is requesting a

significant increase (9%) for research contracts and grants ($314
million total budget) . How will you ensure that funds are

managed properly and mismanagement is not rewarded?
ANSWER: Following the Inspector General's reports on

contracting activities across the Agency, the Office of Research

and Development (ORD) has been very aggressive in moving to

promote integrity in the management of all extramural funds

including a thorough review of all ORD operating functions,
identification of management issues, and the establishment of

clear and specific plans for improvements in extramural

management. During FY 1993, an expanded ORD network of

extramural management positions will be staffed, primarily

through a redirection of the existing ORD workforce, to further

strengthen the long-term management capability of ORD.

In addition, ORD established an SES-level Acquisition
Executive position. Under the leadership of the ORD SES-level

Acquisition Executive, major improvements in ORD extramural

management policies, procedures, and staff training are being

designed and implemented.
The expected result of these efforts is a comprehensive,

long-term strengthening of ORD management capabilities.

UNIVERSITY BASED RESEARCH

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA has been criticized for relying too

heavily in its research program on contractors, rather than

university-based researchers. Yet you are increasing R&D

contracts by $11 million (8%). Why? For the years FY 88-93,

provide the budget for level-of -effort contracts versus

university-based research activities.

Answer: As reflected in the table below, extramural

contracting by the Office of Research and Development (ORD) has

remained relatively stable from the period FY 1988 - 93, while

the number of grants and cooperative agreements have increased

steadily. This reflects a growing reliance on university-based
researchers (and other cooperators) to assist EPA in its

environmental R&D program.
ORD is reducing its reliance on on-site, level-of -effort

contracting in order to improve both its scientific programs and

management oversight of funds. We will be relying more on

completion form contracts, as well as competitive cooperative

agreements, grants, and interagency agreements to accomplish our
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extramural program. The Agency does not maintain an accounting
system that distinguishes between level-of-effort and other forms
of contracts.

In light of the initiatives to reduce level-of-effort
contracting, we anticipate that the budget object class (BOC)
split reflected in our Congressional request will be modified as

acquisition actions currently in the pipeline take effect. We

anticipate an adjustment of $15 - $33 million more in grants and
cooperative agreements from the Congressional request (with a

corresponding decrease in contracts) .

To more accurately reflect resources allocations for
contractors, grants and cooperative agreements, we have removed
operating expenses (contracts) from our BOC breakouts in the
table below. This provides a consistent trend analysis for the

prior years due to the recent appropriation shift between PRO

(formerly S&E) and R&D.

Grants and
Fiscal Cooperative
Year
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Contracts
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CONTRACTS MANAGEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Over the past year, the Inspector General
has identified numerous problems in the agency's oversight of
contracts and grants, yet you are requesting large increases in
contracts and grants in the operating programs. Doesn't this
send the wrong message to EPA managers and aren't you essentially
rewarding mismanagement with this big increase?

ANSWER: Although appropriations for some contract

programs have increased, overall the Agency's contracting and

grants budget has decreased. To show EPA's concern for improving
Agency oversight of contracts, the Agency has not made any
reductions in the workyears committed to contracts management,
despite the downsizing required by the Administration's mandated
workforce reductions.

In the past, the Agency may have under emphasized the
administrative oversight of contracts due to a focus on its

mission, and allocated intramural resources accordingly.
Recognizing the consequences of this and its impact on EPA's

credibility with the Congress and the public, the Agency has
undertaken major internal reviews to strike a better balance
between accomplishing EPA's mission and good contracts and grants
management .

CONTRACT REFORM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What specific progress has been made
since our hearing last year in reforming contracts? One year
from now, how can we evaluate progress you have or haven't made?
What specific standards have been set against which progress can
be measured?

ANSWER: The Agency has many initiatives underway to

improve the planning, awarding, and management of our contracts,
as well as to establish the accountability of those responsible
for performing these important functions. EPA has expanded the
use of strategic plans, annual budgets, and operating plans to

reflect the personnel resources to accomplish these initiatives.
This will achieve a better mix of intramural and extramural
resources by linking acquisition management with the budget
process .

The Agency designated a senior Agency official as the

Deputy Assistant Administrator for Finance and Acquisition to
whom the organizations for contracts, grants, and suspension and
debarment report. EPA has also established senior Agency
officials to serve in the expanded position of Senior Procurement
Officials (SPOs). SPOs are the single points of contact in

Agency programs for management accountability for the oversight
and financial management of all extramural resources. The Agency
has also designated a senior Agency official to develop a

comprehensive procurement, grants, Federal Managers' Financial

Integrity Act (FMFIA) , and financial management training program.
EPA is evaluating and strengthening the Agency's disciplinary
system to ensure tough, equitable, and consistent treatment of

personnel who violate rules and requirements.
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To assess EPA's progress, the Agency will be performing
acquisition management reviews in all ten regions to ensure the

effectiveness and efficiency of our contract operations and their
adherence to Agency regulations and procedures. The Agency's
Office of Inspector General will continue conducting independent
reviews. Our Standing Committee on Contracts Management has
included milestones to chart progress and validation tests to

determine the success of the initiatives for which it is

responsible for overseeing. EPA will also perform vulnerability
assessments of each program's internal controls for contract

management as part of the annual FMFIA reviews .

CLEAN WATER FUND REQUEST

SENATOR MIKULSKI: You are requesting only $1.2 billion for
the new clean water fund, yet there is more than $100 billion
worth of wastewater treatment construction needs nationwide. Do

you believe your request is adequate?
ANSWER: The President is aware of the high wastewater

treatment needs across the country and is committed to helping
meet those needs while reining in the budget deficit. Although
the previous SRF authorization was intended to end Federal

funding of SRFs. To date, Federal and State funding of SRFs has
totalled over $9.4 billion. The $1.2 billion funding level for
1994 is part of a multi-year funding scheme extending through
1997. The President has chosen to extend funding for the SRFs at
levels similar to those provided over the last several years.
The President intends to add
another $7.2 billion in Federal funds from FY 1994 to FY 1997,
not including expected State matching funds.

BOSTON HARBOR

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Your budget requests an earmark of $100
million for Boston Harbor, which is unauthorized. Why are you
requesting this one earmark and do you believe it is an equitable
distribution of limited wastewater treatment funds? Aren't you
in effect rewarding the City of Boston which delayed funding of
their secondary treatment projects by seeking a waiver from the
Clean Water Act?

ANSWER: We are requesting funding to assist cities with

significant needs for secondary treatment and which are facing
significant hardship in affording the cost of needed secondary
treatment facilities. This program is targeted for cities with
documented secondary treatment needs in excess of $2 billion and
with residential wastewater user charges in excess of 0.65

percent of median household income. The criteria used to develop
these parameters of the special needs program was based on
various analyses that compared the wastewater treatment needs

against the financial impact of addressing these needs. EPA
identified only two cities (New York and Boston) which have

secondary treatment needs in excess of $2 billion and of these
two cities only Boston has a user charge which exceeds 0.65

percent of median household income.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: If authorizing language for Boston
Harbor Is not enacted, will the administration still support this

earmark for Boston Harbor?
ANSWER: The Administration would support the appropriation

of these funds for projects which meet these criteria in FY 1994

even if authorizing language has not been enacted.
SENATOR MIKULSKI: Does the administration oppose other

earmarks within wastewater treatment funds, and if so, what

strategy do you recommend the Congress pursue in preventing
requests for "earmarks" similar to Boston Harbor?

ANSWER: The Administration, in general, opposes the

earmarking of funds with wastewater treatment funds. However, we

are concerned about the cost burden faced by several communities
and are reviewing options to establish a self-financing fund to

address infrastructure needs of communities that face

exceptionally burdensome costs to meet secondary treatment
standards .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What arguments should be made that

supports Boston Harbor but not other coastal cities?

ANSWER: The key arguments supporting funding Boston Harbor
are 1) it is one of two communities with needs greater than $2

billion for meeting the cost of secondary treatment and 2) it is

the only community with such needs with user charges in excess of

0.65 percent of median household income. Additionally, Boston
has demonstrated a much greater ability to put appropriated funds

to work than most of the coastal cities. The following table

compares the amounts appropriated with funds obligated through
March 31, 1993:
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3/31/93
FY 92/93 Appropriations Obligations

City millions) (Millions)

Boston $200.0 $144.8

New York $140.0 $ 31.2

Los Angeles $110.0 $ 0.0

San Diego $ 85.5 $ 38.5

Seattle $ 70.0 $ 0.0

Baltimore $ 80.0 $ 29.0

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FUND AUTHORITY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: When will you propose authorizing
language for the new Water Infrastructure Fund?

ANSWER: The Administration is considering a short-term
authorization proposal which would extend the current program for
one year with a few minor changes as well as more extensive

changes as part of a longer term authorization which would be

proposed in conjunction with the broader Clean Water Act
reauthorization. The Administration anticipates providing a

position on the short-term proposal in early July, 1993.
SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will you be proposing authorizing

language for the Mexico border projects? If not, why not?
ANSWER: Yes, the Administration is preparing draft

authorizing language for these projects. We expect to have that

language available for consideration in the next week or so.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will the new Clean Water SRF be
allocated to states according to the same formula used for the
current SRF program?

ANSWER: The Administration has not yet determined a

position on what allocation formula should be used for the CWSRF.

WIF USES OF THE FUND

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Where do you believe the greatest
portion of the WIF funds will go- -wastewater treatment
construction, nonpoint sources, combined sewer overflows?

ANSWER: To date. States have provided approximately five

percent of the loan amounts to communities for combined sewer
overflow (CSO) abatement projects and about one percent for

nonpoint source (NFS) activities; the balance of the funds have
supported construction of wastewater treatment facilities. The
Administration continues to support State flexibility and
discretion in the selection of projects to receive SRF funding.
However, in recognition of the high priority needs relating to
CSOs and NFS activities, the Agency will encourage States to give
increased consideration to the funding of projects with respect
to the priority problems identified in the State water quality
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assessment reports. The Agency also expects further SRF funding
of CSO and NPS activities as related to implementation of the CSO

strategy and updating of State NPS Management Progrcuns .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will the authorizing language require
any set-asides or floors on spending?

ANSWER: The Administration expects to recommend minor

changes that may be needed in the SRF authorization in the very
near future with longer term changes to be recommended as part of
the CWA reauthorization at a later date . In the short term CWSRF

authorizing language we plan to include a $ 16.5 million set
aside to award grants under Section 106 to implement special
program initiatives. Up to 1% of the SRF funds will be set aside
for Indian tribes and Alaskan native village

NEW SRF LOAN TERM EXTENSION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Some states have complained about the 20-

year maximum loan limit of the current SRF. Will the term of the
loan be extended in the new SRF?

ANSWER: As part of the long-term Clean Water SRF, the
Administration is considering authorizing States to make loans
with extended repayment periods to small and/or economically
disadvantaged communities. No decision has been made on this
issue at this time. This option must be weighed carefully
because any increase in loan terms causes a corresponding
reduction in the number of projects that can be funded as the SRF
revolves over time .

CLEAN WATER SRF AND SMALL COMMUNITY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How will the new Clean Water SRF address
the problems small communities have had in financing their
wastewater treatment needs?

ANSWER: The Administration recognizes the special needs of
small or rural communities, particularly those which also face
economic hardships. The Administration has addressed this

through substantial increases in the request for loans and grants
for water and wastewater treatment provided by the Rural

Development Administration (RDA) . Funding for $876 million in

loans and $540 million in grants have been requested for FY 1994
for poor rural communities. Planned requests for the period FY
1994 to FY 1997 total over $3.9 billion in loans and $2.4 billion
in grants for rural communities.

NPS IN SRF VS SECTION 319

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The new Clean Water fund will have
broader eligibilities than the current state revolving fund for

sewage treatment construction, including nonpoint source
abatement. How will the nonpoint source activities funded

through this new fund differ from the section 319 program?
ANSWER: At this time it is not clear what changes, if any,

the Administration will propose to make in the eligibility of

nonpoint source programs under the new Clean Water fund. The
Administration will continue to support the use of SRF's for the

implementation of Section 319 programs.
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ELIGIBILITIES OF 319 PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Your request for the Section 319 program
is made in two parts: one in the "investments" section of the

budget and one in the regular budget request. What, if any, will
be the distinctions between the eligibilities for the two?

ANSWER: All Section 319 funds requested will be used to

make matching grants to States to help them implement their EPA-

approved nonpoint source (NPS) management program, including
Statewide NPS management efforts and targeted watershed control

and restoration activities. There will be no legal distinctions
between the eligibilities for the two.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will the funds be tracked separately?
ANSWER: All funds will be tracked using our existing

Section 319 grants computerized tracking system. This system
allows EPA and the States to identify how grant funds are used to

support specific NPS activities and projects in any given fiscal

year.

319 PROGRAM IN STATE DESIGNATED WATERSHEDS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The budget indicates that "a significant
portion of Section 319 funds will be targeted to specific state-

designated local watershed projects designed to restore wetlands,
streambanks, shorelines, seagrass beds and other coastal and

inland habitats." How much of the $80 million request will go to

such activities.
ANSWER: We have requested an increase of $30 million over

the FY 1993 appropriated level of Section 319 funds. If

appropriated, we intend to encourage States to use a substantial

portion of these increased funds on local watershed projects that

abate NPS problems helping to restore damaged aquatic habitats.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Does this represent a significant shift
in emphasis in the Section 319 program?

ANSWER: We have always encouraged States to use a portion
of their Section 319 funds to support specific watershed

projects. In the past, we have not explicitly linked NPS

controls and restoration, even though one result of implementing
watershed NPS controls and management measures can be to improve
and restore aquatic habitat (along with improved water quality) .

Consequently, the extent to which states have used restoration
measures in addition to pollution abatement measures varies

considerably. We want to more clearly recognize and encourage
NPS watershed activities that contribute to improving and

restoring habitat and related resources in concert with meeting
water quality objectives.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How much of the 1992 and 1993 funds have

gone to such watershed projects?
ANSWER: As Regions are now working on making FY 1993

grants and are still loading the FY 1992 grants information in

our computerized tracking system, we cannot provide specific
numbers. Based on our historical experience with prior years
Section 319 grants, approximately half of the Section 319 grants
are used by States to support watershed projects.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: Are any of these activities eligible for

funding under the wetlands implementation program grants?
ANSWER: Yes, Watershed Protection Approach (WPA)

Demonstration Projects are eligible for funding under the State
Wetlands Protection Development Grant Program as long as the

project has a substantial wetlands component.
Each year, EPA's Wetlands Division retains 15% of the funds

appropriated for the grant program, to supplement the Regional
allocations of grant funds by supporting large, meritorious

projects nominated by our Regional offices. WPA projects are
identified as one of the three priority areas for funding under
the Headquarters set aside of the State wetland grant funds.

Regions have also supported WPA projects independent of the

Headquarters set aside.
In FY 1992, EPA Regions and Headquarters awarded over $1.5

million of the $10 million available for 16 watershed grants.
Watershed grants were awarded to CA, DE, GA, LA, MD, MA, MI, NJ ,

ND,OR, SC, TX, WY, and two Indian Tribes (Leech Lake [MN] and

Tulalip [WA]).

Figures are not available for State grants awarded in FY
1993.

SECTION 319 AND NEW TECHNOLOGY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: To what extent are projects that have
been funded with Section 319 grants being used to demonstrate new

technologies to manage nonpoint source pollution?
ANSWER: Many of the projects funded under Section 319 are

specifically designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of new

technologies. These include such items as electronic eartags to

keep grazing cows away from sensitive streambanks; new

technologies to address abandoned mines; nutrient and pest
management techniques and systems; and innovative urban runoff
controls. The goal of these demonstrations is to lead to

widespread use of successful approaches.
SENATOR MIKULSKI: What steps is EPA taking to encourage

greater use of new technologies and management options?
ANSWER: A major tool used by EPA to encourage greater use

of innovative approaches is EPA's use of a competitive approach
to awarding 50 percent of the Section 319 funds. This allows EPA
to fund and promote the most promising innovations being
developed by the States.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : How does EPA provide for the sharing of
"lessons learned" in this area?

ANSWER: EPA shares "lessons learned" in several ways.
First, through the Nonpoint Source News Notes (28 issues have
been published to date, each being about 24-32 pages in length),
now circulated to over 10,000 Federal, state and local experts.
This publication disseminates news on creative technical and

programmatic approaches being used in all levels of government,
as well as in the private sector to control nonpoint source

pollution. In addition, EPA has included a great deal of the
best contemporary information on the most effective nonpoint
source controls in its recently published 850-page Management
Measures guidance, issued under the authority of the Coastal Zone
Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990. In addition, EPA has

promoted information exchange through its convening and
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supporting of many technical workshops around the country.
Finally, EPA has begun work on a document that summarizes the

most innovative and successful approaches currently being used by
States with Section 319 dollars; this document should be

completed by the end of this year.

CHESAPEAKE BAY PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The budget request for the Chesapeake
Bay is about $34 million, the same as FY 1993. I am concerned
that little real progress has been made in cleaning up the Bay
since the program was initiated a decade ago. While significant
progress has been made in reducing phosphates in the Bay, this
has been relatively easy and inexpensive, largely achieved

through a ban on phosphates in laundry detergent. However, in
such areas as toxics and nutrient loadings, little progress has
been made, and there is no clear enforceable strategy. In

addition, I am concerned that the Bay program relies heavily on

voluntary actions in meeting clean-up goals.
The budget for the Bay looks like business as usual. What

specific milestones have been set for the Bay Program in FY 1994
and what ideas do you have for the program to really make some

progress?
ANSWER: Tributary- specific nutrient reduction goals were

set in September 1992, and include a permanent cap or limit on

loadings to the 10 major tributaries within which all growth and
other changes must be accommodated. Tributary specific reduction

strategies will be completed by August 1993, and implementation
will begin soon thereafter. 1994 will be the first full year
under these new strategies and control of all sources of nutrient

pollution to reach the 40% loadings reduction goal.
The Toxics Strategy Reevaluation will be completed by

December 1993 and will yield specific new restoration goals based

upon the latest findings on the extent and nature of the toxics

problem in the Bay. It will also include a series of new
milestones for implementation of its recommendations.

Annual Progress Reports will be issued for the program in
June 1993 and June 1994. A specific progress report on the

implementation progress of the 10 Tributary Strategies will be

prepared by August 1994.
The Agricultural Non- Point Source Initiative findings will

be released in August 1993. Milestones for follow-up will

undoubtably be included in this report to the Executive Council.
Other milestones for FY 1994 are pending the outcome of a

strategic planning activity which will be concluded during July
1993. This will yield strategic implementation priorities for the
next 1-3 years with action agendas for completion. These will

very likely include additional milestones for fisheries

management such as updates of current species plans with emphasis
on habitat protection. Continued progress on improved fish

passage and construction of wetlands through the use of dredged
material are also slated for 1994.

Attached to this response is a fact sheet on some of the
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key Accomplishments of the Bay Program. The program has achieved
considerable progress in the areas of Water Quality, Living
Resources, Habitat Restoration, Population and Land Use, and
Science and Technology. Environmental indicators will continue to

be used to gauge total program progress.

CHESAPEAKE BAY -- IMPLEMENTATION

SENATOR MIKULSKI : EPA's Bay budget includes approximately
$10 million for state implementation grants. Why doesn't EPA use
the state implementation grant funds as a "stick" to get the Bay
states to take bolder actions and why doesn't EPA withhold state

grant funds if states don't meet "performance standards"?
ANSWER: EPA views grants to states as contracts whereby

specific deliverables and products must be produced in order for
full payment or subsequent awards to be awarded. In the Bay
Program EPA will not process subsequent awards until all
deliverables have been received and are of accepted quality. EPA
maintains a Performance Based Assistance policy to guide its

grant relationships with the states. We issue annual Grants
Guidance for all the states which specifies the expectations, the

deliverables, and the projects which EPA seeks from the states
each year. Incorporated in that Grant Guidance for the Chesapeake
Bay Program (CBP) is a listing of required reports on the
environmental benefits derived from the actions funded, e.g.
total loadings of nutrients reduced from BMPs installed, tons of
sediment averted by pollution control actions, stream miles

opened up for fish passage, etc. These reports are compiled by
the program to gauge the overall effectiveness of pollution
controls in the basin. EPA has in fact deferred grants and denied

funding to states in the Bay basin for inability to meet the
Grant Guidance, particularly state matching requirements and the
late submittal of deliverables.

During the current grant cycle, EPA Grant Guidance has for
the first time requested each state and the District of Columbia
to clearly lay out its full program for Bay restoration and how
the EPA grant resources fit into that overall structure. This

year, in order to assure compliance with this requirement, EPA
has required substantial rewrites and new analysis before

processing grant applications.
With regard to performance standards, the Bay Program

maintains over 10 quantifiable restoration goals which constitute

performance standards for the prograun as a whole. Since these
are measuring sticks for the program as a whole, it is often
difficult to hold one entity strictly accountable for total Bay
results. It is our management approach to link these goals to

performance at all levels of program wherever feasible, including
for state grants.

CHESAPEAKE BAY -- DIFFICULT DECISION

SENATOR MIKULSKI : The Bay program uses a consensus approach
to decision-making. This means that it often ends up taking the
least controversial, perhaps least effective method in setting
program goals and activities. To really clean up the Bay, some

very tough choices will have to be made. How will EPA work to
see that these difficult decisions get made?
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ANSWER: The consensus approach to decision-making can
result in the "lowest common denominator" effect if one seeks to

avoid controversy in decision-making. However, EPA's senior

management team in the Bay Program has taken an approach of not

averting controversy for the sake of any agreement. We see the

goal as building consensus , rather than settling for consensus,
about the tough choices and commitments for the restoration. We
have pressed especially hard for time commitments to deal with
the tributary nutrient strategies and with fisheries management.

The other factor which works in the favor of clear and

expanding commitments is the direct involvement of the chief
executives of the Bay signatory agencies, including the Governors
of 3 states and the Administrator of EPA. The annual meetings of
the Executive Council members serve to force major new
commitments or aggressive restoration goals to be announced, and
to lay out implementation measures.

Evidence of EPA's success to date in the area of goal
setting are the 10 major restoration goals for the Bay region
which are easily measured and politically supported. The Nutrient
Reduction Strategy alone calls for a 40% load reduction by the

year 2000 which goes well beyond the baseline requirements of the

Clean Water Act and has been estimated to cost the regulated
community on the order of $400 million per year to attain. The

Bay Program is seen as the national leader for linking indicators
of environmental progress with precise management objectives for
the resource.

CHESAPEAKE BAY -- ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Don't we already have a great deal of
information about what is polluting the Bay and what is needed to

clean it up? How much additional information is needed and in
what specific areas?

ANSWER: The Bay Program has a very strong scientific base
which comes from years of research and extensive monitoring and

modeling of the resource. This data has proven invaluable to

support aggressive and costly restoration strategies which have
been adopted, for nutrients as well as toxics and living
resources .

Currently, the program is well into its Implementation
Phase, with about 60% of its FY 1993 budget dedicated to on- the -

ground implementation measures of its strategies. About 18% of
the program's budget goes to monitoring and measuring of progress
in the field. Less than 4% of the program's budget now goes to

pure research activities. Thus, it is no longer accurate to

characterize the Bay Program as predominantly a scientific
endeavor.

The Bay Agreement States are in the process of preparing
tributary specific Nutrient Reduction Strategies which are taking
advantage of the information on sources and transport of
nutrients to the Bay collected over the past 10 years. That
nutrients are the problem and that both nitrogen and phosphorus
loads must be reduced to achieving improvement of water quality
in the Bay is well understood. The question being specifically
addressed in each Tributary Nutrient Reduction Strategy is "what
is the most cost effective approach among the various options
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available to the program for achieving these load reductions"?
The answer however will be limited to water discharges of both a

point and nonpoint source nature and will not address the cost
effectiveness of reducing nitrogen air deposition. The latter
will require additional information and studies under the great
waters provisions of the Clean Air Act. Another area we need
more information on is how much nitrogen and phosphorus will be
consumed by the additional grasses and living resources as the
water quality of the Bay improves along with improvements in the

management of the living resources. In the area of toxics we are
in the process of reevaluating the Toxics Reduction Strategy and
will establish quantifiable goals in the revised strategy for the

programs to achieve.
BAY CLEANUP AND STATES BUY- IN

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What percentage of the pollution comes
from states other than the Bay states and what is EPA doing to

work with these states (i.e., Delaware, West Virginia, New York)
to get them to "buy into" the Bay cleanup?

ANSWER: The percentage varies between the three non-

agreement States as well as between the two nutrient as follows:

State Nitrogen Phosphorus
(as % of the total load to the Bay)

New York 6.4 2.5
West Virginia 3.2 3.4
Delaware 1.5 1.4

TOTAL 11.1 7.3

In the case of New York, we work through the Susquehanna
River Basin Commission and have made a number of presentations to

them in meetings. They generally respond that they have priority
watersheds that they concentrate their limited resources on. In
the case of West Virginia we work through the International
Commission for the Potomac River Basin and West Virginia is a

party through them to the development of the Potomac River
Nutrient Reduction Strategy. In the case of Delaware we work

directly with the State along with the State of Maryland. There
have been a nijunber of meetings and the two States appear to have
worked out an understanding on how to proceed jointly with
nutrient reduction strategies for a number of Eastern Shore
tributaries.

BAY REGION SUPERFUND SITES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How many Superfund sites are in the Bay
region? Please provide a listing and status of each site. To
what extent are these Superfund sites responsible for the

pollution of the Bay?
ANSWER: There are presently 57 Superfund National

Priorities List sites within the Chesapeake Bay watershed.
Attached is a listing of these and their status.
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The environmental effects of Superfund sites vary widely
based upon site specific conditions. At this time, the Bay
Program has not identified any significant, sustained source of
pollution to the surface water of the Bay.
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DRINKING WATER PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the basis for the $599 million
request for the new drinking water SRF?

ANSWER: In recognition of the high costs that local

governments face to comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act, the
Administration proposed the new Drinking Water SRF, to provide
low interest loans. The $599 million for the Drinking Water SRF

provides additional funding for environmental infrastructure and

represents a commitment to long term investment as reflected in
the "Rebuilding America" component of the President's "Vision of

Change for America" .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: When will you submit authorizing
language? ANSWER: The Agency is not preparing authorizing
language. Rather, we are preparing a "Statement of Principles"
that we believe the eventual legislation should adhere to. We
are ready to work with Congress in drafting the Drinking Water
SRF authorizing language.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How many projects will this

appropriation fund?
ANSWER: We are currently working with States to determine

projects ready to proceed. EPA is also in the early stages of

developing guidance on administration of this new fund, including
priority areas. This guidance, along with projects ready to

proceed, will determine how many projects will be funded- -at this
time we are not able to provide the number of projects.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: To what extent will the new grant
program alleviate state and local government's concerns about the
onerous nature of the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water
Act? No additional funds have been requested for the Public
Water Supply Supervision Grants in FY 94. Will the states have
the resources they need to implement this new activity?

ANSWER: The Drinking Water SRF will provide loans, through
State SRFs , to drinking water systems for capital improvements to

help them meet the requirements of drinking water regulations.
We feel that the fund will assist systems in keeping pace with
new requirements and avoiding noncompliance, especially small

systems .

SAFE DRINKING REPORTING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the status of the safe drinking
water report required in the FY 93 EPA appropriations
legislation? Will that report be on time?

ANSWER: The legislation directs the Agency to develop
recommendations for reauthorization of the Safe Drinking Water
Act (SDWA) by July 6, 1993. This report is to discuss
contaminant selection, regulation development, the financial and
technical capability of States and public water systems to meet

monitoring and compliance requirements, and progress in

developing innovative and alternative methods of treatment. This

report is still under development. EPA has developed a workplan
for completing the report and is heavily involved in report
research and preparation. We fully anticipate that the report
will be forwarded to Congress on time.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: The legislation enabled the administrator
or primacy state to reduce monitoring requirements for certain
contaminants in small drinking water systems. What has been the

impact of this provision?
ANSWER: The provision to reduce monitoring requirements

allows small systems (less than 3,300 people) to take only one

sample, if they detect no presence of the contaminant and the

sample is taken by October 1, 1993, in order to satisfy the

initial sampling requirements for the 1993 through 1995 sampling
period. This applies to Phase II and Phase V contaminants.
Absent this provision, systems must take four consecutive

quarterly samples.
Anecdotal evidence leads the Agency to think there are

probably less than a dozen States which plan to use the

provision. There are two reasons which limit the use of the

provision. First, most State monitoring schedules are already
set and put small systems last (i.e. in 1995), rather than first

(by October 1, 1993). Second, most States do not have the

laboratory capacity to handle the small systems (which are 90% of
the total systems) in this timeframe.

SAFE DRINKING PRIORITY SETTING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Your budget indicates that EPA has

developed a priority setting plan intended to focus state and
federal resources on the greatest public health threat first,

giving states time to build additional resources for carrying out

the program. Please describe this plan in more detail.
ANSWER: Attached to this answer is a one page fact sheet

summarizing the key aspects of the Public Water System
Supervision (PWSS) Priority Strategy. While the Strategy has the

potential to temporarily relieve a portion of the burden from the

States, it is not a panacea. GAO, in fact, in a report issued
last July, stated that the PWSS priority strategy supports the

Agency's attempts to maximize public health protection. However,
it also assumes that state drinking water programs will be able
to resolve their financial problems at the end of five years,
which is probably not a realistic assumption.

The strategy does not relieve States of the need to develop
a complete and effective drinking water program, nor does it

provide additional time to comply. The strategy does provide up
to five years for States to build capacity to run a complete PWSS

program. Most Regions used the Priority Strategy in negotiating
FY 1993 work programs with their States. This spring and summer
we are conducting a series of up to ten State audits to examine
in greater detail how the States are using the Priority Strategy.

PWSS FUNDING LEVELS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA is not proposing any increase in

public water system supervision program grants, yet the

requirements on states will increase significantly in 1994. Is

the amount requested really adequate to enable states to meet
their drinking water requirements?

ANSWER: The State PWSS programs are facing pressures due to

increased Federal mandates and system non-compliance problems.

)
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The FY 1994 President's budget proposed the same level for the

PWSS grant program as in FY 1993. However, funding for this

program has increased 80 percent since FY 1989. In addition, the

President has proposed to establish a Drinking Water State

Revolving Fund (DWSRF) program, with $599 million in funding for
FY 1994 and $1 billion annually for FY 1995 to 1998. The DWSRF
will focus on providing loans to water systems to facilitate

compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act. This focus on SDWA

compliance should help reduce system non-compliance problems,
however we recognize that this level of grants will not solve
State implementation problems.

To assist State PWSS programs, EPA has moved forward on several
fronts. EPA developed the PWSS Priority Strategy which
identifies "must do" activities and provides States some

flexibility in addressing national program requirements based on

public health risk. We developed a quantifiable State assessment
areas. We are actively working with States to provide technical

assistance, training and encourage innovative approaches and
alternative funding mechanisms. During FY 1992, 14 states

developed financing mechanisms that resulted in an increase of

$18 million.

STATES RETURNING PRIMACY TO EPA

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How many states does the agency expect
may return primacy to the federal government for the drinking
water program? What implications does this have for the agency?

ANSWER: EPA is seriously dealing with primacy issues in

several States now. Regional Administrators have recently
formally initiated primacy withdrawal in three States (Maine,

Alaska, and Washington); EPA has sent letters highlighting our

specific concerns in two other States (Utah and Kansas) and we

anticipate that the problem will persist and grow as new

requirements outpace State resources. The State of Maine is

hoping for legislative relief through additional resources or a

fee bill this session- -we should know by mid-May. Alaska

representatives have worked out a MOU and hope to stretch limited
resources through increased cooperation among other Federal

agencies with drinking water concerns. While we are watching
Maine, Alaska and Washington with particular interest we are

aware that many States are facing serious challenges. We are

hoping that our Public Water System Supervision (PWSS) Priority
Strategy will alleviate State primacy problems to a certain
extent. However, we realize that primacy return/withdrawal
remains a strong possibility. Therefore, EPA has developed a

Contingency Plan which outlines an approach which Regions can
follow in the event that a State returns or EPA withdraws

primacy. EPA does have some ability to run a State program, but
much would depend on the number and size of the States involved.
At current staffing, EPA would be unable to adequately operate
more than a few small size States.
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SDWA IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What Is the status of the SDWA

implementation among the states and public water systems?
ANSWER: EPA Is carefully tracking implementation

progress of the new regulations which primacy states are required
to adopt. The attached chart on "Status of State PWSS Rules and

Primacy Approvals" shows which states have adopted each rule and

which have received EPA approval of their primacy revisions.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Which rules are causing the greatest
difficulty at the state and system level?

ANSWER: The latest rule packages, the Surface Water

Treatment, Lead/Copper and Phase II rules are proving to be

especially costly in terms of resource expenditures for States.

These three new rules involve more complex requirements which
demand more sophisticated analyses, increased treatment

technology costs, and an additional investment of time and skill.

Recognizing that these new requirements will place an increased
burden on States and public water systems, EPA is aggressively
pursuing assistance and technology transfer. We are developing
guidance and handbooks, are actively involved in training and

workshops, and are considering flexibility wherever possible. We

are also encouraging States and systems to use our Safe Drinking
Water Hotline (800-426-4791) and the resources available in other

organizations, including National Rural Water Association and
Rural Community Assistance Program.
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NRWA

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the total amount requested for
the National Rural Water Association (for both operator training
and technical assistance as well as the wellhead protection
program) and the Rural Community Assistance Program? Under what
authorization are these funds requested?

ANSWER: In the 1994 President's Budget, as in past
budgets, EPA is requesting $500,000 to continue to fund the
National Rural Water Association (NRWA) and the Rural Community
Assistance Program (RCAP) . These funds are requested under the

Special Studies and Demonstrations program under the Drinking
Water Media in the 1994 President's Budget. They are authorized
under Section 1444 of the Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments of
1986.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO RURAL AREAS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is EPA doing to provide technical
assistance to help rural low- income areas comply with drinking
water and wastewater capacity?

ANSWER: EPA and the primacy states have and will
continue to provide outreach, training and technical assistance
to small, rural areas to help their implementation efforts.
Small community water systems (less than 3,300 population)
represent a significant and growing concern to the drinking water

program. They serve only about 10% of the population, but
account for 87% of the approximately 59,000 community water

systems regulated and 89% of the systems in violation. EPA is

providing information on small system viability and

restructuring; appropriate small system technology; as well as

on-site technical assistance and workshops and guidance tailored
to small systems. EPA is also fostering a communication network

among system operators; coordinating training to maximize

coverage; and working with public utility commissions to simplify
and expedite rate increases.

In the wastewater area, EPA has a small community outreach
and education (SCORE) program that provides information and
technical assistance to local official and wastewater managers in

communities with fewer that 10,000 people. The program stresses

working with local officials to select appropriate technology,
establish sound financial management, and ensure cost effective

operation and maintenance of wastewater facilities.
SENATOR MIKULSKI : What efforts is EPA undertaking to help

communities develop lower cost projects, particularly in rural
areas that currently lack central sewage collection and treatment
facilities?

ANSWER: EPA is pursuing appropriate drinking water
treatment technology alternatives by attempting to stimulate

greater use of package treatment technologies which require
minimum construction, ease procurement practices and promote use
of a West Virginia University clearinghouse to increase the

knowledge and accessibility of information on low cost
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technologies. We are working with States to assess low cost
treatment technologies capability to comply with regulations and
to remove obstacles for approving such technologies when they
prove successful.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How will EPA work to encourage the

development of appropriate scale projects?
ANSWER: EPA is promoting and assisting State development

of programs to ensure the viability of small systems. These

programs consist of measures to prevent the formation of new
small systems which would likely face difficulty with compliance
as well as measures to promote consolidation or other types of

restructuring of existing nonviable systems. Restructuring is

sometimes necessary in order to achieve economies of scale which
enable a small system to become viable.

Through its SCORE program, EPA will work with small and
rural communties to provide information and technical assistance
on the selection of appropriate and low-cost technologies for
rural and small communities.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What steps will EPA take to ensure that

small, rural systems improve their financial management practices
so they can take advantage of new SRF funding?

ANSWER: EPA and the primacy states have and will continue
to provide outreach, training and technical assistance to small,
rural drinking water systems to heiy> their implementation
efforts, including improving their financial management practices
so that they can take advantage of the new drinking water SRF.

The Administration has not yet developed its position on the

level of the administrative allowance for the Drinking Water SRF.

However, EPA anticipates that States would have the option to use

a portion of its administrative allowance for technical

assistance, as it does for the wastewater SRF. This technical
assistance could consist of help in identifying their problems,

deciding on solutions, and completing the necessary paperwork to

request a loan.

SUPERFUND

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA's budget request for Superfund is

$1,496 billion, a decrease of $77 million below FY 93. Despite
the decrease, the agency is planning to continue the current pace
of clean-ups by relying more on private party clean-ups.

Currently, at approximately 70% of all NPL sites, private
responsible parties are financing the clean-ups. What percentage
of NPL sites will have PRP- financed cleanups in FY 94? Do you
really believe you will be able to achieve more than 70% PRP-

financed clean-ups in FY 94?

ANSWER: Current projections are that responsible parties
will conduct approximately 70% of remedial actions commencing in

FY 94. While ambitious, the Agency is confident it can reach
this level of responsible party participation. In addition, the

Agency is placing additional emphasis on obtaining settlements
for removal actions, an area of growth under the Agency's
Superfund Accelerated Cleanup Model (SACM) approach.
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SUPERFUND ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: You are requesting $184 million for

Superfund activities. This is $13 million less and 75 fewer

workyears than the agency provided for enforcement activities in
FY 92, yet you are planning to accelerate the number of

responsible party cleanups. How will you do this with a smaller
enforcement budget and staff than you had in FY 92?

ANSWER: The FY 1994 request, while lower than the FY 1992
dollar request, maintains the level of current (FY 1993) funding.
The Agency has achieved significant increases in the rate of PRP

participation in the remedial program since the "Enforcement
First" initiative was introduced in 1989. In FY 1989, 46% of new
remedial action projects were financed by PRPs , and now over 70%

are financed by PRPs. While the Agency intends to increase this

percentage, it also seeks additional progress in other areas.
For example, as the program moves into the implementation of the

accelerated cleanup model and increases efforts to identify
responsible parties early in the cleanup process, we intend to

strive for more PRP participation in the removal program and
earlier PRP involvement in the remedial process.

The level of workyears requested for FY 1994 represents an
increase of 75 workyears over the FY 1992 actual utilization. In

FY 1992 workyears were lapsed due to insufficient ceiling
dollars. The FY 1994 request seeks to fully fund the work years.

SUPERFUND ENFORCEMENT IMPROVEMENTS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: You are planning to increase the number
of private party cleanups, yet the inspector general recently
released a report outlining many defi-ciencies in the Superfund
enforcement program. The I.G. found that the cleanup process was
too long; there was a lack of an aggressive enforcement approach
towards non-complying responsible parties; EPA did a poor job in

managing contractors utilized to monitor PRP cleanups; and key
information was not always properly or adequately documented to

identify PRPs. According to the I.G., "these systematic
deficiencies resulted in EPA not maxi-mizing the use of PRPs to

effect Superfund cleanups, increased costs due to resulting
delays, and potentially increased the effects that hazardous
waste sites pose." How specifically will you address these
serious problems in the enforcement program in order to meet the

agency's goal of increased PRP- financed cleanups and timely
cleanups?

ANSWER: We believe that many of the findings and
recommendations contained in the IG report are valid. As a

result, we have taken numerous steps/corrective actions and plan
to take additional steps to address the concerns raised. The

following is a list of the general directions taken to address
the each specific concern:

Compliance Monitoring/Lack of Aggressiveness:
Directing increased and more universal use of a

national compliance monitoring tracking program
based on nationally defined critical milestones.
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All regions currently have developed/adopted some
form of automated compliance tracking system.

Information Documentation:
As part of the implementation of the Superfund
Accelerated Cleanup Model, we have increased our
focus on conducting expeditious and accurate PRP
searches .

Regions are currently developing Regional Compliance
Monitoring/Enforcement Procedures for clearly
documenting all significant violations.

Contractor Oversight:
OWPE and the Office of Acquisition Management are

coordinating a joint action plan to respond to the

problems identified.
We will issue a memorandum to the Regions within 60

days detailing QA. field review requirements.
Regional Project Officer (RPO) ,

Remedial Project
Manager (RPM) , and Environmental Services Division

(ESD) roles will be strictly defined.
-- We are reemphasizing the need for regular Field

Oversight visits by RPMs to ensure that
contractors are performing their duties properly.
A renewed emphasis will be placed on RPO Contractor
Office Reviews to ensure adequacy of procedures for
chain-of-custody, document control, and equipment
management .

Actions Addressing Non-compliance:
Where PRPs are not in compliance, the Agency will

aggressively move to issue an order to the non-

complying PRPs or to take over the cleanup work and
recover costs through cost recovery actions.

SUPERFUND CONSTRUCTION RESOURCES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Is the budget request adequate to

support all projects which will be ready for construction in FY
1994? If not, approximately how many sites will not get funded?

ANSWER: While the Superfund reduction is significant, it

should be noted that over half of the reduction was absorbed by
divesting FY 93 Congressional earmarks, many of which did not

directly contribute to site cleanup work. In addition, the

Agency is anticipating savings from its streamlining efforts

(site assessments, presumptive remedies), a greater preference
for removal actions over more costly remedial actions, and
earlier PRP involvement in the remedial process. While firm

projections are difficult due to the uncertainty of future
enforcement activity and project schedules, the Agency believes,
at this time, that funding will be available for all remedial
actions that are ready to proceed.

SUPERFUND ACCELERATED CLEANUP MODEL (SACM)

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How many sites are currently being
addressed through the Superfund Accelerated Cleanup Model?

ANSWER: FY 1993 is the piloting phase for the Superfund
Accelerated Cleanup Model (SACM) . Each Region has at least one
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SACM pilot project and more than 50 sites are being addressed

nationally. The pilot projects include about 50 integrated site
assessments and five early cleanup actions. In addition to these

pilots, Regions are applying SACM principles at other sites, to

ensure a smooth transition to more full implementation of SACM in
FY 1994.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: When will EPA phase out the old pipeline
approach completely?

ANSWER: The Agency expects SACM to have a major impact on
the initial stages of the Superfund pipeline, because of the

integration of the removal and remedial assessment activities, as

well as the increased emphasis on early actions. The Agency is

transitioning to full implementation of SACM in FY 1994. The

Agency is continuing to pilot approaches for accelerating and

streamlining cleanups for National Priorities List (NPL) sites at
the post listing stage as well.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : What are the early reports of successes
and failures with the SACM?

ANSWER: The SACM pilots have resulted in enhanced
coordination across program lines as a by product of the effort
to accelerate site assessments and site decisions. This
coordination has occurred through the establishment of Regional
Decision Teams in all ten Regions. This coordination is leading
to accelerated site assessments, early identification of issues,
and joint decisions concerning the most appropriate response
activity (i.e., time-critical removal, non-time critical removal,
remedial, State-lead). In addition, several Regions report
enhanced cooperation with their State counterparts. The SACM

pilots have required an up front commitment of time and resources

(due to the extensive coordination and acceleration of

activity); however, the Agency expects to achieve net resource

savings due to the early identification and resolution of issues,
and (most important) accelerated risk reduction actions.

Since the piloting phase of SACM is not complete, it is

premature to comment on aspects of SACM that may require
improvement or to quantify gains made under the new approach.

EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF PRP

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Under the Superfund Accelerated Cleanup
Model, early identification of responsible parties is key in
order to ensure PRP involvement as soon as possible. Do you
believe your budget adequately addresses this need?

ANSWER: Yes, the Agency recognizes that in order to

maintain a high level of PRP participation under the accelerated

cleanup model, the program must focus on identifying and

negotiating with responsible parties as early as possible.
Therefore, when developing the FY 1994 budget, the Agency
redirected resources to PRP Searches. While the Superfund FY
1994 budget request is below the FY 1993 level, the enforcement

program was maintained at its current FY 1993 funding level.
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SUPERFUND CONTRACTOR OVERSIGHT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA has been heavily criticized for its

oversight of contractors in the Superfund program. What steps
has the Agency taken to ensure that unallowable expenses by
contractors under the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) do not
occur?

ANSWER: To ensure that unallowable expenses invoiced by
contractors are not reimbursed, Agency program offices, Office of

Inspector General (OIG) , and several dedicated work groups,
including the Standing Committee on Contract Management (SCCM)
and the Administrator's Task Force on Superfund Alternative
Remedial Contracting Strategy (ARCS) Contracts, have made
recommendations on strengthening Superfund' s invoice review and
basic cost control techniques. In line with these

recommendations, the following actions have been taken:

1) Invoice Review: Office of Solid Waste & Emergency
Response (OSWER) directive number 9242.2-06, issued

01/31/92, requires standard review of cleanup
contractor invoices. Superfund contract work

assignment managers and project officers are

required to review invoices in comparison with a
standard checklist to determine if appropriate rates
are applied, costs incurred are in keeping with

agreed upon budgets, labor hours are appopriate for

progress made to date, etc. Standardization of this

process is expected to result in improved cost
control through withdrawal of unreasonable and
unallowable costs by contractors. In addition, in

1992, all Superfund managers were trained in
contract cost control techniques. Over the next ten

months, our goal is to train all Superfund staff in
contract management and cost control.

2) Audits: EPA's (OIG) has developed a strategy and
schedule to complete pending financial audits,
including audits of contractors' indirect cost

rates, by 10/30/93. To increase control over the

scheduling of audits, those firms having EPA as
their largest single client have had audit

responsibility transferred from the Defense

Contracting Audit Agency (DCAA) to EPA's OIG.
In addition, the President recently proposed legislation

that would require contractors to certify that only allowable
overhead costs are included in their proposals for settlement of
final contract costs. These contractors would be subject to

penalties if they failed to exclude unallowable costs.

SUPERFUND REAUTHORIZATION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: When does the agency intend to submit
legislation to reauthorize Superfund? What is the agency doing
to explore the critical Issues surrounding Superfund
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reauthorization? How will EPA include interested parties --

including conununity groups -- in the debate?
ANSWER: More than twelve years after the enactment of

Superfund, the job we face cleaning up hazardous waste sites
seems more formidable than ever. The Superfund program as we

know it today poses a huge challenge and is expensive, and

potential future costs are even larger. It is appropriate after
twelve years that we pause and take stock of this vitally
important program.

During the coming months we will undertake a thorough and
detailed review of the successes and shortfalls of the existing
program as a means of preparing for reauthorization. We will
take four critical steps toward improving and streamlining
Superfund: 1) creation of a new National Advisory Council on

Environmental Policy and Technology (NACEPT) committee to address

Superfund issues; 2) identification and implementation of
administrative improvements; 3) Superfund database improvements;
and, 4) an assessment of legislative options for improving
Superfund.

In order to ensure that EPA is fully informed about the

views of outside parties, I am seeking to create a new
subcommittee within the NACEPT. NACEPT is an advisory group to

EPA, and its Superfund subcommittee will be made up of

representatives from state and municipal governments, private
industry, environmental groups, local community organizations,
and universities. I will be asking this NACEPT committee, led by
John Sawhill, to initiate a broad public dialogue on how

Superfund can be improved, and this dialogue will involve all
stakeholders inside and outside government. I expect this

committee to hold a series of public meetings this summer and

then, as soon as possible, present me with its assessment of

available options -- both administrative and legislative -- for

improving Superfund. The EPA staff will work closely with the

committee in identifying options and gathering information on the

program.
At this point I am not certain that we need legislative

fixes
,

or what those fixes should be
,

but I intend to work

closely with the NACEPT committee and the appropriate
Congressional committees in the analysis of any new legislative
proposals that could improve the operations of Superfund. If it

becomes clear that administrative improvements are not sufficient

by themselves, and that new legislation is needed, the

Administration will work with this committee and others to

develop new legislation as expeditiously as possible.
SENATOR MIKULSKI: What does the agency believe are the

biggest problems with the program that should be resolved through
reauthorization?

ANSWER: Clearly, the people of the United States have
derived a number of benefits from the implementation of Superfund
over the past 12 years. It is just as clear, however, that we
are paying a very high price for these benefits. This price
includes administrative and cleanup costs to EPA, transaction and

cleanup costs to business and state and local governments, as
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well as the less tangible prices of the uncertainty associated
with potential liability, the basic fairness --or unfairness --

of the program, and the anxiety and frustration of local
conununities concerned about delays in cleanup.

Let me mention some of the specific criticisms leveled at
the Superfund program:

The pace of cleanups in many instances has been too
slow.
The EPA/state relationship has been strained in some
areas .

Significant concerns have been raised about

Superfund liability, principally as it relates to
transaction costs and fairness.
An area of special concern relates to the liability
of generators and transporters of municipal waste.
The question of how stringent cleanup standards
should be is controversial and complex.

We hope to adequately and positively address all of the above
criticisms as we move to improve the Superfund program.

SUPERFUND PROGRAM STATES INVOLVEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the agency's position with respect
to granting states a larger role in the Superfund program?

ANSWER: EPA supports granting states a larger role in the

Superfund program, and is exploring a variety of administrative
and legislative options for doing so. For example, during the
next 18 months the agency will initiate and implement
administrative approaches to enhancing the state role through
encouraging voluntary cleanup programs at sites not on the
National Priorities List (NPL) and giving states the lead on
certain pre-NPL sites. Pilots are being initiated on these

approaches in several states whose programs have, or can be

developed to have an appropriate level of capability.
SENATOR MIKULSKI: What would be the impact of delegating the

program to the states?
ANSWER: The agency anticipates that a key impact of

delegating aspects of the Superfund program to the states would
be to increase the overall number of cleanups and therefore
accelerate the overall pace of cleanups. For example, states
could initiate activity at low and medium priority "NPL-caliber"
sites that EPA may not be able to address right away due to EPA's
focus on high-priority NPL sites.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: In a recent agreement, the state of New
Mexico has been given the lead in the cleanup of a potential
Superfund site. Many believe this may result in a speedier and
less expensive cleanup than if EPA had the "lead" because a layer
of bureaucracy is removed' from the process. When and how will
EPA evaluate the success of this arrangement at the New Mexico
site?

ANSWER: The agency anticipates two primary benefits due to
this approach, at this particular site (Terrero Mining): (1) net
resource savings to EPA due to a targeted, lower level of

oversight due to expectation that the cleanup of this site will
be relatively straightforward; and, (2) early action by New
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Mexico, concurrently with the listing process will allow the
state to address this site 1-2 years sooner than EPA would due to
the Agency's emphasis on higher priority sites. The Agency will
monitor and evaluate this approach during the entire cleanup
process in order to identify savings in time and resources, as
well as other benefits (such as procedural improvements) and/or
shortcomings.

SUPERFUND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: You are requesting $292 million for

Superfund administrative expenses, an increase of $32 million

(12%), yet the Superfund workforce is slated to decrease by 54

FTE (-1%), consistent with the President's goal of downsizing
government. Why is a 12% increase necessary?

ANSWER: The administrative ceiling for Superfund is $272
million in the 1993 Current Estimate (which includes $12 million
in carryover). This actually translates into a $21 million, or

7%, increase for 1994. In 1993, the Agency assumed a lapse of

approximately 100 workyears totalling almost $6 million. The
1994 Superfund Budget fully funds these FTE levels less the 1%

•government -wide reduction.
The ceiling requested is very reasonable:

PC&B (+$11 million) : Based on 1992 actuals per workyear
plus annualization of the 1992 and 1993 payraises, and
a small increment for retirement, benefits and other

payroll increases.

Travel (+$2.8 million): Travel was funded at the FY

1993 ceiling level minus the 3% administrative Cost
reduction.

Expenses (+$2.8 million): Increase is primarily in

regions to partially restore expense base which had been
transferred into PC&B to meet salary needs.

Support (+$4 million) : Support increase provides
Superfund 's share of the Agency's mandatory GSA and rent

increases, as well as rate increases in other support
areas.

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Administrative expenses comprise 20%
of the Superfund budget. How does this compare to

administrative expenses of other EPA programs? Please provide
a side-by-side comparison of the staffing and administrative

expenses as a percentage of the total budget for each of the

program offices.
ANSWER: The Agency's Leaking Underground Storage Tank

(LUST) Trust Fund is the only appropriation with an
administrative expense ceiling similar to the one in

Superfund. In FY 1994, 10%, or $7.6 million of the $75
million LUST total request, are for staffing and
administrative expenses. Following is a table which shows by
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appropriation the percentage of resources devoted to staffing
and administrative expenses by office in our FY 1994 Superfund
request.

Office Tot $ Adm. $ Percent

OSWER
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regulatory investigations of the continuing commercial uses of
lead solder, lead leaching from plumbing faucets and fixtures,
and current industrial uses of lead paint. New proposed
regulations dealing with these continuing hazards may be issued
in the near future .

Even before the authorization of Title X in October 1992,
EPA recognized that exposures to lead paint and its residues
represent a significant risk to children under the age of six.
Prior to Title X, EPA targeted its lead paint abatement efforts
on support to the Department of Housing and Urban Development's
national lead paint abatement program. EPA provided technical
and research support, but most importantly contributed

substantially to the national abatement effort by developing lead
abatement training programs through the Regional Lead Training
Centers, and by launching the Federal Hot Line to provide the

public with information concerning lead hazards.
Lead abatement activities are a top priority in 1993 and

will continue to be a top priority for EPA in 1994 and future

years. The implementation of Title X and other Agency activities
to reduce lead exposures shows the Agency's commitment to making
lead a top priority. The additional funds for the establishment
of a state grant program and for increased research indicate the
commitment the Agency has made for 1994.

The regulatory and programmatic mandates of Title X,

including development of training and accreditation programs for
individuals engaged in lead-based paint activities, authorization
of state programs, development of a laboratory accreditation

program, promulgation of regulations to disclose lead-based paint
hazards at property transfer, and developing health-based
standards for exposure to lead in paint, dust, and soil, are

specific actions we have undertaken to make lead hazard reduction
a priority.

In addition, the Agency has just launched a public service

campaign by sponsoring public service advertisements on TV, radio
and in print media. This national campaign, along with the
Federal National Lead Information Center, will significantly
improve the public's awareness of the hazards of lead.

LEAD STRATEGY RESOURCES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA is requesting a total of $34.7
million for its lead strategy, an increase of $14 million over
the current budget. Most of the increase ($10 million) is

designated for a new state grant program. Is the lead budget
sufficient to meet the requirements of Title X (Residential Lead-
based Paint Hazard Reduction Act)?

ANSWER: There are many requirements for EPA under Title X.

Many of these requirements had already been planned as part of
the 1993 lead program (e.g., lead hotline and clearinghouse, and
the laboratory accreditation program); Title X, however,
accelerated the scheduling of these ongoing activities and

required the initiation of many new activities as well. Since
Title X was passed after the 1993 appropriations bill, 1993 funds
were redirected to support Title X activities. The FY 1994

budget request for the lead program includes both lead strategy
and Title X activities. The request for $10 million in
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additional funding for a new state grant program is to enable
states to adopt the EPA model program as defined by Title X.

These funds will be used to allow states to carry out authorized

programs for accreditation and celrtification of abatement

professionals. With the shift of priorities and additional 1994

funds, the Agency will be able to meet basic Title X mandates for
1994 and continue supporting implementation of the lead strategy.

NEW LEAD STATE GRANTS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The budget proposes a new state grant
program to assist states in developing programs governing
abatement worker training and accreditation, and contractor
certification and performance standards. How will the funds be
distributed to each state?

ANSWER: Title X provides EPA with the authority to award

grants to states to develop and carry out authorized state

programs . Adequate funding for state grants is critical to the
success of the nation's lead-based paint hazard reduction

program. Awarding of grant funding to those states seeking to

develop and implement the EPA model state program will ensure
that the burden of managing an accreditation and certification

program does not fall on the Federal government. EPA will
determine the method of distribution for grant funding to states.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will the states be required to meet
certain criteria to receive these grants?

ANSWER: EPA is currently working on developing criteria
for selection and award of the grants.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Specifically, how will the states use
the funds?

ANSWER: EPA Headquarters and its Regional counterparts are

continuing to work closely with state representatives to

encourage adoption of the EPA model program, and financial
assistance in the form of grants will complement these efforts.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Is this Intended to be a one-time only
grant, or will the agency request funds in future years?

ANSWER: While future Agency requests for grant funding
under the authority of Title X have not been determined to date,
our experience with the asbestos accreditation program and the

magnitude of the lead (Pb) risks suggest that there may be a need
over a period of years to continue to fund state grants for lead
abatement worker training, accreditation and certification.

MODEL CURRICULUM FOR LEAD

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Concern has been expressed that EPA has
no plans to develop a model curriculum for risk assessors,
despite the fact that risk assessment is an important component
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development's strategy to
abate lead in public housing. Why isn't EPA developing this
course?

ANSWER: EPA agrees that the risk assessor discipline is

important and merits development of a model course . We are in
the process of developing a model abatement worker course; after
its completion, work can begin on a risk assessor course.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: What would be required to develop a

risk assessor course?
ANSWER: Completion and release of a model risk assessor

course should not take place until (1) HUD completes its lead-

based paint risk assessment guidelines (required by Title X to be

issued by October 28, 1993), and (2) EPA promulgates its training
and accreditation regulations for lead-based paint abatement

activities, including risk assessment (required by Title X to be

promulgated by April 28, 1994). These two elements are critical
to the development of a useful, comprehensive, up-to-date model
course for risk assessors.

REGIONAL INITIATIVES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Your are requesting $16.7 million for

"regional initiatives." How will these funds be distributed?
What are the requirements for receiving funds under this new

program?

Answer; The following regional initiatives will be

funded in fiscal year 1994.

Region Initiative

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Merrimack River
Urban Lead
Great Lakes Toxic Reduction

Nitrogen Reduction in the Long Island
Sound

Chesapeake Bay Habitat Restoration
Urban Environmental Risk
Chattahoochee River Basin
Atlanta Olympic Urban
Southeast Michigan
United States Mexico Border
Lead Risk Reduction

Ecosystem Assessment and Protection
Multi -media Federal Sector

Enforcement/Pollution Prevention

Rocky Mountain Headwaters Mining Waste
San Francisco Bay - Delta
Toxic Source Reduction

Portland/Willamette River/Puget Sound

These initiatives were identified by the Regions through
their Strategic Planning process as being of particular concern.

The initiatives address environmental problems identified as

being of high risk to human health, ecosystems, or both. Most of
the initiatives identified are complex, multi-media initiatives
that require a comprehensive approach and involve Federal, state
and local jurisdictions.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA's budget which for specific
pollution prevention activities is $11 million. Activities
funded include state grants and pollution prevention projects.
How does EPA really leverage these resources throughout the

agency to achieve pollution prevention?
ANSWER: The Agency's 1994 budget for core pollution

prevention activities is $92 million. This amount reflects the

Agency core programs; it does not include all of the Agency
resources leveraged for pollution prevention. For example,

Agency policy encourages the use of state media grants under
other environmental programs to promote pollution prevention.
Under the Source Reduction Review Project, Agency resources for

regulation development are focused on prevention activities. In

the enforcement program, Agency resources are devoted to

Supplemental Environmental Projects that are used to incorporate

pollution prevention into enforcement agreements.
SENATOR MIKULSKI: Why is EPA proposing to cut the funding

provided for state grants Tjy $800,000?
ANSWER: Grants under the Pollution Prevention Act go to

states to promote the use of source reduction techniques by
industry. The Agency budget request for grants under the

Pollution Prevention Act is $6 million, the same amount as

requested in 1993. The $800,000 difference reflects a 1993

Congressional add-on which was not carried through in the Ff 1994

budget request.

POLLUTION PREVENTION DIVISION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The pollution prevention division is

responsible for reviewing regulations prior and subsequent to

their proposal to determine their effect on source reduction

(Source Reduction Review Project). What specific impacts has the

division had on regulations? Have any changes been made to

regulations based on recommendations made by the pollution
prevention division?

ANSWER: Section 4(b) of the Pollution Prevention Act of

1990 requires EPA to "review regulations of the Agency prior and

subsequent to their proposal to determine their effect on source
reduction." While each EPA Office is responsible for adhering to

section 4(b), the Source Reduction Review Project was initiated
to allow EPA to focus its review on a key list of regulations
mandated by statute under the Clean Water Act, Clear Air Act, and
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act during their earliest

stages of development and to test different approaches to

fostering source reduction as the primary means to achieve

compliance.
The Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) has

assigned staff to each of the 24 targeted rule-making projects to

assist the workgroup in identifying and evaluating source
reduction technologies and practices. Ten of these rules are

scheduled to be proposed in 1993 or 1994. Progress to date for

specific rules includes:
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o Pulp and paper effluent guidelines and air toxics
standards . Development of air and water standards has been

integrated for kraft and sulfite mills that bleach; the
level of performance for the two standards is likely to be
based on pollution prevention process changes along with
add-on controls, though not requiring a specific technology
for compliance.

o Pesticide formulating effluent guidelines . EPA is

examining membrane technologies for application to rule

development. Membrane technologies may allow for the

separation of dilute quantities of pesticides from

wastewater, which permits the pesticides to be recycled
back into the process as well as allowing the water to be
reused within the plant.

o Pharmaceutical manufacturing effluent guidelines . EPA and
the Food and Drug Administration are working together to

identify areas where expedited review of supplemental drug
applications for process changes may be possible.

o Degreasing air toxics standard . The regulatory option
being considered is an equipment/work practice standard
with a solvent consumption indicator and, as an alternative
standard, an idling emissions limit with an overall solvent
use limit. Almost all of the measures being considered as
the bases of equipment standard options are source
reduction measures.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA is requesting an increase of $2.5
million for the Source Reduction Review Project in FY 94. How

specifically will these funds be spent? Why is the increase

required?
ANSWER: EPA committed over $1.5 million in 1993 to support

the Source Reduction Review Project. The Office of Research and

Development will expend the $2.5 million included in the 1994

request for the Source Reduction Review Project to conduct
research on source reduction technologies that could be used as
the basis of the rules or to provide alternative means of

compliance to industry.

POLLUTION PREVENTION IN OTHER AGENCIES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What specific achievements have been
made by the agency in trying to get other federal agencies to

adopt pollution prevention strategies?
ANSWER: Currently, EPA has drafted and is awaiting the

signature of the new "Environmental Executive Order" to issue its
Federal Sector Pollution Prevention Strategy outlining the goals
and objectives for federal agency pollution prevention programs.
EPA has provided a variety of pollution prevention guidance
documents to federal agencies and is currently developing a

generic Federal Agency Pollution Prevention Program Planning
Guidance. EPA has provided formal pollution prevention
opportunity assessment training to more than 1,000 civilian and

military environmental employees. EPA has also been a key
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component of the Tidewater Interagency Pollution Prevention

Program (TIPPP) , which was established through a Memorandum of

Understanding between EPA, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force and
NASA to develop a pollution prevention model community. This

approach will serve as a model of pollution prevention approaches
to environmental protection as federal agencies pursue ecosystem-
based environmental protection. EPA has established a Federal

Agency Mini-Exchange as part of the Pollution Prevention
Information Clearinghouse to ensure technology transfer and
information sharing of pollution prevention programs and projects
in the federal government. EPA has also conducted numerous site-

specific engineering studies to identify pollution prevention
opportunities at federal facilities through the Waste Reduction
Evaluations at Federal Sites (WREAFS) program.

POLLUTION PREVENTION IMPEDIMENTS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Last year, I asked EPA in a question for
the record (p. 797) what barriers exist to widespread adoption of

pollution prevention approaches. Several economic, technical,
institutional, and regulatory barriers were identified. For

example, the structure of the environmental industry is still
oriented towards control and remediation, rather than prevention.
What is EPA doing to address each of these impediments?

ANSWER: Following is a summarization of the key points
made in last year's response, and the actions we are taking in
each case:

1. Economic and financial barriers . The methods for

considering the economic benefits of prevention are not fully
developed, and the structure of the environmental industry is

still oriented toward control and remediation, rather than

prevention. In addition, there are competing demands for the
resources available for environmental initiatives.

The Agency has initiated cooperative enterprises and
studies to identify tools that business can use to identify the

economic benefits of prevention:
- Through the Design for the Environment program, EPA has
initiated a voluntary, cooperative effort with the private
sector to promote management accounting and capital
budgeting practices that recognize the benefits of

pollution prevention. We have developed a network of
active participants in accounting and financial analysis,
held a focus meeting with industry, accounting
professionals, engineers, academics and researchers to plan
a workshop for experts, which will be held in the fall of
1993.
- The Agency has developed and disseminated a report on
Total Cost Assessment (TCA) and is co- funding a study that
will pilot model management accounting systems at six major
industrial facilities. We are initiating a study of

corporate accounting practices with the Tellus Institute.
- We have also been working with the American Society of

Testing and Materials (ASTM) to Incorporate TCA principles
into their guidance for establishing a corporate pollution
prevention program.
- We are using TCA practices in the development of certain
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rules under the Source Reduction Review Project.
- EPA is also considering a "credit availability" pilot
project. Its objectives are to:

-- identify the impediments for small and mid-sized
businesses that seem to be the most pressing and the
most amenable to resolution through the involvement
of EPA;
-- in partnership with a state or local entity,
develop working relationships with stakeholders in
order to overcome the impediments;
-- based on our experience, determine its relevance
for broader application.

- The types of activities contemplated in the credit
availability project include meetings with stake -holders
(small businesses, loan officers

,
bank regulators , business

development centers, etc.) for issue formulation, training,
bringing together lenders and borrowers

,
and development of

a compendium of success stories.
2. Technical barriers . Adequate information on

technological approaches does not yet exist. The Agency is

developing information on prevention approaches through the
Source Reduction Review Project, the Design for the Environment
program, the Green programs, and other collaborative enterprises,
as well as its research programs for prevention. In her Earth
Day statement on pollution prevention. Administrator Browner
announced a policy that we will develop partnerships in

technological innovation with other agencies and the private
sector to increase industrial competitiveness and enhance
environmental stewardship. EPA's 1994 budget request includes
$36 million for a new inter-agency environmental technology
initiative. This is the down payment on a multi-year program,
and a substantial portion of these funds will be used to promote
pollution prevention, particularly for small businesses.

3. Institutional barriers . Short-term factors often
disproportionately influence corporate dec is ion -making; this
short-term mentality may be a reflection of the broader corporate
culture. The actions discussed in the answer above on economic
barriers are relevant here. In addition, the Design for the
Environment program is expected to contribute significantly to

eliminating institutional barriers. For example, the pollution
prevention center established at the University of Michigan is

developing curricula for business and engineering courses to

incorporate pollution prevention concepts. Finally, EPA has also
participated in development of a project from the President's
Commission on Environmental Quality entitled, "Total Quality
Management: A Framework for Pollution Prevention." This project
involved a number of specific case studies using total quality
management (TQM) tools to promote pollution prevention. The
Agency's environmental leadership program is an attempt to

develop methods for recognizing industry leadership in going
beyond compliance to adopt pollution prevention approaches. The
public comment period on the Federal Register proposal for this
program closes May 17, 1993.

^. Regulatory barriers . The emphasis of our regulatory
system has been on control and treatment of pollutants that have
already been created. The policy of the Agency, however, as
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articulated by Administrator Browner in her Earth Day statement,
will be to incorporate multi -media prevention as the principle of
first choice in all of the mainstream activities of EPA,
Including regulatory development, permitting and enforcement.
The Source Reduction Review Project is one initiative to respond
to regulatory barriers. As EPA works through the Source
Reduction Review Project and other pollution prevention
initiatives, we expect to learn in more depth about regulatory
barriers, and to identify and raise regulatory barriers in the
context of legislative discussions. Other activities include:

supplemental environmental projects for enforcement, pilot
projects on integrated permitting and enforcement, and state
media program grant integration.

GREEN PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: You are requesting $25 million for the

"green programs." This program is one of the few areas receiving
a major boost in FY94. To what extent will this program enable
the agency to meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act
Amendments?

ANSWER: All funds assigned to the green programs will be
directed towards meeting the requirements of the Clean Air Act
Amendments. The funds will be directed to meet the requirements
of Section 103 g (Pollution prevention and emissions control) and
Section 612, Safe alternatives policy. In addition, green
programs support the implementation of other Clean Air Act

programs by working with the state implementation plan and acid
rain programs to assure maximum coordination of efforts and

applicability of green program activities towards assisting their
efforts to meet Clean Air Act mandates.

GREEN PROGRAM - RESOURCES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How can you justify such a large
increase for green programs when most other air activities are
not receiving any real increase?

ANSWER: Additional funds for the green programs are

necessary to meet the requirements of Section 103 g of the Clean
Air Act Amendments. Also, the President has committed to

stabilizing greenhouse gas emissions by the year 2000. As
described in the current U.S. Action Plan, EPA activities will
account for 70% of the actions necessary for the U.S. to meet its
commitment. Green programs will directly benefit other mandated
air (and other) programs. For example, successful implementation
of Green Lights and Energy Star Buildings will reduce emissions
of S02, NOx, heavy metals and other regulated pollutants from
coal- fired power plants. These reductions assist states in

meeting their SIPs and reduces the severity of acid rain.

COMMERCIALIZATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Has any concrete analysis been done on
the impact this program has on commercialization of new

technologies?
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ANSWER: Yes, commercialization of new technologies are
tracked by program participants as the programs are implemented.
This information is routinely made available to EPA.

The green programs have the goal of profitably reducing
energy related pollution through voluntary market enhancing
programs. The strategies for accomplishing these goals are
varied, and include corporate wide purchasing, mass purchases,
public-private partnerships and utility incentive programs.

Some of the green programs create or expand markets for new
technologies. For example, the Golden Carrot program for

refrigerators encourages investment in new super efficient
technologies. Technical support provided by EPA for the Golden
Carrot program includes identification and testing of potential
technologies which can provide cost-effective increases in energy
efficiency. Most of these activities are conducted through a

cooperative effort between EPA, universities and private
industry.

EPA also has provided substantial program design and

marketing support, both of which were essential to achieving
participation by 25 utilities investing over $30 million towards
the commercialization of new energy efficient CFC free

refrigerators.
An example of a new technology which has tremendous

potential for commercialization is a new energy efficient
compressor, cooperatively developed by EPA and private industry.
Energy tests of the new design have shown savings of at least 10
to 15 percent compared to the best compressors now available on
the market for home refrigerators and air conditioners.
Projected costs are equal to (or lower than) current designs.
Although additional testing and analysis is required, if results
confirm original energy savings and cost projections, the

compressor could be commercialized in 2 years.
The implications of full commercialization of this

compressor for the refrigerator industry alone can result in
national energy savings of $1.5 billion and reduced pollution
equivalent to the output of 4 large coal -fired power plants.
This technology will also improve U.S. exports and increase the
domestic market.

GREEN PROGRAM PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

SENATOR MIKULSKI: To what extent are the products marketed

through the green programs (lighting, computers, etc.) currently
widely available in the marketplace?

ANSWER: Lighting products are widely available through the

marketplace. The increased demand for these products due to the
Green Lights program has caused manufacturers to increase
production and to lower prices available to consumers.

Energy Star computers will first reach the market in June
1993. The computer manufacturers have stated that the Energy
Star computers will be widely available throughout the U.S. by
Fall 1993.
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GREEN PROGRAM FTEs

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How many FTE are you requesting for the
Green programs in FY 94 and how does this compare to FY 93? How
can you justify such a substantial increase for the Green

programs when other air activities -- which are needed to meet
the mandates of the Clean Air Act amendments -- are receiving
substantial reductions?

ANSWER: EPA has 32.0 FTE devoted to the green programs in
FY 1993. In FY 1994, we have requested 33.9 FTE for the green
programs. This represents an increase of 1.9 FTE for FY 1994.

GREEN PROGRAM COORDINATION WITH DOE

SENATRO MIKULSKI: What are you doing to coordinate with
the Department of Energy's conservation office on the Green

projects?
ANSWER: EPA met with DOE's Conservation Office concerning

Green Lights before the Green Lights program was launched and has
continued meetings on an intermittent basis (2-3 times per year)
over the past three years.

In addition, the Green Lights Program and the Director of
DOE's Office of Building Systems have met semi-annually for the

past 3 years (along with other major lighting program managers,
such as the Electric Power Research Institute) to review their
research agendas and identify areas of cooperation. One example
of the joint projects launched as a result of these semi-annual

meetings would be the EPA/DOE/EPRI/California Institute for

Energy Efficiency joint study on the supply of (and demand for)

energy efficient lighting components.
EPA and DOE are currently negotiating a Memorandum of

Understanding to identify further areas of cooperation. Although
this document has not yet been signed or reviewed by either

organization's legal staff, It would likely Include joint funding
of certain projects, as well as designation of organizational
leads on others .

DOE has also invited Green Lights staff to attend the

Interagency Energy Policy Committee meetings that they chair,
which Included two discussions of Green Lights in 1992. EPA has
been invited to make an additional presentation in early May to
this group .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Is DOE providing any funds for these
activities? If not, why not?

ANSWER: Given resource constraints neither DOE nor EPA
have been able to fund a significant portion of the other

organizations programs. Rather, we have sought projects to co-

fund, and have also identified areas where one agency should take
the lead and the other stand aside. For example, DOE has

recognized national expertise In lighting technology research and

development, and EPA has not expended any funds in that area.
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GREEN COMPANIES PROGRAM ESTABLISHMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: You are proposing to spend $1 million on
a new program to be managed by the Office of Policy, Planning and
Evaluation called "Green Companies". Isn't this program very
similar to the green programs managed by the Office of Air and
Radiation? How will this new initiative build upon the Green

programs and leverage the work being done by OAR?
ANSWER: The Office of Policy Analysis has proposed adding

a Green Companies Program, to complement the Green Programs
(Green Lights, Energy Star Buildings and Computers, Golden Carrot

Refrigerators, etc.) operated by the Global Change Division
within the Office of Air and Radiation. The current EPA strategy
for voluntary programs to reduce energy use is technology-based.
The Green Companies Program would complement this effort by
focusing on company-wide energy use. Some of the energy used by
industry and the commercial sector is not consumed by
technologies currently targeted by EPA programs. Of the

approximately 53 quads of energy consumed by these sectors, 41%
is consumed by technologies currently covered by OAR's Green

Programs. The remaining 59% is an opportunity for further energy
savings by additional Green Programs, including the Green

Companies Program.
Under the Green Companies program, organizations that

work with EPA/DOE and achieve pre-specified emission reduction

goals would be recognized with a seal of responsible corporate
environmental stewardship. Each company would be left the choice
of how it can most effectively reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The program would thus be similar in concept to EPA's existing
33/50 program.

The program would build on the existing mandates of Section
1605 the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which requires DOE to

establish a process by which firms could voluntarily report
greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved through various
methods. The Green Companies Program would set up an accounting
methodology, establish targets, and conduct outreach. The

program would be administered jointly with DOE.

GREEN COMPANIES DOE CONTRIBUTION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How much is the Department of Energy
contributing to this program?

ANSWER: The Green Companies Program (GCP) is built upon
the mandates in Section 1605 of Energy Policy Act of 1992 which

requires DOE to set up a voluntary reporting scheme for companies
to report reductions in their greenhouse gas emissions through
various actions. DOE is going to develop many of the technical

guidance documents, collect and manage the data, and otherwise

participate as an equal partner in GCP.
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TARGET INDUSTRY FOR GREEN COMPANIES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What specific industries or types of

companies will be targeted that are not already being targeted
under the Green Programs?

The Green Companies Program (GCP) is targeting energy
efficient opportunities across all industries and companies. One

of the primary targets will be energy intensive industries and

companies. GCP provides an incentive for companies to enlarge
the scope of their efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and

improve energy efficiency.

INDOOR AIR VOLUNTARY PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: According to your budget, EPA plans to

implement a new program in 1994 aimed at getting companies to

implement voluntary, incentive -based initiatives to improve
indoor air quality. What specific industries or types of

companies will be targeted? How does this program relate to

OPPE's "Green Companies" program? What is the budget for this

activity in 1994? Please provide a break-down of activities to be

funded.

ANSWER:
o The "Indoor Environments" partnership program will

establish voluntary, incentive -based partnerships
with owners, managers and occupants of public,
commercial and school buildings.

o OPPE's Green Companies and OAR's Indoor Environments

programs are related in that they have taken an

approach learned from the highly successful "Green

Lights" program of establishing voluntary,
incentive-based partnership vehicles with

participating organizations. However, Green

Companies focuses on total greenhouse gas emissions

outdoors while Indoor Environments focuses on indoor

air quality where levels of pollutants such as

radon, environmental tobacco smoke, biological
contaminants, formaldehyde, etc. may be 2 - 5 times,
and occasionally more than 100 times, higher than

outdoor levels. As these programs develop, OPPE and

OAR will continue to coordinate information and

implementation strategies.
o Indoor Environments program represents a major step

in reducing the economic costs from decreased

productivity on the job, adverse health effects, and

materials and equipment damage resulting from indoor
air pollution. The FY 1994 budget includes 2.5 FTE

and $500 thousand in contract support to initiate
this project.

CO COC /->
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ASBESTOS FUNDING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA is not proposing any funds for the

asbestos loans and grants program, claiming it is a state and
local responsibility. Yet each year EPA receives considerably
more qualified applicants than it is able to fund. Qualified
applicants have asbestos that represents a real risk to school

children, and must meet certain financial criteria. So why does
the agency contend that funds are not needed for this program?

ANSWER: In 1989 the total number of qualified projects for

which ASHAA funding was applied for was 2,093. Of this number,
401 Priority One projects were funded, leaving 1,692 Priority One
and Priority Two projects unfunded. Since 1989 the number of

qualified projects for which applications have been received has
been steadily declining. In 1993 we received applications for a

total of 685 qualified projects. Of these projects, only 66 were
ranked Priority One for risk compared to 401 priority One

projects funded in 1989.

As of 1992, the Federal government had provided over $350
million dollars to fund asbestos abatement projects.
Additionally, on April 28, 1993, EPA announced award recipients
for an additional $76 million for asbestos abatement. This

funding has significantly reduced the asbestos problem in

schools. States and local agencies now have the capability to

manage and financially support asbestos abatement projects.
Currently 48 states have some type of accreditation program for

asbestos abatement professionals. Twenty-nine of those states
have accreditation programs that EPA has approved across all

disciplines; eight other states have programs that EPA has

partially approved in one or more discipline.
ASBESTOS LOAN PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Did the agency use all of its loan

authority for the asbestos program in FY 92 and 93? If not, how
much was not used?

ANSWER: The Agency used all of the loan authority
authorized for the Asbestos School Hazard Abatement Act (ASHAA)
loan and grant program in 1992 and 1993.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How many (total dollar value) and what

percentage of qualified applicants for grants were denied in FY

92 and 93?

ANSWER: Under the ASHAA loan and grant program, local

education agencies (LEAs) apply for funding for asbestos
abatement projects, and may receive funding in the form of

grants, loans, or a combination thereof. EPA approves projects
for funding in priority order, beginning with projects from the

applicants with the greatest need. EPA approves grant funding
for projects, up to 50% of project costs, until the total grant
ceiling (as established by appropriation) is exhausted, after
which EPA approves loan funding until the loan funds are likewise

expended. Projects from applicants whose needs are not of

sufficiently high priority, relative to other applicants, may
fail to receive either grant or loan funding if such funds have
been exhausted, and in that sense the applicants are denied

funding for their projects.
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In FY 1992, EPA received qualified applications for 616

projects, with a total funding need of $128.1 million. EPA

approved grant funding for 85 projects (13.8% of the total), in

the amount of $14.8 million. Loan funding was approved for 176

projects (28.6%), totaling $39.7 million. 355 projects (57.6%)
received no funding.

Similarly, in FY 1993, there were qualified applications
for 685 projects with a total funding request of $120.8 million.

EPA approved grant funding for 41 projects (6.0%), totaling $5.7

million, while 264 projects (38.5%) received loan funding in the

total of $70.5 million. 380 projects (55.5%) received no

funding.

MEXICO BORDER CLEANUPS

SENATOR MIKULSKI EPA is requesting funding for a number of

Mexico border clean-up activities, including $150 million for

wastewater treatment activities; $4.3 million for the Office of

International Activities; $1.5 million for the Office of Air &

Radiation; $100,000 for Enforcement; $2.2 million for the Office

of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. In addition, there is $2

million requested for NAFTA-specif ic activities.

What are the outyear funding needs for cleaning up the

border area, under the current Mexico border environmental plan?"
What would be additional costs associated with an environmental

"side agreement" to NAFTA?
ANSWER: With respect to the current first stage of the

Border Plan (1992-1994) outyear funding is reflected in the FY-

1994 budget which you have already outlined. EPA is currently

assessing long-term out-year commitments under the Border Plan's

second stage (1995-1997). While this is so, the Clinton

Administration has already pledged to provide at least $150
million each year from FY 94-98 to address border area wastewater

treatment concerns .

With the inclusion of environmental provisions in the

NAFTA, new mechanisms are currently being explored to insure

compliance with the environmental laws and standards of NAFTA

member countries. Towards this end, the U.S., Canada, and Mexico

began negotiations on March 19 to establish a North American

Commission on the Environment (NACE) . The role of NACE will be

to develop coordinated emissions reporting programs, cooperative

investigatory and enforcement mechanisms, and the development of

trinational environmental indices. NACE will also call for

greater trilateral environmental cooperation on issues such as

migratory species, conservation, and environmental education.

As agreed to at the first meeting of North American

Environment Ministers on September 17, 1992, primary oversight
for the NACE will be the responsibility of the environment

agencies of each country. For the U.S.
,
EPA has been identified

as the primary agency charged with carrying out key environmental

provisions under the NAFTA as well as the newly established

responsibilities under the NACE, a trinational body with up to 90

employees (30 for each member country).
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ALTERNATE SOURCES OF FUNDING

SENATOR MIKULSKI Has the administration attempted to

identify sources other than appropriations to fund border area
clean up activities? Is the polluter pays principle being
applied in the region to any extent? How are border industries

participating in pollution prevention and environmental
remediation? How much is Mexico contributing to border clean up
activities in FY-1993 and 1994?

ANSWER: At the present time the Administration is

reviewing a variety of alternative funding mechanisms in addition
to the proposed FY-1994 request. This evaluation is still on-

going.
With respect to the polluter pay principle's application in

the border region, it is important to note that Mexico is moving
towards such a environmental clean-up funding method. In

particular, in the Border Plan's first stage Mexico specifically
committed to working towards the establishment of a polluter pay
principle in the country.

With respect to Mexico's commitment to border area clean-

up, a total of $460 million has been committed between the

calendar years 1992 through 1994 for wastewater treatment and
solid waste projects. During calendar year 1992, Mexico spent a

total of $160 million on a variety of environmental projects in

the region. During 1993 and 1994 Mexico plans to spend an

additional $300 million for such projects.

TOXIC RELEASE INVENTORY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Has EPA assessed the adequacy of user
access to data provided through the Toxic Release Inventory?

ANSWER: EPA has sought to identify an increasingly broad-

based audience for Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) products, to

improve TRI products based on user feedback, and to increase
national awareness of TRI through a recently developed outreach

program in the interest of providing citizens local access to the

TRI.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) is completing a

comprehensive study to assess the suitability of CD-ROM (compact
disk- read only memory) and other publication media as a means of

disseminating TRI. In 1989, the Government Printing Office
distributed the first TRI CD-ROM to 650 Federal Depository
libraries as part of a pilot project to test the feasibility of

disseminating government information in electronic format. The
final report from this effort is due in the summer of 1993. A n

expanded national TRI outreach program has been developed and is

under review to improve public awareness and to strengthen
understanding of the Toxic Release Inventory. EPA has developed
a public outreach strategy based on the "Pennsylvania pilot."
Working in concert with EPA Region 3, potential and current TRI
user groups have been identified, contacted and asked to

participate in this pilot. Region 3 has developed a newsletter
to advertise the availability of TRI data and to increase overall
TRI knowledge among recipients and their constituencies. Various
constituencies are being trained to use and understand TRI data
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through workshops, seminars and written communication. This
outreach package will serve as a model to grass-roots
organizations to promote awareness of and use of TRI . EPA is

developing an evaluation of this pilot project.
EPA is currently developing a "TRI information kit" that

will be used to promote the Toxic Release Inventory on a national
basis. The primary audience will be information providers, such
as librarians, the media, state and local government contacts,
and representatives of other organizations who, in turn, can

improve public awareness and understanding of TRI among their
constituencies. Materials included in the package will provide
a description of TRI, how the data can be used, and where to go
for more information. The national outreach package will be
distributed during the summer of 1993. EPA will ask users to
evaluate its usefulness and effectiveness.

The level of assistance provided by the TRI User Support
(TRI-US) service has grown significantly since its implementation
as a pilot project beginning in October 1991. Requests range
from basic information about TRI requested by students and
citizens to customized reports presenting specific data sought by
researchers, government officials, the media and others. TRI

product support has been enhanced by offering additional

training, development of user guides, and assistance to

librarians and others using TRI online or on CD-ROM. TRI-US has

provided greater insight into user requirements for TRI and how
to package and distribute data to best meet those needs.

Finally, EPA has drafted a postcard questionnaire, to be packaged
with its TRI products, to solicit user feedback.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Several studies have found that the

effectiveness of Local Emergency Planning Committees is highly
variable with respect to ensuring public safety and public
representation on committees. What has been done to address
that? What is EPA's role?

ANSWER: The Agency acknowledges that there has been

significant variation in the effectiveness of Local Emergency
Planning Committees (LEPCs) and their ability to ensure broad

public participation. This variation is largely attributable to

a lack of resources in certain communities to invest in LEPCs.
EPA's principal role in addressing these issues has been to

provide guidance, technical assistance, and training to assist
LEPCs and SERCs. For example, EPA worked with other National

Response Team agencies to develop the Hazardous Materials
Emergency Planning Guide that describes how to organize an LEPC
and develop and emergency plan. Approximately 80,000 copies of

this guide have been distributed nationally. EPA worked with
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and DOT to develop
guidance and related training to assist LEPCs in conducting
community hazards analyses for airborne toxic chemicals. EPA
worked with National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) to develop Computer Aided Management of Emergency
Operations (CAMEO) ,

a computer software package that can help
LEPCs organize and use information about chemical hazards in the

community. In further assistance the recently passed The
Hazardous Materials Transportation Uniform Safety Act of 1990

(HMTUSA) makes available grants for both planning and training
for a six-year period. HMTUSA specifies that 75% of the planning
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grants must be passed through to LEPCs . Initial grant

applications packages were due on February 1, 1993 and the

Department of Transportation (DOT) plans to award the first

grants within weeks. EPA has also worked closely with DOT in

developing the HMTUSA grant program and reviewing initial grant

applications.

AIR GRANTS PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: States have many new activities they
must undertake in 1994 to meet the requirements of the Clean Air

Act Amendments, yet the agency is not requesting any increase in

the grants provided to states for the air program. Do you
believe the amount requested is adequate for states to meet the

Clean Air Act requirements? How does EPA help states prioritize
their activities which will provide the greatest reduction to

pollutants posing the most risk?
ANSWER: Since enactment of the 1990 Clean Air Act

Amendments (CAAA) grant funds for state, local and tribal

agencies have increased by nearly 75% to a total of nearly $173
million. Beginning in FY 1991, funding was increased

significantly to help empower the states to assume the bulk of

the responsibility for implementation of the CAAA. The Act also

introduces a significant new source of revenue for states to fund

a large portion of their stationary source air program expenses -

- permit fees from the Title V operating permit program. A

conservative estimate is that Title V programs could generate
over $300 million annually to support the direct and indirect

costs of the permit program. States are required to submit their

permit programs by November 15, 1993, a month into FY 1994. EPA

must act on the submittals within one year. Many states have

already taken steps to bolster their fiscal capability and are

now collecting 'ramp-up' fees to supplement the increases they
have received in air grants. Of more iimnediate concern to the

Agency is not whether overall resources will be adequate but

whether states will be able to effectively utilize them. Some

states may not be able to utilize their increased resources due

to self-imposed constraints on hiring or other administrative

encumbrances .

EPA's budget submission to Congress reflects not only a

commitment to its statutory obligations but also what the Agency
and the Science Advisory Board believe to be among the most

pressing priorities relative to the protection of the public's
health. State grant resources are an integral part of the budget

request and their targeting reflects the Agency's emphasis on

addressing the most problematic and pervasive pollutants on a

priority basis. The Air Program prepares annual operating

guidance based upon these strategic considerations, allocates its

air grants at the national level accordingly and works with EPA's

regional offices and the states to see that negotiated state

workplans address the most crucial national and state priorities.
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AIR PROGRAM MOBILE SOURCES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the status of state inspection
and maintenance programs, clean fuels programs, and progress
toward reducing Nitrogen Oxide emissions?

ANSWER: NOx emissions will be reduced by a combination of
federal standards and state programs established to meet EPA

guidance or rules. EPA has finalized the Tier 1 standards for
lower car and light truck NOx emissions starting with the 1994
model year, and the tighter standard for NOx from heavy-duty
vehicles starting in the 1998 model year. We have proposed NOx
standards for non-road diesel engines over 50 horsepower and a

range of NOx reduction requirements for Phase 2 of the
reformulated gasoline program, and we are about to propose NOx
standards for the clean fuel fleet program. Studies are underway
of NOx controls for other categories including locomotives and
marine vessels.

Of the programs implemented by states, the largest NOx
reductions will come from enhanced I/M programs, which can reduce
fleet NOx emissions by about 13%. States are required to submit
enhanced I/M SIPs by November 1993 and have programs in operation
by 1995. States will also implement the clean fueled fleet

program, which includes tighter standards for NOx emissions.
Severe and extreme ozone nonattainraent areas will achieve some
NOx reduction from the required employer trip reduction program
also; most but not all states have submitted the required
November 1992 SIP revision for this program, implementation of
which should begin in 1994 with reductions achieved by 1996.

EPA has undertaken a ntunber of initiatives related to clean
fuels mandated by the Act. The oxygenated gasoline program is

mandated under section 211(m) of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990 and was the first to be implemented. Under the Act, thirty-
nine cities throughout the country not attaining the National
Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for carbon monoxide (CO)
were required to implement oxygenated gasoline programs this past
winter. The programs mandate the area-wide use of gasoline
containing at least 2.7% oxygen by weight.

While three programs failed to implement (Duluth, MN,
Boston, MA and Memphis, TN) , thirty-six programs ran during the
coldest winter months in each area. California, which

implemented a slightly different program requiring 2.0% oxygen by
weight year-round, has requested a waiver from the requirements
of the Act. All programs were implemented and enforced by state
and local air agencies, with technical and oversight assistance
from EPA's Office of Mobile Sources. Information obtained from
the states shows that industry compliance with the new
requirements was high.

A preliminary analysis of the ambient air quality data in
the 20 new non-California oxygenated gasoline areas indicates
that there were far fewer violations of the CO standard from
November 1992 through the end of January 1993 than there were in
similar periods in previous years. In this time frame, there was
a 95 percent reduction in the number of CO exceedances in the new

oxygenated gasoline areas. In California, which implemented a
2.0% oxygen by weight program, the number of exceedances went
from 86 to eleven. Overall, including the previously existing
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oxygenated gasoline areas, this winter there was an 80% reduction
in the number of CO exceedances . While further analysis of this

non- quality assured data is necessary before any final

conclusions can be drawn, the preliminary indications are very
encouraging.

AIR PROGRAM STATIONARY SOURCES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is status of States' rules to

reduce volatile organic compounds emissions by 15 percent by 1996

for stationary sources?
ANSWER: The 15 percent rate-of -progress plans are due to

the Environmental Protection Agency by November 15, 1993.

Efforts have been under way to provide States guidance on what
should be contained in these plans. Presently, satellite courses

are being offered to over 40 State downlink sites on these plans.
The downlinks provide opportunities for questions. Meetings are

also occurring with State and Territorial Air Pollution Program
Administrators/Association of Local Air Pollution Control

Officers to devise a 15 percent model plan. Target date for

completion of this model plan is June 1993.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is EPA doing to provide technical

assistance to businesses in reducing VOC emissions, in order to

prevent business closures to the maximum extent possible?
ANSWER: EPA will share information and research that it

has developed nationally with each State assistance and

compliance program through each State's Small Business Technical

and Environmental Compliance Assistance Program. States will be

able to receive technical assistance for small businesses through
several EPA Centers and Hotlines. These Centers and Hotlines

will provide a broad range of assistance including information

concerning the CAA requirements, control technology data

pollution prevention methods and alternatives, emission
measurement methods, air pollution monitoring devices, and

prevention of accidental releases of toxic chemicals into the

environment .

OAR/PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA's request for OAR Program Management
includes 6 additional workyears (14%). Why is this increase

necessary? Please provide a specific description of the

activities required for each of these workyears.
ANSWER: The increases in the Program Management program

element reflect the increased priority given by the Administrator
to resource management, contract management, grant management and

financial management. The resource management FTEs support all

OAR offices. In developing the FY 1994 budget request the

Administrator directed that no reduction be made in contracts

management resources.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Question: EPA is requesting $1.3 million for the

environmental education foundation, an increase of $580,600 over

FY 93. Please provide a complete description of the activities
to be funded.

Answer: As required by Section 10 of the National
Environmental Education Act (NEEA) ,

the National Environmental
Education and Training Foundation (NEETF) is to receive 10% of

the Office of Environmental Education's annual appropriation. In

order for the Foundation to receive these funds, they have to

raise matching funds from the private sector.

Highlights of NEETF 's program initiatives are as

follows :

CHILDREN'S ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY POLL: Together with the

Roper Organization, NEETF is preparing a nationally administered

survey of the environmental literacy of children and youth, ages
6-18, from economically disadvantaged circumstances. While much
is known about environmental attitudes, little information is

available about the public's environmental literacy. These

reports will serve as .a vital baseline for measuring
environmental literacy and attitudes toward environmental
education and training. These periodically updated reports will

be widely disseminated and publicized, and will help build a

national consensus for environmental education.
CHILDREN'S INITIATIVES AND SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS: NEETF

advocates non- traditional education initiatives offering new and

exciting opportunities for young people to develop stronger pro-
environment values and habits. A new national youth membership

organization, Earth Force, is a major new initiative dedicated to

providing children with meaningful opportunities to learn about

the environment. NEETF will be partnering with a major
charitable trust to develop this program. NEETF has partnered
with EPA, the Department of Energy's Los Alamos National

Laboratory and a major corporation, on Project SWOOPE. SWOOPE is

a science-based, hands-on environmental education program. Clean

and Green, NEETF with a corporate partner is providing support
for this Los Angles Conservation Corps program which will expose

young people to environmental careers through hands-on service

activities .

EDUCATION REFORM: NEETF supports environmental education

initiatives which both increase the role of environmental

education in the mainstream classrooms and help improve the

overall quality of the American education system. Standards

Development, in cooperation with the National Council for

Geographic Education and the National Geographic Society, NEETF

is providing funding for an environmental education advisory

panel for the National Geography Education Standards Project.
This will ensure that the concerns of environmental educators are

considered in the evolving geography standards.
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AWARDING GRANTS: In FY 92
,
NEETF issued its first grants

totalling $1.2 million ($469,350 from federal funds matched by
$781,095 private funds). In FY 93, $2.3 million will be awarded
($669,300 from federal funds and $1,670,000 of private funds).
Over 30 grants were issued to environmental groups, student

coalition, universities, and state and local environmental

organizations .

Question: What specific achievements has the agency made in
environmental education since the program began?

Answer: The Agency has for many years supported
environmental education through national initiatives and

regionally-based programs. With passage of the National
Environmental Education Act of 1990, the Agency now has a

Congressional mandate to strengthen and expand environmental
education on a national and regional level.

The following are highlights of the Office of Environmental
Education (GEE) accomplishments since the passage of the National
Environmental Education Act of 1990 followed by highlights of our
10 Regional environmental programs.

AWARDING GRANTS: GEE and EPA's Regional offices administer
an annual Environmental Education Grants Program to support
environmental education projects. In 1992, EPA awarded 219 grants
worth $2.4 million to schools, states, and a variety of nonprofit
organizations and institutions that included museums,
environmental groups, and nature centers. Grants of up to

$250,000 were awarded, the vast majority of which were for less
than $5,000 each. Funded projects educate individuals about
issues such as air and water pollution and solid waste

management, and utilize educational approaches such as computer
games and community and watershed cleanup. In 1993, the grants
program gives special emphasis to projects that contain certain
elements such as teaching about risk reduction and pollution
prevention, and promoting equity by targeting under represented
populations. Awards of approximately $2.8 million are expected
to be made by June 1993.

TRAINING EDUCATORS: EPA has entered into a cooperative
agreement with a group of academic institutions, corporations,
and nonprofit organizations headed by the University of Michigan
to develop and operate a national training program entitled the

National Consortium for Environmental Education and Training
(NCEET) . The program targets in-service teachers (Kindergarten -

12th grade) and non-formal educators, and includes teacher

training, curriculum evaluation, and information dissemination.
The program will also work closely with GEE to conduct an
assessment of the field of environmental education and further
the development of a computerized resource library. EPA

supported the development of this program with a $1.6 million

grant in 1992 and expects to continue funding NCEET for an
additional two years subject to the program's ability to meet the

goals of the Act and to Congressional appropriations.
IMPROVING COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION: GEE established

the National Environmental Education Advisory Council which links
EPA with 11 environmentalists and environmental educators who

represent diverse geographic areas and minority groups as well as

schools and universities, nonprofit organizations, states, the

private sector, and senior Americans. The Council produces a
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biennial report to Congress on the state of environmental
education nationally and advises EPA on topics such as OEE's
overall goals and strategy, its grants and teacher training
programs, and its communication with outside groups.

OEE established the Federal Task Force on Environmental
Education which links EPA with 15 other federal agencies: the

Departments of Education, Interior, Agriculture, Energy, Health
and Human Services, State, and Defense, as well as the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration, the National Science Foundation, the
Tennessee Valley Authority, the Peace Corps, the United States
Information Agency, the Agency for International Development, and
the Council on Environmental Quality. Headed by EPA, the Task
Force advises OEE on specific topics, facilitates communication
across the Federal government, and fosters interagency
collaboration on specific projects.

OEE established the EPA Environmental Education Advisory
Board which links EPA's headquarters and regional offices and
research laboratories across the country. The Advisory Board
facilitates communication and the coordination of EPA's national,
regional, and local educational activities that includes awarding
grants, developing and disseminating educational materials,
conducting teacher training, and promoting environmental careers

through student internships, research fellowships, and course

development .

DEVELOPING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS : OEE supports
the efforts of the newly formed National Environmental Education
and Training Foundation to leverage public and private sector
resources for environmental education. The Foundation is a non-

profit, philanthropic organization established by Congress under
the National Environmental Education Act to foster public-private
partnership building efforts.

OEE has established partnerships with various nonprofit
educational and environmental organizations such as the North
American Association for Environmental Education, Alliance for
Environmental Education, National Wildlife Federation, and
National Audubon Society. OEE has also established partnerships
with various private corporations including Time-Warner, General

Motors, Keebler, Dow Chemical, and Church & Dwight . Specific
projects include the development and distribution of educational
materials such as videos and teachers '

guides and the sponsorship
of youth programs .

TARGETING YOUTH: Through a partnership between EPA and the

Department of Energy (DOE) ,
OEE and DOE are sponsoring a

laboratory educational program entitled Students Watching Over
Our Planet Earth (SWOOPE) . This program teaches students about
science through hands-on environmental research. Five schools

(Kindergarten - 12th grade) participated in the 1991-1992 pilot
project and are expected to continue their programs in future

years. A model program is being developed and OEE plans to

expand SWOOPE nationwide through EPA's regional offices.

Through a partnership between EPA and the Departments of

Agriculture, Interior, and Defense, OEE and these agencies are
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developing and implementing a volunteer conservation program
entitled TRAIL BOSS. This program teaches volunteer leaders

special skills to enable them to train and lead volunteer
conservation projects.

OEE is building upon EPA's longstanding support of
conservation projects implemented by scouting and youth
organizations. OEE spearheaded the development of formal

agreements between EPA and the Boy Scouts of America and the Girl
Scouts of the United States of America to support those

organizations' environmental education and conservation
activities. Similar agreements are presently under development
with the National 4-H Council and other youth organizations.

FACILITATING INFORMATION EXCHANGE: OEE is working with the

University of Michigan, educational institutions, the National
Environmental Education and Training Foundation, and others to

spearhead the development of an interactive, computer-based
environ-mental education resource library. A demonstration model
of the resource library has been developed and reviewed by
various educational institutions and agencies. The resource

library targets educators (Kindergarten - 12th grade) and will
contain a wide range of educational materials produced by EPA,
other federal agencies, nonprofit organizations, and others. OEE

hopes to distribute computer disks containing the resource

library to targeted users during the 1993-1994 school year.
OEE produces a periodical entitled Earth Notes which

contains ideas from educators (Kindergarten - 6th grade) about
their first-hand experiences in bringing environmental education
into the classroom. The periodical provides an open forum for

the exchange of teaching ideas, comments, and brief essays
concerning environmental education. The first three Issues of
Earth Notes have been distributed to elementary schools and the

public. OEE hopes to make this publication available three times
a year.

OEE has launched a series of public forums to expand
communication, foster partnerships, and solicit ideas about how
the federal government can best support the nation's
environmental education efforts. OEE sponsored a national

conference, in cooperation with the Federal Task Force on
Environmental Education, in November 1991, and has begun
establishing partnerships with EPA's regional offices and various

organizations to hold follow up regionally-based workshops.
OEE has developed an environmental education survey and

distributed it throughout EPA's headquarters and regional offices
to the EPA program offices to record EPA educational activities
and materials to help OEE eliminate duplication and identify
gaps. The result of this survey will be a comprehensive listing
of all EPA
environmental education efforts. This information will be made
available to the public.

ENCOURAGING ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS: OEE administers an

internship program entitled the National Network for
Environmental Management Studies to encourage post- secondary
students in all academic disciplines to pursue professional
environmental careers. This program provides students from

participating universities with the opportunity to either work
with environmental professionals at EPA on a specific project or
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to conduct environmental research directed by EPA at their

university. OEE is presently working with other federal agencies
to determine the need for expanding this program beyond EPA.

OEE participates in various EPA and university-sponsored
internship programs by placing post -secondary students in OEE to

work with its environmental professionals. OEE's interns have
included students from American University, Stanford University,
Howard University, the University of Illinois, and the University
of Maryland.

OEE will work closely with EPA's new Office of
Environmental Equity to search for ways to educate minority
students about the environment and to encourage their pursuit of
environmental careers. OEE participates in EPA's Academic
Relations Program which targets minority academic institutions
for environmental science and engineering training and
recruitment.

HONORING DEDICATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT: OEE administers the
President's Environmental Youth Awards program to honor young
people for their outstanding commitment to the environment.
Youths in all fifty states compete annually in this program.
National award winners are selected by each EPA regional office
and are invited to participate in a recognition program in

Washington, D.C. The President of the United States and the EPA
Administrator have honored recipients of this awards program.

OEE has established the first National Environmental
Education Awards program to honor individuals for their

outstanding contributions to environmental education. The EPA
Administrator honors recipients of this awards program every two

years. Awards were given this year to winners from Maryland,
North Carolina, Indiana, and Arizona. The awards, which
commemorate Rachel Carson, Gifford Pinchot, Theodore Roosevelt,
and Henry David Thoreau, are given for print, film, or broadcast

media; forestry and natural resource management; teaching; and
literature .

REACHING ACROSS INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES: In cooperation
with EPA's Office of International Activities, OEE negotiated a

Trilateral Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for Environmental
Education with the governments of Canada and Mexico. The MOU was

signed in a ceremony in Washington, D.C. in September 1992. The
Director of OEE, the President of the National Environmental
Education and Training Foundation, and the Curator of the

Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of American History
represent the United States on a trilateral commission with
Mexico and Canada to oversee the implementation of the agreement.
Activities covered by the agreement include information sharing
on education and training policies, approaches, and materials;
support and participation in seminars, workshops, and

conferences; and trilateral initiatives or projects involving
youth.

In collaboration with EPA's Office of International
Activities (OIA) ,

OEE works to support public-private initiatives
that include environmental education. These initiatives include
the establishment of the following centers: Caribbean Environment
and Development Institute (Puerto Rico, 1992), Regional
Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe (Budapest,
Hungary, 1990), and Environmental Education and Information
Center (Kiev, Ukraine, 1992). OEE also supports OIA's activities
in hosting International visitors from around the world.
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U.S. Environmental Protection agency

1992 Regional environmental education activities

REGION I

(Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshirs, Rhode Island, and Vermont)

T K. 12 Activities

Elementary Ecology and Poster Program
Students from every public and private elementary school in New England may panicipate
in this annual poem and poster contest, now in its 12th year, expressing the need for

environmental protection and appreciadon. Last year at the ceremonies held in each state

over 100,000 students sent nearly 10,000 entries.

Adopt-A-School Program
EPA employees and local environmental groups involved in environmental education adopt

one or more schools or classes in grades K-12 to teach students about environmental

issues. Nearly SO EPA employees worked with teachers and gave presentations in their

adoptui classrooms this spring. Their efforts focused on Earth Day, but many continued to

work with the classes through the end of the school year. The Environmental Education

Program is cuirendy recruiting addidonal Adopt-A-School volunteers and working with the

Boston Public Schools to increase involvement in the local community.

Junior Environmental Training (JET) Program
Over 40 Division staff members firom the Environmental Services Division visit schools

twice a month to perform a skit with snidents in grades 1-8 about Superfund cleanups.

Pollution Prevention Environmental Education Project
The Pollution Prevention Environmental Education Task Force is producing and

distributing pollution prevention education materials for teachers and students grades K-12.

Marine Video Contest
A video contest open to students from Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts to

increase their awareness of marine pollution issue and how to protect and clean up the

marine environmenL

Women in Science and Engineering (WISE)
WISE is in organization which participates in a variety of events to encourage interest and

awareness in science and engineering careers for women. WISE worked with the

Environmental Education Program and other regional programs interested in education to

host a workshop endded "Environmental Education for the Next Generation." The

workshop was designed to increase the EPA's effectiveness in the classroom and the

conunumty and was open to all EPA employees interested in education students in grades

K-12.

Adopt-A-Wetland
A "hands-on" program that teaches middle school children about wedands ecology, its

value, and how to protect an area in their community through a video and stewardship

activities conduaed at their school.

President's Environmental Youth Awards (PEYA)
The program, now in its sixth year, encourages individuals, classes, schools, summer
camps, public interest groups, and youth organizations to promote local environmental
awareness and community involvement. The Region received 35 nominations this year.
The winner was a sixth grade group firom the Lafayene Regional School in Fraconia, New
Hampshire called Green Kids. The group produces a newsletter, wrote and published a

book about environmental issues, and works on community projects.

Radiation Program Education Activities

The Region I Rulon Program is working with state counterparts to provide publications.

posters, audiovisual materials, aitd speaken to elementary and middle school teachers.

The Regional Radiation Representative gives a course entided "Radiation and Life" and a

hands-on demonstration to junior high through college students.
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There is a similar course ofTered to high school science teachers given in conjunction with

existing teacher training conferences.

Wet Way Program
The Region took part in the celebration of the 20th anniversary of the Clean Water Act and
the promotion of the National Gtography Awareness Week. Over 3,000 students in the

region learned about water when they visited by EPA volunteen in November. Forty-four
volunteer teachers

instructed^
119 classes from preschool to college, including several

bilingual classes. They provided informative sessions and, in some cases, unique
experiments and demonstrations relating to clean water and water conservation. As part of
the program and in cooperation with National Geographic Society, the EPA distributed a

TeachePs Handbook to educaton and policy makers in New England.

n. College Activities

Minority Summer Intern Program
In its third year, interns representing two historically black colleges and other institutions

with significant minority populations were selecteid from a variety of environmentally
related disciplines and employed in the program.

m. General Public Activities

Region I Public Information Center (PIC)
Last year Region I Library esublished the PIC which provides a clearinghouse of EPA
publicatioos and geoeial information available to EPA employees and the general public.

Educadoo and Outreach Group
An infannal group of educators and outreach coordinators that meets periodically to

facilitate inter-oCfice coasnunication of outreach activides and resources thereby increasing

public outreach and education within the Region.

Water Management Division Speaker Series
An on-going lunchtime speaker series on various water management related issues open to

all EPA employees.

Speakers Bureau
When requests for EPA's participation in conferences, fairs, and speakers arc made, the
Bureau se«ks the appropriate EPA employee to give the presentation or ancnd the event.

Environmental Merit Awards Program
10-12 awards are given out annually at this awards program which recognizes outstanding
environmental advocates in the private and public sectors.

Regional Activities Related to the National Environmental Education Act
(NEEA)
3,000 schools, universities, state and local environmental organizations, congressional,
and others were mailed information on the environmental grant program and a press release
was sent to all New England newspapers.

The Region participates in the Environmenul Education Advisory Board which works with
the Office of Environmental Education to implement the NEEA.

The Region distributed its first edition of Earth Notes, the Office of Environmental
Education newsletter, to over 5,000 schools.

Regional Conferences

Program offices throughout the Region sponsored conferences on a variety of topics geared
toward industry and sute and local government

Clean Air Act Outreach
The Region's Air Division has an outreach program to handle inquiries on the Clean Air
Ao. Last year it hosted a 2 day conference for state environmental organizations.

Youth in the Environment Program
For the past 2 summers The Franklin Park Zoo in conjunction with EPA and Action for
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Boston Community Development, employed 10 minority students 15-16 yean of age and

exposed them to careers in the environmental field. This past year, the program was a

finalist in the Region's ^vironmental Merit Award. In 1992. 28 inner city youths were

intitxluced to careers in environmental fields at three New England locations: the Franklin

Park Zoo in Boston, the Roger Williams Zoo in Providence, and the Lowell,

Massachusetts wastewater treatment plant

Near CoasUl Waters Program
The Region's Near Coastal Waters Program in conjunction with 3 regional non-profit

organizatioos produced an "Environmental Guide for New England Mariners
"

which is

distributed to batten via workshops and mailings to maiinas throughout New England.

A doanneotaiy video called Turning The Tide: Keeping Pollution at Bay, produced by a

RegioD employee, discusses the pollution problems of Buzzards Bay and how individuals,

local, state, federal governments can restore and protect waters of Uie bay. It is available

for televisioo broadcast purchase or rental or on loan through PIC.

Storm Drain Stenciling Project .

150 volunteers stenciled "Don't Dump. Drain to Boston Harbor" alongside 350 storm

drains in metropolitan Boston in an effort to educate the public about the hazards of

dumping lutreated waste in storm drains.

REGION n
(New Jersey, New York. Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands)

I, K-12Acriyitics

Annual Youth Awards Program
This program showcases student views of the envirorunent through an annual competition
for students in grades 7-12. Students convey an environmental message in a selected

medium. Past entries have included songs, raps, greeting cards, and environmental

alphabet books. Wiiuiers are honored at an annual ceremony and visit to an EPA facility.

Education at Sea

Region 2 has initiated a series of visits by students and teachers aboard the survey vessel

OSV ANDERSON. Students and teachers
participate

in sampling and monitoring

activities. The ANDERSON visits spark interest in the issues related to ocean

environnoents, open up career vistas to young people, and by all accounts, are as much fun

for the agency staff as for the visitors.

Water Management Division Activities

Seventh graders working on their Soil and Water Conservation Merit Badges went on a

field trip to the Waste Water Treatment Plant and I>rinking Water Facility.

Second graders went on a field trip to wetland settings to see and discuss wedands and the

need to protect them.

The Waste Management Division staff conducted environmental education seminars to

about 250 students and 16 teachers at 2 public schools in Brooklyn.

Approximately 200 students attended the Presentation on environmental conservation and

pollution prevention at Sl Regis High School in New York City.

Two Water Management Division staff acted as judges in last year's Queens Borough
Science Fair.

A grant has produced a K-12 program on drinking water in Puerto Rico which could

become part of the Caribbean Institutes resources.

President's EnvironmcnUl Youth Awards (PEYA)
Region 2 holds a special awards ceremony for its first, second, and third place winners in

the ananal FEYA oampetilioa At the 1992 ceremony, students visited and EPA
laboiattsy. got fint hand experience in seeing "real Scientists" at work, and donned a

"ooooQ-foir to experience how it feels to be so protected from the environment More than

50 students and teachers, as well as EPA staff, thoroughly enjoyed diis special day that

paid tribute to tlie students' contributions lo improving the enviroiunent
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EPA Volunteers in Schools
The Region responds to requests for presentations or classroom visits. Drawing from a

broad range of employees, the Region provides a match between the school's requested

topic and age level and an
appropriate staff niember. Staff volvinteers are prepared for their

school visits by support training from onc-on-onc consultation on the best classroom

approaches to the provision of audio visual materials.

Clean Streets/Clean Beaches

Working with state and local agencies, Region 2 has conducted a wide ranging public
education and pardciparion program to teach students that litter on streets can wash into
storm drains and end up on local beaches. A major effort in this process is a grant to New
Jersey Sea Grant to produce a video and accompanying teacher's guide to effectively
convey this message to school children.

n. Collcfe Activities

West Point Cadet Program
Each summer Regiofi 2 sponsors cadets from West Point as interns and actively involves
them in a project that develops an understanding of an environmental issue. During the

summer of 1992, two cadets participated in field and laboratory work at the Environmental
Services Division facility in Edison, NJ. Cadets participated in field and laboratory work
related to water quality.

Discovery *92

The Region, in conjunction with Cook College, Rutgers University, participates in this

academic enrichment and
apprenticeship program. Designed to offer minority students

with academic prooiise an introducdon to college study and careers in science and

technology. Discovery '92 acdvely engaged students in water quality monitoring activities

and microbiological .sample preparadon and analysis. 1992 marked the sixth year that the

Region has participated in the*pix>gram as both a funding and mentoring agency.

Hunter College
EPA employees held topic discussions with smdents that included career opportunities at

the EPA and how many students can be reached at minority academic insdtutions.

m. General Public Acriviries

Environmental Quality Awards
Annual ceremony honopng individuals, educadonal insdtudons and non-profit groups for

dieir efforts in improving environmental quality.

Panel Discussions
The Region participated

in the Lake Champlain Panel Discussion where about 250 students

and citizens attended. The Region also participated in the Mahasset Community Group
Panel Discussion on "Pollution Pievendon - Pesticides and Lawn Care."

The Offlce of Rcfional Counsel
The Office annually hosts a number of law school interns to provide experience and

exposure to an environmental ediic by working at EPA. The office also sponsors seminars
on a variety of topics for people outside EPA.

Environmental Expositions
There were 2 sessions where Housing and Urban Development employees discussed basic

ground water concepts and sole source aquifers.

Environmental Education Resource Center

Region 2 developed an Environmental Education Resource Center at the Region 2 Library
The Resource Center contains materials that offer background information, snategies, and
audio-visual materials to enable those widiin and outside of the agency to teach about the

environment. The development of the Resource Center grew fnxa a belief that

environmental education would be facilitated by making environmental education materials

won available.
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Environmental Risk Education (ERRD)
Using experience-based instructional materials that foster critical thinking, the project

targets students and community leaden. The Environmental Health Risk Assessment

Project helps participants to undentand principles of environmental science and health risk

assessment and effectively use this knowledge in public policy decision making.

IV. International Activities

The region, in conjunction with various Canadian agencies, held workshops in both

countries where an updated Lake Ontario Toxics Management Plan was publicly adopted in

front of the approximately 100 citizens who attended. A similar meedng on the Niagara
River is planned for the spring.

A meeting is planned with the Great Lakes Ecosystems Objectives Work Group,
Subcommittee on Responsible Stewanlship to discuss progress towards educational goals
of the Bi-nadonal Great Lakes Water Quali^ Agreement

Wetlands staff were instructors to approximately 200 people who attended a New York
State Bar Associadon Continuing Education course on wetlands regulations.

An EPA staff member gave a speech on "How the EPA coordinates with states to award

and track Qean Lakes ^gram grants" to about 150 people at the Clean Lakes Seminar at

Moorcstown New Jersey Q>mmunity House.

Spanish Translation of Educational Material

Responding to a growing demand for environmental education materials for use in the

Caribbean, Region 2 has begun a process that will result in the production of a Spanish

language version of "E«th Trek. . Explore Your Environment" This publication was
selected because it addresses issues in a number of environmental media, offers

suggestions for hands-on activities, and appeals to middle grade snidents.

Puerto Rico
In September a 3 day session entitled Wellhead Protection Area E)elineation Scheme;
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico was presented at the Western Sutes Regional Wellhead

Protectkn Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada.

A 4 dav seminar on Wellhead Protection Area Delineation and Management was held in San

Juan. Sixty-three people attended the management session and forty-nine people attended

the technical sessions.

REGION III

(Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia)

T K-.l? Activities

The Center for Environmental Learning (CEL)
Philadelphia's Urban Environmental Coalition develops agency, business, and school

partnerships to work with the 7th grade classes in various schools on community action

projects.

Baltimore's consortium of federal, state, and city agencies presents a teacher training

woriuhop for urban teachers on pollution prevention in the Bay.

The Washington, DC branch works to fonn a strong network of agencies and organizations
to increase environmental education in the DC area.

1991 CEL/Federal Women Program Series was entitled "Science Education in the '90s:

Teach Our Children WeU."

CEL, in conjunction with the Environmental Services Division and the Women In Science

and Engineering members, developed Educational Speakers Kits focusing on 7 different

topics and hands-on learning for the Region's Speakers Bureau to use when making
presentations to youth and adults.

CEL sponsored a workshop for the Regional Adopt-a-School coordinators so they could

compare work plaiu and share experiences.
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President's Environmentai Youth Awards (PEYA)
Based on the information distributed to 3,000 schools in 5 states describing the student
award program. 1^53 personalized Presidential Certificates were awarded.

Teacher Training and Education
At South Philadelphia High School. 15 EPA volunteers sponsored professional staff

development workshops for faculty and provided information on EPA issues for a 4 year
curriculum projea to the over 100 teachers who attended.

In August, 1990 a teachers' environmental background kit was created and has been sent lo
over 300 classrooms.

Women in Science and Engineering (WISE)
Women in Sdeoce and Engineering and other regional employees volunteered as regional
judges at die Delaware Valley Science Fairs.

Explorer Post «850
Sponsored by the Black Employment Program Advisory Council, employees from the

Region work directly with high school students so they may learn about environmcnial
careers and issues. Activities done thus far have included planning a camping trip, crcaong
an environmentai video by kids-for-kdds. and presenutions on recycling.

Shadow-Day-at-EPA
As pan of the Adopted Schools Program. 45 11th graden spent the day with regional
anomeys, secretaries, division directors, canographers, emergency responders, planners,
and others.

State networks
Environmental education managers from the Region meet twice a year to exchange ideas
and promote updates on legislation and new developments.

m. Cieneral Public Acriviries

The Center for Environmental Learning (CEL)
CEL participated with a Virginia state-wide conference entitled "The Second Annual
Conference on Environmental Literacy".

CEL participated in The National conference on Environmental Labeling held in Baltimore.

CEL and the Non-Point Source Program worked together in defining the communications

goals in order to move ahead with the states in a similar process.

CEL works in conjunction with numerous Region progiam staff on multi-media projects.

CEL responds to the academic community or the general public requesting EPA's
assistance in developing new programs and in looking for partnerships.

The Center for Environnxntal Learning Board, composed of members from a variety of

fields, meets twice a year to'discuss direction for the regional environmental education

program

A database with approximately 5.000 entries of mailing lists for regional programs capable
of being sorted to 41 specific audiences in each state was created.

The Region has a nmnthly in-house speaker series on Environmental Consumerism and
New EPA Initiatives, as well as the Center for Environmental Learning/Federal Women s

Program Series.

Recognition for Adult Leaders
In the past S years, 27 Regional Administrator's Awards for Excellence in Environmental

Education have been presented in the areas of media, business, academia, non-profit, and

govemmenL
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IV. Intemarional ActiviPes

In 1991, The Center for Environmental Learning acted as host for the People's Republic of

China, USSR, Oennany, and Italy providing the visitors with technical presentations.

tours, and an opportunity to speak with joumaiUsts.

cm. pardcipaied in the Central European EnvironiDental Seminar, and an environmental

educadoo conference attended by over 400 students and professionals in Czechoslovakia

and recruited a regiofud expen to advise the Pennsylvania Insonite for Service Learning in

esubllshing an environmental snidy center in Novgorod, USSR.

CPi. participated in the Sixth Intemadonal Conference on Solid Waste Management and

Secondary Materials.

The Region has developed an International Visitor's Guide to provide orientation to

intemadonal visitors.

REGION IV
(Alabama. Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina. South Carolina, and

Tennessee)

T K.1?Acrivities

Geosphere Environmental Youth Camp
Sponsored by the Region, National Park Service, Georgia PTA Council's Environmental

Educadon Committee, and the Chattahoochee Outdoor Center.the camp was designed for

25-30 middle school students from lower and lower-middle income groups that

tradidonally have not been involved in the environmental movement Thirty urban middle

school students attended a 3 day camp with coursework in water and air quality, wildlife

habitats, and resource stewardship.

President's Environmental Youth Awards (PEYA)
The PEYA Program recognizes youth projecu that promote local environmental awareness

and channel it into positive coqimunity involvement

Learning Environmental Awareness Program (LEAP)
This program focuses on youth and sends EPA speaken to discuss environmental topics at

schools. In 1991, 14 schools were visited.

School Outreach Activities

The Ecological Support Branch staff served as mentors for 3 high school seniors who

worked 4-5 hours per week assisting the staff in work.

Grant Activities

The Office of Solid waste awarded 9 grants throughout the Region for environmental

education and outreach activities.

Wetlands Education for School-Age Children
The Wedands Outreach Team traveled to 5 schools in Georgia and spoke to the largest

Future Farmen of America groups and produced a wetlands education poster and a Student

Activity Plan. The Team also spoke to over 4,000 smdents concerning the Wetlands

Hodine Poster Contest

Development of a Comprehensive nationally approved water/drinking water

youth education curriculum

Working with TVA, Coca-Cola, and odier multi-national nutrition industries, this project

will develop teaching modules and activities for grades K-12.

The Magic School Bus Goes to the Waterworks
A teaching book geared towards Sth graders.

Collaboration with the City of Atlanta and the Sci-Trek Museum (Sciences

and Technology)
This collaboration hopes to create a permanent interactive water museum exhibit for

children to iilusDute the transition of "dirty" water into safe drinking water.
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"Youth Water Issues Policy Seminar"

Region 4 sponsored this seminar to give chance for 130 high school students in a I day
field trip to listen to professional waxer experts and participate in policy role-playing.

Career Week/College Fairs/PTA
The Office of Region^ Counsel employees have participated with PTA groups and have

spoken to elenoentary and high school students to broaden student's understanding of

environmental issues and to distribute educadonal packets to teachers.

Tutorial Program
Sponsored by the Black Advisory Council of EPA, the program has EPA tutors devote 2-3

hours per week tutoring high school students in math and science. In 1991 the Council

made it possible for 10 aemben of the tutorial program to attend the State Junior Civiian

meeting.

Partnerships in Education

Partnenhips have been developed with school and business communities on various school

projects in order to motivate young children to gain a greater interest in the sciences.

Environmental Library On Wheels (ELOW)
A school bus converted into an environmental science library with interacdve training tools

travels to schools, mails, fesdvals, and seminars.

Minorities Teacher Fellowship Program
This program has the potendal of impacting 540 students by providing minority teachers

the opportunity to observe the workings of one of EPA's envuonmental science research

labs in actions and to develop science curriculum resource manuals.

Minorities Introduction to Environmental Science and Engineering
9th and 10th graders visit Office of Research and Development Laboratories and the staff

also visit some 30 local high schools to make presentations.

Research Triangle Sdentist-Teacher Partnership
Office of Research ana Development staff along with other government and non-

government scientists visit classrooms and conduct hands-on activities in order to increase

the interest of minorities and young women in science and engineering, and to give

scientists and engineers the opportunity to help improve local science and muh education.

Scientist*Teacher Summer Workshops Project
This 2 week summer series of workshops geared towards middle school students stresses

basic science concepts and motivates stucknt interest in careers in the environmenial

sciences.

n College ActivTties

University of Georgia Assistance
Environmental Services Division staff present one-hour lectures concerning Air Toxic

Monitoring Methodology and Troubleshooting Wastewater Treatment Plants lo

Environmental Health Science students. Staff present lectures and lab demonstrations on lo

graduate students in the School of Veterinary Medicine.

University of West Florida(UWF)/EPA Cooperative Honors Program in

Marine Environmental Science

UWF and ERL Gulf Breexe have developed an Honon Program in Marine Environmental

Science for outstanding students to receive credit towards an Master of Science degree.

North Carolina Fellows Summer Science Camp Program
A multi-year educational "science camp" for smdents too far from the Research Triangle
Park and other State programs. Participants are drawn from the Teaching Fellows

Program, which provides scholanhips in exchange for 4 years of teaching in public
schools after graduation.

Summer Ventures Science Program
During summer classes, EPA Office of Research and DevelopoKnt staff give presentations

and field trips to North Carolina Central University students.
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PETE Profram
The prognuD focuses on community and jxinicr colleges with subjects targeted for coalition

with other federal agencies,
universides, and the private sector

HI. General Public Activities

Advisory Boards, Work Groups, Task Forces

Region 4 has national, regional, and state representation on the following comminees,
advisory boards, work groups, and task forces:

National: Environmental Education Advisory Board
- Environmental Education Grants Subcommittee
• Environmental Fellowship Subcommittee
Pollution Prevention Environmental Education Task Force

Regional: Southern Appalachian Man and the Biosphere (SAMAB)
- Public Affairs Comminee
• Enviromnental Education Committee
Gulf of Mexico Program
- Public EdiKation and Outreach Subcommittee

State: Geosftten Center Board Member

Spcakcn' Bureau

Re^ioo 4 has a Speakers' Bureau which responds to all requests for guest speakers. The

majority of these requests are from teachen and students. In 1992, Region 4 arranged for

over twenty tpealdng anangements at various schools.

Envlronnicntal Education Conferences
In November, Region 4 co-sponsored the North Carolina Environmental Education
Conference in Raleigh, NC. In addition, the Region participated in several other

expositions and conferences this year, including the Sunbelt Agricultural Expo in Moultrie.

Georgia and the Gulf of Mexico Symposium in Tarpon Springs, PL.

Indian Program Activities

Environmental Services Division staff provided hands-on experience in the techniques ot

operating wastewater treatment planu at several Indian Reservations.

Peter W. Anderson Tour
Open house tours were given aboard EPA's Ocean Research Vessel Pete W. Anderson.

Lab Symposium
A talk on TMsinfection By-Producu" was given at a Lab Symposium of the Ground Water
and Pollution Control Authority.

Southeast Recycled Products Procurement Conference
The 3 day conference promoted closing the recycling loop by purchasing products
manufacnjred from recovered materials. Over 300 people came to view the 33 vendor

exhibits, attend the 16 sessions, listen to the SO speakers, and collect information.

"Braves Environmental Awareness Day"
During the 1992 season of the Atlanta Braves, Region 4 participated for the second year in

this special event aimed toward envirormiental education. The Region set up di5play
booths and distributed materials and posters to game attendees along with other businesses

and local, state, and federal agencies.

First Event Recycling Program in Georgia
At the Sunbelt Agricultural Expo, which attracted 200,000 people, 38% of the aluminum
cans sold were collected due to the recycling program initiated by the City of Moultrie, the

Expo planners, Coca-Cola, Reynolds Aluminum, and EPA Region IV Office of Solid

Waste.

Earth Day Awareness Expo
Region 4 held an Earth Day Awareness Expo in Adanta staffed by 20 employees at 1
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booths or exhibits. This project was done in conjunction with the Georgia Nature

Conservancy, MARTA, Georgia Lung Association, and Campaign for a Prosperous

Georgia. Staff oiembers distributed environmental and educational literatrire and posters to

the public. They also gave away approximately 800 dogwood trees and 500 packages of

wildflower seeds doo^il by the Pennington Seed Company in Madison, Georgia.

Near Coastal Water Program
This outreach program coordinated, developed, and conducted a Water Quality Protection

Workshop which includes designing an informational brochure and poster and a notebook

outlining the Volunteer Monitoring Program.

National Estuary Programs
This provides support to the Nadonal Estuary Programs which includes reviewing the

newsletter, writiDg reports and articles to the media, developing public education and

partidpatioa stntegies, and woriding with the Citizen Advisory Committees.

Support for the Gulf of Mexico Program
The outreach program supprats the Gulf of Mexico Program through advisory committee

membership, regional support, and involvement in outreach projects.

ENFORM
Aaendance has tripled in a year's time at this informal round table that anempts to reach the

universe of small industries through their trade and business associations about pollution

prevendon.

Green Lights
This is a voluntary, non-regulatory program designed to help corporations prevent

pollution and upgrade their lighdng system with energy-efficient technologies.

Save Energy and Save the Earth Campaign
This brochure/kiosk was developed to provide the public with information to make
environmentally responsible decisions in their daily lives and is made available at exhibits,

home shows, and seminars.

Gulf of Mexico Program Outreach
An electronic bulletin board consisting of publicadons, fact sheets, and promotional
material is on line in the Gulfcoest, DC ind Region IV.

ParenU and Kids Monthly Workshop (PAKS)
A certificate is presented to each family that completes this weekend program designed to

increase science literacy of parents while involving minority students in hands-on science.

City Wide Recycle Program Demonstration
After 5 weeks of teacher, student, and industry awareness and educarion, this city wide

cooperadve effon culminated in a'recycling fair with displays, contests, and awards.

REGION V
(Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin)

I, K-12ActiYinc5

Environmental Education Curriculum Planning
The Region has continued over the past year to work with a Chicago Public High School in

its decision to oonven its endre curriculum to environmental educadon.

A pilot program for teacher cturiculum materials for the Farmstead Assessment Program
was started in Wisconsin.

The Region worked closely with a minority elementary school and with Loop Lab School

on integration of enviroomental issues into curriculum.

Great Lakes Prognun
The Regioo hosted man than 25 school tours aboard the Lake Guardian.
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A contest to name the Lake Guardian Research Vessel was held with oiore than lO.U^
elemeoiny schools panicipating in the Great Lakes Basia

To date, more than 20,000 of the "Great Minds? Great Lakes!" curriculum resource
booklets have been distributed and a successful pilot workshop was held with teachers the

Northwest Indiaiu area.

Environmental Publications
The Region developed and disseminated more than 5,000 copies of Region S-produced
Earth Day and Wetlands coloring books.

Publications written by Headquarters including the Endangered Species coloring book were

disseminated to youth.

Volunteer Activities with Schools
Staff participated as judges in more than 20 science fairs in the Chicago land area.

Through the speakers bureau, partnerships with local businesses have been made and more
than 100 presentations have been given to schools ranging from general environmental

issues to technical issues.

The Region sponsored a career day and other activities with the Adopt-A-School program.

National Pollution Prevention Environmental Education Task Force
The Region participates in the National Pollution Prevention Environmental Education Task

Force whose goals are to produce K-12 educational materials and to provide training with

accompanying materiaL

n. College Activitica

Academic Relations Projgram
Region S formed an active internal work group that is currenUy targeting approximately ten

colleges and universities in order to discuss opportunities in which EPA and the respective

academic institution can work*together. Issues being discussed include recruitment and

internship opportunities, furthering science and math education, and other innovative ways
that the groups can work together.

The Region is involved with an outreach effort to historically Black Colleges and

Universities including employment opportunities, environmental presentations,
dissemination of grant information, and environmental software distribution.

Through the NNEMS program, the Region works with snidenu at Purdue University in

Indiana to produce and distribute interactive environmental software on water resource

management issues. ,

Members of the Regional Counsel serve as adjunct professors in various Chicago-based
law schools.

Staff participate as guest lecturers in various Regional environmental science related

graduate programs.

m r^^mifl PwliHr Artivitw^

EnrlroBmantal Education Work Group
Region 5 is cunremiy fanning an internal environmental education work group which is an

outgrowth of a Quality Action Team formed last January to develop the grants evaluation

process.
Two membm from each Division are e]q>ected to serve on the group which will

be led by the Office of Public Affairs.
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Public-Private Partnership for Great Lakes Education Programs
Regions is workiiig with the National Environmental Education and Training Foundaiioo

(NEETF) to fonn a public private paimership to further Great Lakes educadon programs.
Region Js Office of Public Affairs met with WON Supersudon and the Great Lakes
Nadonal Program Office to nadonally broadcast an hour segment for its "For Kids' Sake"

program and Public Service Announcements on great Lakes Issues.

Contacts with Local Environmental Education Groups
The Region continued to make several local contacu with organizadons such as the Nature

Conservancy, Friends of the Parks, th; Museum of Science and Industry, and the Chicago
Sun Times to exchange environmental educadon resources. Region S also hopes to make
the EPA and its resources more accessible to the people that these organizadons serve.

The Region has an outreach program to various namre centers and museums in ±e Chicago
land area and nerworics with Environmental Educadon State Associadons.

Various Regional employees have participated in Project Wild teacher training.

Community Relations and Outreach Programs
There are community relations acdvides ongoing at all Region Superfund sites

There is a Community Right to Know outreach program in die Region.

The staff responds to approximately ISO calls per day on the toll free hotline.

1 1 1 speaking requests have been fulfilled widi Regional employee volunteers.

Award Programs
Seventy-five President's Environmental Youth Award applications were received and more
than ISO projects for first Administrator's Awards program on Solid Waste were received.

Biodiversity Workgroup
A biodiversity outreach workgroup informally surveyed the public as to what diey feel die

Region should spend resources on regarding biodiversity education.

Environmental Events Calendar
A monthly environmental events calendar was sent to more dien 10,000 and over 300,000
"Safe Sun" booknutks were distributed to general public and libraries.

Environmental Software
EnviroazDental software from the Water Division was distributed to a national audience.

Great Lakes Profram
The Great Lakes National Program Office Research Vessel Lake Guardian has visited 1 4

cities and logged in more than 4,000 visiton.

TV Intemanonal Activitiea

More than 60 foreign visits were hosted by the Region.

The Regional Administrator participated in several environmentally based programs in

Eastern Europe.

InteracQve environmental software on water resource management was distributed to more
than 60 different countries.

Water management posters which were translated to Spanish and French will be used at

international conferences and as educational material geared at multi-edinic schools and

programs.
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REGION VI

(Arkansas, Louisiana. New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas)

T K-12Activiries

Water Management Division Environmental Education

Four Division staff participate in the Adopt-A-School program tutoring middle school

students on a one-on-one basis in reading, math, aro, and science.

The Office of Ground Water made a presentation to a high school Academic Decathlon team

of 12 students.

Summer Academy for the Environmental Sciences

Through a $10,000 "Youth and the Environment" grant, EPA supported a Summer

Academy for the Environmental Sciences for high school students allowing them to work

with environmental and pollution control professionals and to experimentally monitor the

effects of man's activities through the use of artificial streams, field sampling equipment,
and laboratory analysis.

Environmental Services Division Environmental Education Activities

The Environmental Institute of Technology Transfer (EITT) provided consultation to 4

elementary schools on the development of their environmental curriculum; presented

workshops and seminary to approximately 450 middle and high school students and 30

faculty; and conducted a 2 week teacher workshop to 15 middle and high school teachers

on environmental geography.

EITT also works with the Dallas Science and Engineering Magnet High School Advisory

Board to integrate environmental education into the schod's program.

EITT has created an educational resource center for teachers and published an annotated

bibliography with 200 entries as teacher resource.

EITT uxisted a school, with about 30% minority enrollment, in obtaining industry

assisnace to use private land for an outdoor classroom, assisted a second school in

preparing a grant proposal to fund the development of an outdoor classroom, and gave a

third school a grant for land designated for an outdoor classroom.

Wetlands Education j .. u
Several visits were made to schools to make presentations on wedands and descnbc its

basic functions and values.

Wetlands staff spent over 2 weeks assisting Boy Scout troops in obtaining their

Environmental Merit Badges.

Toxic Substances Presentation

A presentation was given to 300 high school students on toxic substances in the home and

environment and the Division Director made a presentation to about 40 students on how to

become more involved in environmental remedies.

Air Programs Branch Environmental Education Activities

Presentations were given to 11- 12th graders in a high school on global warming.

stratospheric ozone depletion, and the National Ambient Air Quality Standards and a speech

on "Clean Air Act Amendments of 1S>90" was given to a secondary science teachen in-

service program.

Various materials on global warming, radon, ozone. CFCs. and air pollutants are

constandy provided to high school students.

While in their environmental science classes. 170 6th grade snidents participated in a radon

project concerning radon gas and health risks.

A nulon awareness program was presented to approximately 200 6th grade science teachers

of a predominanUy African-American elementary school and another program was given to

a middle school.
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Hazardous Waste Management Division Environmental Education Activities

Twenty-seven Division employees are involved in Adopt-A-Schooi Program activities

including the Adopt-A-School Kicicoff Party, Spealcen Bureau Program, and the English
as a Second Language Enhancement Program.

Reaching 200 teachen in grades K-12, the Solid Waste Unit sponsored 2 seminars on
EPA's "Agenda for Action" and exemplary environmental/recycling school programs. It

also spoke to over 1,000 students in assemblies and classrooms.

Thirty-five teachers received credit for attending the one day in-service training program
entitled "Buried in YourOwn Trash".

The Solid Waste Unit serves on the Advisory Board of the 200-acre Environmental
Education Center for the Dallas Independent School Distria helping to determine ways to

increase the Center's usage and increase funding.

The Unit has assembled over 200 free or low cost sample copies of curricula, lesson plans,

games, and teaching aids on recycling and solid waste management

External Affairs Enrlronmental Education Activities

This o£Soe cooidinates the Environmental Education Grants program, the President's

Enviroamental Youth Awards Program, the Environmental Poster Contest, and the

Spealcers Request Bureau.

The office provides environmental education infonnation and materials to environmental
education professionals, vouth, local, and sute government, non-profit organizations,
business and industry, and the public.

n. College Activities

The Water Management Division supports the four Sute Environmental Training Centers
which offer associate degrees and training to environmental professionals, as well as, the 3
other institutions that offer water and wastewater treatment and management courses.

At a Community College, a member of the Permits Branch in the Water Management
Division provides instruction and retraining of geologists in environmental applications. At
the University of Texas at Arlington, two other members provide graduate level instruction
and training in toxicology for wastewater engineering at the courses.

The Environmental Institute of Technology Transfer (EITT)
EITT works with the University of Texas at Tyler to develop undergraduate and

practitioner courses and is presendy working to prepare a grant proposal to S'A for an in-

service teacher training program.

The EITT staff serves on the Wiley College Young Scholars Advisory Committee and as

mentors for the 50 students in the JJ. Rhodes environmental education cluster.

150 minority science smdents from Prairie View A&M University have attended EITT
workshops and seminars.

EITT assists in developing environmental education curricula to several minority schools

affiecting approximately 100 students aimually.

40 students are enrolled in the hazardous materials concentration EITT developed 3 years
ago at the University of Texas at Arlington.

10 students from Prairie View, a historically Black university, and 10 smdents from the

University of Texas at Arlington will be pan of the scholarship program EITT and a private
firm established for enviroamental studies.

Other College Outreach Activities

Wetland staff met with the President, Vice President, and Dean of Instruction at Hill

College in Texas to discuss devekjping an envuDnmental education pilot project

For purposes of ctoriculum development, the Region provided a video tape on 1990 Clean
Air Act Amendments 10 a community college in Oklahoma.
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In July, the Resiooal Adminutrator gave a speech on the Gean Air Act and staff served on

a panel at the Univenity of Houston Gear Lake. In October, staff gave a speech at an

environmental seminar at the University of Texas at Tyler.

In order to educate upcoming graduates on careers with EPA, the Hazardous Waste

Management Division has established reladons with two major universides and their

recruiting offices.

A request was submitted to die EAP/CEIP Minority Summer Intern Program for a graduate

fellow to work direcdy witfi EPA on die US/Mexico Border Area project

pT- General Public Activities

Environmental Education Council
The office of External Affain established an internal Environmental Educadon Council

which meets bi-monthly to generate more visibility and facilitate exchange of environmental

educadon informadon.

Data Base of Regional Contacts

External Affairs developed a regional data base mailing list of environmental education

contacts and is producing a brochure on the Region's enviroimiental educadon programs
and accomplishments.

Conferences and Committees
External Affairs participates in conferences, sutewide committees, and round table groups
which proimte enviroimiental educadon through partnerships.

Water Management Division

The Division had a booth and distributed informadon at National Drinking Water Week
activities sponsored by water utilities.

A presentation covering die history of die Federal drinking water program was given to an

Oklahoma rotary club.

The Water Supply Branch spearheaded an "Environmental Educadon for Kids" outreach

effort by speaking to approximately 40 African American 11-15 year old youdis dirough

their Giri uid Boy Scout Troops.

Staff developed and presented to die Osage Tribal Council a slide-show briefing concerning

locating and assessing public health risks associated with injection wells.

Through an active Qrizen Advisory Committee, die Gulf of Mexico Program booklet,

"rnvironmental Quality in the Gulf of Mexico-A Citizens Guide", is in its second printing

and numerous public anpouncement spots and educational materials are consuntiy being

updated.

The Environmental Services Division

Wedand staff have made numerous presenutions to a several thousand individuals from a

variety of audiences to discuss die wedand prograoL

The Wetland Program is involved in a joint Adopt-A-Wedand outreach efTon with the US

Fish and Wildlife Service, Texas Parks and Wildlife, Texas Water Commission, Corpus
Chrisd State University, and others.

The Inderal Activities Branch and die University of Texas at Arlington Media Center

worked with die State of Louisiana to develop a video highlighting the Sute's wedand loss

problem.

Watershed pollution problems and ways to repair diem are being addressed through a

cooperative effort between Nature Conservancy, US Corps of Engineers, US Fish and

Wildlife Service, and die State of Louisiana.
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The Wetland Program has awarded a contract to Teas A&M University to develop an

agriculture related brochure discussing the coexistence of agricultural activities and
wetlands.

The Wetland Program initiated a contract for assistance in the development of region
specific wetland materials for distiibudon to the public and for use in presentadons.

The I^ederal Fadlides penonnel have developed an outreach strategy to be implemented this

year.

Staff members of the G>ntingency Planning Secdon coordiiuited efforts with a tnajor airline

in providing videos and piinttd materials to an Enviio Exhibidon.

The Employees Associatioa collects and delivers cans and the Agency collects and delivers

scrap paper.

During "American Wetlands Month" in May a number of acdvides were planned such as a

poster contest, 2 lunch seminars, and a wedands wcvlc day.

Air Programs Branch
A global warming fact sheet was developed and distributed to state and local environmental

agencies and the public for use in their own outreach programs.

The Region has given several>presenudons to an estimated 500 individuals per month on

stratospheric ozone and global wamiing.

The Region implemented an outreach strategy for the release of the chlorofluorocarbon
rules and has consequently responded to over 600 phone inquiries. It also submitted a

letter about radon to local Chambers' mass mailings to their membership.

The Region has been represented at a variety of environmental fairs with attenders ranging
from ICK) to 1,000 per fair. It also put radon promotional materials in 2,100 packets for

those who participated in a local SK race.

September was "Car Caiv Month" and the Region participated in such activities as free

motor vehicle testing for emissions, maintenance, inspection, and passing out of materials.

The staff sponsored an EPA Indoor Air/Radon exhibit It also sponsored a Radon Action
Week and a ooe-halfday rKloo public awareness seminar.

Hazardous Waste Management Division
As put of die Enviroomental Education Council, the Hazardous Waste management
Divisiaa/St»sfund representatives provide comments on

plans
for a regional round table

of EPA staff, environmental education contacts from higher education, and Minority
Academic Insdiutioas progrum.

The Siq>erfund program provides ongoing environmental education and outreach lo

communities where Superfund sites are located.

The staff also reviews Environmental Resource Curricula and videos.

The Underground Stonge Tanks staff provides, upon request, general public information

and community outreach programs. It also participates in sutewide training and
orientation.

The Underground Storage Tanks staff has been active, in conjunction with other Federal

entities, in collaborative training for personnel direcUy involvoi with underground storage

management

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Enforcement Branch conducted a training

symposium on the Toxicity Characteristic Rule to educate industry representatives on the

proper methods of treatment storage, or disposal of hazardous waste.

The Solid Waste Unit has a display boodi and many types of literaoire, including 40 videos

available on loan, diat it distributes at furs, shows, and environmental events.
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The Solid Wiste Unit sponson the 42 member Solid Waste Education Roundtable which

provides a network of infonnation on all area concerning solid waste.

The Consent Agreement and Final Order with Formosa Plastics Corporation, Inc. included
a provision for a $1,000,000 environmental endowment trust fund to suppon a Community
Outreach Program in Calhoun, Texas.

IV. International Activities

Project Del Rio

Through a $10,000 grant. EPA supports this 5 year water quality monitoring project
intendeid to improve science skills, create awareness, and promote community participation
for students in 18 United States high schools and 6 Mexican high schools.

The Region's Contingency Planning staff have shared space in training courses taught by
bilingual instructors with residents from Central and Soudi America.

A major addition to the new Integrated Border Environmental Plan is tiaining of all kinds in

the transborder area between the US and Mexico.

REGION Vn
Oowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska)

I. K- 12 Activities

EnvirofuncnUl Education Pilot Project
The Rcfkn funded a pikx project

with the University of Kansas to assist 20 teachers and 3

faciiitattv io grades K-6 tn integrating environmental education concepts, skills, and

investiptive siniegies into die cmriculum.

Earth Day Kansas City
Region 7 was the co-foonder of Earth Day Kansas Gty in 1990. Since then the three day
event has become an annual one attended by thousands of people of ail ages. Young
people play a major role in the event and the Region 7 office worked closely with others to

organize ecology clubs in local schools to suppon ttie program. Thirteen ecology clubs

were formed at local high schools and the number of participating schools and clubs is

growing.

Superfund Puppet Show
Region 7 worked with the Superfund program to develop a Superfund puppet show. The

puppets and suge were professionally made and personnel took puppctcering lessons.

The program was put on three times last year. The long range plan calls for developing

videos on various environmental issues with the puppets if funding becomes available.

Science Olympiad
Awards to the winning teams in the National Water Quality event were given at ceremonies

held at junior and senior high schools.

The Region works closely widi the Environmental Magnet Schools Curriculum Task Force

and the Kansas City Metropolitan Science Fair.

School/Business Partnership Program With Summer Academy

Partnerships between Kansas City, Kansas, Magnet School, and the Region have provided

judges for regional debate contests, mentors for ecology clubs, and assisunce in a job-

shadowing program.

President's Environmental Youth Awards (PEYA)

Region 7 participated in the PEYA program, receiving over 100 enmes. The

regional office provided its own. awards for categorical winners in the compeonon.

Speakers Bureau ,

'

Region 7 has an active Speakers Bureau that responds to requests for lectures or

presentations on environmental issues. Last year Region 7 staff members responded to 62

requests and spoke to over 2.500 people.
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Charlie Chipmunk and the Water Wizard
Region 7 developed two characters to teach elementaiy school children about environmental
issues. The first character is Charlie Chipmunk. Charlie is a costumed Walt Disney-like
character that is used for children in kindergarten through fourth grade. Charlie has a

coloring book and story book that teaches children simple environmental ethics. In 1992,
Charlie Chipmunk made 55 visits to schools, day care centers and special events, and

taught over 6.7S0 young people in Region 7.

Region 7 also developed the "Water Wizard" for students in grades 4-7. The Wizard
makes children aware of environmental problems and soludons through the use of basic

chemistry with simple hoioemade props. The Wizard also educate teachers, by showing
them that they can replicate his teaching tools with simple, inexpensive materials. In 1992,

the Water Wizard perfonned 9 times to an audience of 1.074 sttidents.

INTERFACE
Representatives are scheduled to attend this Annual Missouri Sute Science and Math
Teachers Conference where approximately 2,000 attenders are expected.

Natioaal Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
Represenutives will be exhibiting and serving on the Curricular Materials Exhibit

Committee at this national convention.

Educational Presentations and Exhibits
7 presentations and exhibits were given to teachers, elementary and high schools, and

colleges.

Future Farmers of America (FFA)
Staff attended the Future Farmers of America National Convention and distributed the

President's Environmental Youth Awards and National Environmental Education Act
information.

n, K-lZAcOYltiM

Adopt*A-College Program with Haslccll Indian Junior College
The Region is pursuing an Adopt-A-CoUege program with the Haskell Indian Junior

College and is working with the Native Americans to develop a program to train teachers

for the Indian Schools to incorporate Region VITs Environmental Curriculum Guide into

their school's curriculum.

m. Cieneral Public Activities

Environmental Education Grants
Environmental Education grants are now an important part of the educational thrust for

Region 7. Region 7 received 184 proposals in the 1992 solicitation period, requesting a

total of $2,136,547 in funds. Region 7 was able to fund 24 proposals in the amount of

$159,901.

Kansas Advisory Council for Environmental Education
This organization is made up of representatives of agencies and organizations with an

interest in supporting environmental education.

State Coordination
The Region meets annually with state environmental counterparts and share environmental

education news and activities.

REGION Vni
(Colorado. Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming)

I. K- 12 Activities

The Speakers Bureau consisting of 69 EPA staff is available to address youth K- 12 about

all EPA program areas.
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The Cnrricalam Infusion program is in place in two elementary
schools where staff are

worUng wilfa third gnde classes to integrate environmental topics into existing curricula

and wim teacher-teams in 3 grade levels.

Several schools have adopted a wetland to use as an outdoor classroom.

The Region contributed resource materials and Project Wild activities to the Native

American summer youth Pracdcum.

The Region hired youth from the Denver summer work program to work within

environmental educadon.

The staff speakers parricipaie in the Colorado Alliance for Science (CAS) Visiting Sciennsts

Program and works with teachers and students to set up scientific experiments.

The Region's environmental education program co-sponsors the Geoscience Career Fair

which reaches thousands of middle/high school youth each year.

n CnlliTB Aciiviries

Resource Repository
The Region established the first state Resource Repositpfy

where Northern State University

has agreed to receive die approximately 200 publications and audio visuals listed on the

Enviixmmental Educadon Resource Index and to respond to requests from educators for

materials.

m. Genera) Public Activiries

The Region will have an experiential boodi at the Channel 4 Education Expo where 20.000-

30,000 uidividuals are expected to attend

EPA had a bootfi at the Science Teachers' Convention Uus 2 day convention of multi-

disciplinary science teachers.
^

Hundreds of copies of The Environmental Education Resource Index have been sent

through mass-audlings to educators throughout the region and taken into the classroom by

every speaker.

The Jefferson County program is a cooperative effort widi the Bureau of Reclamation

which provides classroom "partners" who work with the teachers and EPA in the

classroom.

Region resource materials and PEYA brochures have been distributed to attendees ai

Project Wild training coyrses.

The Region's envtroomeotal education issues are represented on die Board of Directors for

the CO Alliance for Environmental Education (CAEE) and through CAEE. EPA co-

sponsors the DEER (Directory for Environmental Education Resources), a sute-wide

computer data-base of environmental educatioQ organizations and resources.

The Region has had an Environmental Education Advisory Council since 1991 wiUi

representation from all program offices.

REGION IX
r ^r^ .

(Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada. Amencan Samoa, and Guam)

I y.l7ArriviBes

National Pollution Prevention Environmental Education Task Force

The Region is a member of this task force which plans to initiate die teacher o-aining pilot in

Los Angeles and is chair of die Technical Work Group. Accomplishments to date include

die following: a computeriied dau base of environmental education materials; draft

materials for teachers on die subjects of air pollution, drinking water, naniral resources.
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consumerism and waste minimization: pilot test of teacher training plan and a video to
introduce teachers to the projea

Partnership with Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E)
The Region has fonned a partnership with PG&E to encourage poUudon prevendon
through developing environmental oducadon materials for schools and informadon at

PG&E customer service locadons. As pan of diat project. EPA produced an energy
conservadon poster and PG&E developed an accompanying teacher's guide for grades 4-6.
The lessons include both in-class and at-home acdvides. in die hope that students will see
the impact of behaviors on the envirorunent, and connect this to classroom learning.

Adopt-A-Schooi
The Region adopted an ethnically diverse middle school and has planned such funire
acdvides as career seminan, a science fair, a recycling program, field trips, and an essay
and poster contest

President's Environmental Youth Awards (PEYA)
The Region continued to encourage die efforts of K-12 students and youth organizadons
through die President's Youdi Awards Program The 1992 winner is die Energy Club of
Memorial Academy in San Diego, CA. Region staff made arrangements to present

plaques to the runners-up to personally honor the participants at their schools and

organizadons.

Wetlands Brochure'
The Office of Public Affairs and die Office of Wedands and Planning distributed 12.000
wedands brochures.

Greater Leadership Opportunities (GLO)
The Region participated as a nxmber of GLO Focus Group Project to develop an
Enviroimiental Show and Tell manual, a handbook of environmental experiments and
activities for EPA employees to present to students in grades 3-6.

National Drinking Water Week
E>urin| national Drinking Water Week, Water Management Division staff demonstrated
how a water treatment plant works by putting together a "mini-water plant" for

approximately 300 elementary snidents.

Women in Science and Engineering (WISE)
The Region 9 chapter of Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) coordinated the

participation of Region eo^loyees in National Engineer's Week, which is sponsored by the

National Society of Professional Engineen.

WISE is also working with students in the San Francisco Unified School District on
various science and math projects. Students selected for this program prepare weekly
reports for their classes and fax the reports to the EPA. Participating staff members review

the reports, make comments, and return the reports to the students for classroom

discussions, corrections, etc.

Partnership with Arizona Public Services Co. (APS)
Region 9 has reoendy entered into a public-private partnership widi Arizona Public Services

Co. APS is the largest electric utility in Arizona and has customers in eleven of Arizona's

fifteen counties. The partnership will focus on mutual interests in environmental education.

EPA is developing K- 12 pollution prevention materials on recycling, driiddng water, air

pollution, consumerism, and natunl resources. APS will develop teacher training to

accompany the pollution prevention materials. APS will also inodify sotne of its existing

educational materials and activities to incoqxxate the EPA.

Presentations
Various Region staff gave presenutions to approximately 2,500 students of various

backgrounds on a variety of environmental issues.

n. College ActJYitiM

Partnerships for Environmental Training and Education (PETE)
The Region, Department of Energy, public sector, and community college system
nationwide are working to produce a supply of trained, certified environmental technicians

and are developing a pilot program to train die trainers.
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Amrmative Action Outreach Committee (AC)
The Region has participated in 18 job fairs and recruiting events through the activities of
AC which has increased supervisory participation in tmnority outreach activities.

in. General Public Activirie<

Presentations
'

The Office of Community Relations, the Pollution Prevention team, and the Office of
Public Affairs has given numerous presenudons to environmentally related conferences,
symposia, and woriuhops.

IV. International Agtiviri>>«

The American Samoa Environmental Protection Agency (ASEPA)
ASEPA has funded a full-time public outreach and education program. The activities
ASEPA is involved with ire:

-a monthly half-hour television program highlighting environmental topics

-working with the local education deparmient to develop and implement an
environmental health curriculum

-utiliiing educational activities and commuiuty groups to develop a public
awareness and understanding of the importance of safe drinking water and
groundwater protection

-creating a "You and Your Environment" newsletter using environmental

professionals as authors

The Guam Environmental Protection Agency (GEPA)
GEPA sponsors an annual Earth Week which is the centerpiece of its public outreach
activities. GEPA sponsors an extensive public education litter control program with
bumper stickers, T-shirts, and other materials.

REGION X
(Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington)

I Pre-college Acriviries

Streamwalk
Streaii.walk is an educational, observational tool for assessing the health of the soeams in

Region 10. This very simple program serves as an introduction to environmental issues.

Upon completing a set of observations on a stream, Streamwalkers submit a report to the

Region 10 office which is entered into the data base for compiling trend information. An
analysis is completed on the

report
and an evaluation of the stream's health is returned to

the Streamwalkers. The project has been very successful with teachers and other
educators. There are at least 5,170 citizens, 7.500 smdents, and 44 states and local entities

using the Streamwalk program. Requests for the program have also been received from
other countries.

Environmental Education Assessment
The region office held meetings with environmental education specialists in four location in

Region 10. The purpose of the meetings was to defuie the most critical needs in

environmental education so that the limited resoiures available could be directed to those
needs. Each group defined the same needs, although in siighUy different priority. The
critical needs identified and defined included the following: (1) an environmental education

clearinghouse or resource center which has all information and resources readily available
to teachers and others; (2) a mobile environmental education display which could be
moved from school to school and to citizen groups; (3) unified, evaluatnl curriculum; and
(4) a capability to integrate local citizen efforts with those of the schools.

Northwest Science Expo
The Region 10 (Xfice sponsored awards for the 1992 Northwest Science Expo and judged
the entries.
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Environmental Education Clearinghouse
Using poUudoa prevention funds, Region 10 funded the initial development of an
enviroomental educitioa clearinghouse in Washington state.

Adopt-A>Scbool
The Refioa adopted an elementary school, with approximately 60% minority enrollment as
its partner in public education.

Northwest Science Expo
The Region 10 Office sponsored awards for the 1992 Northwest Science Expo and judged
the entries.

Teacher Training
Over 400 teachers received training related to Streamwalk and Region IDs initiatives in

environmental education. Products include a "Teacher's Manual for Streamwalk
"

and a

'Teacher's Guide to the EPA.
"

Presentations

Region employees are active in communides and schools, providing tours, helping as

science fair judges, aiding in science curriculum woric, and making presentadons.

Environmental Networks
The Region has built a network of 2.S00 teachers, administraton, and community groups
interested in environmental educadon.

President's Environmental Youth Awards (PEYA)
The Region enhanced PEYA by accompanying the 300 certificates awarded with colorful

sew-on patches.

EnviroVisions
In its third year with the theme "Taking Personal Acdon to Combat Nonpoint Source

Polludon". EnviroVisions, an environmental video contest open to youth in ^^cs 7- 1 2 in

the state of Washington, promotes environmental educadon and acdon.

Global Change Curriculum (GCC) Development Project
To help bridge the gap between the scientific and educadonal communides, partnerships

linking sciendsts and educaton for the purpose of designing integrated science curriculum

addressing global climate change were made.

A team of research sciendsts and middle and high school science teachers designed a

framework that formed the basic GCC curriculum emphasizing the process of analyzing

data, considering consequences, and recognizing scientific uncertainty through intcracnve

experiments.

Science Mathematics Integrated Learning Experience (SMILE)
SMILE is designed to inodvate minority students to explore science and mathemadcs as

career opdons through teacher preparadon and curriculum enhancement and summer
science camps for students. 40 teachers have participated in the workshops to date.

Global Climate Change Educator's Conference
ERL-Corvalis co-sponsored and presented overviews of current global climate change
issues to 250 teachcn and participated in in-depth teacher training courses during the 2 day
Nortiiwest QlotMd Cliaaate Change Educaton Conference.

n rnlVyP Arrivitv^

Indian Liaisons
Indian liaisons in the Region spoke to at least 1,000 people representing tribal business

professionals, community gatherings.and university student groups and educators about

environmentaUy related issues and opportunities.

Minority Career Days
Approximately 800 Indian and other minority students were reached during several career

days where environmental issues and career opponunides were discussed.
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Tribal Guide to EPA
Through a tribal internship, a post graduate student developed and distributed throughout
the Regioa a Tribal Guide to EPA ".

Heritage College
Heritage College, a minority academic institudon. and EPA are woridng to develop a plan
for providing an environmental educadon class for junior high students during the summer
of 1992.

Clean Air Act Implementation Outreach
The development and disiribudon of a brochure and neariy 40 presentations were given to
state agencies, professional groups, environmental organizations, and 6 coaununity college
and univenity classes.

The Region participated in and helped organize for the 1991 AV/MA/American Bar
Associadon video conference and the 1990 PBS video conference.

ffl. General Public Activities

Conference
The Region's Air programs co-sponsored the Global Change Conference for Educators at

the University of Washington's SeatUe campus. The Water division will hold a regionwide
Citizens Monitoring Conference to bring 200 connmunity, education, and state

representadves together to share experience and train new leaders.

The Region sponsored 75 meetings in rural locations for 1,125 attcndcrs over a 3-month
period to educate those interest«l on EPA and related state regulations and industry
practices.

EPA instnictors taught or participated in courses targeted to sttte and business personnel to

increase compliance with EPA regulations reaching several hundred individuals.

EPA Tribal News '

Tribal News is a quarterly publication informing the Region's tribes about EPA programs.
regulations, matcaials, and woricshops.

Rural Alaska Waste Education Project
The project, a combined efifort from expen solid waste advison and village leaders, teaches
remote Native Alaskan villages solid waste management educations by linking modem
technical concepts widi traditional values.

Through an incentive grant to Alaska's Department of Environmental Conservation, the

Repoo was aUe to prepare and distribute a poster on water and wastewater to almost every
naoveviUage.

Speakers Bureau
Since November 1990. die Region has responded to 121 requests for presentations and
reached approximately 6.000 people. EPA staff have spoken at almost 95 events, reaching
an additioiud 5,000 people, several hundred of them Canadian.

Public Information Center

Region 10 esublished a regional public information center. The center serves as a focal

point for the public and schools that need information and answers the region's toll free

phone line (which average about 3,500 calls per month). The center also prepares and

disoibutes teacher information packets and other publications.
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Environmental Forums
Several Environmental Fonims were held to increase dialogue with environmental interest

groups in major cities resulting in communication with approximately 250 firms and

organizations.

Publications
3 quanerly publications. "Watcrtalk", "On the Air", and "Prevention News," were

launched, targeting businessAndustry, community groups, state/local agencies and science

educators.

In conjunction with the American Lung Association of Washington and the University of

Washington Depaimient of Environmental health, the Region sponsored a conference to

increase public awareness of the health effects of air pollution.

Several portable exhibits were shown at local events throughout the Region.

Sup«rfund Fact Sheet

Region 10 prepared a fact sheet on the Supcrfund program for property owners, lenders,

brokers, realtors, an appraisers. The fact sheet is a helpful tool for eiducating people about

how the Superfiuid process impacts a community.

Strcamwalk
Over 2,000 citizens and students have trained and gathered data on the Regions streams to

identify trends, locate problems, and monitor stream health. A Teacher's Guide and

Manual for incorporating "Streamwalk" into the classroom has been distributed. South

Africa, England, and France have expressed an interest in the program.

The Solid Waste Projp-am
The Region in partnership with state and local government and a television sution have

created public service announcements, a variety of videos, and a hotline telephone number
to urge small and large commercial businesses, as well as the consumer, to reduce waste

and buy recycled products.

daVinci Days
At die daVinci Days Science Festival where over 13,000 people attended, ERL-Corvalis. in

coopention with Washington state's Department of Ecology, presented an interactive

wetland display and hosted on-site tours, speakers, and demonstration of scientific

projects.
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CLUSTERS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the status of the regulatory
clusters initiative? What specific achievements have come out of

this initiative to date? What is planned for FY 94? What

implications does the "clusters approach" have for the concept of

multimedia permitting?
ANSWER: Clusters have had a significant impact on Agency

operations by bringing together Agency subject matter experts
from many diverse programs to work in a coordinated way to

address the major environmental issues concerning a particular
sector, pollutant or resource. Progress is indicated both by the

increasing number of clusters and the growing list of

accomplishments. The Agency formed an initial six clusters in

1991, and this number has grown to thirteen today. More than 250

Headquarters and Regional staff and managers have been involved

in cluster activities.
The use of clusters is already having many positive results

in the development of regulations and policies. Cluster

activities have had the following benefits:

o Changing program priorities to better target risks

of concern and improve cost-effectiveness (e.g.,
lead cluster's action to concentrate Agency
resources in higher risk areas such as lead in paint
and dus t . )

o Increasing the cost- effectiveness of particular

rulemakings by improving consideration of multi-

media and cross-program issues (e.g., pulp and paper
cluster's integrated air and water rules);

o Reduced compliance costs for regulated community

through ability to coordinate planning to respond to

multiple program rules (e.g., petroleum refinery
cluster's benzene NESHAPS waiver guidance provides
facilities extra time to complete integrated control

measures in return for greater reduction in releases

to the environment) ;

o More consistent regulations across programs provide
less confusion and legal uncertainty to regulated

community (e.g. ground water cluster focus on

consistent definition of key terms and concepts
across Agency regulations); and

o Improved analysis of regulatory alternatives because

of integrated consideration of rules and the

development of multi-media databases (e.g. pulp and

paper cluster rules, and oil and gas exploration and

production cluster rules).

Clusters will continue at the same level of activity in FY

1994, although some new clusters may form while others finish
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their business. We will be conducting an evaluation of the pulp
and paper cluster as a potential model for addressing other

industry sectors, and will start new clusters where appropriate.
Two of the clusters, lead and ground water, will be investigating
innovative geographic approaches to multi -program targeting and

planning.
Clusters could serve in the future as a vehicle for

supporting multi -media permitting projects, but none have
selected this task to date. Two of the clusters, petroleum
refinery and printing industry, have explored some issues closely
related to multi-media permitting. Through the Yorktown Amoco

refinery project, the refinery cluster examined the usefulness of
a comprehensive facility approach to measuring and reducing
emissions to all media. The cluster is now considering ways to
build on this work. The printing industry cluster has a project
underway in Kansas and Missouri to identify and quantify multi -

program reporting requirements for small and medium- sized

printers. This work could lead to simplified or unified

reporting -- an essential element of a multi-media permitting
approach.

ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the Agency's definition of
environmental equity?

ANSWER: Environmental equity refers to the principle
that all persons should be treated equally under environmental
laws and that environmental policies should be enforced in an

equitable manner without discrimination due to race, ethnicity,
culture, economic status, or any other factors.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What are the Agency's goals and

objectives for the Office of Environmental Equity?
ANSWER: The Agency directed the Office to serve as a

focal point to heighten awareness on environmental equity issues
both inside and outside of EPA. The Office will serve to

coordinate and track progress on the Agency's environmental

equity initiatives and serve to integrate these concerns into all
levels of decision making within the Agency to ensure that
environmental equity remains a priority on the Agency's agenda.
The Office's major areas of activity include:

o Education and community outreach,
o Community economic development,
o Technical and financial assistance to high

risk communities, and
o Integration of Minority Academic Institutions

with the environmental equity programs as a

bridge between local communities and EPA.

To do this it is essential to weave equity into all aspects
of not only EPA's operations but other Federal agencies which
have responsibility for these types of issues, as well as State
and local governments .
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: What specifically is the Agency doing to

address the issue of environmental equity in a comprehensive
manner?

ANSWER: The Agency has identified Equity as one of its

top four priorities and it being woven into all aspects of EPA's

operations. Program offices are expanding their data collection

efforts in communities located near large sources of pollution in

order to help assess the health impacts of these communities.

The Agency is working with other federal agencies to strengthen
the science and health effects data related to high exposure
communities. The Agency is looking at new ways to target

inspections, enforcement, compliance monitoring, and pollution

prevention projects in these communities. As a result of

President Clinton's Earth Day message on environmental justice,
EPA is working with the Department of Justice to lead an

interagency review of the inequities in exposure to environmental

hazards, which will provide the basis for legislative and

enforcement reforms.
The National Human Exposure Assessment Survey (NHEXAS) ,

which is the EPA's approach to improving the state of science in

human exposure assessment, will be important in providing
information essential to making more informed decisions about

environmental health risks. This may provide information in

addressing environmental equity concerns.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How will this office work to make

environmental equity a key consideration in all of the Agency's

programs and activities?
ANSWER: Coordination among the offices in EPA is

essential to ensure the success of the environmental equity

program at EPA. In response to this, the Agency formed the

Environmental Equity Work Group to coordinate and monitor EPA

actions on environmental justice issues. The Agency has

initiated actions involving research, enforcement, compliance

monitoring, education, and outreach. The Office of Environmental

Equity is charged with serving as the focal point for equity
concerns and providing oversight to all parts of EPA. The

Office's work plan includes a range of activities, such as:

o Establishing Agency equity programs;
o Tracking the implementation of the Agency's equity

efforts;
o Serving as a clearinghouse for the dissemination of

equity information to EPA staff and the public;
o Providing interagency coordination on equity issues;
o Enhancing equity outreach, training, and educational

programs for the public through conferences,

symposia, and other meetings;
o Supporting consultation between EPA and outside

equity organizations; and
o Supporting key research on environmental risk

reduction projects.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: What has this office accomplished to

date?
ANSWER: The office became official November 6, 1993.

Since that time the office has continued the efforts begun as a

part of the Agency's Environmental Equity Work Group. The Office
has expanded its outreach efforts to communities through all ten

regional offices to bring diverse groups to the table to talk
about local environmental issues, i.e., academia, citizens

groups, environmental organizations, industry, state and federal
workers. The Office has contracted with organizations like the

Black College Satellite Network and the Hispanic Network Radio to

broadcast special culturally sensitive environmental justice
awareness programs for these communities. As an innovative
outreach effort the Office is supporting the development of an

environmental justice play being produced by The Tufts University
as a way to present in layman's terms environmental equity
issues .

To increase the participation of minority students in

environmental justice areas we have expanded the minority summer

intern programs. For example in 1992 the number of students

placed in the Agency was 30; in 1993 the number was 90; in 1993

it's up to 120 and still growing. A Hotline (800 Number) was

established to make EPA accessible by citizens and is being used
for reporting siting issues and other local concerns.

Several committees were established: Interagency
Environmental Equity Task Force to address common environmental

equity issues among other agencies; a formal Environmental Equity
Advisory Council to maintain a continuous dialogue with

representatives from the national civic and community
organizations to obtain advice from outside environmental groups
on national environmental justice issues; EPA Environmental

Equity Work Group to make sure that the Agency implements the

recommendations from the original Environmental Equity Work Group
Report.

Under community economic development programs the Office is

supporting three demonstration projects to help local communities

improve their environmental quality and at the same time

stimulate economic development. One such project is a joint
venture among three federal agencies, EPA, HUD, and Commerce,
with the District of Columbia, to train, certify and employ
public housing residents in lead remediation and abatement. The

residents will be removing lead paint from public housing units

throughout Wards 7 and 8 in this first demonstration project.
Another similar model has been developed for the residents

in Cleveland, Ohio. Cuyahoga Community College is training
residents in hazardous waste management so that they can be

employed by contractors to do local environmental cleanups .

In Oakland, California, the Office is working with the

University of California at Hayward in partnership with ASIAN,
Inc. to develop a recycling project "Mercados" to use recyclable
wood and plastics to produce furniture which the residents sell.

It is estimated that the Mercados project could create one

thousand new jobs for this community within the next seven to ten

years.
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To address the scientific and health effects data gaps and
research needs for the equity field, EPA is working with the
National Institutes for Environmental Health Sciences and the

Agency for Toxic Substances Disease Registry to sponsor several
conferences with research scientists from across the country.
The second conference is scheduled for July 1993 at the National
Academy of Sciences.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Describe how the FY 93 grants have been
used and what is intended for the FY 94 grants.

ANSWER: In fiscal year 1993 the small grants program
had not yet been established but a variety of grants were awarded
to support existing programs, usually to enhance ongoing projects
with an added environmental equity component, or to increase the

knowledge of environmental equity issues among minority and low-
income communities by sponsoring public meetings or education
programs. There were no specific criteria established but to
the extent possible, grants were awarded in the broad categories
described below. The following list summarizes the types of
activities supported in fiscal year 1993.

o Education - assistance to universities and secondary
schools to further the development of environmental
curriculum and/or expand the opportunity for students to

participate in environmental work programs.
o Outreach - fund projects with cities and local community
groups to educate their citizens about environmental equity
issues in the local community.
o Research - add environmental equity components to

existing research projects.
o Economic Development - fund projects which would provide
job training and small business opportunities to residents
in locales where inequities are identified; e.g. lead
remediation in public housing projects.
o Student Interns - funds to universities and non-profit
organizations with a focus on placing culturally diverse
students in EPA facilities.

The increase of $500 thousand in fiscal year 1994 will be
used to fund a new small environmental equity grants program
modelled on the environmental education small grants program.
This program will serve to provide minority and low- income
communities with financial assistance for community/economic
development activities that will address local equity problems.
Such grants may be used to provide education and awareness
programs for residents to conduct local neighborhood clean-up or
reforestation efforts, obtain technical assistance in

interpreting information about the source or nature of exposure
and risk, scientific methods of assessing exposure and risk, or

options for reducing, preventing, or eliminating exposure and
risks. The grants will be competitively awarded, up to $10,000
each, using an as yet-to-be determined criteria. The $500
thousand will be divided equally among each of the ten regional
offices whose staff will be responsible for awarding the grants
to local communities. The Request for Applications is expected
to be announced in late summer for awards in early 1994.
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NATIONAL ESTUARY PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How is EPA planning to capitalize on

lessons learned from the Chesapeake Bay program to help other

estuaries achieve their pollution clean up goals?
ANSWER: To ensure identification and protection of all

critical watersheds, EPA has been encouraging the watershed

approach embodied in the Chesapeake Bay Program and National

Estuary Program for other watersheds. The goal of this approach
is to move beyond the program by program approach and address

watershed protection in a holistic and risk-based manner. In

addition, this approach brings together Federal, state, and local

entities in a partnership to focus comprehensively on the

problems in each watershed.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Does EPA have a comprehensive long-term
plan for all critical watersheds?

ANSWER: The Agency learned from its Chesapeake Bay Program
that one of the most important factors for success is to build

partnership with stakeholders at the Federal, state and local

levels. We are now taking several steps concurrently to engage
stakeholders in the development of the long-term plan. We have

formed an interagency workgroup which includes Federal resource

management agencies and looked for way for better coordination.

We are also working with the Association of State and Interstate

Water Pollution Control Administrators (ASIWPCA) and its member

States to promote watershed approach to water quality management.
For coastal watersheds, each of our coastal Regions has developed
a Regional Near Coastal Waters Strategies to target key coastal

watersheds. These strategies were to a large extent based on the

lessons learned from the Chesapeake Bay Program and the National

Estuary Program.

CCMPs

SENATOR MIKULSKI: According to your budget "limited

resources are requested for transferring lessons learned from

Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plans among the

national estuary programs and other important estuaries and water

bodies." How much is requested for this activity?
ANSWER: Total resources supporting coastal and estuarine

watershed protection efforts are approximately 68 workyears and

$15,800,000 in Abatement, Control and Compliance (AC&C) dollars.

This level reflects the combining of National Estuary Program
(NEP) and Near Coastal Water resources into the Coastal Watershed

Protection activity. While it is difficult to quantify the level

of resources devoted to coastal technology transfer, we estimate

that approximately four workyears and $600,000 AC&C will be

available for this subactivity.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What specifically is planned to share

"lessons learned" among the estuary programs?
ANSWER: EPA has been providing for the transfer of

technologies learned from the Chesapeake Bay and NEP to the
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newest NEPs and other coastal conununities . For example:
o A series of guidance have been developed to assist new NEPs

and other coastal areas on such issues as developing/implementing
an estuarine monitoring strategy. Other guidance include:

financial planning; a primer on coastal environmental management;
how to analyze the contribution of existing laws, regulations,
and programs to achieve coastal protection and identify gaps.
o EPA is conducting workshops to bring together state and

local managers and technical experts on a variety of topics.
These include workshops for local government representatives and

technical experts on legal and other approaches to achieving
sustainable local development.
o EPA headquarters has held series of focus groups on the

East, West, and Gulf Coasts to identify innovative practices in

coastal areas in order to assist EPA in targeting its technology
transfer efforts. The results will form the basis of a concerted

Technology Transfer effort in FY 1994.

o The Agency is developing a "Cookbook" of innovative

approaches to coastal protection from the NEPs and other coastal

programs.
o EPA is supporting the NEP directors in reaching out on the

local and national level to transfer the experience of their CCMP

development to new NEPs and other coastal communities.

o The Chesapeake Bay Program itself plans to host an East

Coast estuaries conference to bring together estuarine managers
and scientists on common management and technical issues.

o EPA is supporting a national newsletter. Coastlines , which

reaches an audience of 4,500 coastal managers, experts, and

interested public.
o EPA sponsors projects (Action Plan Demonstration Projects,
or APDPs) within each estuary program to demonstrate

implementation of proposed CCMP recommendations. One, for

example, developed by the Galveston NEP on establishing a coastal

preserve or refuge was featured in a workshop held by EPA's Gulf

of Mexico Program. A Delaware APDP involved development of a

storm water control approach which was later adopted by the City
of Alexandria.

NEP -- ECOSYSTEM SUSTAINABILITY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How does the National Estuary Program
tie into the administrator's "ecosystems sustainability"

priority?
ANSWER: The Agency is placing increased emphasis on an

ecosystem approach to environmental protection. This approach
involves several related aspects. First, reducing ecological
risk will be brought into better balance with EPA's

responsibility for human health risks and target those areas at

greatest risk. The Agency will also move beyond simply

controlling pollution sources to addressing whole ecosystems,

including the physical, biological, as well as chemical

components of the environment. Finally, it involves going beyond
the traditional framework of command and control to develop non-

regulatory tools and cooperative efforts among Federal, state,

and local agencies.
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In establishing the National Estuary Program (NEP) ,

Congress found that "maintaining the health and ecological
integrity" of these estuaries was in the national interest. The

program thus exemplifies the concept of ecosystem protection in
a variety of ways. Each estuary Management Conference must take
an ecosystem or estuary-wide look at problems and develop a plan
for comprehensively addressing those issues. Through the

development of these Comprehensive Conservation and Management
Plans (CCMPs), the program must take into account not only water
quality issues but also management of the living resources and
their physical and chemical habitat, including cumulative Impacts
on those resources. In addition, in a true "ecosystem
sustainability" approach, the NEP provides the ability to not

only take corrective action but also to prevent further
degradation of the resource. By involving federal, state, and
local governments, as well as private stakeholders, in a
consensus -building process to develop CCMPs, the capabilities and
authorities of each can be brought to bear in crafting solutions.
For example, local governments involved in NEPs have developed
planning and zoning mechanisms to address growth- induced
environmental problems. Education and outreach on problems and
solutions is an important element of many NEPs which have been
shown to be effective in raising awareness of how individual
behavior affects estuaries.

WETLANDS PROTECTION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The Agency is planning to proceed with
development of a wetlands categorization approach under the
Section 404 program in 1994. According to the budget, the

program will direct its efforts to those wetlands at greatest
risk. Have those wetlands been identified?

ANSWER: EPA believes there may be opportunities to more

explicitly consider wetlands functions and values in the current
Section 404 regulatory program, in particular when such
determinations are made within the context of local planning
efforts such as the Advance Identification program, Special Area

Management Plans, and Watershed Protection Approaches. No

specific proposal for a national wetlands categorization program
has been developed. Conceptually, however, it is appealing to

pursue some form of categorization under the Section 404

regulatory program as a means of focusing resources on those
wetlands providing important functions and values and subject to
the greatest risk.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the criteria for identifying
these wetlands under the risk-based approach the Agency will use?

ANSWER: EPA anticipates that risk will be assessed on a

regional basis, such as a particular watershed, and will consider
such factors as development pressures, potential pollutant
Impacts and cumulative losses in the watershed. The Agency will
be looking at the insight and experiences acquired under existing
state and local programs as it develops an appropriate strategy
to address this complex Issue.
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NAS WETLANDS STUDY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the status of the study being
conducted by the National Academy of Sciences on the issue of

measuring wetlands functions and values? will the study be on
time?

ANSWER: In response to the request from the 102nd

Congress, EPA has contracted with the National Academy of

Sciences/National Research Council for a study of (1) the
scientific basis for approaches to wetlands identification and
delineation and (2) wetlands functional assessment techniques.
The Academy is in the final stages of forming a study committee
of 15 national experts on these subjects. We expect that it will
take about a year for the report from the Academy to be

completed.
SENATOR MIKULSKI: Are there any other studies ongoing that

EPA or other federal agencies are engaged in regarding various

aspects of the wetlands regulatory program?
ANSWER: EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers are pursuing

several other studies related to the wetlands regulatory program.
They include EPA studies of the functions of individual wetlands,
functional characterization of populations of wetlands, wetlands
functions in the landscape, rapid landscape assessment tools,
wetlands restoration and creation, and water quality criteria for
wetlands. The Corps is engaged in studies of field indicators
for wetlands identification and models for functional evaluation
of wetlands. In addition, the Corps is also conducting a

comprehensive study of wetlands mitigation banking, as authorized

by Congress under the Water Resources Development Act of 1990.

SECTION 404 WETLANDS PERMITTING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Some have complained about the two-

agency system for implementing the Section 404 wetlands

permitting program. Some have suggested that the Corps of

Engineers should implement the program alone. What is EPA's
reaction to this proposal? Are there problems with the two-

agency implementation system?
ANSWER: Congress' decision in 1972 to place

responsibilities under the Section 404 program in both EPA and
the Army Corps of Engineers reflected several considerations that
remain applicable today. The most relevant considerations are:

o the Corps' historical experience in regulating
activities in navigable waters under the 1899 Rivers
and Harbors Act; and

o EPA's considerable role in administering the Clean
Water Act as a whole and the Agency's related
environmental expertise and responsibilities.

EPA's roles in determining the definition of "waters of the

U.S." for all Clean Water Act programs; in the Section 401

certification program; in the Section 402 program; in non-point
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source pollution control; in Clean Water Act enforcement; and in

developing the holistic Watershed Protection Approach, all argue
against removing EPA from the Section 404 program.

Notwithstanding the benefits of joint EPA/Army
implementation, the Section 404 regulatory program has
experienced certain problems that flow at least indirectly from
this division of authority. At this time, however, the more

pressing priority is to be as effective as we can in responding
to improve the overall implementation of the Section 404 program
under the current statutory scheme.

A decision to place the Section 404 program within one

agency, regardless of whether it might be EPA or the Corps, would
have to be preceded by extensive discussions and careful
consideration that included the Administration, Congress, the

States, the public, and the regulated community.

WETLANDS MITIGATION BANKING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the Agency's position on

mitigation banking as a way of preserving and enhancing wetlands
functions and values in instances where activities in wetlands
are unavoidable? Does this concept make sense?

ANSWER: EPA views wetlands mitigation banking as a

promising method for providing compensatory mitigation for the
unavoidable loss of wetlands in which mitigation for more than
one project is aggregated and effected in advance at a single
large site. Mitigation banks may include wetlands restoration
and creation and, in certain circumstances, the preservation of

existing wetlands. Mitigation bank "credits" are applied as

compensation only after the other mitigation sequencing
requirements (i.e. , avoidance, minimization) have been satisfied.

The Agency is encouraged by the opportunities provided by
mitigation banking to increase the effectiveness of the section
404 program. Advantages of banking include reducing the time and
conflicts associated with the Federal permit review process,
guaranteeing "successful" compensation prior to wetland losses,
and providing a comprehensive planning framework for compensatory
mitigation. The Agency has historically taken a cautious

approach towards banking because of administrative burdens and

legal complexities, technical uncertainties, and concerns

regarding potential expectations that mitigation sequence
requirements will be relaxed. EPA and the Corps are

investigating opportunities to encourage the development of banks
and promote their consistent use.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Are we able to create wetlands under
some circumstances? If so, what are those circumstances?

ANSWER: Florida DER performed a study in 1991 on the
success of wetlands creation in mitigating wetland losses

(although not on mitigation banking, per se ) . The study found
that, of sites studied, mitigation was successful 27% of the
time. Generally, restoration of degraded wetlands (e.g., drained

wetlands) is preferred over creation of new wetlands from uplands
because the likelihood for success is greater, due in part to the

presence of hydric soils and ease of restoring hydrology. In

addition, undertaking creation is significantly more expensive --
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equivalent resources could generally be used more effectively to

restore some of the millions of acres of wetlands degraded or

destroyed by manipulating hydrology.
HAZARDOUS WASTE

SENATOR MIKULSKI: In 1994, EPA is planning to complete an

initiative to address high priority regulatory reform activities

which will reduce overly burdensome regulations . What is the

status of that effort? What criteria is the agency using to

determine what constitutes an "overly burdensome regulation"?
ANSWER: EPA is continuing its efforts to evaluate and

revise RCRA regulations, where appropriate, to ensure that the

extent of the regulatory controls for hazardous waste are

commensurate with the risks posed by the waste. As part of this

effort, EPA is continuing to work on several high priority
rulemakings, including revisions to the regulatory definition of

"solid waste", modifications of the hazardous waste

identification rules, the suspension of the Toxicity
Characteristics rule for petroleum-contaminated media, and the

development of a special collection system for certain commonly-

generated ("universal") non- industrial wastes, such as nickel

cadium batteries and fluorescent bulbs. This two-year effort is

expected to begin providing tangible results, in the form of new

rule -makings, during FY 1995.

EPA evaluates potential revisions based on experience in the

field and requests for revision from the regulated community,

States, EPA Regional offices, and members of the public. EPA

prioritizes the needed revisions based on a variety of factors,

including the urgency of the change, the environmental importance
of the change, and alternatives to regulatory revision, such as

clarification through interpretative memoranda or directives to

the Regional Offices.

RCRA PERMITTING PROGRAM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: In the RCRA permitting program, the

agency is focusing on high risk facilities. How are "high risk
" facilities identified? What constitutes a high risk facility?

ANSWER: The two key criteria used to evaluate a facility's
overall environmental priority are environmental significance and

environmental benefits. Environmental significance is a

measurment of known or potential releases that pose human health

and environmental risks, while the environmental benefits

criterion relates to opportunities to avoid future problems and

make long term environmental improvements . The use of these two

criteria are fundamental to achieving a balance between cleanup
of contamination (RCRA corrective action) and preventive action

aimed at avoiding future problems.
Environmental significance ranking is determined using the

National Corrective Action Priority Ranking System (NCAPS) which
takes Into account known or suspected releases at a facility,

migration potential, exposure potential, and waste/facility
characteristics. This is the primary criterion for setting
priorities in the corrective action program.

Environmental benefits are also evaluated to identify
priorities for prevention activities, including permitting.
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These include the need for new waste management capacity, waste
minimization opportunities , innovative technologies, cross-media
benefits, incentives for compliance, and enhanced regulatory
control .

EMAP

SENATOR Mikulskl: Please provide a complete breakdown of
the $39 million requested for EMAP. What specific objectives are
to be achieved in FY 1994?

ANSWER: The Environmental Monitoring and Assessment

Program (EMAP) is a high priority Agency initiative and responds
specifically to the EPA Science Advisory Board recommendation to
monitor ecological status and trends. EMAP is an innovative
research, monitoring and assessment program designed to determine
the condition of our nation's ecological resources. This will be

accomplished by taking a holistic perspective of the environment,
rather than the traditional investigation of one chemical or

single site. This integrated perspective incorporates air and
climate data, landscape characterization and resource monitoring
to derive assessments of resource condition across the nation.

EMAP is an interagency program conducted in partnership
with 16 other Federal Agencies from several different

Departments. In addition, EMAP is also integrated with the
efforts of other EPA Offices, states, the scientific community
and geographic initiatives such as Chesapeake Bay, Great Lakes,
South Florida and the Gulf of Mexico. EMAP complements numerous
other scientific studies by providing a scope, method or

monitoring approach and uses the data from many other completed
or ongoing research studies.

The Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP)
is a multi-year effort. For the next five years, beginning with
FY 1994 the focus is on four specific objectives.

The first objective is to cohtinue to estimate the current

status, trends and changes in selected indicators of the
condition of the nation's ecological resources on a regional
basis. Using indicators of ecological well-being, the current
status of ecological resources will be assessed. This will

provide a baseline, which presently does not exist, from which to

measure the success/effectiveness of the nation's environmental

protection efforts and resource management decisions. In FY

1994, additional ecological indicators will be identified.
National geographic coverage of multiple ecological

resources has been a high priority among agencies and within the
scientific community for several years. As a result another of
the EMAP objectives is to estimate the geographic coverage and
extent of the nation's ecological resources. This objective will

produce baseline data essential to the success of EMAP. We are

continuing to make this determination in FY 1994. This will be

accomplished through various remote sensing sources such as
thematic mapper imagery from the NASA Landstat 5 satellite. EPA
is working closely with other federal agencies to ensure that
EMAP uses existing expertise and research to the greatest extent

possible, avoid any duplication of effort.
EMAP '

s third objective is to seek associations between
selected indicators of natural and anthropogenic stressors and
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indicators of condition of ecological resources. For example, in

the Virginia and Gulf Coast provinces EMAP- estuaries is comparing
sediment toxicity, tissue residue and chemical sediment
concentrations (indicators of chemical contaminants) with benthic
communities (an indicator of condition of the estuarine

environment) .

The fourth objective is to provide annual statistical
summaries and periodic assessments of the nation's ecological
resources which can be used by environmental resource managers to

make strategic policy decisions. A number of statistical

reports and ecological assessments are planned in FY 1994.

Several of these reports in support of this objective are listed
below:

Statistical Summary and Abstract of Estuaries
Plan for the EMAP Agroecosystems Demonstration Field

Program in EPA Region 3

Report on 1993 Southeast Forest Demonstration Project
Summary Report on Information Management Proof of Concept
Study
Statistical Summary of Lakes (1992)

The breakout of the FY 1994 EMAP budget request by project
area (as of 4/30/93) follows:

$K

Monitoring and Research 25,080.0
Estuaries 6,610.0
Great Lakes 1,250.0
Surface Waters 4,135.0
Wetlands 1,250.0
Forests 3,285.0
Arid Ecosystems 1,000.0

Agroecosystems 1,100.0

Landscape Ecology 425.0
R-EMAP 3,700.0
International Activities 200.0

Arctic Program 925.0
Air & Climate 1,200.0

Synthesis and Integration 5,655.0
Landscape Characterization 1,225.0

Design and Statistics 1,200.0
Indicators 200.0
Information Management 2,000.0
Assessment and Reporting 660.0
Other Activities 370.0

Program Coordination 8,469.5
includes: Technology Transfer,

Interagency Coordination, Program Oversight
and Program Operations.

TOTAL EMAP 39,204.5
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ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: You are requesting $8.5 million for a

new initiative that will generate the scientific base necessary
to understand and predict the interaction of man's activities on
the condition of 2-3 ecosystems whose sustainability is at risk.
How does this program relate to the EMAP program?

ANSWER: This program is complementary to EMAP. The
role of EMAP is to detect, by monitoring "indicator" variables,
significant changes in the status of ecological resources and

ecosystems. The goals of the ecological risk program are to:

understand the causes and consequences of a change in ecological
status; and identify and evaluate possible corrective actions
needed for a responsible and intelligent response to that change
in status.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Please provide a complete breakdown of
how these funds will be spent.

ANSWER: These funds will be spent within the umbrella
of the Ecological Risk Assessment Methods (ERAM) research issue.
The initiative is building on a successful program in toxic
chemical risk assessment, which will continue as the base for
this initiative. These requested new funds will be devoted to

three new sub -issues within the ERAM issue: Biogeographic
Characterization, Non-chemical Stressors, and Ecosystem
Protection. The expected distribution of the funds is shown in

the following table. A series of workshops will be held this

summer to refine the allocation.

Program $M

Biogeographic Characterization 2.0
Non-chemical Stressors 3.0

Ecosystems Protection 3.5

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Which ecosystems are being targeted and
what criteria did you use to select them?

ANSWER: The ecosystems being targeted are those within
two selected watersheds. Within the selected watersheds, major
ecosystems that will be targeted include forested lands, lotic
and lentic freshwater ecosystems, agro - ecosystems ,

and wetlands.
These systems will be selected based on their relative size in
the basin, their role in the landscape and the seriousness of
threats to their ecological integrity. The ecosystems given
research emphasis thus may vary among landscapes studied over the

course of the research program.
The research is geographically focused on watersheds for

several reasons. Watersheds, and their management at a regional
and basin-wide scale, is where environmental problems are

emerging and where decisions will need to be made in the future,

according to the EPA's Science Advisory Board. A watershed is a

contained area in which biogeochemical cycling can more easily be
measured than entire ecosystems, for example, a coniferous
forest. The selection of a geographic site provides a context
for Agency scientists from multiple disciplines to develop and
evaluate both generic and specific methods. The specific locale

provides a research platform for other agencies and academic
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institutions to focus related research.

Two river basins, one from the eastern and the other from

the western portion of the nation, will be selected. The

selection of these river basins is dependent on: quality and

quantity of antecedent data sets; variety of potentially

significant cooperating institutions; variety of significant

ecological problems on several differing ecosystems; and

coordination possibilities with other agencies and research

programs .

In addition to the selection criteria described above, the

western river basin will be selected based on its capability to

support the goals of the Forest Summit. Proximity and

accessibility to the Federal Agency coordinating group in the

Pacific Northwest which supports the Forest Summit will also

impact the selection.
It is likely that the Savannah River Basin will be selected

in the east. This area supports a research consortium of several

universities including Clemson and The University of Tennessee.

Informal coordination already exists with The DOE Oak Ridge

Laboratory and the State of Georgia. A host of other

coordination possibilities exist with other agencies, national

EMAP, Regional EMAP, and the Office of Water's Watershed

Protection Approach programs. The specific interagency

agreements and other coordination mechanisms will be established

and refined as the initiative develops .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will any of the funds be provided to

other agencies?
ANSWER: A limited amount of funds may be provided to other

agencies through Interagency Agreements (lAGs). One goal of

these studies is to involve regulatory and resource management

agencies at all levels of government from the outset. This

involvement includes defining important threats to ecological

integrity and defining the universe of feasible ameliorative

responses. We expect that other agencies will be able to make

in-kind contributions through participation in specific projects,
and that EPA will in many instances be able to assist other

agencies in supplementing their ongoing programs to implement
this program.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How does the program relate to the

Agency's effort to identify indicators of environmental change?
ANSWER: This indicator research and validation program

relates directly to the agency's effort to identify indicators.

EMAP and this program will use the same "research level"

indicators at the same sites to adhere to quality assurance and

quality control guidelines and to validate the value of

indicators ultimately implemented in the EMAP system.

EXPLORATORY GRANTS AND CENTERS

SENATOR Mikulski: The agency is requesting $26 million for

exploratory grants and centers. How much is for grants and how

much is for the environmental research centers? How many

grantees will be supported?
ANSWER: Of the $26 million requested for exploratory

grants and centers, $22.2 million will support grants and $3.7

million will support centers. Grants resources will support 118
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ongoing projects and provide first-year funding for approximately
75 new starts under the general solicitation and two-year funding
for 10 new starts under Request for Applications (RFA)
solicitations. In all, we expect to support about 203 projects
under the exploratory grants program.

GRANTS AND RESEARCH CENTERS ACHIEVEMENTS

SENATOR Mikulski: What specific achievements have been
made by the grants and centers -- including the Superfund
research centers -- particularly in the area of clean

manufacturing and pollution prevention?
ANSWER: Some specific achievements under the exploratory

grants program include:
o development of an in-situ treatment method for soil

contaminated with hazardous organic chemicals such as

pentachlorophenol .

o development of a new process for smelting copper
concentrates, resulting in significant reductions of

process gas and fugitive gas emissions.
o development of a detailed chemical kinetic model which

provides direction for the development of environmentally
clean chemical processes leading to pollution prevention.

o adaptation and optimization of a portable gas chromatograph
for air monitoring at hazardous waste sites.

o development of a mathematical model for studying the
behavior of nonaqueous phase liquids (mostly solvents) in
soils and groundwater,

o development of an artificial intelligence system which
utilizes data bases of chemical structures and associated

carcinogens/mutagens to identify structural attributes

causally related to activity,
o development of specialized bacteria to degrade PCBs and

heavy metals.
o development of a sensitive method to detect and identify

Giardia in water.
o studied the development of techniques to measure hydroxyl

radical in the atmosphere which will provide valuable
information needed for modeling of atmospheric pollutants
such as ozone, hydrocarbons, and aerosols,

o development and refinement of source apportionment models

(SAM) which are effective tools in assessing air pollution
abatement strategies,

o development of a new method for bioassay- directed chemical

separation of polar organic mutagens on airborne particles.

Some specific achievements of the exploratory environmental
research centers program include:

o Basic questions were answered regarding the balances

necessary to maintain a healthy ecosystem and identifying
those factors which control the growth or decline of

species within an ecosystem.
o Ground-breaking studies demonstrated the validity of and
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limitations to the use of mesocosms to study the effects of
stressors on marine and estuarine systems.

o Fundamental research on carbon and activated sludge systems
resulted in a technology to remove organic contaminants
from surface and ground water, and from soils.

o Pioneering research resulted in a seminal textbook on

organic contamination of sediments, as well as nuimerous

specific technologies to reduce initial contamination and
decontaminate sites following spills.

o Mathematical models were produced whose sophisticated
algorithms enable significantly more accurate predictions
of the transport and fate of pollutants across media
boundaries.

Some specific achievements for the hazardous substances
research centers program include:

o development of a process using soil microbes to reduce a

ubiquitous contaminant solvent at Superfund sites,
o progress is being made to determine the ability of trees to

sorb and biodegrade subsurface contaminants,
o several demonstrations are ongoing to reduce the problems

associated with nitrates and other compounds coming from

military munitions wastes which may contaminate lakes and
streams .

o development of a short course on pollution prevention with
an emphasis on the role of advanced technologies of

computer-aided process design.

AGENCY USE OF RESEARCH

SENATOR Mikulski: How does the agency use the research

provided through the grants and centers?
ANSWER: Nearly all of the inhouse and extramural research

conducted or supported by the Office of Research and Development
(ORD) laboratories are directed at meeting shorter term Agency
programmatic needs. The research supported by the grants and

centers program is generally focused on generic areas where
advancements in scientific understanding are needed to improve
the quality of future agency decisions. The "payroll" lies in

the development of new ideas, methods and approaches for

understanding and guiding decisions on environmental problems.
Although this research may not be immediately useful, it provides
the basic scientific knowledge upon which the larger applied
research community is so dependent for success.

Findings from research supported through grants and centers
are published in the open scientific literature (including peer-
reviewed journals) and are available for use by both basic and

applied researchers throughout the environmental research

community, including EPA, in conducting their research. We
estimate that over 100 journal articles and other items are

published each year. The centers program disseminates project
abstracts, bibliographies, and status reports to all EPA
laboratories on a regular basis.
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EPA funding of investigator- initiated projects, largely at

universities, also provides critical training opportunities for

young scientists and engineers in environmental fields. These
scientists and engineers are likely to be in the next generation
of environmental managers and researchers .

UNIVERSITY BASED RESEARCH

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What are the agency's long-term plans
with respect to increasing resources devoted to fundamental

university-based research and how does this fit into the agency's
strategic plan for research? How might the environmental
research centers fit into an overall environmental technology
strategy?

ANSWER: The exploratory grants and centers programs will
focus on making EPA a significant and highly visible source of
academic research support and increasing the nation's research

output in the environmental sciences and engineering. Emphasis
over the next several years will be on topics most critical to

the practical prediction and control of environmental degradation
and pollution.

The exploratory grants program, which funds investigator
initiated projects, plans to provide increased academic research
assistance in the areas of environmental biology (including
ecology) and environmental socioeconomics. These two areas,

closely allied to EPA's mission, lack adequate funding from other

agencies, and researchers have traditionally looked to EPA as an

important source of federal support. Increased support will also
be devoted to environmental chemistry, physics, and engineering.

EPA also funds university-based research centers that are

competitively awarded. The exploratory research centers program
will continue to provide increased support in the following areas

through four new centers which were recently put in place :

o Sources, Transformation and Control of Airborne Organic
compounds

o Multiscale Experimental Ecosystem Research
o Clean Manufacturing and Pollution Prevention
o Ecological Health Research

The Hazardous Substance Research Centers have missions
which would fit nicely into an environmental technology strategy
because of their engineering and technology development
orientation. Each HSRC has a technology transfer and training
advisory committee to promote the use of the findings of the
centers' research projects. Currently, of the 200 research

projects supported under the HSRC program, there are eight
pollution prevention research and technology transfer and

training projects. Seven projects have moved into demonstration

phases at private and federal facility superfund sites across the

country. Each demonstration involves significant advances in our

ability to conduct faster, cheaper and more effective clean-up of
contaminated sites. These demonstrations further advance the

international leadership of the U.S. in hazardous substance

management and remediation.
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTION

SENATOR Mikulskl: A recent report by the Carnegie
Conunission recommended that EPA phase out the environmental
research centers and replace them with major environmental

research institutes funded at $10 - 15 million annually. The

commission believes that the work of the ERCs is severely limited

by inadequate funding. What is the agency's reaction to the

Commission's recommendation and belief that the centers are not

adequately funded?
ANSWER: EPA's competitive research centers programs are

models for such operations because of their relatively low

overhead, ability to attract large amounts of matching funds,

emphasis on collaboration with other experts and on dissemination
of results, and consistently high quality research. Further, the

current centers were all established following an extremely

rigorous peer review and are comprised of highly qualified
researchers in the environmental research community. Having
these internationally recognized experts in such close

affiliation with EPA's research program has distinctly enhanced

its reputation.
The Agency is deferring judgement on proposed

reorganizations of its R&D structure until after reviewing the

conclusions of an NAS study of federal environmental efforts, due

to be released in the near future. In addition. Administrator

browner plans to conduct an internal review of the Agency's R&D

structure.

INDIAN PROGRAMS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What are the Agency's long-range plans
for assisting Native American tribal governments to develop and

implement environmental protection programs?
ANSWER: EPA's long-range goal is to assist each Indian

tribe to develop a level of environmental protection that is

appropriate to its environmental regulatory needs and compatible
with its capacity to regulate. In pursuit of that goal, each EPA

regional office and program office at headquarters has been given
the responsibility for integrating the Agency Indian Program into

its ongoing plan of operations.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Has the agency conducted any analyses of

the status of the environment in tribal areas?

ANSWER: Over the past several years individual EPA

programs have periodically assessed conditions in the various

media in Indian Country. For example, the EPA Office of Solid

Waste and Emergency Response reported to Congress on hazardous

waste sites on Indian lands in 1987. EPA's Office of Drinking
Water issued an Indian Drinking Water Supply Study in 1988.

EPA's Office of Municipal Pollution Control reported to Congress
on Indian Wastewater Treatment Needs and Assistance in 1989.

EPA's Office of Air and Radiation conducted an air quality non-

attainment study on tribal lands in 1990 and is currently

updating that study. EPA Region 5 conducted a comparative risk
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study on tribal lands in Wisconsin in 1992. Tribes in EPA

Regions 8 and 10 are now participating in similar studies. In

addition, EPA's Office of Federal Activities conducted a survey
of tribal concerns in 1986 and has developed a protocol which
tribes can use in conducting their own surveys.

A number of tribes have used EPA multi-media grant
assistance to conduct surveys of their environmental needs as a

first step to planning the development of their regulatory and

management capacities. The Office of Federal Activities has

encouraged tribes to use these grants as a capacity-building
catalyst to assist them in developing the ability to participate
in the assistance programs offered by EPA's media program
offices .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What unique problems face tribal

governments in meeting environmental cleanup goals?
ANSWER: Tribes have a number of unique problems in

protecting their environment. These include a need to develop
basic regulatory infrastructures and a need to protect social and
cultural resources that are inherently connected to the natural
environment. These needs are detailed in a report entitled
"Environmental Risk in Indian Country" which was developed for
EPA by a National Network for Environmental Management Studies
Fellow. The "Environmental Risk in Indian Country" report will
be provided upon request.

PESTICIDES REREGISTRATION

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Under FIFRA, EPA is required to complete
reregistration of older pesticides by 1997. It is very unlikely
the agency will meet that mandate. What are the causes of the

delay and what needs to be done to accelerate reregistrations?

ANSWER: The primary reasons for the delay include: 1) the

high rate of rejected studies submitted to the Agency in support
of reregistering chemicals; and (2) study due dates and the time

required to review them.

The primary reason for the delay is the high rate of

unacceptable studies submitted to the Agency. The rejection rate

average is estimated at approximately 30 percent for all

disciplines. The Agency developed the Rejection Rate Analysis in

the Spring of 1991 after a FIFRA recosting analysis indicated
that rejected studies posed the most significant potential for

delays in the production of Reregistration Eligibility Documents

(REDs) . Conducting replacement studies, especially for the long
term toxicology studies, can add up to four years to the

reregistration process.
The second main reason for the delay is that the statutory

date of 1997 to complete reregistration of all chemicals and
their products is incompatible with the time frame in FIFRA for

registrants to conduct data studies and submit them to EPA. The
time required to complete complex studies, review them, and make
decisions can be very lengthy. Certain studies may not be

required or cannot be started until results are known from other
studies. Conducting the related series of studies can take six
or seven years, which doesn't account for possible problems in
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the conduct of the studies.
Given the due dates of the scientific studies required of

registrants to support the Agency's decisions on reregistration,
the reregistration process can be accelerated only to a point.
Our projections on due dates for science studies, and our

experience with rejected study rates, indicate that we will have

valid science studies to support reregistration decisions for

approximately 61% of the active ingredients by 1997.

REREGISTRATION SUPPORT STUDIES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: There has been a problem of high

rejection rates for scientific studies submitted by registrants
in support of reregistration. What have investigations shown to

be the causes of rejection and what is being done to solve the

problem?
ANSWER: With the cooperation of the pesticide industry,

EPA has undertaken an extensive analysis of the causes of study

rejection. The Rejection Rate Analysis provides a guideline by

guideline discussion within each scientific discipline of the

factors which have caused studies to be rejected.
The findings for each scientific discipline will be

discussed at a Rejection Rate Analysis workshop, which will be

held in the Fall of 1993. Currently, the Residue Chemistry

analysis has been completed and distributed to industry. The

remaining analyses including Environmental Fate, Worker Exposure,

Toxicology and Ecological Effects are expected to be completed by
the Summer of 1993. The analyses will be distributed upon

completion.
The resulting reports for each scientific discipline, that

identify and address the underlying problems causing the

rejection, will serve to help minimize the reoccurrence of study
deficiencies as we enter the major data submission phase of

reregistration. Following the completion of the analyses and the

Agency's workshop, the EPA anticipates a greatly reduced percent
of rejected studies. However, there are studies that have

already been initiated that will not benefit from this study. In

the meantime, we are factoring the study rejection rate into our

projections on completion of reregistration.

REREGISTRATION

SENATOR MIKULSKI: In the past, there was a shortfall in

the reregistration and annual maintenance fee revenues. The cap
on registrant maintenance fees was subsequently raised. Are the

revenues from fees now at the anticipated level and is that

amount adequate?
ANSWER: Congress authorized the collection of two kinds of

fees to supplement appropriated funds for the Reregistration

Program - a one time Reregistration Fee and an annual Maintenance
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Fee. Reregistration fees are contained in section 4 of the
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) . The
fees are assessed on the manufacturers of the active ingredients
in pesticide products and are based on the manufacturer's share
of the market for the active ingredient. The President's budget
estimates that $1,000,000 in reregistration fees will be
collected in FY 1993 and $0 in FY 1994. Maintenance fees are
assessed on registrants of pesticide products and are structured
to collect approximately $14,000,000 per year, in accordance with
section 4 of FIFRA. It is estimated that approximately
$14,000,000 per year will be collected in FY 1993 and FY 1994.

FIFRA REVOLVING FUND

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The FIFRA revolving fund contributed
$16 million to the generic chemical review program in FY 92. The
estimate for FY 93 is $13.7 million. What accounts for the
decrease?

ANSWER: The estimate for FY 1993 represents the amount
that we anticipate spending and that will leave enough in reserve
to fund the first quarter of FY 1994. The decrease in the FY
1993 estimate from the FY 1992 figure results from a reduction in
the number of FIFRA- fund supported FTE from FY 1992 to FY 1993.

DELANEY CLAUSE

SENATOR MIKULSKI: In 1992, the 9th Circuit Court
determined that EPA's interpretation of the zero cancer risk

provision of the "Delaney Clause" was invalid. The Court found
that Congress intended a strict zero risk interpretation. EPA
has published a list of 32 pesticides that may consequently have
to be removed from the market. Does the presence of these

pesticides at current residue tolerance levels pose a health risk
to consumers?

ANSWER: EPA does not believe that the 32 pesticides
identified in its lists published February 2, 1993, including
those affected by the Ninth Circuit Court ruling, pose an
unreasonable risk to public health based on the available data.
The court decision was not about health risk, but about legal
interpretation of the statute. The court ruled that under the

Delaney clause EPA "has no discretion" to establish pesticide
tolerances that allow pesticide residues to be present in

processed foods at levels greater than in raw foods if the

pesticide "induces cancer in animals," regardless of how small
the risk. Basically, the court concluded that Congressional
action was necessary to resolve the "Delaney Paradox" .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How will production agriculture and the
food industry be affected by the loss of these pesticides?

ANSWER: EPA believes that its activities underway to

implement the court's recent interpretation of the Delaney clause
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could have a significant impact on pesticide use in this country
by making It difficult for farmers to use the safest pesticides
on their crops instead of more risky pesticides.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will consumers be adversely affected in
terms of reduced supplies, higher prices, or even lack of
availability of fruits and vegetables?

ANSWER: We believe that the activities underway to
implement the court's decision could result in hardship to
farmers and other pesticide users, and could possibly result in
higher food prices and less variety of foods.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is EPA's strategy with respect to
this important issue?

ANSWER: It is important to point out that the actions
being taken by the Agency are in response to the court's
decision, and not because of any specific concern about the

safety of the food supply. On February 2, 1993, EPA made
public a list of chemicals and crops that it appeared might
potentially be affected by the court decision. The list was
divided into two parts; one list identified chemicals that
currently had sec. 409 tolerances and that might meet the Delaney
clause "induce cancer" standard because EPA had classified them
in Group A,B, or C under the EPA guidelines for evaluating
potential human carcinogenicity. The second list identified
pesticides that appeared to meet the Delaney clause "induce
cancer" standard and for which EPA had data showing that the
residue of the chemical on a raw agricultural commodity (RAG)
concentrated during processing, but for which no sec. 409
tolerances have been established. The lists included a total of
32 different active ingredients and over 80 different
chemical/crop combinations.

The Agency is preparing to revoke the section 409 food
additive tolerances that were at issue in the Ninth Circuit Gourt
decision. In addition, the court's ruling logically could extend
to numerous other pesticides that have or need section 409
tolerances for processed foods. EPA is also considering whether
to revoke the associated tolerances for the raw agricultural
commodities established under section 408 of FFDCA, and to cancel
the associated pesticide registrations under FIFRA. Such action
might be undertaken to ensure that lawful use of a pesticide
under FIFRA does not result in processed food containing unlawful
residues .

The Agency published a notice in the Federal Register on
February 5, 1993 requesting public comment on issues related to
the Delaney clause. Comments were received April 30 and are
being reviewed and analyzed. After reviewing and analyzing the
comments, EPA hopes to publish a proposed policy by late Fall
1993.

INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI : EPA has over 500 computerized information

systems providing data on a wide range of environmental programs.
The I.G. has identified serious problems with EPA's management of
its information resources. For example, privileged information
has not been adequately protected from unauthorized access.
Rather than correcting this problem when it was identified, EPA
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has actually increased the number of users with complete access

to sensitive files. When will you correct this serious problem?
ANSWER: EPA's Information Systems Inventory does

describe roughly 500 EPA information systems, models, databases,
bulletin boards, and system modules. Of these, only 163 run on

the mainframe computer for which the Inspector General (I.G.)

identified the access control weakness. It should be noted that

the I.G. audit finding represents areas of potential

vulnerability, and that no documented violations or breaches of

EPA's mission-critical systems have occurred. In response to the

audit, EPA has instituted an Agency-wide effort to improve its

implementation of the Resource Access Control Facility (RACE) on

EPA's primary mainframe computer. Managers of almost all major
mainframe -based information systems have been trained already, in

anticipation of an August 1993 implementation of complete RACE

protection on the mainframe.
Since issuance of the 1992 I.G. audit on mainframe access

controls, EPA's National Data Processing Division (NDPD) has

taken many positive steps to reduce the number of contractor

staff with high level RACE attributes. These steps include an

improved and more closely controlled mechanism for requesting and

approving high level RACE attributes, as well as an initiative to

ensure the trustworthiness of the contractor data processing
staff. Currently, NDPD has documented and approved ten

individuals with "system special" privileges, eleven with "system

operator" privileges, and three with "auditor" authority. NDPD's

Security Officer is the only person with more than one attribute.

These changes represent a significant tightening of mainfrdme

security over the 1992 situation cited by the I.G.

EPA also declared in 1992 the entire area of information

security as a material weakness under the Federal Manager's
Financial Integrity Act. EPA's plans for correcting the material

weakness extend well beyond the mainframe access security issue

you raise, and map out a solid strategy for ensuring that EPA's

valuable information resources are protected at a level

commensurate with their value.

INFORMATION RESOURCE BUDGET

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA has not developed an integrated

long-range planning and budgeting process for information

systems. When will EPA undertake this critical activity?
ANSWER: EPA has already started this critical activity in

accord with corrective actions described in EPA's declaration of

Information Resources Management (IRM) Planning as a material

weakness in its 1992 submission under the Federal Manager's

Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA) . In the declaration, EPA

committed to key high level milestones including: development of

the key procedures for planning and budget process integration,

initiation of integrated multi-year IRM planning, and publication
of an integrated IRM plan. Following the formal declaration,

EPA immediately began development of a more extensive and

detailed corrective action plan to guide the improvement process.

To develop the more detailed plan, the Office of Information

Resources Management (OIRM) completed extensive research into:

EPA's planning, budgeting, and reporting cycles; various
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candidate methodologies for IRM planning; and planning efforts by
other Federal and non-Federal agencies. Based on this
information, OIRM drafted the detailed corrective action plan.

To finalize the plan, OIRM held a key meeting of senior IRM
and budget officials from across the Agency. The IRM Planning
and Budgeting Meeting featured presentations on the importance to
EPA of long range IRM planning, followed by extensive discussion
of the detailed action plan and the key planning issues. Based
on the meeting and subsequent discussions, the draft detailed
action plan has been amended and improved.

The detailed corrective action plan defines how OIRM will
develop, test, finalize and implement the procedures to which EPA
committed in the FMFIA declaration. The plan defines the general
outline of an Agency Multi-Year Implementation Plan, including
architectural, system, budget, general office automation, and

Agencywide IRM plans. The plan describes how OIRM will integrate
existing IRM planning processes and the IRM budget process into
a comprehensive process.

This fiscal year, in accord with the action plan, EPA will
develop procedural and content requirements for program long-
range integrated IRM plans. EPA, this year, will also develop
baseline information for future IRM planning cycles by requiring
more substantial discussion of key IRM issues in the IRM budget
process.

EPA, as noted in the action plan, is committed not only to
the short term process, but EPA is also committed to the long
term changes and sustained effort required to improve IRM

planning.

INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: EPA has not developed a quality assurance

program to ensure the reliability of its information systems.
EPA's activities are inextricably linked to its information
systems and therefore the quality and reliability of data is

imperative. VThat is EPA doing to address this serious

deficiency?
ANSWER: EPA has three quality assurance (QA) programs

to ensure the reliability of its information systems. The first
is the Agency's overall Quality Assurance Program, which
addresses quality of all Agency environmental measurement
activities. This Program under the auspices of EPA's Office of
Research and Development, has a strong focus on information,
data, and information systems as a part of its comprehensive

scope. EPA has committed itself to strengthening environmental
data quality, through its QA programs, by declaring this area a
material weakness in EPA's 1992 submission under the Federal

Manager's Financial Integrity Act.

Second, EPA has long conducted an exemplary IRM Reviews

Program, in which EPA has conveyed to the General Services
Administration details of the many reviews conducted annually
within the IRM community. In the past year, we have expanded our
central QA staff in IRM to review FIP acquisitions and to conduct

major systems and IRM program reviews. We are also improving
policy and guidance to ensure better reliability of information

systems .
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INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI Why are you proposing a decrease in the
number of workyears devoted to information systems and services?
Despite the overall reduction in FTEs throughout the Agency,
shouldn't this be an area which is "held harmless" from
reductions, given the significant problems which have been
identified?

ANSWER: Despite taking its share of FTE reductions as

part of the government -wide reductions, the Agency has placed
significantly more resources to bear on the critical areas of IRM

policy, planning, security, and contracts management. This was
accomplished through the redirection of FTE, the elimination of
lower priority programs, and the placement of an lAG for Federal
staff support from the General Services Administration's FEDSIM
program.

EPA has identified many management vulnerabilities and
information systems and services is but one of them. Given the
overall Agency-wide resource constraints, to hold information
systems and services "harmless" would simply exacerbate other
vulnerable areas.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Significant weaknesses have been
identified in the agency's financial management systems. When
will these problems be resolved? Please provide a complete
timetable for action for each of the problem areas which have
been identified.

ANSWER: The significant weaknesses that EPA has
identified, and the respective timetables for completion are as
follows :

1) Incomplete Users Manual and Systems Documentation. EPA
will release revised manuals and systems documentation in

February 1994 when it implements a new version (designated
"5.0") of its Integrated Financial Management System
(IFMS).
2) Inadequate Automated Project Cost Accounting Capability.
EPA plans to complete an analysis of its project cost

accounting requirements by September 1993 and will

implement account number changes, and any additional

project cost accountability capability, by October 1995.

3) Incomplete Interfaces with Program and Administrative

Systems. EPA plans to complete an expanded and improved
automatic interface with the Grants Information and Control

System (GICS) by March 1994. EPA targets completion by
October 1994 of automated interfaces with other key
systems, such as the Personal Property Accountability
System (PPAS) and the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Information System (CERCLIS) .

EPA also has under development an Integrated Contract

Management System (ICMS) and an interface with IFMS will be
included when that system is implemented in the FY95

timeframe.
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4) Inadequate Financial Management Reports. EPA will

provide a number of new or revised automated financial

management reports when it implements version "5.0" of IFMS

in February 1994. EPA's IFMS is based on American

Management System, Inc.'s (AMS) "off-the-shelf" software

called the Federal Financial System (FFS) ,
which many other

Federal agencies also use. EPA is working with these other

agencies as part of a User Group (FFSUG) ,
as well as with

0MB and Treasury, to identify improvements in FFS' ability
to provide automated common "external" reports. The

requirements for some of these reports are also being
reconsidered by the

central agencies. We anticipate changes in FFS reporting

capabilities benefitting EPA and other user agencies in the

FY95 timeframe.

5) Accounts Receivable Deficiencies. EPA will be

implementing a new subrelease of IFMS in May 1993 that will

correct the calculation and posting of interest, handling
and penalty charges. IFMS version "5.0" includes accounts

receivable improvements by integrating travel advances with

accounts receivable and by enhancing the installment

billing function. As noted above, this version will be

released in February 1994. EPA is also developing
enhancements to IFMS that will

automate the calculation of compound interest and other

processes unique to the Superfund program.
6) Strategic and Master Workplan. EPA plans to complete a

strategic and master workplan in June 1993.

7) Finalize Funds Management Requirements Study. Beginning
October 1, 1993, several EPA offices will pilot the use of

IFMS as a replacement for EPA's Automated Document Control

Register (ADCR) in funds management. EPA anticipates

transitioning all EPA offices from ADCR to IFMS by October

1, 1994.

FMS PHASEOUT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: When will the old Financial Management

System be completely phased out.

ANSWER: The Financial Management System (FMS), which is

the predecessor to the Integrated Financial Management System
(IFMS), is still used in the processing of EPA payroll and the

editing of EPA account numbers, among other things. We have

workplans to eliminate all current uses of FMS by October 1,

1994. FMS is also the repository for "historical data," which
consists of financial data created prior to IFMS' implementation
in March 1989. An alternative for accessing that data will be

implemented by September 30, 1995.

— IFMS RESOURCES

SENATOR MIKUKSKI: Why is the agency requesting only $5.4
million -- the same as the current budget -- for IFMS --

shouldn't resolving these financial management deficiencies be a

higher priority.
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ANSWER: We believe we can address adequately, with the

$5.4 million requested, priority tasks planned for FY94 on

eliminating these weaknesses. With the current budget we have at
least partially funded a number of the activities necessary to
eliminate these weaknesses. For example, the new release of the

Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) software has been

largely funded in FY93, and only minimal additional funding
should be required in FY94 to complete testing and installation
of the software. We will have also made substantial investments
in eliminating the predecessor system and providing funds

management capabilities within IFMS.

In FY94, approximately $2.8 million will be required for

ongoing operations and maintenance of the IFMS family of systems.
The balance will be used to continue work on completing
corrective actions on existing weaknesses, meeting new

requirements imposed either internally or externally on the

system, and keeping the software current. We believe the $5.4
million is appropriate for the critical tasks to be completed in
FY94.

RENTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHERS

SENATOR MIKULSKI Your budget request includes $13. CM for
"rental payments to others" under the abatement, control and
compliance account, a 65% increase over FY 1993. Please provide
a complete break-out of this object classification, in all
relevant accounts, with a side-by-side comparison to
FY 1993.

ANSWER: Our budget request of $13.0 million in FY 1994
included rental payments to GSA (SLUG) as well as for direct
leases (payments to others). Listed below is a break-out of the

direct lease portion of our FY 1993 projected obligations and our
FY 1994 request (dollars in millions)
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR JOHNSTON

ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights is investigating whether the Environmental
Protection Agency discriminates by giving less effort to the

pollution problems of communities that are mostly populated by
minorities. You have indicated that you are committed to

incorporating equity concerns across all areas of the agency.
What progress has EPA's Office of Environmental Equity made

in ensuring that the matter of environmental racism is properly
addressed?

ANSWER: The Agency has identified Equity as one of its

top four priorities. Equity must be woven into all aspects of
EPA's operations. For instance, while an Office of Environmental

Equity has been established, program offices are expanding their
data collection efforts in communities located near large sources
of pollution in order to help assess the health impacts of these
communities. The Agency is working with other federal agencies
to strengthen the science and health effects data related to high
exposure communities. The Agency is looking at new ways to

target inspections, enforcement, compliance monitoring, and

pollution prevention projects in these communities. As a result
of President Clinton's Earth Day message on environmental

justice, EPA is working with the Department of Justice to lead an

interagency investigation of the inequities in exposure to

environmental hazards, which will provide the basis for

legislative and enforcement reforms.
The National Human Exposure Assessment Survey (NHEXAS) ,

which is EPA's approach to improving the state of science in

human exposure assessment, will be important in providing
information essential to making more informed decisions about
environmental health risks. This may provide information

addressing environmental equity concerns.
The Office of Environmental Equity has formed an

Environmental Equity Interagency Council with representatives
from Agriculture, Energy, Defense, HUD, Interior, and EPA. The

purpose of the Council is to bring environmental equity into the

forefront of these agencies' agendas and to formulate better ways
of dealing with common problems. The Council will foster shared

knowledge and resources to address equity issues.

EPA is also establishing an external advisory committee to

address the national problems of Environmental Equity. This
committee is to provide advice to the Administrator on
matters considered of national importance from the eyes of the

regional equity leaders. Members of the committee will represent
the following segments of the population in appropriate mix and
balance in the categories of race, sex, ethnicity and geographic
area: community environmental organizations/civil rights

organizations; national environmental organizations; academic

institutions; industry; and federal, state, local. Tribal

governments .

An additional $15 million for fiscal year 1994 was

requested to begin implementing the 30 requirements set forth in
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Title X of the Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act.
This will help establish a National Clearinghouse on Childhood
Lead Poisoning. As you know, most conununities of color and low
income reside in urban areas where most of the funding is

targeted for hot spots.

ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY - MINORITIES

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, an EPA task force report
last February concluded that there is clear cause for concern
about the exposure of many minority communities to pollution, but
contended its impact on the health of minorities is less clear.
The task force recommended EPA pay closer attention to the issue.

Since it is clear that lower income and minority
communities are disproportionately affected by environmental
risks, are there plans to clearly assess the adverse impact of
these risks on the health of those living in high exposure areas?

ANSWER: Yes. A program has been launched to gather
critical information about the magnitude, extent and causes of
human exposure to environmental agents. This survey is being
designed to provide much needed information, targeted to specific
populations, where exposure information will make the greatest
different in addressing uncertainties in making risk management
decisions .

A number of EPA offices, both at Headquarters and in the

Regions, have begun to collect data on equity risks by income and
race. By integrating the 1990 Census data with EPA data bases,

maps are being generated which show by income and/or race the

locations of sites that may be of concern from an environmental
health perspective.

The Office of Emergency and Remedial Response is examining
the location of Superfund sites and demographically
characterizing the surrounding communities. It will then be

possible to link the percentage of minorities living around the

sites with variables such as the timeliness of EPA actions at the

sites or the type of remedy selected. Plans are underway to

expand the data base and have it readily accessible to decision-
makers .

The Agency is in the process of modifying the comparative
risk approach so that groups at high risk can be identified.

Methodologies are being developed for better identification of

high risk communities and for integrating information dealing
with demographics, environmental risk, and social system
susceptibility. For example, the Office of Water is working to

modify fish advisories by developing methodologies that will take

into consideration demographics (the presence of subsistence
fisher populations) , geographic
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differences (the amount of fish consvuned on a daily basis in

particular areas), bio-concentration factors (the type and

quantity of contaminants taken up by which fish species) ,
and

cultural aspects (certain cultures eat only certain fish) .

The Agency has established a workgroup composed of legal
and technical staff from Headquarters and Regional enforcement

offices to examine the issue of equity in enforcement actions

with respect to each of the statutes under which the Agency has

enforcement jurisdiction. A report on its findings is due this

summer.
In fiscal year 1993 a variety of grants were awarded to

support existing programs, usually to enhance ongoing projects
with an added environmental equity component, or to increase the

knowledge of environmental equity issues among minority and low-

income communities by sponsoring public meetings or education

programs. The types of activities supported by these grants
include the following:

The following list summarizes the types of activities

supported in fiscal year 1993.

o Education - assistance to universities and

secondary schools to further the development of

environmental curriculum and/or expand the

opportunity for students to participate in

environmental work programs .

o Outreach - fund projects with cities and local

community groups to educate their citizens about

environmental equity issues in the local community.

o Research - add environmental equity components to

existing research projects.

o Economic Development - fund projects which would

provide job training and small business

opportunities for residents in locales where

inequities are identified; e.g. lead remediation in

public housing projects.

o Student Interns - funds to universities and non-

profit organizations with a focus on placing

culturally diverse students in EPA facilities.

ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY - LOUISIANA

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, excessive cancer rates

among minorities in Louisiana are well -documented. Both male and

female blacks have higher overall cancer incidence and mortality
rates than their white counterparts. However, there is no

definitive data linking disease with pollution in the heavily

minority corridor along the Mississippi between New Orleans and

Baton Rouge. EPA has responsibility for grants, contracts and

studies involving state and local agencies and private firms that

deal with pollution issues.

Will EPA consider supporting efforts complementary to

environmental health research conducted by the National
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Institutes of Health to reach a definitive assessment of the

linkage between pollution and cancer incidence in the corridor
between New Orleans and Baton Rouge?

Answer: Yes. EPA, in conjunction with the National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences and the Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, are looking at ways to

strengthen the scientific and health effects data used in equity
analyses. We recognize the need to demonstrate better
correlation between exposure and the onset of disease,
particularly exposure from multiple sources, cumulative and

synergistic effects, and effects from different pathways of

exposure. There has been one major conference on environmental
equity issues, held August 24-25, 1992, in Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina. Over one hundred participants concluded
that differential health risks do in fact exist among low- income
and people of color populations. A follow-up symposium is

planned for July 1993.

Currently, one of the mechanisms for communities to receive
technical and financial assistance to deal with local
environmental hazards is by applying for one of Superfund's
Technical Assistance Grants (TAG). This excellent program,
however, is restricted to individuals living near communities

meeting the criteria for a Superfund site and does not meet the
needs of communities being exposed to non- Superfund regulated
activities such as incinerators, petrochemical factories, sewage
treatment facilities, etc. The corridor between New Orleans and
Baton Rouge does not meet the criteria for Superfund and
therefore does not qualify for such a grant. The Office of
Environmental Equity is in the process of obtaining granting
authority which will allow direct funding support for equity
related projects to local organizations engaged in community
education and awareness, research surveys, assessment,
monitoring, and clean-up demonstrations. These grants will be
available in Fiscal Year 1994.

RECYCLING ADVISORY COUNCIL

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, last year, I questioned
EPA's financial support for the Recycling Advisory Council (RAC) .

I even asked the EPA Inspector General to investigate whether the
RAC's relationship with EPA was a violation of the Federal

Advisory Committee Act (FACA) . The Inspector General concluded
that because the RAC appeared to be advising EPA, the RAC should
be chartered under FACA.

I understand EPA has committed to provide further funds
for the RAC. What steps has the Agency taken to ensure that this
continued relationship will not violate the FACA?

ANSWER: The Agency never intended to have the Recycling
Advisory Council (RAC) provide direct service to EPA. The RAC
itself chose to advise the Agency on the matter of appropriate
standards for Federal purchase of recycled paper. As a result of
the Inspector General's findings, we modified the grant to make
it clear that the RAC is not to provide consensus advice to any
executive agency of the Federal government. Thus, the RAC will
no longer be functioning as a Federal Advisory Committee.
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CLEAN LAKES PROGRAM

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, no funds were requested for

the Clean Lake Program. In FY 1993, the Agency allocated

$4,000,000 for this program from the Abatement, Control and

Compliance appropriations. Through this program, implementation
activities to restore the water quality in Lake Pontchartrain in

New Orleans have resulted in significant progress toward

reclaiming this vital environmental and economic resource. Lake

Pontchartrain and its adjacent lakes form one of the largest
estuaries in the United States. Continuation of this program is

essential to an effective plan for restoration and enhancement of

this critical resource. Why were no funds requested for this

program and considering the importance of this program to the

restoration and protection of lake water quality, will you
consider an allocation for this program to continue the important

job that has begun?
ANSWER: We agree that water quality restoration efforts in

Lake Ponchartrain have met with great success
,

in no small part
due to Federal funds provided in EPA's FY 1991 and 1993

appropriations ($775,000 and $3.8 million, respectively.) EPA

has provided considerable staff time to manage these funds and

provide technical support to the Lake Ponchartrain Conservation

Foundation. Limited availability of funds, however, precludes us

from requesting funding for all (or even many) line item

projects. Rather, we typically request funds to be made

available on a nationwide basis so that we can address priorities
within the large framework of potential projects. Please note

that funds provided for Lake Ponchartrain are not related to the

Clean Lakes grant program authorized by Clean Water Act (CWA)

Section 314. Grant award supporting efforts in Lake Ponchartrain

has been made under the authority of Section 104(b)(3).
With respect to the Section 314 Clean Lakes program, we

appreciate that this program has provided valuable environmental

benefits and results over the years. However, EPA has not

requested funding for Section 314 in FY 1994. We did request $80

million for the Section 319 NFS program, an increase of $30

million over the FY 1993 appropriated level. We believe that

many of the watershed protection activities needed to protect
lakes can be funded using Section 319 grants. Not requesting 314

funds does not mean that we think the Clean Lakes program has not

been successful, but rather reflects the serious overall budget
situation facing EPA, forcing us to make difficult choices

concerning which programs to fund.

PESTICIDE USE

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms Browner, as I am sure you are

aware, agricultural production is a vital part of Louisiana's

economy, and has an overall economic Impact of over $8 billion.

Given the hot and humid nature of Louisiana, agricultural crops,

especially grown in South Louisiana, are particularly vulnerable

to disease and insects that only can be controlled by proper

pesticide use. 1 would like to ask you a series of questions

pertaining to future use of approved pesticides by Louisiana

farmers .
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What will be the policy of EPA on reconciling current
differences between environmentalists and agricultural producers
on present use of approved pesticides?

ANSWER: EPA's mandate for regulating pesticides under the
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) is to
consider both the potential risks to human health or the
environment pesticides may pose, and the economic and social
benefits they offer to producers and consumers. Given that

mandate, EPA has developed a strong tradition of seeking the

participation of all interested parties in the risk/benefit
decision process, especially for reaching decisions about

currently approved pesticides when risk concerns have been
raised.

EPA can not always "reconcile" or satisfy every point of
view on particular issues, but it is and will remain Agency
policy to offer opportunities for a fair and thorough weighing of
both risk and benefit information. Ultimately, our

responsibility is to the public by meeting the FIFRA standard for

pesticide regulatory decisions, namely, to determine whether a

pesticide does or does not pose unreasonable risks to the

environment, taking into account the economic and social benefits
of its use.

POSITIVE BENEFITS OF AGRICULTURE

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Will EPA take into consideration the

positive benefits of agricultural production in providing
wildlife habitat and food sources such as flooded rice fields,
unharvested/harvested grain fields and ongoing federal as well as

self-imposed conservation and management practices?
ANSWER: The benefits taken into consideration are part of

the risk/benefit analysis and are qualitatively considered. The
benefits are taken into consideration in terms of the Impacts of
alternative chemicals or cultural practices. Our focus is user
and consumer oriented and Farm Bill programs are considered when

appropriate.

RISK/BENEFIT OF PESTICIDE REGULATION

SENATOR JOHNSTON: If judgement calls need to be made, how
will you advise your staff to reconcile a risk/benefit issue?

ANSWER: Judgment calls are needed in most risk/benefit
decisions, since there are nearly always uncertainties about the

strength of both risk and benefit information. EPA has often
been criticized for being slow to reach pesticide regulatory
decisions, in part out of a tendency to ask for more data to

support risk/benefit assessments. Unfortunately, this means the

public is asked to bear a burden of risk, or at least

uncertainty, while complex issues are resolved over a period of

years. In general, I would prefer the Agency to use the best
information available, and act on that basis to achieve interim
risk reduction during the time needed to fully resolve complex
issues. In recent years, EPA's pesticide program has given
greater emphasis to negotiating interim risk reductions for
certain pesticides posing risks to pesticide users, as well as

wildlife and water quality.
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LOUISIANA FARMERS CONCERNS ON PESTICIDES

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Recognizing that pesticides are a needed

production tool, what role can Louisiana farmers play to insure
their needs are fully reviewed when regulatory decisions are
made?

ANSWER: EPA does solicit comments and information from

pesticide users when it is evaluating the risks and benefits of
a registered pesticide. If the pesticide is in EPA's formal

Special Review process, there are several opportunities for
written comments. Special Reviews are typically tracked by
grower organizations, as well as professional crop consultants
and the State Cooperative Extension Services, and individual
farmers can become aware of Special Reviews through such
contacts. EPA values the input of pesticide users, especially on

agronomic practices and benefit issues.
In some cases, a pesticide of concern is not in a formal

regulatory review, but EPA will hold public meetings to gather
information from interested parties. For example, EPA sponsored
public meetings in Louisiana early this year to discuss
limitations on the use of the pesticide Guthion (azinphos- methyl)
in sugarcane production in view of several serious fish-kill
incidents in the state. EPA, state agencies, users and the

pesticide manufacturer were able to agree on various limitations
to minimize risks to fish while maintaining its availability for

sugarcane use .

PESTICIDE RISK/BENEFIT EXAMPLE

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Can the Pesticides program provide an

example of having considered risk/benefit trade-offs in any of

their pesticide decisions?
ANSWER: EPA's decision process in the special review of

the EBDC fungicides offers an example of risk/benefit trade-offs
and reaching a regulatory decision that reconciles risk and

benefit considerations.
The EBDC fungicides were registered on about 55 fruit and

vegetable crops. Even after acquiring up-dated data on actual
residues on foods at the retail level through a market basket

survey, EPA concluded that the cumulative risk to the general
public of all of these registered uses would be unacceptable --

in the range of one increased case of cancer per 10,000 people
exposed to EBDC residues in their diet. However, for nearly
every individual crop use of the EBDCs the risk would be in the

range of one in one million, and much less than that for some
uses. Generally speaking, EPA considers cancer risks in the

range of one in one million to be negligible. EPA's benefits
assessment showed that EBDCs were very important to the

protection of certain crops (for example, spinach and tomatoes),
but less important for others (for example, apricots and

nectarines) , because of effective alternatives or less disease

pressure on those crops.
To bring risks and benefits into an appropriate balance,

EPA's primary task was to ensure that overall risks would be in

the one in a million range for the combined uses of EBDCs that

would be retained. In doing so, the Agency would try to retain
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the highest level of benefits in the aggregate. Thus, each use
and its relative contribution to overall risk was arrayed against
the benefits of that use.

SENATOR JOHNSTON: How are risks and benefits (e.g.
economic) reconciled when making pesticide decisions?

ANSWER: Citing the illustration above, EPA ultimately
canceled 11 uses and retained 45. In choosing the specific crops
to cancel, some were based on their relatively high contribution
to risk even though EBDC was quite important to that crop - -

spinach for example. Other crops were included in the
cancellation to help reduce overall risk, even though the
individual risk was not unreasonable, but the benefits of EBDC
were very low -- nectarines, for example. The actual risk and
benefit figures for each crop were set forth in table form in
EPA's proposed and final decision documents. Attached is the
risk benefit table for the final canceled list.

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Does EPA plan to change the way it
balances risks/ benefits in its pesticide decision-making?

ANSWER: EPA is not planning any fundamental change to
our current approach. The current approach is essentially based
on the principle that overall risks must be within the range that
can be considered acceptable, and benefits should be retained, to
the extent consistent with protection of public health. There is
no formula for doing this; as the EBDC case illustrates, the
decision process is a complex series of judgments that differ
from case to case.
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WETLANDS MANUAL

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, there has been some real

difficulty over the last few years with the question of the
identification of a wetland for Federal regulatory purposes.
Congress never specifically mentioned wetlands in authorizing the
Section 404 program. After Federal court rulings broadened the
404 program to cover wetlands, a significant amount of effort was

expended in the 80 's trying to develop a common understanding of
wetlands for regulatory purposes. Those efforts included the

Corps guidelines of 1987, the manual of 1989 and the manual of
1987.

I understand that the Corps and the EPA are now both using
the 1987 Corps guidelines. What is your opinion on how these

guidelines are working? Are these guidelines, as implemented,
resulting in rational judgements regarding wetlands delineation?

ANSWER: Since the Fall of 1991, when the Corps resumed use
of the 1987 Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual , it

has been applied to thousands of wetlands delineations without
the kind of complaints that were generated from use of the

interagency 1989 Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating
Jurisdictional Wetlands .

This increased public acceptance of the 1987 Manual, in
addition to the consistency and predictability provided by EPA's

adoption of the 1987 Manual earlier this year, has provided
stability to the Section 404 program pending the outcome of such
relevant efforts as the National Academy of Sciences study of
wetlands delineation.

DELINEATION MANUAL

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Are you presently giving consideration
to issuing these guidelines through the rulemaking process as the

proposed delineation manual?
ANSWER: EPA received over 100,000 public comments on the

1991 proposed revisions to the Manual. Reviewing the comments
and developing responses will take at least a year to complete.
EPA and the other Federal agencies involved in this effort would
like to consider the results of the National Academy of Sciences

study before a final rule is developed.

STATUS OF NAS WETLANDS STUDY

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, last year Congress
appropriated $400,000 to the EPA for a National Academy of
Science study on wetlands. My understanding is that the study is

to examine the issue of delineating a wetland and the issue of

measuring wetlands functions and values. I also understand that
the study was supposed to be completed by October, 1993. What is

the present status of the study and when can we expect to examine
the results of the study?

ANSWER: In response to the request from the 102nd

Congress, EPA has contracted with the National Academy of

Sciences/National Research Council for a study of (1) the

scientific basis for approaches to wetlands identification and
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delineation and (2) wetlands functional assessment techniques.
The Academy is in the final stages of forming a study committee

of 15 national experts on these subjects. We expect that it will

take about a year for the report from the Academy to be

completed. We will provide the results of the NAS study to the

Congress as soon as the study is completed.

POINT AU FER ISLAND PERMIT

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, recently, I believe for the

first time, the EPA expressed opposition to the issuance of a

Section 404 program for a "marsh management" project in extreme

south Louisiana. I understand that Region 6 of the EPA

recommended that the decision of the Corps to issue a 404 permit
for this project be elevated to the Washington office of the

Corps and the EPA. Faced with the opposition of the EPA to this

project, the landowners, one of which was the Archdiocese of New

Orleans, abandoned their request for a 404 permit. I want to ask

you a number of questions about this matter.

Did any EPA personnel inspect this site personally before

making the request to elevate this decision? If so, when was the

inspection conducted and how many of your personnel were

involved?
ANSWER: EPA personnel viewed the site on three occasions.

On August 17, 1989, before officially commenting on the public
notice for the proposed project, a representative of EPA Region
6 participated in an interagency site visit of Point au Fer

Island. In addition, as part of an effort to view marshes all

across coastal Louisiana, EPA participated in a flyover in

September, 1989, which included a flyover of Point au Fer Island.

On March 10, 1993, three representatives of EPA (two from EPA

Headquarters and one from EPA Region 6) conducted a project site

visit with two officials of the Fish and Wildlife Service. This

site visit occurred during the timeframe established for EPA

Headquarters to review a Regional request for elevation of a

Corps permit decision.

FEDERAL AGENCY CONCERNS ON AU FER

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Were the concerns of EPA Region 6 based

on concerns expressed to them by another Federal agency and, if

so, which Federal agency or agencies?
ANSWER: EPA concerns about the proposed project were based

upon a review of the record in this case, including formal

comments on the proposal by other Federal agencies. We reached

an independent conclusion on whether the project would comply
with EPA's Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines. Based on information

available to EPA, it was determined that the proposal for Point

au Fer Island would not have been effective in achieving the goal
of reducing marsh deterioration and would, in fact, have resulted

in significant adverse impacts to the marsh ecosystem. In

addition, EPA determined that the proposed project would have

been inconsistent with other Coastal Wetlands Planning,

Protection, and Restoration Act (CWPPRA) projects funded in the

Point au Fer Island region. These conclusions were consistent

with the conclusions reached by the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration in their review and elevation of this

project.

EPA CONCERNS ON THE PERMIT

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, I understand that the
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effort to obtain this permit had been going on for four or five

years and that the Corps had already determined to issue the

permit when the EPA expressed its opposition. Was this the first
time the EPA expressed its opposition to this permit? If it was
not, on what other occasions did the EPA express its concerns to
the Corps and to the landowners regarding this permit?

ANSWER: The Corps Issued a public notice for the proposed
Point au Fer project on March 19, 1990. In response to this

public notice, EPA Region 6 provided written comments to the

Corps on April 19, 1990 expressing concern about the proposed
project. Further, EPA Region 6 expressed concerns on numerous
occasions including written correspondence of May, 1991, October
17, 1991, and May 4, 1992. EPA Region 6 personnel expressed
Agency concerns regarding the project during an interagency
meeting held on January 8, 1992, which included representatives
of the applicant. On September 23, 1992, in accordance with the
1992 Section 404 (q) Memorandum of Agreement with the Department
of Army, EPA Region 6 Regional Administrator notified the
District Engineer of the New Orleans Corps District, "that the

proposed discharge [for the Point au Fer project] will have a
substantial and unacceptable impact on aquatic resources of
national importance" and that the permit should not be issued.

MARSH MANAGEMENT PLANS POLICY

SENATOR JOHNSTON: Ms. Browner, marsh management plans are
considered in Louisiana to be an enlightened approach to

preserving our marshlands from salt water intrusion and other
deterioration that turns these areas into open water. The letter
from the EPA to the Corps expresses some level of general
opposition to "marsh management" plans. What is the policy of
the EPA on marsh management plans and if EPA is generally opposed
to marsh management plans what are your reasons for that

opposition?
ANSWER: EPA is supportive of projects that will reduce

marsh deterioration and maintain or improve the functions of the
marsh. In the past, EPA has supported marsh restoration projects
including the Point au Fer Island Plugs project and the Re-
Establishment of Natural Sediment Delivery System project in the

Atchafalaya Delta. However, there are limited available
scientific data about the effectiveness of marsh management
techniques, and individual marsh management proposals must be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. EPA has assisted in funding
various aspects of marsh management research, and continues to

investigate the role of marsh management in reducing marsh
deterioration and salt water intrusion. To better address the
issue of the effectiveness of marsh management techniques, EPA is

currently coordinating with the Corps of Engineers to fund
additional studies on marsh management. In particular, EPA is

very supportive of efforts by the Corps to complete the

programmatic environmental impact statement (EIS) initiated in
1987 to address benefits and impacts of marsh management
proposals in Louisiana. EPA Headquarters is currently working
with our Region 6 office to contribute additional funding to

expedite completion of the EIS.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

SUPERFUND REDUCTION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The President's budget has proposed an

$88 million cut in Superfund funding next year. Yet after years
of study and preparation, a large number of sites are now ready to

proceed into the final cleanup stages of remedial design and
remedial action. In my state of New Jersey, a large proportion of
the sites have reached the point of actual construction of the

long-term remedy.
Will these budget cuts slow the pace of cleanup for these

sites?
ANSWER: While the Superfund reduction is significant, it

should be noted that over half of the reduction was absorbed by
divesting FY 93 Congressional earmarks, many of which did not

directly contribute to site cleanup work. In addition, the Agency
is anticipating savings from its streamlining efforts (site

assessments, presumptive remedies), a greater preference for

removal actions over more costly remedial actions, and earlier PRP

involvement in the remedial process. While firm projections are

difficult due to the uncertainty of future enforcement activity and

project schedules, the Agency believes, at this time, that funding
will be available for all remedial actions that are ready to

proceed.

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT RESOURCES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I have expressed strong concerns over

the past several years about the waste, fraud, and abuse that has

existed in the Superfund program, particularly with regard to its

management of cleanup contractors . Contract mismanagement has also

been a problem for virtually every other EPA program, and former

Administrator Reilly called this a "systemic, cultural" problem at

the Agency. What are you doing to ensure adequate resources are

devoted to contract management?
ANSWER: During the FY 1994 budget process, the Administrator

reprogrammed staff throughout the Agency to support contracts

management. Quarterly reports are issued stating how the

reallocated resources are supporting contracts management.

SUPERFUND ENFORCEMENT RESOURCES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Your budget indicates that you plan to

make up for diminished Superfund resources by stepping up
enforcement and making more polluters pay. But the budget reduces

the actual number of authorized workyears for Superfund, and keeps
the Justice Department's Superfund budget flat compared to last

year despite a ballooning in DOJ's caseload.
Are you really providing enough resources for enforcement to

make up for the budget cut?
ANSWER: Yes, while the FTE ceiling will be decreasing from

FY 1993 to FY 1994, the intramural resources requested will fully
fund the ceiling requested. In the past the Agency has lapsed

workyears due to Insufficient ceiling dollars. The FY 1994 request
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will correct this situation by fully funding our workforce.
A large portion of the DOJ budget is judicial cost recovery

cases. In FY 1994, we intend to use more administrative

procedures, Alternative Dispute Resolution, and other
administrative settlements to achieve our goals. This would allow
DOJ to focus on ongoing cases and a reduced number of new
referrals .

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCY SUPERFUND

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You have substantially reduced the

Superfund monies for other federal agencies, such as the Interior

Department and NOAA, which are responsible for identifying the

government's claim for damages to natural resources at Superfund
sites. If these agencies lack the resources to identify possible
claims, the U.S. could miss identifying literally hundreds of
millions of dollars' worth of claims and lose its opportunity to

recover those claims from responsible parties when they settle with
EPA.

Isn't this penny wise and pound foolish?
ANSWER: Natural resource damage assessments and pursuit of

claims are funded through DOI and NOAA's general appropriations and
not through Superfund trust fund monies. As a result, Superfund
budget reductions should not effect those agencies' ability to

identify and pursue claims.

STREAMLINING ENFORCEMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: During the Reagan Administration, EPA
Administrator Anne Gorsuch, in an attempt to weaken enforcement,
divided enforcement functions between the Office of Enforcement and

Compliance Monitoring and the various EPA program offices. As a

result, enforcement functions have become duplicative,
decisionmaking has slowed down, and enforcement has come to be
viewed as a function separate from the main mission of the program
offices .

Couldn't EPA streamline, strengthen and speed up its
enforcement policymaking - and save considerable resources in the

process - by undoing the handiwork of the Reagan years and re-

integrating enforcement and program functions?
ANSWER: I am obviously interested in finding as many ways

as possible to improve the efficiency of the Agency. Enforcement
is a priority for EPA and I am open to suggestions as to how to

improve the effectiveness of the Enforcement program, including
reorganization and consolidation.

My sense is that, as a result of the fragmentation of the

Agency's enforcement program during prior administrations, there
is some inefficiency and duplication of effort inherent in the

current organizational framework.
In short, there may be considerable advantages to

organizational reform in enforcement, which are worth considering
in evaluating whether we embark on such a path. Of course, I want
to evaluate whether such reform would enhance the level and quality
of the enforcement effort.
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BACKGROUND: Some of the institutional issues which bear

consideration include:

returning to an Office of Enforcement that joins technical
and legal expertise in one office and enforces all statutes;

joining the inspection and enforcement staff resources, in

an effort to recognize both pollution risk and pollution
reduction potential in enforcement cases.

Coordination of enforcement efforts across media can yield
enormous pollution reduction and prevention and compliance
benefits .

When inspectors go to a facility, it makes a great deal of

sense for them to review that plant's compliance with all of

the federal environmental laws, not just one statute.

When a complaint is filed in court, it is advantageous to

address all of the environmental problems present at a

facility. We must be smarter about addressing all pollution

problems through holistic solutions, rather than being
satisfied with narrow solutions -- some of which simply move

pollution from one media to another.

Refgulated entities also can realize benefits from a

coordinated, multi -media approach, because the compliance

problems across statutes can be dealt with at one time. This

approach also allows companies to manage their environmental

compliance and budget and planning activities more

efficiently.

Integration of the enforcement functions may yield advantages
in identifying appropriate targets for enforcement. We can

optimize the benefits which are yielded in enforcement efforts by

targeting based on multi-media risk -- rather than single media

risks .

STREAMLINING ENFORCEMENT

SENATOR LAUTENGERG: Do you have any estimates for how much

a consolidation could save?
ANSWER: There may be some opportunities for savings as a

result of a consolidation. We will be reviewing these savings

opportunities .

SEWAGE TREATMENT FUNDING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Under the President's February 5 year

budget plan, funding for state sewage treatment revolving loan

programs would be $2 billion a year. But the President front

loaded $800 million from the FY 1994 proposal into the FY 1993

stimulus package. This leaves the FY 1994 request at $1.2 billion.

If the Congress does not provide the additional FY 1993

funding for sewage treatment, will the Administration revise the

FY 1994 request back to the $2 billion level?
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ANSWER: We agree with you on the importance on funding the

CW SRF it is very unfortunate that Congress did not appropriate the

$845 million requested FY 93. However, fiscal constraints preclude
us from adding to the current request $4.2 billion for FY 94. Our

budget projects the full $2 billion level for the years FY 95-98.

DREDGE MATERIAL DECONTAMINATION RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: As you may be aware, Ms. Browner, the

Port of New York and New Jersey has, for the past several years,
sought a permit to begin dredging that the Port requires to

continue operations. Unfortunately, the area slated for dredging
is contaminated with dioxin. Serious reservations exist about the

safety of disposing of these dredge materials and this proposal has
been the subject of prolonged study and debate.

You and I have discussed the need to develop environmentally
appropriate disposal methods for sediment dredged from our nation's

ports. Last year, at the request of both the environmental

community and the Port, I worked to provide EPA with $2.7 million
for sediment decontamination research. New tools for

decontaminating sediment should help us avoid future situations
that potentially pit needed Port dredging against the environment.
I noted, with some concern, that the budget does not provide
funding to continue this work. Do you believe that we need to

explore development of coastal sediment decontamination

technologies?
ANSWER: Yes. The $2.7 million Congressional add-on we

received in FY 1993 is being used to investigate decontamination
of sediments in the New York-New Jersey Harbor. A variety of

technologies are being assessed for their effectiveness in removing
mercury, PCBs and dioxin from these coastal sediments. The results
of these studies will be available over the next 2 years.
Moreover, EPA will continue to develop standard sediment bioassays
using marine, estuarine, and freshwater species. These bioasssays
are needed to identify and assess contaminated sediment hotspots
(within New York - New Jersey Harbor) and at other coastal sites

in the United States. EPA will also encourage the transfer and

application of sediment decontamination technologies demonstrated
on a pilot scale in the Great Lakes Assessment and Remediation of

Contaminated Sediment (ARCS) program. In addition, EPA will
continue gathering existing data to develop a national inventory
of contaminated sediment sites as required by the Water Resources

Development Act of 1992.

FUTURE ACTION AT PORT OF NY/NJ

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Are you willing to reconsider whether
EPA should continue this activity?

ANSWER: Yes. Once the results of the studies conducted with
the $2.7 million are available, the Agency will evaluate whether
we need to commit additional funds to continue this activity.
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EXPORT PROMOTION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I am developing legislation to charge
EPA with providing assistance to American companies to expand

exports of environmental goods, services and technologies. This

is a market that is large and growing. When I was in Rio with Vice

President Gore, I was impressed by the opportunities presented by
U.S. technological leadership in this field. Do you support
efforts to increase EPA's role in encouraging exports of

environmental technologies?
ANSWER: This legislation has the potential greatly enhance

exports of U.S. environmental technologies and services. A

carefully balanced inter-Agency effort would draw upon EPA's

strengths in environmental technology innovation, demonstration,
and training, while relying upon the export promotion expertise of

other Federal Agencies, such as the Department of Commerce. Such

a program could facilitate overseas access to U.S. vendors'

environmental technologies and know-how. Moreover, the legislation
could reinforce mechanisms for inter-agency collaboration on

environmental export activities. This approach could help link the

government's extensive environmental technical assistance

activities with its export promotion efforts to make fullest use

of government resources in disseminating U.S. environmental

technologies abroad.
SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Can I count on you to work with me on

this legislation?
ANSWER: Yes.

VOLUNTARY CLEANUP/ECONOMIC REDEVELOPMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: As you know, I recently introduced the

Voluntary Environmental Cleanup and Economic Redevelopment Act of

1993, along with a bipartisan majority of the Senate Environment

Committee and several other Senators including Majority Leader

Mitchell. This bill is designed to promote the cleanup of as many
as 100,000 low priority contaminated sites around the country and

turn these fallow properties into opportunities for economic

redevelopment. This bill has been described by the American

Bankers Association as a "win-win" bill and has received the

support of business, environmentalists, states, and local

municipalities alike.

Can I count on you to support this legislation?
ANSWER: While we are still evaluating the proposed

legislation, we have conducted several forums with States,

environmental groups, industry, citizens, and local governments to

listen to their concerns and needs with regard to voluntary

cleanups. EPA is interested in promoting voluntary cleanups to

enhance economic growth and will be happy to work with you and

other affected parties to provide legislation to accelerate the

number and pace of cleanups while still providing effective

protection of public health and the environment.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR KERREY

DRINKING WATER ASSISTANCE

SENATOR KERREY: Please explain the rationale behind the

change in water infrastructure refinancing. What are the goals EPA

hopes to achieve with such changes?
ANSWER: We are assuming this question is referring to water

infrastructure financing (not refinancing) , specifically the

proposed Drinking Water SRF. The Clinton Administration is

absolutely committed to strengthening drinking water protection
efforts at all levels of government. As you know, in mid-February,
the President proposed creating a State Revolving Fund to spur
infrastructure investment in drinking water treatment facilities.
Federal capitalization of such a fund reflects the President's

strongly held view that investment in the nation's environmental
infrastructure is not only good for public health, but also

provides the needed foundation for economic progress. Construction
of improvements to treatment facilities reduces the costs of
medical care, allows communities to develop economically, and
assures the public that we may safely rely on tap water for our

daily needs.

GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM

SENATOR KERREY: Ground water provides 50% of the nation's

drinking water, this percentage is even higher in ground water rich
states like Nebraska and Florida. Ground water is becoming an

increasingly important source of water as traditional surface water

supplies are over appropriated. Unfortunately, ground water does
not enjoy the statutory protection provided to other water

programs .

Relying solely on monitoring and treatment for protecting the

public's health can be tenuous. Technology can provide a backstop,
but it should not be the first line of defense as dramatically
illustrated by the crisis in Milwaukee (a parasite contaminated
water in Milwaukee leaving more that 800,000 residents without
usable tap water.) If EPA emphasizes job creation over
environmental protection, won't people who depend on ground water
for economic and environmental health be penalized through a lack
of funds for ground water protection programs?

ANSWER: EPA firmly believes that economic considerations and
environmental protection complement and strengthen each other.
This is evidenced in our FY 1994 budget where we propose both a new

Drinking Water SRF program and continue our commitment to

implementing ground water protection efforts through statutorily
mandated programs, such UIC and RCRA. However, what we cannot
commit to continuing is the previous level of effort in supporting
comprehensive state ground water protection programs.

Through an extensive effort involving States, other EPA

programs and other Federal agencies, we recently completed the

Final Guidance for a comprehensive management approach for ground
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water resources. The guidance helps States to establish

groundwater protection goals to guide Federal, State and Local

officials. The Agency will continue to support comprehensive

ground water protection programs and will continue to emphasize
this important preventive effort.

WELL HEAD PROTECTION PROGRAM

SENATOR KERREY: EPA's Wellhead Protection Program is both

environmentally and economically sound. States have

enthusiastically endorsed this program, with twenty states

including Nebraska, having EPA approved state well head plans.
This has been achieved with very limited federal funding. However,

implementation must happen on the local level. States are so

financially pressed that many are in danger of losing primacy on

their basic drinking water program. How are states expected to

implement their approved well head plans with no federal or

regional funding support?
ANSWER: While there is no federal funding specifically

directed for support to the states in implementing their approved
state wellhead protection programs (WHPP) [there are 27 approved
state programs], EPA will continue to offer technical assistance

to states and states may direct a portion of their 106 grants for

wellhead activities. In addition, the products of demonstration

projects conducted during the past few years, such as educational

materials, innovative technical approaches, data management systems
and technical assistance documents, will be shared nationwide with

State and local governments to foster WHPP implementation.
EPA has funded local Wellhead Protection Demonstration

Projects over the past several years. In FY 1990, eight projects
were funded for $0.5 million that focused on data management

capabilities. Since FY 1991, we have expanded our support to all

forms of WHPP implementation, and funded 54 projects for $1.5
million in FY 1991 and an additional 54 projects for $1.4 million

in FY 1992. Unfortunately, no projects will be funded in FY 1993,

due to the budget cuts sustained in the AC&C appropriation and

carried forward into the FY 1994 budget.

SRF WELL HEAD PROGRAMS

SENATOR KERREY: The administration is committed to

establishing a state revolving fund for drinking water. Wouldn't

it make good sense to set aside some funds to protect this

investment through funding well head programs under the state

revolving fund?
ANSWER: The new Drinking Water SRF fund program is intended

for making loans, through State SRFs ,
to drinking water systems for

capital improvements to help them meet the requirements of drinking
water regulations. Since the new Drinking Water SRF is directed

at a specific area, infrastructure, it is not available to support
a range of water program activities, such as wellhead program
activities. However, improvements to infrastructure will assist

systems with implementing new requirements and will improve

compliance, thereby resulting in improved drinking water supplies
and greater protection of public health. We will continue to

support and promote wellhead protection efforts through technical
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assistance, fostering conununication and training efforts, and

actively pursuing technical transfer of new and innovative

approaches to wellhead protection.

DRINKING WATER COMPLIANCE

SENATOR KERREY: Over 70% of the general purpose governments
in the United States have populations of less than 3,000 and half
are under 1,000. Moreover, only 3% of localities in this country
have more than 50,000 inhabitants. When these communities are
faced with costly regulatory requirements, they don't have a very
big tax base upon which to draw.

I believe that one of your most significant decisions to be
made this year will be promulgation of a standard for radon in

drinking water. Over concerns with the potential financial impact
of this decision on smaller communities. Congress enacted Section

591(b) of Public Law 102-389, the VA-HUD Appropriations bill in FY

93. Section 591(b) directed your agency to conduct a multimedia
risk assessment and report back to Congress so that we can consider

appropriate measures to reduce the public's exposure to radon. The
Science Advisory Board will also make its own recommendation to

Congress. What is your view on the cost-effectiveness of imposing
a stringent drinking water standard vs. directing resources at

homes with high levels of radon?
ANSWER. The Safe Drinking Water Act mandates EPA to set

standards for 83 contaminants and radon is one of these
contaminants. In section 519(b) of the FY 93 Appropriation Bill,

Congress directed the Agency to conduct a multi -media risk
assessment of radon. The health risks from radon in drinking
water, while less than risks from air emissions, are very
significant. However, EPA's preliminary analysis indicates
that mitigating radon from drinking water is several times more

expensive than mitigating radon from soil gas. Although the costs
will be higher in the drinking water program based upon the

proposed rule, we believe that the estimated benefits of avoiding
80 statistical cases of cancer per year are significant and justify
promulgation of this standard.

RADON ALTERNATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT

SENATOR KERREY: I would also appreciate your views on
whether we should be considering alternative risk assessment
methods when it comes to naturally occurring substances that are

pervasive in the environment. Radon, arsenic and several essential
nutrients are good examples where studies at high levels show
harmful effects but where there is serious question about the

public health impacts from exposure at levels typically encountered

by the public.
ANSWER: EPA is aware of the difficulty of extrapolating

health effects data to the low exposure levels typically
encountered by the American public. We have developed an extensive

process to consider these factors in our risk assessment and risk
characterization documents. For example, we used a National

Academy of Sciences study on epidemiology data obtained from a

group of underground metal-ore miners mainly in the United States,

Canada, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Newfoundland, and Great Britain to
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examine risk levels. This level was then extrapolated to what
would be found in most home environments and this analysis lead to
the estimate of risk. With respect to naturally occurring
elements, and essential nutrients, EPA takes these factors into
consideration in our risk assessment and risk management practices.
Also, we have an extensive internal and external science peer
review process so that we obtain the benefit of many experts before
we make a regulatory decision. Given these safeguards, I feel
comfortable that our risk assessments are as good as the current
state of science will allow.

RADON CASE STUDIES

SENATOR KERREY: The EPA has been directed to examine "the
risk of adverse human health effects associated with exposure to
various pathways of radon" as well as the costs associated with
radon control.

a) Is the EPA looking at "real world" case studies on

ingestion and inhalation?
ANSWER: EPA used whatever human health data was available

to estimate radon risk from the ingestion and inhalation routes.
Inhalation risk estimates were based primarily on a National

Academy of Sciences study of epidemiology data obtained from a

group of underground metal-ore miners mainly in the United States,
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Newfoundland, and Great Britain.
No epidemiology data are available to estimate radon ingestion
risk. Ingestion risk estimates were based primarily on
mathematical models of the movement and accumulation of radon
within the body following ingestion. EPA's drinking water radon
risk assessment was presented to the Science Advisory Board's
Radiation Advisory Committee in February 1993. The draft
recommendations from that committee are highly favorable to EPA's

approach.

RADON COST ESTIMATES

SENATOR KERREY: How are the differing cost estimates between
the EPA and the water industry being reconciled?

ANSWER: The water industry presented extensive comments on
the costs contained in the proposed radionuclides rule. EPA has
reviewed those comments and has revised its cost estimates to
reflect some of the concerns raised by the water industry. For

example, the water industry pointed out that many ground water

systems do not have a central treatment point and would need to
install treatment at their different wells. EPA accepts this point
and has revised its estimate of the number of treatment sites which
would be required by the rule. EPA's revised cost estimates were

presented to the Science Advisory Board's Drinking Water Committee
in February 1993. The water industry also presented a summary of
its cost estimates at the meeting. The draft committee report
indicates that EPA's approach in estimating cost is appropriate.
However, the committee noted the discrepancies between the cost
estimates and indicated that it expected the costs represented two
ends of a range with most likely costs somewhere within the range.
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RADON COST ESTIMATES DIFFERENCE

SENATOR KERREY: Because the EPA and the regulated community
are far apart on the cost estimates of this rule, would you be

willing to use an independent third party to help reconcile the
differences?

ANSWER: EPA presented its cost assumptions in the proposed
rule and later held a public hearing to receive input on those
assumptions. Over 600 comments on the entire rule were received
during the comment period. EPA also presented its updated cost
estimates to the Science Advisory Board in a public fortim and the

public had an opportunity to comment on the revised estimates.
Thus, there has been extensive exchange of information on this
rule. Both sides understand the assumptions used by the other and
simply disagree on what assumptions should be used. Given the
court deadline of October 1993 for promulgation, there is no time
for further public discussion.

COST ESTIMATES RECONCILED

SENATOR KERREY: Do you not agree that the EPA and the water
systems should use "best efforts" to reconcile the cost estimates
in an open, public process?

ANSWER: We support the exchange of views on cost estimates
as well as estimates of occurrence, appropriate treatment

technologies, and appropriate analytical methods. The current
negotiated rulemaking on drinking water disinfection byproducts has
included a highly successful effort in reaching agreement on the
basic costs underlying proposed regulatory options. We are

exploring ways with the water industry and others for informal

exchange of information early in the regulatory development
process.

RADON IN DRINKING WATER

SENATOR KERREY: With respect to the radon in drinking water
proposed rule, your Acting Assistant Administrator Martha Prothro
was quoted recently in the New York Times as stating "...we may
have gone further than we need to in human health concerns. It's

appropriate to go back and look at this proposal."

a) Does this mean that the agency is willing to reopen public
dialogue on the health and cost issues?

ANSWER: The Agency is under a court-ordered deadline to

promulgate the radionuclides rule by October 1, 1993. Therefore,
there is no time to reopen the public comment period on the rule.
However, the Agency always conducts a thorough reassessment of its
initial analysis in response to the public comments received on the
proposal. Also, in response to Congress' mandate on the radon
report, EPA staff presented updated radon risk and cost issues to
the Science Advisory Board (SAB) in February. At that time, the

public had an opportunity to comment on EPA's updated risk and cost

analyses. Thus, the level of discussion and review of the basis for
this final rule has already been extraordinary.
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REEVALUATING RADON IN DW

SENATOR KERREY: To what extent is the agency reevaluating
this proposal? What activities are underway?

ANSWER: The Agency considered the over 600 public conunents
received on the rule. These comments resulted in revised risk and
cost estimates which were presented to the SAB in February.

RADON IN DW - FLEXIBILITY

SENATOR KERREY: What does Congress need to do to give EPA
the flexibility needed to deal with radon in drinking water

effectively?
ANSWER: The Agency is preparing the Chafee-Lautenberg

reports due this July and the reports will address contaminant
selection and regulation development and prepare recommendations
for reauthorization of the Safe Drinking Water Act.

DW MCLG STANDARDS

SENATOR KERREY: I an very pleased to see from your earlier
statements that you share my view that Congress needs to change the
outmoded "Delaney clauses." I share your view that the time has
come to acknowledge that exposure to minute quantities of
substances may pose little, if any, adverse health risk to the

public. Are you prepared to support changes to all of the zero risk

goal regulatory programs such as the strict Maximum Contaminant
Level Goal standard in the Safe Drinking Water Act?

ANSWER: The Administration has not yet decided whether to

change its policy regarding the setting of Maximum Contaminant
Level Goals for carcinogens at zero. However, whether or not the

goals are set at zero, EPA has used a de minimus risk philosophy
in establishing Maximum Contaminant Levels, which are the
enforceable drinking water standards. These levels have

traditionally been set at levels equivalent to a 10'* to 10"*

individual risk level for carcinogens.

INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION

SENATOR KERREY: I am also very pleased to see that you
called for a more holistic integrated approach to environmental

regulation. The statement I saw attributed to you was Tou can't

ignore water when you're talking about air.' 1 trust that the
reverse holds and you believe that the Agency should but ignore the
air when considering water.

ANSWER: That is correct. In the past we have regulated
pollution on a single media approach. This approach gave the

appearance of environmental improvement but many times just moved

pollution from one medixim to another. Cleaning up the air sometimes
resulted in polluted water. Cleaning up the water sometimes
resulted in solid waste or air pollution. We are currently
trying to look at the total pathway to assure that action to reduce
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in one area does not result in pollution and greater exposure in
another area. We are also placing emphasis on pollution prevention
as the preferred approach. Over the long run pollution prevention
will be the approach of choice as the cost of waste disposal and
the long-term effects of this strategy are better understood.

SDWA INTEGRATION

SENATOR KERREY: I am also very pleased to see that you
called for a more holistic integrated approach to environmental
regulation. The statement I saw attributed to you was "You can't

ignore water when you're talking about air." I trust that the
reverse holds and you believe that the Agency should not ignore the
air when considering water.

This is precisely my concern with the Agency's approach to

regulating radon in drinking water where EPA has proposed a very
stringent costly standard on radon in drinking water when drinking
water accounts for only about one percent of the public's exposure,
with most of the public's exposure to this naturally occurring
substance coming from air. Have you considered how to integrate the
Safe Drinking water regulations with other Agency programs?

ANSWER: It is important to consider all media programs in a
holistic manner. However, in the case of radon, even the small

drinking water portion of radon risk represents a significant
health concern and one that is controllable. I will be working
with my staff to develop a coordinated strategy for addressing
radon risk which considers the contribution from both water and
air.

RADON IN DRINKING WATER - STATE VIEWS

SENATOR KERREY: The radon in drinking water rule has been
considered overly burdensome by hundreds of public agencies
throughout the country. Many in the scientific community have
raised serious concerns with the wisdom of adopting a stringent
standard on radon in drinking water when it accounts for such a

small percentage of the public's exposure. As a former state

regulator, have you sought out the views of state and local

agencies on this issue?
ANSWER: Even though radon in drinking water accounts for a

small portion of total radon exposure, the drinking water portion
itself poses a significant health risk. It is important to note
that whereas most risk data depends upon animal research data, for
radon the risks are based on human health data. We received over
600 comments on this proposed rule, representing all interests.
As we move forward with this rule, I will review what comments EPA
has received on the proposed rule from all stakeholders, including
state and local officials. I can assure you, however, that we are

quite aware of the cost implications of this rule, especially for
smaller communities .

SDWA - CSGWPP

SENATOR KERREY: There seems to be a universally recognized
need to increase communication and coordination between federal

programs. The Comprehensive State Ground Water Protection Program
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(CSGWPP) offers this assistance.

a) What is the EPA able to offer the states if the promised
coordination of federal programs is cut through reduced funding of
CSGWPP?

ANSWER: EPA cannot commit to continuing the level of
effort provided to start up the Comprehensive State Ground Water
Protection Programs (CSGWPP). However, the Agency will continue
to support States, as they develop and implement CSGWPPs and pursue
this important preventive effort. Through an extensive effort
involving States, EPA programs and other Federal Agencies, we
recently completed the final guidance for a comprehensive
management approach for ground water resources.

SDWA vs CWA ENFORCEMENT

SENATOR KERREY: How does EPA propose to alleviate the
inconsistencies between the Clean Water Act and the Safe Drinking
Water Act, especially regarding enforcement authority now that both
acts are up for reauthorization?

ANSWER: EPA is looking at this issue as it prepares its

report to Congress on the drinking water program. Strengthening
enforcement under SDWA, and aligning it much more closely to the
CWA enforcement provisions, is a key priority in SDWA
reauthorization. Enforcement of drinking water regulations is

handicapped by red tape established in the SDWA. For example, EPA
must go through three steps to issue an administrative compliance
order. Another two steps are necessary to exact a penalty. The

penalties are limited and do not act as meaningful deterrent. In

addition, SDWA's information gathering authority is weak, limiting
EPA's ability to obtain needed information to proceed in
enforcement actions. No criminal enforcement exists in the SDWA,
except for acts of terrorism. Conversely, the emergency
authorities of the SDWA are more powerful than the CWA. Therefore,
it is our intention as we enter reauthorization to build from the

knowledge and experiences of both the SDWA and CWA, thereby
considerably strengthening both enforcement programs and increasing
the consistency between the two wherever possible.

NON- POINT SOURCE POLLUTION

SENATOR KERREY: Congress will spend a significant amount of
time in the next two years on issues regarding the environment.
One such issue is clean water and the reauthorization of the Clean
Water Act. I expect nonpoint source pollution to be a major issue
of debate. Could you please describe your approach toward a

solution to nonpoint source pollution.
I am of the opinion, that the most effective approach to

managing nonpoint source pollution is at the local level. A
federal mandate in this area will not work. Nebraska has already
established watershed units called Natural Resource Districts
(NRDs). One of the many responsibilities of the NRDs in Nebraska
is water quality. I have heard you speak of local water groups in
Florida and California -- I invite you to Nebraska to learn more
about our Natural Resource Districts and to study their approach
to water quality.
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ANSWER: I agree that nonpoint source pollution, or polluted
runoff, will be a key issue in the Clean Water Act reauthorization

process. Polluted runoff is the major remaining source of water

quality problems identified by States. While progress in

controlling polluted runoff has been made, we all must do better.
Based on my experiences in Florida, I believe that local
involvement and commitment is essential to controlling nonpoint
source pollution.

At this stage, we are currently in the process of examining
this and other reauthorization issues.

USDA WATERSHED PROGRAM

SENATOR KERREY: The prevailing thoughts regarding the
reauthorization of the Clean Water Act indicate that certain items
will in all likelihood be parts of Section 319 Nonpoint Source

process in some sort or other. Among those items are: strong
connection to the Food Security Act provisions, application of the

mandatory approach of the Coastal Management Act, use of the

watershed as the planning and implementation base to water quality
problem solving. Are you familiar with the USDA Soil Conservation
Service's PL 83-566 Watershed program?

ANSWER: Yes. The Soil Conservation Service program has
served as an excellent complement to State Nonpoint Source (NPS)

programs for many years .

SECTION 319/USDA WATERSHED PROGRAM

SENATOR KERREY: What are your views on fusing the Section
319 Nonpoint Source Program and that Watershed program into one

system to address the water quality and flood control/sediment and
erosion problems as a unit?

ANSWER: EPA has been encouraging coordination between State

Nonpoint Source (NPS) programs and USDA programs, including P.L.

566 watersheds, for many years. For example, the P.L. 566

planning process, which involves local people and state and local

governments, would be a good process for the water quality
watershed effort. While I support continuing to improve the

linkages, I would stop short of fusing the two programs.
State NPS programs must consider all categories of NPS

impacting a watershed, not just agriculture. Also, State NPS

programs must be aimed at maintaining and improving water quality
and aquatic habitats as their primary objective while P.L. 566

serves multiple objectives with water quality not necessarily a

primary focus . While the programs are complementary and should
be coordinated at the State level, it would not be easy to fuse

them into a single program. We have been working closely with
USDA and other agencies on ways to coordinate programs nationally,

regionally, and at the watershed level.

NONPOINT SOURCE INTERFACE SCS

SENATOR KERREY: How does EPA intend to interface the

nonpoint source provisions of Section 319 with the SCS?

ANSWER: EPA will continue to encourage States to use Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) systems to help implement needed
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nonpoint source (NPS) controls and management measures in support
of the States' approved Section 319 NPS management programs.

SCS NATIONWIDE SERVICE

SENATOR KERREY: If it is a goal of EPA's to implement a
local delivery system to address the anticipated needs of the
nonpoint program, why is EPA attempting to duplicate the present
SCS nationwide system of a proven local delivery system? With
some modifications, the present SCS system could provide an
excellent cost effective vehicle for such local delivery system.

ANSWER: EPA is not attempting and does not intend to
implement a local delivery system or duplicate the Soil
Conservation Service's (SCS's) delivery system. EPA encourages
each State water quality program to use existing local delivery
systems, including SCS and Conservation Districts, to help
implement needed nonpoint source (NPS) controls and management
measures .

NONPOINT SOURCE LOCAL LINK

SENATOR KERREY: Who are the local support groups, the
sponsors, the partners that EPA is presently looking to that will
provide the local link in the Nonpoint Source Program?

ANSWER: EPA primarily relies on each State to encourage and
use appropriate local entities and partners as they implement
their Section 319 nonpoint source (NPS) program. For agriculture,
such local partners obviously include USDA field components and
Conservation Districts. For other polluted runoff problems, such
local partners may include cities, counties, and other local
governments along with special purpose districts and citizen
organizations .

We will separately provide you with a recent accomplishments
report on the Watershed Protection Approach which discusses the
diversity of participation in some of the scores of watershed
efforts which are underway.

BMP -- TOTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

SENATOR KERREY: Currently, Best management Practices
(BMP's) are designed to address a single water quality aspect.
Taken by themselves they do not do much to clean up the water
quality on a watershed basis. How does EPA envision incorporating
the use of BMP's into the total resource management scenario that
will be required if the watershed approach is adopted as a method
to attack water quality issues?

ANSWER: EPA believes that appropriate approaches to address
polluted runoff require the use not simply of single practices,
but rather systems of practices; we use the term "management
measures" to imply a system of appropriate practices to address
the full set of biological, physical and chemical water pollution
presented by nonpoint sources.

The "management measures" guidance recently published by EPA
under the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990
(CZARA) provides an indication of this approach. In this
guidance, which was developed with substantial USDA assistance,
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EPA published general management measures to address various

problems posed by nonpoint source pollution, and then suggested
various practices that could be combined by States to solve those

problems. These measures are highly compatible with the total
resource management approach.

EPA also recognizes the need to address many water pollution
problems on a watershed basis, and EPA is actively promoting the
use of the watershed approach in nonpoint source projects funded
under Section 319 of the Clean Water Act. The watershed

protection approach involves the identification of the all water

quality problems within and impacting a discrete geographic area;
selection of the appropriate set of problem abatement measures;
and the application of the measures by the appropriate public or

private entities.

NPS ACCOMPLISHMENTS

SENATOR KERREY: Currently, the only method .EPA has used to

evaluate the success of the Section 319 programs is through water

quality monitoring and listing the number of BMP's applied, a

process which takes five to ten years. The listing of BMP's

applied does not show water quality improvement nor does it

remotely imply program success. The BMP's may not be providing
water quality benefits due to a variety of placement, installation
and or misuse of specific BMP's. In order to adequately assess

program effectiveness there appears to be a need for modeling
methodology that will have to be adopted, tested, and used as an

assessment mechanism. The cost to place a water quality
monitoring system of instream gauges in every watershed will

bankrupt the local, state, and federal coffers.
I believe that there needs to be a system that incorporates

the Geographic Information System (CIS) capabilities with field
data systems (i.e. SCS Geographic Resources Analysis Support
System (GRASS) and the Agricultural NonPoint Source model (AGNPS))

together with Arcinfo type data, point referencing methods. This

networking analytical system allows use of the infield information
that precipitates the landowner changes on his farm. The system
allows tieing the landowner to landowner systems into watersheds,
to river basins and as a result provides a ready means of program
evaluation. How does EPA intend to evaluate the accomplishments
gained through application of the nonpoint source program?

ANSWER: EPA agrees that there is a need for modeling
methodologies that can be used to accurately assess nonpoint
source program effectiveness, but believes that there are

currently no models available that can meet that need nationally.
The calibration and verification needed to determine whether a

model adequately predicts the water quality benefits of BMP (best

management practice) implementation are generally so resource
intensive that successful modeling efforts generally occur in only
a few priority areas in selected States.

EPA has, however, recognized the benefits of good modeling
in watershed planning efforts, and is currently supporting a

number of watershed projects that use modeling to develop targeted
implementation programs. Some of these projects use geographic
information systems (GIS) ,

watershed models such as AGNPS, and

screening techniques such as EPA's newly- developed Watershed
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Screening/Targeting Tool (WSTT) . In addition, EPA is continuing
to encourage other State, local and Federal agencies to use
watershed models to help gauge the effectiveness of State programs
and particular watershed projects. EPA recently published a

compendium of watershed models. The compendium describes
available models, indicates previous applications and provides
contacts so that other potential users can decide if a particular
model would be appropriate.

EPA is also funding a grant at The Pennsylvania State

University (PSU) that takes advantage of lessons learned from the
Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) to develop an expert system (RCWP
EXPERT) for farm planning, farm modeling, and watershed modeling.
RCWP EXPERT incorporates the ARC INFO and GPASS (Geographic
Resources Analysis Support System of USDA) geographic information

systems, as well as the AGNPS and GLEAMS models. The principal
researcher is testing RCWP EXPERT in a watershed in Michigan.

EPA agrees that placement of stream gauges in every
watershed is not affordable, but EPA believes that long-term
monitoring is still the best way to evaluate the effectiveness of

nonpoint source control efforts. Many of the impacts caused by
nonpoint sources are best assessed with biological and habitat

monitoring techniques that do not require gauging stations. In

addition, less-expensive grab sampling techniques have been used

successfully in the RCWP to evaluate project success where
chemical monitoring was more appropriate. EPA believes that

monitoring can be performed at lower cost if experimental designs
and monitoring parameters are carefully selected, and has provided
guidance to States on these techniques.

EPA developed a PC data system that tracks assessment
results on individual waterbodies and watersheds. Many States are

using this program, the Waterbody System (WBS) ,
for managing

information on use support, causes and sources of impairment,
extent and type of monitoring, total maximum daily load (TMDL)

status, and many other factors. The WBS can be linked to another
EPA data system the Reach File, through the use of common

geographic locators (e.g.. Reach Numbers or latitude/longitude).
The Reach File is the national hydrologic database of networked
stream and lake traces at 1:100,000. States and others already
use the Reach File for basin-scale routing or modeling of point
and nonpoint source pollutants (mainly for screening- level

models), and we foresee great potential for its use in actual
watershed projects. In the long term, the WBS will provide
information on waterbodies where NPS BMPs can be evaluated.

In summary, there are a variety of means that may be used

by States and by EPA to gauge the effectiveness of State programs
and of specific watershed projects to abate NPS pollution. The

most thorough approach is to establish a long-term monitoring
program in association with particular watershed projects to

assess the success of those projects in improving water quality.
This approach may indeed take ten years and considerable funds to

implement. EPA believes that this approach should be used in only
a subset of situations, and is in fact devoting 5 percent of

Section 319 funds to implement a national monitoring program at

a small number of sites. At these sites both water quality and

land treatment with BMPS are tracked to support analyses of the

relationships between BMP implementation and water quality trends.
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NFS ACCOMPLISHMENTS METHODOLOGY

SENATOR KERREY: What type of methodology will be used to

perform this evaluation at a cost effective level, assuming that
the program is to be implemented at the local level?

ANSWER: In many other cases there are a variety of means
that may be used to monitor program success. These include annual
or semi-annual biological monitoring, physical habitat monitoring
(ranging from monitoring stream substrate to simple taking of
before-and-after photographs of streambanks and riparian areas) ,

and data on the number of appropriate best management practices
(BMPs) implemented. EPA grants policy requires all grants to

contain specific outputs and milestones for each watershed

project.
EPA agrees that modeling methodologies need to be improved.

EPA has done considerable work in this area and will continue to

develop and disseminate nonpoint source modeling methodologies.
It is important to recognize that there is currently no single
model or geographic information system (CIS) system that will

successfully yield good results in all situations. For example,
the Agricultural NonPoint Source (AGNPS) model has not been
calibrated and verified for use in all parts of the United States,
and many other models are currently preferred in various contexts,
based upon factors including location, types of activities being
modelled, and the specific goals of the modelling system.

319 FUND DISTRIBUTION

SENATOR KERREY: The present method of funding the Section
319 program is through a system of grants distributed by Regional
EPA offices. The States are informed of the amount of money in

the Regional coffer and then submit requests for project
proposals . Then through what often becomes a glorified "beauty
contest", the proposed projects are "ranked" and sent to the

Regional EPA office for agreement and funding. States methods of

deciding the best programs and the best locations of those

programs do not always focus on the areas most in need.

What assurances do we have that the present method of

Section 319 fund distribution is hitting the most needy and worst
areas of country? Secondly, what assurances do we have that the

expenditure of funds in those areas will enhance the water quality
of the nation?

ANSWER: EPA employs a grant issuance process that is

designed to maximize the benefits to the public from the award of

Federal dollars for the implementation of State nonpoint source

programs. EPA divides the Section 319 funds into equal portions.
The first portion, representing 50% of the total Congressional
appropriation, is awarded to States based upon a formula that is

based upon relevant factors such as size, population, and acreage
of various NPS -causing activities. The remaining funds are

awarded by each Region based upon a competitive process, assuring
that the best projects in the Region are funded. This also has

the important benefit of strongly encouraging States to "compete"

successfully by submitting projects that do in fact focus on

effectively solving high-priority problems.
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CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

SENATOR KERRY: After reading about the problems with

government contracting detailed in the recent GAO transition

reports and in numerous other sources, it is clear that more

attention must be directed to the management of government
contracts. As the new EPA Administrator, you have inherited a

significant problem in this area.

A section from your recent testimony about the Subcommittee

on Oversight and Investigation of the House Committee on Energy
and Commence caught my attention. You said:

"It is clear to me, Mr. Chairman, that one of my most

important tasks -- perhaps the most important task -- is to build

into EPA a far more rigorous system of accountability for the

management of our resources. If we fail to do so, we will never

change the culture at the Agency. We will fail to protect scarce

taxpayer funds and we will fail to demonstrate to the public that

we are effectively leveraging our resources to protect the

environment. In short, if we are not effectively protecting our

resources, then protection of the environment will suffer. "(p. 3)

I could not agree with you more. I believe that on a

fundamental level, this is what the American people asked us for

in the last election -- to bring greater accountability to the

federal government.
Would you outline for me some of the problems you have found

at the EPA with contract management, and indicate what steps you
are taking to address the waste and past mismanagement In the

EPA's contracting process?
ANSWER: As you have stated, EPA Is an Agency with serious

problems in contract management. However, an aggressive program
to address these problems is in place.

Problem :

o Because of the highly leveraged nature of some

program offices at EPA, contractors were found to be performing

Inherently governmental functions.

Corrective Measures :

o The EPA Order on Contracting was developed and issued In 1990

to clarify for the Agency what Inherently governmental functions

are and to provide guidelines for dealing with areas which,

although not inherently governmental, require special controls If

performed by a contractor.

o The Office of Acquisition Management (0AM) circulated the new

Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) Policy Letter 92-1

dated September 23, 1992, dealing with Inherently governmental
functions .

o A base budget review is being conducted to determine if EPA has

adequate, skilled resources to perform its Inherently governmental
functions .
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Problem :

o Because of the extensive use of on-site contractors at EPA,
prohibited personal services relationships have developed on some

Agency contracts.

Corrective Measures :

o On August 13, 1992, the Procurement and Contracts Management
Division (elevated to the Office of Acquisition Management in
November 1992) Issued "Interim Guidelines for the Use of On-Site
Contractors." The "EPA Order on the Use of Contractor Services"
is currently being revised.

Problem :

o The special problems of conflicts of interest among Superfund
contractors that could jeopardize cost recovery actions have been
a concern of the Agency for several years now. Measures have been
taken to strengthen Conflict of Interest (COI) clauses and

procedures for these and other Agency contractors as a result of
these concerns .

Corrective Measures :

o COI Reviews - Since FY 1990, EPA has been conducting on-site
reviews of Superfund contractors' COI avoidance systems to ensure
that contractors have systems in place to identify, report, and
avoid COI. In addition, when a significant potential for COI
exists for new procurements, EPA requires companies to submit for
evaluation COI plans of these systems as a condition of contract
award .

o COI Training - During the past four years, EPA has been training
its contracting officers and program staff to better understand
COI Issues and to make Informed determinations. EPA will continue
both informal and formal training with Increased emphasis on

identifying and resolving COI issues before contract award.

Problem:
o The Office of Inspector General (OIG) found that an 8(a)
procurement had been split into three smaller procurements to
avoid the FAR requirement for competition.

Corrective Measures :

o Guidance has been issued to all procurement officials which
prohibits the splitting of 8(a) procurements to avoid competition.

Problem:
o The OIG has found that EPA culture is one that places "mission
over management" and that accountability for sound management
practices is lacking.

Corrective Measures:
o The Agency is evaluating Its disciplinary system to ensure

tough, equitable, and consistent treatment of personnel who
violate Agency rules and requirements .
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o The Agency established the position of Senior Procurement
Officials (SPOs) in each AA-ship and region as the senior level
focal points for institutional change and contracts, grants, and
financial management accountability.
o The Agency is increasing management accountability through the
use of internal vulnerability assessments, contract management
plans, annual acquisition plans, and thorough workforce planning
initiatives .

CHANGES IN MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Senator Kerry: What changes are you considering in

management practices or policies to correct the abuse evident in
the system?

Answer: The former EPA Administrator established the

Standing Committee on Contracts Management (SCCM) in response to
the Office of Inspector General (OIG) audit report on EPA's

management of the Computer Sciences Corporation contracts. The
Committee and its staff conducted a bottom-up study of contracts

management at EPA and made recommendations for corrective action.

Committee Accomplishments:
- Development of Office of Administration and Resources Management
(OARM) reorganization plan to consolidate acquisition management
functions, strengthen reporting and oversight.
- Establishment and continued use of mechanisms for planning and

assessment, including individual contract plans, annual

acquisition plans, and better use of the FMFIA process.
- Initiated a series of improvements in training opportunities,
including mandatory training, refresher courses and a variety of

training for different levels of EPA managers and staff. The

development and use of this Initiative will continue.
- Strengthen accountability by emphasizing contract management
responsibilities in position descriptions, job announcement, and

performance standards.
- Establishment of Senior Procurement Officials (SPOs) in each AA-

ship and Region as senior level focal points for institutional

change and contracts management accountability. The charter for
these individuals was expanded to include grants management,
acquisition, and financial management.
- Worked closely with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
to revise Federal cost principles on unallowable indirect costs.

o The Use of Special Reviews to Identify and Correct Problems:
ICF Reviews - ICF is one of EPA's largest contractors with 26

contracts, one in nearly every program office. Due to this
extensive use and possible abuse associated with this use, EPA
undertook a study of these contracts to determine its potential
areas of vulnerability and take appropriate corrective action.
Acquisition Management Reviews - The Office of Acquisition
Management is conducting reviews of the 10 regional contracting
offices. These reviews are comprehensive in nature, covering the

pre-award process, contract management, small purchases, and the

general management of the contracting operations, and will result
in recommendations to improve the contracting activities where
weaknesses are found.
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PESTICIDES - DELANEY CLAUSE

SENATOR KERREY: During your first days in office you
indicated that a recent Supreme Court decision reaffirming that
EPA must follow a literal interpretation of the Delaney Clause's
"zero risk" language pointed to the need to revise that 35 -year
old law. I believe you were quoted as saying that "EPA does not
believe [the pesticides affected by the ruling) pose an
unreasonable risk to public health based on the available data"
and that "The current debate is not about health risks but about

legal interpretation of the statute."
In view of your comments, do you anticipate that the

Administration will be sending to Congress its recommendations for

revising Delaney? If so, when? If not -- how can EPA live with
a statute that you believe has been rendered impractical by
science?

ANSWER: The Administration believes that food safety laws
need to be improved in order to give the public more protection,
not less. The court's decision has highlighted the necessity for

improving the way that pesticide residues in food are regulated.
EPA, the Federal Food and Drug Administration, and the United
States Department of Agriculture are committed to a long- terra

effort that will include updating food safety laws and that will
reflect sound public policy and science. The goal of this effort
will be to assure the overall safety of the food supply, while at
the same time making the various components of the food safety
program more consistent with each other and more efficient.

The Administration is aware that several bills to amend the
statutes regulating pesticides have been introduced in this

Congress, including H. R. 1627 (Food Quality Protection Act of

1993), sponsored by Reps. Lehman, Bliley, and Rowland; and S.

331/H. R. 874 (Pesticide Food Safety Act of 1993), sponsored by
Sen. Kennedy and Rep. Waxman. The Administration has not yet
developed a position on these bills.

PESTICIDES - FIFRA

SENATOR KERREY: On August 21, 1992, the EPA drastically
revised its Worker Protection Standards for agricultural
pesticides. Although no legislation mandating such standards has
ever been approved by Congress, a very broad interpretation of
FIFRA has allowed for the development of these standards.

The revisions impose complicated and costly restrictions on

many industries, including farmers and agricultural crop
consultants. Compliance with the revised standards is set to

begin as soon as a product with revised labeling is used.
Pesticides with the revised labeling may not be released before

April 21, 1993; and all pesticide labeling must be switched to the
revised labeling by April 21, 1994.

Considering the cost and extent of the compliance
requirements, I believe it would be appropriate to extend the

compliance deadline for the standard until April 21, 1994 - the
date at which all labeling must comply. The would allow those
affected by the regulations time to properly prepare for

implementation of the revised standards.
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Is this being considered?
ANSWER: The Worker Protection Standard (WPS) includes both

product- specific requirements and generic WPS requirements.
Registrants of all products affected by the WPS (approximately
8,000) must modify their product labels before April 21, 1994.
Compliance with the WPS is triggered by the use of a product with
the modifications required by the WPS.

Modified labels will include a reference statement requiring
compliance with the generic WPS provisions; the generic
provisions will not be printed on the label. The product-specific
requirements will be included on the label in the Agricultural Use
Requirements box. This box will detail requirements for use of
personal protective equipment (PPE) by handlers and early-entry
workers, restricted entry intervals (REIs) ,

and providing workers
with both oral and posted warnings about applications (for the
most toxic products only) .

The generic provisions do not go into effect until April 15,
1994, to allow employers time to learn about requirements and make
arrangements to comply. These provisions include pesticide safety
training to agricultural workers and pesticide handlers,
decontamination sites, and emergency assistance.

Compliance with the product-specific requirements is

required as soon as a product with the modified label is used.
Product registrants are now in the process of modifying their
labels and will begin using these labels, as early as this summer.
Postponing compliance with requirements specified on the product
label until April 21, 1994, would present many difficulties for
product users and for compliance activities. Product users would
not have access to the preceding non-WPS label for the earlier
requirements for PPE, REIs, and posting. These requirements have
important safety implications and must be followed explicitly to
assure safe use. Pesticide products must be used in accordance
with label specifications. State and Federal pesticide compliance
programs are dependent on product labels in determining if the
product was used correctly.

INDUSTRY WIDE EXEMPTIONS

SENATOR KERREY: EPA apparently has recognized that certain
industries could be severely affected by the new standards, and
has allowed for an exemption process. However, the information
requested for exemption is not only very lengthy, but also appears
to apply to a very specific time, place, and procedure - not an
ongoing business such as crop scouting. The flower and cut fern
industry has received an exemption, do you expect to grant other
industry-wide exemptions?

ANSWER: Under the Worker Protection Standard (WPS), crop
advisors have unlimited access to treated areas when they have all
the protections given to pesticide handlers under the Standards,
the Agency is working with a group of crop advisors to develop
fact sheets that will state clearly the WPS requirements for crop
advisors and practical ways of achieving them.

The Worker Protection Standard provides for a formal process
for considering exceptions to the 1 hour per person per day
limitation of entering treated areas during a Restricted Entry
Interval (REI) . The information required from a person or
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organization requesting an exception is needed by the Agency to

evaluate the need for the exception, the risk posed to early- entry
workers who remain in a treated area beyond one hour per day.

The Agency proposed an exception for the flower and cut fern

industry. An early entry worker would be allowed to enter a
treated area up to 3 hours per day while using specified personal
protective equipment. The Agency should conclude its assessment
of this proposed exception in approximately 3 months and will
announce its decision in the Federal Register. No other requests
for exceptions have been submitted to the Agency. If industry-
wide requests are submitted, they will be reviewed and fully
considered by the Agency.

GREAT PLAINS INITIATIVE

SENATOR KERREY: I want to express my State's appreciation
for the involvement of EPA in the Great Plains Initiative being
coordinated by the Western Governor's Association. Nebraska

particularly appreciates Region VII 's sponsorship of the recent

symposium on conserving Great Plains' ecosystems. Addressing
declining species and their habitats in a proactive manner, as the

Great Plains Initiative is designed to do, can do much to head off
future conflicts that result from unintended destruction of

species and habitat and ultimate listing under the Endangered
Species Act. I want to encourage EPA to continue .to view and fund
that activity as a high priority initiative.

What are EPA's specific plans concerning support for and

participation in the Great Plains Initiative?
ANSWER: The Great Plains Project is EPA's contribution to

the larger multi-partner effort called the Great Plains Initiative

(GPI). The GPI alliance includes landowners and land users of the

Great Plains, the state, local and tribal governments of the 13

Great Plains States, the Western Governor's Association, the

governments of the western Canadian provinces and Mexican border

states, the Nature Conservancy and federal agencies including EPA

and the Departments of Interior and Agriculture. It is the goal
of the GPI to facilitate cooperation among all stakeholders,

compile and share information, and develop strategies that will
sustain important ecosystems in the Great Plains.

EPA will participate with other members of the Alliance to

develop models which are effective in the western states for: (1)

Building natural resource partnerships to leverage multi- agency
expertise and resources at all levels of government across private
interest groups, and with citizen or grassroots organizations to

deliver comprehensive environmental programs; (2) Promoting or

encouraging community-based responses to accomplish sustainable

development (balancing and/or resolving environmental -economic

conflict); and (3) Protecting ecosystems or biological processes
by intervening before there is a crisis such as listing a species
as threatened or in danger of extinction.
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EPA will play a different role than our usual regulatory one

on the Great Plains Project. We expect our role to be consistent

with the concepts of pollution prevention, community outreach,

strengthening state, local, and tribal capacity, and providing
technical assistance and environmental education.

HAZARDOUS WASTE

SENATOR KERREY: What is your philosophy on the RCRA

incinerator trial burn process? How do you utilize the data from

the trial burn?
ANSWER: The RCRA incinerator trial burn process plays an

integral role in the permitting process. Before the trial burn,

information is limited regarding the incinerator's ability to burn

the type of waste for which it is to be permitted since the

performance of individual incinerators may differ from their

designed performance specifications. The trial burn process is

designed to test the incinerators' ability to meet all applicable

performance standards when a waste is burned under a specified set

of operating conditions. Before a final permit for a hazardous

waste incinerator can be issued, it must be demonstrated that the

incinerator meets the performance standards for all the wastes it

will be permitted to burn.
The major considerations during the trial burn and continued

operations under the permit is to assure the safe operation of the

incinerator and that the risk to the public health and the

environment is minimized and as well as assuring that the risk

from the operation is within acceptable limits. The trial burn

data are used by EPA or the State to set permit limits with regard
to the incinerators' destruction and removal efficiency, the

principal organic hazardous constituents which may be burned,

hydrogen chloride, particulate matter, and metals.

RCRA CAPACITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

SENATOR KERREY: Will the EPA, under your leadership,
enforce the capacity assurance program for RCRA wastes for each

state?
ANSWER: Yes, we will continue to withhold remedial action

funding from those states that have not made an adequate capacity
assurance pursuant to CERCLA 104(c)(9).

HAZARDOUS WASTE - INTERSTATE TRANSPORT

SENATOR KERREY: What is your position regarding the

transport of RCRA, TOSCA, and nuclear wastes?

ANSWER: The interstate transportation of wastes continues

to be a concern in several regions of the nation and for some

communities through which this waste travels, or to which it is

transported for disposal. These concerns are the basis for

several pending Congressional bills, which we are currently

evaluating.
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EPSCoR

Senator Kerrey: Over the last few years, this subcommittee
has funded an Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research in EPA to build up the environmental science and

engineering research infrastructures of states like Nebraska,

Vermont, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Montana, and Arkansas which helped
these states develop research capabilities and infrastructure.
As you may know. President Clinton strongly endorsed the EPSCoR

programs during last fall's campaign, saying that it has "helped
researchers in smaller universities to more effectively compete
for federal research dollars." Your budget request does not

include funds to continue EPSCoR. Could you work with me and

other interested Senators to make room for this program in your
budget?

ANSWER: The research program reflected in our FY 1994

budget request addresses the Agency's highest priority research

needs . We acknowledge that programs such as the Experimental

Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) have

meritorious goals. However, we are not requesting funds for

EPSCoR because of the need to fund higher priority research

programs and activities more directly related to Agency missions.

While our budget does not include direct funding of EPSCoR,
we believe that there are substantial new competitive research

opportunities in our FY 1994 budget for EPSCoR-designated
institutions. There are two specific changes in ORD's research

program which could be of help to the EPSCoR institutions across

the country. The first relates to a policy change in the way
ORD's extramural program is carried out. ORD is attempting to

shift away from funding instruments such as level of effort

contracts to funding the needed research work under cooperative

agreements with colleges and universities. This should make

available millions of additional research dollars to both EPSCoR

and non-EPSCoR institutions on a competitive basis. Secondly, an

increase of $2 million has been requested in FY 1994 to support
the investigator- initiated grants program. EPSCoR institutions

will also be able to compete for funding under this larger grants

program.

EPSCoR - INTERAGENCY SUPPORT

SENATOR Kerrey: Last year this Subcommittee's report

complained about the previous administration's failure to

integrate EPA- EPSCoR with the other EPSCoR programs at NASA; the

National Science Foundation; the National Institutes of Health;
and the Departments of Agriculture, Energy, and Defense. I have

heard that EPA subsequently undertook efforts to integrate in to

the broader EPSCoR effort. Would you please tell me what actions

EPA has taken to meet this objective?
ANSWER: In order to integrate EPA's EPSCoR efforts with

those of other Federal agencies, EPA has been participating in a

recently formed multi-agency committee, the EPSCoR Interagency
Coordinating Committee (EICC) . The following agencies are members

of the EICC: National Science Foundation (NSF) , EPA, Department
of Energy, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National

Institutes of Health, Department of Agriculture, and the
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Department of Defense. Under the leadership of NSF, the EICC has
been examining ways to better coordinate and integrate the

implementation of the FY 1993 EPSCoR programs. EPA has

significantly benefitted from the interagency involvement. In

particular, EPA has developed its FY 1993 merit-based competition
for EPSCoR proposals on approaches used successfully by NSF and

Department of Energy.

EPSCoR FUNDING ALLOCATION

SENATOR KERREY: Could you provide for the record an

explanation of how previously appropriated EPSCoR funds have been
allocated and utilized.

ANSWER: In FY 1991, $1,000,000 was provided to the EPA to

support EPSCoR. These funds were used to award research planning
grants to the eighteen states and one commonwealth designated by
The National Science Foundation (NSF) as EPSCoR participants.
These include: Alabama, Arkansas, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North

Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, West

Virginia, Wyoming and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Each
EPSCoR participant received approximately $50,000 from EPA to

support planning grants, with a one-to-one matching contribution

required. The EPSCoR participants used the planning grants to

develop multi-year strategies to improve the quality of
environmental science and engineering research and infrastructure
at their academic institutions.

In FY 1993, $800,000 was provided to EPA to support EPSCoR.
EPA implemented its EPSCoR program in FY 1993 using an approach
implemented by NSF. A solicitation was issued in the Federal

Register that announced a merit-based competition among the NSF

designated 19 EPSCoR states/commonwealth for special research

grants in the area of environmental science and engineering. The
solicitation indicated that previous planning grant efforts should
be used in preparing the research grant applications for the FY
1993 EPSCoR competition. The solicitation had a closing date of

April 30, 1993. To date, 18 of the 19 eligible EPSCoR

participants have submitted grant applications. The applications
are currently undergoing peer review. Based on results of the

review, the Agency will award grants for the two most meritorious

proposals in September or October of 1993.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR GRAMM

GULF OF MEXICO

SENATOR GRAMM: Over the past few years, EPA established and
nurtured a Gulf of Mexico Program within the Office of Water. In

your statement to the Subcommittee you voice your commitment to an

ecosystem-based approach to environmental protection. However, I

note that in your budget request it appears that funding for the
Gulf of Mexico actually decreases by $4 million, or 24%. How can
EPA justify this reversal of support for a valuable program that
is consistent with your stated goals for the Agency?

ANSWER: The Agency's broad commitment to the Gulf of Mexico
is supported by many program offices in Headquarters and by our
Atlanta and Dallas Regional Offices. The funding for the Gulf of
Mexico Program Office (GoMPO) is contained in the Water budget and
has not changed between FY 1993 and FY 1994. Funding provided from
the other activities that generally occur after the President's

Budget is submitted to Congress. The FY 1993 Current Estimate has
the advantage to show additional commitments by programs as a
result of the planning process. Since the Agency identifies FY
1994 funding for the Gulf of Mexico in the President's Budget
several months before the planning process, many smaller and

specific projects programs like OSWER and ORD will continue or
exceed their FY 1993 investment in this program.

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF REGULATIONS

SENATOR GRAMM: If one takes a broad view of our nation's

policies toward the environment, the $6.4 billion proposed for EPA,

represents a small fraction of what we as a national government
require our citizens to pay to protect and improve the country's
environment. In fact, it has been estimated that in 1990
environmental regulations cost our economy $109 billion. . .going up
toward $184 billion in the year 2000. That is more than 15-times
EPA's direct appropriation. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
alone are estimated to add over $25 billion annually to the cost
of governmental activity. Please describe for us how these "off-

budget' economic costs of EPA regulations will be incorporated into

your "zero-based" budget review of agency activities.
ANSWER: EPA's current base review will only focus on

appropriated resources.

REGULATORY ISSUES

SENATOR GRAMM: Frustration with the manner and slow pace in
which many of regulatory issues are handled by the courts and the

congressional authorizing process make it ever more likely that the

Appropriations Committee will become involved in these
controversies. Last year, for example, the Mixture/Derived- from
hazardous waste identification rule and a moratorium on the

imposition of additional drinking water standards were two
substantive riders debated on this appropriations bill. What is

the current status of these issues, and is it likely that

satisfactory resolution of these disputes will be concluded prior
to consideration of this bill this summer?
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ANSWER: The "mixture" and "derived from" rules state that

any waste derived from a listed waste remains classified as a
listed hazardous waste, and retains the original waste code. These
rules were vacated by the DC Circuit on procedural grounds in
December of 1991, but reinstated by the Agency on an interim basis.
Mobile Oil has since filed suit challenging the "mixture" and
"derived- from" rules on substantive grounds. In May 1992, EPA

proposed revisions to these rules. The Agency received extensive
comments on the proposal. Rider language was added to the Agency's
1993 appropriations bill requiring EPA to promulgate revisions to
the "mixture" and "derived- from" rules by October 1994 but not
earlier than October 1993. Because of the substantial negative
comment on the May 1992 proposal, EPA published a Federal Register
notice on October 30, 1992, withdrawing the proposal and removing
a "sunset" date the Agency had put on the interim rules. The
notice also announced specific Agency intentions to: hold a series
of public meetings; convene a group of interested parties to advise
EPA on revisions to these rules; make RCRA a more "risk-based"

program; address clean-up wastes (e.g., contaminated media); and
to propose and promulgate revisions to the "mixture" and "derived-
from" rules in 12-24 months.

EPA has since made significant progress in developing
revisions to the mixture and derived-from rules. The Agency has

already launched an intensive outreach effort, including the
establishment of a dialogue group composed of environmental groups.
States, and industry. EPA has also held three public meetings,
initiated detailed discussions with the dialogue group on options
to address contaminated media, and will soon begin discussions on

process wastes. The Agency plans to continue this commitment to

modify the mixture and derived-from rules. Our target is to re-

propose this fall and promulgate a final rule one year later.
With regard to drinking water, included as part of the FY

1993 Appropriations Bill is an amendment by Senators Chafee and

Lautenberg which requires EPA to prepare two reports to Congress.
This amendment passed in lieu of one proposed by Senator Domenici
which would have put a moratorium on implementation and enforcement
of all drinking water regulation promulgated after December 21,
1989.

The first report directs the Agency to develop
recommendations for reauthorization of the Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) by July 6, 1993. This report is to discuss contaminant
selection, regulation development, the financial and technical

capability of States and public water systems to meet monitoring
and compliance requirements, and progress in developing innovative
and alternative methods of treatment.

The second report directs the Agency to conduct a risk
assessment of radon looking at health and cost data across various

pathways of exposure. The findings of this second study are to be
submitted to the Science Advisory Board (SAB) whose

recommendations, along with the study, are to be submitted no later
than July 31, 1993. The SAB review of the Radon Congressional
Report was held in February for both the risk and the cost portions
of the report.

EPA is heavily involved in report research and preparation.
We fully anticipate that both reports will be forwarded to Congress
this July.
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LENDER LIABILITY UNDER SUPERFUND

SENATOR GRAMM: Yet another issue which has been debated for

years in the Congress and litigated extensively, is the issue of
financial institution exposure to Superfund liability simply
because contaminated property had been temporarily held by a bank

following foreclosure on a loan. I understand that the FDIC is now

requiring banks to investigate property serving as loan collateral
for contamination out of concern over potential liability under
environmental laws.

This can increase the cost of credit to growing businesses,
and also slow down business expansion, job creation, and economic

recovery. What actions has EPA undertaken to clarify and limit
lender liability exposure?

ANSWER: The Agency proposed a lender liability rule (56 FR

28798) in June, 1991. The proposed rule was finalized in April,
1992 and published in the Federal Register (57 FR 18344).

Under the rule, lenders are exempt from liability if they
hold "indicia of ownership" (passive ownership, not entailing
active management of the property) primarily to protect their

security interest. However, lenders would lose this exemption if:

1) they participated in the management of the property
(management includes operating the facility and exercising
control over the borrower's environmental compliance
decision-making) ;

2) they assumed responsibility for day-to-day environmental

compliance or operation at a facility; or

3) they foreclosed on the property and did not make an effort
to sell the property in a reasonably expeditious manner.

Lenders can monitor the loan, require an environmental audit, and

perform loan workout and policing of the loan without losing the

exemptions (without being considered to have participated in the

management of the facility) . Properties acquired when a

governmental entity acts as a conservator or receiver will be
considered involuntary acquisitions if a specific statutory mandate
is in effect.

Several courts have applied the rule in reviewing whether or
not a lender's actions were within the exemption.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR D'AMATO

COASTAL CITIES GRANTS - NYC

SENATOR D'AMATO: On April 1st, the New York Congressional
Delegation, of which I am Co-chair, sent a letter to 0MB Director
Panetta and you urging for the restoration of $70 million to New
York City for sewage treatment construction under the Coastal Cities
Grant Program.

As you know, New York's sewage treatment plants discharge into
the New York Harbor and the Long Island Sound -- both of which have
been designated for special protection under the National Estuary
Program. It is vitally important to prevent environmental damage as
well to protect the health and well-being of millions who work and
reside in the affected region.

I am concerned that the EPA may not recognize the importance
of this matter and I again bring it to your attention for the
consideration of the EPA. Due to the magnitude of this problem, can
New York City once again count on the assistance of the EPA in this
matter?

ANSWER: EPA does recognize the importance of New York Harbor
and Long Island sound as vital national resources. We have and will
continue to support the implementation of protection strategies for
these waterbodies that have been developed under the National
Estuary Program. We also recognize the key role of improved
wastewater infrastructure in protecting and improving the water

quality in these areas.
The Administration is also committed to completing the

transition from the Construction Grants program to the State

Revolving Fund (SRF) system that is outlined in the Clean Water Act.
The primary purpose behind this transition is to build a self-

sustaining and independent capacity at the state and local level to

manage the planning and construction of wastewater infrastructure to

protect and enhance the Nation's water resources.
The Clinton Vision calls for enhanced partnerships between all

levels of government and the private sector and an elimination of

duplication. The transition to the SRF program is designed to build

capacity at the state and local level to manage and improve
environmental infrastructure. Further, it takes the Federal

government out of day-to-day management and oversight and empowers
state and local governments to set priorities and find innovative
solutions to their unique set of problems. The primary Federal role
in the new SRF program will be to facilitate state leadership and
disseminate new and innovative technical information.

To this end, we remain committed to the capitalization of the
state SRFs and support state policies and regulations which will
ensure the Integrity of these revolving funds in perpetuity.

The capitalization of New York's SRF has been consistent with
the high needs for wastewater infrastructure throughout the state.
We believe that adequate funds are available to fund the highest
priority projects throughout the state (according to the state's own

priority setting process). Further, additional capitalization of
all the state SRFs is projected to continue for the next several

years .
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SUPERFUND BASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM

SENATOR D'AMATO: An important component of EPA's Superfund
program is the Superfund Basic Research program, administered by the
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) . This
program specifically focuses on studying whether or not there are
human health hazards from Federal Superfund sites and the mechanisms
whereby these sites may be cleaned up more efficiently and in a more
cost-effective manner. Authorized at $35 million per year, the
President's budget has suggested only $7.9 million to be
appropriated for the Basic Research program this year. Could you
describe some of the technology being developed through this program
and what effect the drastic funding cut proposed by the President
will have on research projects currently underway?

ANSWER: The NIEHS basic research program is evaluating issues
such as: the fundamental mechanisms that contaminants such as

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) interact to cause toxic
effects; the biological transformation of polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) in sediments; examining biological markers in a population of
workers in a refinery industry outside of Budapest, Hungary; and
numerous other studies.

Both Congress and the Administration have supported reductions
in the Superfund program as part of the overall effort to reduce
government spending. The Agency tends to rely to a greater extent
on its in-house research such as the Superfund Innovative Technology
Evaluation program. EPA also uses States, other Federal agencies,
and private sources to support its research efforts. This will
allow the Agency to maximize the number of dollars that directly
support site cleanup actions.

The reductions to the basic research program will discontinue
funding for seven low priority funding programs. The remaining
basic research projects will continue at approximately 50% of the FY
1993 funding levels.

DWSRF -- FUNDING LEVELS

SENATOR D'AMATO: There has been considerable interest shown
in the new Drinking Water State Revolving Fund. As is stated in

your testimony, this fund is to provide low interest loans for the

repair and improvement of existing drinking water systems. How will
these loans be allocated? Formula basis? According to need?

ANSWER: In the near term, the formula currently used to allot
Public Water Systems Supervision (PWSS) grants should be used to
allot DWSRF funds among the states, with one exception. The minimum
allotment should be reduced from 1% to 0.5%. The 1% minimum for
PWSS grants was a statutory requirements reflecting state program
operations needs. The Administration has proposed to change the
minimum for the DW SRF which also matches those minimums established
for the wastewater SRF program. The slightly modified PWSS formula
is best for the near- term use because it is based primarily on the
number of drinking water systems in each state, and would therefore
distribute the funds according to potential need. The PWSS
allocation formula would stay in effect until changed by Congress
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after consideration of the results of a needs survey, which EPA
would conduct within two years of enactment.

FEDERAL MANDATES ON CITIES AND TOWNS

SENATOR D'AMATO: An issue that has been of continued concern
to me is that of federal mandates. With the number of federal
programs that currently exist, many communities are impacted in some
way by one or more of the mandates generated by these programs.
While some federal oversight is necessary in certain areas, there is
a growing concern among communities that a lot of the oversight that

they are subject to is unnecessary and costly. What is the EPA
doing to ease the regulatory burden currently faced by our cities
and towns?

ANSWER: The EPA is acutely aware of the economic and

regulatory challenges facing local governments that result from
environmental and other federal government programs. In recent

years ,
EPA has produced a number of reports that document the

regulatory costs and problems environmental programs pose for local

governments. Other reports prepared by federal agencies and private
foundations on the growing demands placed upon local government
infrastructure investments and administrative requirements have

explored these issues. Many of these studies offer recommendations
that attempt to provide for the attainment of a cleaner environment
in a cost-effective and equitable manner. Our study of the issue

suggests that the cuunulative regulatory program is complex. When
combined with the variety of environmental conditions and
conceivable responses by public and private institutions, it is

apparent that no single problem can explain, or solution can
redress, local government concerns over federal mandates.

Therefore, federal initiatives in this issue must be flexible, so as
to be capable of successfully resolving the particular circumstances

facing each local government.
One of the more direct ways to assist some local governments

to meet environmental requirements is to provide them the resources

necessary to meet these mandates. To that end, the EPA has

requested that additional funds be appropriated for the purpose of

funding the construction of critical wastewater and drinking water
infrastructure. The EPA shares in Congress' concern for the budget
deficit, but recognizes that investment in public infrastructure has
failed to keep pace with growing demands placed upon these services.
As many of these expenditures are important to maintaining a viable

economy, the EPA is committed to continue support for programs
providing limited, effective financial assistance.

EPA recognizes the need for state and local governments to
share in the financing of these programs, and we continue to

recommend that the majority of federal funds be provided as

capitalization grants for the purpose of organizing state revolving
loan funds, administered by and at the state level. In so doing,
EPA expects that these mechanisms prevent the construction of

unnecessary or inefficient projects. Another advantage of the

revolving loan fund is its ability to serve as a base level of
resources that can be leveraged in financial markets, thus enabling
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a greater amount of capital to be obtained. This mechanism, if

operated prudently, provides a more constructive approach to meeting
the financial needs of local governments.

The EPA continues to explore the feasibility of using other
alternative financing mechanisms, encouraging their use in pilot
projects administered by EPA staff or through technical assistance

grant programs. EPA is also examining the potential to use
executive and legislative measures that can attract more private
capital into public environmental services. The EPA has been

recognized as a leader in the exploration of public-private
partnership opportunities in the provision of environmental
services. To that end, we continue to support the Environmental
Finance Advisory Board, and will seek their advice on financial
matters. We have been pleased with the materials produced under
their instruction, and their contributions to the formulation of
EPA's mission and goals.

Another way the EPA attempts to reduce regulatory burden on
local governments is within the regulatory development process
itself. One important mechanism established by Congress to address
federal mandates has been the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980.
As you know, this Act requires federal agencies to consider the
effect of their rulemakings on "small" entities, i.e., small

businesses, small governments, and small nonprofit organizations.
Under the Act, if a rulemaking will have "significant impacts on a

substantial number" of small entities, an agency is required to

consider, to the extent consistent with authorizing statutes,

regulatory alternatives to minimize adverse economic impacts on the
small entities that would be regulated by the rulemaking. In 1992,
the EPA adopted a new policy for implementing the Act: if a new

rulemaking will have any impact on any small entity, we will
consider regulatory alternatives to minimize the adverse economic

impacts on the small entities. The results of this change in policy
should become evident in the coming months. The policy also

encourages greater inclusion of local governments in the regulatory
development process. Further attempts are underway to assess how to
obtain the useful insights held by this part of the regulated
community in a cost-efficient manner, following applicable
administrative guidelines and statutes.

In conclusion, the EPA is engaged in a number of programs and

projects designed to assist local governments in understanding the
basis upon which environmental regulations are founded, and the
actions and responsibilities placed upon them by these requirements.
Handbooks, workshops, conferences, surveys and administrative
mechanisms are being supported by EPA, all for the purpose of

addressing your stated concern for easing regulatory mandates facing
local governments. Should you wish more detailed information on
some of these items, we recommend that you contact EPA's Office of

Regional Operations and State/Local Relations. This office supports
a Small Community Coordinator and staff, whose mission is, in part,
to monitor EPA's activities affecting local governments. The EPA
views the seemingly difficult choices posed by environmental

requirements as an opportunity to demonstrate the value improvements
in environmental protection afford local governments. Circumstances
necessitate that society enter into an open and extensive discussion
on these issues. If EPA can submit more useful information in the
course of these discussions, we welcome your suggestions.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BURNS
MINE WASTE PROGRAM

SENATOR BURNS: I would be grateful if you would provide
the Committee with EPA's future programmatic and funding plans
for this center.

ANSWER: In FY 1991, Congress earmarked $3.5M to support
the Butte, Montana Mining Technology Pilot Program.
Subsequently, in FY 1993, Congress earmarked an additional $2.5M
for further development of the mining wastes pilot program.
These funds have been passed through to the Department of

Energy's (DOE) Butte research center and are managed by an

interagency committee made up of participants from DOE, Montana

College of Mineral Science and Technology, the Department of the

Interior-Bureau of Mines and EPA. EPA's support for the DOE
center is continuing to support in house activities and award
extramural projects with the $6M provided by EPA in FY 1991 and
1993.

The Office of Research and Development must support
research which addresses the Agency's highest priorities. Due
to the lower priority of these efforts, EPA resources to support
the evaluation of mine wastes at the DOE center in Butte have
not been included in the FY 1994 request. Additionally, we
believe that funds provided to conduct research and to support
research centers should be awarded based on the competitive
process .
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DeCONCINI

WIF FUNDING FOR NOGALES

SENATOR DECONCINI: I am pleased to note that the President's

budget contains funding for planning, design and construction of
international wastewater facilities for projects on the U.S. Mexico
border. I was pleased specifically to see that Nogales , Arizona
was included in the $20,000,000 set aside for Mexican Border

Projects. The wastewater treatment situation in Nogales is

critical and must be dealt with immediately.
The City of Nogales, Arizona is presently facing a severe

sewage treatment crisis. Expansion of the present facility, the

Nogales Wastewater Treatment Plant, was recently completed.
However, due to rapid growth in Nogales, Sonora, Mexico, even with
the expansion, treatment capacity will reach 100 percent of

capacity by April 1994. Nogales will once again be faced with the

possibility of untreated sewage flooding its streets.
EPA has included Nogales in its $20 million request for

Mexican Border Projects under the Water Infrastructure Financing
account. How much of the total amount has been set aside for

Nogales? How does EPA plan to use the funds to proceed with the

project?
ANSWER: The $20 million request which will be available

primarily for Nogales, Mexicali, and possibly one other project has
not yet been distributed among projects. The funds would initially
be used to conduct facility planning to analyze options, refine
cost estimates, and select a conceptual design for each project.
The planning stage would then be followed by detailed project
engineering design. If funds remain, they could be used to

initiate construction on the Nogales project or one or more other

projects. The funds would be made available to the International

Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) through an interagency
agreement with EPA. The IBWC would then manage the planning,
design and construction of the projects.

IBWC ADMINISTER NOGALES

SENATOR DECONCINI: Congressman Pastor and I sent a letter to

you on the Nogales wastewater treatment problem in February of this

year. In the letter, we outlined a plan to effectively deal with
the sewage treatment issue both on the U.S. and Mexican side of the
border. The proposal calls for start-up money for pre-construction
engineering and design of a new treatment plant for Nogales which
would exclusively serve Nogales, Arizona. The City would then sell
its share of the existing plant to the construction of a new plant.
IBWC would then be able to sell the excess capacity it purchased
to Mexico to recoup its costs for buying the capacity from the

City. Thus, all sewage originating in the U.S. would be treated

by the City and that originating in Mexico would be collected and
treated by the IBWC.

Under this proposal, funding would be made available to the
IBWC under a federal inter -agency agreement, and the IBWC would
then enter into an Intergovernmental Agreement between the City of
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Nogales and the IBWC for administration of the feasibility and

design work. The City would offer its contracting services and

authority via the Intergovernmental Agreement to expedite this

matter.
Due to the timely and critical nature of the problem in

Nogales, it is necessary that the most expeditious and cost-

effective method to increase treatment capacity be employed. In

order to expedite the construction of additional wastewater
treatment capacity for Nogales, if this concept [Pastor/DeConcini
proposal of February, 1993] proves cost-effective, would the EPA
be willing to allow the IBWC to administer the project?

ANSWER: As indicated earlier, it is EPA's intent to initiate
a planning process, managed by the IBWC, which will evaluate a

range of possible options for providing the wastewater
infrastructure needed for the Nogales area. This process will
result in the identification of the most reasonable options from
the point of view of cost-effectiveness, institutional feasibility,
and numerous other factors. EPA would be willing for IBWC to

operate the additional capacity, as they do the current facility.

IBWC INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT

SENATOR DECONCINI: What, if any, additional authority would
be required by EPA to enter into this type of inter -agency
agreement with the IBWC?

ANSWER: EPA already has authority to enter into interagency
agreements with IBWC, and has done so in the case of the Tijuana
international wastewater facility project.

PRE -TREATMENT WATER QUALITY PROGRAM

SENATOR DECONCINI: Under the present agreement, the City of

Nogales and Nogales, Sonora, Mexico have an obligation to develop
a pre -treatment water quality program. Nogales, Arizona has

significantly decreased the amount of industrial wastewater

requiring treatment. However, on the Mexican side of the border,
industrial run-off is at a premium and is not abating. Under the

agreement, EPA was responsible for ensuring that Nogales, Sonora,
Mexico came up with a pre -treatment water quality program to

decrease industrial run- off which would help the treatment capacity
problem.

It is my understanding that no action is presently being
taken on this matter [industrial pre -treatment water quality
program] . What is EPA doing to ensure that Mexico complies with
the requirement to come up with a pre -treatment water quality
program?

ANSWER: EPA has issued a discharge permit (NPDES permit) to

the co-owners of the facility, IBWC and the City of Nogales,
Arizona. The permit specifies requirements for each in achieving
an adequate industrial pretreatment program to meet water quality
performance objectives for the international facility. The IBWC

is presently drafting an international agreement ("minute") with
Mexico to address the need to provide pretreatment at industrial
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facilities in Mexico which discharge to the international facility.
Further, EPA has offered to provide pretreatment training to

Mexican officials to assist them in establishing pretreatment
programs in Nogales, Sonora as well as other areas of Mexico.

RESPONSIBILITY OF JOINT OWNERS

SENATOR DECONCINI: Mexico also denies that it is producing
sewage in excess of its available capacity. However, in fact, it

is using a portion of the excess capacity originally purchased by
Nogales, Arizona without reimbursement to the City of Nogales.

How does the EPA assign responsibility for such problems in

situations where a plant is under joint ownership and one or the
other party denies responsibility?

ANSWER: IBWC operates the facility which discharges
wastewater originating in both Mexico and the U.S. The NPDES

permit for the Nogales international wastewater treatment facility
identifies the City of Nogales, AZ and the International Boundary
and Water Commission (IBWC) as co-permittees. EPA would not assign
responsibility for permit noncompliance between the co -permittees,
but would proceed against both and expect the parties to resolve
the responsibility between themselves through internal agreements,
except where the noncompliance is readily identifiable as the

responsibility of one of the parties.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR GORTON

ABERDEEN WA DRINKING WATER FACILITY

SENATOR GORTON: (1) In the state of Washington, the city
of Aberdeen is required under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
to construct a water filtration facility in the near future. The

city has estimated that the construction of the filtration facility
will cost $15 million and, in order to pay for this construction,
the city would pass costs on to its rate-payers. Currently,
Aberdeen residents pay $11 a month for water, but would see a

dramatic increase of upwards of $50 a month if the city were to

build this filtration plant. Aberdeen is one of the areas in my
state which has been devastated by the timber crisis in the Pacific

Northwest and right now its residents are doing all they can to

just get by -- to pay for the bare necessities of food shelter and

medical expenses. Asking this community to pay $40 dollars a month

to pay for the cost of a filtration plant is unacceptable given the

dire economic conditions plaguing the city and its residents.

Furthermore, I am told that Aberdeen's watershed, from which

it draws its drinking water, is a sound source which is pristine
in its location -- not unlike many other watersheds in my state and

across the Pacific Northwest. Currently, Aberdeen has begun to

implement activities which will reduce turbidity and improve
watershed control requirements of the Surface Water Treatment Rule

based upon the recommendations of EPA and Washington State

Department of Health. I mention this to illustrate that Aberdeen

is complying with federal SDWA requirements. Moreover, Aberdeen

officials have told me that they have a consistent record of

contaminant testing which indicates that a filtration facility may
not be necessary, in light of the quality of water delivered to its

customers .

Administrator Browner, during your confirmation hearings you

expressed, and continue to express a willingness to work with state

and local officials on the many issues which fall under EPA

jurisdiction. In the case of Aberdeen, will you take into

consideration the dire economic consequences which the construction

of a filtration facility would have upon the community? Can you
take a look at the long history of contaminant testing which

Aberdeen believes indicates that a filtration facility may not be

necessary and work with this timber dependent community on other

alternatives aside from filtration? Is more frequent testing of

contaminants at the last stopping point prior to water making its

way to consximers an option upon which you would be willing to work

with the city of Aberdeen?
ANSWER: Aberdeen has been required to construct a drinking

water filtration facility under regulations promulgated pursuant
to the Safe Drinking Water Act. Before I respond to the particular
Issues raised by the Senator, I would like to offer some background
on these regulations.

Through the SDWA, Congress required the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) to "promulgate national primary drinking
water regulations specifying criteria under which filtration is

required as a treatment technique for public water systems supplied

by surface water sources". The SDWA also specified that within 12

months of the effective date of this regulation, known as the
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Surface Water Treatment (SWT) Regulation, the States were required
to determine which public water systems supplied by surface waters
must filter. The SWT Regulation was effective December 31, 1990,
and December 30, 1991 was the date by which the determinations were
to be made .

Aberdeen was notified by the State of Washington that it was

required to filter its surface water source as required in the SWT

Regulation due to high levels of fecal coliform in the source

water, high turbidity levels in the source water, and because the

city could not demonstrate that it had control of activities in the
watershed. These three key areas did not conform to minimum
criteria set forth in the SWT Regulation.

Your letter indicated an understanding of the events to date
and asked that we consider the economic situation in Aberdeen and
the financial impact that installing filtration would have on the

city. The city has made initial estimates that indicate that
filtration may cost as much as $15 Million. This translates to an

average household cost of about $15 per month if amortized over 20

years at 6 percent interest. It is unclear if this would
constitute financial hardship for Aberdeen, because to our

knowledge, financial viability assessments for this system have not

yet been made. If an independent analysis showed that installing
filtration treatment imposes an unreasonable burden on Aberdeen's
rate payers, that Information would be factored into the SWT

Regulation compliance decision.
In your letter you also asked that we consider new data that

the city believes would indicate that filtration may not be

necessary. If improvements have been made to the system, a review
of water quality and site-specific information which reflects those

changes would be beneficial. The new data should be submitted to

the State for evaluation. We will work with the State through its
evaluation process to provide assurance that regulatory
requirements are not compromised and to establish concurrence with
decisions .

In the interim, the city must continue to plan for and design
disinfection and filtration treatment facilities to meet the

requirements of the SWT regulation. The city can discontinue

planning and design of filtration only if the filtration decision
is reversed. Unless new information is presented to significantly
change the perspective that resulted from evaluation of the
information previously presented, reversal of the decision is

unlikely.
Finally, you asked if more frequent testing for microbial

contaminants was necessary for Aberdeen. A microbiological
monitoring program that further demonstrates the ability of
Aberdeen's water system to ensure health protection for its
customers could be beneficial with or without filtration. However,
we cannot accept a microbiological monitoring program as the sole
demonstration of either watershed protection or public health

protection.
We cannot ignore our responsibility to ensure that safe

drinking water is provided to all communities. We strongly believe
in the value of the SWT Regulation, as it protects against
pathogenic organisms such as Giardia. The pathogens regulated by
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the SWT Regulation can affect the entire population, but the very
young and the elderly are especially susceptible. We believe it
is very important for all water systems with surface water supplies
to meet the requirements of the SWT Regulation.

PM-10 NON-ATTAINMENT

SENATOR GORTON: In Washington state, the city of Spokane is

currently classified as "moderate" for PM-10 non- attainment

according to the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. City, county,
state and federal officials have been working closely with Spokane
to help the community retain its "moderate" rating by paving dirt
roads, instituting wood stove "burning bans," taking another look
at how to sand roads during winter- time months. Spokane believes
that retaining a "moderate" classification is vital to the

community's continuing efforts to recruit new businesses, jobs and
economic opportunities to the area. The city also believes that
it is important to ensure clean and health air for its citizens.

I wrote to your predecessor, William Reilly, last year
requesting that EPA take a look at Section 188f of the Clean Air
Act as it pertains to Spokane's PM-10 non- attainment problem. This
section allows for the administrator to grant a "waiver" to a non-
attainment area on a case-by-case basis if the composition of PM-10
is derived from a mixture of both man made and non-man made sources

(anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic sources). Region X EPA

officials. Soil Conservation Service officials, Washington state

Department of Ecology, and Washington State University researchers
and scientists have a good indication that much of Spokane's PM-10

problem stems from those "outside" sources.
Are you aware of the unique mixture of dust which has caused

Spokane to be threatened with a "serious" re-classification for PM-

10 non- attainment may fit the description of a "waiver" as allowed
for in Section 188(f)?

ANSWER: Yes, Agency staff from both Headquarters and the
Seattle Region X Office have discussed the sources of PM-10

affecting the Spokane area, especially the sources of fugitive
dust, with the Washington Department of Ecology. Current technical
data and air quality analysis suggests that nonanthropogenic
sources may contribute significantly to exceedances of the
standards during the fall season. At the same time, it is not
clear from current data whether or not anthropogenic sources are
also contributing significantly to these same fall exceedances.

Agency staff have also discussed the applicability of the
waiver provisions in Section 188(f) of the Clean Air Act in the
context of Spokane. One of several options discussed is the

possibility of granting a temporary (3-year) waiver of the PM-10
attainment date for Spokane (to December 31, 1997) in exchange for
commitments by the Department of Ecology to further study the
nature of PM-10 sources in the area. The goal would be to quantify
the impacts of both anthropogenic and nonanthropogenic sources in

Spokane .
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SENATOR GORTON: Is your interpretation of the "waiver"

provision that the non- attainment area, if granted a "waiver,"
would retain its "moderate" classification in its entirety- -and not
on a season by season classification?

ANSWER: The question raises the following two issues:

(1) If the attainment date for an area is waived before the
area is reclassified as serious, under what circumstances would the
area be reclassified as serious in the future?

The advantage to be gained from reclassifying a "moderate"
PM-10 nonattainment area to a "serious" area is that additional
"best available" control measures must be implemented to bring the
"serious" area into attainment with the PM-10 standards. If the
State implementation plan for a "moderate" area will reduce PM-10
emissions from anthropogenic sources to a level below which they
are no longer considered to be significant, then additional control
measures would be unwarranted, and there would not be any advantage
to reclassifying that area as "serious." Therefore, the decision
to not reclassify an area as "serious" hinges upon whether

anthropogenic sources of PM-10 have been fully controlled, leaving
nonanthropogenic sources as the cause of any continuing standards
violations beyond the "moderate" attainment date (December 31,
1994).

(2) Would EPA grant a waiver when only part of the PM-10
emission problem has not been resolved?

The EPA believes it has the authority to grant waivers that
are limited in time (e.g., the Fall season in Spokane) and area of

application when specific PM-10 source problems have not been
resolved. However, the Clean Air Act requires an area to attain
the PM-10 standard as expeditiously as practicable. Therefore, if
it is possible to attain the standards in all seasons except the

Fall, then that must be done by December 31, 1994. Also, if
further study shows that anthropogenic sources will continue to
contribute significantly to exceedances of the PM-10 standards

during the Fall season after December 31, 1994, EPA is required to

reclassify all or part of the area as serious.

SENATOR GORTON: Is your agency willing to dedicate funds to

help communities cope with the many costly PM-10 Clean Air Act
compliance requirements, realizing that monies from highway
programs like the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality improvement
program are already accounted for?

ANSWER: In addition to grants EPA makes annually under
section 105 of the Clean Air Act to air pollution control agencies
to support planning and control programs, EPA continues to provide
many forms of technical assistance and policy guidance. However,
the EPA has not set aside monies in its budget to help fund the

development or actual implementation of control measures in
communities .

FUGET SOUND

SENATOR GORTON: Puget Sound has met federal planning
requirements and has been designated a National Estuary under the

program. In past years your agency has dedicated federal funds to
assist states in the estuary planning process, but will your agency
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dedicate funds for implementation of these plans to enable
estuaries -- like Puget Sound --to put their clean-up plans into

action?
ANSWER: Section 320 of the CWA provides that implementation

of Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plans (CCMPs) shall
be funded under "Sections 106, 319, and Title 6" in addition to

state and local funding. EPA has strongly encouraged National

Estuary Programs (NEPs) to develop implementation funding
strategies that do not depend primarily on Federal assistance. Only
3 NEPs have reached the implementation stage (Puget Sound, Buzzards

Bay and Narrangansett Bay) . These NEPs have not made use of the

Federal grant and loan funds. Section 320 also provides EPA the

authority to support limited and specific post-CCMP activities,
such as monitoring the implementation of CCMPs and review of
federal projects for consistency with the CCMP. Post-CCMP funding
for other purposes can only be awarded through contracts . This

funding mechanism limits the type of activities that can be

conducted, does not require a non- federal cost share, and is very
time consuming and complex to administer.

EPA nevertheless is helping NEPs locate funds in order to

ensure that we build on our original investment in CCMP

development. The Agency is working to obtain commitments from
other Agency programs to give priority consideration to

Implementing CCMP recommendations. For example, EPA's Region I has

Issued a policy statement directing all water programs to target
staff resources and grant funds to support implementation of

priority CCMP recommendations, and the feasibility of similar
efforts is being investigated for Headquarters and other Regions.
In addition, EPA is developing guidance for the estuary programs
on creative financing mechanisms.

THEA-FOSS WATERWAY SUPERFUND SITE

SENATOR GORTON: The Thea-Foss Waterway in Tacoma, Washington
is a Superfund site. However, the City of Tacoma has determined
that the most beneficial and cost effective approach for the

community is to clean-up and restore the historic waterway
simultaneously. I understand that the Baltimore Harbor took a

similar approach to clean-up and is now a beautiful and thriving
waterfront. Are you familiar with the clean-up approach which the

City of Tacoma are using to restore the Thea Foss Waterway?
ANSWER: Yes, EPA officials in the Superfund program at both

the national and regional level have been involved in extensive
discussions with the City of Tacoma regarding their proposal to

coordinate the cleanup of the Thea Foss Waterway with development
activities. The Thea Foss Waterway is one of several problem areas

within the Commencement Bay/Nearshore Tideflats Superfund site

requiring the control of contaminant sources and the cleanup of

contaminated marine sediments. A series of meetings, beginning in

January of this year and continuing through the present time, have

been devoted to exploring areas of compatibility between the City's

proposal and efforts by the Washington State Department of Ecology
and EPA to Implement the cleanup strategy for the site.
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BALTIMORE HARBOR CLEANUP AND RESTORATION

SENATOR GORTON: Although you were not in your current

position at the time, do you support the approach taken to clean
up and restore the Baltimore Harbor?

ANSWER: The restoration of the Baltimore Inner Harbor is
a wonderful example of the use of a waterfront as a centerpiece for
urban restoration. The inner harbor area contains the Baltimore
Convention Center and the new baseball field and a wonderful

aquarium.
The reconstruction of the waterfront is only part of the

story, however. The City of Baltimore has succeeded in improving
treatment at the Fatapsco sewage treatment plant, and the State of

Maryland has implemented controls on other dischargers under the
Clean Water Act. The State has begun to explore ways to restore
the sediments in the harbor which, though never a declared

Superfund site, are contaminated.
We support eliminating contaminant sources to waters before

investments are made in major restoration projects, and we support
the integration of city platining -- and replanning -- with the
restored harbors and rivers that are now attractive community
assets .

THEA-FOSS WATERWAY - FLEXIBILITY

SENATOR GORTON: Throughout your confirmation hearing you
stated that "flexibility" for states and municipalities in

complying with federal regulations would be a top priority for you
as EPA administrator. The clean up and restoration of the Thea-
Foss WaterT*ay needs the flexibility of EPA to work closely with the

Washington State Department of Ecology in making risk assessment
determinations. For example, in order to facilitate clean-up and

restoration, the Thea-Foss project would like to prioritize clean

up needs. this obviously, requires a "risk assessment" judgment
to be made by State and EPA officials. It only makes sense that
the most contaminated ares be cleaned -- and restored first,
because of the threat which it poses to the environment and/or
human health. In the spirit of "flexibility", would you support
a working relationship between the Washington State Department of

Ecology and Regional EPA officials to make risk assessments? Do

you agree that we need to avoid the costly overlap and duplication
of regulations which may come about if EPA and state officials are

required to conduct duplicate tests in order to assess these risks?
ANSWER: Yes, since the early stages of the Commencement Bay

project, EPA has actively and formally solicited input from

federal, state, tribal, and local authorities to ensure that the

cleanup plan for this 10-square mile "mega-site" would

appropriately integrate multiple environmental and public health
concerns. EPA has also established forums for discussions with

representatives from local industry, business, and environmental

groups. The remedial investigation, risk assessment, and

feasibility study for the site were conducted by the Washington
State Department of Ecology through a Cooperative Agreement with
EPA.
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The result is a long term cleanup strategy, documented in the

1989 Record of Decision (ROD) ,
that is consistent with the

Comprehensive Management Plan for Puget Sound (an estuary of

national significance) and flexible enough to be compatible with

long range development plans of the City and Port of Tacoma. The

ROD, which was concurred on by the state, establishes cleanup
requirements for Commencement Bay's waterfront that are consistent
with the state's promulgated criteria for sediment quality in Puget
Sound. It also presents a detailed plan for implementation that

focuses on controlling sources of contaminants to the Bay, followed

by the cleanup of sediment "hotspots" in each waterway to ensure

that high priority problems are addressed first. The intent of

both EPA's ROD and the state Sediment Management Standards is to

address contaminated sediments that are causing adverse effects to

marine life that threaten public health.
EPA's involvement at the Commencement Bay site illustrates

a continuing commitment to working with the state and local

government. The Commencement Bay site represents one of EPA's most

successful efforts to develop and implement a comprehensive cleanup

plan that takes full advantage of the resources and expertise

provided by a broad range of interested agencies and affected

parties, while attempting to avoid unnecessary overlap of

regulatory authority.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BYRD

EPA TRAINING CENTER WEST VIRGINIA

SENATOR BYRD: Administrator Browner, last year the Congress

provided $1,000,000 for the EPA National Environmental Training
Center for Small Communities (NETCSC) at West Virginia University,
the same as the previous two years. The NETCSC aids small rural

communities to comply with drinking water, wastewater, and solid

waste disposal regulations and to develop the capabilities for

securing the necessary equipment and financing for the operation
of waste and water systems. The program will be targeted to state

extension offices and similar organizations to improve their

competence in working with these communities. The committee has

indicated support for the Center's goals in developing
instructional materials on small flows topics, specifically site

evaluation for on-site systems, and development of advanced on-

site systems. These materials are critical to helping thousands

of small communities who do not have sewers and need to

effectively manage on-site septic tank systems.
On October 23, 1992, I wrote to former Administrator Reilly

asking for a status report, including significant milestone

events, leading to full implementation of the NETCSC at West

Virginia University. His response of January, 1993 indicated that

the accomplishments in FY 1992 are as follows.

The Center completed a national assessment of the

environmental training needs of outreach providers to facilitate

the development of resource materials and curricula in the areas

of solid waste, wastewater and drinking water. Five training
courses were identified for immediate development.

The Center issued a promotional brochure describing the

services of the Center, and provided and distributed a quarterly,
a newsletter on training activities to over 6,000 contacts.

The Center collected over 1,200 items of training resource

materials on wastewater, drinking water and solid waste for

inclusion in its resource center.
The Center negotiated cooperative agreements with several

national environmental organizations to help promote and deliver

training resources and services to assistance providers in small

communities.
In response to one of my questions for last year's hearing,

former Administrator Reilly informed the Committee that EPA and

West Virginia University had agreed upon a phased strategy to

establish the NETCSC. Phase I activities include hiring staff,

promoting the concept, establishing an advisory council,

collecting training information and materials and determining the

training needs of small communities. Phase II activities will

include many ongoing activities and new activities such as

establishing the resource center, and the development, delivery
and evaluation of training materials. As soon as Phase I

activities are completed, EPA and NETCSC will negotiate the

specific activities to be performed under Phase II of the grant.
When will Phase I activities be completed?
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ANSWER: Most of the NETCSC's developmental activities in
Phase I have been accomplished. In assessing the performance of
the NETCSC, EPA identified that staffing shortages hampered the
initial progress of the program. The following activities remain
to be accomplished: key staff should be hired by September 1993;
six cooperative agreements will be established by December 1993;
and the National Training Needs Assessment will be completed by
December 1993. It is anticipated that all Phase I activities will
be completed by December 1993.

Please update for the record significant milestone events,
leading to the full implementation of Phase I.

ANSWER: Work has continued toward the completion of Phase I

since EPA submitted its report to Congress in February 1993

evaluating the progress of the NETCSC in implementing its program.
A staff person was recently hired to provide technical training
expertise for the NETCSC. An announcement has been issued to hire
the Training Associate. This position is expected to be filled by
September 1993. In addition, work under Phase 2 is underway.
NETCSC is in the process of awarding contracts for the development
of 6 new curricula in the areas of wastewater, drinking water, and
solid waste. Final curricula will be available for delivery in
1994. The NETCSC also plans to enhance curricula developed by
other organizations by upgrading instructor manuals, visual aids,
etc. A solicitation has been issued to attract organizations
with potential projects. Pilot sessions of innovative training
curricula will also be sponsored by NETCSC in an effort to
introduce new areas of the country to the training.

The NETCSC has prepared its workplan of activities to be

accomplished in 1994 with the FY 1993 appropriated funds. EPA

expects to award these funds by September 1993.

What are EPA's estimated expenditures for this program for
FY 1993, 1994, and 1995?

ANSWER: The expenditure for this program in FY 1993 is $1
million. No funds requested in FY 1994. Budget requests have not
been submitted for FY 1995.

NRWA GROUNDWATER

SENATOR BYRD: Administrator Browner, last year the Congress
provided $1,000,000 for the National Rural Water Association
Groundwater Protection Program, the same level as the previous two

years. The provisions of the program are consistent with

provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act which provides for
technical assistance to small communities to protect the quality
of their underground sources of drinking water. This program is

exclusively geared toward aiding systems serving fewer than 3,300
people.
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In response to one of my questions from last year, the
Committee was provided with a list of communities that will
receive wellhead protection as of November 30, 1991. Please

provide for the record an updated list of the communities

participating in this vital program.

ANSWER: Nationally, 352 communities in 14 states

representing a population of over 740,000 are now involved in

developing and implementing their own wellhead protection plans.
The list of communities participating in this program, as of June
30, 1993, is included in the attached EPA/NRWA Ground Water
Wellhead Protection Program First Quarter Report.
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EPAINRWA GROUND WATER
WELLHEAD PROTECTIONPROGRAM

1ST QUARTER REPORT

Third Program Year

National Rural Water Association

291 5 S. 13th Street

Duncan. Oklahoma 73533

(405)252-0629

This report covers program performance information fl-om March 15, 1993 through
June 30. 1 993. This report outlines the objectives and tasks as found in the Ground

Water/Wellhead Revised Scope of Work and reports the accomplishments toward

each.
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Objective #1
Technical Assistance and Training

Task #1 -
Operating Plans

Operating plans are complete and on file at NRWA.

Task #2 - On-Site Technical Assistance l-lours

1.400

1.200

1.000

800

600

400

200

Required S Obtained
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Objective #2
In-Service Training

Task #1 - In-Service Training Held June 26-30, 1993

Task #2 - Annual In-Service Training Hours

35

30

25

20

15

10

Required O Obtained
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Objective #3
Outreach Initiative

Task #1 - Distribute Available Material

We have distributed the foliowing EPA wellhead protection materials:

• Protecbng Your Small Communities Ground Water Supply Through Wellhead
Protection

• Developing a State Wellhead Protection Program

• Citizen's Guide to Wellhead Protection

• Wellhead Protection, A Decision Maker's Guide

• Local Financing for Wellhead Protection

• Wellhead Protection Programs: Tool for Local Governments

• Does Your Facility Generate Automotive Service Wastes?

• Seminar Publication • Wellhead Protection: A Guide for Small Communities

• Brocfnjre - Wellhead Protection Now and For Future Generations

Task #2 • Develop Program Specific Material

« A trt-fotd tyochure has been produced that can be used by technicians to

promote tfie program with local systems (see enclosure).

68-626 0-93-15
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Objective #4

Implementation of Wellhead
Protection Plans

Task #1 - Number of Systems in Each Step

160

140

120

100

Istep 1 Ustep 2 Bstep 3 Hstep 4 Bstep 5
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Total Systems Implementing Wellhead
Protection Through Step 4

Required ^Obtained

Year-To-Date Totals
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Regional Breakout
March 15, 1993 - June 30, 1993

pegloq
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state
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state

Qeorgia

Iowa

Step

4
4

4
4

Idaho

Kentucky

2

2
2
3
3
4

1

2
3
3

System Name
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state
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state SJ£&
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Sialfi StfiB
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atata
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SvatemNaiw PQcmaflon

Utah

2
2
2
3
4
4

Lehi
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state Step System Name
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Wisconsin

West Virginia

2

2
2

2

2
2
2
2
3
3

Syatem Nama
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NRWA - GROUND WATER RESOURCES

SENATOR BYRD: In response to one of my questions from last

year, the committee was provided with the West Virginia
affiliate's first year operating plan of this two year grant

period. Attached to the first year operating plan was a list of

communities, (Ground Water/Wellhead Protection Third Quarter

Report) in West Virginia involved in the plan as of November 30,

1991. Please update for the record the statistics provided in the

Ground Water/Wellhead Protection Third Quarter Report to reflect

the current status of these communities in this program. What are

EPA's estimated expenditures for this program for FY 1993, FY 1994

and FY 1995?

ANSWER: The West Virginia Rural Water Association affiliate

is committed to assisting in the development of wellhead

protection plans in 25 communities. The intent of this program is

to develop an efficient, effective model for developing wellhead

protection plans for small communities served by ground water

sources. The list of communities in West Virginia participating
in this program, as of June 30, 1993, is attached. This list is

taken from the EPA/NRWA Ground Water Wellhead Protection Program
First Quarter Report, which is attached to your earlier question

regarding the $1,000,000 grant for the NRWA Groundwater Protection

Program.
Expenditures for FY 1993 are expected to be

$1,000 million. No funds requested in FY 1994. Budget requests
have not been submitted for FY 1995.
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SMALL FLOWS CLEARINGHOUSE

SENATOR BYRD: Administrator Browner: last year the

Congress provided $1,000,000 over the budget request for the Small

Flows Clearinghouse in Morgantown, West Virginia, to initiate the

establishment of a training program to aid small rural communities
to plan, design, construct and operate the most appropriate
wastewater treatment facilities to comply with EPA regulations
concerning drinking water, wastewater and solid waste disposal and

development of the capabilities for securing the necessary
equipment and financing for the operation of waste and water

systems. The Small Flows Clearinghouse serves as a national
information and distribution center for information on small
wastewater systems and innovative and alternative technology. The

users of the small flows clearinghouse include federal, state and
local officials, engineers, contractors, educational institutions,

operators, citizens and students. What is the total amount which
EPA will provide for the Small Flows Clearinghouse in FY 1993 and

how much is programmed for FY 1994?

ANSWER: EPA will provide $1 million to the Small Flows

Clearinghouse in FY 1993. No resources are requested for this

activity in FY 1994.

SMALL FLOWS COMMUNITY LIST

SENATOR BYRD: Please provide for the record a list of

communities within West Virginia that have used the wealth of

information that the Small Flows Clearinghouse provides to improve
their water and wastewater systems. Please include the county as

well as the population of these communities.

ANSWER: EPA does not maintain detailed lists of

communities that contact the Small Flows Clearinghouse for

wastewater treatment information. Only summary information is

provided to EPA on the number of calls or requests received by the

Clearinghouse on a quarterly basis. The Clearinghouse maintains
in its various customer databases information on communities that

contact them for information or assistance. We have requested the

Clearinghouse forward a list of communities in West Virginia that

have utilized the Clearinghouse's services directly to your
office.

WEST VA RURAL WASTEWATER DEMONSTRATION

SENATOR BYRD: Administrator Browner, on October 23, 1992, I

wrote to former Administrator Reilly asking for a status report,

including significant milestone events, leading to full

implementation of the West Virginia Rural Wastewater Demonstration

Project. His response of January 1993, indicated that the major
milestones and anticipated completion dates are as follows:
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Anticipated Completion Date
As of October 1992 (project initiation)

Development and Refinement of EXPERT
SYSTEM and Concept Analysis Development
methodologies for concept plan

Completion of initial trial run

"concept plans"

Recruitment of regional technical
assistance providers

Selection of initial group of 10

participating concept plan communities

Completion of initial 10 EXPERT SYSTEM

Concept Analysis Development for concept
plan development

Completion of initial field verifications

Completion of 10 initial concept plans,
community reviews and selection of second

group of 10 participating communities

Completion of second group of 10 concept
plans

4 months

6 months

9 months

10 months

12 months

14 months

18 months

24 months

Please update for the record this list of milestone events.

ANSWER: The updated milestones are as follows. Please note
that a milestone for the completion of case study reports has been
added to the tracking list.

Activity or Event Anticipated Completion Date
As of July 1993 *

Development and Refinement of EXPERT
SYSTEM and Concept Analysis Development
methodologies for concept plan

Completion of initial trial run

"concept plans"

Recruitment of regional technical
assistance providers

Selection of initial group of 10

participating concept plan communities

5 months

4 months

4 months

2 months
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Completion of initial 10 EXPERT SYSTEM

Concept Analysis Development for concept
plan development

Completion of initial field verifications

Completion of 10 initial concept plans,
community reviews and selection of second

group of 10 participating communities

Completion of second group of 10 concept
plans

Completion of initial case study reports.

6 months

9 months

12 months

24 months

24 months

Progress under this project has been slower than anticipated
due, in part, to staffing delays at the University.

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT PROGRESS

SENATOR BYRD: Administrator Browner, last year, the
Committee Included language in the report accompanying the FY 1993

VA, HUD, and Independent Agencies Appropriation bill, directing
EPA to prepare a status report, evaluating the program, its

objectives and timeline for achieving them, by February 16, 1993.
EPA's response dated March 8, 1993, indicated that four potential
communities had been selected for the development, observation and

monitoring of prototype systems for inclusion in the concept plan.
These communities are True, Summers County, Mullens, Wyoming
County, Evans public Sewer District, Jackson County, and Tucker

County. The report also indicates that office space has been
secured and recruitment of staff is underway.

Please provide an updated summary on the implementation of
this project including significant milestone events, and funding
requirements, leading to full implementation of this project.

ANSWER: The core staff for the project have been
selected and are being fully utilized on the project. In

addition, contracts have been established with West Virginia
University faculty member to serve a project technical
consultants. The Project Advisory committee has been selected and
is functional. The second meeting of the committee is scheduled
for July 29 in Morgantown. The recruitment of regional technical
assistance providers is in progress. Letters have been sent to
all county extension agents and health department personnel.

Work on the development and refinement of the Expert System
and Concept Analysis Development methodologies for the concept
plan is still in progress. The initial drawings have been

completed for six communities and soil data for the Expert System
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analyses is being acquired from the Soil Conservation Service.

System selection criteria are currently under development. When
the methodologies are established, "concept plans" will be

completed for each community.
The selection of an initial group of 10 concept plan

communities is continuing. The number of communities interested
in becoming involved in this project is continually growing. The
four communities already selected are moving forward as follows:

A. True, Summers County is preparing construction plans.
B. Mullins, Wyoming County is in the process of reviewing

qualifications for selecting a consulting engineer.
C. Evans Public Sewer District, Jackson County is

considering an alternative for the upgrading of a

planned lagoon and will be participating in a lagoon
troubleshooting seminar where the course instructors
will be evaluating evans '

existing lagoon for

upgrading.
D. Tucker County received a grant and will interview

candidates for selection of local service providers.
The county will hire a full-time, experienced person
who will work for the County on low cost small

community systems.

Seven communities have been selected for a "trial run" of
the concept plan. They are Coalwood, Green Spring, Tentress,

Kilsyth, West Liberty, Wadetown and Jakes Run.

May I have your assurances that you will keep me fully
Informed on the progress of this project.

ANSWER: West Virginia Cooperative Extension provides EPA
with reports detailing their progress against the milestones. We
would be glad to summarize these reports and provide them to your
office on a quarterly basis.

TOXIC RELEASE INVENTORY DATA

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, it is my understanding that the

Environmental Protection Agency has considered the establishment
of university- sponsored centers for pollution prevention
information and analysis of toxic release inventory data now being
collected.

More specifically, it is my understanding that the EPA to
determine whether such centers would be effective, and within the
resources available in the bill, will conduct a modest focused

pilot project in the amount of $100,000 in fiscal year 1993 to

determine the efficiency and effectiveness of a decentralized

pollution prevention and toxic release inventory initiative. The
functions of the pilot project will include the development of

facility profiles based on inventory reports and outreach
activities designed to develop and distribute informational
materials .
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The EPA has indicated that a reasonable pilot project by a

locally based organization regarding most aspects of these two

activities, including the measurement of results to determine the

efficiency and effectiveness of such an effort.
It is my further understanding that the project will be

undertaken at the University of Charleston, building on the

strengths and capabilities of the National Institute of Chemical
Studies, which is located there.

I wonder if the distinguished floor manager would comment on

my understanding of this matter.

Ms. MIKULSKI. The understanding of the distinguished President
Pro Tempore and chairman of the Committee on Appropriations is

absolutely correct. This is a matter that the EPA has been

working on for some time under the guidance of the committee and I

encourage the administrator of the EPA to redouble his efforts to
move this project along.
Mr. GARN. I wish to associate myself with the remarks of the

distinguished subcommittee chairman.
Administrator Browner, on October 23, 1992, I wrote to

former Administrator Reilly asking for a status report, including
significant milestone events, leading to full implementation of
the pilot project which was to be conducted in FY 1993 at the

University of Charleston. As of this date, the Committee has not
received this report. Please provide for the record the status of
this report, and a date the Committee can expect to receive this

report. Please summarize the results of the report for the
record.

ANSWER: The University of Charleston's National
Institute of Chemical studies (NICS) has agreed with EPA to
conduct pilot studies to assess potential linkages between EPCRA
section 311, 312, and 313 data, and how such linkages might
mutually benefit the right-to-know programs. The proposal for
this grant was forwarded to EPA's Grants Office in early June,
1993, and is currently being reviewed. The Grants Office has
advised us that the grant will be awarded by October 1, 1993. The

University will then have nine months to conduct the studies and
submit a report to EPA. It is therefore anticipated that the

report will be available in July 1994.

ALTERNATE FUEL VEHICLE TRAINING PROGRAM

SENATOR BYRD: Administrator Browner, I secured an amendment
in the FY 1992 VA, HUD, and Independent Agencies Appropriation bill,
of $1,500,000 for the Alternate Fuel Vehicle Training program in

conjunction with the National Center for Alternate Transportation
Fuels, which is located in Morgantown, West Virginia. The Alternate
Fuel Vehicle Training program would be a model pilot program
responsible for the training of mechanics, vocational/technical
school auto mechanics instructors and high school auto mechanics
instructors on the installation and operations and related to the
alternate fuel vehicle industry.
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Administrator Browner, last year, at my request, the Committee
included language in the report accompanying the FY 1993 VA, HUD,
and Independent Agencies Appropriation bill, directing EPA to
prepare a status report, evaluating the program, its objectives and
timeline for achieving them, by February 16, 1993. EPA's response
dated March 8, 1993, indicated that West Virginia University is

currently hiring appropriate staff, developing industry contracts,
and gathering information related to training development, industry
partnerships, and training certification. Please provide for the
record a status report, including significant milestone events,
leading to full implementation of this project. May I have your
assurances that you will keep me fully informed on the progress of
this project? Also please provide for the record EPA's estimated
expenditures for this program for FY 1993, 1994, and 1995.

ANSWER: EPA is preparing a report to Congress on this
subject. When cleared, we will make sure that you receive it. EPA
has provided no additional funding for FY 1993; the FY 1994 request
does not include funds for this project. FY 1995 budget decisions
have not yet been made.

RURAL WATER TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

SENATOR BYRD: Last year, the Committee provided $5,250,000 for
drinking water training and technical assistance. This was an
increase of $950,000 over the previous year's level of support for
this program. The amount provided was intended to fund the Rural
Water Association at $4,300,000, and the Rural Community Assistance
Program at $950,000. Please provide for the record a current
breakdown of EPA's efforts in assisting small communities in West
Virginia that have drinking water systems which are out of
compliance with federal standards. Please provide for the record
EPA's estimated expenditures for FY 1993, 1994, and 1995.

ANSWER: Through the National Rural Water Association (NRWA)
many small communities in the State of West Virginia were assisted
during the past nine month period, from October 1, 1992 through June
30, 1993. The Associations affiliate. West Virginia Rural Water
Association, provided training to 263 rural and small water system
personnel. This training was accomplished by providing 56.5 hours
of instruction in 5 different training sessions. This training was
enhanced by over 254 hours of on-site technical assistance rendered
through contacts with 40 systems. The Rural Community Assistance
Program (RCAP) , through its National Safe Drinking Water Assistance
Project, is currently providing assistance to six small communities
in the State of West Virginia which have SDWA compliance problems.
In the 1994 President's Budget, as in past budgets, EPA is

requesting $500,000 to continue to fund the National Rural Water
Association (NRWA) and the Rural Community Assistance Program
(RCAP). The FY 1995 Budget request has not been submitted.

SENATOR BYRD: On October 23, 1992, I wrote to former
Administrator Reilly asking for a status report, including
significant milestone events, leading to full implementation of the
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Rural Water Technical Assistance Program. His response of January
1993, indicated that during the first and second quarters from May
1, 1992, through September 30, 1992, 4,092 hours of classroom
training and 6,166 hours of on-site technical assistance have been

provided nationwide in areas of compliance, administration,
financial issues, operation and maintenance and management.
Approximately $80,000 is being provided to the State of West

Virginia to carry on training and technical assistance. Please

provide for the record a status report, including significant
milestone events, leading to full implementation of this project.
May I have your assurance that you will keep me fully informed on
the progress of this project?

ANSWER: The FY 1993 NRWA grant, for the Rural Water Technical
Assistance Program, has been awarded and the funds fully obligated.
We give you our assurance that we will keep you fully informed on
the progress of this project. During the past nine months from
October 1, 1992, through June 30, 1993, 3,730 hours of classroom

training and 8,250 hours of on-site technical assistance have been
provided nationwide in areas of compliance, administration,
financial issues, operation and maintenance and management.
Approximately $80,000 of the FY 1993 grant is being provided to West

Virginia to carry on training and technical assistance.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR HATFIELD

EPA'S RECYCLING EFFORTS

SENATOR HATFIELD: I have long advocated federal initiatives
to conserve this nation's energy and natural resources and reduce
solid waste by recycling. I am proud to be from the State of

Oregon, a state that has emerged as a national leader in these
areas. I believe that the federal government should do all it can
to lead by example as well. Indeed, President Clinton announced

yesterday a series of executive orders, one in particular dealing
with recycling at federal facilities, that clearly indicate his
belief that the government must lead by example.

Administrator Browner, could you indicate if you share the
view that the federal government should do all that it can to lead

by example in this important area?
ANSWER: Yes, I do. This administration is committed to

recycling as a key element of an integrated solid waste management
strategy. We also understand that recycling involves the purchase
and use of recovered materials, not merely collection and

separation. While we do not believe that environmentally
responsible recycling is the exclusive domain of the federal

government, we do believe that the federal government should lead

by example. To this end, we are working with representatives of
the White House and various agencies to craft the executive order
which President Clinton has requested and to which you referred.
This order will build on recent progress made by the federal

community, strengthening and expanding the federal role in

recycling.

FEDERAL FACILITIES RECYCLING

SENATOR HATFIELD: On September 24, 1992, as part of the
debate on the Conference Report on VA HUD Appropriations, I engaged
in a colloquy with my friend and colleague. Senator Mikulski,
regarding the status of a federal regulation designed to promote
recycling at federal facilities. The colloquy can be found in the

Congressional Record at page S 15098. That regulation is 40 CFR
Part 244, which requires all federal agencies and facilities to

implement or show reasons for nonimplemen-tation of a program to

recycle beverage containers sold on federal facility premises.
Administrator Browner, what are the prior and continuing efforts
of the Environmental Protection Agency to gain compliance with 40
CFR Part 244?

ANSWER: The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

promulgated the rule to which you referred in 1976. It was crafted
to be self -implementing by federal agencies, allowing discretion
to heads of agencies in deciding how they would implement the rule.
In the rule, EPA provided for two types of reports from federal

agencies: agencies were to submit "Implementation Reports" to
advise of their plans to implement; or agencies were to submit

"Nonimplementation Reports" to detail their analyses leading to
their decision not to implement the rule. Both types of reports
were due within 60 days of the agencies final decision as to
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whether to implement. While final decisions were to be made by
October 20, 1977, we have no record of having received either type
of report from any agency.

In the early 1980's, EPA eliminated its non-hazardous solid
waste program, including activities dealing with recycling. Thus,
there was no effort to gain compliance with this rule.

Implementation continues to be at the discretion of agency heads,
and EPA has no authority to enforce compliance with the rule.

In the late 1980's, EPA began to re-establish its efforts in

non-hazardous solid waste management, indicating a clear preference
for waste reduction and recycling over incineration and disposal.
Given the time that has passed since 1976 when the beverage
container rule was issued, many things have changed. EPA has
worked to foster recycling within the federal community through a

variety of interagency efforts. For example, EPA championed
issuance of Executive Order 12780 fostering waste reduction,
recycling, and the purchase of goods made from recovered materials.
The Agency has been working through the Council on Federal

Recycling and Procurement Policy, established in the Executive

Order, to promote recycling by all Federal agencies. I would be

happy to enter into discussions with you and your staff on our
efforts to ensure that the Federal government is an active

participant in our nation's recycling effort.

RECYCLING BEVERAGE CONTAINERS

SENATOR HATFIELD: As you may know, today I Joined with a

number of distinguished Senate cosponsors to introduce legislation
to increase recycling of beverage containers in this country.
Congressman Ed Markey has introduced companion legislation in the

House of Representatives today. I am concerned that of the more
than 120 billion beverage containers produced each year, more than
half will find their way into landfills.

Administrator Browner, I am aware of recent efforts in
Florida to enact a beverage container deposit system. Please
summarize the course of events in Florida.

ANSWER: Florida has been considering ways to encourage
recycling in the state for several years. Deposit legislation has
been one of the alternatives discussed. In an effort to come to

a resolution on this issue, legislation was passed in 1988 that
included both a beverage container deposit system and an advanced

disposal fee provision to be implemented in 1992 (later changed to

1993). When the 1988 legislation was passed, the legislature, the

governor, and affected parties were aware that a final resolution
would have to be reached again before the effective date of the

provisions .

Having examined the matter more fully over the last several

years, the legislature recently passed a bill that would repeal the

beverage container deposit system and modify the advanced disposal
fee system which would then take effect in October 1993. The
decision was made, in part, because the advanced disposal fee could
be applied to a larger portion of the waste generated than could
a beverage container deposit system.

The advanced disposal fee system legislation contains a

provision that would eliminate the fee for those manufacturers who
achieve or exceed specific recycled content standards in their
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products. The proceeds from the disposal fees would be used to

provide grants to communities to promote recycling and to improve
markets for recyclables.

RECYCLING RATES

SENATOR HATFIELD: Administrator Browner, in assessing the
current beverage container recycling rates in the country, do you
believe there is room for improvement?

ANSWER: Beverage container recycling rates are relatively
high when compared to recycling rates for other materials.
However, I believe these rates can increase substantially. As the
number of curb -side and drop -off collection programs have
increased, we have seen increases in the recycling rates for

beverage containers . The number of such programs has increased in
recent years and is expected to continue to increase. There are
a number of approaches that are being discussed that could lead to
further increases , such as advanced disposal fees

,
minimum content

standards, manufacturei^s
'

responsibility for the goods they
produce, and deposit systems. The Environmental Protection Agency
would be pleased to participate in discussions on the various

approaches that are available to increase recycling rates for

beverage containers and other materials.

BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT SYSTEM

SENATOR HATFIELD: Do you believe that a beverage container

deposit system is an effective way to ensure that these containers
do not find their way into our crowded landfills?

ANSWERS: Yes, it is clear that a deposit system is an
effective means of increasing collection rates for beverage
containers. Data show that capture rates in bottle bill states
exceed capture rates for the same materials in non-bottle bill
states.

Deposit systems are not the only mechanisms available to
increase beverage container recycling rates. Many states are

deeply invested in curb- side collection programs, the use of
advanced disposal fees, or the use of material recovery facilities
to increase recycling of a broad array of materials.

BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT

SENATOR HATFIELD: Last year, Senator Baucus pledged to hold

hearings on beverage container deposit legislation in the
Environment and Public Works Committee, of which he is the
chairman. It Is my hope that the Environment Committee will have
the active participation of your agency and the Clinton
Administration in the exploration and advancement of this issue.
Can you comment on whether this is a possibility.

ANSWER: Our Agency would be happy to participate in hearings
on beverage container deposit legislation and you can count on our

support in pursuing effective means of increasing beverage
container recycling in the United States.
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MANDATE FLEXIBILITY

SENATOR HATFIELD: Administrator Brovmer, what are your
thoughts on this suggestion to provide the EPA with mandate

flexibility, either on a mandate-by-mandate basis or flexibility
across the broad spectrum of mandates, at the state or regional
level?

ANSWER: We are aware of the strain the current set of
environmental mandates put on small and large communities. They
have been applied to all communities as if they were all the same
in terms of risk and geographic distribution. We are looking
closely at using risk assessment procedures to set priorities for
the implementation of mandates. This approach could provide a
rationale for the communities to use their limited resources to
address the most significant environmental problems first. As
this approach is developed, we will need to work with Congress to

get agreement on a geographic and risk based approach to comply
with the current statutes.

SMALL TOWN ENVIRONMENTAL TASK

SENATOR HATFIELD: Administrator Browner, when do you plan to

implement the Small Town Environmental Task Force that was included

by Senator Jeffords as part of the recently enacted Federal
Facilities Compliance Act?

ANSWER: We want to implement the Small Town Task Force
as soon as possible. The task force is envisioned to be a
subcommittee of a larger advisory committee, the Local Government

Advisory Committee, which is currently being established. I am now

considering nominations for the advisory committee, including the

Small Town Task Force. Once we have a list of potential
participants, we are prepared to move ahead expeditiously with
invitations and conduct the first meeting.

HANFORD REACTOR CLEANUP

SENATOR HATFIELD: What role will the Environmental
Protection Agency play in coordinating with the states and the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) on the clean up of the Hanford reactor
in the State of Washington?

ANSWER: Clean up of the 570-square-mile Hanford Site in

Richland, Washington will require the cooperative efforts of the

Federal, State and local governments affected. EPA is working
closely with the States of Washington and Oregon to renegotiate
certain legal requirements with DOE for the tank waste remediation

(TWRS) system at Hanford. The TWRS is the principal mechanism for

dealing with the 177 underground tanks containing mixed waste by-
products from nuclear weapons production. In fact, two of the 5

meetings schedules on TWRS are to be held in Oregon. A Site-

Specific Advisory Board is being established at Hanford to include
affected local, state, tribal and federal government members in

addressing clean up issues and is anticipated to include members
from both Washington and Oregon. EPA enforces the milestones of
the Interagency Agreement (lAG), also called the Tri-party
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tribe, in making decisions about clean up priorities and future use
of Hanford property. EPA plans to begin a study in 1994 of the

Columbia River to assess the impact the activities and
contamination at Hanford have on that ecosystem. Region 10 staff
will be briefing the Oregon Waste Board on May 13th on activities
at Hanford.

DELANEY CLAUSE

SENATOR HATFIELD: I have followed much of the historic and
recent debate surrounding the continued adherence' to the so-called

Delaney Clause, which established a zero tolerance for some

pesticide residues. As you know, a number of proposals are pending
in Congress that revise this clause by establishing a different
standard for residues.

Some have suggested that, rather than Congress legislating
a specific tolerance. Congress simply release EPA from outdated
restrictions of the Delaney Clause and direct EPA to establish a

tolerance based on science after full public input and hearings.
Administrator Browner, what is the position of the EPA and

the Administration on the Delaney issue generally and which

legislative approach, if any, is preferable? What is the

Administration's position on the Delaney Clause?
ANSWER: The Administration believes that food safety laws

need to be improved in order to give the public more protection,
not less. The court's decision has highlighted the necessity for

improving the way that pesticide residues in food are regulated.
EPA, the Federal Food and Drug Administration, and the United
States Department of Agriculture are committed to a long-term
effort that will include updating food safety laws and that will
reflect sound public policy and science. The goal of this effort
will be to assure the overall safety of the food supply, while at
the same time making the various components of the food safety
program more consistent with each other and more efficient.

The Administration is aware that several bills tu amend the
statutes regulating pesticides have been introduced in this

Congress, including H. R. 1627 (Food Quality Protection Act of

1993), sponsored by Reps. Lehman, Bliley, and Rowland; and S.

331/H. R. 874 (Pesticide Food Safety Act of 1993), sponsored by
Sen. Kennedy and Rep. Waxman. The Administration has not yet
developed a position on these bills.

SUBCOMMITTEE RECESS

Senator Mikulski. Thank you very much and this concludes to-

day's hearing. The subcommittee stands in recess until Thursday,
April 29, when we will review the fiscal year 1994 budget for the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
[Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., Thursday, April 22, the subcommittee

was recessed, to reconvene at 10 a.m., Thursday, April 29.]
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THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met at 10:08 a.m., in room SD-106, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Barbara A. Mikulski (chair) presiding.

Present: Senators Mikulski, Leahy, Lautenberg, Kerrey, Fein-

stein, D'Amato, Bond, and Bums.

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY G. CISNEROS, SECRETARY

accompanied BY:

terrence r. duvernay, deputy secretary
herbert g. persm, departmental budget officer, office
of budget

opening statement of senator mikulski

Senator MncuLSKl. The subcommittee will come to order. Today
the subcommittee meets to review HUD's fiscal year 1994 budget.
We are pleased to welcome Secretary Cisneros and his team this

morning.
Today is the 1-year anniversary of the beginning of the Los An-

geles riots. We are relieved today that neither Los Angeles nor any
other U.S. city is in turmoil because of civil unrest. But there are
a lot of underlying causes that led to the LA riots—^high unemploy-
ment, crime, concentrations of poverty. All remain in Los Angeles
and other American cities.

Also, this is the 25th anniversary of the riots that occurred after

the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King. As a social worker
and someone who was working on the war on poverty, I was
charged with the responsibility of maintaining the delivery of pub-
lic social services into urban 2u*eas. So, I know about these situa-

tions.

So, here we are 25 years later. We have had studies. We have
had commissions. We have had reports. We have had block grants.
We have had line items. We have had categorical funding. So, now
where in the heck are we?

(473)
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This then is the question. How can we move ahead for the rest

of this century and how can we then lay the groundwork for the
21st century not only for our cities, but throughout the United
States of America in the suburbs and in our rural areas so that the

Department of Housing and Urban Development provides both,

housing and community development? The personal empowerment
of people to enable them to take personal responsibility and self-

help, but that Grovemment gives them an opportunity to change
their way of life through their own sweat equity.
These are difficult issues, Mr. Secretary, and I know that as we

meet here with the memory of Los Angeles to see how we can work
with you and our new President to tackle these issues, I think we
need to think less in terms of creating new programs and talk
about how we can rebuild communities.
One of the issues which HUD has suffered from in the past has

been a separate program for every perceived problem that exists.

We treat programs like they are pharmaceuticals, a different one
for this and a different one for that, and often they have been pla-
cebos.

The enormous challenges you have are compounded by the fact

that your 1994 budget request of $25.4 billion is just a 1-percent
increase over 1993. In addition, 7 percent of the money that has
been requested is within the President's investment package for

which the recently passed budget resolution has made little or no
room to accommodate. That means the subcommittee's 602(b) allo-

cation, the total pot of money that we have, may not allow for it

either.

As a result, the Department may well face the coming year hav-

ing to do more with less, to stretch its already constrained budget
just a little bit further. This task would be enormous for any Cabi-
net official. Because of the unique problems which a HlJD Sec-

retary must face, it really is daunting.
We so want to work with you, Mr. Secretary, because despite the

sobering assessment, I have high hopes for this Department and
you as the new Secretary. You bring incredible experience to your
job. A mayor. Wow! Somebody who has had two hands on, walked
the streets, been in the neighborhoods tr5dng to empower people,
at the same time dealing with skimpy funds and strangling regula-
tions. So, we know that you will undertake that responsibility and
we, as appropriators, want to do all we can to help you get the De-

partment s section 8 program in order, get funding pipelines

unclogged so that money already appropriated
can

actually get out
to the American people, getting Federal agencies to address the

problems of our cities and communities in a coordinated way.
We look forward to hearing from the Secretary this morning on

these and other key issues. It is a sobering time, but I truly believe

that it is a time—as the Japanese would say, in every crisis, there
is an opportunity, and it is the opportunity structure that we want
to create.

[The statement follows:!

Statement of Senator Mikulski

The Subcommittee will come to order. Today the Subcommittee meets to review
HUD's fiscal year 1994 Budget.
We are pleased to welcome Secretary Cisneros and his team this morning.
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Today is the one-year anniversary of the Los Angeles riots. We are relieved that
neither Los Angeles or any other U.S. city is in flames today as a result of civil un-
rest. But the underlying causes that led to the L.A. riots—high unemployment and
crime rates, an ero^ng tax base, and concentrations of poverty—all remain in Los

Angeles and in other American cities.

In my own hometown of Baltimore and throughout Maryland, people fear for their

safety. Random violence has led to the death of a nun in her convent, multiple vic-

tims shot during a dice game, and the brutal murder of a young woman by
carjackers as she was taking her baby to day care.

These are difficult issues, Mr. Secretary. And we meet here today, with the mem-
ory of Los Angeles, to see how we can work with you and our new President to begin
to tackle these very difficult issues.

I would urge you and the Department to think less in terms of creating new pro-

grams and instead, focus on how we can begin to rebuild communities—if necessary,
one block at a time.
One of the problems from which HUD has suffered is that it has a separate pro-

gram for every perceived problem that exists. What results is that annual funding
frequently lacks the flexibility which local officials need to attack the particular
problems their communities face.

These enormous challenges you have, Mr. Secretary, are compounded by the fact

that your 1994 budget request of $25.4 billion is just a 1% increase over 1993.
In addition, 7% of the money you've requested is within the President's "Invest-

ment" package, for which the recently-passed Budget Resolution has made little or
no room to accommodate. That means tiie Subcommittee's 602(b) allocation may not
have any room for it either.

As a result, the Department may well face the coming year having to do more
with less. To stretch its already constrained budget just a Tittle further.

This task would be tough for any new Cabinet official. Because of the imique
problems which a HUD Secretary must face, it might seem overwhelming.

Despite this sobering assessment, I have high hopes for this Department and its

new Secretary. There are important challenges we can address:—Getting the Department's section 8 program in order;—
(Jetting funding pipelines unclogged so money already appropriated can be

spent to house Americans and put others back to work; and—Getting Federal agencies to address the problems of our cities in a coordinated
and s}mergistic fashion.

We look forward to hearing from the Secretary this morning on these and other

key issues. And we hope to have a meaningful and productive partnership with the

Department on his watch to help revitalize urban America.

Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Bond, do you have any comments
that you'd Hke to make?

Senator Bond. Well, thank you. Madam Chair.
Mr. Secretary, thank you for coming before us today. As we have

discussed, I happened to have the privilege of working with you
both on the appropriating and the authorizing committees. As I

have said before, you have my sincere commitment to work with

you to achieve our common goals. We have discussed how many
problems you have at HUD.
As I mentioned to you in the hall, I had the pleasure of visiting

yesterday with the President's nominee for Federal Housing Com-
missioner, Mr. Nick Retsinas. He has been director of the State

housing agency and he is very well respected by his peers.

NEED FOR LOCAL INVOLVEMENT

We discussed the great need to encourage State and local agen-
cies to be innovative in solving our problems. The frustrations that

they face I think are known throughout the country. When they
tried to pursue locsd innovations, Federal participation usually be-

comes interference rather than facilitation. We particularly want to

work with you in making Federal programs more local government
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friendly, community friendly, and I offer my special assistance in

that regard.
I think I mentioned to you earlier that we have an outstanding

example of innovation in St. Louis County where State and loc^
officials and the Salvation Army, along with others, have teamed
up with HUD to develop a badly needed center for housing for

homeless families, very low-income families, families in transition
crisis. They are at an abandoned Army Corps of Engineers annex
in Pine Lawn, MO, and it is a program that I think will be one
model for a solution to many of these challenges which go well be-

yond housing. I sincerely invite you to come to St. Louis to see the

facility, offer your suggestions on what we could be doing better,
and see what they are doing right there.

So, Madam Chair, I appreciate the chance to make these com-
ments and I will have a few questions later for the Secretary.
Senator MncuLSKl. Senator Bums.
Senator Burns. Thank you. Madam Chair.
Mr. Secretary, thank you for coming this morning.
I think if there is a person at the Cabinet level, in this Depart-

ment, I think you really have an opportunity to manage a depart-
ment in a businesslike manner based on good business manage-
ment phUosophy.

TIME TO TAKE INVENTORY

I agreed with you in your statement—I have already read your
statement—^that this is not a time to start new programs. This is

a time that we take an inventory of those programs that are not

working and pull the resources. Let those die that will not work.
Let those programs die and take the resources and put them into

programs that are working.

RURAL AREA NEEDS

Immediately whenever we think of HUD, Housing and Urban
Development, we think about our inner cities and our cities, but

keep in mind that the rural areas, too, have their needs, as the
inner cities do. Montana did not escape the recession, and we have
our areas in need in rural areas, as I would imagine that west
Texas has in the rural areas. Yes, we are aware of the inner city
needs, but it must not come at the cost of some of the areas that
need attention in our rural areas.
That is why I got interested in telecommunications and two-way

interactive television, how it interacts with our educational process,
because not only are we dealing with long distances in Montana
and in our rural areas, it is just as important that we serve those
inner city areas and use those technologies that trip the curiosity
of our young people and turn a student from being a nonparticipant
in a class into a participating student. That is basically what will

rebuild our inner cities and that is what will rebuild and keep our
rural areas alive.

So, you have a very delicate balance here. I think of all the Sec-

retaries, of all the people in all the Departments, you have the
chance here to run it like a business, to base your decision on
sound business philosophies. American business is successful be-
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cause if an idea does not work, we quit doing that, and we take
those resources and we put it into an idea that does work. I think

you have a great opportunity here to do that and I appreciate your
approach to this.

I look forward to hearing your testimony and working with you
on some of the terrific challenges that we have, especially in hous-

ing. Keep in mind that when we talk about housing, the American
Homebuilders Association was notified the other day that if we
have, just in the general way of doing business, over 1.2 million

new starts in homes in this country, we will not have the lumber
to build them. Now, we have to look at our policies and the re-

sources it is going to take to develop housing for all segments of

American life and what it is going to cost us as we go down this

road.

So, thank you for your approach, and I look forward to hearing
you.
Thank you. Madam Chair.

Senator MiKULSKl. Mr. Secretary.

OVERVIEW STATEMENT

Secretary Cisneros. Madam Chair and members of the sub-

committee, in the interest of time—^brevity
—as well as to respond

to the points that you have made so articulately here, I would like

to set aside the bulk of my main remarks and just share a few
ideas with you that respond directly to the points that you've
raised.

Senator Mikulski. Well, with unanimous consent, we will put
your entire testimony in the record.

Secretary CiSNEROS. That would be fine.

Senator Mikulski. As you can see, we believe that you are the

poet of poor, and we look forward to hearing from you.

Secretary Cisneros. Thank you very much.

HUD priorities

Let me just say that I want to respond enthusiastically to the

kinds of suggestions that you have made because all three of you
have said three different categories of things, but they resonate

well with what we are trying to do today.
As I came to the Department, it was clear that there were three

sets of priorities that had to be addressed. The first was to get a
handle on the reports that indicated that there were serious gaps
in management, financial systems, and data systems. We have a
task force, which Terry Duvemay—who is to my left here—he is

the Deputy Secretary of the Department. We are working with our

inspector general, our Assistant Secretary for Administration, and
others to really address that backlog of problems. As you say, Sen-

ator Bums, these are business issues that any business would
want to know where its assets are, what its direction is. So, that

is a very important priority for us.

The second is what we have called reinventing HUD, going be-

yond just solving the backlog of problems, to really redefine the

way the organization functions. We have taken our cues from
American business that had to consolidate, downsize, invert its hi-

68-626 0-93-16
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erarchy to try to be responsive to its customers. In our case, it is

not customers, but it is constituents. It is tenants in public housing
or homebuyers or interest groups that represent local officials, and
so forth, who are the people that we relate to. What we are work-

ing to do now is to involve all 13,000 people of this Department;
the headquarters personnel, the regional personnel, and the field

personnel, to literally reinvent HUD.
The third piece, and the piece that I want to spend the longest

time on here in describing these three priorities, relates to several

of the points that you make. We have, in the last several months,
weeks for sure, as recently as last night, continued to have a clear-

er statement of HUD's mission in the 1990's, themes that we think
resonate with what the President has promised the American peo-

ple, and that relate to how HUD will do its job. Those themes are
three.

RELATIONSHIP TO COMMUNITIES

First, the notion of community, how this Department relates to

communities to give more responsibility and authority and support
to community-based efforts, to reclaim severely distressed neigh-
borhoods, and create safe, secure, and livable communities that

provide housing, essential commercial and retail services, and re-

late to the reality of economic change in our metropolitan areas.

What does this mean in concrete terms? It means that we will

support and respect community-based efforts, fund community or-

ganizations and community development corporations, work on

community development banks, and a whole series of initiatives

that flip the hierarchy of the organization so that the action end

gets the priority, and that priority is where communities are.

Senator Bond, this speaks to your point about the importance of

a Department like this really relating to people out across the

country who are doing the work. As all three of you have been in

State or local government, you know that this Department must be
more than an obstacle or a hindrance; it must be a facilitator, cata-

lyst, a partner with loc£d and State government.

ECONOMIC LIFT

The second theme that we have tried to articulate speaks directly
to Senator Mikulski's point of opportunity. We believe that this De-

partment must personify in all its work, must have infused

throughout all its programs, a dimension of economic lift. It is not

good enough just to keep people in a static condition and provide
them shelter. It is also important to provide a d5niamic, a way to

somewhere, a step on the ladder of upward mobility.
What that means is we have to examine every single one of our

programs. Homeless programs should be more than just providing
people a place to spend the night, but the beginning of a step out
of their personal problems, which include frequently substance
abuse and mental illness and so forth. Our rental programs, our

public housing ought to be more than just a shelter for a period of

time, but ought to be combined with job programs and training pro-

grams that allow people to move on a ladder toward somewhere.
All of our programs ought to have that infusion, be tested, run
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through a screen of whether or not they are really moving people

along the ladder of economic opportunity.

BEHAVIORAL CONCERNS

The third theme is a difficult one. It is difficult for a Gk)vemment

agency to get a handle on, but we believe we must address it be-

cause it is so essential to the reality of urban life today, and that

is the issue of behaviors as they manifest themselves in our cities

and communities.
On one side of the behavior spectrum is racism and the dramatic,

ravaging effect that it has. I cannot think of any human behavior

that has been more devastating to the things that we care about

than the unfairness that continues to be perpetrated against peo-

ple. When we send HUD testers out, for example, to videotape
transactions for housing or mortgage lending, and they report to us

that up to 60 percent of all the transactions in America that in-

volve African-Americans and housing and mortgage lending are

characterized by levels of discrimination that the general popu-
lation is not subjected to. When two testers go out, one white and
one black, but they have exactly the same income and exactly the

same occupation and exactly the same education, are alike in every

way except that one is white and one is black, and the white is told

that an apartment will rent for $500 and the African-American is

told, within minutes, that there is no apartment available or that

it costs $1,000, or that there are other reasons why they can't rent

it, then clearly there are behaviors that are shaping urban Amer-
ica.

The result is concentrations of our poorest populations in set-

tings, whether they be high-rise public housing or just poor neigh-

borhoods, where there are no role models, where the ability to real-

ly climb out of poverty becomes impossible. Every report that I

have seen after the Los Angeles riots, and even before, speaks to

the issue in academic language of the spatial separations in Amer-
ican life as being one of the fundamental problems of urban Amer-
ica. We think we must address that through our fair housing ef-

forts, but beyond that, beyond sanctions and punitive measures
and so forth, we have got to create the dynamics that make it pos-
sible to break up these spatial separations by allowing for attrac-

tively designed, scattered sites, smaller scale housing develop-

ments, to be able to facilitate the deconcentration of people from

the Pruitt Igoes of the world or Lexington Terrace in Baltimore or

others where we really would not want anyone to have to live, but

they do.

DESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR

The other side of the behaviors issues is the destructive behav-

iors that have become too much a part of American life. We have

become numbed to the level of crime, to the level of drift, to the

level of isolation, to the level of family issues. We believe, while it

is difficult for Government explicitly to get a handle on these ques-

tions, that there are things we can do by integrating HUD's work
with other Federal departments, by integrating HUD's work with

the Department of Labor on education, education in schools and
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training, and intervening early in the lives of our young people.
Mentor programs, leadership programs where, as you know, in the
cities you represent in your States, all of the civic infrastructure,
the moral infrastructure some have said, of Little Leagues and Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts and church and so forth are gone.

So, these are the kinds of themes we want to articulate. I do not
know whether they are liberal or conservative. I do not know
whether they are Republican or Democratic. I just know that they
resonate with what I know to be the problems in America's commu-
nities, not just big cities, but as Senator Bums said, communities
all across America.

So, these themes inform our work, and everything that you will

see and what we try to answer today, as well as the programs we
will present over the months. The combinations and the manage-
ment efforts we try to bring to this will be informed. You will see
the infusion of these ideas.

Let me stop with that. My statement has been submitted for the
record. It speaks to the specific programs and budget levels for our
distressed public housing, for community development block grants,
for the HOME Program, for the preservation of assisted housing,
for our rental assistance programs, for our public housing, for our

management, and I am prepared to answer questions on all of

those subjects.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to divert from the pre-

pared statement and share with you where we are thinking right
now because I thought it related much better than what the pre-

pared statement might do to the specific suggestions you made in

your opening comments.
[The statement follows:]

Statement of Secretary HE^fRY G. Cisneros

INTRODUCTION

Madam Chair and members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to appear before

you to discuss the 1994 Budget for the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment.

Before discussing the budget details of particular programs and initiatives, it is

worth mentioning the underlying pressures and predicates which have forged this

year's request, and which are at the heart of President Clinton's economic call to

arms.
For many years, we have gazed upon the changing face of poverty in America in

the hope of finding answers to what are among the most vexing problems our coun-

try has faced in its history.
In the last 30 years, we have seen the forces of economic and social change in

this country bring about a migration from our cities on an unprecedented scale. We
have seen the economies of cities, once flush with manufacturing and blue collar

jobs, seemingly transformed over night. We have looked on as the growing opportu-
nities on our suburban frontiers have made us a nation of socially and economically
segregated people. And, we have watched, in near disbelief, as large segments of our

population have become ill prepared, ill trained, and ill educated to meet the needs
of tomorrow's work place.

I have seen first hand the rage, the despair, and the fear that is poverty. A year
ago, like many Americans, I saw the pictures of entire blocks ablaze and stayed up
half the night watching the burning, looting, and violence. The next day I flew to
Los Angeles to help my friend Mayor Bradley. I spent that day and the next, and
the next, working with the Latino community urging cedm.
What I saw and smelled and felt make it possible for me to speak to you on why

our cities are smoldering. We live in a nation where everyday 27 children die from

poverty-related causes. "Ten are killed by guns. Thirty are wounded. Six commit sui-
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cide. Everyday 1,600 youths are incarcerated in adult jails; 2,700 teenagers get

pregnant; and 1,500 drop out of school.

Madam Chair, the face of poverty in America is much different than the one we
saw in the 1960s. Today, there is an entire generation of people left isolated, eco-

nomically depressed, and physically cut off from the social, economic, and cultural

opportunities that most of us take for granted. Todav, more than 2 million of Ameri-
ca^ families are poor despite having an adult member of the household work more
than 30 hours a week. Today, one in five children under the age of 15 lives in pov-

erty, and 50 percent of all black children vmder the age of six live in poverty. Today,
crime, drugs, random violence, homelessness, AIDS, and inadeauate services, dimin-

ish the quality of life to a level which can no longer be tolerated.

Daniel Webster, one of this country's great statesmen, said to his colleagues, as

they considered the future of this nation, "Let us develop the resources of the land.

Call forth its powers. Build up its institutions. Promote all its great interests. And
see whether or not we also in ovu- day and generation may not accomplish something
worthy to be remembered."

Today, I come to you with President Clinton's plan for rebuilding America which
will change the face of America as we build the foundations for a better tomorrow.

Over the next 4 years, we propose to fundamentally change the vision, mission,
and image of the Department of Housing and Urban Development.—If we are to succeed in our campaign to create a new economic foundation for

America, HUD must become a Voice of Cities.—If we are to eUminate bureaucratic hindrances and encourage innovation, HUD
must become a catalyst for change.—^And, if we are to confront racism whenever and wherever it exists, HUD must
be a leader in the struggle to transform a wasteland of neglect into a commu-
nity of opportunity.

REINVENTING HUD

Madam Chair, for HUD to provide the leadership needed to
brin^

about change,
it too, must change. To that end, I have already begun an effort that I call

"reinventing HUD. I began a series of town hall meetings with our employees in

Headquarters and will soon carry this to HUD's Field Offices. I want HUD to be

the "Voice of the Urban Areas." I want the Department to return to the functions

for which it was created. HUD should be a facilitator, an ejqpeditor, and a catalyst
in thousands of cities and counties. There is no way that HUD can or should dictate

precise choices to cities. A reinvented HUD would be the Federal Government's
voice for the communities, encouraging local dialogue among institutions.

I want to reiterate my commitment to the improved management of HUD. I am
very proud of the fine individuals who have been named by the President to fill the

key leadership positions of the Department. I am gratified, also, to see the fine tal-

ent and spirit among the ceireer employees.
We are compelled to begin a fundamental re-examination of our mission, role, and

manner of doing business, because the resources will not be available for staff to

conduct our affairs in the old manner. We will consider our organization and proc-
esses at all levels. I intend to keep this Committee informed of tine recommendations
that result from our effort.

HUD'S MISSION

In helping to define what we want to achieve in reinventing HUD, I perceive
HUD's mission, and the Department's 1994 Budget proposals, as built on three pol-

icy principles.
First, at the core of HUD's mission is a Commitment to Build Communities of op-

portunity. Over the next 4 years, HUD will give more responsibility, authority, and

support for community-based efforts to reclaim severely distressed neighborhoods
and create safe, secure, and livable communities that provide affordable housing, es-

sential commercial and retail services, and accessibility to jobs throughout the met-

ropolitan areas.

In building Communities of Opportunity, HUD intends to attack extreme spatial

segregation in our communities. Programs that contribute to concentrations of pov-

erty will be replaced by initiatives that increase the mobility and choices of low-in-

come persons. In this, HUD will be a catalyst in developing more effective metro-

politan strate^es and coordinating transportation, housing, and land-use
policies.

Second, HtHD's programs and functions will be designed to fulfill HUD s Commit-
ment to Economic Lift and Providing a Ladder of Opportunity. The future of our

cities and our citizens require new economic strategies and investments to create
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jobs and improve the global competitiveness of state and local economies. In this,

the agendas of cities and the suburbs are on common ground.
Investments in human capital, infrastructure, new technologies, and supportive

services are necessary to create economic opportunities. These efforts not only re-

quire Federal financial investments and tax incentives, but, more importantiv, will

require leadership, cooperation, and coordination, to bring the resources and serv-

ices to bear on the problem.
HTJD's programs wUl be designed to move people up the economic ladder. Our ob-

jective is to use the assistance we provide to open up better and more rewarding
new economic opportunities rather than maintaining economic dependency.
HUD will assist these efforts by working in partnership with other Federal agen-

cies, state and local ofiBcials, and members oi our nonprofit and business commu-
nities to remove barriers to employment and eUminate disincentives from Federal

programs that prevent low-income persons from savings for education, homeowner-

ship and their economic future.

HUD will also work to make better use of the capital and credit we provide, and
will participate in the Administrations formulation of a proposal to assist in increas-

ing the financial capacity of our cities by estabUshing Community Development
Banks and Enterprise Zones, by increasing the capabilities of Community Develop-
ment Corporations, and by implementing programs, like HUD's Youthbuild pro-

gram, to employ, to train, and to educate economically disadvantaged young adults.

An example of the kind of partnerships I mean is represented by discussions we
are having with the AFL-CIO. This is an exciting new venture which would harness
the energy and financial resources of the private sector. What we are discussing is

the possibility of drawing upon AFL-CIO pension funds for investment, of up to

$500 million, in homes. We are discussing with FNMA and Freddie Mac their pur-
chase of mortgages under this venture. HUD would provide up to 3,000 vouchers,
at a cost of about $90 million. We are contemplating the possibility of using HOME
funds as well. The 0MB has agreed to our pursuing

this proposal, and we may pro-

pose some legislative modifications if needed to accommodate it.

We also have entered discussions with a major philanthropic and business founda-
tion on the possibility of their investment in community development corporations
within some of our major cities. We mav need to commit some of HUD's resources,
as well, and are working on a proposal to do so within our total Budget. It may
be necessary to provide additional appropriation language to the Committee.
As this illustrates, HUD is prepared to work with all responsible parties to ensure

that we provide early help for our children, and HUD will work across jurisdictions
to provide greater choice in housing and more economic opportunities.

Next, HUD's Commitment to Confront Racism and Self-Destructive Behaviors and

Strengthen the American Social Contract of Rights and Responsibihties is critical

to the vitality of cities and neighborhoods.
The ravaging effects of racism in our society are so pernicious that they must be

addressed by uie Federal Government in an active way. In this, HUD will take di-

rect and immediate action to reverse the mortgage and rental discrimination docu-
mented by the Federal Reserve Bank and HUD.

Furtiiermore, the levels of crime, the levels of drift, and the levels of social dis-

solution that destroy our sense of community must and will be taken head on. Our
fight against crime must extend beyond our public housing developments into the
communities. We must involve the entire community if we are to eliminate crime,

dispel fear, and free our lives and our cities and get on with the job of building a
new tomorrow.
At the same time, as we provide benefits and assistance and offer a hand up,

HUD will look for a reciprocal effort on the part of the individual. The beneficiaries

of assistance must accept both sides of the contract—that is, rights and responsibil-
ities. The right to decent and safe housing carries with it the responsibility to main-
tain and improve it. Attending school, taking advantage of job training, conducting
job searches, and similar responsible behavior is part of the social contract implied
by the provision of assistance.
Madam Chair, these are the kinds of policies

—^the vision—we want to be reflected

in our Budget.
The challenges we face are large. Addressing them will movement throughout

Government and private industry. In this. Government must be an agent of change.
Madam Chair, in support of the themes I envision for HUD, the directions we

want to take, and the commitments I have described, I would like to discuss the

program initiatives contained in this Budget.
In overview, for 1994, the total discretionary budget authority for HUD is $25.4

billion, an increase of $224 million over 1993. Total discretionary outlays are ex-

pected to be $27.3 million, an increase of $2.9 billion over 1993. "rhe figures do not
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take into account the Stimulus programs that had been recommended by the Presi-

dent.
The HUD Budget includes $1.8 billion in investment funding for 1994, totaling

$18.2 billion, by 1998, above the fiscal year 1993 baseline amount. HUD's part of

the President's investment plan focuses on rebuilding America by investing in the

infi-astructure of our cities, improving the quality of housing provided to disadvan-

taged Americans, and improving the productivity of people, investment for HUD, as

I noted earlier, means going beyond the physical environment to restore confidence

to our neighborhoods and cities. For HUD, this is a shift in priorities, the beginning
of change, emblematic of what the Department will do in fulfilling the commitments
I just outlined.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS

Madam Chair, the Budget includes expanded fiinding for the CDBG program to

foster the positive change which comes from providing investments in services, fa-

cilities, and economic development, which are essential for building Communities of

Opportunity.
The Budget proposes an appropriation of $4.2 billion, an increase over the $4.0

billion enacted in the 1993 Appropriations Act. This represents a major investment

by the Administration and the Congress directed to providing job opportunities for

the immediate fixture and bevond. The refurbishing of housing for lower-income peo-

ple, converting old industrial structures into neighborhood and job-training centers,

and building community multi-service centers, are part of the investment to make
our cities livable. This would also include recreational facilities, so that once again
we can see in tiie center of our cities such things as Little League and youth clubs,

and young people at play in a secure environment.
The Budget includes $5 million for the Neighborhood Development program

and

$15 million for the Early Childhood Development program. These are all part of our

investment in young people who live in our communities, and represent our futvu-e.

YOUTHBUILD

The investment budget includes an expanded Youthbuild program, one of the pro-

grams representing a commitment to economic lifl;. This program was first author-

ized by tne Housing and Community Development Act of 1992, to be funded by
using amounts transferred from the HOPE programs. The program will help young
people, such as those coming from the housing projects, to learn skills needed for

rehabilitating and constructing housing for low-income and homeless people. This

will help them gain confidence in themselves and become productive citizens, assist-

ing themselves and others.

We are proposing to use the full amount of $40 million authorized in 1993. For

1994, I am requesting $48 million as a separately appropriated amount. The Budget
estimate would fund nearly 200 planning and implementation grants to employ, to

train, and to educate economically disadvantaged young adults. From 900 to 1,400

young people wovild be assisted by the 1993 program, growing to 1,100 to 1,700 from

the 1994 appropriation. By any definition, this represents an investment in the fu-

ture of these young people and the fiiture of the country.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AGAINST CRIME

One of the programs in support of the commitment to confront racism and self-

destructive behaviors is a new program. Community Partnerships Against Crime for

which we are requesting $265 mUlion. This program will build on the current Drug
Elimination Grants program, which was to limited to Public Housing and Indian

Housing Authorities. The new program will extend beyond the housing projects into

the communities themselves, providing for neighborhood-based programs to help
citizens protect themselves against criminals.

I anticipate the formulation of local programs covering a wide variety of activities,

oriented to the needs of the particular communities and neighborhoods. They may
range from community policing, youth initiatives, and physical security hardware to

community services supporting crime prevention. To me, this is an important invest-

ment in tne future security of our communities—helping our residents to begin to

live their lives free from fear.

REVITALIZATION OF SEVERELY DISTRESSED PUBLIC HOUSING

The Budget also includes a request for $483 million in 1994 for the rehabilitation

and restoration of severely dilapidated public housing projects. This program was
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first enacted in the 1993 Appropriations Act and represents a comprehensive, tar-

geted investment, directed to the most troubled public housing projects. In 1993,
funding will be available for up to 15 cities selected fi-om our most populous cities

and troubled housing authorities. With this investment, we are seeking to improve
the lives and physical surroundings of people who live in public housing.
The funds are available for capital costs for major reconstruction, rehabihtation

and other physical improvements, as well as supportive services. Supportive services
will include literacy training, job training, day care, youth activities and the services
authorized under the Gateway Program by the Congress. The 1994 program is

based on the authorization contained in the 1992 Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act. However, we also will propose certain legislative changes. One of-these
is the continuation of the community services provision contained in the 1993 Ap-
propriations Act.

SUPPORTIVE HOUSING FOR THE HOMELESS

The 1994 Budget requests nearly $320 million for Supportive Housing for the
Homeless. This is an increase of $170 million over the regular appropriation for

1993.
Madam Chair, for the 2 years, this represents $893 million devoted to homeless

persons and mentally ill homeless people on the streets of our cities. This level of

funding will permit us to go beyond tne notion of providing temporary shelter for

the homeless to providing lasting solutions. This program wll help cities deal witii

the causes of homelessness and offer services that will help restore homeless per-
sons to productive lives. For 1994, we are proposing that up to $20 million of the
funds be made available for homelessness in niral areas, as authorized in the

McKinney Act. We are also proposing up to $50 million to be made available for

a Safe Havens demonstration, authorized by that same Act.

HOME

The 1994 Budget includes $1.6 billion for the HOME program, an increase over
the $1.1 billion enacted in 1993. This program allows participating jurisdictions to

choose from a wide range of housing activities—fi^m new construction and rehabili-
tation to rental assistance. This program is a highly flexible tool to enable our com-
munities to deal with their own housing problems. Since oiu* consideration of the
President's Stimulus proposeds, I have been very concerned over the need to simplify
this program. I have already moved to see what changes can be made in the pro-
gram's regulations to achieve simplification. We have issued three model programs,
as authorized by the legislation, that are available to participating jurisdictions as

guides. I may come to the Congress to propose changes to legislation to improve the

ability of HOME recipients to make the quickest and best use of the funds.

Clearly, much remains to be done to improve the national rate of use of these
funds. I am pleased to report that the percentage of funds committed to projects has
increased to nearly 10 percent, compared to 4 percent when I was sworn in. There
are also several jurisdictions which are excelling in implementing their programs.
Twenty-six participating jurisdictions have committed more than half of their 1992
funds, with the top performer having committed 95 percent of its funds. It is my
firm objective to achieve the investment opportunities this program can provide, and
to make this program a genuinely effective housing tool for our communities.

RENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

The 1994 Budget reflects growth in the ongoing Section 8 voucher and certificate

programs. The Budget includes over 45,000 incremental units for these rental as-
sistance programs with the objective of reaching 100,000 vmits by 1998.
We have combined most voucher and certificate programs into one number, for

it is our objective to try to merge these programs to flie extent possible. There really
is no need for separate programs. Our goal is one tenant-based program combining
the best features of both section 8 certificates and vouchers. Other voucher and cer-

tificate proOTams includes 2,200 units for Foster Child Care, about 1,400 units for

Moving to Opportunity, and about 600 units for Housing Opportunities for Persons
with AIDs.

In addition to the rental assistance units in 1994, the Budget includes an addi-
tional 4,800 units for Public Housing and 2,725 units for Indian Public Housing. The
Budget also proposes an additional 4,900 units under the Section 202 Housing for

the Elderly program and 1,500 units under the Section 811 Housing for the Dis-
abled Program.
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While only the growth in the rental assistance units for fiitvtre years has been in-

cluded in the President's Investment program, all of the other programs I have men-
tioned provide important investments in housing, in families, and in the young and
the elderly. I recognize that the 59,000 incremental units in the Budget are only

slightly more than the 58,000 enacted by the Congress for 1993. However, this re-

flects uie need to consider other needs, such as preservation and dealing with fore-

closed properties, which we cannot neglect. All of these are costly and indicate the

hard choices we had to make in this Budget.

PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION OF ASSISTED HOUSING

The 1994 Budget includes expanded funding for ongoing programs that are in-

tended to preserve our investment in existing assisted housing. There is a large in-

ventory of multifamily projects occupied by low-income families that are at risk. The

Budget, therefore, proposes funding to assure that the units in these projects will

continue to be avauable to such families. The Budget includes nearly $600 million

for the preservation of FRA-insured projects where owners are able to prepay mort-

gages. Our aim is to retain the availability of these units for low-income housing
wherever we can reasonably do so. At the same time, we have accompanied this re-

quest with proposals to make certain reforms in the Preservation program. These

include, for example, reducing the incentive rents from 120 percent to 100 percent
of the prevailing Fair Market Rents and the termination of the homeownership
grants option. Our discussions on the details of these are continuing with the 0MB.

Included, also, is a request for $65.7 million for the Flexible Subsidies program.
This amount, together with transfers into the account of excess rental receipts and
other collections, will provide a $156 million program to support projects in physical
or financial difficulty.
The third component of the Preservation and Restoration strategy is increased

funding for Section 8 assistance to facilitate the sale of HUD-acqviired multifamily

properties. A total of $255.5 million of Section 8 property disposition funds is re-

quested. That would support nearly 2,500 units with 15-year project-based funding.

FHA MORTGAGE AND LOAN INSURANCE PROGRAMS

Included in the Budget is a request for 1994 limitations on FHA mortgage insur-

ance commitments—$64.5 bUlion for the programs under the MMI/CMHI account
and $13.4 billion for the GI/SRI account. In addition, the Department is requesting
a credit subsidy appropriation of $147.4 million in support of insurance activities

under the GI/SRI account.
FRA insurance activity is proceeding at a rapid pace under both the MMI/CMHI

and GI/SRI programs in 1993. Through the end of March, 64 percent of the MMI/
CMHI limitation was used and 63 percent of the credit subsidy available under the

GI/SRI account was utilized. Recent activity has been heavy, largely, we believe, due
to refinancing of home mortgages. We are watching this very carefully.

GOVERNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION

The Department requests $85 billion for mortgage-backed commitment authority
for 1994. The Budget also reflects the fact that the Department plans to initiate a
new program under which GNMA would guarantee multiclass mortgage-backed se-

curities known as Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits, or REMICs. This new
program will have tlu-ee principal benefits. First, investors will be able to purchase
securities that match their cash flow needs. Second, borrowers under the FRA and
VA single family home programs may be charged lower interest rates or points on
their loans because additional fiinds will be invested in securities backed by these

mortgages. And third, fees charged for commitments and guarantees will help re-

duce the deficit.

GNMA currently guarantees a single class security known as a mortgage-backed
security, which is backed by a pool of at least $1 million in mortgage loans. Under
the REMIC program, GNMA-approved issuers would form pools of GNMA mortgage-
backed securities, which, in turn, would be used to back RElMIC securities. The

pay-
ment of principal and interest on the mortgage-backed security then would be

"passed through" to the REMIC security holders. Because REMIC securities can be

more closely tailored to the needs of different investors, we believe the marketplace
will value these multiclass securities more highly than a comparable set of single
class mortgage-backed securities.

No authorizing legislation is needed to initiate a REMICs program. However, we
are proposing legislation to give GNMA the authority to charge flexible fees to issu-

ers of REMICs.
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PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

I have already noted that the Department is requesting budget authority for an
additional 4,800 units for Public Housing and 2,725 units for Indian Housing. The
Budget also includes $2.5 billion for pubUc housing operating subsidies for nearly
1.4 million public housing and Indian housing units. This would fully fund the Per-
formance Funding System requirements in 1994 for PHA and Indian Housing Au-
thority-owned units.

The Budget includes $3.1 billion for Public Housing Modernization, the same as
in 1993. As I have said on previous occasions, I have been very concerned about the
over $6 billion in funds that have been unobligated in this program. We are taking
into consideration the amount of work that must be done to meet modernization

needs, and we have begun to make changes, eliminate delays, and enable PHA's to

use their funds expeditiously.

SECTION 8 CONTRACT RENEWALS

This Budget includes a request of $5.6 billion for 1994 along with an advance ap-
propriation of $800 million in 1995. The Congress has already enacted $720 million
in advance for 1994, making a total of $6.3 billion available for 1994.
Madam Chair, this Committee has been painfully aware of the problems the De-

partment has had in presenting budget estimates for Section 8 renewals. This is the
result of years of incomplete or erroneous recording and reporting of funding re-

quirements. I am fully conmiitted to ending the problems the Department has had
in submitting unreliable estimates of renewal requirements.
The estimates for 1994, we believe, are on a better foundation than in previous

years. The estimates for Section 8 certificates are based on a statistical sample of
data submitted by our Field Offices. The sample was based on data provided
through the Control P^es Subsystem, a system which is being developed to improve
the financial management of the Section 8 program. The information in the data
base has been audited for accuracy and completeness, and a genuine effort has been
made to make this the best estimate possible.

Nevertheless, the past experience of the Department indicates that the estimate,
again, could be off the mark. For that reason, the Budget proposes authority to

transfer funds from the Annual Contributions account. Tlus is a prudent rec-

ommendation. Madam Chair, to help avoid the need to come to this Committee
again later in the year to request a supplemental appropriation. I fully intend to

inform the Committee if the need for a transfer is apparent before we take any such
action.

COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

I have already addressed the Budget proposals for the HOME, CDBG and Sup-
portive Housing programs. I want to mention, also, that our commitment to other
Homeless programs remains undiminished. The Budget includes a total of $535.6
million for other Homeless programs. That includes $273.7 million for Shelter Plus

Care, $51.4 million for Emergency Shelter Grants, $107.8 million for the Moderate
Rehabilitation Single Room Occupancy program, and $102.7 million for Housing Op-
portunities for Persons With AlDs. In all, this represents $14 million over the
amounts appropriated in 1993.

Taking the funding for Supportive Housing into consideration, as well, the Budget
reflects this Department's major commitment to deal with the problems, the causes
and alternative solutions to the pervasive problem of Homelessness.

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

My goals for the
Department's Research and Technology program are to increase

the effectiveness of HUD's programs and provide information on which to base fu-

ture policy decisions. We are proposing $35 million for this function in 1994, which
is a $10 million increase from the level provided in 1993. The research agenda re-

flects activities in all of HUD's program areas. It focuses on evaluating the Depart-
ment's ability to meet its policy goals, conducting the housing market surveys that
are critical to formulating effective housing and community development policies,
and responding to Congressional mandates and concerns.
A strong Research and Technology program is absolutely vital to my effort to

reinvent HUD and make it an advocate for the cities and distressed rural areas of
America. It is central to our ability to improve program performance; to enhance

management effectiveness; and to ensure ^e responsive, flexible and efficient use
of our Federal resources.
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FAIR HOUSING AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

In 1994, the Department will significantly enhance its efforts in the enforcement
of the fair housing laws, reflecting HUD's commitment to confront racism and other
forms of discrimination. The Budget proposes a total of $21.4 million, an increase
of $6.4 million over 1993. We will target a portion of the Fair Housing Initiatives

Program funds to support new fair housing organizations and expand the capacity
of existing fair housing agencies in unserved and underserved areas. We will also

develop improved methods and policies to ensure coordination with State and local

fair housing enforcement agencies in order to expedite the processing of Title VIII
cases. The Department plans also to take steps to deal with systemic discrimination

especially in tlie areas of mortgage lending and insurance redlining. To accomplish
this objective, we will seek to lund special projects under the Fair Housing Initia-

tives Program that have initiatives directed toward addressing systemic discrimina-

tory practices.

LEAD-BASED PAINT ABATEMENT AND POISONING PREVENTION

The Budget includes a request for $100 million, the same as 1993, to continue the

Department's program to reduce lead-based paint hazards. The direct goal of this

program is to encourage and facilitate the removal or reduction of lead-based paint
ana other lead hazards fi"om the nation's housing. Of particular importance in this

program is our goal to help reduce the incidence of lead-based paint poisoning
among the nation's children. Many of our children from poorer families are at risk
for their futures because of possible impairment resulting from lead-based paint poi-

soning.
In this program, the Federal Government is able to exercise a leadership role over

States, localities and the private sector. It can provide incentives and leverage to

involve all sectors in the alleviation of this problem.
The program is administered by the Office of Lead-Based Paint Abatement and

Poisoning Prevention which reports directly to me. That Office was created by the

Congress to reflect the concern of the Appropriations Committees over the lead-

based paint poisoning problem. Resources tor staff and for some of the activities that
that Office must carry out £ire scarce, for reasons you well understand. However,
we are committed to make the most inventive use of our funds to eventually elimi-

nate the problem of lead poisoning in children.

RESOURCES FOR HUD MANAGEMENT

Madam Chair, I am requesting sufficient funding for a total of 13,275 FTEs in

the Department for 1994. This is a reduction of 219 FTEs fi-om 1993 and reflects

the second increment of the president's goal of reducing Grovemmentwide Federal

employment by 100,000. Our request includes 541 FTEs for the Office of Inspector
General, 30 FTEs for the new Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight and
the remaining 12,704 FTEs for Salaries and Expenses and the Working Capital
Fund.
Over the short term, this level of staffing may be a problem. In some places we

do need more people. But, I believe that in other areas, people may be performing
functions that no longer need to be carried out. I expect that the process of

reinventing HUD will lead to changes in programs, policies, regulations and what

people will do. In the present environment, that is the direction we will have to go
m, for we cannot anticipate the luxury of budget increases.

The Budget also includes our earnest request that the limitations on funding for

staffing and travel for the Office of the Secretary, Office of the General Counsel and
Office of Research and Technology not be re-enacted in 1994. I respectfully ask, too,
that the Congress not re-enact the limitation on non-career SES positions which was
in our 1993 Appropriations Act. These restrictions severely limit the ability of these
offices to function, as well as my flexibility as Secretary.

In 1994, we will continue the Department's work to improve our financial man-
agement systems. Funds have been included to continue, for example, the CFS/
TRACS projects, so essential for the financial management of our assisted housing
programs. The amounts are reflected in the Working Capital Fund and are essentid
to the installation of financial systems that produce reliable data and can withstand
successful audits.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion. Madam Chair, I want to say that this Budget reflects serious con-

sideration of hard choices. We certainly could ask for higher amounts in many cases.
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considering the needs which exist. Nevertheless, it represents a good balance eimong
housing and urban development programs and our desire to materially improve the
lives of our citizens.

I will be glad to answer any questions you may have.

Senator MiKULSKl. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. I

think that lays out the vision of the agency that you want to pur-
sue. Of course, you talked about it very eloquently even in your
written testimony, the community-based thinking, working to gen-
erate a ladder of opportunity, and to confront both racism and self-

destructive behavior, emphasizing not only rights, but responsibil-
ities as well.

These noble goals need to be matched with both an authorization
and an appropriation. Unfunded resources are like good intentions
that are not operationalized, and we just do not want to end up at
the end of 4 years with buckets of good intentions, but really those

things that are absolutely specific.

SECTION 8 CONTRACT RENEWALS

Therefore, I would like to start with a question that I am con-
cerned could eat our budget up over the years. Before we get into

the new stuff that you are tallang about that I think is quite excit-

ing, I would like to talk about the section 8 contract management.
Mr. Secretary, we have had one heck of a time here over the last

couple of years where there seems to be, on the part of HUD, a con-
tinual underestimating of what the section 8 contracts would cost,

coming in as we were ready to move our bill, in those days with
Senator Gam, a former mayor as well, and

Secretary Kemp would
come in with $1 billion this and then sometimes a $4 billion that.

Sir, we really need to know what you anticipate section 8 contract

management will cost and know what some of our concerns are.

But this is the sleeping cobra that could just eat your budget alive.

According to some projections, it is estimated that by fiscal year
1996, the annual cost of operating section 8 contracts could double
to over $14 billion. In 1997, that could go to $17 billion. That is

three times what you are asking for this year. As we look at your
exciting proposals around crime, the implementation of HOME,
staying the course with some of Secretary Kemp's ideas around
empowerment, which you could build on, I am concerned that this
could just gobble up our money and, therefore, not leave any room
for the investment package.
Could you share with us your assessment of this and elaborate

on the consequences to the appropriation; proceed in any way you
like?

Secretary CiSNEROS. Yes ma'am. First of all, let me say I think
we can more accurately predict what our needs will be because of
the management improvements that have been made in recent
months and over the course of the last year, where the data sys-
tems and the financial controls used to track the section 8 contract
renewals have been dramatically improved.
As a matter of fact, we had a meeting last week in which the

subject specifically was raised of whether or not the estimates
could be relied upon. The general sense of those who were in the

room, the administrative and management personnel, was that the

systems now produce a pretty reliable estimate. We are not going
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to have the orders or magnitude of error that surprised you in the

past.
Now, as for the specific issue, we are now providing housing as-

sistance to over 4 million families; 2.8 million of them in section

8, about 1.3 million in public housing. When section 8 began to

grow in the mid-1970's, an additional 200,000 to 300,000 families

were provided with rental assistance each year. Most of the assist-

ance was for 15 years, and these contracts began expiring in the

early 1990's. So, we are going to need $6.4 billion this year and in-

creasing amounts in the years ahead, up to $15.7 billion, just to

keep families that are already in HUD-assisted housing in place.

Now, that is a very significant sum of money.
It is also true, however, that the differences between how the

budget authority and outlays make the numbers look different.

That is to say, a given year's budget authority may be higher,

though there is no increase in outlays.
It is also true that we probably will want to make innovations

that do not extend contracts for 15 years, and other management
changes that will begin to get control of this situation.

But the fact of the matter is, you are entirely correct, that if we
are going to provide section 8 assistance to people who need it,

then the numbers do get very large.
Senator Mikulski. I think that each one of us, again, on a bipar-

tisan basis—Senator Bums was a county commissioner; Kit Bond
was a governor; I was a city council woman and neighborhood orga-
nizer. We believe in section 8 because I think it accomplishes some
of these other goals. It is one of your more nimble tools and agile
tools to meet the needs of the community.

Secretary CiSNEROS. One suggestion that has been made that I

didn't mention here, but that I do want to take up with our staff,

is that we just negotiate a lot harder at renewal time. Frequently
what we have is circumstances where apartment vacancies exist in

communities, and we may be able to get better prices
Senator Mikulski. Well, if I could continue with my questions,

I do understand that, I'll move on to vour investment package.
What you are saying, though, is that you do have confidence in

some of the data base changes that have been instituted, you will

have a better sense of it, and you are going to negotiate in a tough-
er way. Is that correct?

Secretary Cisneros. That's correct.

INVESTMENT PROPOSALS

Senator Mikulski. Could we go on then? We need to put in prior-

ity the investment wish list. Of the eight different items on the De-

partment's investment list, can you tell us the two or three that are

the most important to you because we are concerned about our

602(b) allocation? Also along with this, are there any portions of

HUD's core budget, those items not contained in the investment

package, where you would propose looking for offsets in order to

fund at least the investment package? Also, what is your priority
in the core package, in the investment package, and then what
would you propose if we can't do both?

Secretary CiSNEROS. Let me start with the core issue, if I may,
because in light of what I was saying a moment ago—and the an-
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swer to the first question—it really is critical that we be attentive

and responsible in dealing with the backlog problems. If you forced

me to the wall on priorities between core program and investment

package, I would say that as much as I want the investment pack-
age, this Department would be responsible for dealing with the
core. This section 8 contract renewal problem, the assisted housing
programs, the modernization and public housing issues, these are

mounting problems, which if we do not address them, will only be-

come more severe. Even as we sit here, public housing is deterio-

rating. The Section 8 renewal problem becomes more serious. It is

one of these that is a ticking time bomb.
I think the difference between the budget that we have presented

you and budgets, maybe, of recent years, is that we have empha-
sized less on the sort of glamorous leading edge things and put
more money into the essential core of needs. These issues of the
section 8 problems and the public housing modernization issues,
the assisted housing, the assets of FHA—almost anything we do
that was pioneering and leading edge would be swamped in the as-

sessment of this Department after 4 years if the core problems re-

main the same. So, we believe that it is critically important that
that $23.6 billion of core budget authority be regarded as our first

priority.

AUTHORIZATIONS FOR APPROPRIATIONS

Senator MiKULSKl. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. We operate under
the 10-minute rule, and I am going to just ask one more question
and then turn to Senator Bond.
This question goes to the need for authorization for some of the

activities that you wish to undertake. The Banking Committees in

the recent past, as other committees, have been increasingly con-

cerned about appropriations for unauthorized programs. Congress-
man Stokes and I are insisting that authorizations be enacted prior
to appropriating funds for initiatives this year.
Could you tell us how much of what you are proposing in the

$25.4 billion budget is unauthorized, and of those unauthorized

items, what are your top priorities? What are the chances of get-

ting them authorized so our battles are based on content and not

process, et cetera?

COMPAQ

Secretary CiSNEROS. I understand. First of all, there are several

programs which we would like to have authorization for, that have
not been authorized. One of them is our crime initiative called

COMPAC, which we think we can easily have authorized by rolling
it in as an amendment to Senator Lautenberg's drug elimination

initiative. So, we can solve the problem of having a brand new pro-

gram by finding a way to roll it in with Senator Lautenberg's pro-

gram which deserves support.
Senator MiKULSKl. So, you would see it, if we could, to amplify

it

Secretary CiSNEROS. That is what we would do.

Senator MiKULSKl [continuing]. And expand the concept.
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Secretary CiSNEROS. Expand the concept because we would go

beyond drug elimination to public housing authorities generally on

a broader range of things than just drug elimination, which is the

way his program is built now, but it is a way to do this in an expe-
dited way.

OTHER AUTHORIZATIONS NEEDED

There are several other programs where we are going to need
some assistance with authorization. For example, we have an op-

portunity from the AFL-CIO to build up to 11,500 units by tapping

pension systems, but they want us to use 3,000 project-based cer-

tificates to support it. We would need authorization in order to get
at those 3,000 project-based certificates, but the payoff is im-

mense—$500 million worth of pension money released for this pur-

pose and 11,500 targeted units of multifamily and single-family

housing.
We also have a smaller project where we have the opportunity

to leverage private foundation moneys, but we would need some
authorization in order to release HUD funds from present cat-

egories for those ends.

Additionally, I am very concerned that we get underway with our

homeless programs as soon as possible. I have had conversations

with Mayor Kelly here in the District of Columbia. Because the

District is the Nation's Capital, it bears an inordinate burden of

the national homeless problem. People come here because it is the

Capital and they might not come to another community of 700,000

people. We want some discretion in order to do some special pro-

grams to reduce homelessness here in the District. We would like

to have several hundred million dollars to start a program here in

the District, of about $20 million which, if it is successful, could

then be replicated in other places that have high homeless needs.

All of these require authorization. We think we can get an au-

thorization package in quickly. Senator Riegle and the authorizing
committees have indicated that they are open to these prospects,
but it also will require quick action. If, for whatever reason, the au-

thorizing calendar gets burdened, then I would simply ask, to the

extent that you can, you work with us, because here is the problem.
In a new administration, we had to produce a budget in a matter
of several weeks literally, between January 20 and about February
1, so the President could make his February 17 speech. I just do

not want to lose a year, one-quarter of our tenure, on this sort of

procedural impasse, which I completely understand. But if there is

a way to get a break on this, either in the authorizing committees
or here, I would ask for that assistance.

BUDGET AMENDMENTS

Senator MiKULSKl. Well, Mr. Secretary, we are going to turn now
to Senator Bond.
Let me say this. We understand the issues that were involved in

the transition. What you need to do is to get 0MB to submit a

budget amendment. Second, you would need to talk with the au-

thorizing chairmen and the ranking minorities so that we do not

get into combat with the chieftains of the authorizing committee.
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and then talk about how we could accommodate that. Some of them
are powerful members sitting right here. But I think this is a year
where, for example, the old practices will not be in effect.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Here as I described them, these are not
shots-in-the-dark, they are whole new things.
Senator Mikulski. No; they are not new programs. They are

really more innovative approaches.
Secretary CiSNEROS. They are really attempts to do exactly what

you suggested at the outset, which is combine and sharpen things
that are working.
Senator Mikulski. That is exactly right.
Senator Bond.
Senator Bond. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Mr. Secretary, we congratulate you and wish you well on your

commitment to reinvent HUD. We have discussed in the past the
fact that Congress has created and funded programs to solve many
of the problems, only to have those programs stifled by an ava-
lanche of often contradictory regulations and administrative action.
The regs are applied by regional and district offices and sometimes
are used as excuses for inaction rather than blueprints for action.

In the short time you have had to review this problem, what do
you think you can do within the Department to make the Depart-
ment more a facilitator rather than a "gotcha" mentality?

HUD AS A FACILITATOR OF ACTION

Secretary CiSNEROS. There are three things, sir, that I could re-

spond to.

The first is our reinventing program has taken on department-
wide importance. We have headquarters people, literally 500 people
now, who have been through work sessions on what they think we
can do to improve the functioning of the Department, and the hope
is that we will eventually get to all 3,500 people in the head-
quarters. We have had teams out at the regional offices and the
field offices, all with a specific mandate, which is to engage people
in the kind of discussion that allows them to conclude person^ly
that what they must be about every day is helping communities ac-

complish their objectives, and not call it a good day's work when
they have told somebody what they cannot do. So, that is point No.

Point No. 2 is that I have described these values we are trying
to articulate, like the relationship to community. That sounds like

a platitude. It sounds just like concepts and words, but we are now
trying to literally define and change what it means in the organiza-
tion if you really wanted to relate to community.

Third, as recently as last evening, we are selecting projects that
can serve as models for how we want to change the Department.
These are things that we can show you in a year we have done dif-

ferently in single-family property disposition, or in distressed pub-
lic housing, or in the way we relate to our field offices, where we
can point out models of what it means to reinvent this place with

precisely the values you have addressed.
Senator BOND. With the disposition of property, again I had some

chats with Mr. Retsinas yesterday about the tremendous backlog of

properties you have in FHA and the need to do something with
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those to carry out HUD's mission and yet get those out of the

warehousing in the Department.
Secretary CiSNEROS. Senator, Mr. Retsinas is going to be one of

the stars of this Department and this administration. Not only does

he come with good ideas and experience, but as you no doubt noted,

with a spirit of willingness to just keep plugging ahead with inno-

vations. I think we are all going to be very pleased with what he
does with that troubled part of the Department.
Senator Bond. He is going to need all the help he can get.

FAMILY UNIFICATION

Moving on to another area that is of particular concern to me.
I am sure you are very much aware of the fact that each year thou-

sands of children are removed from their homes not because of

abuse or neglect, but simply because the family does not have ade-

quate housing. In St. Louis, MO,. alone in 1991, at least 100 chil-

dren were removed from their families and placed into foster care

at great expense and at great family trauma simply because of in-

adequate housing.
This seems to me the simple, commonsense solution to this prob-

lem has been the family unification program, a measure which the

Chair and I authorized and appropriated a couple of years ago. The

concept, instead of breaking up intact families, is scattering the

children, provide housing assistance to the family via section 8

vouchers.
I think that we have seen, since the program has begun, some

significant opportunities. Yet, the administration has proposed flat

funding at about $77.4 million, where it was $75 million in the

past. Is there any thought to expanding this program and why
have you not chosen to ask for more?

Secretary CiSNEROS. Well, I think my answer, Senator, would be

we have gotten a slight increase, as you noted to $77.4 million.

That will cover 2,200 units. But the real answer is that we hope
to create some synergy between this program and others so that,

first of all, the need does not continue to rise. That is, because we
are able to do things with HOME funds and CDBG and others in

more unified ways, and we are able to provide that kind of assist-

ance through other means. Our homeless initiatives, for example,
will try to deal with the needs of families who are on the street and
so forth.

So, I look at this as, yes, only a slight rise in this program cat-

egorically, but in the spirit of what you discussed earlier, where we
can get combinations of programs to work together, then we can

deal with the problem and not have to do it in this category.
Senator Bond. Well, I will be most interested to work with you

on that.

INSPECTOR GENERAL

A question on your budget. In the administrative funding, you
have been reducing FTE's throughout the Department, and re-

quested 541 FTE's for the inspector general. Is this an increase or

decrease?
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Secretary CiSNEROS. Well, first of all, as you know, the Depart-
ment is troubled. The inspector general staff is one of those that
I take very seriously. The inspector general, I believe, is a function
that is critical. Mr. Persil informs me that that is not an increase.

It is maintenance of current personnel.
Senator Bond. I see.

Secretary CiSNEROS. As a matter of fact, he says it is a decline
of nine positions.
But I do want you to know that we went out of our way to beef

up the authority and the respect given to the inspector general
function. The person that the President has nominated for this po-
sition, a woman named Susan Gaffney, comes to us from the Man-
agement Integrity Division of the Office of Management and Budg-
et with some 20 years or so of Federal experience.
Senator Mikulski. The Management Integrity Division.

Secretary CiSNEROS. So, I thought the name was significant. Sen-
ator.

Senator Burns. That is your first problem, 20 years of inside the

beltway.
Secretary CiSNEROS. Believe me, it takes about that long to learn

the intricacies of the Federal management and financial controls

and data systems and so forth. So, we want to give every bit of se-

riousness to that function.

HOME PROGRAM SIMPLIFICATION

Senator Bond, In your written testimony you said the HOME
Program might be a vehicle for achieving the innovation and flexi-

bility that we have discussed. We need to simplify it and you may
have to come to Congress to improve the ability of recipients to

make the quickest and best use of funds.
What kind of impediments are you looking at, and do you have

any suggestions on them at this point?
Secretary CiSNEROS. Well, perhaps the greatest impediment that

communities relate to us is the tightness of the targeting, the cat-

egories of targeting that require percentages to be so much below

poverty, and then another percent, another quartile below poverty.
It is just so difficult to select programs that can meet the targeting.
It is not that they are trjang to duck dealing with the poor, it is

that the way the regulations are written, you have to select strata

almost, and it becomes unmanageable at the local level.

So, those would be the kinds of things that I think we want to

just loosen up. Again, it is not that we do not want to deal with
the needs of the very poor. It is obvious that we do, but it is the

way the programs are written today that dictate percentages so

clearly that they become almost incomprehensible, and then you
cannot write an application that tightly.

Senator Bond. Well, again, as we have discussed, I think a lot

of the people in this field would say that perhaps there are too

rigid requirements, that it does not provide a manageable housing
unit when you have too great a targeting. I think there are some
tough questions that you need to deal with in that area as well.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Let me, if I may, just indicate some of the

things that we want to do: simplify the program through regulatory
changes, streamline the administrative procedures, increase the
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understanding of elected officials and program administrators of
the flexibilities that the program now offers, target technical assist-

ance to help people more with understanding the program, and
streamline the conflicts between CDBG and HOME to make them
easier to use together. These are the kinds of things we are work-

ing on now.
As far as statutory changes, people have suggested that one of

the problems is the match. My reading is that that probably isn't

the dominant problem, the local match. The real problem is this

slicing of percentages of poverty, so that it has become real hard
to write an application that is responsive.
Senator Bond, I thank you, Mr. Secretary, and thank you,

Madam Chair.
Senator Mikulski. Mr. Bond, unfortunately I was distracted for

a moment. Was the Secretary's response to the family unification

issue or was that HOME?
Secretary CiSNEROS. HOME.
Senator Bond. HOME.
Senator Mikulski. Mr. Secretary, not to infringe on any other

Senators' time, but these are the issues that we feel are pervasive
in HUD. This is a honeymoon hearing. It is your first one. Every-
body wants to give you the benefit of the doubt because of who you
are and what we think you can do. But the issues around funding
pipelines, programmatic proliferation, bureaucratic regulation have
essentially strangled the process of getting money out to the com-
munities where mayors, county executives, commissioners, are al-

most dehydrated, fiscal dehydration, waiting for this to come. I

think this is pervasive in every single agency. You are finding now
that under every rock is probably another rock.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Let me make a commitment to you today,
which is a followup on a discussion that I had with Kevin Kelly at

the very first meeting in your office even before the confirmation,
and that is, I will bring you suggestions for simplification and con-
solidation of programs to add flexibility at the local level.

Now, the countervailing pressure that I face on this is that there
are frequently authors of programs who want to keep a program
intact as a separate categorical program because it was authored
that way. So, for example, when I try to build on the most flexible

homeless program we have, which is Supportive Housing for the
Homeless Program—it gives us the authority to work on physical
shelters, on transitional housing, on mental health, and so forth—
I get calls from Congressmen who authored an emergency shelter

program that want to know why the Emergency Shelter Program
is not funded more highly. We say, "But we can do emergency shel-

ters under the Supportive Housing Program, and it prevents the
locals from having to apply six or seven programs to do what they
want to do." Then I get in trouble with that Congressman who
wants that Emergency Shelter Program dealt with. So, these are
the kinds of

Senator Mikulski. Things to be worked out.

Secretary Cisneros. That have to be worked out.

Senator Mikulski. If my colleagues, who have just come from the
Democratic caucus, could withhold, Senator Bums has been here
since 10 and needs to leave.
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Would Senator Lautenberg yield?
Senator Burns. Thank you, Madam Chair, for that courtesy. I

will just ask to keep the record open. If I could submit my state-

ment and questions and if you could respond to them, that would
be fine with me

Secretary CiSNEROS. Sure, we'll do that.

Senator Burns [continuing]. Because I have an 11 o'clock com-

mitment, and I thank the Secretary and I thank the Chair.

[The statement follows:]

STATEME^r^ of Senator Burns

Thank you, Madam Chairman, and thank you Secretary Cisneros, for being with
us today. I realize how difficult it must be to be fresh to a job and have to prepare
the budget for the next year already. I think your obvious desire to return excellence

to the Department will be a good guide.
When one thinks of housing difficulties, the first areas to pop into mind are large

urban centers. Let me assure you, Montana has not escaped the influences of the

nation's housing problems. We have suffered along with the national recession. As
the lumber and wood industry activity declines, and the State's economy changes,
lack of avsulable, affordable, and suitable housing persists. Montana's limited re-

sources are not enough to address all the housing requirements of low and moderate
income individuals and families, elderly folks, people with special needs, and other
in-need populations.
Housing shortages have driven monthly rental payments and housing costs up

sharply in just the last year. This makes many people at-risk of homelessness and

places home ownership out of reach for many low and moderate income Montanans.
Even though there is a great demand for lower cost housing, there has been little

new construction of single or multi-family units for low and moderate income Mon-
tanans.
We need to be creative. Throwing more money into programs will not solve our

problems if the programs do not work to begin with. Secretary, I know your prior-
ities lie in the areas of improving management systems and preserving our existing

inventory and couldn't agree wiui you more. And along with preservation must go
rehabilitation and modification to make these units not only liveable but inhabit-

able. I think it is real important to make sure the programs run by HUD are doing
what they are supposed to be doing before jumping into other projects. And in a
time when we are looking at ways to reduce the budget, consolidation deserves real

attention.
I have a number of questions for you, Mr. Secretary, but I will hold off for now,

since you may address some of my concerns in your remarks. I appreciate your will-

ingness to come before us, and look forward to your remarks.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.

DRUG ELIMINATION PROGRAM

Senator Mikulski. Senator Lautenberg.
Senator Lautenberg. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Mr. Secretary, I understand that before my arrival here there

was some discussion of the Public Housing Drug Elimination Act
and your interest in expanding it. I would be interested in any sta-

tistics you have on this. If I can tell you that, based on my inspec-

tions, my meetings with tenants in these units, the results from
the program have been very positive. Residents have seen the drug
dealers moved out and crime reduced thanks to improvements like

better lighting, more security, more programs for youth, more ten-

ant involvement in management of the facility. So, I hope that

these kind of results will be evaluated before we abandon the exist-

ing program. I know that you made a commitment here. I did not

hear it and I do not have to hear it.

Secretary Cisneros. Senator, if I may say, first of all, I cannot

give you statistical evidence today, but I can give you anecdotal
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evidence. I was just at Cooney Homes in Houston last Friday. They
report a 48-percent drop in crime, and they attribute it to the im-

provements that they have made because of the drug eUmination

P-ants.
So, as I have privately complimented you on the program,

want to publicly, for the record, compliment you on the visionary

drafting of an important piece of legislation.
We want not to change it, or not to affect it, or not to diminish

it, but it is so important that we think we need to go farther. We
want to put a special emphasis upon public housing projects with
a portion of the funds going to things like fencing, security lights,

dead bolt locks, steel doors but, beyond the physical improvements,
make it possible for cities to contract with local police for wsdking
patrols and high-visibility patrols, locate police stations in units of

public housing authorities, and put in place youth and antigang
and drug elimination-type programs.

I would like to keep the character of your program intact, but en-

hance it with the $690 million that we are asking for over 4 years,
which is a larger sum of money that allows us to focus on crime

prevention activities. I do not see it as a diminishment at all, but

rather, sir, an affirmation of your original concept.
Senator Lautenberg. I look forward to working with you. Our

respective staffs can do what I think we both would like to see and

improve the quality of life for those people who are in the public

housing units.

Secretary Cisneros. I think further. Senator, that in the spirit

of what we have been discussing here today, rather than us try to

prepare a separate program, we would just like to take these en-

hanced concepts and roll them into the program that you created.

We can watch its continuance. We certainly have no pride of au-

thorship that supersedes that of a U.S. Senator.
Senator Lautenberg. That is veiy kind.

The Chairperson did say that this is a honejonoon hearing. I do
not know what happens afterward. Does the battle begin? Is there

a gestation period of sufficient term that everything is peaceful and

tranquil
Senator MiKULSKl. They make a long-term commitment with, a

prenuptial agreement. [Laughter.]
Senator Lautenberg, I need to excuse myself for a few minutes

to introduce someone at a Foreign Relations hearing and come
back. Could I count on you?
Senator Lautenberg. Well, I have one minor thing. I do not

know whether Senator Leahy is—OK, we have you covered.
Madam Chair.
Senator MiKULSKl. And I've got the prenuptial agreement.

[Laughter.]
Senator LAUTENBERG [presiding]. Sometimes we get diverted in

our discussions here.

NEW JERSEY HOMESTEAD REBATE PROGRAM

Mr. Secretary, there are many low-income residents of federally
assisted housing in New Jersey who are concerned about a regula-
tion that HUD promulgated in 1991. It has the effect of increasing
their rents indirectly because HUD now counts as income those
funds received through a State program called the Homestead Re-
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bate Program. Now, under that program, some tenants get a rebate

to reduce their tax burden. However, the status of the program re-

mains uncertain from year to year because it is reviewed by the
State legislature, and they come up with different programs. So,
the tenants have no assurance that they are going to get the rebate

in any given year, but under HUD regulations
—and I quote here:

"Temporary, nonrecurring income should not be counted for pur-
poses of calculating rents," and residents understandably believe

that the provision should apply.
I would ask you please to take a close look at this to ensure that

the residents are being treated fairly.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Yes sir; first let me say we are aware of

your concern, and a meeting has already been set up, I believe,
with your staff. HUD will readily and enthusiastically work with

you on this.

A couple of things of a substantive nature. First, I do believe we
have to be very careful in not exacting hardships on people because
of the way regulations are interpreted on matters of income. I ran
into a situation several days ago where residents were being, in ef-

fect, penalized on their rent because a member of their family had

gotten a scholarship to go to college. It did not change the family's

disposable income.
Senator Lautenberg. What did they do? Did they assess the

monetary value for that scholarship?
Secretary CiSNEROS. Yes; and rent went up as a result. Now, in

my judgment, that is similar to the kind of use of the regulations
in detrimental ways that ought not be our practice.

Beyond that, we are very interested—in fact, it is one of the sub-

jects that we want to take up with the authorizing committees—
in trjdng to disengage the rent from rises in income which right
now serve as an immense disincentive to people who might other-

wise want to work, but who find that for every increment of addi-

tional work that they do, the rent rises by 30 percent proportion-

ately. We think that we need to either just simply allow people to

work and not have their rent rise that dramatically or find ways,
as in our self-sufficiency program, to make it possible for people to

save the increment that they have worked for, put it in escrow to

be able to save for homeownership. There are a lot of ways to think
about this, but I know it is wrong to provide a disincentive to peo-

ple to be able to work or to families to stay together because when
their income is counted, their rent rises too high. So, we have an
initiative right now, which is one of these kind of reinventing ideas,
to try to just cease and desist on driving people's rents up as dra-

matically when they seek to go to work.
Senator Lautenberg. On the other hand, Mr. Secretary, we do

not want to unreasonably reduce income for the facility when peo-

ple have, in fact, an improved personal income situation. So, there

is a balance there.

But it is the nonrecurring thing, the ridiculous example of a

scholarship driving up rent for the

Secretary Cisneros. This is an actual circumstance I encoun-
tered last week.
Senator Lautenberg. As long as we will have a chance to have

it reviewed, I am satisfied, Mr. Secretary.
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I welcome you.
Senator Leahy, you are now the chairman of the committee.
Senator Leahy [presiding]. Finally, after 19 years I have now

reached the pinnacle of success and we are going to find more

housing in Vermont than you can ever imagine.
Actually, Mr. Secretary, I also welcome you here. I, as you know,

applauded your appointment to this position when the President

asked you to take it. I sometimes wonder whether we should offer

you congratulations or condolences for being chosen because it is

such a difficult one.

ASSISTANCE FOR RURAL AREAS

I am also concerned, as some of the early budgets come out, that

while rural areas in the past have always argued for needs in both

housing and development, so much of the budget seems skewed to-

ward just urban areas. I would remind you, and all who are at the

Department, that at least one-quarter, if not one-third, of America
lives in rural areas. Usually these areas are most underserved in

communications, transportation, housing, and medical care, yet

they are the areas that we look to for some of our bedrock values

in this country. Everybody who ever runs for President is very

eager to go out and have good photo opportunities in rural areas.

I suspect most Senators do, too, but sometimes when the programs
come down, those same rural areas are forgotten.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BANKS

I know you have been at the White House recently to put the fin-

ishing touches on the administration's plan for community develop-
ment banks and credit unions. In that regard, we have one that

has been a model for smaller areas, the Vermont Development
Credit Union in Burlington. In fact, it was one of the first commu-
nity credit unions that provided important financial services to

lower income people. In fact, when the President had his economic
summit in Little Rock, he invited Carol Stewart, the president of

the credit union in Burlington, to share her experience about using
limited resources to help low-income residents obtain housing and
also the microbusiness loans that were not available anywhere else.

These community development banks and credit unions are in

great need of capital to make loans. They make loans, promote
growth, develop jobs; they do the things we want to do. Would the

administration's plan make capital available to existing develop-
ment credit unions and banks?

Secretary CiSNEROS. Senator, the answer is, 'Tes." The structure

of the community development proposal, as it is emerging, is more
than the simple replication of the much-discussed South Shore
Bank in Chicago, which is frequently cited as the model for commu-

nity development banks. It is a broader proposal that allows for a

different range of alternatives, including credit unions. The idea,

the central theme, is to give credit to communities that lack credit

through a variety of instruments, and it will be flexible enough so

that successful experiences, such as the Vermont one, are what are

to be supported in this initiative.
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Let me, if I may, refer to your earlier point about rural programs
by saying that we are well aware of the need in rural States, or

States that are primarily rural, to try to make sure that HUD's
programs for communities apply. The most recent discussion I had
on this subject was on enterprise zones, which will be forthcoming
in a few days. It is my expectation that when that proposal comes

forward, you will find that reservations of enterprise zones for

rural areas are included. So, as much as this is thought of as an
urban program, there will also be reservation of a substantial per-

centage of the zones for rural areas.

Similarly, for example, in the HOME Program, which is thought
of as a primarily urban or community development program, each

State must receive a minimum of $3 million under the program to

assure that even a State that has no large cities gets some of the

HOME Program. Where there are no local jurisdictions that receive

formula allocations, then additional money is added on top of that

to make sure that the State has funds available, similar to the

CDBG Program, which goes on a formula basis to what are called

entitlement cities, the biggest cities in the country. Thirty percent
of CDBG is set aside for the States so that the Grovemors and their

State community development and rural development arms have
funds to be able to allocate competitively to smaller communities
within the States. So, we do stretch ourselves to really make sure

that rural areas are addressed, although clearly never enough.
Senator Leahy. I am not asking for disproportionate funding for

rural areas, but I have looked at the budget. You just mentioned
the HOME Program and the CDBG. Now, you have requested an
additional $500 million for HOME and $200 million for CDBG.
CDBG has a proven track record and a very good one. It has
worked very well in my State. We have been able to tailor it to fit

the needs of rural areas or even our small cities. The HOME Pro-

gram is one with a lot of restrictions. It still has bugs to be worked
out. I think you said in your own testimony that much remains to

be done to improve the use of HOME funds. The way the increase

is set up, little or none of it could go to a State like Vermont. In

fact, little or none of it could go to Vermont.
I do not want to sound overly parochial, Mr. Secretary, but I find

more and more on this committee that I take on the role of having
to remind everybody about rural America. I feel in the Senate we
have an obligation because every single Senator represents some
rural area no matter where they come from, unlike the House.
HOME does not do much for us; CDBG does. If I use Vermont

as a microcosm of other rural areas, I suspect that is the same
whether it is in rural New York or rural Nebraska or any other

place.

So, I would ask that you may want to look at that carefully.

Secretary Cisneros. Yes, sir; I will.

Senator Leahy. I think more money should be spent in CDBG
and perhaps less in HOME until we can get the bugs worked out

of it.

Secretary CiSNEROS. I will look at that, sir.
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CD BANKS IN TREASURY BUDGET

Senator Leahy. I also noticed the administration asked for $60
million for the development banks in the Treasury budget. Now, I

am not suggesting Treasury does not have a great deal of interest

in financi^ institutions. Of course, it does. Their oversight is very
important, but when it comes to community development, I would
think that it would be more appropriate for HUD to be the lead

agency rather than the Treasury, or have I missed something in

there?

Secretary CiSNEROS. HUD will be the administering Department
for the enterprise zones proposal, and it was felt that, on balance,
the tilt of the community development bank design has such finan-

cial dimensions that it is more appropriately a Treasury initiative.

Senator Leahy. Don't let them run too far down Pennsylvania
Avenue with it, Mr. Secretary. Keep an eye on it.

Secretary CiSNEROS. I would expect that, first of all, there will

be a governing committee, of which HUD will be a part, and we
will try to bring the point of view of relating it to community and

development needs, as opposed to being run as a more traditional

financial institution, which it clearly is not designed to be.

PRESERVATION INCENTIVES

Senator Leahy. Your budget has cut preservation incentives by
reducing the allowable rents from 120 percent of fair market value
to 100 percent. I am concerned about what that does to maintain
our existing low-income housing, to say nothing about creating new
housing. We have a number of projects

—there are certainly some
in my State, but again in every other State—if you reduce these

incentives, you jeopardize the affordability of the projects, espe-

cially some of those that need repairs, upkeeping, and renovation.

I would ask if you would look at that issue very, very carefully and
see whether we end up doing more damage and eventually end up
spending more money than we might save.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Sir, our new Assistant Secretary for Hous-

ing is looking at ways to keep any loss of low-income rental hous-

ing from occurring because of these changes in cost limits. One
thought is to see whether or not we can support the same number
of units in a less costly fashion. This whole initiative is driven by
the suggestion that we can save $46 million in budget authority in

fiscal year 1994, recapturing and rescinding another $45 million,
for a total savings of some $91 million. The estimated per-unit cost

of section 8 assistance required to support preservation would drop
from 23,000 under current limits to 20,000 with the limits of the
100 percent of FMR. So, it is all driven by an attempt to try to con-

trol costs. Yet, we think we can offset the loss of supply of afford-

able housing through other measures that are matched to this.

Senator I^ahy. Well, as your staff is looking at that, please have
them contact me or my office because I look at things like—just one

example, in Brattleboro, VT, the Westgate project. If we have to

postpone repayers, do we end up saving money in the long run. I

know you are faced with a dozen of those issues. I do not want to

tie you up on just one parochial issue. I see some members of your
staff making notes. If somebody could give me, or those who work
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with me on appropriations, a call, I would like to at least make the

pitch that a very short-term savings of money may cost us more in
the long run.

Senator D'Amato. Mr. Secretary, I think that Senator Leahy has
touched on something. This will kill projects. The very housing
stock that you want to preserve by lowering that limit, is going to
knock out projects. It is self-defeating. So, while you may initieilly
save $46 million in the budget process by doing this, we may have
to pay for it in the future.

Secretary CiSNEROS. $46 million.

Senator D'Amato. It just seems to me that it may be very foolish
and counterproductive in the long run.

Secretary Cisneros. It does have the effect, we estimate, of pos-
sibly pushing projects to prepay and the possibility that it would
reduce the supply of low-income rental housing. Our estimates are
that about 454 projects would be affected, which is not insignificant
and bears examination, as you suggest.

But, again, what we are up against is a fixed amount of money
given the deficit reduction goals, high priorities on these ticking
time bombs of modernization of public housing and section 8 re-

newals and so forth, and we have to sort of tweak out money at
the margins. This is one of those that we think problematic but
manageable as against the other big ticket core items that we have
to confront, and that is the dilemma. But I will take a hard look
at it and see if there is a way to maybe offset this problem.
Senator Leahy. When you say it is not an insignificant number,

of course, it becomes very significant if it is in your community, if

it is in a community with a desperate need for housing and if it

impacts there. I can point to communities in my State, as we all

can. I realize we only have so much in resources. When I look at
some of the housing needs that go unmet in the most powerful,
wealthiest Nation on Earth, it really hurts.

Secretary Cisneros. Yes sir.

Senator Leahy. Senator D'Amato.
Senator D'Amato. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, good to see you again.
Secretary CiSNEROS. Yes sir.

Senator D'Amato. We seem to be running from one hearing to

another. We have some hearings going on now where some of your
people are up for confirmation. So, that is why I am late here, and
I will try ana get back there.

Secretary Cisneros. How are they doing, Senator?
Senator D'Amato. If she follows my clue, I think she is going to

do all right. I told her what to do yesterday.
Secretary CiSNEROS. That is what I did. [Laughter.]

CITIES IN SCHOOLS PROGRAM

Senator D'Amato. I know you are familiar with the oldest volun-
teer program of its type in the country, which is the Communities
and Schools Program. You have seen it work in your own home-
town of San Antonio.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Yes; I have.
Senator D'Amato. I note that you have spoken about the pro-

gram in front of the House subcommittee earlier this week linking
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the Cities in Schools Program to public housing. Just for some his-

torical background, last year I finally permanentized that program
and we passed into law an amendment in the Housing and Com-

munity Development Act which authorized funding up to a $10 mil-

lion level so they would not have to come to Congress each year
and ask for grants from one area to the other, and not know how
to plan for the use of future resources.

I hope that we are going to be able to fully fund that program.
It certainly has paid tremendous dividends. It is the kind of pro-

gram that really makes sense. You are aware of it; it provides

youngsters with a sanctuary from the streets, offering both edu-

cational and social support. That does not exist in many of these

youngsters' families. It gives them an extended family.
The one thing that I must tell you I am concerned about—and

I hope that this was a misimpression—was that when you spoke
to the House subcommittee, you spoke about this program in light

of it being connected with public housing. I hope that you do not

want to limit its application to public housing alone. I would hope
that we would look to the total community because this program
is set up to serve the entire neighborhood. I think that linking the

program to public housing alone would be self-defeating. That was
not the intent of the law, and the reason I put it into the HUD bill

is because this program serves the community. I would hate to

think that we are just going to limit it to public housing.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Senator, I am, as you say, well aware of the

program. As a matter of fact, last year I visited a very successful

communities and schools site in San Antonio in one of the poorest

neighborhoods of the city, and I was impressed. I had been to oth-

ers before, but this one was particularly striking. The State em-

ployment department and other community support systems were
there. Parents were able to come and be at their child's school as

they got services for themselves, a very impressive example. I know
Mr. Millikin, and many people that I have worked with over the

years, are either working in or supporters of this program.
Now, it is a $10 million allocation that is being sought. I have

no problem doing that with HUD funds. I just want to make sure

that it relates to our other programs and is not a separate thing
that is in here because it is an easy place to put it; and it should

not be going to suburban schools that have no relationship to seri-

ous problems.
I said "public housing" the other day. I really meant the nexus

of all of our programs.
Senator D'Amato. That is, Mr. Secretary, what I was concerned

with. Perhaps it was overanxious staff and some others who had

said, "My gosh, is the Secretary going to try to limit this just to

public housing? That would be self-defeating."

Secretary CiSNEROS. No; obviously, if you have a public housing

project and there is a school nearby, that is a logical place to try

to get synergy between that program and other things we are doing
there in the site on employment.

Senator D'Amato. Your clarification today, I am sure, will make
a lot of people feel a lot better. I did not think that you would have

thought that we are going to limit it just to public housing.
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Secretary Cisneros. No; I do want to see it in neighborhoods
that are CDBG eligible or that

Senator D'Amato, Well, they are doing that. You see that.

Secretary Cisneros. Yes.
Senator D'Amato. Nor would you really want to exclude any

neighborhood in need of CIS services. I would not make that as an
ultimatum, so to speak, but you would want to see that at least

most of these resources serve those communities. That is what
these people are after.

Secretary Cisneros. The point is, if it is going to come out of the
HUD budget, I would like to see it enhance what we £ire doing and
our mission.
Senator D'Amato. Yes; well, that's the community of purpose

that they are attempting to serve. I feel good. I think that your
clarification today is going to make many people feel a lot better
about this.

Secretary CiSNEROS. I did not mean public housing in the strict

sense of it.

Senator D'Amato. But I am certain it will be serving and should
be serving public housing residents and will be in close proximity
to assisted programs, as it is already in many areas of the country.

Secretary CiSNEROS. It is a good program. I have no reason not
to support it.

Senator D'Amato. Wonderful. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Madam Chair, very good to see you.
Senator MiKULSKi [presiding]. Yes; I had a wonderful chore of in-

troducing a very close friend to be an Assistant Secretary of State.

I am sure that I can read your statement and once again know how
charismatic and compelling you were. [Laughter.]
Senator D'Amato. I'm for 2 on that, but an3rway
Senator MiKULSKi. It sounds like the Orioles. [Laughter.]
[The statement follows:]

Statement of Senator D'Amato

Madame Chairwoman, I am pleased to join you today as we discuss the fiscal year
1994 appropriations for the Department of Housing and Urban Development. I wel-
come Secretary Cisneros and look forward to hearing his testimony.

I would like to express my support for the Administration's commitment to mov-

ing backlogged HUD money known as the "pipeline." There is currently over $11.5
billion in mnds already appropriated for the HOME investment partnerships pro-

gram and the public housing modernization program that remain unspent. There is

also as much as $8.8 billion in CDBG funds waiting allocation. We must focus on

getting the money out the door and into the hands of the people who it is intended
to help. It is especially important now, at a time when we are in desperate need
of affordable housing and facing scarce resources, that we maximize the use of the

dollars that we already have.
Last year I offered an amendment to authorize $10 million for the Cities in

Schools Program (CIS). This amendment was
passed

into law as part of the Housing
and Community Development Act of 1992 and is permanently authorized under the

jurisdiction of HUD. This program focuses on our nation's children and the future

of their communities. With 30 years' experience as the nation's largest nonprofit

dropout prevention organization, CIS is establishing a "school within a housing de-

velopment." The CIS program provides a sanctuary from the street, offering bom so-

cied support and education in what amounts to an extended family. The idea is to

offer as many social services as possible while providing an education and job train-

ing. This program has already been successful all over America and I hope that it

w3l receive full funding in FY 94 to help more inner city youth realize their poten-
tial and become self sufficient.
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I am pleased to see the Administration's commitment in their budget proposal to

providing safe, crime free neighborhoods in our cities. The Administration has pro-

posed Community Partnerships Against Crime [COMPAC] under it's investment ini-

tiative. The elimination of drugs and crime in federally assisted housing should be
a top priority. As Ranking Minority Member of the Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs, I look forward to working with the Administration to develop
a program that will provide our citizens with uie basic right of security in their own
neighborhoods.

I would also like to express my support for maintaining the actuarial soundness
of the FHA Insurance Fund. Carefiil consideration went into Congressional efforts

back in 1990 that were aimed at preserving the FHA program by protecting the

safety and soundness of the Insurance Fund. In 1992 Congress rolled back a HUD
regulation limiting financing of closing costs, which had been intended to increase

borrower equity. According to the most recent Price Waterhouse report the recent

liberalization of closing cost financing is projected to have a small negative effect

on the funds value. We cannot and must not fiirther reverse this commitment. With-
out the FHA program millions of Americans would be denied access to affordable

homeownership. We must keep it healthy.
The Administration proposes an increase in the Community Development Block

Grant Program. The CDBG program is the largest and one of the most important
sources of federal funding for states and localities. It has provided a comprehensive
array of activities to improve the physical, economic, and social conditions through-
out their communities. As total feaeral assistance to local governments has declined

over the last several years, the CDBG program has assumed increased importance.

Again, I emphasize that we must get previously appropriated CDBG funds, close to

$8.8 billion, out of the pipeline and into the community.
Sustaining current funding levels among existing programs or proposed initiatives

will be a serious challenge for this subcommittee. I look forward to working with
the Chairwoman and the Secretary as we continue to address these issues.

Thank you Madame Chairwoman.

Senator MiKULSKl. With that, I will turn to Bob Kerrey, Senator

Kerrey.
Senator Kerrey. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Mr. Secretary, first of all, welcome to the committee.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Thank you Senator.
Senator Kerrey. I must say personally I am very pleased that

the President offered you this job and very pleased that you accept-
ed it. I know that you have already faced a great deal of frustra-

tion. The demand for housing in America from low-income Ameri-
cans vastly exceeds the supply and it must be in many ways very
heartbreaking for you to see people sleeping on the streets

Secretary CiSNEROS. Absolutely.
Senator Kerrey [continuing]. And people unable to get, I think,

what everyone believes every American is entitled to.

I am pleased, Mr. Secretary, that you have identified nonprofit

organizations as a vehicle for the development of local housing
stock. I am pleased as well that you have talked a little bit about
the community development banks. I am pleased that you are tak-

ing the issue of housing beyond just the providing of housing itself.

COMPAC GRANTS

Mr. Secretary, a couple of days ago I had a conversation with At-

torney General Reno about the issue of crime. I see that you are

making a recommendation to create this community partnership

against crime and the drug elimination grants. Can you tell me, is

it your idea that these COMPAC grants would go to the city or

would go to the public housing authorities?

Secretary CiSNEROS. Senator, there has been a development even

as we have been here this morning. That is that I earlier indicated
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to Senator Lautenberg that, rather than eliminate the drug eUmi-
nation programs that he authored, we would regard this program
as a subset of the drug elimination program and will work now on

trjdng to make these things consistent. We are not interested in

sort of authoring a new program at HUD. We are interested in con-

solidating and making things work better. It works well to do that.

To answer your question directly, I think that we will have a va-

riety of people who apply to run this program. I would like to see

community groups and tenant organizations be among the recipi-
ents of the grants, as well as cities and public housing authorities

and so forth. The idea here is to do three different kinds of things.

First, physical improvements in public housing settings, where I

have seen evidence that we can really make a difference. Fences,
for example, and security lights and dead bolt locks and steel doors
can make a difference. One would think that residents would not
want to have an entire development fenced, but more and more of

what we are finding is that the residents are the ones who are ask-

ing for it, that they see the precedent in security that is provided
to upscale developments where they have security guards and so

forth, and that it has immense crime-reducing potential because
what happens is the drive-by shootings are stopped overnight. The
drug activity of people sort of wandering in off the side streets is

eliminated. Guests have to be reported, so we find less instances

of domestic violence and so forth. It really does work. So, that is

category one, physical hardware improvements.
A second category of things is the contracting for security person-

nel—principally for city police. Now, you can get security guards
cheaper than you can generally secure off-duty police, but they do
not have the same effect. To have an armed police officer walking
a patrol within a housing development seems to make a whole lot

of difference.

The third category of things is youth programs, antigang initia-

tives, recreational programs, and so forth.

All of these things would be eligible under this more broadly de-

fined program, and as I suggested to you, we would hope that com-

munity organizations and resident/tenant organizations, as well as
the housing authorities themselves, could run the programs.
Senator Kerrey. Let me just kind of bring you into a single com-

munity, Omaha. We have a terrific director of the Omaha Housing
Authority

Secretary CiSNEROS. Bob Armstrong.
Senator Kerrey [continuing]. Bob Armstrong.
Secretary Cisneros. We talked to him about possibly coming on

board to the Department.
Senator Kerrey. I talked to him about not coming on board.

[Laughter.]
Secretary CiSNEROS. Well, I think you won that discussion.

Senator Kerrey. But the citizens very often see the daily exam-

ples of our representatives' difficulty, indeed failure, to allocate re-

sources in a way that expresses the citizen's own priority. I will

give you an example.
Last weekend I met with some community leaders both in north

and south Omaha. They are dealing with a very specific problem
in that there are not enough funds to keep the Boys Club operat-
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ing. I do not know what your experience with the Boys Club is, but
in Omaha it is the safest place for these kids to go, and it has been
a real lifeline, literally a lifeline, for these kids. They are short

50,000 bucks, $100,000 in the one in south Omaha.
The day that I met with them in the Omaha World Herald, there

was an announcement that we are going to build a $35 million

courthouse. So, the community leaders say, "Well, now I don't get
it. You are sajdng that you cannot come up with $50,000 to keep
these kids out of jail, but you can come up with $35 million to build
a courthouse so they can go down and get sentenced to jail." I do
not have an answer. The community is saying we see our kids

turning more and more and more violent, and what are you guys
doing about it? Is there anything that you, Senator—not you, Sec-

retary
—

^you, Senator—are doing about it?

I point this out to you, Mr. Secretary, because I believe we have
to come to the taxpayers who are paying the bills and say that
there are, in the public housing area, other kinds of missions here.

The mission that to me is the most compelling one of all today is

this teenage violent crime. The fact of the matter is we really are
not building much in the way of institutions for them except when
they go to jail.

Secretary Cisneros. I think you are absolutely right.
Senator Kerrey. We really are not building much in the way of

institutions that provide them with a safe haven, with a nurturing,
mentoring, tough environment, some environment—as Bob Arm-
strong is doing with a project called Gateway that you are provid-

ing resources for in a special grant. You can go into that Gateway
project, and he has 26 people who are chronically unemployed. You
can see the value being added. You can actually see. If you come
back on a 90-day cycle, you can see people coming into that pro-

gram acquiring dignity, acquiring capacity, acquiring things they
did not have before with a relatively small investment. He had to

fight and he had to get me to pay attention to what is going on.

I cite that only as one example of something that is being done

through your agency, but I hope that through this confusing, per-

haps, presentation I am making to you right now the message
comes out that I think one of the ways we can engage Americans
in the task of supporting investment in housing for lower income
Americans is to say that one of the missions is to provide an envi-

ronment for our young people so that they can see that there are
other choices other than crime, so they can see that there are other
choices other than essentially a life that they will throw down the
drain.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Senator, it is not confusing at all. It is very
clear. That is why we drafted into this program that component
which would be allowed to be spent for youth programs, rec-

reational programs, antigang initiatives, and drug-related initia-

tives. If the community applies for that aspect of it, then that is

what can be funded with it. It is much more broader than trying
to define crime as something you can solve by putting up fences

and gates.
Senator Kerrey. I am going down in the first week of May to

meet with Attorney General Reno and talk to her about this as

well.
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Again, I do not have the answer. I truly do not. All I know is

that the only thing that I have built in the last 10 years as an
adult participant in construction in Omaha, NE, that the kids enjoy
using are shopping centers. I have a curfew on those. I am not put-
ting my money where my mouth is. I am not saying you are not;
I am sajdng I am not. I believe very strongly unless we do, we are

going to lose a generation of kids.

Secretary CiSNEROS. I agree with you completely. I use that

phrase all the time because I see that happening.
Senator Kerrey. I hope that when you come to the committee,

that you will bring some of what I have seen you do before, some
anger, some urgency that says there are lives at stake out here,
that we can save those lives, and that we have I think a very high
obligation to try to make sure that our spending, our regulation,
our taxes reflect a desire to improve the lives of Americans.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Yes sir.

Senator Kerrey. I'm done.
Senator MiKULSKl. Senator Kerrey, I thought that was an excel-

lent set of questions and they reflect a lot of my own thinking in

this area.
Let's hear from Mayor Feinstein—Senator Feinstein.
Mr.

Secretary,
I think you see a theme that for those of us who

really were either Governors or worked in local governments, this

is the subcommittee of choice. I think we are the people who really
see being Senators as a way of really helping solve problems in our
own local communities.
Senator Feinstein.
Senator Feinstein. Thank you very much. Madam Chair.
Mr. Secretary, you and I were both mayors during the 1980's,

and I would like to put on my mayor's hat. I have informed the

major cities of California of this hearing and each of the mayors'
offices and the agencies involved with community development
have prepared some questions. I would like to send to you, if I

might, the totality of their remarks and ask you to address them.

Secretary CiSNEROS. I would be happy to do so.

Senator Feinstein. Then I would like to ask you some
specific

questions from each, from Sacramento, from San Diego, and from
Los Angeles.

enterprise zones

But before I do, Mr. Secretary, in talking with the Rebuild Los

Angeles people—and this was presented in your office when we met
with Mayor Tom Bradley—I think they made very clear that enter-

prise zone legislation does not really work in California and that
what is needed is something much deeper and more significant.

My office has gone ahead, taking the old enterprise zone legisla-

tion, using that as a starting point, changed its thrust slightly pro-
viding for a number of the 50 zones to be targeted toward base-
closed communities, and second, creating 5 so-called special eco-

nomic zones of which Los Angeles would be one, which economic
zone would have zero taxes for 10 years as an incentive to attract

development.
What is your view? Have you given any consideration to that,

and what is your view of it if you have?
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Secretary CiSNEROS. In the next few days, literally, because we
had some briefings for chairs of Senate committees yesterday—and
that was for the purpose of taking some input and consultation.

Literally in the next few days, the administration will be bringing
forth the enterprise zone proposal. It will incorporate many of the
elements that you have just made reference to. It will be deeper
than enterprise zones have been in the past when they were pri-

marily tax districts, and it is one of the reasons why they have not

worked, including the California State example.
This proposal that the President brings forward is more on the

model of H.R. 11 from last year, the so-called enhsinced or com-

prehensive zones, that go beyond just tax abatements to include

the coordination of the efforts of the Federal agencies who would
have additional resources for their participation in enterprise
zones, as well as use their existing programs—the Department of

Education on schools, the Department of Labor on training, the De-

partment of Health and Human Services on child care questions
and welfare reform, the Department of Justice on weed and seed-

type programs, and the Department of Transportation for assisting

people on the journey to work issues. But it would be a truly com-

prehensive integration of Federal Departments working together in

an enterprise zone setting.

Now, 1 think we need to respect the President's prerogative to

describe the number of zones and how they will be selected, and
so forth, but the suggestion you have made about the numbers is

in the order of magnitude of what the President is proposing.
I must say it is not linked, as you have said, to base closure and

conversion decisions. That linkage is not in the President's pro-

posal, but it certainly is something that could be considered in the
selection of the sites.

MILITARY BASE CLOSINGS

Senator Feinstein. Thank you very much.
If I might now, from the Sacramento Housing and Redevelop-

ment Agency ask a related question. California will be heavily im-

pacted by proposed military base closures. In Sacramento, for ex-

ample, three major facilities—Mather, McClellan, and the Sac-

ramento Anny Depot—are threatened. Secretary Cisneros has spo-
ken of the possibility of using closed military bases as a resource

for meeting low-income housing and community development
needs; for example, through conversion of military living quarters
to affordable housing. Such conversions, while simple in concept,
are in reality quite complex since they typically involve the exten-

sion of a full range of urban services to heretofore unplanned areas.

Therefore, what plans does the administration have to facilitate

the transition of closed military bases to productive civilian use?

Secretary Cisneros. First let me say that I have spoken to the

conversion of military facilities, particularly for the needs of the

homeless, as called for in the McKinney Act and the Defense Con-
version Act and others. But I want to make clear what I meant
when I have spoken on that. There has been confusion that I was

saying we should convert whole military bases to holding areas for

homeless people. That has not been the case at all. I have always
felt that what we were talking about was a building, perhaps an
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old hospital or bachelor officers' quarters, something suitable that
could be converted for homeless, and that could be done in the con-
text of an overall redevelopment plan for a base.

Now, to go to the broader question
Senator Feinstein. Because the affordable housing was not hous-

ing for homeless that I was referring to.

Secretary Cisneros. Right. But I wanted to make clear that
when I have spoken on the subject, it has always been about hous-
ing for the homeless, and it has always been a specific building, not
an entire base. I got quite a bit of criticism early in the administra-
tion from a newspaper in a city that felt that I was calling for the
entire conversion of a military base in a center of a community to
homeless facility. They envisioned homeless people coming from all

over America to that site. It was not the case. We were talking
about one building which could be used in a development plan for
the whole base.

Now, I do think, though, that you raise a very good point about
the use of some existing base housing for affordable housing. There
are bases—I do not know specifically about the Sacramento bases—
that I have seen that have several hundred units of suburban look-

ing housing that could conceivably be used as affordable housing
integrated into a community's larger plan, that do already have a
support system nearby which could work, but I would want to look
at the specific land use plan for the bases in mind.
The larger issue is

PRESIDIO IN SAN FRANCISCO

Senator Feinstein. Let me just give you an example, something
I am very familiar with. The Presidio of San Francisco closed. The
community has a plan, but it will have no method to fund it. There
is a lot of verv good housing in parklike setting that people would
not want to be destroyed. If there were some Federal program
which could put that on the market or on long-term lease and allow
that housing to be used or be purchased by families, it could pro-
vide considerable additional family housing.

Secretary Cisneros. Senator, at this time there is no concerted
source of funding designated by the administration for base conver-
sion issues. There is a suggestion to each Depsirtment that we do
the maximum that we can. I have suggested to the White House
that we try to designate a point of responsibility from among the
Federal agencies for each community that has been affected by
base closures, much in the model that we have followed in south
Florida where we have named a Federal coordinator for the recov-

ery efforts in south Dade, and that includes the closed Homestead
Air Force Base which was hit by Hurricane Andrew.
Now, this is something I think the administration still has under

advisement, but I will assure you today that I will work with you
to look at the Sacramento case and any other closure situations
and see what HUD can do in an affirmative way in the California
case.

Senator FEINSTEIN. As well as the Presidio of San Francisco.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Yes; as a matter of fact, before coming to

this Office, I was asked to go on the advisory committee of land use

planners that would work on the Presidio, and I could not do it.
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But I did have a chance to review the plans and it is a marvelous
example of a piece of urban real estate that can be used produc-
tively with a little assistance from the Federal Government.
Senator Feinstein. Thank you very much. And protect its viabil-

ity.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Absolutely. It is one of the most beautiful

pieces of real estate in the country I think. I always felt that we
needed to make sure it had public uses and was not turned over
to a private hotel for a resort or something like that because it

really ought to have some public access to it. That's just a personal
opinion.
Senator Feinstein. See, one of my concerns is that we do all of

these base closures, but there is no planning. There is no reseaich.
There is no money available to the community, and then the base
is closed. Then the community fights for 5 years, and the environ-
mental cleanup takes another 5 years. By that time, the facilities

of the base are sufficiently depleted to make reuse much more dif-

ficult. That is a real concern in California

Secretary Cisneros. I think you are absolutely right.
Senator Feinstein [continuing]. Because so many bases are

being closed. We have lost 17 already.
Secretary Cisneros. If I might make just a suggestion which is

entirely my own, but which stems from both experience as a mayor
and what I have seen in the last months. The communities that are

going to be best off" out of these closure situations are those which
locally devise a plan for reuse. Some will want to fight for 5 years,
as you say, and then will postpone the sort of getting down to de-

vising a local reuse plan.
But the communities I think that are going to come out ahead

are those that devise a reuse plan that makes sense with the local

circumstances, and then use every resource available to them to

persuade Federal agencies to plug in. Federal agencies have a very
difficult time deciding on reuse for a community, but they are much
better at responding to what a community needs when it stipulates
its needs.

So, that is just a personal observation from what I have seen in
the south Florida case and other instances across the country. It

really is quite amazing what can be done with that amount of real
estate strategically located.

But you are absolutely correct that the Federal Grovemment
must play a role. It is just that we are better supporters than we
are leaders in these conversion circumstances.
Senator Feinstein. Would you support, Mr. Secretary, the tar-

geting of defense conversion funds toward base closures specifically
so that an amount of money could be made available to ease this

transition?

Secretary CiSNEROS. That base closure funding is not in my area
ofjurisdiction, but I think I would have to answer, "Yes."
Senator Mikulski. Senator Feinstein, you raise an excellent

point—there are a couple of other issues that came up in the very
excellent testimony the Secretary gives. The theme of the testi-

mony—and it will go to your concern—is less about housing and
more about community development, that housing is a tool of com-

munity development, and that community development is the out-
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come we seek, of which housing and some of the other initiatives

around it, whether it is financing and so on.

Also, what emerges is the failure for what you and I would con-
sider coming out of local government a one-stop shop. We would
hope that as you sit within the councils of the White House, the

green eyeshadowed boys of the 0MB, many of whom are our
friends and old colleagues, to urge the fact that, one, we would like

to see a one-stop shop on urban strategy. We believe you are the

person for that, which then would bring to bear these and that
whether it is defense conversion or base closing, there needs to be
a designated person on that because defense conversion is less

about defense and more about conversion and moving to commer-
cial activity. It is the technology issue. Here California will be psir-

ticularly hit by the base closings. What a cornucopia of opportunity
for that. So, what we are looking for and what you are going to

hear are these one-stop shops for people, including the Members of

the House and the Senate, to be talking to.

Secretary CiSNEROS. That is a very good point.
Let me just say that one of the disappointments these early

months has been observation of how difficult it is to get Federal de-

partments from this level to cooperate in a systematic way so that
the product that emerges at the local level, two or three layers
away, is coordinated. We can meet as Cabinet Secretaries, and we
do, and we can have Assistant Secretaries meet, and they do. But
really trsdng to forge for the needs of given communities enough
continuous, systematic collaboration so that it gdways emerges in

the right way is a very difficult thing to do. It is a dirty little secret
that I have uncovered here in these early months of how difficult

that is.

What is viable though, what does work, is that when a commu-
nity has its plan and defines its destiny, then it has the vision and
the wherewithal to demand that the Federal Government plug in

with its resources. I think we can do a much better job of making
our Departments relate, as you say, through a one-stop shopping
kind of collaboration and through coordination of our own regional
and field offices in our plans. But really the destiny of a community
rests with the community. When we are good, when we are at our
best, we plug in efficiently to that local plan.

Senator FednTSTEIN. May I make one more point?
Senator MiKULSKl. Yes; you certainly may.
Senator Feinstein. I am aware my time is up and I appreciate

your indulgence. Madam Chair.
There is a real problem in lending, particularly for small busi-

nesses and particularly for businesses where the entrepreneur is

African-American.

Secretary Cisneros. Absolutely.
Senator Feinstein. I really believe that there is the need for a

kind of public/private partnership which begins with an equity loan

program which is based not on tne collateral you have, but on your
ability to succeed and your willingness to participate in a program
that is structured with respect to bookkeeping and all of the rest

of it to maintain the small business.
I know in the past year, the Bank of America put $25 million

into an equity loan program in south central LA. Sumitomo Bank
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has followed, but it is just a small amount. Most of the loans, fol-

lowing the big civil disturbance of a year ago, did not go to the Afri-

can-Ajnerican community. They went to other communities. So, I

think there is a real need to target a lending program to be able

to see the upward mobility of African-American-owned small busi-

nesses, particularly in troubled inner-city areas.

Secretary Cisneros. Well, you are precisely right. Senator, par-

ticularly in the area that I know best, which is housing and lending
for housing. The Urban Institute and others have done very sophis-
ticated studies which report that up to 60 percent of all trans-

actions involving African Americans tor housing or for lending—60

percent of all transactions verified—involve discrimination. I am
sure that the numbers apply perhaps even with greater intensity
to lending for business.
We are going to work very hard on this, and a person whom you

know and who is undergoing confirmation hearings right this very
minute, Roberta Achtenberg, who serves as supervisor on the San
Francisco City Council, as you know
Senator Feinstein. I just introduced her before the committee.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Did you?
Senator Feinstein. Yes.

Secretary Cisneros. Well, her responsibility will be this subject

area, and she is going to be very good at it if the initial months
indicate what she is capable of.

Senator Feinstein. Right; she certainly will.

Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Mikulski. Mr. Secretary, you understand I think there

is a thematic approach from the committee.

Secretary Cisneros. Absolutely.
Senator Mikulski. Let me wrap up the hearing with just a cou-

ple of things.
First, we think that what you intend to do with your crime ini-

tiative is something we want to support in every way we can be-

cause again it is community building, and we would also work with
other programs that are capacity building. Crime is a No. 1 issue.

The Lexington Terrace situation was not only about housing, it was
about a lot of other things in Baltimore.

HOPE 6

This takes me to HOPE 6. The goal of HOPE 6 is community de-

velopment, taking the recommendations of the task force on dis-

tressed housing, all of the problems with the Pruitt Igoes, the Lex-

ington Terraces, and so on to come up with new concepts. In addi-

tion to the housing renovations and modernizations were two tools.

To make sure that public housing led to a better way of life or a

new way of life rather than a way of life was the self-sufficiency

component and a community service component.
We do not see this now in what is coming out of HOPE 6 to us,

that it is a request for funds, that the self-sufficiency has been di-

minished and that the community service components are absent.

We bring this to your attention because we think that exactly what

you are talking about, particularly dealing with the self-destructive

behavior, ladders of opportunity, would be those two things com-

bined with the original concept behind HOPE 6, and, therefore,
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would be a tool for this thinking of yours and ours that has run
through to be able to converge, and that the poor not only see
themselves as the beneficiary of services, but actual contributors of

service, but in a way that empowers them in their own community,
changing both self-esteem and also the esteem that the neighbor-
hood has for itself.

Secretary CiSNEROS. Senator, let me say I do know that the De-
partment is planning some authorization changes for the severely
distressed public housing issue and that the changes are attempts
to draw upon the best examples of some of the demonstration

projects of recent years.
But I agree with you that we must not lose the self-sufficiency

dimensions, and we must make our changes relate to these points.
I will personally immediately look into what the Department is

proposing to make sure it conforms with these themes.
Senator MiKULSKl. Thank you.
One other thing we would like to share with you. I chair the Sub-

committee on Aging on the Labor and Human Resources Commit-
tee. We had an excellent roundtable on housing issues affecting the

aging, and I would like to share the results of that report with you.
They bring to our attention that both in public housing and hous-

ing that has been primarily operated by nonprofit organizations,
the aging are aging in place. Where they came in at age 62, they
are now 82 or 72, with both the concomitant aging of the housing
and the aging of the population in it. Therefore, the needs of the

elderly are not being addressed, the aging in place and the aging
of the infrastructure, and both are becoming frail and teeter-totter-

ing on being dysfunctional.
They had recommendations on that from support services, how

this will be tied in with health insurance reform, which you have
not been including in the debate.

Secretary CiSNEROS. We are not directly involved in every part
of the deliberation and really could not afford to be.

Senator Mikulski. We understand. Now, when we talk about
using long-term care and going to community based services, sir,

a lot of that is going to be in the housing that the Federal Grovem-
ment either owns or operates. We would like to share with you the
kind of working group that came out of our roundtable, which we
think is in some ways a more effective way of getting to commu-
nication than these highly scripted hearings. We would like to

share that with you because I think it provides insights, and we
would like you to revisit what your recommendations are in the

housing for the elderly.

LEXINGTON TERRACE

Last, but not at all least. Senator Feinstein put on her mayor's
hat, but I can't end the hearing without putting on my city council
hat. I talk with Mayor Schmoke just about once a week or every
other week—and we thank you for your responsiveness to our

mayor, to visit our hometown. We have certain issues pertaining to

Lexington Terrace, a cit^s bold approach on HOPE 6. As you know,
we have a new housing commissioner whom you know personally,
Mr. Henson, who brings a real energy and know-how to it. We
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would like, if we could, to present those to you for your review so

we can expedite procedures.
Secretary CiShfEROS. On Lexington Terrace, Mike Janis, who is

sitting here, the acting Assistant Secretary for Public Housing, has

really done a wonderfully professional job of staying on top of this.

I ask him everv Monday morning at our staff meeting how we are

doing on the Baltimore case and particularly Lexington Terrace,
also the Sandtown Winchester neighborhood.
What Mike tells me is that the housing authority is trying to

come to some final decision as to what it wants to do with Lexing-
ton Terrace. At one point, they were sure they wanted to take it

out. At another, they wanted to convert it to elderly housing, and
now they may be thinking about trying to refurbish it

architecturally and continue to use it as traditional public housing.
In any event, as soon as the public housing authority tells us what

they want to do with it, we are prepared to do our part to help
them make it happen. Literally every Monday morning, the subject
of Lexington Terrace comes up before the leadership of the whole

Department.
Senator MiKULSKl. Well, there seems to be a disconnect then in

communication because HUD's letter to Commissioner Henson
thanks them for their action plan. It is a successful collaborative

effort between the housing authority, the tenant council, the legal
aid bureau, and so on. Then in the wrap-up paragraph, it says re-

garding your request for an additional $10 million to modernize

building 734, 'There are no discretionary funds available for this

purpose." Rather than go back and forth, I would rather just share

these with you and then move on to resolving this problem and oth-

ers.

REGIONAL OFFICE APPOINTMENTS

One final question. How are your appointments coming along at

the regional commissioner and the district level? We feel that this

is one of the reasons there are the bottlenecks, either vacancies or

people who are using our process to just become inert.

Secretary Cisneros. I have purposely gone slow on the rec-

ommendations concerning regional people because, Senator—and

give me just one minute to describe this. HUD has a system where
there is the Secretary and a number of Assistant Secretaries for

key jobs, public housing, general counsel, fair housing, and so forth.

That structure is mirrored almost exactly at the regional level.

Now, we have felt we needed to have stronger collaboration from
fair housing at the national level to fair housing at the regional

level, from public housing at the national level to public housing
at the regional level. Unfortunately, what had happened over the

years is that everything was required to go through the regional di-

rectors. When those appointments were made on ideological

grounds, then we ended up with people who were, in effect, able

to block and reinterpret every communication that went out of the

Department.
I wanted to get the restructuring philosophy squared away before

appointing individuals. Now I think they are understanding what
we want to do by way of communication, and we are beginning the

process of selecting people for the regional jobs with the under-
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standing that they are to be coordinators, not reinterpreters, not

blockage points, not bottlenecks for every bit of policy we want to

carry out. We do not want 10 little HUD's with different philoso-
phies across the country depending upon who is selected.

Senator MncuLSKi. Well, Mr. Secretary, you have identified the
issue exactly. You not only had 10 little HUD's, but you had 10 lit-

tle HUD's with an approach in some ways—and it wasn't true in

every region. Some served only with the highest purpose, but there
were others who decided that their job was to wreck government
and to wreck HUD. Therefore, when they wrecked government and
wrecked HUD, they could turn around and say, "Government isn't

worth a warm spit. Let's get rid of it." I would hope that while we
focus on structural reform and the reinventing of government, that
we do reinvent those attitudes. I believe you will pick the right peo-
ple to do it. We are eager for that to go forward because they are
10 little HUD's.
Secretary CiSNEROS. Yes.
Senator MiKULSKl. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary CiSNEROS. Thank you.
Senator Mikulski. We think you are on the right track.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

We will submit the balance of the questions for response in the
record.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the Department for response subsequent to the hear-

ing:]
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MIKULSKI

ELDERLY HOUSING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Mr. Secretary, have you or any of youi
staff participated in the deliberations over long-term care
reform? If so could you provide the Committee with any position
papers or policy statements on the role that housing programs
could play in serving frail older people?

ANSWER: While HUD has not directly particpated in the
deliberations over health care reform, it is our intention to
assure that low-income elderly persons living in subsidized
housing are linked to the supportive services they need, and we
will expect to work closely with HHS on implementation of health
care reform to assure that elderly residents of HUD-assisted
housing are able to access eligible services.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The Elderly Housing Coalition presented
compelling evidence of the increasing number of very old and very
frail residents in federally subsidized housing programs. Yet

your budget calls for major cuts in programs targeted to older

people - especially Section 202 and the congregate services
program, what is HUD's strategy for serving this very vulnerable

population, and how does that coincide with the Administration's
health care reform program?

ANSWER: The Department believes that the most effective
strategy for delivering needed supportive services to low-income

elderly persons in subsidized projects is through the use of
Service Coordinators who link project residents to existing
appropriate community-based services funded by other local, state
and federal programs. The Congregate Housing Services Program
only reaches approximately 100 projects out of a universe of
several thousand. Using Service Coordinators is a more efficient,
cost effective approach than direct funding of these services.
Whatever shape the health care reform program takes, the

Department believes that the activities of Service Coordinators
will continue to be the best method for linking the elderly to
essential supportive services.

The Department again has suggested a reduced level of

funding for construction of new or substantially rehabilitated
Section 202 projects because, as worthy as the need it serves may
be, in this time of budget constraints hard choices must be made
to work within our limits. The fact that we continue to request
funding for development of housing for the elderly is evidence of
our recognition of its importance. The fact that we request
reduced levels of funding reflects the reality of the budget
process .

Certainly the Department has an obligation to look at other
ways to meet the needs of elderly people rather than relying
solely on costly new development. For example, in soft rental
markets it can be more cost effective to utilize the existing
housing stock as a resource for the elderly. This would be

accomplished through the use of certificates and vouchers, which
provide elderly with maximum flexibility in choosing where to
live. In tight rental markets, the Section 202 capital advance
program will continue to meet the need for new projects serving
low-income elderly.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the estimated waiting list for
subsidized elderly housing in the United states?

ANSWER: There are no national data available on waiting
lists for section 202 and other subsidized multifamily elderly
projects. Each subsidized elderly housing project is required to
maintain its own waiting list, but the number of persons
maintained on the list is at the discretion of each project.
Further, until screening takes place when a unit becomes
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available, there is no guarantee that every applicant on the list
will meet the eligibility requirements.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Who's in charge of elderly housing
issues at HUD these days — and what are they doing to assess how
the Department can allocate its resources to help reduce Federal
health care expenditures?

ANSWER: Jurisdiction for elderly housing issues is jointly
shared by the Assistant Secretary for Housing, for the section 202
program and other insured and/or subsidized project-based prograuns
and the Congregate Housing Services progreun, and the Assistant
Secretary for Public and Indian Housing program, (for the section
8 certificates and vouchers and HOPE for Elderly Independence
programs. To the extent that HUD housing dollars can be used to
help the frail and at-risk elderly from moving on to a higher
level of care facility, some level of savings in health care costs
will continue to be achieved.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Last year Congress passed legislation
permitting "elderly only" housing in public housing and in other
areas because of the unique needs this population has. what is
the status of the Department's efforts to implement this policy?
Are regulations needed to implement the mixed population
provisions of the Act? At what stage are they now? When will a
proposed rule be issued?

ANSWER: The Department has drafted implementing regulations
and they are currently being reviewed internally. The legislation
contains a number of sensitive and complicated issues that HUD has
been examining extensively, necessitating a longer review time
than would otherwise be the case. The Department expects to issue
the proposed rule for comment in August 1993.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Part of the debate over the "mixed
populations" issue related to deep concern about the problems
arising from the admission of non-elderly disabled persons into
public housing apartment buildings for the elderly. The Housing
and Community Development Act of 1992 addressed the issue by,
aunong other things, offering other choices to the non-elderly
disabled. What is your view about including public housing
authorities among those eligible to sponsor housing for the
handicapped under section 811? Would not such a change enable
PHAs to more speedily restore elderly buildings to the elderly and
broaden choices for the non-elderly disabled.

ANSWER: We agree with the importance of housing choices
for persons with disabilities. We expect to monitor carefully the
requirement that public housing agencies provide sufficient
additional housing resources for persons with disabilities when
they designate a project for elderly families only. As part of
our continuing effort to ensure a wide range of housing choices,
we will examine further whether PHAs should be made eligible
applicants under the section 811 progrsun.

PUBLIC HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
'

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What proposal does the Department have to
assist' local Housing Authorities that do not have "severely
distressed" projects, to reconfigure units and buildings to
smaller units for the elderly or disfUsled families pursuant to
Title VI of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1992?

ANSWER: Although the Department does not plan to implement
Section 624(a) of the 1992 Act in fiscal year 1993, it does intend
to comply with the Congressional directive (in the Committee
Report on the fiscal year 1993 Supplemental Appropriations Act) to
make $60 million of the public housing development funds available
for "major reconstruction of obsolete public housing project
(MROP) activities"; it is possible that some of these MROP
activities will involve the reconfiguration of units to provide
units for the elderly or disabled. Another source of funds for
small PHAs to reconfigure units will be Section 14 modernization
funds .
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SENATOR MIKULSKI : Has the Department issued a Notice of Fund
Availability (NOFA) for the $20 million set-aside of Public
Housing Development funds for Mixed Populations? How many housing
authorities have applied to the Department for Public Housing
Development/Acquisition monies to create housing for the disabled?

ANSWER: The NOFA has not yet been published. The Housing
and Community Development Act of 1992 requires the publication of
a final rule implementing the program before the NOFA is issued.
The draft rule is currently in Departmental clearance. Until this
rule is published, by law, a NOFA ccinnot be issued and a
conqpetition for funding auid prograun implementation cannot occur.

SERVICE COORDINATORS IN PUBLIC HOUSING AND SECTION 8 HOUSING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Does the Department's request include the
cost of service coordinators for mixed populations in public housing
auid for the Section 8 Rental Assistance program? How much and where
is the line item?

ANSWER: The Department did not request funds in the President's

Budget for service coordinators in public housing and in project -

based Section 8 housing because at that time the final rule

implementing this program had not been published. However, the House
has included $30 million for Sections 663 emd 664 of the Housing and

Community Development Act of 1992 in their proposed fiscal year
Appropriations Bill.

SPECIAL NEEDS HOUSING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is HUD doing to develop a pro-active
policy to serve persons with disabilities, especially those with
mental dissibilities and histories of substauice abuse?

ANSWER: The Section 811 program. Supportive Housing for Persons
with Disabilities, is the Department's vehicle for expanding the
supply of housing for low- income persons with physical disabilities,
developmental disabilities or chronic mental illness. The housing
must be designed to address their special needs, and supportive
services that address their individual health, mental health, cind

other needs must be provided by sponsors . Substance abuse alone
would not be a qualifying condition.

The Department has simplified the application process for the
Section 811 program which targets persons with discibilities, including
persons with mental illness. For example, we have delayed submission
of project sponsor's financial history and audit information until
after the selection process is completed which should make it easier
for applicemts to meet application requirements. We are also
implementing a change to allow public nonprofit organizations to

apply. These changes should result in an increased number of
applications from organizations that serve persons with disabilities.

Over the years, since persons with chronic mental illness became
eligible for housing under Section 202- -and now under Section 811 --

the participation of sponsors serving this population has grown.
During that period, HUD has worked at various times with the National
Institute of Mental Health and the Interagency Council on the
Homeless to make the program more widely known. That the effort has
been successful, is indicated by the fact that for the last 4 years
the largest share of housing units awarded each year has gone to

groups serving people with chronic mental illness.
Further, HUD has taken actions to improve our ability to serve

persons with disabilities. For example, to help public housing
authorities resolve issues that may occur when mentally ill persons
are placed in elderly public housing, the Department has been working
with the Department of Health emd Human Services (HHS) to develop a
technical assistance document for public housing authorities to use
to coordinate with mental health agencies and more effectively serve

mentally ill persons.
Additionally, the Department's Office of Fair Housing and Equal

Opportunity enforces Title VIII of the Fair Housing Act, which was
amended by Congress in 1988 to protect persons with discibilities.
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including persons with mental disabilities and recovered illegalsubstance abusers, from discrimination in housing. Complaints filed
by persons with disabilities are now the largest growing percentageof complaints filed under the Fair Housing Act.

As a part of the Department's enforcement responsibilities,
extensive efforts are being made to educate private and public
housing providers about their obligation not to discriminate against
persons with mental discibilities or recovered substance abusers,
and their responsibility to make reasonable accommodations in their
policies and practices to ensure that housing is available to personswith these disabilities. The Department intends to continue and to
expand this educational effort, and to link it with the
responsibilities of State euid local governments and recipients of
Department funds toward persons with disabilities under Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act.

In December 1992, HUD also established the Task Force on
Occupancy Standards in Public and Assisted Housing which was created
to review all of the Department's rules, policy statements, handbooks
and technical assistance memoranda on the standards and obligations
governing residency in public and assisted housing; and make
recommendations to HUD and Congress for the establishment of
reasonable criteria for occupancy. The purpose of the criteria is to
provide sufficient guidance to owners euid managers of federally-
assisted housing to enable them to (a) select tenants capable of
complying with reasonable lease terms, (b) utilize leases prohibiting
behavior which endangers the health or safety of others or violates
the right of other tenants to peaceful enjoyment of the premises, (c)
comply with legal requirements to make reasonable accommodations for
persons with disabilities, and (d) comply with civil rights laws.

The Department's housing eligibility policy specifically
mentions low- income persons who meet the definition of disabled or
handicapped as eligible for HUD programs. Homeless disabled persons,
like other homeless persons, are given a Federal preference.
However, consistent with the Fair Housing Amendments Act, persons who
use illegal drugs may not be admitted to housing or may lose their
housing. In cases where a person has a history of substamce abuse,
this fact alone would not necessarily disqualify them for housing.

Lastly, the Shelter Plus Care program and the permanent housing
for persons with disabilities component of Supportive Housing
specifically target homeless persons with disabilities, including
those with mental illness and substance abuse problems. We actively
disseminate information about these programs to organizations that
work with homeless persons, as well as mental health and substance
abuse service agencies.

THE PERFORMANCE FtJNDING SYSTEM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Does your Administration intend to do

anything about bringing funding for public housing to levels that
reflect the present conditions under which it operates?

ANSWER: The President's Budget request for operating
subsidies represented the needs of public housing at 100 percent of
the eligibility of the authorities under the currently authorized
Performance Funding System (PFS) at the time the President's Budget
was presented. However, each year estimates are revised when
actual costs are received from Housing Authorities (HAs) . This
process has been followed every year. Based on actual PFS

requirements in fiscal year 1993, in May, the Department advised
Congress that our Budget estimate for fiscal year 1994 had risen
above the President's Budget request of $2,520.8 million by
$87 million. This increase was primarily a result of the loss of

program savings estimated to result from implementation of a
revised vacancy policy ($57 million) and HA income increases being
lower than anticipated ($30 million) .

Our most recent estimate of requirements show essentially no

change in the May estimate of PFS basis eligibility, but

adjustments are higher thaui anticipated, resulting in a change from
$87 million to $143 million over our fiscal year 1994 Budget
request. It is now estimated that $2,663.6 million will be
required in 1994 .
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: What specific plans does the Department
have to address the nagging issue of accurate costs for employee
fringe benefits costs to housing authorities, which the current
Allowable Expense Level (AEL) does not reflect?

ANSWER: As a result of a 1991 petition from the Council of
Large Public Housing Authorities (CLPHA) asking that the Department
initiate a rulemaking to amend the Performance Funding System
regulations at 24 CFR 990 to incorporate special consideration of
this element of Public Housing Agency (PHA) operating expense, the
Department did extensive review and analysis on this issue. The
Department advised CLPHA on June 22, 1991 that the data did not
support the change requested (a one-time increase of $8.57 per unit
per month in the AELs of all PHAs under the PFS) . Moreover,
Section 9 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended by
Section 118 of the Community Development Act of 1987, does not
permit separate adjustments of the PFS for particular cost
components not already recognized in the existing rule.

VACANT UNIT RULE

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The Department is apparently continuing
its refusal, dating back to 1991, to enter into negotiated
rulemaking with the housing authorities on the vacancy rule issue.

Why is this so?
ANSWER: The Department has not refused to enter into

negotiated rulemaking. The Department is currently reviewing its

legislation and regulations, including the Vacancy Rule, as part
of an overall effort to simplify language, reduce the number of

regulations, allow greater flexibility anf make the programs more
effective. The review may indicate that significeint changes
should be made to the funding system as part of am overall effort
to address the problem of vacant public housing units. The

Department does not believe that the current vacancy problems are
all related to the funding system and the recommendations for

change may not be limited to the issue of which vacant units would
be eligible for the continued payment of operating subsidy.

The Department is cognizant of the requirements of Section
114 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1992, which
would have the Department use negotiated rulemaking procedures for
the development of changes to the set of regulations (the Vacancy
Rule) that deal with the payment of operating subsidies to vacant
units. Section 114 makes reference to the procedures contained in

the Negotiated Rulemaking Act of 1990.

Negotiated rulemaking can be a useful tool in obtaining input
from a broad spectrum of interested parties if all the parties
have reasonable equal access to the rulemaking negotiations. On
the issue of vacamt public housing units, housing authorities,
residents and the Department need to work together to accomplish
meemingful changes. Structured interaction among these three

parties has already occurred in developing the prograim designs for
the Department's new Vacancy Reduction Program and HOPE VI
initiative.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Can you tell us the number of vacancies in

public housing today? Can you give us a breakdown of vacancies,
by units and as a percentage of inventory, for the largest 100

housing authorities?
ANSWER: Based on information collected over the last 12

months, there are 102,488 vacant units out of a total of 1,303,488
units available. The vaccuicy figure includes units undergoing or

awaiting modernization. A table showing the vacancy figures for
the 100 largest PHAs is attached. Note that figures for the
Detroit Housing Division were not availaJDle.
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PHA

BIRMINGHAM AL

MOBILE AL

MONTGOMERY AL

HUNTSVILLE AL

PHOENIX AZ

SAN FRANCISCO CA

LOS ANGELES COUNTY CA

OAKLAND CA

LOS ANGELES CITY CA

SACRAMENTO CITY CA

DENVER CO

BRIDGEPORT HA CT

HARTFORD HA CT

NEW HAVEN HA CT

DPAH DC

WILMINGTON HSNG AUTH DE

JACKSONVILLE FL

Vacancy Rates - 100 Largest PHAs

Units Units Vacancy
Available Vacant Rate

6,811

4,181

2,603

1,863

2,371

6,754

2,912

3,303

8,839

1,938

4,009

2,340

2,925

3,501

11,793

2,551

3,033

539

25

142

7.9%

112 2.7%

253 9.7%

79 4.2%

1.1%

2.1%

86
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PHA

DADE COUNTY FL

AUGUSTA GA

SAVANNAH GA

COLUMBUS GA

ATLANTA GA

MACON GA

HAWAII HI

EAST ST LOUIS HA IL

CHICAGO HA IL

Units Units Vacancy
Available Vacant Rate

PEORIA HA IL

ROCKFORD HA IL

COOK COUNTY HA IL

GARY HA IN

INDIANAPOLIS IN

KANSAS CITY KS

LOUISVILLE KY

NEW ORLEANS LA

BOSTON HA MA

11,397

2,774

3,172

2,229

13,571

2,175

5,197

2,874

39,531

1,838

2,094

2,168

2,465

2,703

2,166

6,002

13,402

12,302

2,392 21.0%

192 6.9%

435 13.7%

38 1.7%

2,093 15.4%

209 9.6%

151 2.9%

891 31.0%

6,136 15.5%

635 34.5%

82 3.9%

7 0.3%

120 4.9%

513 19.0%

325 15.0%

618 10.3%

2,969 22.2%

1,731 14.1%

CAMBRIDGE HA MA 1,946 156 8.0%
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PHA

WORCESTER HA MA

Available Vacant

2,227

Rate

167 7.5%

BALTIMORE HSNG AUTH MD 18,063 1,946 10.8%

DETROIT HD MI *.*%

ST . PAUL MN 4,237 8 0.2%

MINNEAPOLIS MN 6,692 486 7.3%

SAINT LOUIS MO 6,953 2,240 32.2%

KANSAS CITY MO 2,058 695 33.8%

MS REG HA VIII MS 1,799 104 5.8%

RALEIGH NC 2,076 104 5.0%

CHARLOTTE NC

GREENSBORO NC

WINSTON-SALEM NC

DURHAM NC

3,942

2,423

2,193

2,166

169 4.3%

117 4.8%

43

174

2.0%

8.0%

OMAHA HSG AUTH NE 2,983 91 3.1%

NEWARK H.A. NJ 12,977 3,812 29.4%

TRENTON H A NJ

JERSEY CITY H A NJ

CAMDEN H A NJ

ATLANTIC CITY H A NJ

1,954
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PHA

PATERSON H A NJ

Units Units Vacancy
Available Vacant Rate

2,378 203 8.5%

LAS VEGAS NV 2,475 270 10.9%

SYRACUSE HA NY 2,474 444 17.9%

BUFFALO MUNICIPAL HA NY 4,976 1,424 28.6%

YONKERS HA NY 2,407 144 6.0%

NEW YORK CITY HA NY 155,882 765 0.5%

ROCHESTER HA NY 2,455 62 2.5%

COLUMBUS HA OH 5,477 635 . 11.6%

YOUNGSTOWN MHA OH 2,100 410 19.5%

CUYAHOGA MHA OH 12,043 3,986 33.1%

CINCINNATI METROPOLITAN H OH 8,096 1,076 13.3%

DAYTON METROPOLITAN H. A. OH 4,509 731 16.2%

LUCAS MHA OH 3,539 412 11.6%

AKRON MHA OH

STARK MHA OH

5,255

2,492

323 6.1%

411 16.5%

OKLAHOMA CITY OK 3,122 138 4.4%

TULSA OK 2,633 261 9.9%

PORTLAND HA OR 2,661 51 1.9%

PITTSBURGH HSG AUTHORITY PA 9,467 1,822 19.2%

PHILADELPHIA HSNG AUTH PA 21,887 4,530 20.7%

ALLEGHENY CO PA 4,052 844 20.8%

BEAVER CO PA 1,945 76 3.9%

WESTMORELAND CO PA 1,883 45 2.4%

\
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PHA
Units Units Vacancy

Available Vacant Rate

PROVIDENCE HA RI 2,420 638 26.4%

PRPHA RQ 57,449 1,409 2.5%

COLUMBIA SC 2,469 20 0.8%

MEMPHIS TN 7.014 669 9.5%

KCDC TN 3,954 259 6.6%

CHATTANOOGA TN

MDHA TN

AUSTIN TX

EL PASO TX

3,666
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REDUCING SUBSIDIES BY OVERESTIMATE OF RENTAL INCOME

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Would you consider changing the PFS to
have the PHAb estimate rental income by using the average from the
preceding three years (as in the rolling base system for
utilities) or in some other fashion which ends the unrealistic
assumption of rising rents?

ANSWER: The latest rent roll is the best starting point for
estimating the expected rental income for the next year. It is
the latest information available on the rental charges of the PHA.
The inclusion of past charges which reflect outdated utility
allowcuices and the rent of tenants who have moved out would do
nothing to improve the estimate. The estimate produced the PFS is
unrealistic only when a PHA fails to achieve the prescribed
occupeincy percentage or does not experience a growth in rental
income equal to the 1.03 percent increase factor prescribed by the
regulation. In all cases where the PHA has achieved the
prescribed occupancy percentage and has met the HUD requirements
relating to tenant selection and rent calculations, the PHA is

eligible for a full adjustment to reflect the actual rental income
charged. The costs of these year-end adjustments are reflected in
the estimate of the PFS operating subsidy requirements.

OPERATING FUND RESERVES

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Would you please give us a report on the
operating reserve levels of the fifty largest authorities for each
of the last 5 years, an analysis of the changes and reasons for
the changes in the levels over that time, the Department's views
on any danger arising from low levels and recommendations of what
should be done for those PHAs which have inadequate reserves.
Under what circumstcuices does HUD believe that it can direct a
housing authority to make a particular PHA use its operating
reserves?

ANSWER: Attached is a report on the operating reserve levels
of the fifty largest authorities for each of the last 3 years
(data is not available on the computer for years prior to that) .

There is no consistent pattern as to the reasons for the changes
in the reserve levels of these PHAs during that time; it is
dependent on individual PHA operations.

HUD'S regulations provide that PHA budgets proposing a
utilization of reserves that would cause the PHA' s reserve level
to fall below 40 percent of the maximum allowable reserve may not
be approved unless the PHA can fully document that a lesser
reserve level will be sufficient to meet the worlcing capital needs
of the PHA. A PHA' s reserve level is a component of the Public
Housing Management Assessment Program (MAP) . Under the MAP, a PHA
which has a failing grade (below 20 percent) in operating reserves
is required to enter into an improvement plan which includes
quarterly targets and strategies for improving PHA performance.

HUD does not direct PHAs as to the use of their operating
reserves, with the exception that certain expenditures constitute
ineligible uses of PHA funds. Ineligible expenditures are those
in violation of existing statutes, the Annual Contributions
Contract or HUD regulations, or the result of fraudulent activity
by the PHA.
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MODERNIZATION

SENATOR NIKULSKI: What is HUD'S current estimate o£ the
modernization backlog, including the abatement of lead paint?
Please compare your estimates to those of the Commission on
Severely Distressed Public Housing?

ANSWER: At the end of fiscal year 1993 the backlog of
modernization needs is estimated at $17.36 billion. This estimate
is based, in large part, on the 1985 study of public housing
modernization needs done for the Department by Abt Associates,
Inc . That study did not adequately address lead-based paint and
504 accessibility needs. The estimate of backlog needs does not
include the an inflation factor, which if applied, brings the
estimate to the equivalent of 1993 dollars. The Department is

requiring that HAs complete lead based paint testing by December
1994. Therefore, an assessment of funds necesszury for lead based
paint abatement is not complete at this time.

The Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing
estimated the capital improvement and related needs of an
estimated 86,000 severely distressed public housing units at
$7.5 billion. The Commission's study estimated the backlog need
for a limited number of units, 86,000, whereas the Abt study, the
basis of the HUD estimate, was applicaible to approximately
1,312,000 units. Therefore, a comparison of these two estimates
does not appear appropriate. It is clear, however, from both
reports that, given the present fiscal constraints, that it will
be many years before the Department will be edsle to address the
substantial backlog needs for modernization of public housing
developments .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Isn't the Commission's recommendation of
$4.7 billion as an annual appropriation goal what the Subcommittee
should aim for? If not, why not and what would you recommend?

ANSWER: HUD recognizes that there are major needs in public
housing developments that must be addressed. However, given other
competing national needs, HUD feels that the Department's fiscal
year 199 4 request of $3.1 billion will contribute to an
incremental reduction of backlog needs. Also, the pipeline of
unobligated modernization funds further indicates that the
$3.1 billion request is adequate until the pipeline can be
partially cleared. To deal with this, BUD has established a

working group to focus on expediting modernization processing
procedures and accelerating the pipeline. The group includes the
Council of Large Public Housing Authorities (CLPHA); Public
Housing Authorities Directors Associates (PHADA); the National
Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO) ; the
National Association of Resident Management Corporations (NARMC);
and the National American Indian Housing Council (NAIHC) . The
group is now in the process of developing procedures that will
assist HAS in effectively and efficiently utilizing the
modernization funds in a timely manner.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Please give us the backlog in public
housing modernization funds. Breakout the pipeline problem in
three categories : funds HUD has yet to obligate from annual
appropriations; funds which have been obligated but on which HUD
Field .Offices have yet to give housing authorities final approval
to spend; and finally, funds not included in the first two
categories which housing authorities have yet to spend.

ANSWER: Unless there are very substantial reasons to the
contrary e.g., litigation, HUD expects that modernization funds
will be obligated within 2 yeara of receipt and expended in
3 years. HUD does not consider funds as part of a modernization
backlog unless they have not been obligated and/or expended in

I
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accordance with this standard or a longer timeframe approved by
HUD. Therefore, modernization backlog funds are defined as those
that were appropriated in fiscal year 1990 and prior years that
are currently unobligated. The following addresses the three

categories you outlined in relationship to this backlog.
HUD has reserved all funds appropriated for modernization
in fiscal year 1990 and prior years ($16,002,747,758) and
distributed them to HAs . Of the $16,002,74 7,758 reserved
and distributed, HAs had $1,022 billion unobligated, i.e.,
not under contract, as of December 31, 1992, and that
amount was reduced to $961,264,228 (6 percent) as of
March 31, 1993. The decrease is evidence of HUD's
commitment to move the backlog funds. In addition, HUD
has reserved all funds appropriated in fiscal years 1991
and 1992 with the following exceptions: $93,317,943 in
fiscal year 1992 funds were carried over to fiscal year
1993. HUD expects that those funds will be reserved by
September 30, 1993, except for the $75,000,000 CGP

Emergency and Natural Disaster Reserve and the Lead-Based
Paint Indemnification funds which are held as abeyance for
unforseen needs .

Fiscal Year 1993 funds have been assigned to HUD Regional
Offices for distribution to HAs. The Department has taken

extraordinary steps to accelerate the HAs access to fiscal

year 1993 funds. The work group (HUD and the Interest
Groups) developed procedures for expediting the HAs'
submission of documents required for access to CGP fund
and shortened HUD's statutory review period from 75 days
to 14 days, wherever possible. There are 888 HAs eligible
for participation in this entitlement program in fiscal

year 1993. HUD provided presumptive estimates to the HAS
in December 1992 and a final formula amount in July 1993.

Some HAS accelerated their submissions for review and

approval on the basis of the presumptive estimates and

already have access to fiscal year 1993 funds. All
888 HAS are in the processing of submitting or revising
submissions so that their final formula amount for FY 1993
can be made available for drawdown.
HUD is in the process of reviewing submissions from HAs
for approval of CIAP/CGP funds. It is anticipated that
all FY 1993 funds appropriated will be reserved by
September 30, 1993.
Once Field offices have approved an HA's submission for

modernization funds, the HA may access these funds after
the Annual Contributions Contract (ACC) has been executed.
HUD has taken measures to expedite the process for ACC
execution. Previously, the ACC was prepared by the Legal
Counsel in the Field office, sent to the HA, and returned
to HUD with a Board Resolution, (Boards generally only
meet once a month). This process often took several

months, which resulted in HAs having approval of their
modernization programs by September but no access to the
funds until 3 months later. This procedure has been
revised so that the ACC is prepared by a progrzun staff

person and accompanies the letter approving the
, modernization program. The ACC may be executed by the

Executive Director and a Board Resolution is not required.
As a result, ACC execution occurs within 15-30 days of

program approval .— Of the $16,002,747,958 appropriated for modernization in
fiscal year 1990 and prior years and distributed, HAs had

$2,049,968,154 in unspent funds as of March 31, 1993.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: Please give us the top 25 housing
authorities with unobligated modernization balances, excluding the
93 appropriations, and explanation of why these unobligated
balances exist.

ANSWER: Attached is a list of the 25 housing authorities that
have the highest absolute dollar amounts of unobligated (that is
not yet contracted for by the HA) funds for fiscal year 1990 and
prior. That year (fiscal year 1990) and prior was chosen because
the department, under normal expectations, feels that funds
reserved should take no longer than 2 years to completely obligate
given the nature of the reconstruction process, since the fiscal

year 1993 funds have not, in some cases, been reserved for housing
authorities, HUD has been using the fiscal yeeu: 1990 and prior
years as the focal point for funds expected to be obligated now.

As of March 31, 1993, Housing authorities report they have
$961 million of unobligated modernization funds for fiscal year
1990 and prior years. This is $61 million lower than the
$1,022 billion reported for December 31, 1992. We are aware that
the pace of obligations has been accelerating rapidly and expect
it to continue. As a result of the emphasis placed on the need to

obligate funds as quickly as possible; and given the attention
this aspect of the program has received, HUD Regional Offices have

projected that they expect housing authorities to obligate up to
$650 million of the $961 million still unobligated by
September 30, 1993.

As mentioned above. Regional staff anticipates that a
substantial amount of the unobligated funds will be obligated by
the end of the year. However, major problems encountered in the

past by HAS (as expressed in a survey earlier this year) that

preclude the obligation of funds include, but are not limited to:

(1) litigation concerning procurement; (2) need to reprogram funds
for lead-based paint testing; (3) delays caused by discovery of
hazards due to lead paint and asbestos; (4) reluctance of HAs to
move ahead with staged modernization until all money is made
available for the entire comprehensive modernization; and (5) lack
of staff capacity.
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TOP 25 PHAS WITH UNOBLIGATED FUNDS
FISCAL YEARS 199 AND PRIOR
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DEVELOPMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Would you consider a development block-
grant award which would allow a local jurisdiction, working with
its PHA, to use funds for scattered sites in the most expeditious
manner even though the number auid the mix of units between new cind

existing may vary after the award in order to accommodate local
problems. Could not this system be adopted by a HOD Handbook
cheuige?

ANSWER: The Department has been holding Working Group
meetings with industry representatives to determine ways to
streamline and improve the development process, while giving PHA' s

the maximum amount of flexibility possible. This effort will
require regulatory as well as Handbook chcuiges. At this time,
section 6(h) of the U.S. Housing Act (OSHA) requires a preference
for acquisition (with or without rehabilitation) and a PHA
certification and HUD determination that new construction is less
costly than acquisition if the PHA wishes to engage in new
construction. Allowing a PHA to switch freely from new
construction to acquisition would require a chcinge in the USHA.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is HOD'S estimate of the need for
public housing? Are there amy statistically sound surveys which
refute the Council of Large Public Housing Authorities' survey
that estimates 1 million families are now waiting for public
housing?

ANSWER: The Department does not assemble data relating to
PHA/IHA waiting lists on a national basis. In any case, a survey
of public housing waiting lists used as a basis for estimating
need offers some risks. In some cases, waiting lists have been
closed due to very high demauid and may not be sufficiently up-to-
date to reflect current need. In addition, am examination of
public housing waiting lists would overlook applicaints on waiting
lists for other subsidized housing programs who could be served in
public housing if additional units were available. Futhermore,
there is no guarantee that all families and individuals included
on waiting lists are eligible for assistance.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : What prevents housing authorities from
expeditiously accomplishing construction starts? What does the
development pipeline consist of at this point? What are you doing
to unclog it?

ANSWER: Delays are being caused by reported PHA difficulties
in finding sites that meet the Department's social and physical
criteria at affordable prices; the reluctance of jurisdictions to
support their PHAs; litigation; the need for formal HUD action on
each step of the development process; and inexperienced HUD and
PHA staffs. At the beginning of fiscal year 1993, the development
pre -construction pipeline consisted of approximately 27,750 units,
consisting of new construction and substantial rehabilitation
projects for which construction/rehabilitation contracts had not
been awarded. In order to "unclog" the pipeline, the Department
has been meeting with industry representatives to strike a better
balance between "complete HUD control" and "complete PHA freedom."
The Department intends to totally revan^j the development
regulation by Spring 1994, and is about to begin drafting a

proposed. rule for comment.

HOPE 1

SENATOR MIKULSKI : How many inplementation grants have been
issued xander this program, when auid to whcxn were they issued?

ANSWER: Gremt selections were made on September 21, 1993,
and on October 2, 1992, the Department announced the award of
18 Hope 1 Implementation grants. A listing of the awards is

attached.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI : How many transfers of ownership to
residents or resident groups have been completed (a) under the
Homeownership Demonstration Program and (b) under HOPE 1? For the
record, please describe the buildings transferred, the character
of the transferees and for such transfers as were individuals,
their incomes.

ANSWER: Under the Section 5(h) Homeownership Demonstration
Program 150 single family units have been sold in ten sites, and
559 multifamily units have been sold in five sites for a total of
709 units. Based on a study completed in 1990, by the University
of North Carolina, the average income of purchasers was $16,673.
Oyer 90 percent of purchasers were minority (African -American or
Hispanic) . The average age of the head of household was 43 years
old, average household size was 3.7 persons, and number of years
in public housing was 8.8 years.

Because HOPE 1 Implementation grants were recently awarded,
no sales have occurred to date. The HOPE 1 Program was designed
to allow for sales over a 3-5 year time line, depending in large
part on the need for rehabilitation or use of a lease -purchase
methodology. The first few sales are expected, however, within
the next 2 months . Based on a review of the homeownership plans
approved, the type of units to be transferred consists of row
houses, duplexes, single family dwellings and one high-rise. In
fifteen plans direct sale from the PHA to individuals is
contemplated. Two plans call for a transfer first to resident
organizations, auid one plan calls for a transfer first to a non-
profit organization. Incomes of purchasers varies by type of plan
with a range of $5, 000-$6, 000 at the low-end to $25, 000-$27, 000 at
the high-end. It should be noted that the HOPE 1 program provides
the availability of post -sale subsidy combined with economic
development funding to reach lower- income families. This benefit
was not provided under the Homeownership Demonstration Program.
The other characteristics of individuals in the HOPE 1

Implementation grants are almost identical to those listed for the
Demonstration Program with 88 percent of current residents a
member of a minority group, average household size of 3 . 6 persons,
eind number of years in public housing of 8 . 2 years.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Is the Department satisfied that
implementation grants were all awarded to projects for which
studies demonstrated the feasibility of the new resident
ownership?

ANSWER: The HOPE 1 Program Guidelines require that
applicants demonstrate both short-term and long-term affordability
in their homeownership plan. Each application was carefully
reviewed by Field and Headquarter' s Civil Service staff to ensure
that only complete, consistent, and feasible applications were
rated. Of the 27 Hope 1 Implementation applications received,
eight failed to meet application review requirements, one
application passed review but did not meet the minimum score
required, and 18 applications were funded.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Were any other subsidies involved in any
of the transfers?

ANSWER: PHAs are able to use CIAP or Comp Grant funds for
rehabilitation of the public housing targeted for sale in
conjunction with the Section 5(h) or HOPE 1 sales authorities.
HOPE 1 also requires a match which is being met in a wide variety
of ways including cash contribution, in-kind services, local
property tax abatement and non- federally funded infrastructure
improvements. Direct post -sale subsidy is available only through
the HOPE 1 Implementation grant as an eligible activity.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : How were the PHAs compensated for the
projects by the transferee?

ANSWER: In general, PHAs receive replacement housing for
each unit transferred under the HOPE 1 Program (replacement
housing was not required in the older Section 5 (h) Homeownership
Demonstration Program) . In most cases, PHAs also receive the
proceeds of the sales of the individual units (some plans use
these proceeds to help meet the requirements of the homeownership
program) .
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LEAD-BASED PAINT ABATEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI ; Last year the Department testified that
776,000 of the nation's 1.4 million public housing units need some
sort of lead abatement. Do you still agree with this estimate?

ANSWER: The estimate of 776,000 feimily units needing
abatement is a rough estimate based on testing done in a small
sample of developments. The Department intends to provide the
Committee with an updated estimate in October 1993, based on
analysis of the 1992 Survey of Lead-Based Paint Activities by
Housing Authorities (HAs).

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How much will this abatement cost?
ANSWER: As a result of a LBP survey of HAs done in fiscal

year 1992, Has reported they spent $244 million on actual
abatement of lead in 71,000 units for an average cost of at least
$3,500 per unit. These are very preliminary figures and should
not yet be used for estimating total costs. HUD intends to
provide such estimates in October.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Can you give us a specific timetable for
abatement of lead from public housing?

ANSWER: No. The statute does not require a specific
deadline for abatement. However, all HAs have been asked to make
it a priority.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Doesn't your 1994 budget take a step
backwards since it proposes a freeze on funds for public housing
modernization?

ANSWER: No. The Department's Budget request includes
funding for Lead-Based Paint Abatement activities using
Modernization funds under the Comprehensive Grant Program (CGP)
and the comprehensive Improvement Assistance Program (CIAP) .

However, at the present time, the focus of the Department is to

provide ways for HAs to more efficiently and effectively use funds

already provided.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Can you tell us how many PHAs have
completed their sample testing?

ANSWER: The 1992 Survey of Lead-Based Paint Activities of
HAS indicates that approximately 2,000 HAs conducted some testing
as of June 1992. However, the Department believes that some
proportion of those HAs had not completed testing of all their
developments .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the Department's current
estimate is for the number of public housing units with high lead
levels requiring abatement?

ANSWER: The current rough estimate is that 776,000 units
need some amount of abatement. This estimate will be updated by
October 1993.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the Department's current per unit
estimate of the cost to abate lead paint from public housing?

ANSWER: Of the 71,000 units reported as having been
actually abated, at a cost of $244 million, we can say that, on
average, .it cost at least $3,500 per unit to abate the lead.
These are very preliminary figures. The Department does not
believe they could be used as a basis for estimating future per
unit costs. The Department, through the Office of Lead-Based
Paint, is currently in the process of developing a comprehensive,
workable plan for lead-based paint elimination in Public and
Indian housing. Once that plan is complete, the Department will
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inform the Committee of its findings. Until December 1994, the
Department will not know the extent and magnitude of the lead
abatement needed because some HAs may not complete testing until
the last few months of the year; especially those with large
inventories to test and those that are concerned that if they test
and find lead, they are more at risk of lawsuits.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Does your cost estimate include the cost
of liability insurance, worker training, tenant relocation, and
safe disposal of the lead paint chips and residue in EPA-approved
"hazardous waste" sites?

ANSWER: The rough estimate of $3,500 per unit does not
include the cost of liability insurance, which is paid in a
separate account. it does include worker training. Some, but
probably not all, relocation costs attributable to lead-based
paint abatement were reflected in the data provided by the housing
authorities in the 1992 survey. The estimates did not, however,
specifically speak to the issue of safe disposal to an EPA-
approved "hazardous waste" site and, therefore, given the fact
that these are preliminary and incomplete with respect to all HAs,
are not reflective of a sound cost estimate that includes this
element of the potential cost.

SENATOR MILKULSKI: How many units will be abated with the funds
set aside in 1992 and 1993 for lead abatement in privately-owned
units? What's the cost of this abatement?

ANSWER: The 1992 Lead-Based Paint Abatement grantees expect to
abate roughly 4,800 units at an average cost to HUD of about $4,600
per unit. These estimates are subject to change based upon the
actual costs incurred during the abatement process. The per unit
cost is based upon the direct HUD-supported costs of abatement only,
and does not include other related expenses such as testing, program
administration, or public education, nor does it reflect additional
state or local resources committed to abatement.

Because the Department has not yet received applications for the
1993 grants, (application due date August 18), it is impossible to
provide as precise an estimate for the fiscal year 1993 Grant Round.
However, an extrapolation, based upon the 1992 grantee estimates,
suggests that around 9,000 units will be abated assuming a slightly
inflated average cost.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Insurance for lead paint abatement has
been of particular interest to the Committee. Is there a draft
rule circulating in response to the Committee's actions on the FY
1992 HUD Appropriations that directs contractors to acquire their
own insurance, rather than PHAs? If such a rule is under
consideration, does this make any sense given the virtual
impossibility of private contractors getting such insurance on the
private insurance market?

ANSWER: In accordance with directives from the Committee,
the Department has drafted a proposed rule specifying the nature
and quality of insurance covering the potential personal liability
exposure of PHAs/IHAs from the hazard involved as a result of

testing and abatement of lead-based paint. This proposed rule was
sent to OMB for approval on July 17, 1993.

Thi,s proposed rule provides two options. The PHA/IHA may
purchase this insurance directly from an insurance company willing
to insure the PHA/IHA as a named insured, or the PHA/IHA may
require the contractor to obtain this insurance and have the
PHA/IHA added as an additional insured.

The Department disagrees with the Committee's assumption
that it is virtually impossible for a private contractor to secure
this insurance. Research by the Department indicates that there
are at least nine insurance companies or risk retention groups
that are offering liability insurance for contractors performing
asbestos and lead-based paint abatement. Acceptance, of course,
would be subject to each company's underwriting requirements. In

addition, we are aware that one of the major international
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brokerage firms is currently in the process of setting up a
national group program to insure such contractors. The insurance
group with which they are negotiating is one of the major American
insurers . The insurance industry is becoming aware of the need
for a market for this coverage for contractors due to the passage
of Title X, which will require testing and abatement of lead-based
paint by other public and private entities and not just HUD. The
volume of work being done will give enough spread of risk and
statistical credibility to enter this field of insurance.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Would you agree that, given this
background, no proposed rule should be issued until there has been
a thorough review of this matter by your office?

ANSWER: This matter has already been thoroughly reviewed,
and the information developed in this review conflicts with the
assumptions stated in the above question. The Department believes
that the conclusions upon which the proposed rule is based are
sound, and that it should be published to comply with the
directive given by Congress in the 1992 Appropriations Act. Since
it will be a proposed and not a final rule, any constructive
comments will certainly be considered prior to establishment of a
final rule.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: I would also like to know what is the
current status and relationship of the American Empire surplus
Lines Co., the subject of the above IG investigation, relative to
HUD, to its designee, the High Point Housing Authority, and to
public housing with regard to insuring risks from lead paint
testing and abatement?

ANSWER: The master policy with American Empire surplus
Lines Insurance Co. expires on October 1, 1993. HUD has been
advised by American Empire that they do not desire to renew this
policy, nor to extend coverage past the expiration date to cover
any jobs currently in progress. Alternatives to the purchase of
insurance through a master policy have been addressed in the
proposed rule.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Senate Report 102-107 to the fiscal year 92

Appropriations Act directed that a qualified industrial hygienist be
employed in every HUD Field office to give HUD the capability to
better oversee and assist PHAs in the relatively new field of testing
and abatement of lead paint risks. Have any such health science
personnel been hired in the Field Offices? In the national office?
What's the timetable to get one in each of the Department's Field
Offices?

ANSWER: As of yet, no health science personnel have been hired
by HUD at the National, Regional or Field Office levels. Although
the Senate Report 102-107 requested that a qualified industrial
hygienist be employed in every HUD Field Office, there was no funding
to carry this out in the Appropriations Act. The Department's severe
staffing constraints do not permit support for such an action in the
foreseeable future within existing staffing levels. Given those
constraints, the Department is examining the possibility of
concentrated training for at least one existing staff person in each
Regional Office (provided training and travel funds are available) to
begin the process of developing a lead-knowledgeable Field staff. In

addition, we have been able to obtain the full-time services of a
health advisor who has been detailed from the Centers for Disease
Control.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Has the agency made any progress in

determining whether construction debris generated at lead abatement
sites is hazardous waste, subject to various environmental disposal
requirements? Has the agency been successful in collaborating with
the EPA on this question? Has the Department determined the
financial impact of classifying construction debris as hazardous
waste on the mod abatement program?

ANSWER: The Department has been working closely with EPA to
achieve a satisfactory balance between safety and cost in hazardous
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waste disposal for lead abatement projects. The Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is the basic Federal law
governing waste disposal. Under RCRA, a waste may be hazardous
either because of its characteristics or because it is specifically
listed as hazardous. Listed hazardous wastes are unlikely to be
generated in lead-based paint abatements. The four hazardous
characteristics are ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, and
toxicity. Of these, corrosivity and toxicity are of most concern in
lead paint abatements . chemicals used for paint stripping are
typically corrosive, with regard to toxicity, lead is the
constituent of concern in the waste. A waste is defined as

exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for lead, if a standard
testing procedure results in the extraction of lead from the waste at
a concentration exceeding 5 milliqrcuns per liter (that is. 5 parts
per million) . This level is 100 times the National Interim Primary
Drinking Hater standard for lead 50 parts per billion.

Under RCRA, generators of waste are allowed to rely on the
results of priortesting or experience, or knowledge of the waste or
of the process generating the waste, in evaluating their waste to
determine if it is hazardous. To aid in making these kinds of
decisions EPA, in collaboration with HUD, researched the hazardous
waste determinations made by HUD in the FHA demonstration. EPA
discussed the results of this research in a report to Congress dated
October 1992. The report is entitled "Applicability of RCRA Disposal
Requirements to Lead-Based Paint Abatement Wastes." Some of the
findings are given below.

The generally non-hazardous categories of waste were: filtered
wash-water; disposable work clothes and respirator filters, and rugs
and carpets. The categories that were mixed, with both hazardous and
non-hazardous samples, were; paint chips; HEPA vacuum debris, dust
from air filters, and paint dust; sludge from stripping; unfiltered
liquid waste; and rags, sponges, mops, HEPA filters, air monitoring
cartridges, scrapers, and other materials used for testing,
abatement, and clean-up. The volume of these wastes is expected to
be relatively small. A cost-effective approach may be to treat all
wastes in the mixed-hazard categories as subject to RCRA

requirements. Finally, two categories, solid components such as
doors and window freimes, and plastic sheeting used to protect floors
and contain dust during abatements, had insufficient testing data
from the Demonstration.

The second stage of the research was a carefully designed
testing program to evaluate solids and plastic sheeting. These
categories of waste are the highest volume categories produced during
abatement, with the exception of filtered wash-water. The data
indicated that wood debris samples are expected to exceed the 5 mg/1
level of leachate whenever the lead level in the paint on the surface
exceeds 4 mg/cm2, as measured by a laboratory test. Paint lead
measurements using an X-Ray Fluorescence detector (XRF) , the usual
method of field screening for lead, were not found to reliably
predict the result. For plastic samples, the data indicated that
plastic sheeting used in abatements conducted by the "Heat Gun"
method of paint removal generally would be classified as hazardous
waste. It was not possible to predict the classification of the
other plastic sheets.

The third stage of the research was a brief evaluation of
volumes and disposal costs of hazardous wastes in the HUD
Demonstration. In the three cities for which data are available
(Birmingham, Denver, and Seattle/Tacoma) , an average of 217 lbs. of
hazardous waste was generated per housing unit, with an average
disposal cost of $255 per unit. These per-unit estimates are low to
the extent that large solid debris and plastic sheeting were not

generally treated as hazardous by the contractor. They were disposed
of in a solid-waste landfill and, hence, no hazardous waste disposal
costs were incurred. The per-unit hazardous waste disposal cost
estimates are high to the extent that far more stripping of paint was
carried out in the demonstration than would likely occur in practice
(stripping of paint is extremely labor-intensive, costly, and not
often necessary) .
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will the Office of Lead Paint Abatement still
be in charge of HUD's lead-paint activities? If so, how can they be
in charge when there offices are physically located outside of the
Department's headquarters facility — where they would seemingly be
out -of-the-loop?

ANSWER: The Office of Lead-Based Paint Abatement is fully in

charge of HUD's lead-paint activities and will remain in the Office
of the Secretary. Parts of other major offices of HUD, including
FHA, the office of Administration, and the Government National
Mortgage Association are also located in L 'Enfant Plaza which abuts
the Headquarters building. The Office of Lead-Based Paint is not
"out-of-the-loop. "

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Title X of the 1992 Housing and Community
Development Act requires a more substantive overhaul of all HUD

program regulations related to lead-based paint.
Is that process underway? Which office is responsible?

ANSWER: The HUD Office of Lead-Based Paint Abatement and
Poisoning Prevention is responsible for drafting those regulations
and is in the process of doing so. This will be a lengthy process,
because the improvements under Title X are so sweeping, that almost
all current language in the existing regulations will have to be
changed.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: HUD is mandated under Title X to issue
technical guidelines on how to evaluate and respond to lead-based
paint hazards by October of this year. Will you make that deadline?

ANSWER: Preparation of the guidelines is proceeding well, but
issuance of the document is not expected to occur until early
calendar 1994. The broader scope of housing to be addressed, as

required by Title X, and progress of knowledge since the preparation
of the current guidelines has required that a whole new document be
developed rather than a minor re-write of the old. The Department
wants to allow adequate time for comment on this large, important,
and complex document by outside experts and Federal housing program
administrators. Time will also be needed to assure that HUD and EPA
(drafts are due in late 1993) regulations are not in conflict with
the guidelines.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Those October HUD Guidelines will explain how
to carry out the various technical steps — but HUD regulations must
specify when action is required. Are you committed to getting the
regulations by October to coincide with the Guidelines? April, 1994
is the key date for EPA's regulations. Will you hit that deadline?

ANSWER: The Department expects that draft HUD regulations will
be available in early November 1993 for initial internal review by
HUD progrjim offices concurrent with their review of the new draft
guidelines. Publication of proposed HUD regulations is currently
scheduled for late Spring 1994. Final regulations are planned for
publication in December 1994.

EPA's schedule for publishing their regulations is currently in
advance of HUD's schedule, but the two agencies are working together
to assure coordination in substance and terminology.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the status of updating the Public
Housing Modernization CGP formula to more accurately reflect the
true costs of lead paint testing, abatement, and disposal?

ANSWER: HUD, in accordance with the existing statutory
requirement, intends to review and revise the CGP formula within
3 years of the implementation of the prograim. As part of that
effort, the A/S for Policy Development and Research has been asked
to expedite the contracting with a firm to survey and compile data
on the CGP agencies. As part of that effort, the Department will
be taking LBP into consideration in any modification of the CGP
formula.
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HOUSING ASSISTANCE COUNCIL

SENATOR MIKULSKI: He would like to propose to continue our
funding of this organization, but we would like to have your views
in the matter.

ANSWER: HUD continues to support the ongoing efforts of the
Housing Assistance Council (HAC) as they continue to fund the
development of affordable rural housing units. HAC loans, derived
from many sources, are accompanied by extensive technical
assistance and training as needed by borrowers and rural housing
development organizations. HAC's Regional Offices in Georgia, New
Mexico, and California extend assistance on the local level beyond
that which would be achievable by the Washington, D.C. office
alone. In addition, HAC provides various technical manuals and
program guides on Farmers Home and HUD housing programs. Each
fiscal year these agencies and HAC develop new information and
engage in technical studies on current areas of interest. Because
of the scarcity of sufficient funds for salaries and Expenses,
from which HUD provided resources, we would welcome additional
appropriations to cover such support.

HOPE VI

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How meiny applications did you expect to
receive for the FY 93 awards? How many did you receive?

ANSWER: Based on the list of eligible applicants and the
attendamce at our technical assistance workshop in February, the

Department anticipated approximately 50 applications. The
Department received 41 applications from eligible applicants. In
addition we received a planning grant application from an
ineligible non-PHA applicant.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: It was our intention in creating HOPE VI
to make developments eligible which, after reconstruction,
contained no more that 500 units, rather than limiting the program
to projects that began with 500 units. Does the Department share
this interpretation of the law?

ANSWER: Yes. The Department shares this interpretation. In

response to questions that arose during the technical assistance
seminar in February, the Department prepared a series of questions
and answers which were sent to the Council of Large Public Housing
Authorities (CLPHA) . These included the following answer:

"The 500 unit limit will be applied to the post-revitalized
unit count. Units lost through conversion will not be
counted toward the 500 unit limit. However, units lost

through demolition will be counted as the HA must provide
replacement one-for-one. For example, if an HA applies for
700 units initially amd plcuis to convert smaller- size units
to larger-size units, and as a result the post -revitalized
unit count is 500, the limit would apply to the post-
revitalized units. However, that saune HA could not apply
for 700 units with a plan to demolish 200 leaving only 500
at the site because of the requirement to replace the 200
units lost through demolition. This application would still
be considered as exceeding the 500 unit limit by 200 units."

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Housing Authorities are complaining that
the HUD staff has failed to adopt the flexibility that we intended
in this new block grant approach to rebuilding severely distressed

developments. Instead, HUD is insisting upon processing each

aspect of the work through individual program rules, handbooks,
cost limits and the like, i.e., those for modernization
comprehensive block grants, those for demolition, those for

replacement, those for construction and so on. Is this correct?
Does this not strike you as a very bureaucratic approach? Caui we
work with the new Assistant Secretary for Public and Indian

Housing to re -invent how HUD handles efforts such as HOPE VI,
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where our main intention was to free local public housing agencies
from the previous processing mires in reconstructing obsolete
buildings?

ANSWER: It is true that the Department is relying on the
established framework for certain aspects of the plans for
revitalization. Due to the time constraints to implement the
program as required by statute, we were not able to revise related
regulations in sufficient time to meet the statutory timeframe.
In some instances, statutory requirements prevent the Department
from allowing a housing authority flexibility. For example.
Section 18 of the Housing Act of 1937 requires the Department to
ensure that a housing authority is replacing demolished units on a
one-for-one basis.

However, from the inception of this demonstration, the
Department has been quite clear concerning its intention to allow
flexibility and waivers of regulations and handbook requirements
where requested. The January 4, 1993 and the March 29, 1993 NOFAs
as well as representations made by Department officials during the
February technical assistance seminar made quite clear that the
Department encourages housing authorities to submit requests for
waivers of both Department reguj. -.id handbook requirements.

In the Background section of t .^ March 29, 1993 NOFA we state:

"The challenge of successfully revitalizing the Nation's
most severely distressed public housing is a very difficult
one. In launching this demonstration, the Department
recognizes that there is no one prescription for the ills
that affect these developments, and each development will
recjuire its own solution. It is the intent of this
demonstration to allow the greatest degree of flexibility on
the part of the PHA in determining the approach likely to be
most successful in treating the development it has selected.
The approach selected must be consistent with the overall
mandate of providing modestly designed housing for low-
income persons and cost -effectiveness in the management of
such housing, but should incorporate boldness and creativity
in addressing difficult issues such as high density, crime,
poor structural design, and oppressive social and economic
conditions. PHAs are encouraged to seek a broad spectrum of

participation and assistance from local and State
governments, neighborhood organizations, business, non-
profit corporations, social service agencies, and residents
of the developments."

It is not the intent of the Department to be overly
bureaucratic. At each step of the process we have consulted with
the interest groups and incorporated many of their suggestions
into the process. The Secretary and the Assistant Secretary are
eager to work with the Congressional Committees to build on 1993
Urban Revitalization Demonstration created under HOPE VI, in fully
developing a Severely Distressed Public Housing program. In

implementing our goal of partnership and flexibility, the
Department intends to work very closely with the eventual awardees
under the fiscal year 1993 Appropriation, providing technical
assistance in securing progratm waivers, and ensuring that the
selected developments are successful in every respect. In the
future, it is the Department's intention to revise regulations and
handbooks to allow even more flexibility in addressing this very
important new initiative.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : I'm pleased you're asking for funds for
HOPE VI in 1994. But I'm disappointed that the budget, as it is
now before us, eliminates the self-sufficiency and national
service components of HOPE VI. What do you intend to do to
restore these elements to HOPE VI in 1994?

ANSWER: In implementing the 1993 program, as authorized in
the 1993 Appropriations Act, certain provisions were incorporated
from the Housing and Community Development Act of 1992 . In the
HCD Act of 1993, which was submitted to Congress July 27, the
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Department proposes to amend Section 24 of the Housing Act of
1937, as added by the HCD Act of 1992, to incorporate features of
HOPE VI into the Section 24 program and to make other
improvements. With these provisions from HOPE VI made a integral
part of the authorizing law, the Department proposes to administer
the program for Severely Distressed Public Housing pursuant to
Section 24 in fiscal year 1994 and subsequently. The following
elements of the proposed HCD Act of 1993 are in conformance with
HOPE VI :

• Community service activities are made eligible under
planning and implementation grants, cuid it is specified
that "community service is a required element of the
revitalization program" .

• Matching funds from non- Federal sources equal to 15

percent of the amount of the grant which is used for
social services is required. [Other providers, in
addition to participating cities, would be able to
obtain these matching funds . ]

• The authority to use funds for social services would be

expanded to up to 20 percent of the grant. The

Department would interpret this to include all the

"supportive services" authorized under HOPE VI, except
administrative expenses of the grant. These supportive
services are primarily designed to foster self-
sufficiency.

Other important changes in the proposed HCD Act of 1993 are:
• Authorization to use program funds for replacement units

so that replacement funds are immediately available when
demolition takes place.

• Deletion of the requirement that all severely distressed
projects be "labelled" and listed.

• Simplification of the definition of severely distressed
public housing and elimination of criteria for which
data is not readily available.

BUDGET PRIORITIES

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Of the eight different items on the

Department's "investment" list, can you tell us two or three that are
the most important to you?

ANSWER: All of President Clinton's investment proposals are

important. Among them, I would give the highest priority to programs
that make genuine improvements to our public housing and communities
that surround them and help families live in healthier neighborhoods.
The severely Distressed Public Housing program and the proposed new

Community Partnerships Against Crime program are in that category.
To help families move from public housing or project-based housing
located in areas with high concentrations of poverty to low-poverty
areas, I am asking for more units under Moving to Opportunity, our

request is for the ability to use about 3,000 section 8 units over
our original Budget. This program will help families move out of
obsolete and dilapidated housing to healthier communities for
themselves and their children.

Among the investment programs, the preservation/prepayment
programs that are intended to preserve the existing housing stock are

a high priority. Also in that category are the multifamily property
disposition programs, not merely to preserve such properties for low-
income families but also to remove them from HUD ownership.

Dealing with problems of homelessness is another area of great
importance to me. I have already proposed an additional $200 million
for Innovative Homeless Initiatives to fund more effective ways of

treating homelessness by providing a full continuum of care from

emergency shelter to permanent housing.
I would also like to include funds which could be used to draw

in non-Government resources in cooperative efforts. For example, I

refer to our proposal to use pension funds in generating additional
funds for homes, as well as work with foundations such as the
National Community Development Institute.

68-626 O - 93 - 1Q
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: Suppose for a moment we don't get a 602(b)
allocation that can accommodate even a part of the Departments
Investment proposals. Are their any portions of HUD's "core" budget,
those items not contained in the "Investment" package, where you
would propose looking for offsets in order to fund at least part of
the Investment package?

ANSWER: The "core" Budget amounts to about $23.6 billion in
budget authority, but it leaves little room for maneuver. For
exeunple, over $16 billion of the core Budget consists of the assisted
housing programs, section 8 contract renewals, modernization and
public housing operating subsidies. That leaves just over $7 billion
to accommodate $4.1 billion for COBG, $1.1 billion for HOME, a little
over $750 million for Homeless programs, and about a billion for Fair
Housing, Research and administrative expenses. There are not many
choices for reductions or offsets. Consequently, any offsets would
have to be considered in the light of what Investment options or
choices we would have available.

UNAUTHORIZED 1994 FUNDING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How much of the Department's 1994
$25.4 billion budget is unauthorized? Of these unauthorized
items, which are your three top priorities?

ANSWER: Program funding requested in the 1994 Budget which
is in excess of cunounts authorized is as follows, by prograun:

1994 Budget Amount
Request Authorized Difference

(Dollars in Thousands)

Annual Contributions- -

Property Disposition $255,543 $96,939 -$158,604
Flexible Subsidy Fund 65,747 54,392 -11,355
Operating Subsidies 2,520,808 2,378,298 -142,510
Severely Distressed Public
Housing 483,240 312,600 -170,640
Community Partnerships
Against Crime (COMPAC)a/. 265,000 182,350 -82,650
Youthbuild 48,000 41,680 -6,320
CD Grants 4,223,675 4,168,000b/ -55,675
Early Childhood Development [15, 000] b/ [5,210]b/ [-9,790]
Neighborhood Development. . [5,000]b/ [3,000]b/ [-2,000]
Sec. 108 Loan Guarantees. . [2,054,000] [2,000,000] [-54,000]

Supportive Housing 319.968 212.568 -107.400
Total 8,181,981 7,446,827 -735,154

a/ Formerly authorized as Drug Elimination Grants for Low-
Income Housing.

b/ Included within Community Development Grants total.

Neighborhood Development funding was authorized
separately for 1994 but included in CDBG for this
comparison.

Ampng the items listed, clearly the Property Disposition Fund
is a very high priority. In addition, the proposals furnished as

budget amendments, such as the Innovative Homeless program,
authority to use pension funds in support of low- income housing,
and support of Community Development Corporations are very high
priorities as well.

BUDGET PRIORITIES

SENATOR MIKULSKI : What steps are you taking to ensure that
authorizations will be enacted before we mark up HUD's 1994 Budget?

ANSWER: Authorizations for four Budget Amendments have been
passed by the House and are now pending in the Senate. The Housing
and Community Development Act of 1993 (S. 1299) has been introduced
in the Senate. Similar legislation has also been considered by the
Rouse. We are hopeful that they will be enacted promptly.
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URBAN STRATEGY

SENATOR MIKULSKI : What is the Administration's plan to
attack this problem of a disjointed federal response to urban
problems -- where, for exautiple, we have 19 different Federal
programs to attack homelessness and 40 different Federal programs
to address problems of children? What innovative approaches will

you try to use?
ANSWER: Some programs within HUD's jurisdiction are being

reevaluated for possible change. Under consideration are the five
HUD homeless programs which could be changed to a form which would

incorporate a "continuum of care" approach to ending a person's
homelessness. The continuum of care approach would provide a

comprehensive system for moving individuals from homelessness to

permanent housing. It would include a careful emalysis of the

types of facilities eind services needed in a community and a plan
to fill existing gaps. The system could be developed and

implemented through the cooperation of State and local government
agencies, nonprofit homeless provider organizations, foundations,

private businesses, and homeless persons. The concept will be

tested in the HUD/DC homeless initiative. Subsequent to the

submission of the 1994 Budget, I have requested the establishment
of a special fund for this purpose.

One approach to coordination of urbaui programs is contained
in the Administration's program on empowerment zones, the tax

portion of which was recently passed by Congress. The program
would be directed by eui interagency board which would coordinate
Federal efforts in 104 empowerment zones and enterprise
communities .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Who, at the Cabinet level, will be in

charge of the President's urbcin strategy -- will it be you, or

Secretary Shalala, or someone else? And at what clear sign of

authority from the President will this person be given so he or
she can force other agencies and Departments to march to the same

beat?
ANSWER: HUD has been working closely with other agencies in

developing a. national strategy on economic development.
Empowerment zones and aid to community financial institutions have

been part of this effort. The White House staff have been

coordinating this effort. Neither HUD nor einy other agency has

been given authority, to date, to be in charge of coordinating
various agencies in some overall urbcin strategy.

URBAN STRATEGY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What specific outcomes, against which the
Committee can evaluate your progress, will you seek to achieve by
this time next year? What about at the end of four years?

ANSWER: The "Reinventing HUD" initiative, which is intended
to improve HUD management and internal controls, will enable HUD
to develop results-oriented performance measures that ensure that
its programs address the basic values that are fundamental to the

Department's mission.
In-house efforts have already been undertaken to identify

both impediments to the Department achieving its housing and

community development objectives and priority actions that will be
undertaken by HUD program offices in support of those objectives.

The Department has identified first-year priorities in all

program offices that address the need to rebuild communities,
provide new opportunities for economic lift, and combat
discrimination in its most obvious and subtle forms . During this
first year, the Department's efforts will be heavily weighted
toward reviewing and revising regulations and propedures that

impede effective progreim operation.
Further, it is an absolute Departmental priority to develop,

within the first year, more effective working partnerships with
other Federal agencies, local governments, public housing
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authorities, and private sector organizations to ensure that the
Federal Government is a responsive deliverer of housing and
community and economic development resources. For example, it is
our expectation that this effort can produce significant near-term
improvements in the single family property disposition program and
accelerate the single and multifamily production pipelines, and
help speed the effective allocation of housing and community
development resources, such as CDBG and HOME funds.

In addition, the proposed "Housing and Community Development
Act of 1993," which was transmitted by the Administration to
Congress on July 27, 1993, is intended in large measure to provide
the Department with the tools and authority to dispose of its
growing inventory of FHA multifamily properties and to remove
statutory impediments that currently inhibit state and local
agencies, community groups and tenants in their implementation and
use of HUD programs. Enactment of this legislation, within the
first year, will help ensure significant and measurable
improvements in the Department's performance in the longer term.

HUD strongly shares the commitment of both the Administration
and the Congress to establish clear measures by which agency
performance can be judged. As these measures are established by
the Department, they will be shared with the committee.

SECTION 8 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Your budget justifications (Vol. 1 B-2)

says that your 1994 request of $6.3 billion is within the "95

percent confidence range .
" Does that mean that the most you would

expect this request to be inaccurate is about $315 million, or 5%
of the total request?

ANSWER: No. Last year a statistical audit was performed of
the calculation of the fiscal year 1994 funding requirements for
certificates suid vouchers- -the largest components of the renewals
appropriation and the areas where estimating problems have
occurred in the past. Estimates of funding for project-based
renewals was assumed to be accurate.

The audit process included the preparation of a detailed
listing of certificate and voucher contracts expected to expire
during fiscal year 1994; preparation of a computerized universe
report to compare the contract listing with; an accuracy check of
the data; a computerized computation of the fiscal year 1994

funding requirements based on the data collected; and an

independent calculation of requirements for vouchers and
certificates.

Based on the above work, we were able to determine that
funding for voucher and certificate renewals would fall within a

range of $4.7 billion to $5.9 billion. (The $6.3 billion
requested for fiscal year 1994 includes $5.7 billion for voucher
and certificate renewals and $.6 billion for project-based
renewals.) Statistically speaking, we are 95 percent certain that
the funding requirements for vouchers and certificates will fall
within that range. However, there is a 5 percent chance that the

funding needed will be some number outside the range.

SENATOR MILULSKI : What makes the field survey HUD did to

prepare the estimate any more accurate than the one used for the

previous budget that later proved faulty?
ANSWER: Compared to the fiscal year 1992 estimate, we offer

4 areas of improvement in the fiscal year 1994 estimating process.
The fiscal year 1994 Budget estimate is supported by a

detailed listing of contracts expiring in fiscal year 1994; there
is an audit trail for the fiscal year 1994 estimate that did not
exist for the fiscal year 1992 estimate.

To detect both omissions of contracts expiring in fiscal year
1994 and improper inclusion in the fiscal year 1994 estimate of
contracts expiring before or after that period, a computerized
universe report was independently prepared from the hard copy CFS
files and matched to the fiscal year 1994 budget estimate computer
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file. Contract numbers and expiration dates were accumulated by
field staff from every CFS file and entered into an automated file
at Headquarters. That file was then computer matched to the file
containing the budget estimates and all discrepancies were fully
analyzed and corrections to the budget estimate made as necessary.
No such analysis was done for the fiscal year 1992 estimate.

To verify the accuracy of the data used by field staff to
value individual contracts, copies of source documents were sent
to Headquarters so that selected contracts could be manually
examined. There was no verification of data accuracy for the
fiscal year 1992 estimate before the 0MB SWAT Team's review.

To minimize the risk of computational errors, a software
program was written in conjunction with 0MB' s SWAT Team review of

the fiscal year 1992 estimate. In addition, for the fiscal year
1994 process, the entire data file was recomputed using
independently prepared software and the results compared and
reconciled.

The process described above, including documentation, was
reviewed by HUD's OIG without exception.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Do you have confidence in the data
management strategic plem proposed by the Bush Administration to
fix Section 8?

ANSWER: The Department's data management strategic plan
proposed by the Bush Administration envisioned a single data
system, the Tenant Rental Assistance Certification System (TRACS) .

As envisioned, TRACS would provide management and financial data
on the Section 8 progreuns and other rental subsidy programs.

During the past six months, the Department has recognized
that the programs managed by the Office of Public and Indiem
Housing and the Office of Housing have different needs which may
not be met efficiently or effectively by a single system. The two
offices are now pursuing their data systems needs separately, but
in a coordinated mauiner.

The Office of Housing is redesigning its Control Files
Subsystem (CFS) , its basic datsdjase of subsidy commitments and
obligations. Completion of data gathering and verification for
Housing CFS is scheduled for December 1993. The first release of
TRACS software, which gathers data on assisted tenants, has been
released and is being phased in throughout the country.

The Office of Public and Indian Housing is no longer pursuing
TRACS. PIH has redirected its efforts to its own Section 8

Systems project. Data collection eind verification for PIH CFS is

substantially complete. Software enhancements are being finalized
to reconcile with accounting data and print Annual Contributions
Contracts based on CFS data.

Also during the past 6 months, the Department has selected
the Federal Fineincial System (FFS) as its new Department wide
accounting system. The Section 8 prograuns administered by the
Office of Public and Indiaui Housing will be the initial
implementation of FFS software in a progreun area at HUD. PIH has
also brought FFS implementation under the Section 8 Systems
project to ensure a fully coordinated and integrated
implementation. Implementation is scheduled for October 1994.

SEIlATOR MIKULSKI: According to HUD's testimony last year,
all data collection and verification for these contracts was to be

completed by March, 1993. Did HUD meet this target? If not, why
not?

ANSWER: The Office of Housing is redesigning it Control
Files Subsystem (CFS) euid hopes to have the revised software
issued by October 1993. The revised Housing CFS will require
substantially less data, and will therefore, be less onerous for
data collection and verification. The March 1993 target was not
met, in large part, because it was an unattainable goal. The
Office of Housing now hopes to complete its data collection and
verification by December 31, 1993.

The Office of Public and Indian Housing is substantially
complete with its data collection and verification. The
March 1993 target for completion was not achieved because software
enhancements necessary to complete data entry were not available
until May 1993.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: The first phase of the TRACS data system,
which is supposed to give us accurate budget estimates, is to be
done by December, 1993. Is HUD on schedule to meet this deadline,
and is that early enough to properly influence the President's
1995 budget request?

ANSWER: An early TRACS development and implementation
schedule envisioned a single system serving the needs of both the
Office of Housing and the Office of Public and Indian Housing
being completed by December 1993. However, by the time functional
requirements for the system were completed in August, 1992, it was
readily apparent that the first phase could not be completed by
December, 1993. As system development has progressed, it became
evident that a single system was not going to efficiently or

effectively serve the needs of both program offices. The overall
design of TRACS was structured around the needs of the Office of

Housing, cind Housing is aggressively continuing with TRACS
development. The Office of Public and Indian Housing has modified
its implementation strategy, and is pursuing its Section 8 Systems
project which accomplishes PIH's requirements, integrated with

implementation of the Department's new accounting system. Federal
Financial System (FFS) .

Both the Office of Housing euid the Office of Public auid

Indian Housing have developed interim budget projection strategies
for the President's fiscal year 1995 Budget which build on the
massive data collection auid verification efforts for the Control
Files Subsystem (CFS) . CFS data will be a key element in TRACS
for Housing and the Section 8 Systems project for PIH. Use of CFS
data to identify expiring contracts requiring renewal will yield a

significant improvement in the accuracy of the Department's Budget
projections for renewal needs.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Please provide us with the runouts for
contract renewals, and contract amendments for fiscal year 94-99.
How do you intend to handle the large upward adjustment in renewal
costs beginning in fiscal year 96, now that the discretionary
spending caps will not be as generous for domestic spending as

proposed in the President's budget?
ANSWER: The latest estimates are those developed by the

Department in conjunction with the 1994 Congressional
Justification. These long range projections are as follows:

CONTRACT RENEWALS AMENDMENTS

$6,278,106,000 $1,279,097,000
7,341,708,000 1,238,214,415
14,449,759,000 1,354,419,775
15,708,614,000 1,251,957,597
15,171,049,000 1,310,190,400

The Department is aware of the problems regarding the

contract renewal estimates and the discretionary spending caps.
(We are currently considering several methods to even out the

growth in budget authority for contract renewals.)

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the Department's strategy on
section 8 contract renewal reformulation- -evening out the so-

called pipeline to avoid the large annual increases in funding
that will begin in FY '96 which do not now appear to be

fincmcially doable under the existing spending caps?
ANSWER: The Department remains concerned with

"reformulating" or "leveling" the funding needs of the Section 8

Contract Renewals. In the past, the Department sustained
difficulties in obtaining reliable auid complete data on the

expiration dates of annual contributions contracts. During

FISCAL YEAR
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fiscal year 1992, the Office of Public and Indian Housing began
the development and loading of a new data system, the Control
Files Subsystem (CFS) to track rental assistance contracts. CFS,
which is substantially complete will, in time, become part of the
larger Federal Financial System (FFS) , from which the Department
will draw all of its Section 8 information.

The process of loading contract data into CFS is complete and
once a thorough verification is done, the data will be used to

emalyze leveling options and strategies.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : If no adjustment is made in the caps, what

programs would you reduce to accommodate these renewals? Would
the Department consider not renewing some of these contracts as an

option?
ANSWER: The Department remains committed to fully funding

contracts and renewing them upon expiration. We would not
consider allowing a lapse in contracts, which would force large
numbers of citizens out of their home.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Can you provide us with information on

specific regions and field offices within regions on where the

largest "error rates" for renewal and amendment estimates have
been?

ANSWER: The Department's difficulties in accurately
projecting renewal and amendment needs have primarily resulted
from the Department's lack of reliable data systems. These
problems cannot be attributed to specific regions or Field
Offices.

REINVENTING HUD

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What are you doing to put in place a work
measurement system at HUD, where various program offices or HUD

regions could be evaluated each year on concrete results that they
were supposed to achieve (e.g., the number of new housing units

built, the amount of units rehabilitated, the number of people who
became homeowners, or the number of people moved out of poverty)?

ANSWER: We are addressing the problem by going beyond
considerations of work measurement as such. The Department needs
a planning process that is performance-oriented and which anchors
resource management in the secretary's priorities and HUD

strategic plans. In implementing the Government Performance and
Results Act of 1993 a tight link will be established among
Departmental objectives, resource management and performance
measurement. We have begun the development of a results-oriented

planning process that ties to the management of resources (e.g.,

staffing), and the identification of workload measures will be

included. During 1994, we expect to develop baseline performance
and output oriented measures for managing fiscal year 1995

resources .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What are you doing to empower HUD's own

employees to be more entrepreneurial in the way they do business?
Are there legislative or regulatory barriers in the way that

prevent you from moving more aggressively on this front?
ANSWER: There is a "cultural change" necessary first to

foster &n entrepreneurial approach in delivering the Department's
programs. The risk-taking associated with finding new ways to

provide services and delegating authority down to appropriate
operating levels requires confidence that there is full managerial
commitment for this new way to do business. The Secretary held
sessions with all 13,000 HUD employees to gain their insights and
has encouraged their participation in the reinvention process.
HUD reinventing workshops and follow-up efforts through the

Reinventing HUD Task Force have re-enforced and communicated our

commitment to change the way HUD operates. The vice President's
National Performance Review is in the process of proposing changes
to remove certain cross-cutting impediments. As HUD proceeds with

its reinventing effort, additional barriers that are identified
will be part of the Department's proposals to seek relief, as

necessary.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: HUD has too many programs by most
accounts — with nearly 170 programs in operation in any one
fiscal year. What do you plan to do to streamline HUD's delivery
of Federal funds so that state and local governments can tailor
their use to the particular needs of their communities?

ANSWER: The Reinventing of HUD is not just a short-term fix
to improve operations but the beginning of a longer term process,
the changing of a culture which we hope will lead to fundeimental
changes. In Public and Indian Housing, for exeunple, we already
have begun to search for ways to reduce regulatory barriers and
burdens on program recipients that hinder effective use of funds.
We are also discussing possibilities for progreun consolidations
and simplifications of requirementsin all program areas. We have
begun the effort to streamline, and are involving not only HUD
Headquarters personnel but our Field Offices and the recipients of
our programs as well.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: The Council of Large Public Housing
Authorities prepared a lengthy document on how HUD could
deregulate public housing to make the system more efficient, and
administratively less costly, what is the Department's response
to this request, and when will you make specific decisions related
to it?

ANSWER: The Assistant Secretary for Public and Indian
Housing has, as one of his priorities for the upcoming year,
established Legislative and Regulatory Review Working Groups to
review current statutes and regulations impacting public and
Indian housing. The groups—composed of representatives from
housing authorities, service and resident organizations, and HUD
staff—are charged with making recommendations on reducing
statutory and regulatory barriers to program efficiency,
simplifying and consolidating regulatory requirements and
language, and reducing the administrative burden on housing
authorities and HUD staff. The recommendations made by the
Council of Large Public Housing authorities are very helpful in
the context of this effort, and will be carefully considered by
the working groups, who will be providing their initial
recommendations by September 15, 1993, and final draft
modifications to public housing statutes and regulations no later
than December 31, 1993.

FAMILY SELF SUFFICIENCY

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What iB the Department's per unit per year
estimate of the cost of Family Self Sufficiency Service
Coordinators and up to 15 percent of the cost of supportive
services?

ANSWER: For the fiscal year 1994 budget, the estimated
average salary per year cost of each Family Self Sufficiency
Service Coordinator is $34,406. The amount would be available to
eligible PHAs as an "add-on" to its operating subsidy eligibility
under the Performance Funding System (PFS) . Under the PFS,
eligible PHAs would also be able to request the payment of full
operating subsidy for one unit per PHA removed from the rent roll
for use in the operation of its FSS Progreun. The estimated per
unit, per month cost for these units included in the fiscal year
1994 Budget is $239.13. Payment of up to 15 percent of the cost
of supportive services is not currently estimated in HUD Budget
estimates.
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CRIME

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Can you explain what specifically you mesin

by making the COMPAC program more "community-based, " eind how you
intend to focus resources on those areas of the country where
people are most at risk from violent crime and drug use?

ANSWER: The Community Partnerships Against Crime (COMPAC)

progrcun would organize housing authorities, police, residents and

community -based organizations as a community force. Housing
authorities are encouraged to involve community-based
organizations in the development and implementation of their

neighborhood strategies. Applicants are scored on the
demonstration of such partnerships and may issue sub-grants to

community -based organizations and resident groups.
The recommended authorizing language gives the Secretary the

ability to set forth criteria for establishing a class of public
housing agencies that have especially severe crime problems. The

Department feels several factors should be used to establish such
a group which would include the most recent standardized data on
the crime and physical condition of the housing authority
developments .

City-wide Uniform Crime Reports would be used for the most
recent 2-3 years data. The most consistent indicators are per
capita measures of murder and robbery, each indexed separately and

weighted. Estimated project need would be based upon values

already computed for the funding of physical backlog need in the

Comprehensive Grant formula. This would include such well -tested
indicators such as the average size of the household, the age of
the development, high rise family status, and measures of PHA size
amd city-wide population loss applied to family projects.

In reviewing the data, it is found that housing authorities
with 1250 units or more have 85 percent of the crime activity and
also represent 70 percent of the Comprehensive Grant backlog need.
If vandalism or inadequate design of construction are added as an
indicator, 80 percent of the backlog need rests with housing
authorities of over 1250 units. The Department feels these

figures justify targeting portions of the funding resources to
this group.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Would your proposal permit cities to

provide housing assistance (for up to 3 years) to get public
safety officers to move back into at risk neighborhoods?

ANSWER: On June 7, 1993, the Public and Indian Housing
Waiver of Eligibility Requirements for Police Officers and

Security Personnel was published as a proposed rule in the Federal
Register . This regulation would implement Section 519 of the
Cremston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act (NAHA) by
amending existing regulations to permit housing authorities to

allow police officers and other security personnel not otherwise

eligible for occupcuicy to reside in public housing units. This
mechanism could be implemented in coordination with the COMPAC

progrcuti.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How will your new program service to

empower community leaders to tailor solutions to meet the needs of

their specific community?
ANSWER: Strategies will be developed by local leaders which

respond directly to the assessed need in the targeted area. This

program is unique because, unlike other categorical funding
mecheuiisms, it funds a variety of activities such as: increased
enforcement, youth programs, resident services and other

-appropriate measures under one funding source. This facilitates
the development of a comprehensive strategy allowing priorities to
be established by the local leadership.
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SENATOR MIKULSKI: One of the criticisms of the Drug
Elimination Grant Progreun was that it required too much paperwork
and grants only rein for an 18 month period- -making it difficult to
have a real impact before the grant ended. How would your new
initiative address this criticism?

ANSWER: The Department recommends larger housing authorities
with the most severe crime problems submit applications for a
comprehensive strategy which would cover a 5 -year cycle. After
initial awards have been made, funding will continue for 4
consecutive years contingent upon an annual performance review. A
separate funding pot will be made availaJDle for the remaining
housing authorities under a competitive process for a 2 -year greuit
period. The Department also recommends a point preference be
awarded to applicants who demonstrate successful programs, thereby
increasing the probability of continued funding.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Does HUD have any concrete data that shows
how much crime amd drug use was reduced through the drug
elimination program?

ANSWER: A recently completed evaluation of the Public
Housing Drug Elimination Program (PHDEP) produced survey results
from 617 respondents. Of these responses, 477 articulated what
they felt were the top three positive changes attributable to
PHDEP. Fifty-one percent indicated one of those top three to be
the impact on residents emd 34 percent indicated one of those
three to be the impact on youth. Twenty nine percent indicated
one of those top three to be a reduction in crime and 19 percent
indicated one of those top three to be a reduction in drug
activity.

The recently completed evaluation also developed case studies
of fifteen PHDEP graintees. Synopses of the case studies include
the following indications of reduced drug and crime activity:

Portland, ME: "... reported Part I crime rates were reduced
at all four targeted developments by 15 to 48 percent from 1990 to
1992; in the comparison area over the Scune period, the crime rate
stayed relatively unchanged."

Portland, OR: "Drug offenses at Columbia/Tamarack dropped
from 16 in 1988 to 4 in 1992. While there were no persons
arrested for drug offenses ... in 1992, there were 53 from the
Kenton neighborhood (the comparison site) , and this figure had
increased substantially form the year before; the arrest rate
increased from 606 to 824 per 100,000 population."

Savannah, GA; "Since drug elimination activities got underway
in early 1991, arrests for drug- related crime have declined at two
of the three targeted developments (Fellwood and Hight) and
remained roughly constant at Ycimacraw Village. Meanwhile, in the
comparison neighborhood, drug-related arrests rose dramatically,
from 400 per 100,000 in 1990 to 2,300 in 1992. Vandals damaged 13

percent of all housing authority units in 1989, but both
management staff and the ethnographer noted very little vandalism
late in the PHDEP period."

Jersey City, NJ: "... at Montgomery Gardens (one of the
targeted developments) , there were 179 arrests for drug offenses
in that year, under the initiative that pre-dated PHDEP, but only
65 in 1989 and 58 in 1990."

Chicago, IL: "In the PHDEP -targeted developments in the same
periodv Ida B. Wells showed a decrease in Part I crimes of
28.5 percent and Stateway Gardens a drop of 18 percent, while a

comparison site (Washington Park) showed a smaller decrease of
15 percent. "

Pittsburgh, PA: "Arlington Heights and Northview Heights
show some reduction in Part I crime rates from 1990 to 1992."

Los Angeles, CA: "Mar Vista Gardens showed a dramatic
quarter-to-quarter reduction in reported Part I offenses beginning
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around the time of the initiation of law enforcement and fencing
strategies and the introduction of bicycle patrols, and Pueblo Del
Rio also saw a substantial diminution, but Part I crimes increased
at Pico/Aliso and Aliso Village and the climate of violence
worsened there due to gang activity and shifting turf wars."

SENATOR MIKULSKI: If law enforcement is what's needed,
shouldn't the Federal government fund municipal police departments
instead?

ANSWER: First, the grants are issued as comprehensive
programs which incorporate all eligible activities into a common
strategy. This allows physical design, enforcement tactics, youth
progrcuns, resident crime prevention and other appropriate actions
to be implemented under one grant award. This unique funding
option has been applauded by constituents and Federal agencies
alike. Separating out enforcement activities, not only violates
the values of this program, but also programs being advocated by
similar Department of Justice (DOJ) initiatives.

Second, one of the reasons the Public and Indian Housing Drug
Elimination Program (PHDEP) grant was developed was in direct

response to inadequate services being provided to public housing
by Federal, state and local enforcement agencies. The program has
been successful in leveraging increased services through contracts

negotiated by the housing authorities.
Not withsteuiding the above opposition, HUD has a rich history

of partnerships with DOJ. Many joint programs have been
implemented within the PHDEP, which is being eimended to authorize
COMPAC. Some exeunples of demonstrated collaboration include:

• Headquarters, Regional and Field Office staff were
assigned to "Weed and Seed" projects to facilitate the

targeting of HUD resources to selected sites.

Headquarters staff also serves on numerous steering
committees and workgroups to develop and implement this
initiative.

• Regional training on "Community Policing in Public
Housing" is being jointly developed and delivered. HUD
provided $1.75 million to fund this progreim.

• Interagency agreements among HUD, DOJ, Department of
Labor and Department of Education have been signed to

target service delivery to "Weed and Seed" sites.
Included in the programs to be delivered is "Safe
Havens," euid "Step-up." HUD has contributed $500,000 to
this projects.

• HUD has incorporated preference points in application
review procedures for programs consistent with "Weed and
Seed" and other DOJ programs.

• HUD is currently working with DOJ to become a partner in
the National Criminal Justice Records Service
clearinghouse contract to be issued in March 1994 .

HUD looks forward to continued partnerships in implementing
the Administration's programs and sees this program as another
opportunity to further existing relationships. HUD will work with
DOJ to assure policy directives of policing initiatives are
consistent .
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ADJUSTMENTS TO RESIDENT INCOME

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Mr. Secretary, can we expect to see a rule
issued on this preference exception within the next 30 days?

ANSWER: HUD expects to issue a proposed rule in late August
or early September 1993 and a final rule in February 1994 .

HUD believes that this rule will give housing agencies (HA)
the discretion they need to operate a more successful public
housing program. An HA will still be required to give a priority
to feimilies with a Federal Preference in at least half of its
admissions. This will assure that many of the neediest families
are assisted. At the same time, an HA will have discretion, after
a public hearing, to give a priority to feimilies with a Local
Preference based on income level. This will allow HAs to improve
the social emd economic mix of residents in public housing
developments .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: When will these Income Adjustments for
Lower Income Families be implemented? Is the resultant reduction
in tenant rent payments included in the Department's estimate of

Operating Subsidies for FY 1994? What is the estimated revenue
loss of these Income Adjustments?

ANSWER: HUD expects to issue an interim rule for effect in
October 1993.

The rule will revise the definition of annual income by
adding six additional exclusions. These exclusions will affect
the approximately 1.3 million families currently residing in

public housing developments. HUD believes that these changes will
be cost neutral because they will increase the number of upwardly
mobile families residing in public housing. Since no revenue loss
is expected, no changes have been made to operating subsidy
estimates as a result of this rule.

BACKLOG IN FUNDING FOR MODERNIZATION, HOME, AND ELDERLY/DISABLED

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What are you doing to "unclog" the backlog
in funding for public housing modernization, HOME, and elderly
housing, to nsune a few prograuns? What can you do to get HUD to
release appropriated funds before the last quarter of the fiscal
year?

ANSWER: Section 202 . Since nearly all Section 202 projects
for the elderly are new construction, there is a constant
"backlog" of approximately 3 years of funded projects that have
not started construction. This is due to the nature of the

development process and is not uncommon. Management plan goals
are to start construction (or cancel the fund reservation) within
3 years of the time the sponsor is notified of project approval.
Extensions beyond that time can be given only if the delays are

beyond the control of the sponsor and continuing progress is being
demonstrated .

To the extent possible, funding outlay actions (initial
closings and final closings) are scheduled throughout the fiscal

year. To the extent that projects are slow in proceeding to start
of construction, the funding cycle (most awards are made in

September) places deadlines in the last quarter of the fiscal year
and generates a corresponding amount of activity to avoid the loss
of funding.

HOME . With respect to HOME, there is no "backlog" of funds
not released by HUD. The fiscal year 1992 HOME funds were made
available in a NOFA published on January 13, 1992, while the
fiscal year 1993 HOME funds were made available in a NOFA
published on January 27, 1993. It is HUD's intention to continue
to make the funds available to participating jurisdictions as soon
as they have been made available to the Department. In addition,
we are implementing a HOME Action Plan to help spur more effective
emd timely spending of HOME funds by localities.

Modernization . As an initial step in "unclogging" the
modernization pipeline, HUD has initiated two major actions:
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(1) public housing has developed a work group, with participation
from CLPHA, NAHRO, PHADA, NARMC, and NAIHC, to review the
procedures and develop methodologies to accelerate the pipeline;
and (2) asked Field Offices (FOs) to review and analyze the
unobligated funds pipeline and to aggressively pursue actions to
expedite both obligation and expenditure of those funds. The work
group has resulted in a draft Comprehensive Grant Program (CGP)
rule which is a major step in simplifying the program. As a
result of the FOs review and analyses, steps have been taken to
increase the obligations auid expenditures by HAs which include:

Regional Offices have been requested to provide technical
assistance to the HAs with the largest cimount of
unobligated funds and monitor closely their progress.
Regional Offices have provided action plans, with dates
for interim steps toward full obligation of all fiscal
year 1990 and prior Mod funds or for recapture of

unobligated funds, for each HA with very high balances of

unobligated funds.
The Assisteint Secretary for Public and Indian Housing
and/or his Executive Staff is meeting with the top five
problematic HAs for the purpose of providing special
technical assistance and monitoring progress. The
Assistant Secretary and/or Deputy recently met with the
New York City, Puerto Rico euid Virgin islands Housing
Authorities for this purpose. Meetings are being
scheduled with the Philadelphia and the District of
Columbia HAs.
Programmatic changes recommended by the work group to
simplify and expedite the program are being made.

Regional obligation targets have been established.
To expedite HUD approval of fiscal year 1993 CGP funding, the

Department :

Issued a Notice to allow and encourage HAs to make their
fiscal year 1993 cuinual submissions early in the fiscal
year.
Issued a Notice to provide for an expedited 14 -day
(rather than the normal 75-day) HUD review of HA Annual
Statements, in order to make it possible for HAs to have
access to fiscal year 1993 CGP funds 2-5 months sooner
than cuiticipated.
Assigned fiscal year 1993 CGP funds covering the
presumptive estimates to the Regional Offices in March so
that the funds would be available for fund reservation as
soon as the HAs' annual submissions were approved, rather
than waiting until the end of the fiscal year for the
final amount after all appeals were considered.
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MODERNIZATION OF PUBLIC HOUSING

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What Other impediments to rapid obligation
of Modernization monies has the Department identified at the Local
Housing Agency level? What steps is the Department and those
local agencies taking to speed up the obligation of those funds?

ANSWER: The Department has taken a proactive approach to
address this concern and continues to hold meetings with the
Interest Groups. To date, the efforts of the work group have
resulted in a draft Comprehensive Grant Progrcun rule which will
simplify the program and grant additional flexibility and
discretion to HAs. The major change being proposed in this rule
is the concept of full fungibility of work items identified in an
HA' s Five-Year Action Plan. Full fungibility permits the HA to
substitute any work item in the approved Five-Year Action Plan
using the current fiscal year funds, without prior HUD approval.
HUD is also proposing to provide one formula amount during the
fiscal year. Currently, HUD provides a presumptive estimate and
issues the final formula amount after HAs have exhausted their
appeal rights and adjustments have been made. HUD is proposing to
provide HAs with a final formula cimount as soon as the
appropriation is available to the Department and make any
adjustments resulting from appeals in the subsequent fiscal year.
This would encible HAs to have access to funds much earlier in
fiscal year, e.g., December or Jeinuary. In order to expedite the
funding process, the Department will offer HAs the option to hold
the required annual advance meeting for residents and the required
annual public hearing for the next year's grant using the formula
amoxint for the current fiscal year. This will enable HAs to
quickly make necessary adjustments to the plan when the formula
amount is known, cuid submit the necessary documents to HUD for
review and approval and early access to the funds. A
Comprehensive Improvement Assistant Progreim (CIAP) Interim Rule
was published and became effective in March 1993 which greatly
simplified that program. HUD has requested and been allocated
$10.5 million to be used to hire inspectors for Mod work and for
technical assistamce to HAs. Those funds will be utilized to give
priority to HAs with the most severe problems relative to the
modernization pipeline.

The procedures cited aibove for simplifying the CIAP/CGP are
designed to accelerate the allocation of funds to HAs as early in
the fiscal year as possible, and to assist them to expend funds in
a timely manner. Other changes will be included in both a revised
CGP and CIAP Handbook, which are in the process of being drafted.

The Interest Groups and HUD have discussed a number of areas
that should be looked into, in order to expedite the modernization
program. As a result of these meetings, and dialogue, HUD has
proposed a number of legislative chemges as follows:

Allow HAs to certify to compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements rather thcin

having Field Offices complete the environmental
assessments.
Eliminate the requirement for providing a reduced formula
amount to MOD Troubled PHAs.
Allow HUD to redistribute funds that are not allocated to
HAs that are designated Mod-Troubled to well -performing

' HAs based on criteria established by the Secretary.
Establish a separate account for Modernization so that
any funds recaptured can be reused solely for the
Modernization Program and provide that the amount
appropriated for modernization is not subject to
adjustment due to problems in other progreims .
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PUBLIC HOUSING MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM (PHMAP)

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Do you anticipate providing some form of
regulatory relief for housing authorities which score well under
PHMAP? What specific regulatory relief will the Department be
proposing eind when will those measures be implemented? Do you
anticipate providing degrees of regulatory relief depending on the
PHMAP "score" of a PHA?

ANSWER: The Public Housing Management Assessment Program
(PHMAP) regulation currently provides incentives to high-
performing Public Housing Agencies (PHAs) in the areas of general
management, financial management, occupaincy, modernization, cuid

development. The Department will hold a series of meetings with
residents, PHAs, industry groups, cind other interested parties to
solicit additional comments on the PHMAP, including additional
incentives for high -performing PHAs. The revised rule is
scheduled to be published by March 31, 1994. In addition, the
Department is providing various forms of relief to all PHAs under
the "Clear the Decks" initiative, euid does not amticipate
providing relief to PHAs other than high performers.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the purpose, in your view, of
designating "high performers" under the PHMAP process? What type
of regulatory relief would you consider greuiting to such "high
performers"?

ANSWER: The PHMAP statute allows the Secretary to identify
cuid commend PHAs that meet the PHMAP performance standards in an
exemplary mauiner. PHMAP accomplishes this by awarding the
designation of high performer to a Public Housing Agency (PHA)
that achieves a score of 90 percent or c±)ove. In addition to the
regulatory relief already provided in the areas of general
management, financial mauiagement, occupancy, modernization, and
development, the Department will consider additional incentives
for high-performing PHAs. The Department will hold a series of
meetings with residents, PHAs, industry groups, and other
interested parties to solicit comments on the PHMAP, including the
issue of additional incentives.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What can HUD do and what can the Congress
do to relieve this two fold problem of too little money divided up
too many ways resulting in a paperwork and administrative burden
not only on HUD but on its local partners, PHAs, which must keep
an eye out for each of these NOFAs and respond to them?

ANSWER: The Office of Public and Indian Housing (PIH) is
searching actively for ways to reduce the paperwork and
administrative burdens on HUD staff and on housing authorities
(HAs) . For HAS with 250 or more units, PIH has replaced its NOFA-
based public housing modernization program, the Comprehensive
Improvement Assistamce Program (CIAP) , with a non- competitive
formula program, the Comprehensive Grant Program (Comp Grant) .

Because Comp Grcuit's funding mechanism is a needs-based formula,
the program frees HAs from competing for funding for every
modernization project that they propose.

The Department also has developed a proposal to replace its
competitive Public and Indian Housing Drug Elimination Program and
Youth Sports Program with the formula-based Community Partnerships
Against "Crime (COMPAC) program. HAs with 1,250 or more units
(1,000 or more units, in the case of Indian housing authorities)
would be eligible to participate in COMPAC s formula allocations.
HAs with under 1,250 units (under 1,000 in Indian housing
authorities) would continue to submit applications through a
competitive process.

Housing Authority size thresholds for participation in the
Comp Greint and COMPAC programs exist because formula allocation
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cunounts to the smallest HAs would be insufficient to support
useful projects.

As part of Secretary Cisneros' efforts to "reinvent HUD, " PIH
has embarked on a comprehensive review of program statutes and
regulations that are not currently in the process of review or
revision. The end product will be simplified statutory and
regulatory language which reduces the number and complexity of

regulations, provides greater flexibility, and makes PIH prograims
more effective. When the HUD review teams identify unnecessary
and/or redundant NOFA language, they will propose simplifications.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Do you know how the funding for private
landlord operating subsidies compares with that of PHA operating
subsidies?

ANSWER: Private landlord assistance provided by the

Department is support of the Section 8 Housing Assistance Program
is based on site specific fair market rents, whereas operating
subsidy provided to Public Housing Agencies (PHAs) for locally
owned rental projects is determined in accordance with a

regulatory formula found in regulations at 24 CFR 990 as mandated
by Section 9 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended.
It is difficult to make a direct comparison between the two
mechcuiisms because the Performance Funding System (PFS)

incorporates in its formula application elements relating to the
characteristics of the projects in the PHA inventory, its utility
consumption emd cost, and tenant income. Section 8 rental
assistcuice relies on subsidy payments which are determined for the

locality in which the units are located.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : What might be the impact of reducing
Section 8 Administrative Fees to PHAs?

ANSWER: The Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) agrees that Section 8 administrative fees should be set at a
level that is adequate to cover PHA costs of administering the
Section 8 programs. However, studies show that HUD was providing
some PHAs more money than they actually needed to administer the
Section 8 rental voucher auid certificate programs.

Subsequent to the submission of the Department's fiscal year
1994 budget, the Department published proposed fair market rents

using the 1990 Census data, which decreased FMRs for many areas in
the country. Since the administrative fees are calculated as a

percentage of the two-bedroom fair market rent, the Department was
concerned that a decrease in the on-going fee percentage as

proposed in the Department's budget, together with a decrease in
the fair market rents, could have severe implications for the
financial cibility of PHAs to administer the Section 8 programs.
For this reason, the Department has submitted a legislative
proposal to freeze the base year of the fair market rents to be
used to calculate the administrative fees.

The Department is considering alternative methods for
establishing Section 8 administrative fees for reimbursing PHAs
for the actual costs of administering the programs. As soon as
the review is completed, the Department will submit a legislative
proposal for consideration by the Subcommittee on Housing and

Community Development.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : Now that you have experienced a year under
the PHMAP assessment process, what is your reaction to its
effectiveness? Could it be improved?

ANSWER: The Department feels that the PHMAP process is very
effective because it uses, for the first time, national

performeuice standards for all Public Housing Agencies (PHAs) . In
an effort to improve the PHMAP, the Department is in the process
of analyzing the PHMAP indicators/components for effectiveness.
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and will solicit additional comments on all of the indicators, as
well as other aspects of the program. The comments received on
the interim rule, as well as amy additional comments received from

residents, PHAs, interest groups, and other interested parties
will all be taken into consideration in the revision of the PHMAP
rule. In addition, the Department will continue to revise the
PHMAP over time, as warranted.

DEPARTMENT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND AUDITING SYSTEM

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the status of this system and when
cam we expect it to be fully implemented so that we have accurate
HUD data on the costs of Section 8 contract renewals and
cunendments (an $8 billion annual cost) ?

ANSWER: The Office of Public and Indiam Housing is

substamtially complete with data entry and verification in the
Control Files Subsystem (CFS) for the Rental Certificate and
Rental Voucher prograins. Data for the Moderate Rehabilitation
program should be complete by the end of September 1993 . PIH is

using CFS data in projecting renewal requirements for the fiscal
year 1995 Budget submission. While the use of CFS data will
provide a great improvement in projection accuracy, there will
still be uncertainties inherent in projecting costs due to the
fact that fair market rents (FMRs) are market driven and vary over
time.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Will you continue to use this system to
keep yourself apprised of the status of implementation?

ANSWER: Yes. As the Department implements its new
accounting system, FFS, other program and mamagement data systems
will be integrated with the accounting system. This will provide
necessary financial and management information at all levels of
the Department. The Department is totally committed to
implementing integrated finamcial and management systems.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What is the Department's estimate of the
cost to renew expiring Section 8 contracts in FY 1994? How many
families live in the Section 8 units affected by that renewal?

ANSWER: The Department estimates fiscal year 1994 renewal
costs at $6.3 billion in support of approximately 188 thousand
units. Funding requirement, by component, are shown below:

FY 1994
(Dollars in Thousands)

Units Dollars

Type of Unit

Project-Based 21,675 $589,562
Certificates 106,567 3,591,962
Vouchers 59.977 2.096.582

188,219 $6,278,106

SENATOR MIKULSKI : How many Section 8 contracts does the

Department estimate will have to be eunended in fiscal year 1994 in
order to maintain the affordadDility of the housing they subsidize?

ANSWER: The Office of Public and Indiam Housing estimates
that approximately 400 Annual Contribution Contracts will require
amendments during fiscal year 1994 in the Rental Certificate
program. In addition, approximately 100 contract amendments will
be required in the Moderate Rehabilitation program.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Does the Department have any estimate of
the numbers of Section 8 new construction/rehab units likely to

require renewal in FY 19967
ANSWER: The Department's current estimate is that 5,651 new

construction/substantial rehabilitation units will require renewal

funding in fiscal year 1996.
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HUD STAFFING

SENATOR MIKUIiSKI: Have you identified the skills needed to
monitor and keep track of this huge Section 8 rental assistance
program? Do you anticipate you will need to beef up your Section 8

staff in terms of numbers and skills to assure that the program does
not fall victim to waste, fraud, and abuse? Can you give us a

ballpark of the additional number of staff personnel you believe you
might need and where they should be assigned? (i.e. Headquarters,
Region, Field Offices)

ANSWER: HUD is not proposing any budget amendments to increase
or decrease the staffing levels for Section 8 as they are shown in
the 1994 Budget.

HUD has begun a reexamination of how staff resources are
allocated. This is necessary because of the competing demands for
staff to meet management priorities.

HUD'S effort to improve its resource allocation process stems
from the reinventing HUD initiative launched by Secretary cisneros,
and is under the direction of HUD's Management Excellence Team.

A key objective of this effort is to provide a better match
between staffing allocation decisions and workload, staffing skills,
and risk management requirements .

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Has there been any thought given to
abolishing the HUD regional office structure? What might be the
costs and benefits?

ANSWER: The Department will be considering several options
regarding the HUD Regional and Field Office structure in the
course of Reinventing HUD and the Vice President's National
Performance Review. Abolishing the HUD Regional Office
structure may be one of a number of options to be discussed.
The costs and benefits of such a proposal would be ascertained
when a specific structure is considered, taking into account
what form of Field Office structure is contemplated and what
would be the respective Headquarters/Field responsibilities.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: President Clinton has said he will scale
back the White House staff in anticipation of making reductions
in the federal workforce. Agriculture Secretary Espy announced
that he would focus on making cuts in headquarters staff while
beefing up the field office staff. Have you identified any
areas for staff reductions at either the headquarters or field
level?

ANSWER: There are several initiatives underway to assess
the staffing condition of the Department. The "Reinventing HUD"
initiative will produce a strategic plan which will be the basis
for organizing the workforce and allocating resources.
Additionally, the organizational review, mandated by Congress in
the 1993 VA-HUD and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, is
now underway by the National Academy of Public Administration.
The appropriate Headquarters staffing levels and reductions, if

any, can be identified after these efforts are complete.

. . CARRY OVER FUNDS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How much in total dollars did the
Department "carry over" in unspent funds from fiscal year 1992 to
fiscal year 1993?

ANSWER: The Department "carried over" $3.3 billion in
unspent funds from fiscal year 1992 to fiscal year 1993. The
attached table shows a breakdown of these funds by programs .
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DI-PARI-MHNT OF HOUSING AND URBAN nnVI'LOPMUNT
FISCAL YEAR 1993

(Dollars in Thousands)

Carryover
bal. into 1993

HOUSING
Homeowncrship and Opportunity for People

F,verywhcre Grants (HOPR Grants) $179,988

Elderly Independence (Mope) I '2-^1

Annual Conlrihulions :

New Budget Authority (Net) 1.504.624 a/

Section 8 Contract Renewals 291,81 1

Flexible Subsidies:

Carryover 57,384

Nehcniiah Housing Opportunity Fund :

Carryover 49.204

FHA Funds:

General and Special Risk Insurance Funds:

Program Costs 20.397

Housing Counseling Assistance 500

Housing for the F.lderly or Handicapped:

Capital Grants and Rental Assistance [378,432] b/

Congregate Services 18.032

PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
Public Housing Operating Subsidies 271.891 c/

Modernization (93,318)

Drug Elimination Grants 153,821

COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
HOME Investment Partnerships Grants 73.941

Community Development Block Grants 244.412

Homeless Programs:

Emergency Shelter Grants 2,314

Supportive Housing Program 168,727

Supplemental Assistance for facilities to

assist the homeless 1 1.529

Section 8 Mod Rehab SRO 164.663

Shelter Plus Care
IPI'l^l

Subtotal, Homeless (McKinney Act) 454,719

Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS |44,105|

Subtotal. Homeless [498.824]

Total. CPD 773.072

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
Research and Technology 2,785

FAIR HOUSING AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Fair Housing Assistance Program 4.559

Fair Housing Initiatives Program 7,901

Subtotal, FHEO 12,460

Lead - Based Paint Hazard Reduction [47,707]

DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Salaries and Expenses, HUD 5.'5?2

Total IIUD Programs 3.339.569

Interagency Council on the Homeless (''"']

a/ Excludes $11.8 million transferred to the Section 202 Loan Fund.

b/ Doe^not Include service coordinators.

c/ Includes $2.9 million o( recoveries of prior year obligations.
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OBLIGATION OF 1993 APPROPRIATIONS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: Of the FY '93 program funds appropriatedto the Department, how much has been obligated to date in total
and by program? How much remains to be obligated by program and
when will it be obligated?

ANSWER: The attached tables show obligations/commitments by
program through June. The estimated obligations for the remainder
of the year are also shown. it is difficult to specify exactlywhen these obligations will occur, but typically many obligationsoccur in the fourth quarter, especially September, and that
pattern is expected to continue this year.

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
FISCAL YEAR 1993

(Dollars In Mtlllons)

1903

Appropriation a/

Commitments
o( 1993 AppropHatlon
as of 6/30/93

Uncommitted
bal. of 1993 Appropriation
as of 6/30/93

HOUSING
Homaownerthlp and Opportunity for Paopla

Everywhere Grants (HOPE Grants)

Elderly Independence (Hope)

Annual Contributions :

New Budget Authority (NM) c/

Other Assisted Housing ;

Rescission of Recaptured Sec. 236 authority

Section e Contract Renewals
Rexlble Subsidies:

Carryover

Proposed Transfer to Annual Contrlbutlona

Other Transfers

Reeclsston

Nehemlah Housing Opportunity Fund :

Carryover.
Transfer to Annual Contributions Account....

FHA Funds;

Mutual Mortgage and Cooperative Management
Housing Insurance Funds ;

Appropriation— Administrative Expenses

(Federal Credit UmltationJ
General and Special Risk Insurance Funds:

Appropriation— Administrative Expenses

Subsidy Costs

Offsetting Receipts

(Federal Credit UmltationJ

Subtotal, FHA Funds

Housing Counseling Assistance

Housing for the Elderly or Handicapped:
Capital Grants and Rental Assistance

Congregate Servfcea

PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
Public Housing Operating Subsidies

Modernliallon

Drug Elimination Grants

Severely Distressed

GOVERNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION
Guarantees of Mortgage - Backed Securities -

(Appropriation) Program Account

[Federal Credit UmltaOon]

COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
HOME Investment Partnerships Grants

Community Development Block Grants..

Section 108 Loan Guarantees
Urban Development Action Grants

Homeless Programs:

Emergency Shelter Grants

Supportive Housing Program
Section B Mod Rehab SRO
Shelter Plus Care

Subtotal. Homeless (McKinney Ad)
Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS

Subtotal, Homeless

Youthbulld

Total, CPO

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
Research and Technology

271.0 b/

(10.0)
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DEPABTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
FISCAL YEAR 1993

(Dollars In Millions)

Commltmenls
1993 of 1093 ApproprlBtlon

Appropriation aj as of 6/30/93

Uncommitted
bat. of 1993 Appropriation

as of 6/30/93

FAIR HOUSING AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Fair Housing Assistance Program
Fair Housing Initiatives Program

Subtotal, FHEO

Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction

DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Salaries and Expenses, HUD
FHA Transfers;

MMI&CMHI
GiaSHI
ONMA Transfer

Subtotal, Salaries & Expenses

Office of Inspector General

Salaries and Expenses
FHA Transfers:

MMI&CMHI
GI&SRI

Subtotal, OIQ

Office of Federal Housing Overslgtit

Subtotal, Departmental Management

Offsetting Receipts

Total HUD Programs

Interagency Council on the Homelees

4.4
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Elderly and Disabled: c/

Section 202:

Elderly:

Capital Grants and Rental Assistance..

Service Coordinators (Elderly)

Subtotal. Elderly

Disabled:

Capital Qrantfl and Rental Assistance..

Subtotal, DIsat led

Total, Eldeity/Dlsabled

1,116 1 d/
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Please note, however, that HUD has submitted an Economic
Revitalization Initiative that, if implemented, should
substantially increase the usage of Section 108 in future years.
This would be accomplished by providing communities with grants
(made from recaptured UDAG grant funds) to reduce the cost of
economic development activities carried out under Section 108.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: How much Loan Guarantee authority has been
made for the City of Los Angeles? As you know, the increase in
this program was promoted by the disturbcinces in that city last
year.

ANSWER: On February 18, 1993, HUD issued a commitment to the
City of Los Angeles in the amount of $60,000,000. The City's
application specified three projects to be carried out in the
areas affected by the civil disturbances.

In prior fiscal years, the City received $10,325,000 in loan
guarantee assistzmce under Section 108. All loans guaramteed on
behalf of Los Angeles in prior fiscal years have either been
repaid or defeased.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: A number of organizations whose members use
the CDBG program have suggested that the dollar threshold for DBA
wage rates should be increased to $250,000. Do you have any views
on this proposal? Would you be willing to discuss this issue with
Secretary of LsUDor Reich?

ANSWER: HUD supports the position taken by the Administration
with respect to the dollar thresholds as contained in the
Davis-Bacon Reform legislation pending in Congress
(H.R. 1231 and S. 627). Those bills provide a $100,000 threshold
for new construction and a $15,000 threshold for alteration, repair,
renovation, rehabilitation, or reconstruction. Certainly we would
be willing to discuss this issue with Secretary Reich.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What role do you see the CDBG program
playing in defense conversion efforts in communities experiencing
closing cind job loss associated with Defense base closures?

ANSWER: State and local governments may elect to use CDBG
funds to address the problems and opportunities associated with base
closings. Use of some defense facilities may be appropriate for
meeting housing needs; providing facilities for the homeless;
retro-fitting of facilities to attract new businesses or industry;
provision of open space land for recreational purposes; and
recycling facilities for other community development priorities in
the area. CDBG funds may be used to develop the necessary strategic
plcuis for such re-uses and to implement such plains.

SENATOR MIKULSKI: What are the Department's plans to expand
the use of CDBG for economic development activities?

ANSWER: The Department has proposed, as part of its 1994
legislative proposal, revisions to the Section 108 Loan guarantee
program to utilize recaptured Urban Development Action Grant funds
to provide grants along with a Section 108 Loan. This proposal
would help stimulate CDBG-eligible economic development projects
under the Section 108 program.

The, Department is also preparing regulations to implement the
HCD Act of 1992 CDBG economic development guidelines. HUD will
train its staff and put forth training materials for CDBG recipients
on these guidelines and how to carry out CDBG economic development
activities. The Department also has a number of technical
assistemce contracts currently underway that will provide training
to grantees and subrecipients on economic development, the use of
Section 108 for economic development, portfolio management, using
Community Development Corporations (CDCs) for CDBG economic
development, youth entrepreneurship training and other economic
development topics. The technical assistance contracts will also
produce related manuals. The Department is also preparing materials
on the use of CDBG funds in the development of microenterprise
lending programs .
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GFIRNT

SENATOR MIKULSKI : What is the status of the Department's
efforts to revise the CDBG formula using 1990 Census data? Have any
computer runs been performed on the results of a formula change using
'90 census data? If so, would you share it with the Subcommittee.

ANSWER: As requested by Congress, the Department is preparing
a study of the effects of the 1990 census on CDBG funding.
Substantial work on that study has been performed, but additional
work is required. As part of the analysis of the CDBG formula,
simulations using 1990 data have been and continue to be performed.
These preliminary drafts of the effects of the 1990 census are being
reviewed within the Department for their accuracy and their impact.
The results should be provided to the Congress in September.

HOMELESS PROGRAMS

SENATOR MIKULSKI: It is my understanding that only one-third
of all Emergency Shelter Grant monies appropriated for the past
six years has actually been spent at the local level . Can you
confirm this or correct my information? If it is accurate, what
is the problem with spending for this program?

ANSWER: From the inception of the program in 1987 through
the end of fiscal year year 1992, $334 million had been
appropriated for Emergency Shelter Grants. Of this cunount, over
$300 million, or 90 percent has been spent at the local level as
of June 30, 1993.

The above amounts do not include this year's appropriation of
$50 million, nearly all of which has been obligated. These 1993
funds have just begun to be spent at the local level.

SENATOR MIKULSKI : What are your thoughts on making more
sense out of the array of homeless programs, service programs, and
helping homeless persons into stable, supportive living
arrangements?

TiNSWER: I believe that the Department needs to simplify its
homeless programs. A few preliminary actions toward this goal
have already been taken, but we need to go further. For example,
in March 1993, the Department issued a single Notice of Fund
Availability (NOFA) for its three major competitive homeless
programs: Supportive Housing, Shelter Plus Care and Section 8 SRO
Moderate Rehabilitation. The NOFA specified common goals for all
three progrsims and established five common rating criteria. The

applications used to respond to the NOFA, unlike previous years,
were nearly identical.

While these were first steps in making more sense of the

array of programs, I believe that we need to take even bolder
action to minimize duplication across programs, create integrated
service delivery systems and ease the transition to stable living
arrangements. I believe we need to move toward a "continuum of
care" approach.

This approach would begin with a coordinated process for

assessing the individual needs of homeless persons. The results
of the assessment would form the basis for continued services.
Homeless persons who have service needs that must be addressed
before moving into permanent housing would be referred to
transitional housing with services tailored to needs. Once
necessary services are completed, persons would be assisted in

moving t6 permanent housing. Persons who do not need services
would be assisted in obtaining permanent housing. I believe that
this type of system is necessary, if we are to address the causes
of homelessness and ensure that homeless persons are able to

successfully maintain housing.
In order to accomplish this, we must provide resources that

are less compartmentalized. Our programs should support a '

continuum of care in a comprehensive way. We have been looking at
various options to consolidate our homeless programs into a single
flexible homeless program which would emphasize a continuum of
care .
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Another important new initiative to improve the quality and
delivery of homeless assistance is the Innovative Homeless
Initiative Demonstration program for which the Department has
proposed an amendment to its 1994 Budget. The House has passed
authorizing legislation and the legislation is pending action in
the Senate .

Lastly, the Interagency Council on the Homeless and HUD are
jointly sponsoring 18 interactive forums across the country that
bring together public and private organizations to discuss ways to
improve our service delivery systems. These forums will provide
additional ideas on ways to improve our responsiveness and will be
invaluable to us in developing the Federal Plan to Break the Cycle
of Homelessness .

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LEAHY

VERMONT'S 1993 HOME ALLOCATION

SENATOR LEAHY: What is the FY93 HOME allocation for Vermont?
ANSWER: Vermont's allocation was $3,335,000 in 1993 from a total

appropriation of $1 billion.

SENATOR LEAHY: Why has HUD reduced the allocations for states with no
local participating jurisdictions from $500,000 to $350,000 in FY93?

ANSWER: For Fiscal Year 1993, the Department provided an additional
$335,000 to these States in keeping with the reduction of minimum threshold
amounts, from $500,000 to $335,000, provided to local participating
jurisdictions. The lowering of the threshold was triggered when the
appropriation amount for HOME was reduced below $1.5 billion to $1 billion.
Since the minimum allocation to local participating jurisdictions in fiscal
year 1993 was $335,000, the Department believes that the statute intends that
the additional amount for States, which had no local participating
jurisdictions, should be $335,000.

VERMONT'S 1994 HOME ALLOCATION

SENATOR LEAHY: HUD has proposed to increase HOME by
$500 million. What will Vermont's FY 94 allocation be if that increase is

approved?
ANSWER: The preliminary estimate of 1994 HOME funding for Vermont, based

on an appropriation of $1.G billion, is $3.7 million.

PRESERVATION INCENTIVES

SENATOR LEAHY: When will a final decision be made on whether

preservation incentives will be reduced in 19947
ANSWER: The Administration will not be proposing legislation to reduce

the current cost limits from 120 percent of FHRs to 100 percent of FMRs.

VERMONT'S 1994 CDBG ALLOCATION

SENATOR LEAHY: HUD has proposed a $200 million increase for CDBG. What

is the VT allocation in FY 94 if this increase is approved?
ANSWER: The preliminary estimate of 1994 CDBG funding for the State of

Vermont and Burlington, based on an appropriation of $4,224 million, is

$7.7 million.

68-626 0-93-20
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR KERREY

INDIAN HOUSING NEEDS, INVENTORY, BUDGET REQUEST

SENATOR KERREY: What is the current need for Indian Housing and what is
the basis of your figure?

ANSWER: Recent data developed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs indicates
that there is a need for approximately 89,000 housing units on Indian
reservations and other Indian areas. This includes a need for 59,000 new
units, and 30,000 units requiring substantial rehabilitation. In addition,
because the inventory of existing units is small relative to the population,
many of the units are overcrowded, masking an even greater need for additional
units.

The Department's Indian housing program is the primary delivery systemfor new housing in Indian country. This is due, in part, to the largely rural
and difficult to access areas in which reservations are located, and partiallyto the special trust status of land. Private resources are, by and large,
unavailable for financing new construction for these same reasons.

SENATOR KERREY: How many units of Indian housing are there?
ANSWER: At the beginning of fiscal year 1993, there were 73,245 units of

Indian housing in management .

SECTION 8 ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

SENATOR KERREY: In a recent speech you gave to the national Association
of Housing and Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO) , you recommended reducing the
Administrative fee percentage to 6 percent. This distressed many of the
smaller PHA administrators in my state.

Nebraska has approximately 158 housing authorities, and only 2 of these
PHAs have more than 500 units, the majority of the remaining PHAs manage
between 20 and 200 units. For many of these smaller PHAs, the current
administrative fee doesn't pay for itself.

Housing authorities throughout the state have written me expressing their
feeling that the smaller PHAs will be the hardest hit. While their fair
market rents are lower tham urban areas, their administrative costs for the
Section 8 program are higher because of the long distances their staff must
travel, time away from the office, and the long distance phone calls related
to certifying and recertifying Section 8 tenants, inspecting the housing to be

rented, and outreach to landlords to participate in the prograun.
. Additionally, the GAO study on which you based this reduction has some

areas of controversy. First it was done in 1988, before the Family Self-

Sufficiency program was in place, amd second the survey only touched 5.33

percent of all Section 8 certificates amd 3.5 percent of all PHAs.
Mr. Secretary, in light of the fact that PHAs are being asked to perform

more services for more people, how is reducing the mechanism for paying for
these services going to help public housing residents?

ANSWER: The Department agrees that Section 8 administrative fees should
be set at a level that is adequate to cover PHA costs of administering the
Section 8 programs. The fiscal year 1994 Budget for the Section 8 rental
voucher and certificate progrsuns would provide for an ongoing administrative
fee of 7.24 percent of the two-bedroom fair market rent (FMR) , because past
studies have shown that the current Section 8 administrative fees exceed
actual costs incurred by most PHAs .

The current nationwide average administrative fee is 7.6 percent of the
two-bedroom FMR. Use of a single ongoing administrative fee of 7.24 percent
for both the rental voucher and certificate programs would greatly simplify
the complicated blended rate fee structure now used for these programs.

In the event that the 7.24 percent fee is too low for some PHAs, the

Department has the authority to increase the fee to reflect the higher costs
of administering small progriuns or progriuns operating over large geographic
areas.

HUD-HELD PROPERTIES

SENATOR KERREY: What Is currently In the inventory of HUD-held

properties?
ANSWER; As of March 31, 1993, the Inventory of single family and

multifamily properties was as follows:

Number Units Amount
(Dollars in Thousands)

Single family a/ .... 35,260 NA $2,313,667
Multifamily 176 30,894 731,545

S/ estimated
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U3SS OF UNITS

SENATOR KERREY: Over the next two years, HUD faces the possibility of a
loss of unite from contact expirations, loan expirations, opt-outs, etc.
Please provide figures, by types of programs, of the number of units which
could be lost in the next couple of years under (a) a worst case scenario emd
(b) a scenario you view as more realistic.

ANSWER: The number of HUD-assisted units would be greatly reduced if

expiring contracts are not renewed, or if owners of HUD- insured projects
prepay their mortgages and elect to terminate the low- income restrictions on
their units. For fiscal year 1994, an estimated 166,219 Section 8 units will
require renewal funding. In a worst case scenario, this funding requirement
would not be met and these units would be lost.

In addition to renewals, 510 HUD-insured projects consisting of an
estimated 59,257 units are estimated to require preservation funding during
fiscal years 1994 and 1995, in order to prevent mortgage prepayment. The
worst case would be that sufficient funding was not made available to prevent
prepayment of these mortgages and these units being lost to low- income
renters. HUD believes that its 1994 Budget request, including 1995 out-year
assumptions, should provide sufficient resources to prevent the loss of these
units.

HOME

SENATOR KERREY: When will the regulations defining what is am eligible
match be published?

ANSWER: The original interim HOME regulations, published in December
1991, provided a full definition of eligible forms of match. Subsequent
interim regulations published in December 1992, further defined matching
requirements .

The October 1992 amendments to the HOME Progreim established some new
categories of match. A proposed regulation was published April 29, 1993,
delineating requirements and definitions for these new categories. Public
comments on that proposed regulation have been received and are now under
review. An interim rule implementing those provisions will be published for
effect in August. Additional provisions on match authorized by the 1992
amendments, which did not require public comment, are included in an interim
rule to be published in June.

SENATOR KERREY: It is my understanding that the value of site

preparation, construction materials, and donated voluntary labor in connection
with the HOME program can be defined as a match. Do you agree with this
assessment?

ANSWER: Yes . Contributions for site preparation have been eligible
forms of match from the start of the HOME Program. Donated materials and
labor are new forms of match covered in the April 29, 1993, proposed
regulation referenced above.

SENATOR KERREY: Additionally, it is also my understanding that any
public funding used to meet affordable housing goals under the HOME progreun,
even it is not used directly in a HOME-funded project, is considered as a HOME
match. Would you agree with that?

ANSWER: Contributions for housing that is not assisted with HOME funds
but that qualifies as affordable housing is a new form of match covered in the

April 29 proposed regulation. The housing must, however, meet all the income

targeting antj af fordability requirements of the HOME Progreun and
Participating Jurisdictions (PJs) must have a signed agreement with the

project owner enforcing these requirements over the affordability period.

SENATOR KERREY: Can participating jurisdictions in HOME commit FY 1993
HOME funds prior to having committed FY 1992 funds in order to permit them to

take advantage of opportunities to accpjire land for affordable housing?
ANSWER: Generally, PJs may not commit fiscal year 1993 funds until they

have fully committed their fiscal year 1992 funds. Exceptions to this rule
include PJs using uncommitted fiscal year 1992 funds only for: administrative
costs (up to 10 percent) , operating expenses for community housing development
organizations (CHDOs) (up to 5 percent) , or funds required by law to be
invested in CHDO projects (at least 15 percent) and when the PJ wants to use
fiscal year 1993 funds for non-CHDO project costs.

However, if remaining fiscal year 1992 funds are insufficient to fully
fund a project, the PJ may begin to use its fiscal year 1993 funds, i.e., put
both fiscal year 1992 amd fiscal year 1993 funds in the same project.

It is unclear why a PJ with uncommitted fiscal year 1992 project funds
would need to use fiscal year 1993 funds for a land acquisition. Perhaps, the

PJ wants to use fiscal year 1993 funds because match is first required with
the use of fiscal year 1993 funds and the project in question provides match.
HUD has recently determined that even though fiscal year 1992 funds do not

require a match, a PJ may get match credit for a project funded after the
start of fiscal year 1993 with fiscal year 1992 funds.
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SENATOR KERRSY: Would you consider extending from 6 to 12 months the
requirement prohibiting the lending of HOME funds for projects which cannot beunder construction during that time frame? Six months does not appear to be
enough time given the environmental requirements, public reviews, and varyingdeadlines for multiple subsidy sources involved in many projects.ANSWER: The interim rule to be published later this month extends from 6
to 12 months, the period of time, following commitment of HOME funds, by which
construction is expected to begin. Moreover, the interim rule also drops the
requirement, when HOME funds are committed for land acquisition, that
construction financing must also be committed at that time.

RURAL AREAS

SENATOR KERREY: Have you thought about rural America's role in defining
HUD'B mission of building communities of opportunity? Will you seek to expand
housing and community development opportunities wherever they may be needed?

ANSWER: HUD plays a critical role in providing assistance to non-
metropolitan jurisdictions, through the States, for housing and community
development activities. We consider this to be «m important activity of the
Department. About 80 percent of the State CDBG program is used in non-
metropolitan areas. Forty percent of the HOME program is allocated through
the States to communities which do not receive a formula allocation directly
from HUD .

We will seek to expamd housing and community development opportunities
wherever they may be needed. However, since the HOME, CDBG and Emergency
Shelter Grants programs are distributed by formula emd the other homeless
programs by con^etition, the Department does not have discretion in
determining the urban-rural split in community development assistance.

Additionally, Section 213(d) of the HCD Act of 1974 requires the
Department to allocate at least 20 percent and not more than 25 percent of the
assisted housing development funds that are availeUale each fiscal year for
allocation on a formula basis, to non-metropolitan (rural) areas. This
includes the Section 8 Rental Certificate and Rental Voucher progrsuns, as well
as Public Housing and Indian Housing. The two latter programs are the
principal mechanisms to provide assisted housing to non-elderly families
through new construction, ^^proximately 85 percent of Indiain Housing
development is provided to Native Americans residing in non-metropolitan
areas. Allocated funds for these programs are provided in response to
applications from Public Housing Agencies amd Indian Housing Authorities that
are located in such areas .

SENATOR KERREY: How will your department work with such organizations as
the USDA' s Rural Development Administration to arrive at a cott^rehensive
strategy for assisting rural areas?

ANSWER: The Department works closely with the USDA' s Farmer's Home
Administration (FmHA) which operates entirely in rural areas. An interagency
agreement has been entered into by HUD and the FmHA, which is designed to
improve coordination of the delivery of housing into these areas. Since the
need for housing in these areas is limited (relative to need in metropolitan
areas) , this coordination is intended to preclude amy adverse impact on
housing developments, either assisted or insured, that may be proposed through
either agency. In addition, we require Comprehensive Housing Affordability
Strategies at the State level to coordinate public and private housing
activities. . Tliis provides a comprehensive approach to housing development in
non- metropolitan areas.

MORE THAN JUST HOUSING

SENATOR KERREY: Mr. Secretary, I Joiow you have some specific ideas
relating to child care and youth services, but have you thought about housing
as a part of more con^rehensive needs, and working to meet those needs as
conveniently as possible?

ANSWER: Two principles of HUD's recently defined mission speak directly
to your concerns. First, at the core of HUD's mission is a Commitment to
BuiJd Cominunities of Opportunity. Over the next 4 years, HUD will give more
responsibility, authority, and support for community -based efforts to reclaim
severely distressed neighborhoods amd create safe, secure, and livaible
communities that provide affordable housing, essential commercial and retail
services, and accessibility to jobs throughout the metropolitan areas.

Second, HUD's programs and functions will be designed to fulfill HUD's
Commitment to Ecoaomic Lift and Providing a Ladder of Opportunity.
Investments in human capital, infrastructure, new technologies, emd supportive
services are necessary to create economic opportunities. HUD's programs will
be designed to move people up the economic ladder. Our objective is to use
the assistance we provide to open up better and more rewarding new economic
opportunities rather than maintaining economic dependency.
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In support of these policies, we are actively pursuing a number of
program initiatives. Our fiscal year 1994 Budget request includes an expanded
Youthbuild program. This program will help young people, such as those coming
from the housing projects, to learn skills needed for rehabilitating and
constructing housing for low- income and homeless people. This will help them
gain confidence in themselves emd become productive citizens. From 900 to
1,400 young people would be assisted by the program in 1993, growing to 1,100
to 1,700 from the 1994 appropriation recjuest . By any definition, this
represents an investment in the future of these young people and the future of
the country.

Our Budget also includes a request for $483 million in 1994 for the
rehabilitation and restoration of severely dilapidated public housing
projects. The funds are available for capital costs for major reconstruction,
rehabilitation and other physical improvements, as well as supportive
services. Supportive services will include literacy training, job training,
day care, youth activities, and the services authorized under the Gateway
program by the Congress. In addition to requesting an increase in funding for
this program, we have proposed a number of legislative changes which we
believe will enhance the effectiveness of community revitalization efforts
under this program.

Another program HUD is funding for the first time this year is Family
Investment Centers. The purpose of this program is to provide families living
in public housing with better access to educational and employment
opportunities. To this end, $25 million has been appropriated for the purpose
of providing administrative costs, supportive services and facilities to
accommodate such services in public housing developments. The program NOFA
and regulations for this program will be issued later this fiscal year.

These new programs, along with the Family Self Sufficiency program, are
the greatest instrxunents HUD has at its disposal for providing economic lift
to public housing residents. Additionally, HUD will continue to assure that
employment opportunities exist for public housing residents through
enforcement of Section 3 hiring requirements, as well as through an increased
commitment to the Step-Up progreun.

SENATOR KERREY: Additionally, our cities are not just bricks and mortar.
They are hearts and souls. If we have a sense of community, of belonging, it
is where we live. I have long felt that parks, recreational areas, and
programs which seek to deal with the human side of life are extremely
iirportaint. What is your agenda in this area?

ANSWER: Senator, I heartily agree with you. Community to me means a
physical place, a spirit of common bonds, a consensus about how individual
rights are balanced against the larger good. My agenda is to ensure that
resources are available from the Federal Government to help people at the
regional, the city, and the neighborhood level to create and maintain their
commxinities, in all those senses, meeting their needs as they define them.

The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program is an important
vehicle for Federal funding of the services you mention. The progreim has
worked very well and it is for that reason, the 1994 Budget requests
$4.2 billion for CDBG, an increase of $224 million over the amount enacted in
1993.

ADDING TO THE SUPPLY OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING

SENATOR KERREY: Mr. Secretary, during your confirmation hearings you
acknowledged the need to continue to add to the supply of affordable low-
income rental housing.

In 1981,- the Congress funded 204,748 net new units of Public, Indian,
Section 8 family, and elderly housing- -all for lower income people. In 1993,
we were only funding 92,823 new units, a 55 percent decrease over the 12 year
period.

Yet at the same time, public housing waiting lists nation-wide number
more than one million families and seniors. And the waiting list for
Section 8 rental assistance numbers more than 800,000 households. People are
doubled up, split up, and homeless because of the lack of affordable housing.

In my own state of Nebraska, there are approximately 5,200 families and
seniors on Section 8 waiting lists in Omaha, Lincoln, North Platte, and
Grand Island. The average wait ramges from G to 18 months.

Mr. Secretary the Department's FY 94 appropriations request for 41,328
net new Section 8 units will not go far toward meeting current needs. Have
you considered how to meet these needs in a timely manner?

ANSWER: President Clinton and I are committed to ensuring a growing
supply of affordable housing to meet the needs of the American people. The
Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) fiscal year 1994 Budget
for the Section 8 rental assistance program is roughly equal to the funding
amounts for fiscal year 1993. The fiscal year 1994 Budget provides for 44,904
new Section 8 units (41,338 for incremental rental assistance, 1,3G4 for
Moving to Opportunity, and 2,202 for Foster Child Care) . By fiscal year 1998,
the Department's Budget proposes an increase in incremental Section 8 rental
assistance to a level of 100,000 units nationwide.
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The Section 8 Rental Assistance Program does not account for all the newunits for which the Department is seeking appropriations in fiscal year 1994The Department's proposed Budget also includes 14,509 net new units in rental
assistance for the elderly, public and Indian housing, and housing for personswho are HIV positive. This brings the total net new units to 59 413 for
fiscal year 1994.

The Department's Budget also proposes to increase the number of net newunits each year. The following summarizes the total number of new units addedeach year and the number of additional Section 8 units:

Fiscal Year Total Incremental nnit^n Incremental Section 8 Units

1994 59,413 44,904
1995 83,236 69,034
1996 88,972 75,098
1997 106,707 93,lg3"98 116,797 103,566

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AGAINST CRIME (COMPAC)

SENATOR KERREY: Where would the grants in the COMPAC program be
directed? To the PHAs or the city governments?

ANSWER: The eligible applicants will be Public Housing Agencies (PHAs)
and Indian Housing Authorities (IHAs) . They will work in partnership with
local officials, community based organizations and resident groups to develop
and implement comprehensive strategies to address crime in amd around public
and Indieui housing communities.

SENATOR KERREY: Could you please elaborate on other specifics of this
proposal?

ANSWER: The program will focus resources to the greatest assessed need;
be flexible enough to respond to the circumstances in each given community;
provide a cost effective funding option; and establish standards for
enforcement which define and/or clarify the roles of local officials,
enforcement personnel, housing authorities and residents.

Housing Authorities (HAs) will be encouraged to subcontract with other
agencies and community based organizations to carry out activities and to

leverage additional resources, programs and expertise. TVpplicants will
receive additional scoring points for participation with other agencies in the

development and delivery of program services.
If the neighborhoods in which the designated public housing developments

are located are neighborhoods in which other HUD-assisted housing comprise at
least 20 percent of the dwelling units in the neighborhood, the housing
authority shall include local neighborhood -based non-profit organizations and
local tenant organizations representing the residents of these projects in the

planning and in^lementation process, HUD-assisted housing projects include cuiy

privately owned multifamily housing that is insured or assisted under any HUD
program. This includes projects which receive direct loans or capital
adveuices and rental assistance from HUD, have HUD-held or insured mortgages,
are owned by HUD, or have project -based Section 8 assistance.

Funding would be provided to housing authorities to focus on the

following activity areas:
• Enforcement Support would be expanded through the reimbursement of

local, law enforcement agencies, additional security and protective
services. Contracts should be negotiated at the local level among
city officials, police departments, housing authorities, security
staff and residents for the provision of enforcement and security
services. Agreements should include services to be provided by each
entity; and the authority they have or do not have in execution of
their specified responsibilities. Services must be above and beyond
services to be provided by the Cooperative Agreement. All
enforcement/security personnel should meet minimum training, licensing
and certification standards.

« Community Policing has been an effective tactic in gaining control in
crime ridden neighborhoods. The provision of police officers to

specific neighborhoods on a consistent basis builds relationships with
residents thereby increasing information exchange which deters and

prevents crime. Residents become less fearful of reporting crime and
therefore participate in solutions to confront crime problems. Foot
or bicycle patrols, police substations in public housing, community
relations officers and other techniques which put the officer in more
direct contact with the community have demonstrated results in

reducing crime statistics.
• Crime Prevention efforts are essential which include residents as the

focal point of services and as participants in crime solutions.
Activities may include resident patrols, neighborhood watches or other
crime prevention efforts. Resident participation is necessary in

sustaining security in public housing developments. Efforts should be
made for the training and employment of residents in appropriate
enforcement and prevention activities.

• Youth Initiatives should recognize public housing youth as an
essential resource in solving community problems. Their enlistment
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can in itself be good prevention programming. Youth can be coaches in
recreational programs, peer mentors, and leaders in community solution
action planning. More emphasis should be placed on training,
education, recreation, career planning, employment, substance abuse
education and prevention. Youth programming should provide the
opportunities, skills and information needed for youth to make
appropriate life style choices and offer a deterrence to gang
activity.

• Resident Services Programs provide comprehensive resident services to
effectively intervene and prevent crime activities in public housing
populations. Services may include job training, educational programs,
treatment or other appropriate social services which address the
contributing factors of crime. Services should include substantial
resident participation in jobs created by the Department's $5 billion
capital improvement program.

• Management Activities will be allowable, up to 25 percent of the
requested gremt, for improved lease enforcement (including expanded
legal staff to take cases to court) , upgraded management presence on-
site (especially nights and weekends) , additional maintenance
presence, and vacancy reduction efforts.

• Physical Security Hardware costs such as surveillauice systems would be
allowable up to 15 percent of the greuit .

The role of HUD is to provide support which fosters creativity and
reinforces success. Support services should include progreun funding,
technical assistance, training, information dissemination and evaluation.

Like the Modemi2ation program, there would be two funding "pots".
Housing authorities with the most severe crime problems would receive funding
through formula allocation; amd the remaining funds would be distributed to
other housing authorities on a competitive basis.

Initial applications from formula grantees would be reviewed for quality
based upon the following criterion: the demonstrated need as submitted
through the standardized assessment tool; the quality of the security plan;
the capability of the applicant to carry out the plaui; and resident/community
participation in defining objectives, specifying services, implementing
programs and tracking performance. Deficient applications may have their
specified allocation reduced or conditioned if there is a demonstrated
inability to manage or implement the security plan or other reasons where good
cause exists.

A standardized assessment tool would be developed as a baseline measure
to determine need and will be included in the 5 -year plan submitted by
applicants eligible for formula gremts. After initial awards have been made,
funding will continue for four consecutive years contingent upon an annual
performance review. Each participating housing authority will submit a
Performance Report documenting lease enforcement, vacancy reduction,
maintenance efforts, program performance and a comparison of baseline data
from the assessment tool. Based on their own program analysis, housing
authorities may also choose to submit appropriate progreun changes for the
upcoming year .

HAS applying for funds under the competitive process will submit am
application for a two year grant period. The applications will be reviewed
for scoring and ranking based on four criterion: the demonstrated need; the
quality of the plan; the capability of the applicant to carry out the plan;
and the demonstrated community involvement/resident participation in the
development and implementation of the strategy. Grantees may apply yearly to
target additional sites or to implement additional activities in sites
receiving gralnt funds.

The formula, to be determined by the Secretary, shall take into account
the average crime, neighborhood and physical condition of the developments of
the housing authority using the most recent standardized data. In order to
ensure continuity of previous progriuns, this formula shall hold harmless all
housing authorities of at least 1250 units at the funding level they received
in fiscal year 1992 under the drug elimination program. Omaha will be
eligible to receive funds under the formula program.

The fiscal year 1994 Budget request assumes that $255 million will be
used for grants. Based on current statistical data, a 75/25 percent split is
recommended. Seventy five percent or $191.3 million goes under the formula
described to HAs of at least 1250 units emd 25 percent or $63.7 million goes
to HAS of less than 1250 units that apply competitively. In comparison, the
HAS under 1250 units received $54 million of the $140 million in the most
recent competitive round for which data were supplied. This makes available
an increase of $9.7 million in the total funds for competitive grants for HAs
under 1250 units. HAs over 1250 units received $86 million in fiscal year
1992. Under the formula they will now receive an increase of over double this

amount, increasing the size of individual grctnts to large HAs and also

responding to higher crime rates .
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SENATOR KERREY: Also, how would this proposal coincide with efforts to
address crime expected to come out of the Department of Justice?

ANSWER: The Department participates in several workgroups and has
executed several interagency agreements to coordinate program development and
service delivery. These mechanisms will continue to facilitate collaboration
of efforts with the Department of Justice and other Federal agencies. Through
these interagency agreements, a training program on Community Policing will be
delivered nationally, Boys/Girls Clubs are being established in public
housing, schools are becoming "Safe Havens" for after school programs and
communities are being activated to take back their neighborhoods.

REINVENTING HUD

SENATOR KERRY: In your opening statement, one aspect of building
communities of opportunity is to combat the "extreme spatial segregation in

our communities." You indicate a desire to move away from progriuns that have
warehoused the poor and created concentrations of poverty. I applaud this
effort. I also know that you have asked for comments on how to achieve this

goal, and I am wondering what you have found?
ANSWER: The moat serious problem in urban America today is the

concentrations of our very poorest populations in specific projects and

neighborhoods. It's wrong for the poorest of the poor to be concentrated

together. It doesn't work. There are no role models.
We are proceeding in several directions, and some of the other questions

you have asked relate to them, one important direction not mentioned
elsewhere is that we are pressing ahead with the Moving to Opportunity
demonstration. In that program, families living in assisted housing in very
high-poverty areas in the largest metropolitan areas get an opportunity to use
Section 8 funds to help pay for privately owned housing units in low poverty
areas. This is a very promising progr2un, and we need to learn everything we

can about how well this concept can work.

SENATOR KERREY: From my own conversations with public housing officials,
I have heard a call for more diversity within public housing. These officials

express a desire to modify regulations that will allow more of the -^working
class poor" to live in public housing, thereby fostering a sort of in-house

mentoring program. Additionally, in Omaha we have been engaged in a Scattered
Site program that moves public housing residents out of poorer areas and into

single family neighborhoods that foster self-sufficiency, what are your
thoughts on such programs? And how can such programs be expanded to help
combat the cycle of poverty that persists in areas of concentrated public
housing?

ANSWER: One major provision of the new housing proposal would disengage
the relationship between rising incomes and rising rents at public housing
projects. Instead of immediately having to pay more rent when a family member

gets a job or a pay raise, the family would be allowed an 18-month grace
period to adjust to its changing fortunes. We believe this measure will allow

more of the "working class poor" to live in public housing and will reduce the

disincentive to obtaining employment that is associated with always paying
30 percent of income for rent.

One of the answers to the concentration problem is to begin to break down

huge housing projects through new public housing located outside impacted
areas, and even beyond the central city. We know that public housing can work
better in smaller-scale, architecturally attractive projects. So, scattered
site development is one possible answer, and Moving to Opportunity-type
programs is another possible answer. We know that the concentration of

poverty is our single biggest problem, and we will be actively looking for

practical solutions.

SENATOR KERREY: Additionally, in Omaha we have been engaged in a

Scattered Site program that moves public housing residents out of poorer areas
and into single family homes in neighborhoods that foster self sufficiency.
What are your thoughts on such programs? And how can these programs be

expanded to help combate the cycle of poverty that persists in areas of
concentrated public housing?

ANSWER: Because the Department does strongly support programs which
enhance the geographic integration of public housing residents, HUD's

development guidelines state that projects proposed for families with children
shall, to the maximum extent practicable, be developed on scattered sites.
Studies have shown that scattered site housing is being administered
successfully by housing authorities of varying sizes and makeup, and that
scattered site housing is an especially effective means of housing large
families.

The Department is also committed to providing Section 8 housing vouchers
and certificates which allow families to move into privately owned housing.
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The fiscal year 1994 Budget includes over 45,000 incremental units for these
rental assistance programs, with the objective of reaching 100,000 units by
1988. The Budget also includes 1,400 units for the Moving to Opportunity
(MTO) demonstration program. The Department has subsequently recommended an
additional 3,000 units for Moving to opportunity to be divided by a shift in
units from regular Rental Assistance. This program will test the
effectiveness of providing housing counseling to very low-income families with
children that live in a public housing project (or Section 8 project with
project-based assistance) located in an area with high concentrations of
poverty. The ultimate goal of the program is to provide training and
counseling for families wishing to obtain housing in low-poverty census
tracts .

With respect to fostering economic independence, the Department has
expanded its Family Self sufficiency (FSS) program. The FSS program
represents a comprehensive approach to helping families leave the welfare
system or low-paying jobs and achieve economic self sufficiency. The program
coordinates the use of public housing, rental certificates and rental
vouchers, and Indian housing with public and private services such as
education, job training, child care, transporation and counseling. For fiscal
years 1991 and 1992, housing assistance funds were awarded competitively to
more than 600 housing agencies as an incentive for their implementation of FSS
programs, allowing about 29,000 families to participate in the FSS program.
Starting in fiscal year 1993, implementation of FSS will be mandatory for all
housing authorities, except Indian Houisng Authorities, that receive funding
for new rental vouchers, certificates, or for additional public housing units
unless HUD grants an exemption.

SENATOR KERREY! In addressing the "regulatory reign of terror" at HUD,
what specific kinds of regulatory relief would you like to see for the
smaller, less troubled housing authorities?

ANSWER! The Small Public Housing Agency Task Force suggested a number of
functional areas for regulatory relief, including procurement, financial
management and budgeting, and the frequency and content of reporting
requirements for occupancy and the Public Housing Management Assessment
Program (PHHAP). Many of their suggestions require a systemic overhaul of
program delivery and monitoring. These areas are being pursued through the
"Reinventing PIH" effort. For example, one task force is addressing the
concern raised by the Small Public Housing Agency Task Force regarding the
complexity of financial management and budgeting. In addressing regulatory
relief for all public housing agencies, including small agencies, HUD has been
and will continue to seek input from those agencies. This approach has been
successful in streamlining and simplifying the Comprehensive Improvement
Assistance Program (CIAP), for example, which is used by smaller public
housing agencies to address non-routine maintenance needs.

HOUSING SALES AND CONSTRUCTION

SENATOR KERREY: Despite record low Interest rates, housing sales and
construction has picked up to the extent that we would like to see. Sales and
construction are, or course, highly dependent upon the state of the economy in

general. But what do you see that you can do to improve these sectors?
ANSWER: In order to boost single family housing sales, we are proposing

legislative and administrative initiatives for FHA single family housing. A
major emphasis is being placed on making FHA a vital partner in community
revitalization and to make FHA widely available to first-time homebuyers and
to low to moderate income families. The proposals include the following:— Under Section 203, we are proposing to target low- and moderate

Income families with incomes below 95 percent of median who are
first time homeowners or are facing certain hardships. The
program would be targeted to reinvestment areas.~ Simplify the underwriting process; current practice requires three
loans to value calculations; the proposal would simplify the
calculation to one step, which will make the program easier to use
and appeal to program participants.— Increase mortgage limits under Section 203(b). The proposal is to
set the floor at 95 percent of the national median and the maximum
at 85 percent of the FNHA/FHLMC limits. This proposal would
permit an increase in FHA participation, for both high and low
cost areas. Also, FHA will be able to serve the modest level
worker in relatively high cost areas without increasing risk.~ Provide general authority to test new financing mechanisms which
would Increase homeownership opportunities.—- Add a new Section to the National Housing Act to allow approved
lenders to endorse loans after settlement.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR FEINSTEIN

REDUCTION IN PROPOSED HOPE FUNDING

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: Mr. Secretary, I sun aware that the HOPE program
focused on homeovmership opportunities. Homeownership is the cornerstone of
neighborhood stability in our inner city neighborhoods. I know that you share
my concern about homeownership for low and moderate income persons. Will your
proposed reduction in HOPE in any way reduce our commitment to homeownership?

ANSWER: The HOPE homeownership programs are innovative, and have not
eeteOilished a track record. In the face of stringent budget constraints, smd
a backlog of urgent needs in some of the Department's core programs, the
decision to support budget priorities meemt that the HOPE programs could not
be maintained at prior levels.

In addition, there are concerns about the practicality of turning over
the responsibility for multifamily and public housing properties to low- income
residents after 5 years of operating assistemce, eind there are concerns about
achieving the neighborhood support euid development which is critical to the
success of the program.

In the first year of the program, many HOPE 1 and HOPE 2 applicants chose
to begin with planning grants, to develop their capacity to manage a
homeownership prograun. The demand for implementation grants in HOPE 1 and
HOPE 2 has not yet reached the level originally estimated. The Department
felt that it would be more prudent to delay expeuiding the program until its
merits could be more thoroughly reviewed. Consequently, with the funding for
1994, the Department plans to focus on serving projects already in the
planning pipeline, to fulfill its obligation to current grant recipients, cuid
monitor the progress of the program. In addition, operating the prograun at a
reduced level will allow it to be evaluated against alternative approaches.

The proposed HOPE budget focuses on serving projects in the pipeline in
the most cost-effective way. Currently planning grants have been awarded to
recipients proposing to convert more than 50,000 units to low- income
homeownership. Existing and proposed funding would allow for the sale,
through implementation grants, of over one -half of these units. (Pending
proposed rescissions would reduce this level for the HOPE 1 and HOPE 2

programs . )

The demand for the HOPE 3 single family program has already exceeded the
availaible resources. Some of the problems and concerns associated with
converting multifamily housing to low-income homeownership do not apply to
HOPE 3 . (A substantial fraction of the units in the HOPE 1 graint proposals
which have been funded are single family public housing.) If HOPE 3 can be
made to work on a smaller scale, the Department will consider upgrading the
level of funding for it.

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: How do we intend to make it up?
ANSWER: In addition to continuing the HOPE progrsuns at reduced levels,

the Department has proposed increases for a variety of locally directed
prograuns, such as the CDBG and HOME programs, which can also be used to
support prograuns for low- income homeownership which complement the significant
Federal effort in this area. The Department is also looking at ways to extend
the use of FHA insurance to make homeownership more attainable for low- and
moderate - income families.

HOME OUTLAYS

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: How will this projected Sharp outlay in HOME funds be
accomplished? Is it realistic to assume that this will take place?

ANSWER: HUD is working to achieve acceleration of HOME outlays through:
prograun simplification measures which have been, or will shortly be
implemented; efforts to increase understanding of the program and how it can
be used; amd progress by Participating Jurisdictions (PJs) in developing State
amd local HOME programs.

Program Simplification . The program is now more workadale based on
significant changes which are being effected based on enactment of the Housing
and Community Development Act of 1992 (effective October 28, 1992) . Several of
these changes were immediately effective. The Department is implementing
remaining changes through a proposed rule published on April 27, 1993, with a

target publication date for effect in July. An interim rule, to be published
in June, will codify the remaining statutory provisions of the HCD Act which
were immediately effective (some were included in the December 22, 1992
interim rule) , as well as making other simplifications in response to public
comment already received. Changes have been made to the Cash and Management
Information System which make it easier for PJs to access HOME funds.
Finally, a task force is working to identify provisions in HOME and CDBG
which. If conformed, would make it easier for recipients to administer both
programs .
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Significant HCD Act Chanoes Affecting Outlays . Examples of significant
HCD Act changes which may result in accelerated outlays include:

Provision for up to 10 percent of the HOME funds to be used for
administrative costs. This will allow PJs to do tenant assistance
with HOME money, which they previously were unwilling to do because
of unreimbursable administrative expense.
Provision for up to 5 percent of the HOME funds to be used for
operating costs of Community Housing Development Organizations.
Correction of a HOME provision that previously made HOME unworkable
with tax credits.
Elimination of restrictions on new construction. Any jurisdiction
can now do new construction without meeting any other tests.
Addition of transitional housing as an eligible activity.
Increasing the per unit subsidy limits to the full Section 221(d) (3)

limit (as opposed to the previous limit of 67 percent of the Section
221(d) (3) limit), and not allowing the subsidy to be reduced if tax
credits are used.
Correction of resale restrictions for first -time homebuyers so that
the provision is now wor)cable .

Regulatory changes .

Regulatory changes in the proposed rule deal primarily with matching
requirements (which were also changed in the HCD Act of 1992) . With
HUD publishing these quickly, PJs will be able to move forward more
rapidly, since the uncertainty surrounding how HUD would define these
new categories of eligible match will be removed.
Regulatory requirements in the interim rule will address issues on
which the Department has received public comment indicating a need
for simplification (e.g., removing the requirement to have a
construction commitment at the time of land acquisition; allowing PJs
to use mechanisims other theui deed restrictions to ensure long-term
af fordability; allowing high cost jurisdictions to use properties in
their homeownership progreims valued at 95 percent of median purchase
price, rather thatn limited to the Sec. 203(b) cap; and providing
greater flexibility in requirements for SROs . ) Accelerating
publication of this rule will allow PJs to move forward more rapidly
by reducing the administrative and legal burdens of some of the
current requirements .

Changes to Cash auid Mctnagement Information System . Several changes to
implement the HCD Act amendments have been made, which should accelerate
outlays, including:

Changes to permit drawdovm of administrative funds, effective
February 17, 1992. (PJs could incur costs after October 28, 1992,
but had no ability to draw down the funds for this purpose until the
C/MI was chemged . )

Changes to the tenant-based rental assistance form and programming to
allow up to 99 tenants to be included in one project. (This replaces
the requirement that each tenant be treated as a separate project,
requiring individual set-ups in the C/MI.) This chcmge was
implemented March 30, 1993.
Changes to permit drawdown of CHDO operating expense funds euid funds
for capacity building, implemented March 15, 1993.
Changes to allow single set-up of multiple homeowner projects such as
co-op projects and mobile home parks. (Currently each unit is
treated as a single project.) This change was implemented
April 30, 1993, and we are aware of some jurisdictions which have
projects ready to go.
Changes to permit States to subassign administrative funds and CHDO
operating expense money to State recipients. These changes will be
implemented by July 1, 1993.
Provision of meuiagement reports, as of .?^ril 30, 1993, to our Field
Offices so they can monitor PJ progress more closely and can provide
information to the PJs.

HOME/CDBG Task Force . A task force was formed to identify differences in
definitions and requirements, which are impediments to prograun partipants who
are managing both programs or attempting to combine funding in projects. The
task force developed recommendations for standardization arnd simplification,
which will ease the administrative burden for our progreun participants.

Improved Understanding of the Program . This involves both public
information and technical assistance efforts. The Secretary has already
issued one newsletter to housing providers, featuring HOME, and has discussed
it in many forums. A strategy to provide concentrated on-site technical
assistance to the largest PJs is being developed. This will assist them in

developing programs and streamlining their own processes to speed program
implementation. Further, a number of model programs are either completed or
in the final stages of completion, which will help PJs design prograuns in
conformance with HOME requirements.

Progress by Participating Jurisdictions in Designing Their HOME Programs .

As is true with any new program, it has taken time for the PJs to develop
their own progreuns . Despite the complexities of HOME, it offers great
flexibility to PJs in selecting the types of activities they wish to
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undertake, whether it be new conBtruction of rental housing, tenauit
assistance, or first-time homebuyer assistance, as well as many other eligible
activities. Many PJs have published their requests for proposals, have made
project selections, and are in the process of executing grant agreements. The
Department expects to see an increase of commitments and outlays now that the
above changes have been made .

SENATOR FBINSTEIN: Will legislation on the Hill be required to permit
enough flexibility to local governments so that this money can be used for its
intended purpose?

ANSWER: The Department has received a substantial number of comments
from PJs, nonprofit organizations, amd their representatives, and practioners
on additional statutory changes needed to make the HOME Program more workable.
Many of their concerns have been addressed by the Housing and Community
Development Act amendments of 1992, as well as the regulations to be sent to
the Hill shortly for review. The Department is now reviewing various options
to address the remaining issues.

SOCIAL DISINTEGRATION AND PHYSICAL DECLINE IN URBAN AREJVS

SENATOR PEINSTEIN: How does the administration plan to curb the
snowballing problems of social disintegration emd physical decline in urban
areas with such a modest increase in CDBG?

ANSWER: The restoration of job growth and economic activity are key
elements needed to reverse the problems of social disintegration and physical
decline in our urban areas. In order to assist moving the poor from welfare
to self-sufficiency. Federal, State, and local governments need to develop
working partnerships and strategies that can respond to regional diversity and
chamging conditions.

The Federal Government provides significant levels of resources to local
jurisdictions, but does so through a myriad of programs and agencies. Local
needs and national and regional objectives should be addressed as a package
rather them as hundreds of separate projects amd programs. Federal, State,
local, and private programs need to work together in a more unified way to
solve the problems of a city, a neighborhood, a family or a single poor
person .

This Administration seeks to encourage all levels of Government to form
working partnerships with the business and nonprofit communities, and
voluntary organizations. HUD has funded a number of technical assistance
efforts that encourage the formation of public/private partnerships,
particularly in the area of housing and economic development. HUD is working
with communities on innovative approaches to attract non- Federal financing,
e.g., from pension funds, to community and economic development projects.

The development of a working partnership among Federal, State and local
governments and a more unified approach to the effective and efficient
delivery of government services should enable us to make some progress in
attacking the twin evils of poverty and racism more effectively, within
existing resource constraints.

PROPOSED USE OF CLOSED MILITARY BASES

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: California will be heavily impacted by proposed
military base closures in Sacramento, for example, three major facilities,
Mather Air Force Base, McClellan Air Force Base, and the Sacramento Army Depot
threatened. Secretary clsneros has spoken of the possibility of using closed
military bases as a resource for meeting low-income housing and community
development needs; for exiunple through conversion of military living quarters
to affordable housing. Such conversions, while simple in concept, are in
reality quite complex since they typically involve the extension of a full
range of urban services to heretofore unplanned areas.
Therefore, what specific plans does the Administration have to facilitate the
transition of closed military bases to productive civilian use?

ANSWER: Secretary cisneros has indicated that HUD will take a greater
and more proactive role In the base closure process than in the past.

The Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) in the Defense Department has the
lead role in the base closure process, and the Secretary intends for HUD to
become more involved with the OEA when each base closure is announced.
Current plans are for BUD to work with the OEA in assessing the availability
of base closure properties for possible use by the homeless and as an
affordable housing resource. In conjunction with HHS and the Interagency
Council for the Homeless (ICH), a Question and Answer pamphlet is being
developed for inclusion in OEA's Base Closure Information Kit. This pamphlet
will address Title V of the McKinney Act and its relationship to the Base
Closure Act. It will spell out the HUD, HHS and Defense agency roles in the
process .

The Department will be examining ways to use available HUD resources to
assist the local communities affected by base closures. Some of the programs
possibly available Include Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), HOPE 3,
HOME, Section 8, the McKinney Act programs and technical assistance funds.

The Department also intends to participate more fully as a member of the
Economic Adjustment Committee, which was created by Executive Order 12788
(Defense Economic Adjustment Program) on January 15, 1992. The purpose of
this Program is to assist in alleviating serious community socioeconomic
effects that result from major Defense closures.
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SECTION 8 ADMINISTRATIVE FEES

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: The Administration is proposing a reduction in the
Section 8 Administrative Fee to 7.2376 percent of the HUD Fair Market Rent
(FMR) for a two-bedroom unit. While apparently cost effective from a Federal
standpoint, the real impact of this change will be an approximately
$6.0 million loss of revenue to the Nation's public housing agencies (PHAs) .

Therefore, has the Administration considered the impact of the Section 8 fee
reductions on public housing operating revenues; and what, if any plans have
been made to compensate for negative impacts?

ANSWER: The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) agrees
that Section 8 administrative fees should be set at a level that is adequate
to cover PHA costs of administering the Section 8 prograuns . The fiscal year
1994 Budget for the Section 8 rental voucher and certificate programs would
provide for an ongoing administrative fee of 7.24 percent of the two-bedroom
FMR, because past studies have shown that the current Section 8 administrative
fees exceed actual costs incurred by many PHAs.

The current nationwide average administrative fee is 7.6 percent of the
two-bedroom FMR. Use of a single ongoing administrative fee of 7.24 percent
for both the rental voucher and certificate progreuns would greatly simplify
the complicated blended- rate fee structure now used for these prograuns.

The Department has considered the impact of the reduced fees. The fee
reduction could potentially be made up through new funding of additional
rental vouchers smd certificates which bring with them additional preliminary
administrative fees as well as ongoing fees; from operating reserves which
public housing agencies may have saved over the years; or, in the event that
the 7.24 percent fee is too low for some PHAs, the Department has the
authority to increase the fee to reflect the higher costs of administering
small programs or programs operating over large geographic areas. Special
procedures for requests for increased fees will be issued in September 1993.

HUD-MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: The HUD Transition Team report notes that the
Inspector General has identified pervasive critical management problems which
he estimates drain hundreds of million of dollars from HUD coffers and involve
over $1 trillion worth of programs. The Transition Team recommends that the
Secretary "...assemble a nonpartisan work-out team capable of assessing the
condition of the agency and its systems and designing a work-out plan to
address the systemic failures endemic within the agency."

will such a team be found? What specific provisions for funding the work
of this team are included in the proposed appropriation request? Is it
prudent for HUD to be proposing further reductions in "full-time equivalent"
positions?

ANSWER: Several in-house efforts are underway to assess the condition of
the agency and to design a strategic plan to address the systemic failures,
namely resource management, data systems, and internal controls.

The "Reinventing HUD" initiative will produce a strategic plan within
6-9 months to provide the key to resolving many of HUD's resource management
failings. It will be the basis for organizing the workforce and allocating
resources and help develop results-oriented performance measure, which will
enable the Department to evaluate program and organization effectiveness and
individual performance.

Also underway is an evaluation of HUD's capacity, to include the
following factors: (1) number of staff, including contractors; (2) processes;
(3) skills; (4) technology and systems; and (5) organization.

The analysis of contracting is also part of an on-going OMB Review.
Program Assistant Secretaries are assessing whether or not they have adequate
staff to monitor their contractors, to ensure that HUD is not hiring
contractors to perform inherently governmental functions .

HUD is also participating in Vice President Gore's National Performance
Review. Additionally, the organizational review, mandated by Congress in the
1993 VA-HUD Independents Agencies Appropriations Act, is now underway by the
National Academy of Public Administration.

Upon completion of the above studies and initiatives, definitive methods
will be developed to improve HUD's capacity within the currently available
resources. At that time, if existing staffing resources are insufficient, HUD
will request additional resources.

1994 REQUEST FOR CDBG

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: California communities have been effectively using
the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program to create jobs and
affordable housing. They have hundreds of CDBG projects "ready to go" on
short notice. Has the Administration considered requesting further increases
in CDBG funding considering the failure of Congress to approve $2.5 billion
for CDBG as part of the President's Economic Stimulus package?

ANSWER: The Administration has not proposed to amend the 1994 request
for CDBG. The 1994 request would provide $4,224 million, a $224 million
increase over the 1993 level.
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1994 REQUEST FOR HOME

SENATOR FEINSTKIN: For the past decade, many California cities have
effectively carried out locally funded versions of the HOME program to
increase, inqprove, and preserve the supply of affordable housing. They can
effectively put HCSIE funds to work. Has the Administration considered
increasing the proposed FY 1994 HOME appropriation to the $2.2 billion
authorized in the 1992 Housing and Community Development Act?

ANSWER: The 1994 request for HOME is a significant increase over the
$1 billion provided for 1993. The 1994 HOME funding request strikes a
reasonable balance between the need to increase the supply of affordaJole
housing and the need for deficit reduction. The Budget also reflects a long-
range estimate for HC»1E funding of $1.6 billion in 1995 amd $2.2 billion in
1996.

INCREMENTAL UNITS

SENATOR FEINSTKIN: I am concerned that the Section 8 rent certificate
program is proposed for funding for only about 41,000 units. This figure is

much less than the approximately 55,000 net new units funded during most of
the Reagam-Bush Administrations. With the economics slowdown in California,
these certificates are needed by very low- income fsunilies even more. Has the
Administration considered increasing funding the number of certificates to at
least the 55,000 unit level?

ANSWER: The 1994 Budget includes a funding request which would support
approximately 59,000 incremental units (7,525 Public and Indian units, 6,400
Elderly amd Disabled units and 45,000 incremental rental assistance units
41,338 regular incremental), 1,364 Moving to Opportunity, 2,202 Feunily
Unification. This compares to prior Budget requests which included no public
or Indian units and few elderly and disabled units. The 1994 request attempts
to spread scarce resources among the many types of housing assistamce needs.
The Budget for the out-years projects that rental assistance (voucher and
certificate) units will be funded at an increasing number each year amd will
reach a 100,000 unit level by fiscal year 1998.

SMALL BUSINESS LOANS

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: The City of Los Angeles has preliminarily targeted
block grant funds for participation in a loan pool to be combined with
resourses from local lending institutions for small business loams between

$25,000-$250,000 for small retail outlets in South Los Angeles.
Mr. Secretary, are you aware of similar programs nationwide?

ANSWER: The following are a selected list of preliminary community
development banks amd loan pools that might serve as models:

1. Communitv Capital Bank . Brooklyn, New York, with assets of

$20 million; equity capital from 60 institutions and 190 individuals;
loans average around $200,000; one-third of capital raised by 30

religious organizations; one-third from 30 corporations, banks and
labor unions; one third from individual donors; concentrates in low-

and moderate - income areas; 4 percent of portfolio to small
businesses, and 60 percent to affordable housing.

2. Elk Horn Bamk and Trust . Arkadelphia, Arkansas, a subsidiary of the

Southern Development Bancorporation (SDBC) . Grants from foundations;

operating budget for 1983: $4.9 million; covers 32 counties of

Southeri) Arkansas. Capitalized funds prior to start up:
$12.5 million for SDBC; $7.4 million for Elk Horn, and 62 loans made
to date.

3. South Shore Bank of Chicago . Targets roughly 75,000 people in

underinvested areas of Chicago: $229 million in assets; 8,500
development loams made to date in excess of $230 million to residents
and businesses in target communities; four subsidiaries.

4. Delaware Valley Reinvestment Fund . Philadelphia, PA., covers greater
metropolitan Philadelphia area and outlying county. Loans from

$45,000 to $250,000; 178 loans for $8.8 million made since inception,
emd 60 loans in 1992.

5. Michigan Strategic Fund . Lansing, MI. Consolidated existing State

programs into one centralized financial incentive agency and added
new functions bringing Michigan into such activities as loan

insurance, product development, seed capital, minority lending, and

export finance.

SENATOR FEINSTEIN: How would you evaluate such programs?
ANSWER: Among the criteria by which the operation of such funds could be

evaluated are :

Their ability to create employment opportunities for low- income
individuals and investment in the community, particularly in areas of

high employment and poverty;
The degree to which small amd minority businesses receive assistance;
The cost of public expenditures per job created; and
The degree to which they encouraged business starts or expansions
that would not otherwise have been created.

Since different funds have different purposes, the local governments
would assess them by the degree to which they achieved local goals in a cost-

effective manner.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BYRD

CDBG

SENATOR BYRD: Secretary Cisneros, the Community Development Block Grant
progrEun has provided West Virginia communities with the flexibility to design
local programs tailored to solving local needs determined through the
involvement of local citizens. Please provide for the record a listing of
grants made to West Virginia communities for FY 1991, and FY 1992, and
allocations for FY 1993, and 1994. This listing should include, but not be
limited to, the fiscal year, city, amount, and purpose. Please provide for
the record a table showing the total amount allocated to West Virginia for
these four fiscal years.

ANSWER: The following is a summary table of CDBG allocations for West
Virginia for fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993. For 1994, based on an
appropriation of $4,223,675 thousaind. West Virginia would receive total CDBG
funding of approximately $31 million. The 1994 amount is preliminary eind

subject to change.
1991 1992 1993

(Dollars in Thousands)
Entitlement Cities :

Charleston $2,048 $2,085 $2,442
Huntington 2,201 2,320 2,709
Parkersburg 1,033 1,165 1,334
Weirton 463 483 558
Wheeling 1.501 1.658 1.892
Total Entitlement Cities.... 7,246 7,711 8,935

Nonentitlement Allocation 16,099 17,058 20,429

Total West Virginia 23,345 24,769 29,364

The following lists 1990 and 1991 nonentitlement funding for West
Virginia communities. Funding for 1992 or 1993 by community is not available.
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LISTING OF GRANTS TO WEST VIRGINIA COMMUNITIES

This information is from the West Virginia Performance
Evaluation Report Submitted October 1, 1992

FY CITY NAME AMOUNT PURPOSE

91 ANSTED
91 BAYARD
91 BAYARD
91 BAYARD
91 BAYARD
91 BRAMWELL
91 BRAMWELL
91 BRAMWELL
91 BRAMWELL
91 BROOKE COUNTY
91 CHAPMANVILLE
91 CHESAPEAKE
91 CHESAPEAKE
91 CHESAPEAKE
91 CHESAPEAKE
91 CLARKSBURG
91 CLARKSBURG
91 CLARKSBURG
91 DAVIS
91 DAVIS
91 DAVIS
91 DAVIS
91 DAVIS
91 DELBARTON
91 EAST BANK
91 EAST BANK
91 EAST BANK
91 FAYETTE COUNTY
91 FAYETTE COUNTY
91 FAYETTEVILLE
91 FAYETTEVILLE
91 FAYETTEVILLE
91 HANCOCK COUNTY
91 HANCOCK COUNTY
91 HANCOCK COUNTY
91 HANCOCK COUNTY
91 HANCOCK COUNTY
91 KANAWHA COUNTY
91 KANAWHA COUNTY
91 MASON COUNTY
91 MASON COUNTY
91 MASON COUNTY
91 MASON COUNTY
91 MASON COUNTY
91 MCDOWELL COUNTY
91 MCDOWELL COUNTY
91 MERCER COUNTY
91 MERCER COUNTY
91 MERCER COUNTY
91 MERCER COUNTY

88500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
19200 PUBLIC FACILITIES

366000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
85000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
33000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

195119 PUBLIC FACILITIES
77413 PUBLIC FACILITIES
7000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
8351 PUBLIC FACILITIES

250000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
188682 PUBLIC FACILITIES
260000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
65000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
5000 UNSPECIFIED

20000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
2007 5 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
199925 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
30000 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

392000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
6750 PUBLIC FACILITIES

30600 PUBLIC FACILITIES
34400 PUBLIC FACILITIES
30900 PUBLIC FACILITIES

500000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
478000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
20000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
2000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

152160 PUBLIC FACILITIES
3000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

299000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
62000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
39000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
20000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

237500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
75000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
5000 UNSPECIFIED

37500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
40000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
330375 PUBLIC FACILITIES

5000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
481850 PUBLIC FACILITIES
52500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
7500 UNSPECIFIED

40000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
485000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
15000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
22100 PUBLIC FACILITIES

265487 PUBLIC FACILITIES
97230 PUBLIC FACILITIES
6183 UNSPECIFIED
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LISTING OF GRANTS TO WEST VIRGINIA COMMUNITIES

This information is from the West Virginia Performance
Evaluation Report Submitted October 1, 1992

FY CITY NAME AMOUNT PURPOSE

90 ANSTED
90 ANSTED
90 ANSTED
90 BECKLEY
90 BECKLEY
90 BECKLEY
90 BLACKSVILLE
90 BLACKSVILLE
90 BOONE COUNTY
90 BOONE COUNTY
90 BOONE COUNTY
90 BOONE COUNTY
90 BOONE COUNTY
90 BOONE COUNTY
90 BRADSHAW
90 BRADSHAW
90 BRADSHAW
90 BRADSHAW
90 BRADSHAW
90 BRAXTON COUNTY
90 BRAXTON COUNTY
90 BRAXTON COUNTY
90 BRAXTON COUNTY
90 BRAXTON COUNTY
90 BROOKE COUNTY
90 BROOKE COUNTY
90 BROOKE COUNTY
90 BROOKE COUNTY
90 BROOKE COUNTY
90 CABELL COUNTY
90 CABELL COUNTY
90 CABELL COUNTY
90 CABELL COUNTY
90 CAIRO
90 CAIRO
90 CAIRO
90 CAPON BRIDGE
90 CAPON BRIDGE
90 CAPON BRIDGE
90 CAPON BRIDGE
90 CARPENDALE
90 CARPENDALE
90 CARPENDALE
90 CHAPMANVILLE
90 CHAPMANVILLE
90 CHAPMANVILLE
90 CHAPMANVILLE
90 CHAPMANVILLE
90 CLARKSBURG
90 CLARKSBURG

58595 PUBLIC FACILITIES
22401 PUBLIC FACILITIES
1005 PUBLIC FACILITIES

19800 PUBLIC FACILITIES
173250 PUBLIC FACILITIES

6950 PUBLIC FACILITIES
91605 PUBLIC FACILITIES
7500 PUBLIC FACILITIES

278128 PUBLIC FACILITIES
16371 PUBLIC FACILITIES
1217 PUBLIC FACILITIES

95000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
85000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
20000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
13382 PUBLIC FACILITIES

261262 PUBLIC FACILITIES
4579 PUBLIC FACILITIES
5000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

31580 PUBLIC FACILITIES
309334 PUBLIC FACILITIES
27378 PUBLIC FACILITIES

900 UNSPECIFIED
950 UNSPECIFIED

27085 PUBLIC FACILITIES
1250 PUBLIC FACILITIES

90000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
18750 PUBLIC FACILITIES
2500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
12500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
10000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

305320 PUBLIC FACILITIES
35000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
13250 PUBLIC FACILITIES

505100 PUBLIC FACILITIES
15000 UNSPECIFIED
5000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

580457 PUBLIC FACILITIES
3200 PUBLIC FACILITIES

11273 PUBLIC FACILITIES
2870 PUBLIC FACILITIES

250600 PUBLIC FACILITIES
100900 PUBLIC FACILITIES
24225 PUBLIC FACILITIES
25000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

333068 PUBLIC FACILITIES
20000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
27500 UNSPECIFIED
33500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
11850 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
68151 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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90 CLARKSBURG
90 CLARKSBURG
90 DANVILLE
90 DANVILLE
90 DANVILLE
90 DELBARTON
90 DELBARTON
90 DELBARTON
90 DELBARTON
90 DELBARTON
90 EAST BANK
90 EAST BANK
90 EAST BANK
90 ELIZABETH
90 ELIZABETH
90 ELIZABETH
90 ELIZABETH
90 ELIZABETH
90 HANDLEY
90 HURRICANE
90 HURRICANE
90 JACKSON COUNTY
90 JACKSON COUNTY
90 KANAWHA COUNTY
90 KENOVA
90 KENOVA
90 KENOVA
90 LINCOLN COUNTY
90 LINCOLN COUNTY
90 LINCOLN COUNTY
90 LINCOLN COUNTY
90 LUMBERPORT
90 LUMBERPORT
90 LUMBERPORT
90 LUMBERPORT
90 MANNINGTON
90 MANNINGTON
90 MCDOWELL COUNTY
90 MCDOWELL COUNTY
90 MCDOWELL COUNTY
90 MCDOWELL COUNTY
90 MCDOWELL COUNTY
90 MCDOWELL COUNTY
90 MINGO COUNTY
90 MINGO COUNTY
90 MONONGALIA COUNTY
90 MONROE COUNTY
90 MONROE COUNTY
90 MONROE COUNTY
90 MONROE COUNTY
90 MONROE COUNTY
90 MORGAN COUNTY
90 MORGANTOWN
90 NICHOLAS COUNTY
90 NICHOLAS COUNTY
90 NICHOLAS COUNTY
90 NICHOLAS COUNTY
90 NICHOLAS COUNTY

152500 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
17500 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

129666 PUBLIC FACILITIES
12000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
10000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
15000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
74000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
120000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
10000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
31000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

172000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
27000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
18000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
45000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
11000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
64000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
20000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
10000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
80000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
139496 PUBLIC FACILITIES
109604 PUBLIC FACILITIES
303260 PUBLIC FACILITIES

6356 PUBLIC FACILITIES
456958 PUBLIC FACILITIES
101750 PUBLIC FACILITIES
10000 UNSPECIFIED
11250 PUBLIC FACILITIES

368300 PUBLIC FACILITIES
50000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
25000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
26500 PUBLIC FACILITIES

439550 PUBLIC FACILITIES
42200 PUBLIC FACILITIES
1000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

30000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
665000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
35000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
17000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
12000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

175500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
20500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
25000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
40000 PLANNING
192500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
12500 PUBLIC FACILITIES
75090 PUBLIC FACILITIES
23000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
109015 PUBLIC FACILITIES
92985 PUBLIC FACILITIES
10000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
15000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

546 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
40000 PLANNING
104720 PUBLIC FACILITIES
90280 PUBLIC FACILITIES
11000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
9000 PUBLIC FACILITIES

35000 PUBLIC FACILITIES
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90 OCEANA
90 OHIO COUNTY
90 OHIO COUNTY
90 OHIO COUNTY
90 PAX
90 PAX
90 PINE GROVE
90 PINE GROVE
90 PINE GROVE
90 PINE GROVE
90 PINE GROVE
90 PLEASANTS COUNTY
90 PLEASANTS COUNTY
90 PLEASANTS COUNTY
90 PLEASANTS COUNTY
90 POINT PLEASANT
90 POINT PLEASANT
90 REEDY
90 REEDY
90 REEDY
90 ROANE COUNTY
90 ROANE COUNTY
90 ROMNEY
90 ROMNEY
90 ROMNEY
90 SHEPHERDSTOWN
90 SHEPHERDSTOWN
90 SPENCER
90 SPENCER
90 SUMMERS COUNTY
90 SUMMERS COUNTY
90 TAYLOR COUNTY
90 TAYLOR COUNTY
90 TAYLOR COUNTY
90 TAYLOR COUNTY
90 WAYNE
90 WAYNE
90 WAYNE
90 WAYNE COUNTY
90 WAYNE COUNTY
90 WAYNE COUNTY
90 WEST HAMLIN
90 WEST HAMLIN
90 WEST HAMLIN
90 WHITESVILLE
90 WHITESVILLE
90 WHITESVILLE
90 WOOD COUNTY
90 WOOD COUNTY

287883
379000
13825
23000

299000
1000

362500
2500
17000
15000
30000

213180
22850
10000
20970

215305
6470

92483
192411

5806
415000

5000
186000
20400
15000
5901
756

730000
20000
19800
2200

79100
29300

600
16000

121000
18150
11785
58623
6825
3961

24347
810

4854
63333
180000

6667
718000
32000

PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
FACILITIES
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HOME

SENATOR BYRD: Secretary Cisneros, the FY 1994 President's Budget
includes $1,068,620,000 for the HOME program, eui increase of approximately
§88,620,000 above the amount provided by the Congress in FY 1993. What would
be West Virginia's share under the Administration's proposed increased level
of funding? What specific kinds of programs will be funded in West Virginia
under this program in fiscal year's 1993 and 1994? Please provide for the
record the amount allocated to West Virginia for fiscal years 1993 and 1994,
similar to that provided for the record, with regard to the Community
Development Block Grant Program.

ANSWER: The President's Budget request for HOME for fiscal year 1994 is

$1,600,000,000, an increase of $600 million over fiscal year 1993. In fiscal

year 1992, the first year of the program, and with an appropriation of
$1.5 billion, the State of West Virginia received an allocation of $9,651,000,
and the City of Huntington received sm allocation of $527,000. The State
transferred $223,000 of its funds to Huntington, bringing the city's total to

$750,000 and reducing the State's to $9,428,000.
In fiscal year 1993, with a reduced appropriation of $1 billion,

Huntington did not qualify for the minimum allocation of $335,000, and
therefore received no additional funds. The State would have been entitled to
a formula allocation of $6,856,000. However, because no local jurisdiction in
the State received an allocation in fiscal year 1993, the State's allocation
was increased by $335,000 to $7,191,000.

Because 1990 census data will be used for the first time in fiscal year
1994, it is not possible at this time to estimate the fiscal year 1994
allocations based on an appropriation of $1.6 billion. Fiscal year 1994
allocations will be published in January 1994.

Huntington is currently using the bulk of its fiscal year 1992 funds for
substantial rehabilitation ($400,000) and moderate rehabilitation ($250,000).
Another $100,000 is being allocated to tenant -based rental assistau^ce.

The State of West Virginia is using its fiscal year 1992 funds for the

following activities: rehabilitation (primarily for low-income homeowner

properties) - -$3,057,200; assistance to first-time homebuyers- -$4 , 013, 000;

Community Housing Development Organizations (a variety of prograun activities) -

-$1,415,000; and program administration- -$942 , 800 . The State's fiscal year
1993 funds are being used for: rehaOsilitation- -$4 , 993, 250; assistance to
first-time homebuyers- -$400, 000; Community Housing Development Organizations- -

$1,078,650; and program administration- -$719 , 100 .

Until the State su)»iitB its prograun description (i.e., application) for
fiscal year 1994 funds, which will not be due until approximately March 1994,
its plans for use of fiscal year 1994 funds will not be known.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR STEVENS

WATER AND SEWER FACILITIES

SENATOR STEVENS: It is my understanding that the Department of Housing
and Urbaui Development has spent $60 million on sanitation alone in the past
decade in Alaska. It is my understanding that this probably does not include
construction of on-site water and sewer facilities -- but only off -site water
and sewer. I understand that your Department is working closely with the
Environmental Protection Agency and the State of Alasaka on a comprehensive
strategy to provide adequate water and sewer facilities to Alaskan
communities. Given the remote nature of many of these communities, how can
HUD best provide assistance to these communities in terms of training?

ANSWER: HUD'S Alaska Office indicates that most of this activity on
semitation in Alaska relates to Indian Housing. In addition, the State CDBG
progreun adminstered by HUD provides assistance directly to the State which, in
turn, distributes money to localities. Provision of water and sewer
facilities is an eligible cost under the CDBG program. Typically, in the past
several years, around 6 to 8 percent of the Alaska State CDBG funds have gone
to water and sewer and flood control activities in that State. The amount
allocated to these activities depends upon State and local priorities.

The best approach to providing training to remote villages is through
the State CDBG progrsun. Section 811 of the Housing and Community Development
Act of 1992 permits the States to set aside 1 percent of their CDBG funds for
technical assistance to local governments and nonprofits program recipients.

MAINTENANCE OF FOUNDATIONS

SENATOR STEVENS: Would you support the special use of an operating
subsidy for maintenance of foundations for homeowner's units built on

permafrost?
ANSWER: The Department believes that this is essentially a State euid

local matter. It is not clear why a Federal subsidy is needed if housing is

properly sited and periodically adjusted, taking into account permafrost
conditions. Local codes should enforce proper siting procedures.

However, under the CDBG progreun, upgrading of foundations could be part
of rehabilitation of housing, as long as it meets the low- and moderate -income
benefits test. The progreum does not permit operating subsidies.

EXCLUSION OF ALASKA PERMANENT FUND DIVIDENDS FROM ANNUJUi INCOME

SENATOR STEVENS: I understand that you are currently considering rent

reform. I have had correspondence with your predecessor concerning the issue
of excluding the Alaska Permanent Fund Dividend from the income calculation
for the rent subsidy. The difficulties many of our Native people experience
relate to their largely non-cash economy, and the fact that the dividend for

many families constitutes, in an annual payment, approximately 10 percent of

family cash income. The subsistence economy in many of our Native villages
means that exclusion of this cash payment from income would cause this

intergovernmental transfer to go much farther. I would appreciate your
Department's assistance in this matter.

ANSWER: The Department is actively involved in examining the amounts
that families pay to live in assisted housing. Rent reform is a priority of

this Administration. Meetings have been held with representatives of Public

Housing Agencies, Indian Housing Authorities, their advocates and

organizations to discuss these issues. Although it was not brought up in a

special Indian Housing rent reform meeting held on April 19, 1993, it will be

added to the list of priority concerns that was developed as a result of that

meeting.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR GORTON

REDUCTION OF SECTION 8 ADMINISTRATIVE FEES

SENATOR GORTON: Section 8 prograuns provide rental assistance to low-
income people in private accommodations. President Clinton's proposed HUD
budget for FY 1994 would reduce Section 8 Administrative fees from a blended
rate of 7.67% to 7.2% of the two bedroom fair market rent. In subsequent
years it would continue to be reduced until it reached 6% in FY 1998. I have
been hearing from numerous housing authorities in Washington state that such a
reduction will devastate their ability to adequately perform their functions.

I understand that this reduction will have the most severe impact on
small to medium-sized housing authorities. Larger authorities, however,
currently tend to r\in a surplus and will thus be able to absorb the losses.
Since Washington state consists primarily of small to medium- sized
authorities, we rely on the Section 8 Administrative Fees to provide many
vital services to our low- income population. I understand the savings from
this reduction will be $6 million nationwide. Yet, the resulting losses in
services will be tremendous, far outweighing any monetary gain. Mr.

Secretary, this does not seem to be a trade-off we can afford to make.
As you know, housing authorities use their earned administrative fees for

a number of purposes, including: locating units for low- income families;
certifying faunily eligibility; and inspecting apartments to ensure they meet
HUD'S housing stemdards. They also use the funds to help offset the financial
burdens imposed by other recently-enacted progrsuns - Family Self -Sufficiency
(FSS) is most often cited as an example. FSS recjuires counseling and case
management in economic development as an integral part of the program. This
also adds to the administrative burdens of housing authorities to set aside
and invest individual escrow accounts for each participant. However, there is
no HUD funding to carry on these additional activities.

Secretary Cisneros, do you still plan to reduce the administrative fees
for Section 8? If so, how do you plan to ensure that small and medium- sized
housing authorities have the funds necessary to carry out the requirements of

existing prograuns as well as recently enacted programs, such as FSS?
ANSWER: The Department agrees that Section 8 administrative fees should

be set at a level that is adequate to cover PHA costs of administering the
Section 8 programs. The fiscal year 1994 Budget for the Section 8 rental
voucher and certificate programs would provide for an ongoing administrative
fee of 7.24 percent of the two-bedroom fair market rent (FMR) , because past
studies have shown that the current Section 8 administrative fees exceed
actual costs incurred by most PHAs .

The current nationwide average administrative fee is 7.6 percent of the
two-bedroom FMR. Use of a single ongoing administrative fee of 7.24 percent
for both the rental voucher and certificate programs would greatly simplify
the complicated blended rate fee structure now used for these progrsuns .

In the event that the 7.24 percent fee is too low for some PHAs, the

Department has the authority to increase the fee to reflect the higher costs
of administering small programs or programs operating over large geographic
areas .

The Department is seeking special appropriations for Family Self-

Sufficiency (FSS) coordinators for approximately 240 small PHAs. This
separate funding for service coordinators for small PHAs would be sought even
if HUD were not proposing a cut in PHA administrative fees.

PUBLIC HOUSING DRUG ELIMINATION PROGRAM

SENATOR GORTON: I understand from the Seattle Housing Authority (SHA)

that on balance, this program has been an enormous success. However, they are

very concerned that for the last two years the amount of funding SHA can

request is capped by HUD based on a nationwide formula. As I understand it,

this formula was developed primarily based on the needs of large East coast

housing projects. As you know, housing authorities in the Pacific Northwest

confront somewhat different issues than those in larger. Eastern cities.

Could this flat, nationwide formula be made more flexible so that the

needs of each commxinity could be better indicated?
ANSWER: Under the Drug Elimination program, each region is provided a

regional allocation based on the crime as reported under the FBI's Uniform

Crime Reports for the States within each region. Each Housing Authority (HA)

applies for a grant and competes for funding against housing authorities

within its own region. The maucimum amount of the grsmt is determined by a

sliding scale based on the size of the housing authority. While it is true

larger housing authorities receive larger grant awards, it is assumed they
have a greater need. As a result, Seattle Housing Authority received the

largest grsuit awarded in its region. j j •

SENATOR GORTON: SHA also informs me that more consistency is needed m
the program. Residents would like to know that the Block Watch Program will

continue over time. Right now, SHA' s funding for Block Watch is from year to

year. It is hard to get people in public housing committed to volunteering
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for programs if they think the program will go away next year. As you know,
resident involvement etnd trust in anti-drug and anti- crime programs is an
important element for success. How do you plan to ensure consistent funding
from year to year for components of the program such as Block Watch that are
so important to public housing residents?

ANSWER: The Department has recommended a new program entitled "Community
Partnerships Against Crime" (COMPAC) to expand upon the current Public and
Indian Housing Drug Elimination Progreun (PHDEP) . Like the modernization
program, there would be two funding "pots." HAs with the most severe crime
problems would receive funding through formula allocation; and the remaining
funds would be distributed to other HAs on a competitive basis. Seventy five
percent of the grsuit funds available will be distributed by formula to PHAs
that had at least 1250 units or IHAs with at least 1000 units; auid the
remaining 25 percent will be awarded under a competitive process to the
remaining housing authorities .

The formula, to be determined by the Secretary, shall take into account
the average crime, neighborhood and physical condition of the developments of
the housing authority using the most recent standardized data. Preliminary
analysis suggests that indicators of crime and estimated project nead should
be used. Citywide annual crime data taken from the Department of Justice/FBI
Dniform Crime Reports for the most recent 2-3 years would represent both crime
and average neighborhood condition. The most promising indicators are per
capita meaisures of murder and robbery, each indexed separately and weighted
equally in a crime index. Estimated project need would be based upon values
already computed for the funding of physical backlog need in the Comprehensive
Grauit formula of Public housing modernization. This formula uses well -tested
indicators of physical and neighborhood need such as the average size of the
household, the age of the development, high rise family status, and measures
of PHA size and citywide population loss applied to family projects. The
crime and project need indices would be weighted equally in determining the
percapita funding of entitled cities.

In order to ensure continuity of previous programs, this formula would
hold harmless all housing authorities at the absolute funding level they
received in fiscal year 1992 under the Public and Indian Housing Drug
Elimination Progrsun. Overall, greuits awarded to housing authorities under the
competitive process would remain at comparable levels as currently awarded
ijinder the Public auid Indian Housing Drug Elimination Program.

The Seattle Housing Authority will be eligible for a formula grant award.
As such, they will submit the first year a 5 -year plan to address their crime
problem. Each subsequent year for 4 years, funding will be awarded contingent
upon a progress report review and appropriations.

I understand that a central component of the success of the drug
elimination program is the flexibility which allows housing authorities to

provide a broad array of programs and services, whether those programs are
drug abuse prevention, community crime prevention, or simply additional
security.

SENATOR GORTON: Do you plan to keep such flexibility a central component
of this program?

ANSWER: This flexibility has, in fact, lead to the development of
comprehensive strategies to address the drug problem in public housing
developments. We see this as one of the greatest strengths within the program
and plan to continue this as a central component of "COMPAC" in fiscal year
1994.

• CDBG REGOLATIONS AND PRIVATE/PDBLIC PARTNERSHIPS

SENATOR GORTON: The Vancouver Housing Authority (VHA) in Vancouver,
Washington was recently involved in a public/private partnership with the
C.E. John Company in Vancouver. This partnership resulted in the construction
of an emergency shelter for homeless families. In putting this project
together, it became clear that CDBG regulations make it virtually impossible
to use these funds in creative amd entrepreneurial partnerships with the
private sector.

The 1990 National Tiffordable Housing Act was amended to allow volunteer
labor on projects using CDBG funds. However, I understand that HUD interprets
the amendment to mean that labor has to be either all volunteer or all of the
labor must be paid at Davis -Bacon rates and use Davis -Bacon reporting
requirements. Because the VHA project involved partially donated work and
services, it would not have been possible to apply federal wage law to the
construction of the facility smd still achieve the cost reduction.

The C.E. John Company developed the facility as a build to suit project
financed with their own line of credit at a local financial institution.
After completion of construction, the VHA purchased the facility, which was
appraised at $741,000 for $525,000. Despite evidence from the bank to the
contrary, HUD ruled that using CDBG funds as part of the funding package would
retroactively trigger Davis -Bacon requirements because the bank may have
provided construction funding based on the availability of CDBG funds.
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This particular project worked because the VHA has resourcca and other

development projects and it was able to restructure the financing of the

facility without CDBG funds. However, the federal government lost a unique
opportunity to be part of a creative and entrepreneurial approach to providing
housing. Secretary Cisneros, the requirement that developers donate 100% of

their labor or con^jly with the wage emd hour requirements of Davis -Bacon

effectively eliminates opportunities for the private sector to be involved in
civic projects which include federal funds. Does HOD plan to restructure such

requirements to allow for more creative uses of federal funds? In what other

ways does HUD plan to encourage such public/private partnerships?
ANSWER: HOD'S inplementation of the 1990 National Affordable Housing

Act (NAHA) volunteer provision permits both volunteers amd Davis -Bacon paid
workers to perform work on the same project. There is no requirement that a

developer must utilize all volunteer labor or pay all construction workers in

accordance with Davis-Bacon wage standards. The NAHA does require that a
volunteer "is not otherwise employed at any time in the construction work."
In other words, such a person cannot be a volunteer for part of the time and a

paid worker at other times on the same project.
One of the major HOD initiatives to encourage public/private partnerships

is through a Housing Investment Trust Fund Partnership. The Department is

proposing the use of up to $100 million to support low- income housing
construction/reconstruction involving partnerships with private pension funds.

HUD hopes that such psirtnerships will encourage additional public/private
partnerships and tap the enormous potential for solving domestic problems by
the formation of such alliances. The Department's aim, of course, is to

provide additional affordable rental units for low- income tenants. Through
the partnership, such rental xinits would be made available to support progreuns
to aid homeless families, assist in the restoration of severely dilapidated
publicly- owned or private housing, and empowerment zone and desegregation
efforts. Moreover, an additional benefit of this partnership is that the

construction/reconstruction of 3,000 assisted housing units is expected to
create a number of construction -related jobs.

SUBCOMMITTEE RECESS

Senator MiKULSKl. This concludes today's hearing, and the sub-
committee stands in recess until next Thursday, May 6, when we
will review the fiscal year 1994 budget for the Commission on Na-
tional and Community Services.

[Whereupon, at 12:03 p.m., Thursday, April 29, the subcommittee
was recessed, to reconvene at 10 a.m., Thursday, May 6.]
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